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PROPOSED -EXTENSION OF THE SURCHARGE AND
REPEAL OF THE INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT

TUESDAY, JULY 8, 1969

U.S. SENATE,
CoMMITrEE ON FINANCE,
. Washington, D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in room 222i,
New Senate Office B ding, Senator Russell B. Long (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Long, An , re, tadge, McCarthy,
Hartke, Fulbright, Harris, 1 . f Virginia, ams, Bennett,
Curtis, Dirksen, Miller, rdan, an Fannin.

OPEN G STATEMENT- F TI "AN

The CHAIMAN The hearjgwill c me toorder.\
This is the fi t of a t',-part hea ire lect to H.R. 12 0,.

a bill passed b the Ho s o to exted the inco e
tax surcharge nd to re eal th 7 inv tment x credit. Tle
bill also contii ies for another -y10ercent e
cise tax on telephone an sassnger auto

moie. -diion, it ~rovi s i , Gywinc a low nce whicimobiles. In ad0 
lo~ c 

itct|
relieves milli s of poerty-le wa - rn s from i tax rolls
Finally, it all ws air an water Iloi f devices to be amor
tized over a 5- r period.

During this rst port he con t ive imony fro n
the Secretary o the Treasury and the rector of the B eau of ie
Budget with resp ct to the need fr-th le atio .We will also he i wiiiesses wit res t to h provisi s in

the House bill. If th Secretary ondudes is tes ny today, e will
begin hearing public Wi nesses tomorrow.

In the second phase the hearing, the committee wi ake testi-
mony with respect to tax re rmn.

There will be no tax hearing ursda:, J 10, because of a
prior commitment to the Subcommittee o veterans' Legislation which
will be inquiring into several matters relating to the veterans statutes.

Before recognizing the Secretary of the Treasury, let me make an
announcement with respect to the committee's schedule for considering
tax reform.



TAX REFORM HEARINGS

In our Committee on Finance it has been the practice to hold hear-
ings on specific bills and amendments that Senators are interested in.
This procedure differs from that followed by the Committee on Ways
and Means where hearings often precede the introduction of a bill.

In keeping with this practice of the committee, I plan to announce to
the Senate that our tax reform hearings are going to be just as broad
and comprehensive as the Senators want them to be. All we ask is that
the Senators indicate all of the tax reform proposals they desire to offer
to H.R. 12290 so that we can conduct hearings on them before we take
the bill up in executive session.

I know most Senators will agree with me that we should not take
taxpayers by surprise and take up amendments which may affect them
without giving them an opportunity to state their side of the question.
That is what the hearing process is ,ll about.

Similarly, a Senator should be entitled to state to the Senate that
his tax reform suggestions have been through the hearing process in
the Committee on Finance and thus prevent that procedural argument
from being used as a device to build up opposition to his amendment.
He should be entitled to have a vote on the merits of his tax reform
suggestions in connection with this legislation.

IDENTIFICATION OF TAX REFORM PROPOSALS

So to be fair to them and to the Senators who want to propose tax
reform amendments to the surtax bill, I urge that Senators who have
introduced bills in the Senate identify to the Committee on Finance
those which they intend to call up as amendments during Senate con-
sideration of HR. 12290.

If Senators have tax reform suggestions in mind that they intend
to propose but which have not yet been introduced, I urge that they
introduce them and identify them as matters they would like to have
considered during discussion of H.R. 12290.

If Senators will cooperate with the Committee on Finance in this
way, we can publish all these tax reform suggestions in a committee
print and make them the basis for the tax reform phase of our
hearings.

No Senator will be deprived of the right to a hearing on his tax
reform ideas. But in order to advance these hearings in an orderly
manner, it is necessary that we know within a specified time exactly
what the Senators want to propose in the wav of tax reform.

Therefore, I urge Senators to let us know by Friday of next week-
July 18, 1969-what they plan to offer in the way of tax reform. Then
we can schedule our tax reform hearings to begin promptly the fol-
lowing week-the week of the 21st.

I believe this procedure recognizes the right of every Senator to
offer whatever tax reform amendment his conscience dictates, and at
the same time. enables the Conl'ittee on Finance to carry out its
i-esponsibility to the Senate.



SENATE DEMOCRATIC POLICY COMM ITrEM 'POSITION

I might add that in my opinion this procedure also fully conforms
to fthe announcement made on June 25 by the distinguished majority
leader that the Democratic Policy Committee had voted unanimously:

That any proposal to extend the income tax surcharge be considered simul-
taneously with recommendations on meaningful tax reform, and

That the present income tax withholding rates be continued after June 30,
1969 for a period of one quarter to permit full consideration and disposition of
the reform and extension of the surtax.

The majority leader elaborated on the policy committee resolu-
tion in a letter to me dated July 1. In his letter lie emphasized that the
debate on the floor prior to passage of the 31-dav extension of the sur-
tax withholding rates "clearly specifies that additional extensions will
be forthcoming if necessary to afford the ordinary processing of in-
tended tax reform through the Senate Finance Committee."

I might add that the 30-day extension that was granted with regard
to the withholding rate was for the convenience of the House. That
was not a date that was picked by the Senate, and we anticipate that
we may have to ask the House to grant us an extension for the con-
venience of the Senate.

It is my purpose today to implement the majority leaders an-
nouncements by again urging that Senators identify their tax reform
proposals to us by July 18 so that the Committee on Finance can pro-
ceed with the ordinary processing of intended tax reform.

There is a release available to the press this morning which repeats
what I have stated.

I believe, Mr. Secretary. it ioruld be best for you to proceed as you
desire. I had asked that your .Statement as well as the Director of the
Budget be summarized and that we print the statement in its entirety
in order to move ahead, but I understand that you have a brief state-
ment and that being the case you would prefer to read it.

Now before you proceed I believe it would be well to include in
the record at this point a copy of H.R. 12290, a copy of a summary
of the bill, prepared by the staff, and our press release announcing
these hearings.

(The material referred to follows: testimony begins at p. 59:)

PRESS RELEASE, JULY 2, 1969.

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, IT.S. SENATE

HEARINGS SET ON BILL TO EXTEND TIE INCOME TAX SURCHARGE, AND TO REPEAL TIIE
INVESTMENT TAX CREDir

The Honorable Russell B. Long (D., IrAi.), Chairman of the Committee on
Financp, announced today that the Committee would begin hearings at 9:00 a.m.,
on, Tiesday, Juily 8, 1,969, on H.R. 12290. The bill would extend the 10 percent
income tax surcharge, postpone for m year.'the scheduled reduction in the present
7 percent excLSe tax on pasenger automobiles and the 10 percent excise tax on
communications services, repeal the 7 lsercont investment tax credit, provide for
a five-year amortization of air and water pollution control facilities. and provide
a sliecial "low income allowance" to relieve poor people from paying Federal
ilcone tax.

A drnin istration Witnesscs.r-The chairman n advised that the hea ring would be
held in Room 2221, New Senate Office Building, and that the Seeretalry of the
Treassury. the Honorable 1)avid M. Kennedy, would be the lead-off witness, and
will present the Administration's ase for the bill. Accompanying him will be
the Director of the Bureau of the Budget, Honorable Robert P. Mayo.
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Public Witne88s.-Senator Long further reported that unless the Committee
invites the Secretary back for a second day of questioning, public witnesses
desiring to testify on provisions contained in. the Houise bill would be heard be-
ginning Wednesday, July 9. le also stated that because of prior commitments,
the Committee would not bold hearings on the tax bill on Thursday, July 10.

Ile recalled that on June 25 the Committee on Finance had voted to recom-
mend to the Senate that the 7 percent investment tax credit be repealed as of
April 18, 1969, the same date specified in the House bill.

Chairman Long advised that any interested organization or individual who
desires to appear before the Committee to testify on any of the subjects con-
tained in the House bill should immediately contact Tom Vail, Chief Counsel,
Committee on Finance, Room 2227 New Senate Office Building. The request
should be made not later than Tuesday, July 8, and should specify to which pro-
vision of the bill the testimony will relate. Those organizations and individuals
who have already requested to testify, need not submit a new request.

Chairman Long noted that in lieu of receiving oral testimony the Committee
would be pleased to receive written reports from interested persons regarding
provisiows contained in the Houise bill. Persons desiring to submit such a state-
ment for the record should do so no later than Friday, July 18, 1969.

Tax Refor.-Further, Chairman Long 'Indicated that the Committee soon
would issue an announcement relating to hearings on tax reform subjects other
than those contained In HR. 12290.
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Real twi(e and referred to the Conmmittee on Finance

AN ACT
To .ontinue the in'coIme tax surcharge and the excise taxes on

automol)iles anid communicationn services for temporary

periods, to terminate the investment credit, to provide a low

income allowance for individuals, and for other purposes.

1 Be it Cnactcd by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tires of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

: I SECTION 1. AMENDMENT OF EXISTING LAW.

4 Except as otJ:erwise expressly provided, whenever in

5 this Act an amenl(dment is expressed in tens of an amend-

6 ment to a section or other provision, the reference sbaWll be

7 considered to be made to a section or other plrvision of

8 the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.
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.1 SEC. 2. EXTENSION OF TAX SURCHARGE.

'2 (a.) SURCH:IARG, lx'rENMlo,.-SeCIL-ioi 51 (a) (rc-

:i lating to impositiol of tax surclarge) is amended-

it (1) by striking out so much of paragraph (1) (A)

5 as follows the table heading "CALENI)AR YEAR

11; 1969" and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

"]ABLE I.--SINGLF PERSON (OTHER THAN HFAD Of OUS[MOLD) AND MARtIID PERSONS FILING SEPARATE 617UR6

I the adjusted lot Is: It the adjusted ta IS: 11 the adjusted tax Is:
The tax heiS . ..... The tax

At least out less Is- At least But Iss is - At least but less Is -
than thin than

0 5146 0 $73 $278 $:G $515 $25 $52
$143 353 $1 278 28.3 27 52S 535 53
I 15S 2 283 268 28 "3 545 4
359 163 3 28 295 29 545 555 55
163 168 4 2" 305 30 555 956 56
168 173 5 305 315 31 M6s 575 57
313 11 6 315 325 31 575 585 58
176 183 7 325 335 33 585 595 59
t83 388 6 335 345 34 595 605 60
188 193 9 345 355 35 605 615 61
193 198 tO 355 365 36 615 625 52
399 203 it 365 375 31 625 635 63
203 206 32 375 385 38 635 645 64
26 213 13 395 395 39 645 655 65
213 21 14 395 405 40 655 665 66
218 2331 i 405 415 e1 665 675 61
223 229 16 415 429 42 675 685 68
228 233 17 425 435 43 685 695 69
233 238 18 435 445 44 695 705 70
238 243 19 445 455 45 705 715 71
243 248 20 455 465 46 2I 725 72
248 253 21 465 475 41 72.5 735 73
23 258 22 475 48$ 48 735 and over, 10% nt the adjusted tax
25 263 23 435 495 49
263 268 24 495 505 50
268 273 25 054 515 5

If the adjusted ta Is:
. . The tia

At test Hut less Is -
thin

0 1223 0
$223 228 $1
2 6 213 Z2
233 238 3
238 243 4
243 248 5
248 253
253 258 1
258 23 6
263 268 9
268 273 tO
27?3 276 3 3
218 263 32
283 268 13
788 293 14
.93 298 . i
298 303 16
303 308 7
308 313 38
313 378 19
318 323 20
323 328 23
328 333 22
333 338 23
338 343 24

TABLE 2.-H[AD OF HOUSEHOLD

It the adjusted tax Is:
-- he lts

At least Hut le s Is-
thin

$343 $340 $2 5
348 353 26
353 358 71
358 363 28
363 368 29
36 373 30
373 378 31
378 303 3?
383 37. 33
398 393 34
393 398 35
398 40.3 36
403 408 31
408 413 38
13 416 39
41a 413 41
423 428 41
428 43 42
433 438 43
438 445 44
445 4s5 45
455 465 46
465 475 47
475 4,5 4
485 405 49

It the adjusted tax Is:
.I he tis

At least But less Is -
than

$499 505 $50
51I 515 51
515 529 52
51 535 53
535 545 54
545 555 55
555 565 56
.65 579 by
Vs5 585 56
S35 595 59
595 60S 60
605 619 61
61 625 62
639 635 63
635 645 64
645 655 65
655 665 66
665 675 67
615 685 68
605 695 69
699 705 70
705 715 i
715 7125 ?2
725 735 13

735 and over, I0% of the adjusted tax



TABLE 3.-MARRIED PERSONS OR SURVIVING SPOUSE PILtN JOINT RETURN

It the Adjusted tan Is: tt the odjustod tat Is: It the adjusted Is is
. .. . . .. ...... The tax .. .. .. .. .. .. Theta% . .. .The tat

At least U1 less Is - At least out los In-- At least ut less Is -
than than than

0 $293 0 $416 $423 VII, $548 $503 $3
S29 29 n $t 423 428 21 053 008 S3
298 303 2 426 433 21 b5 563 54
30.3 301 3 433 430 29 063 066 55
308 313 4 438 443 30 %68 53 06
313 318 0 443 448 31 513 019 51
318 323 6 40$ 403 32 518 585 58
323 I8 453 458 33 58$ 095 511
328 333 8 41 463 34 595 60S 64
333 338 9 463 468 3S 605 61S
338 343 t0 468 413 36 615 62$ 0
343 348 it 413 47 37 625 635
348 353 12 418 403 38 635 645 64
30 351 13 483 488 39 645 655 65
308 363 14 488 493 40 50 665 64
363 368 10 493 490 41 66S 67 61
38 373 16 498 03 42 610 695 68
313 318 1? 503 508 43 605 695 69
378 363 38 008 513 44 690 106 10
383 38 19 513 018 45 100 715 71
385 393 20 518 523 46 10 72 12
393 398 23 523 028 47 725 735 13
396 403 22 528 033 48 130 and oor. 10% .1 the adjusted tan
403 406 23 033 L8 49
408 413 24 538 .543
413 411 is 043 548

CALENDAR YEAR 1970
TABLE I.-SINGLE PERSON (OTHIR THAN HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD) AND MARRIED PERSONS FILING SEPARATE RIURN

1 the adjusted tan Is:
Theta%

At leant But loss Is-
than

0 $100 4
1155 175 $1115 1 Is5
19 215 3
215 230 4
230 255 5
t5 275 6
271 300 7
30 340 8

It the adjusted tat Is:
.. .......... . The tl

At least But less Is--
than

$340 $8 $9
380 4 0 0
420 460 t
460 500 12
So 540 13
40 500 14

50 620 is
620 660 I6
660 10o 17

It the adjusted tat Is:
- The tat

At last But loss Is -
than

$100 $1740 $3
140 180 119
780 820 20
820 60 21
963 900 23
S00 940 23
940 980 24

980 ad ew, 2.5% of the adjusted ta

TABLE 2,-HEAD Of HOUSEHOLD

It the adjusted tax Is' It the adjusted taxn is: It the adjsted tax Is:
- hoti e ... ......... .... The til Tho tua

At se out Bat less it- At least ut lIs Iis- At least But tast It-
than than than

0 $230 0 $390 6410 $9 $100 $740 $16
$230 200 $1 410 430 t0 140 180 19

250 270 2 430 460 It 180 820 20
210 290 3 460 500 12 820 60 21
290 310 4 500 040 t3 660 90 22
310 330 540 580 14 900 940 ?3
330 350 6 8 670 tO 940 900 24
350 310 1 620 660 16 930 and ovo, 1 5% ol the adjusted tax
318 30 8 660 1o I 7

TABLE 3.-MARRIO PERSONS OR SURVIVING SPOUSE FILING JOINT RETURN

It the adjusted tal Is:
The tan

At least lt leis is-
than

0 1300 0
$300 32o SI
3?0 340 2
340 360 3
360 380 0
3 400 5
400 420 6
420 440 1
444 480 8

It the adjusted tan Is:
The tan

At least out less Is-
thin

$460 $400 $9
460 500 to
500 020 33
00 040 32
040 560 I3
060 080 14
50 620 I3
5.1 660 36
660 100 17

It the adjusted tan Is:
The tt

At least out IOU is-
then

$700 $140 118
140 1S0 19
130 820 20
820 860 21
860 900 2
900 940 23
840 980 24

a80nd ovee, 2 Vo ths adjustd lI"a,

' 1 1 -61 -----2
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1 (2) by striking out tle table in paragraph (1) (B)

2 and inserting in lieu thereof the following table:

Percent

Estates and
"Calendar year trust Corporations

1968 ........................................................... 7.5 10.0
1969 .............................................................................. 10.0 10.0
1970 ................................................................................ 2.5 2.5",

3 (3) by striking out "July 1, 1969" the first time it

4 appears in paragraph (2) (A) and inserting in lieu

5 thereof "July 1, 1970", and

6 (4) by striking out paragraph (2) (A) (ii) and

7 inserting in lieu thereof the following:

8 "(ii) a fraction, the numerator of which is

9 the sum of the number of days in the taxable

10 year occurring on and after the effective date of

11 the surcharge and before January 1, 1970, Plus

12 one-half times the number of days in the taxable

13 year occurring after December 31, 1969, and

14 before July 1, 1970, and the denominator of

15 which is the number of days in the entire tax-

16 able year."

17 (b) RICEII'T OF MINIMUM DISTIwUrTIoNS.-The last

18 sentence of section 963 (b) (relating to receipt of minimum

19 distributions-by domestic corporations) is amended by strik-

20 ing out "June 30, 1969" and inserting in lieu thereof "June

21 30, 1970".
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1 (c) ErFEcTIvu DATES.-

2 (1) IN GENERAL.-The amendments made by sub-

3 sections (a) and (b) shall apply to taxable years end-

4 ing after June 30, 1969, and beginning before July 1,

5 1970.

6 (2) DECLARATIONS OF ESTIMATED TAX.-If any

7 taxpayer is required to make a declaration or amended

8 declaration of estimated tax, or to pay any amount or

9 additional amount of estimated tax, by reason of the

10 amendments made by this section, such amount or

11 additional amount shall be paid ratably on or before each

12 of the remaining installment dates for the taxable year

13 beginning with the first installment date on or after the

14 30th day after the date of enactment of this Act. With

15 respect to any declaration or payment of estimated tax

16 before such first installment date, sections 6015, 6154,

17 6654, and 6655 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

18 shall be applied without regard tQ the amendments made

19 by this section. For purposes of this paragraph, the

20 term "installment date" means any date on which,

21 under section 6153 or 6154 of such Code (whichever is

22 apl)licable), an installment payment of estimated tax

23 is required to be made by the taxpayer.
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1 SEC. 3. CONTINUATION OF EXCISE TAXES ON COMMUNI-

2 CATION SERVICES AND ON AUTOMOBILES.

3 (a) PASSENGER AUTOMOBILES.-

4 (1) IN GENERAL.-Section 4061 (a) (2) (A) (re-

5 lating to tax on passenger automobiles, etc.) is amended

6 to read as follows:

7 "(A) Articles enumerated in subparagraph

8 (B) are taxable at whichever of the following rates

9 is applicable:

"If the article is sold- The tax rate is--
Before January 1, 1971 ---------------- 7 percent.
During 1971 ------------------------ 5 percent.
During 1972 ------------------------ 3 percent.
During 1973 ------------------------ 1 percent.

10 The tax imposed by this subsection shall not apply

11 with respect to articles enumerated in subparagraph

12 (B) which are sold by the manufacturer, producer,

13 or importer after December 31, 1973."

14 (2) CONFORMING A-MENDMENT.-Section 6412

15 (a) (1) (relating to floor stocks refunds on passenger

16 automobiles, etc.) is amended by striking out "Janu-

17 ary 1, 1970, January 1, 1971, January 1, 1972, or

18 January 1, 1973", and inserting in lieu thereof "Janu-

19 ary 1, 1971, January 1, 1972, January 1, 1973, or

20 January 1, 1974".

21 (b) COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES.-

22 (1) CONTINUATION OF TA.-Seetion 4251 (a)
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1 (2) (relating to tax on certain communications serv-

2 ices) is amended by striking out the table and inserting

3 in lieu thereof the following table:

"Amounts paid pursuant to
bills first rendered- Percent-

Before January 1, 1971 --------------------------------- 10
During 1971 ------------------------------------------ 5
During 1972 --------------------------------------- 3
During 1973 ----------------------------------------- 1".

4 (2) CONFORIMING AM ENDMENT.-Section 4251

5 (b) (relating to termination of tax) is amended by

6 striking out "January 1, 1973", and inserting in lieu

7 thereof "January 1, 1974".

8 (3) REPEAL OF SUBCIIAPTER 1; OF CHAPTER 33.-

9 Section 105 (b) (3) of the Revenue and Expenditure

10 Control Act of 1968 (82 Stat. 266) is amended to read

11 as follows:

12 "(3) REPEAL OP SUBCHAPTER B OF CHAPTER

13 33.-Effective with respect to amounts paid pursuant to

14 bills first rendered on or after January 1, 1974, sub-

15 chapter B of chapter 33 (relating to the tax on corn-

16 munications) is repealed. For purposes of the preceding

17 sentence, in the case of communications services ren-

18 dered before Novc-nber 1, 1973, for which a bill has

19 not been renidcred before January 1, 1974, a bill shall

20 be treated a.; having been first rendered on Decem-

21 ber 31, 1973. Effective January 1, 1974, the table of
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1 subehapters for chapter :33 is amended by striking out

2 the item relating to such subchapter B."

3 SEC. 4. TERMINATION OF INVESTMENT CREDIT.

4 (a) IN (11Eu1h.-Sublart B of part IV of sull)(ehal)ter

5 A of chapter 1 (relating to rides for ('oml)li11g credit for

6 investment in certain depreciable property) is aiheilded by

7 adding at the end thereof the following new section:

8 "SEC. 49. TERMINATION OF CREDIT.

9 " (a) GENE1A 1 l1ULE.-For 1)uWrises of this subpart,

10 the terni 'section 38 property' does not include property-

11 "(1) the physical construct ion, reconstruction, or

12 erection of which is begun after Ai)ril 18, 1969, or

13 " (2) which is acquired by the taxl)ayer after April

14 18, 1969,

15 other than pre-tennination property.

16 " (b) PRE--TERMINATION PROPERTY.-For purposes of

17 this section-

18 " (1) BINDING( CONTIHAC's.-Anv p)rol)erty shall be

19 treated as pre-termination property to the extent that

20 such property is constructed., reconstructed, erected, or

21 acquired pursuant to a contract wiNch was, on April 18,

22 1969, and at all times thereafter, binding on the I'ax-

23 payer.

24 "(2) EQI'PEI) BITILDING R?,L,.-If-

25 "(A) pursuant. to a plan of the taxpayer in
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1 existence on April 18, 1969 (which plan wA not

2 suibstmitially modified at any time after sue1i date

3 and before the taxpayer placed theI equipped build-

ing il service), the taxpayer has colistructed, re-

('oji triictcd, erected, or acquired a building and the

6 i Mihinclry amd (qlipimjenit, llcves.ry to 1e hIdaiined

ise of the building by the taxpayer, and

q ''(B) more than 50 percent of the aggregate

adjusted basis of all tlie property of a character sub-

( ~ ,ject to the allowance for depreciaitin making tip

11 sunch building as so equipped is attrilutable to either

12 property the construction, reconstruction, or erection

1M of which was begun by the taxpayer before April 19,

1 t 1969, or property the acquisition of which by the

15 taxpayer occurred before such date,

16 then all property comprising such building as o equipped

17 (and any incidental property adjacent to such building

.18 which is necessary to the planned use of the building)

1 shall be pre-termination prOl)erty. For purposes of sub-

paragraph (B) of the preceding sentence, the rules of

21 paragraphs (1) and (4) shall be applied. For purposes

22 of this ]a a 1'), 1 i a Spcci'il 1parlpose stiicarlucr siall be

23 treated as a building.

24 " (3) PLANT F'A('IITY IULE.-
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1 "d(A) GENERAL RULE.-If-

2 "(i) pursuant to a plan of the taxpayer in

3 existence on April 18, 1969 (which plan was

4 not substantially modified at any time after

5 such date and before the taxpayer placed the

6 plane facility in service), the taxpayer has con-

7 structed, reconstructed, or erected a plant fa-

8 cility, and either

9 "(ii) the construction, reconstruction, or

10 erection of such plant facility was commenced

11 by the taxpayer before April 19, 1969, or

12 "(iii) more than 50 percent of the aggre-

13 gate adjusted basis of all the property of a

14 character subject to the allowance for deprecia-

15 tion making up such plant facility is attributable

16 to either property the construction, reconstruc-

17 tion, or erection of which was begun by the tax-

18 payer before April 19, 1969, or property the

19 acquisition of which by the taxpayer occurred

20 before such date,

21 then all property comprising such plant facility shall

22 be pre-termination property. For purposes of clause

23 .(iii) of the preceding sentence, the rules of para-

24 graphs (1) and (4) shall be applied.

25 "(B) PLANT FACILITY D)FINw.-For pur-
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1 poses of this paragraph, the term 'plant facility'

2 means a facility which does not include any building

3 (or of which buildings constitute an insignificant

4 portion) and which is-

5 "(1) a self-contained, single operating unit

6 or processing operation,

7 "(ii) located on a single site, and

8 "(iii) identified, on April 18, 1969, in the

9 , purchasing and internal financial plans of the

10 taxpayer as a singleuary project.

11 "(C) SPECIAL RUL.-Fo urposes of this

12/ subso6 if '
;1 ... I'ii a erti e of convenienc and neces-

14 "1 sen.gued b ore April 19, 1969, by

15 dq result agency with spect to

i16 lwo ifke tio which are included

17 ,~' u der a "gle the taxpayer to onstruet,
8g reos~ or (rect such,)plant fa cities, and

1 ";'(i) more than percent f the aggre-

0 gate .ted basis of all t property of a

21 character subject to th owance for deprecia-

22 tion p such plant facilities is attribut-

23 able to either .property the construction," re-

24 construction, or erection of which was begun by

25 the taxpayer before April 19, 1969, or prop-
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1 erty the acquisition of which by the taxpayer

2 occurred before such date,

3 such plant facilities shall be treated as a single plant

4 facility.

5 "((D) COMMRNCEMI,,NT OF CONSTRUCTION.-

6 For purposes of subparagraph (A) (ii) , the con-

7 struction, reconstruction, or erection of a plant facil-

ity shall not be considered to have conimenced until

:9 construction, reconstruction, or erection has coin-

10 menced at the site of such plant facility. The preced-

11 ing sentence shall not apply if the site of such plant

12 facility is not located on land.

13 "(4) MACtlINERY OR EQUIPMENT RULT.-Any

11 piece of machinery or equipment-

15 "(A) more than 50 percent of the parts and

13 components of which (determined on the basis of

17 cost) were held by tile taxpayer on April 18, 1969,

19 or are acquired by the taxpayer pursuant to a bind-

19 ing contract which was in effect on such date, for

20 inclusion or use in such piece of machinery or equip-

21 ment, and

22 "(B) the cost of the parts and components of

23 which is not an insignificant portion of the total cost,

24 shall be treated as property which is pre-tennination

25 property.
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1 "(5) CiERTI'AIN LEASE-BACK TRANSACTIONS, ETC.-

2 Where a pCrson who is a party to a, binding contract de-

3 scribed in paragraph (1) transfers rights in such con-

4 tract (or in the property to which such contract relates)

J to another lrs bit a, Irty to sti.h contract retaitis a

6 right to use the property tinder a lease with ( such other

7 person, he to the extenit of the transferred rights such

S other person shall, for p)urposes of paragrahlh (1), site-

9 ceed to the position of the transferor with respect to such

10 binding contract mid such property. In any case in

11 which the lessor does not make an election under sec-

12 tion 48 (d)-

13 "(A ) the preceding sentence shall apply only

14 if a party to the contract retains the right to use the

15 property under a lease for a term of at least 1 year;

16 and

17 " (B) if such use is retained, the lessor shall be

18 deemed for the lItoses of section 47 as having

19J made a disposition of the property at such time as

2); the lessee loses the right to use the l)roperty.

21 For purposes of subparagraph (B) , if the lessee transfers.

22 the lease in a transfer described in paragraph (7), the

23 lessee shall be considered as having the right to use of

24 the property so long as the transferee has such use.
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1 "(6) CERTAIN LEASE AND CONTRACT OBLIGA-

2 TIONS.-

3 "(A) Where, pursuant to a binding lease or

4 contract to lease in effect on April 18, 1969, a lessor

5 or lessee is obligated to construct, reconstruct, erect,

6 or acquire property specified in such lease or con-

7 tract, any property so constructed, reconstructed,

8 erected, or acquired by the lessor or lessee shall be

9 pre-termination property. In the case of any project

10 which includes property other than the property to

11 be leased to such lessee, the preceding sentence shall

12 be applied, in the case of the lessor, to such other

13 property only if the binding leases and contracts

14 with all lessees in effect on April 18, 1969, cover

15 real property constituting 25 percent or more of

16 the project (determined on the basis of rental

17 value). For purposes of the preceding sentences of

18 this paragraph, in the case of any project where one

19 or more vendor-vendee relationships exist, such

20 vendors and vendees shall be treated as lessors and

21 lessees.

22 "(B) Where, in order to perform a binding

23 contract or contracts in effect on April 18, 1969,

24 (i) the taxpayer is required to construct, recon-

2,5 strict, erect, or acquire property specified in any
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1 order of a Federal regulatory agency for which

2 application was filed before April 19, 1969, (ii)

3 the property is to be used to transport one or more

4 products under such contract or contracts, and (iii)

5 one or more parties to the contract or contracts are

6 required to take or to provide more than 50 percent

7 of the products to be transported over a substantial

8 portion of the expected useful life of the property,

9 then such property shall be pre-termination prop-

10 erty.

11 "(7) CERTAIN TRANSFERS TO DR DISREGARDED.-

12 " (A) If property or rights under a contract are

13 transferred in-

14 "(i) a transfer by reason of death, or

15 "(ii) a transaction as a result of which

16 the basis of the property in the hands of the

17 transferee is determined by reference to its basis

18 in the bands of the transferor by reason of the

19 application of section 332, 351, 361, 371 (a),

20 374 (a), 721, or 731,

21 and such property (or the property acquired under

22 such contract) would be treated as pre-termination

23 property in the hands of the decedent or the trans-

24 feror, such property shall be treated as pre-termina-

25 tion property in the hands of the transferee.
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16

2 ''(i) j)V4)1trt-Y o). rights IlIldcr . a01 cnract are(

3 acqired ilI t rati~ac 14 m to wich~e sect 14)1 334

4 (1)) (2) appIie's,

5 (ii) tile stovl if 111tv distribuing" corpol-

6 tioll was11 n((lired before A pril 119) 1 969, ()r

8 1969, alld

10 (jllit'e under Stich voultratt) would 1be treated'(

11 as pre-terination propetty ill fthe hanitds of the-

12 distributing corporaion141,

13 suchi property sluill he t reatedI as, pre-teriiiatioii

14 property ill the hands of the( dist ributee..

15 '' (8) PROl 'im'r A('QVI llD FEW PM A FF1 LIATEI) ('U-

16 l'OIATION.-For purp-joses Of this siubseCtioli, ill thle ealse

17 of p~roplerty aequirie( hlY at corporati whichi is ai member

18 of all afiinted grollp fromt azlthtier 11l'ulber of the StIIIC

19 gop

20 "(A ) Siullt1 cortlporntim)t sh.1 1 11c tt(1t1441 ost h1ttv-

21 tug acquitired stu-nt propertY oil tiedle (cfllt wich it

22 WaNsM aephtited bly stch othtet lttetlber,

'24 i114 entered into it binding cotntract. for the c(st u-

25 t ion, recon strut ion, erectijont, or acquisition of such
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1 jpl~ijpeity oll tilt. dajte oil which such otheri membiier

3 tt rictioli. Vlettioli, or acquiisitioni of stiid priop~erty,

4 and

5 ( () iah co~ rn-li olt Shall bIe trjealted Its Iliiv-

l ig (olliti i(Iilt ilie toil it ilet 1(11, lecollIstraictioti, o

7('lect loll oStich pr11(11t oIIi(l the fdat o oil which stueha

8 other iieiihier commuiencedl such c'onstruictioni, 1'e-

9 conist ruct iln, 01. eretion!.

10 F'or pupol)ses Elf this subhsectioii anid siisectioii (c)

I I I iit rl(Ist, Iletweeli two iiienihers of an afiilted group

1 2 Shall not. be t related 11.4 a binding contract Its bet weel sli

13 miemibers. For puirpose's of the precediing senltenices, tihe

I1 termi 'affliiated group~' has the meaning assignled to it b~y

15~ sectioni 1504 (it) , e'xcep~t thait till corporations shiall he

Ili t realtedI as inicluile corporations ( without any exclusion

17 inider sectioni 15~04 (b) ).
114" (9) BAROBS F~OR ()CFAN-(IOINO VESSE.L.-1Il the

(9lise' of aliy oveail-goiiig V'essel which is-

21) ''(A ) pre-terinailtioii property,

21 "' (11) conistruictedl under at binin~ig contract

22 which'l was in effect, oin Aplril 18, 1 969, to which-

the Maritimie Adiministration, D~epartmient of Coin

2t nierc, is a, party, and
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1 " (C) designed to carry barges,

2 theii the barges specilid ill slih cotitriact (Iiot ill excess

3 of the number slwcilied in sulch contra.) conlst ructld,

4 constructed, erected, or ucqui re~d for use with suich

5 vessel, together with Ihe iaifiwii)ry a1d cyu piuent 1

6 be installed on such barges mid necessary for their

7 played use, shlill Ie rct atl as pi'-t cruii lnalion property.

8 "(10) CERTAIN N N EW-DESI(iN l'I)IDUCTS.-

9 Where-

10 " (A) on April 18, 196)(), the taxpayer hatid

11 undertaken a project to produce a product of a new

12 design Iursunit to hiding contracts in c(fect on

13 such date which-

14 " (i) were fixed-price contracts (except

15 for provisions for escalation in case of changes

16 in rates of pay) , and

17 "(ii) covered more than 60 percent of the

18 entire production of such design to be delivered

19 by the taxpayer before ,January 1, 197:3, lilt(]

20 " (B) on or before April 18, 1.)61, more than

21 50 percent of the aggregate adjusted basis of all

2 'property of a character subject to the allowance

23 for depreciation required to carry out such binding

24 contracts was property the colistruction, recoist ritc-

25 tion, or (rection of which had beeni begui! by the
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1 taxpayer, or had been acquired by the taxpayer

2 (or was under a binding contract for such con-

3 struction, reconstruclion, erection, or acquisition),

4 then all tangible personal property placed in service by

5 the taxpayer before January 1, 1972, which is re-

6 quired to carry out such binding contracts shall be

7 deemed to be pre-teriination property. For purposes of

8 subparagraph (B) of the preceding sentence, jigs, dies,

9 templates, and similar items which can be used only for

10 the manufacture or assembly of the production under the

11 project and which were described in written engineering

12 and internal financial plans of the taxpayer in existence

13 oil April 18, 11)1), Shall be treated its prol)erty which

14 on such date was under a binding contract for construc-

15 tion.

1i " (e) LI0ASIi) PlOPRnTY.-In the ease of property

17 which is leased after April 18, 1969 (other than pursuant

18 to a binding contract to lease entered into before April 19,

19 1969), which is section 38 property with respect to the

20 lessor Iut is property which would not be section 38 prop-

21 erty because of the application of subsection (a) if acquired

22 by the lessee, and which is property of tile same kind which

23 the lessor ordinarily sol to ctistomers before April 19, 1969,

24 or ordinarily leased before such date and made an election

31-701 0--69--3
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1 under section 48 (d) , such property shall not be section 38

2 property with respect to either the lessor or tihe lessee.

:1 " (d) RATE OF (J1,Iu'rI NVIIFI, PIOPErTY Is 1ACEID

4 ix S19E A vr, 1 l)70.-In the ease of property placed

5 in service after 1)ccmber 31, 1970, section 38 and this

6 subpart shall be applied by reducing tie 7 percent figure

7 of section 46(a) (1) by one-tenth of I percent for each

8 full calendar nionth between November 30, 1970, and the

9 (late on which the property is placed in service, except

10 that in the case of liroperty laced in service after 1)cembher

11 31, 1974, 0 percent shall be substituted for 7 percent."

12 (b) LIMITATIONS ON USE OF CAtRVOVEMS AND

13 C ARYBACK.-Scction 46 (b) (relating to carryback and

14 carryover of unused credits) is amended by adding at the

15 end thereof the following new paragraph:

16 "(5) TAXABLE YEARS 11(]INNINO AFTER )EEM-

17 BEI 31, 1968, AND ENI)INO AFTER APIRIIL 18, 1969).-

18 The amount which may be added under this subsection

19 for any taxable year beginning after 1)c'ember 31.

20 1968, and ending after April 18, 1969. slall niot exceed

21 00 percent of the higher of-

22 "(A) the aggregate of the investment credit

23 carrybacks and investment credit carryovers to the

24 taxable year, or

25 " (B) the highest amount computed under situ-
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1 paragraph (A) for ally preceding taxable year

2 which began after )ecember 31. 19(18, and ended

3 after April 18, 1969."

4 (C) RULES RELATING TO CERTAIN CASUALTIES AND

5 TiiEvTs.-Seetion 47 (a) (4) (relating to rules with respect

6 to section 38 property destroyed by casualty, etc.) is

7 amended by adding at the end thereof the following:

8 "Subparagraphs (11) and (C) shall not apply with

9 respect to any casualty or theft occurring after April 18,

10 19169. In 1hw case of any casualty or theft occurring

11 oii or before April 18, 19(1b, to the extent of any

12 rejlheineit lr,' stich (late (with property which would

13 be section .38 property but for section 49) this part

14 shall he applied without regard to section 49."

15 (d) CONFOI)IMINO AMINI)MENT.-T]he table of sections

16 for subpart B of part IV of subchapter A of chapter 1

17 (relating to rules for compi)ting credit for investment in

ls certain deipreciable property) is amended )y adding at the

1! end thereof the following new iteit:

"Sec. 49. Teimination of credit."

20 SEC. 5. AMORTIZATION OF POLLUTION CONTROL FACILI.

21 TIES.

22 (a) A L..l\ANCE.-Part VI of subchapter B of chapter

23 1 (relating to itemized deductions for individuals and corpora-
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1 tions) is amended by striking out sections 168 and 169 and

2 by inserting after section 167 the following new section:

3 "SEC. 168. AMORTIZATION OF POLLUTION CONTROL FA-

4 CILITIES.

5 "(a) ALLOWANCE O1' ])IUC'rloN.-Evry person, at

6 his election, shall be entitled to a deduction with respect to

7 the amortization of the adjusted lasis (for determining gain)

8 of any certified pollution control facility (as defined in sub-

9 section (d)), based on a period of 60 months. Such amortiza-

10 tion deduction shall be an amount, with respect to each month

11 of such period within the taxable year, equal to the adjllsted

12 basis of the pollution control facility at the end of such month

13 divided by the number of months (including the month for

14 which the deduction is computed) remaining in the period.

15 Such adjusted basis at the end of the month shall be coin-

16 pulted without regard to the amortization deduction for such

17 month. The amortization deduction provided by this section

18 with respect to any month shall be in licu of the depreciation

19 deduction with respect to such pollution control facility for

20 such month provided by section 167. The 60-month period

21 shall begin, as to any pollution control facility, at tile eclt-

22 tioll of the taxpayer, with the month following the moth

23 in which such facility was completed or acquired, or with

24 the succeeding taxable year.

25 " (b) ELECTION OF ADIORTIZATIONV.-The election of
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1 the taxpayer to take the amortization deduction and to begin

2 the 60-month period with the month following the month

3 in which the facility is completed or acquired, or with the

4 taxable yea' succeeding time taxable year in which such facil-

5 ity is competed or acquired, shall be made, by filing with

6 the Secretary or his delegate, in such manner, in such form,

7 and within such time, as the Secretary or his delegate may

8 by regulations prescribe, a statement of such election.

9 " (c) TI.ImINATION O1, AMORTIZATION DEDUCTION.-

10 A taxpayer which has elected u(er subsection (b) to take

11 the amortization deduction provided in subsection (a) may,

12 at any time after makiuig such election, discontinue the

13 amortization deduction with respect to the remainder of the

14 amortization period, such discontinuamce to begin as of thie

15 beginning of any month specified by the taxpayer in a notice

16 in writing filed with time Secretary or his delegate before

17 the beginning of such imumith. The depreciation reductionn

18 provided under section 1017 shmll be allowed, beginning with

19 the first month as to which the amortization deduction does

20 not apply, and the taxpayer shall not be entitled to any

21 further amortization deduction tinder this section with respect

22 to such pollution control facility.

23 "(d) DEFINITION.-For purposes of this section-

24 " (1) CITIFIED SOLUTIONN CONTROL FACILITY.-
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1 The term 'certified pollution control facility' means so

2 much of any new property of a character subject to the

3 allowance for depreciation provided in section 167 which

4 is used to abate or control water or atmospheric pollution

5 or contamination, respectively, by removing, altering,

6 disposing, or storing of pollutants, contaminants, wastes,

7 or heat, as-

8 "(A) the State certifying authority has certi-

9 fled to the Federal certifying authority as having

10 been constructed, reconstructed, erected, or acquired

11 in conformity with the State program or require-

12 ments for abatement or control of water or atmos-

13 pheric pollution or contamination; and

14 "(B) the Federal certifying authority has cer-

15 tified to the Secretary or his delegate (i) as meeting

16 the minimum performance standards described in

17 subsection (e), (ii) as being in compliance with

18 the applicable regulations of Federal agencies, and

19 (iii) as being in furtherance of the general policy

20 of the United States for cooperation with the States

21 in the prevention and abatement of water pollution

22 under the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as

23 amended (33 U.S.C. 466 et seq.), or in the pre-

24 vention and abatement of atmospheric pollution amid
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1 contamination under the (lean Air Act, as amended

2 (42 U.S.C. 1857 et seq.).

3 "(2) STATE CERTIFYING AUTIIOIITY.-The term

4 'State certifying authority' means, in the case of water

5 pollution, the State water pollution control agency as

6 defined in section 13 (a) of the Federal Water Pollution

7 Control Act and, in the case of air pollution, the air pol-

8 lution control agency as defined in section 302 (b) of

9 the Clean Air Act.

10 "(3) FEDERAL CERTIFYING AUTHOITY.--The

11 term 'Federal certifying authority' means, in the case of

12 water pollution, the Secretary of the Interior and, in the

13 case of air pollution, the Secretary of Health, Education,

14 and Welfare.

15 "(4) NEW PROPERTY.-For purposes of paragraph

16 (1), the term 'new property' means property-

17 " (A) the construction, reconstruction, or erec-

18 tion of which is completed by the taxpayer after

19 December 31, 1968, or

20 "(B) acquired after December 31, 1968, if the

21 original use of the property commences with the tax-

22 payer and commences after such date.

23 In applying subsection (f) in the case of property

24 described in subparagraph (A), there shall be taken
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1 into acconilt olIy that portion of the Iasis which is prop-

2 erl, attribuhtble to constructijolt, reeollit trutiolt, or eree-

31 tion after December 3t, 1)08.

4 " (e) A IUTIIOIRIZATION OF SI,(Tl'AlI.S OF I NTF.lIolt

5 AND OF II ,ALTl, EICATION, AND Vi.FAI T 'ETr

6 STANDliARDS, ETC.-

7 ' "(1) Vi'MFORNI ANC 'ATAND ARD S.--'le Federal

8 certifying authority shall front titie to tiut promulgate

9 miniiumt performance standards fo puluposes of sub-
10 section (di) (I) ( I) , taking into account lift'ilaies ill

II teclology 11tu specifying tlhe toleranive of such pol-

12 lutant s and colaiitutls as shall be l ppr iapult.

13 "(2) |ROIIT.'l'MAM INO AiiA'l.MIENT \VOIUi , FTC.-

14. The Federal cvl ifyi ig authority shail iot celrify atny

15 property detr il antgrapl (2) or (3) to thet' exlentt it.

16 appears lhat (A ) by i'ell ll (if pI'olits derived tlt'ough

17 dte recovery of wastes or otlerwvise ill Ilte operitio of

18 sii property, its costs will he recovered over its act1intl

19 useful life. or (!1) such pirolpertY w\'oul be costnriteted,

2 t "etoltst I'lli.tl rel'e td, or1 acuilired without. regard to the

21 I, ed to buatte or control water or atilospheric pillittiott

22 or cottlinatiolt.

23 " (f) AILOCATION OF 1ASIS.-ln the case of pi'lperty

24 witl trespect to which ll election has beeni tmade uer suh-

25 section (a) bult only a lporliot lhereof is cetl-illed uder
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1 llbeett ionl (d) . t'e adjals(t't basis ot Suchl proprlyti3 shall,

2 a ider. regialat ions jirt's('nit'd by f lit, St'treta rv or. his delt.-

:1 gaic t ,i pr'op erly a1l Itia edl bttwet'ii Olit port ion wh it'l is So

4 vert ilied anid fte port ionl wli eli is not so vertified.

" (g) LI, TE~ IN ANT A NDl II MA NDIM AN.-- in flit,

(~('li1t' of piropetrty held biy oile peltti for lift, Wiit rt'iiiiiiilt'r

7 to Iliiof lit'i pitrstiio lt' ttth i tlitli be l it iltd ats if

8 Owe life' tt'nant wt'rt' It'v alisoliitt' owner'l of the propertY anld

9I shl h li lowalilt' ito lit' lift' tenanit.

10 ( )("Imss hiI'FEIIPNE.-

"F~or special rule with respect to certain gain tderivetd
from lte tdispiosition of property the adjusted basim of
which is dtermined with regard to this sec~tion., see' smt'
lion 11.

11 (Ii) I N VESTlMEINTi ( 'uani Nom' To Bi AW, o i~.

12 St''tl itia -18 (it) ( I ) (1 r'latimig tt th'fiiiiitinl tif "So'tionl 38

131 lii~iltiy") is anlii'nthbd lid tdiiig atI tite vnd thtereof the

141 following iigntw St'nit't't'c "Sivili tterm dtoes not i neide aIIyI

15 piropterty inl respect oif wvlehi ano' ti eiiiith1er stet ion H(IS

1I ( rt'laf lg fti a un1ortiza lion tif piolliutIion coiitrol fatcilitites) hals

17 been niade.''

1s (e) (1ONuPtw1I NU, ETr., A NI1NI)M 1NT.-

19 (1 ) Thflitldt of Stections ftir pait, A' I of silwhi cl'

20 It tif t'hiaptt'r I is 111ni'dt'd biy striking out ft'e itt'nis

21 rt'lfing to st't'toiis, ff18 andt 1649 antd instertinig ill hit'i

22 thetrteof fte following now ifoil

"St'-. IS.A titit olf olio otrlfiiit~.
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1 (2) The heading an( the first sentence of section

2 (42 (f) (relating to special rules for credits and dedue-

3I tions of estates and trusts) are tiihended to read as

4 follows:

5 " (f) AM(OIRTIZATION OP P'Ol,LU'TION (ONTIRlOL 1'A('IIL-

6 vrims.-T'he benefit of tle (educt iots for aiortizatioll of

7 pollute ion control facilifivs provided by section 168 shall be

8 allowed to estates and trust in the san,e itianier as in the

9 case of an individual."

10 (3) Seciotn 1082 (a) (2) (B) (relating to) basis

11 for deterinning gaii or loss) is amended by striking out

12 "or l6o".

13 (4) Setin 1238 (relating to amortization in ex-

14 cess of (le)reciation) is amended by striking out, "emer-

15 gency facilities" and inserting in lieu thereof "certified

16 pollution control facilities".

17 (5) Section 1245(a) of such Code (relating to

18 gain from disposition of certain depreciable property) is

19 amended-

20 (A) by striking ()ut "or" at the end of para-

21 graph (2) (A) ;

22 (B) by inserting "or" at the end of paragraph

23 (2) (B) and by inserting after such paragraph the

24 following new subparagraph:
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1 " (C) with respect. Io 111y rolp'erly referred 1

2 I aragrahl (3) (l))i itsi adjilst ed aIs5i5 P,'tol-

l3 pulled by adding tlher'to 1l adjusliiielts, alft rilitalde

4 to periods Ieginnig with the first iiontlh for which

i a deductions for a utiorlizatioll is allowed tinder see-

6 tioli 1 S,';

7 (C) by striking out., "or" ait the end of para-

8 graphs (3) (A) and (B):

9 (1)) by striking out the period at the end of

10 lnigrnllh (3) ((C) and inserting in lieu thereof

It 4', or"; and

12 (I4,A) by adding at the end of paragraph (3)

13 ihe following new sulpa ragraph:

14 "()) so mlich of any real property (other than

15 any property deseribed ill sulibparagraph (11) ) as

16 is a, certified pollution Conlrol facility which has

17 li1t adjusted basis in which lher' are reflected ad-

1 justlments for amiiizaon tou llr sectio Io1."

19 (d) EI'PE('TIVE, l),vrl,.-'lhe alliel)dilelik 1111de 1iv

20 th bis section shall apply with respeet to taxable Years ending

21 after Decemher :11, 19(68.

22 SEC. 6. LOW INCOME ALLOWANCE.

23 (a) ALIOWANOI OF D, DIntCTION.-

24 (1) IN (m.Nr.RAt,.---$eetion 141 (c) (relating to
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1 minimum standard deduction) is amended to read as

2 follows:

3 "(c) Low INcoMrE ALLOWANCE.-

4 "(1) IN GIENERAI.-Tho low income allowance is

5 an amount equal to the sum of-

6 " (A) the basic allowance, and

7 " (B) the additional allowance.

8 "(2) BASIC AlhOWANCi,'.-For lrposes of this

9 subsection, the basic allowance is an amount equal to the

10 sum of-

11 "(A) $200, plus

12 "(B) $100, multiplied by the number of

13 exemptions.

14 The basic allowance shall not exceed $1,000.

15 "(3) ADDITIONAL ALLOWANCE.-

16 "(A) IN OENERAL.-For purposes of this sub-

17 section, the additional allowance is an amount equal

18 to the excess (if any) of $900 over the sum of-

19 " (i) $100, multiplied by the number of

20 exemptions, plus

21 " (ii) the income phase-out.

22 "(B) INCOM, PIIAS-oUT.-For purposes of

23 subparagraph (A) (ii), the income phase-out is an

24 amount equal to one-half of the amount by which

25 the adjusted gross income for the taxable year ex-

26 ceeds the sum of-
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1 "(i) $1,100, plus

2 "(ii) $600, multiplied by the number of

3 exemptions.

4 "(4) MARRIED INDIVIDUALS FILING SIE4PARAT,

5 RTUIHNS.-In1 the (-.ase of a InalTied taxpayer filing a

6 separate return-

7 '' (A) the low income allowance is an amount

8 equal to the basic allowance, and

9 " (B) the basic allowance is an amount (not in

10 excess of $500) equal to the sum of-

11 " (i) $100, plus

12 "(ii) $100, multiplied by the number of

13 exemptions.

14 "(5) NUMIIm, oF' EXIMI'TION.-For pl)poses of

15 this subsection, the number of exemptions is the number

16 of exemptions allowed as a deduction for the taxable

17 year under section 151."

18 (2) AMIENI)MIENT OF SUBSECTIONS (11) AND (b)

19 OF SEcTION 141.-Subsections (a) and (b) of section

20 141 (relating to standard deduction) are amended to

21 read as follows:

22 "(a) STANDAIRD DEuCTIoN.-Except as otherwise

23 provided in this section, the standard deduction referred to

24 in this title is the larger of the 10-percent standard deduction

25 or the low income allowance.

26 "()) 10-PERCENT STANDARD DEDUICTION.-The 10-
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1 permit standard dedictioin is all amount e(Itial to I( percent

2 of the adjusted gross income. Tw 10-pervent standard de-

3 dut-tion shall Inot exceed $1,000, except that ill the vase of

4 a separate return by a married individual such deduction shall

5 not exceed $500."

6 (3) AM NDIM ENT OF,' suiisiwIoN (d) ou, si'-

7 'ITN it.-Seetion 141 (d) is amended by striking out

8 minimumm standard deditction" each place it appears

9 and inserting ill lieu thereof "low inlcOme allowance".

10 (4) )ETER IMNATION OF MARITAL, SrATI.-Sev-

11 tion 14:3 (relating to determination of marital status)

12 is amended-

13 (A) by striking out "For plirloses of this

14 part-'" and inserting il lieu thereof " (a) (OIINEIRAT,

15 RiTt,.-For purposes of this part-'" and

16 (1,) by adding at the end thereof the following

17 niew subsection:

18 " (b) CERTAIN MAIRIIEI) INDIVII)UAIS LIVING

19 A PART.-For purposes of this part, if-

20 "(1) an individual who is married (within the

21 meaning of subsection (a) ) and who files a separate

22 return maintains as his home a household which con-

23 stitutes for more than one-half of the taxable year the

24 principal place of abode of a dependent (A) who

25 (within the meaning of section 152) is a son, stepson,
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1 daughter, or stepidaiighiter of the iiividtial, and (B)

2 with rQ~spect to whoitl such individual is entitled to a

3 dedluetion for the taxable year under section 151,

4 " (2) such individual furnishes over half of the cost

5 of iaintaining such houscholh during the taxable year,

and

7 it (3) during the entire taxable year such hidi-

s vidtial's spouse is not a, member of such household,

9 such individual shall not be considered as married."

10 (5) CONFOCMsINO AME:NDMI.N'r.-Seetiou 1304

11 (c) (5) (relating to special rules for income averaging)

12 is amended by striking out "section 143" and inserting

13 in lieu thereof "section 143 (a)'.

14 (b) OPrIONxAL rAX.-

15 (1) IN (1INERAL.-Section 3 (relating to optional

16 tax if adjusted gross income is less than $5,000) is

17 amended to read as follows:

1S "SEC. 3. OPTIONAL TAX IF ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME IS

LESS THAN $6,100.

20 "In lieu of the tax imposed by section 1, there is here-

21 by imposed for each taxable year beginning after )ecember

22 31, 1961), oi the taxable hwomIe of every indivi(Iiul whose

23 adu1uisted gross income for such year is less than $6,100 and

24 wAhuo has elected for such year to pay the tax imposed by this

25 section, a tax as follows:
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"Table I-Single Person-NOT Head of Household

Ifadjusted grow
Income I*--

And the number of exemp4lons It-

...... I 13-1F ~ * !~oBunt Ie mt
At least than . ... 0

The tax l-
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0
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62

0
0
0

0

0
o

0

0

0
0
0
o
0
0
A
0
0
0
0
0
0

820
13is

47
68
08
.0
66

662112
124
20
147

IN
113
165
207
268
231
244
267
270
280
288
207
36
sib
224
334
643

33
302
872

400
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"Table I-Single Person-NOT Head of Household-Continued

I(edap ed grrom And the number otezemptlon Im-jnrome *

1 3 a 4 5 4 7 8 Ilor
But low more

Atlea than I I I I I I

The la I&-

$4,800 4,5 $841 $27 $40 $1& $
4,82 4800 00 03 3 8 71 37 0 0 $0

4, 0O 4,,%0 858 044 429 W7 1 47 0 0 0
4,02 8, &000 007 M23 4i8 300 300 08 0 0 0
8.000 1050 075 003 447 830 197 04 0 0 0
6, 0,0 .100 084 870 4 324 208 70 0 0 0
,300 8 100 0)3 5 78 464 334 213 91 0 0 0

8,310 F, 20 703 M7 473 343 2121 102 0 0 0
8,200 8,20 713 95 481 30 220 333 0 0 0
8,250 8,300 7221 004 490 302 238 124 0 0 0
k8300 8300 732 033 460 3 72 340 334 a 0 0
8,200 8400 742 021 07 8 220 341 16 0 0
, 400 8,450 702 0W 016 391 203 140 20 0 0

6,400 58800 762 03 524 400 272 187 37 0 0
,800 8,8 0O 772 47 83 410 280 15 47 0 0

8,850 8,00 782 03 84 419 289 173 08 0 0
8,100 & 250 702 004 42 297 181 08 0 0
8.00 8. 70D 02 072 8 438 300 19 7V 0 0
8,700 8,700 832 081 007 440 38 307 8o 0 0
8, 720 8,800 833 000 870 407 224 208 00 0 0
8,800 5,850 831 0 084 467 334 213 104 0 0
a,8 20 ,00 841 700 803 476 343 223 111 0 0
8,900 &020 &1 710 405 486 323 229 li0 8 0
8,950 6,000 803 720 0 496 362 238 12 30 0
0,000 8000 871 73D 0 8 854 372 2 4 134 20 0
8,050 0, Io 81 740 W7 813 381 2M 141 37 0

"Table ll-Head of Household

Ifadjusted grow And the number ofexemptlons --Income 3m-

S 21 3 1 4 a 8 1 8 o rBut lis moe

t lead titan I I 1 I

The ta I*--

S0 $1, 700 $ $0 so $0 $0 $0 10 0 S0 t0
1,700 3,7"28 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1,725 3,70 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3,720 3,77& 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1,770 3,80 38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1,8 3, I W 4 0 0 0 0 0 0
.8Wl 3,800 20 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3,820 3,078 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3, 070 1,00 39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
31:8W0 3,020 4.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 03,9208 3,00 80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3,920 3,078 08 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3,070 8,00 08 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,00O .02 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,025 2,000 73 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
% (0V0 2,075 70 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,070 2,300 83 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,300 2,323 87 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 8,300 02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,300 8,3 97 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Z813 7,200 302 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2, 20 2,226 308 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 02,228 z 20 333 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,250 2,276 339 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 02,27 z,300 123 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
%,300 2%2 3319 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,328 Z,300 34 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,Z30 ,78 139 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Z,378 2400 343 38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,485 %428 383 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,44 40 387 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,400 2,479 13 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,478 90 38 39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,560 2,028 378 48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8,039 2,880 181 550 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

NO8 2878 187 08 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
,676 2000 503 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

31-701 0--69----4
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"Table II-Head of Household-Continued

If adjusted scow And the number of exemptions Is-
Income Is-

1I 2 1 3 4 5 6 7 1 j 9ot
But less mote

At least than

Thetax Is-

$2, 000
2,825
2, 6508
2. 8O
2,700
2, 725
2,760
2,775
2,80
2, 825
2, 850
2,875

97520002, 85

3, I00
3,1.0
3,1503,2003
3.7.Z60
5,300
2.350
3,400
3,450
3,00
3,550
3,6003,003, Ow
3.700
3 750
3.800
3,W,0
3,000S

4,0004,020
4.100
4,150
4.200
4.250

4,400
4,450
4,500
4,40

4, W.2
4,700
4,750
4,00 
4,850
4,900
4,95
5.000
51050
5,100
5,150
5,200
5.250
5,300
5,350
, 400

2,450
50

5.550
5,600
5,650
5,700
5,7506,800
5.850
5,50

2,050

$2,6 2
2,620
Z 678
2,700
2.725
%,750
2,775
z,800
2,825
2,850
2,875
2,000)0252,950
2, 976

3,000
3,050
3,100
3,150
3,200
3250
3,.00
3,350
3,400
3,450
3.500
3,550
3,800
3,650
3,700
3,750
3,800
3.850
3,500
3,050
4,0(0
4,050
4,100
4,150
4,200
4,250
4,230

4,400
4,4504.5004,5 0

4.600
4,610
4,700
4.750
4,800
4,850
4,900
4,90
8,000
6.050
5,100
5.120
5, 2LO5,2503
5.300
6350
5,400
5,450
8,5008.850

kto

8,508,00
2,00
5,700
2,750
80

5, W0
5,50
6,000
6.050
2,100

$0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
00
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
00
0
0

27

0
0

47

0
0

10

142

0

04

10
0

05
210
26

232
240
258

272
100
12 8
12.5
054

314
32
32
341
32

350
38
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"Table III-Married Persons Filing JOINT Returns

If adjusted gro And the number ofexemptions is-
income

At outIlean 3 4 51 7 T 1 8 g9omc"a than 6 I m

The tax I&-

$0 $2,300 $3 $0 $0 $0 so $0 so2, 3UO 2,325 0 0 0 0 0 0 02,32- 2,360 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 02.350 2,373 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 02,375 2,400 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 02,400 2, 420 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 02,42A 2, 40 29 0 0 0 0 0 0 02. 40 2, 47 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 02. 475 200 33 0 0 0 0 0 0 02,500 202 45 0 0 0 0 0 0 02,20 2,020 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 02,650 2,73 a3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,070 2.e00 6o 0 0 0 0 0 0 02,00 2,023 64 0 0 0 0 0 0 02,625 2,000 71 0 0 0 0 0 0 02,630 2,670 76 0 0 0 0 0 0 02,675 2, 700 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 02, 700 2, 723 87 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S72,5 2, 70 92 0 0 0 0 0 0 02,750 2,770 97 0 0 0 0 0 0 02, 773 2,830 302 0 0 0 0 0 0 02, 800 2, 82 08 0 0 0 0 A 0 02, 820 2,030 113 0 0 0 0 15 0 02830 2,875 330 0 0 0 0 0 0 02,870 2,900 123 0 0 0 0 r 0 0 02,900 2,923 12 3 0 0 0 0 0 0Z,023 2,33 3!) 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 02,000 2,073 139 3 0 0 0

2,975 3,000 143 3 0 0 0 0 0
3,000 2,7 I33 20 0 0 0 0 0 03,060 3, 300 14 37 0 0 0 0 0 03,300 3.1S0 376 47 0 0 0 0 0 0,310 2,200 387 58 0 0 0 02,200 3,250 198 08 0 0 0 0 0 02,250 2300 200 70 0 0 0 0 0 03,300 3,300 221 89 0 0 0 0 0 03,300 3,400 232 300 3 0 0 0 0 03,400 3.450 243 330 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,400 3,300w 234 323 0 0 0 0 0 02,00 2330 200 331 0 0 0 0 03. &0 3,600 277 142 30 0 0 0 0 02,600 2,030 200 13 20 0 0 0 0 03,60 3,700 300 304 37 0 0 0 0 03,700 3,760 313 170 47 0 0 0 0 03,700 3,80 318 307 00 0 0 0 0 0a,000O 3,830 3206 300 60 0 0 0 0 03,850 &900 324 200 70 0 0 0 0 02,800 2,000 342 223 83 0 0 0 0 02,000 4.00 3Oa-0 232 300 0 0 0 0 04.000 4,00 758 243 30 0 0 0 0 04,000 4.300 368 230 323 0 0 0 0 04,100 4.130 372 204 3 6 0 0 0 04,150 4,200 379 273 142 30 0 0 0 0
4,200 4,230 300 270 153 20 0 0 0 04,250 ,350 314 206 304 37 0 0 0 04,300 4, 30 401 204 170 47 0 0 0 04,330 4,400 400 302 387 00 0 0 0 04.400 4,430 415 330 300 60 0 0 0 04,450 4,0 0 422 338 200 70 0 0 0 04. 500 4. M0 430 320 239 19 0 0 0 04, 30 4. G00 437 334 220 100 0 0 0 04,600 4, 0, 444 342 234 110 0 0 0 04,060 4,700 451 3W 241 123 0 0 0 04, 700 4,750 459 338 249 131 a 0 0 04,70 4, 800 467 346 230 142 38 0 0 04.800 4.830 474 574 284 113 26 0 0 04. 80 4,00 482 382 271 34 37 0 0 04,900 4,80 4900 ag0 279 174 47 0 0 04,950 o,000 407 3q8 280 181 0 0 0 05.000 000 0M5 406 294 185 68 0 0 05,000 5.100 12 433 303 196 79 0 0 08, IO0 5,1050 020 420 330 204 89 0 05,1 0 5,200 528 427 318 21 100 0 0 08,200 6,200 035 434 2 21 130 0 0 05,200 8.100 543 442 334 226 123 0 0 08,300 5,w30 831 440 342 234 130 5 0 08,50 5,400 030l 400 330 243 137 l0 0 05,430 5,400 06 464 338 249 144 28 0 0

5,450 0,800 074 472 306 238 303 37 0 05,00 5,00 003O68 479 374 264 100 47 0 08, 550 8, 600 88 487 8 271 16 08 0 08,00 8,6050 007 493 300 278 174 68 0 0B, 630 , 700 C0 002 305 204 183 75 0 05, 70 0,700 612 010 400 294 189 88 0 08,750 5,800 620 518 434 302 106 9 0 08.800 0.800 028 a 25 422 310 204 302 0 05,850 0, o0 637 533 430 318 211 300 0 08,00 8.950 645 04 428 520 219 338 5 0
8,9500 a.000 654 048 140 334 226 132 16 06,000 6.000 662 8m 454 342 234 IS0 38 06,000 6,300 873 63 461 30 241 is7 27 0
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"Table IV-Married Persons Filing SEPARATE Returns

"10 PERCENT STANDARD DEDUCTION

ifadjumed And the number of cemptionm s-
grom com ls--

At But 1 2 1 3 1 l 4 1I 5 I7a j oor
law lo mr

The t" I*-

00 75 ) $0 0 SO $ $ 0 $0 0 $0 So
75 700 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

700 726 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
725 760 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
750 775 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
770 800 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
800 820 58 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
825 850 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
850 875 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
875 o00 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
go0 925 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
02 950 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
55 975 37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
975 ,000 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1,000 1,026 44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1,025 1,000 47 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1,050 3,078 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5,075 1,100 53 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
,00 5,125 58 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1,126 1,150 59 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1,160 1,175 82 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1,175 1,200 88 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1,200 1.228 89 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1,220 1,250 72 0 0 0 0 0
1,250 1,275 75 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1,275 1,500 79 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1,00 .325 82 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1,825 1.350 s8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1,360 1,375 89 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1,875 1,400 92 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1,400 5,420 00 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1,425 1,400 go 52 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.450 5,475 502 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1,475 1.50 100 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 (0 0
, 0 5,525 10 23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1,525 1,550 11 26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
:,500 1,575 18 29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1,575 5,0 119 32 0 0 0 00 0
1,600 1,620 123 35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5,625 1,650 126 38 0 0 0 '0 0 0 0 0
1,6800 1,675 29 41 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o
1,875 1700 133 45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1,700 1,725 1 48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1,720 1,750 540 51 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1,750 1,775 143 a 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5,770 1,800 548 57 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1,800 1,820 10 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1,828 5,800 104 64 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1,800 1,878 157 67 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1,575 5,0 0 18 70 00 0 0
1,500 ,2 184 m 73 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1,920 1,900 168 77 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1,00 1,975 172 80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1,975 2,000 175 83 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,000 2,025 179 87 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,025 2,050 182 90 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,000 2,070 18 93 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,075 2,100 10 97 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,100 2,125 503 500 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,120 2,100 197 104 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2.150 2,175 20 107 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,175 2.200 204 110 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,200 2,225 208 154 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,225 2,250 211 117 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2.2 0 2,275 215 120 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2.276 2.300 218 124 38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,500 2,325 222 127 39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
232 2.350 226 131 43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,500 2,378 229 14 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,575 2,40 23 137 49 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,400 2.425 237 141 82 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,425 2,450 241 144 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,450 2,475 245 148 88 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,470 2,500 249 101 61 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,50 2,525 202 156 65 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,825 1,500 258 158 88 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,550 2.675 280 182 71 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,575 2,800 264 100 74 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2,8 O 2,82 28 189 78 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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"Table IV-Married Persons Filing SEPARATE Returns-Continued

"10 PERCENT STANDARD DEDUCTION-Continued

Ifadjuated And the number of exemptliono Is-
grow Income In~

At But I 4 718 9 r
elm loor

than

The tax I--

2. 85
2,675

2,700
2,725

,775
2,80
2,825
2,850
2.875
2,000
2,525
2,885
2,975

3,050
3,185

3, 85)
3,220

3,320
3,400
3,420
3,850

3,820

8,750
3,800
3,850

3,920
4,80
4,020
4,100

4,120
4,25
4,200
4,350
4,400
4,420,600
4 N

4,6
4,660

47004,807

4,750
4,000

4,85

4,050
5100

5,285
5,280
5,300
5,350
5,40
8,450
5.550
5,885
5,785D
5,720
5,885
5,850

A, 950
0,800
54800

2,675
2.70
2, 725
2,760

t,7752, 825

2 875
2,925
2,950

2,975
3, 00
3. 050
8. 100
3,150
8,200
2.250
3,300
8.350
3,40
3,450
2,585
3. 0o
2,085
2,50

2.700
3,750
3,80
9,850
8,50
8,950
4, 085
4,050
4,100
4,150
4,20
4,250
4,350
4,8504.400
4,450
4,650
4,6WO

4,650
4.70
4,750
4.S00
4,850
4. 9O
4,950
5,8505610009,050
9,100
9. 150

5.250

9,350
5,400
5,450

5, 0
5, 80
5,700
5, 785
6,750)

54005,000
6,060
,100

881
84
95
51
92
58

101
105
108
111
115
118
12
125
128
133
140
147
154
11
169
170
183
190
197
205
212
2111
foe
234
242
249
257
25
272
280
287
295
303
810
319
328
838
345853
862
370
379
37
358
405
413
422
430
439
448
457
467
476
488
495
55
514
524
W23
53
852
662
571
81
850

819
628
688
847

$0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

00
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

12
18
24
s0
37
43
49
58
82
8
75
82
88
5

102
109
115
122
129
134
142
149
157
184
171
178
185
19
200
207
214
221
220

246
25
263
272
290
29
297
505
818
324
334
343
3623
3 72
381
3914001
410
419

$0
0
0
00
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

83

9
16

22

41
47
64
0
88
73
79
88
93

100
108
113
10
127
154
141
145
157
165
173
181
189
197
205
213
221
229
238
248
295
263
2711
250
29
297
805
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"Table V-Married Persons Filing SEIPAIRATE refurn.s
£LOW INCOME ALLOWANCE

Ira4Jused
"4 Ifl o And heh nIumb.l of ewiipolhmn to

I ? .4.. . .. '
Iftw thane

10) £42. 2I 4) 4 0 0 0 £4 0 0 0
$20 T4) 0 £ 0 0 $ $) 0 $0 lo

wl4 £7) 1£ 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0
0701, £40) £2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10) 020 .0 0 0) 0 0 0 1 0 0
4) 1 1100 0 0 0 (0 0 0) 0 0 I0

). (111 1, I 22 0) it 0 0 o 0 0 0 0
Us 1,10 IN ,1 0 0 0 0 0 0 ) 0 0

1, 178 I, Il1 4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4. I0M1. 1 70 44 ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
185 1, I'm 4? 4) 0 i 0 0 0 0 0

51) 1.416 41 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
,1) 1 ,1 0 4 0 0 0 0 44 0 0 0

1.118 1, i 0 84 0 0 01 0 0 0 01 0

0 -.20 1,22 vs Al 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I'M I, %) 1 4l 0 0 0 0 0 01 0 0

I, 1 ,) 00 I' 0 0 0 0 0 ) 0 0 0
27 wh 1,03%) m 0 0 0 0 0 0 ) 0 0

I.4Mill ,2A0 72 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.7 4,I TO 0 0 0 o 0 I 0 i) 0

1 ,4 1. 470 7 0 0 0 0 0) I 0 0
1. 1.4£s 141 i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

I, 4 ) 1.425 111 0 0 0 0 0 0 0i 0 0
2. 41 1, 1.4£) 0£ 0 (1 0 11 0 0 0

.0,q) 1,470 04 l 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 )
70 1 1,7000 104 % 0) £0 I o) 0 0

1, I,0i20 012 2 0 4£ 0 0 0£ 0 0
10 ,25 A £N )I 0 A 0 4£ 0 tI1 0 0

1. 0) 1,67 11 0£v 0 0 ) 0 1 1) 0 0

,,0 ? 1 , 720' 13 £4 £ 0 0 ] ) £0 0 0 0
20 1N ,0 12£ £0 £1 U£ 4£ 0 4) 0 0 0

I0 I£ t 1 t? 47 0 0 ) it )) 0 0 0
£0 71 . L-A0 l I0 4£ 0 0 41 4 0 0 0 0
l .M) 1. 0A I2 7 0 0 0 4) 0 0 0
,0 1,.4 I £ I m 0 0 40 ti, 0 0 0

1. 7141 1 72 .O1 )00 I, 0'2 I0 0
1.05 1. £ 0 2 73 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

7I I ,04£ 1A 49 0 0 0 1 ) 0 0 0

1. 1773 1 kill 1 :11

1: £41 44 0 0 0 01 0 0
S4110 107 10£ 7 £0 0 4) 0 0 ) 11 0

I. 05 1 1470 I00 0£ 0 0 4) 0 4£ 0 0 1
l11. 1. 1015 40£ 04 0 0 0) 0 0 0 0 0

1:0WO 1,4 4I I 0 0 ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1,0 2 , .4 £07 0£ 0 (0 £1 0 0 0 0

£1, 107 14 M ) 0 4) 0 0
1,7 0 , 2111 118 m 0 0 ) 0 44 0 0
%01 2.2 1 71£ 12 4) 0 (1 ) 0 £ 0 0

2, 2.070 £; 2 70 M T 0 0 1) 0 1) 4) 0 0
2.050 j.)Ina £77 77£ 0 0 0 0 04 0 0 0
, m 0, 11 4£ % 1 £ 0 o 0 £ 0 0 0
A 2I. 1,0 £403 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2.I'M 2174 £00A IN 4£i 0 0 4) 0 4) 0 0 0
70 I 21,170 90 4 £1 0a 0 4) 0 0 0
70 2,0 A) 7 VA0 £) 0 40 0 0£ £ 0 0

;,0L ?O % £44 2 0 4£ 0 0 4) 0
'A, 22 ,. M40 )0 ) 1 04, A 0 ) 0 ) 0 0
% V£) 2.127 210 £011 9 0 4£ 0 £0 0 0 0

704 21-1 £A) 12.1 10 £2 0 40 £0 £0 0 0 0
I ) 3M .. 2.2 W7 III £0 0 £0 0 0 ££ 0 0

20 u 2.0VA) 23£ £241 p) 0 £1 0 4) 0 0 0
), 35 2. 75 2A 1124 23 0 0 0 £) 0 0 0

70 M , 40O 24£) 1 'm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
%4m0 2 4 13 244 4212 20 0 4) 0 0 0 0 0
A230 j 24m4) 248 4I0 00 0 £0 0 £1 £0 0 0
2,0 12,470 2023 404£l 27 0 0) 0 0) 0 0 0

70 4-1 .00it 007 £40 44) 0 (1 0 0 0) 0 0
AM0 2.52s W41 £M 44 0 4) 0 ££ 0 0 0
2is 2.A74 2M0 £01 41 0 4)l 0 £ 0 ) 40 0

0w0 2,7 270 £0M 0 0 4£ 0 0) 4 0 0
70.hi 2)7AV) 27,4 £N) 04 0 4£ 0 1) 0 0 £1

2. WO 2. I20 2)0 £0 &1 0 0 0 0 0) £) 0 0
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"Ta'ble V-Married l'erqoonFilinig SEP0ARtATE lct u rs-ConItinutied

"LO0W INCO)ME AIIAWANt'E- ('ntintivi

grova v nr i And the nlumbe'r nfcxroopilonso 77.

The tail I*

A287777 $2. 1, $7777 pil? Sill $to $01 $0 $07 Sol S7 to

0, 5 ,775 207 1 1 to71 7 7

it1.% 5177 ilk) 7 55w 70 7 77 ) 0 0 0 0
5,7574 t 5,7 5774 707, 771. 771 (7 0 7) 0 0

Nut75 v.7,7 7777 75. 57 MI. 7 .0 0 01 11 to (
7,77775 ',550 77 37 7777 lot to7 0 to I 1 0 0)
2.7770 5,75 3.1j 777. 14 77 77 17 (1 47 7 77
7,77 Is 7 7 WA7 (77 7 I I7 I7 (I I7 I7 7 I

2, 7)17A 5,.3. 777.7 7770 77Afll 0 70 1)77 7 0 07 11

3.I7I1l :k, 77.7 .7 .14f) 714 U7 77 7) 77 77 07 77

3.57 .45 471 751 179 711 77 07 0 77 77 0

3.577) 40t)7 410 2779 1737 N7 4t (1 7 71 7 0
5,7,77 5.777 4.7 14 7 7775l 78 7 77 (I 77 7 7 0

Nu157l c77 4777 1 5 77V? 779 4 0 07 0 07 0

&.77. 5.7707 0775 540 704 477 l . 0 1 0 77 0 0
5,7.57 3,7777 77714 3757 555I 747 777 77 1) 7) 7 0

4.7517 4,71W7 77474 4777 7877 71. 74 77 77 (7 77 0
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1 (2) H[USBANI) Olt WIPE FILANU $EI'AiAT, HE-

2 TURN.-Section 4 (c) is amended to read as follows:

3 "(e) HUSBAND olt WiF, FIIINO SPAIIATIP RE,-

4 TURN.-

5 "(1) A husband or wife may not elect to pay the

6 optional tax imposed by section 3 if the tax of the other

7 spouse is determined under section 1 on the basis of

8 taxable income computed without regard to the stand-

9 ard deduction.

10 "(2) Except as otherwise provided in this subsec-

11 tion, in the case of a husband or wife filing a separate re-

12 turn the tax imposed by section 3 shall be the lesser of

13 the tax shown in Table IV or Table V of section 3.

14 "(3) Table V of section 3 shall not apply in the

15 case of a husband or wife filing a separate return if the

16 tax of the other spouse is determined with regard to the

17 10-percent standard deduction; except that an individual

18 described in section 141 (d) (2) may elect (under regu-

19 lations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate) to

20 pay the tax shown in Table V of section 3 in lieu of the

21 tax shown in Table IV of section 3. For purposes of this

22 title, an election tender the preceding sentence shall be

23 treated as an election made tinder section 141 (d) (2).

2,1 "(4) For purposes of this subsection, determina-

25 tion of marital status shall be made tinder section 143."
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(3) CoNFoIMING AMIENDMENT.---SCeCtiOn 144 is

2 amended by striking out "$5,000" each place it appears

3 therein and inserting in lieu thereof "$6,100".

4 (4) CEICAL AMENDMENT.-The table of sections

5 for part I of subchapter A of chapter 1 is amended by

6 striking out "$5,000" in the item relating to section 3

7 and inserting in lieu thereof "$6,100".

8 (c) TAX NOT COMPITD BY TAXPAYER.-

9 (1) The first sentence of section 6014 (a) (relat-

10 ing to election by taxpayer) is amended by striking out

11 "less than $5,000" and inserting in lieu thereof "less

12 than $6,100". The last sentence of section 6014 (a) is

13 repealed.

14 (2) Section 6014 (b) (relating to regulations) is

15 amended-

16 (A) by striking out "$5,000 or more but not

17 more than $5,200" at the end of the first sentence

18 and inserting in lieu thereof "$6,100 or more", and

19 (B) by inserting after the first sentence the

20 following: "Such regulations may provide that the

21 credit provided for by section 37 shall be allowed

22 in determining the amount payable and that the Sec-

23 retary or his delegate shall compute the tax with

24 regard to a taxpayer's status as a head of house-

25 hold or as a surviving spouse in the case of a head
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1 of Iioliseliol (its (efiiled lla sectiont I (b)) or a

2 suirvivin~g spoiiwe (its defined ill section 2 (h) e lect-

3 ing tile bellelits oif subiw-ectionl (it).'

4 (dI) Ei'FXIV~EI A 'rxTi ft1(11('iivits 11imde b.) this

5 sect loll S11111l alyvt to axiii le vil I'S 1 'egilliiilg after I evvilu-

6 her 31, 190".).

7 SEC. 7. COLLECTION OF INCOME TAX AT SOURCE ON

8 WAGES.

10 11mg to r-elilvillent of Nvidmhmoldimig) is am11ended-

Ii (I) by st-rikillg out ''excecdil te number of with-

12 holding, exemptli ons (hiitmed. mtitmlIIplied by tile a ittollilt

13 of onle such exemptions Ias shownt ill tile table ill slbsev-

.14 tit (bi) (I) a'mnd insert ing il lieu thereof "'exceed tho

15 S1111 of (i) time Itumiber of w~itilolding exemptions

.16 climied, tmultiplied by time 11hiiounit. of oflO such exemuip-

17 tion its shown ill thei table ill subsection (b) (1I) (A),

18 and (ii) , Nvith respect, to wages paid after lDevemmher

19) 131, 1 961.. tile 11nmoumt of tile tIddhitiofllill low inlcomel

20 Allowancee deteliummed ill oweordhutee with subsection

22 (2) by striking out, "June :30, 1969'' ill pmagniph

23 (1) anid insertinug ill lieut thereof "June -30, 1970''
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1 (3) by striking out "July 1, 1969" in paragraph

2_' (2) and insertilg i,, lieu thereof "January 1, 1970";

and

I (4) by inserting after paragraph (2) the following

5 new l(paragrph:

'' (3) Ihi the case of wages pahi after )eemiber 3,:-,

7 1919, and before ,July 1. 1970:

"'abhle 1-- If the payl'oll pMriod with respeet to atll eI1l)oy0O is WEEKLY

8 1(a) Single 'ersonl -- niilindig 11 ad of Household:

"If the amioulint of wages is:

Not over $4 -------------------
Over $1 hut not over $13 ---------
Over $18 but not over $2-3 ------
Over $23 bit not over $8,6- -.......
Over $85 but not over $109 -----

)ver $ 1619 lt ot noI er $.212 ------

Over $212 -------------------

"(b) Married P'erson:

"I fi hll iutuolllt )f %v1Ikg\s iS:

Not over $4 --------------------
Over $4 but not over $23 --------
Over $23 but not over $58 -------
Over $58 but, not. over $169 ...
Over $119 hut not. over $340.. ----

Over $3.10 hut not, over $423....

Over $423 ......-------------

'lhe aollnt of iIlolo tax to )0 with-
he~l "l110l Ix. :

. $0.

. 14% of exceS, over $4.

. $1.26, phls 15% of exet\q over $13.
$2.70, plus 18% of excess over $28.

. $13.92, pus 21 % of excess over $85.
_ $31.50, pIus 26% of exces over

$169.
. $42.74, plus 3197 of excess over

$212.

The amount of inconie tax to be
withhold shl be:

$0.
14 % ofexcss over $4.
$12.66, plus 15% of excems over $23.
$7.91, plus 18% of excess over $58.
$27.89, plu1m 21% of excess over
$19.

$63.80, plus 26% of excess over
$340.

$85.38, phis 31% of excess over
$423.
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"Table 2-If the payroll period with respect to an employee is
BIWEEKLY

"(a) Single Person-hcluding lead of Household:

"If the unount of wages is: The amount of income tax to be with-
held shall be:

Not over $8 ------------------ $0.
Over $8 but not over $27 --------- 14% of excess over $8.
Over$27 but not over $46 -------- $2.66, plus 15% of exces over $27.
Over $16 but not over $169 ---- $5.51, plus 18% of excess over $46.
Over $169 but not over $338 --- $27.65, plus 21% of excess over

$169.
Over $338 but not over $423 .--- $63.14, plus 26% of excess over

$838.
Over $42 ------------------- $85.'24, plus 31% of excess over

$428.

2 "(b) Married Person:

"If the amotxut of wages is: The amount of income tax to be with-
held shall be:

Not over $8 ------------------- $0.
Over $8 but not over $46 -------- 14% of excess over $8.
Over $46 but uot over $115 ------- $5.32, plus 15% of excess over $46.
Over $115 but not over $338 ---- $15.67, plus 18% of excess over

$115.
Over $338 but not over $681 --- $55.81, plus 21% of excess over

$338.
Over $681 but not over $846 ---- $127.84, plus 26% of excess over

$681.
Over $846 ------------------- $170.74, plus 31% of excess over

$846.

"Table 3-If the payroll period with respect to an employee is
SEMIMONTIILY

3 "(a) Single Person-Including Head of Household:

"If the amount of wages is: The amount of income tax to be with.
held shall be:

Not over 8----------------- $0.
Over $8 but not over $29 ---- 14% of excess over $8.
Over $29 but not over $50 ------- $2.94, plus 15% of excess over $29.
Over $50 but not over $183 ----- $6.09, plus 18% of excess over $50.
Over $183 but not over $367_____- $30.03, plus 21% of excess over

$183.
Over $367 but not over $458 --- $68.67, plus 26% of excess over

$367.
Over $458 ------------------- $92.33, plus 31% of excess over

$458.
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"(b) Married Person:

"If the amount of wages is: The amount of income tax to be with-
held shall be:

Not over $8 ----------------- $0.
Over $8 but not over $50 ------- 14% of excess over $8.
Over $50 but not over $125 ---- $5.88, plus 15% of excess over $50.
Over $125 but not over $307 --- $17.13, plus 18% of excess over

$125.
Over $367 but not over $738 --- $60.69, plus 21% of excess over

$367.
Over $738 but not over $917 --- $138.60, plus 26% of excess over

$738.
Over $917 ------------------- $185.14, plus 31% of excess over

$917.

"Table 4-If the payroll period with respect to an employee is MONTHLY

2 "(a) Single Person-Including Head of Household:

"If the amount of wages is: The amount of income tax to be with-
held shall be:

Not over $17 ------------------ $0.
Over $17 but not over $58 -------- 14% of excess over $17.
Over $58 but not over $100 ---- $5.74, plus 15% of excess over $58.
Over $100 but not over $367 --- $12.04, plus 18% of excess over

$100.
Over $367 but not over $783 --- $60.10, plus 21% of excess over

$367.
Over $733 but not over $917 --- $186.96, plus 26% of excess over

$788.
Over $917 ------------------- $184.80, plus 81% of excess over

$917.

13 "(b) Married Person:

"If the amount of wages is:

Not over $17 .................
Over $17 but not over $100 -----
Over $100 but not over $250 -----

Over $250 but not over $733 -----

Over $733 but not over $1,475-.

Over $1,475 but not over $1,833..

Over $1,833 ------------------

The amount of income tax to be with-
held shall be:

.$0.
S14% of excess over $17.

$11.62, plus 15% of excess over
$100.

$34.12, plus 18% of excess over
$250.

. $121.06, plus 21% of excess over
$783.

$276.88, plus 26% of excess over
$1,475.

$369.96, plus 81% of excess over
$1,833.
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"Table 5--If the payroll period with respect to an employee is
QUAR'TEILY

" (a) Single Person- heltding Head of Household:

"I f the amount of wages is: Tie amount of income tax to be with-
held shall be:

Not over $50----------------
Over $50 but not over $175 ------
Over $175 but, not over $300 -----

Over $300 but not over $1,100....

Over $1,100 but not over $2,200_.

Over $2,200 but not over $2,750.-

O ver $2,750 --------------------

2 "(b) Married Person:

"If the amount of wages is:

Not over $50---------------
Over $50 but not over $300 -------
Over $:300 but iiot over $750 -----
Over $750 but not over $2,200.__

Over $2,200 but not over $4,425_-

Over $4,425 but not over $5,500--

Over $5,500 -------------------

$0.
14% of excess over $50.
$17.50, plus 15% of excess

$175.
$36.25, plus 18% of excess

$300.
$180.25, plus 21% of excess

$1,100.
$411.25, plus 26% of excess

$2,200.
$554.25, plus 31% of excess

$2,750.

over

over

over

over

ove'

The ammounit of uconme tax to be with-
held shall he:

$0.
14, of excess over $50.
$35, 1,uu 15% (, of exess over $'o0.
$102.50, plus 18% of exce-s over

$7.50.
$36.50, plus 21% of excess over

$2,'200.
$830.75, plus 26% of excess over

$4,425.
$1,110.25, plus 31% of excess over

$5,500.

"Table 6-If the payroll period with respect to an employee is
SEMIANNUAL

"(a) Single Person-Including Head of Household:

"If the amount of wages is: The amount of income tax to be with-
held shall be:

Not over $100 ----------------- $0.
Over $100 but not over $.350 --- 14% of excess over $100.
Over $350 but not over $600 --- $35, plus 15% of excess over $350.
Over $600 but not over $2,200 .... $72.50, plus 18% of excess over

$600.
Over $2,200 but not over $4,400-. $360.50, plus 21% of excess over

$2,200.
Over $4,400 but not over $5,500-- $822.50, plus 26% of excess over

$4,400.
Over $5,500 ----------------- $1,108.50, plus 31% of excess over

$5,500.
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"(b) Married Person:

"If the amount of wages is: The amount of income tax to be with-
held shall be:

Not over $100 ---------------- $0.
Over $100 but not over $600 --- 14% of excess over $100.
Over $600 but not over $1,500___- $70, plus 15% of excess over $600.
Over $1,500 but not over $4,400.- $205, plus 18% of excess over

$1,500.
Over $4,400 but not over $8,850-. $727, plus 21% of excess over

$4,400.
Over $8,850 but not over $11,000 $1,661.50, plus 26% of excess over

$8,850.
Over $11,000 ---------------- $2,220.50, plus 31% of excess over

$11,000.

"Table 7-If lie payroll period with respect to an employee is ANNUAL

"(a) Single Person-Including Head of Household:

"If the amount of wages is: The amount of income tax to be with-
held shall be:

Not over $200 ---------------- $0.
Over $200 but not over $700 ---- 14% of excess over $200.
Over $700 but not over $1,200 .... $70, plus 15% of excess over $700.
Over $1,200 but not over $4,400.--_ $145, plus 18% of excess over

$1,200.
Over $4,400 but not over $8,800-- $721, plus 21% of excess over

$4,400.
Over $8,800 but not over $11,000-- $1,645, plus 26% of excess over

$8,800.
Over $11,000 ------------------ $2,217, plus 31% of excess over

$11,000.

"(b) Married Person:

"If the amount of wages is:

Not over $200 -----------------
Over $200 but not over $1,200....
Over $1,200 but not over $3,000._.

Over $3,000 but not over $8,800-..

Over $8,800 but not over $17,700-.

Over $17,700 but not ovw
$22,000.

Over $22,000 --------------

The amount of income tax to be with-
held shall be:

. $0.

. 14% of excess over $200.
_ $140, plus 15% of excess over

$1,200.
- $410, plus 18% of excess 'over

$3,000.
$1,454, plus 21% of exceed over

$8,800.
r $3,323, plus 26% of excess over

$17,700.
$4,441, plus 31%7 of excess over

$22,000.
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"Table 8-If the payroll period with respect to an employee is a DAILY

payroll or a MISCELLANEOUS PERIOD

"(a) Single Person-Including Head of Household:

"If the amount of wages, divided The amount of income tax to be with-
by the number of days in the held shall be the following
payroll period, is: amount multiplied by the num-

ber of days in such period:
Not over $0.50 ---------------- $0.
Over $0.50 but not over $1.90 .... 14% of excess over $0.50.
Over $1.90 but not over $3.30 ... $0.20, plus 15% of excess over

$1.90.
Over $3.30 but not over $12.10 --- $0.41, plus 18% of excess over

$3.30.
Over $12.10 but not over $24.10. $1.99, plus 21% of excess over

$12.10.
Over $24.10 but not over $30.10. $4.51, plus 26% of excess over

$24.10.
Over $30.10 ----------------- $6.07, plus 31% of excess over

$30.10.

2 "(b) Married Person:

"If the amount of wages, divided
by the number of days in the
payroll period, is:

Not over $0.50 -----------------
Over $0.50 but not over $3.30....
Over $3.30 but not over $8.20----
Over $8.20 but not over $24.10-.
Over $24.10 but not over $48.50-.

Over $48.50 but not over $60.30..

Over $60.30 ..................

The amount of income tax to be with.
held shall be the following
amount multiplied by the num-
ber of days in such period:

$0.
* 14% of excess over $0.50.
* $0.39, plus 15% of excess over $3.30.
* $1.13, plus 18% of excess over $8.20.

$3.99, plus 21% of excess over
$24.10.

* $9.11, plus 26% of excess over
$48.50.

. $12.18, plus 31% of excess over
60.30."

(b) ADDITIONAL LOW INCOME ALLOWANCE.-Section

3402 (b) (1) (relating to percentage method of withhold-

ing) is amended by inserting "(A)" after "(1)" and by

adding at the end thereof the following new subparagraph:

"(B) The additional low income allowance referred
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1 to in subsection (a) is the amount shown in column 1

2 of the following table-

3 "(i) increased by an amount equal to the hum-

4 ber of exemptions claimed multiplied by the amount

5 shown in column 2 of the following table, and

6 "(ii) reduced (but not below zero) by one-

7 half of the wages (as defined in section 3401 (a))

8 for the payroll period.
Additional low loom

allowance

"Payroll period CoL I Col

Wldy... ............................................ 5200 33.30
Monly ................................................... . .10.40 &.70Seiroil...................................14 1330

Qurel.......................... .................... 36L.50 5400StemlInnual................................................................ 725, 00 100. 00
Anna ............................................... . 1,45& 00 200.00
Daily or mlacellennous (per day of such period) ................................... 4.00 .55"

9 (C) WAGE BRACKET WITIrnOLDINo.-Section 3402

10 (c) (relating to wage bracket withholding) is amended-

11 (1) by striking out paragraph (1) and inserting

12 in lieu thereof the following:

13 " (1) WAGE BRACKET WITHHODIN.-At the

14 election of the employer with respect to any employee,

15 the employer shall deduct and withhold upon the wages

16 paid to such employee a tax (in lieu of the tax required

17 to be deducted and withheld under subsection (a))

18 determined in accordance with tables prescribed by the

19 Secretary or his delegate. The tables so prescribed shall

31-701 O---69-5
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1 be the same as the tables contained in this subsection as

2 in effect before June 1, 1969, except the amounts set

3 forth as amounts and rates of tax to be deducted and

4 withheld shall be computed on the basis of table 7 con-

5 tained in paragraph (1), (2), or (3) (whichever is ap-

6 plicable) of subsection (a) and of the additional low in-

7 come allowance provided in subsection (b) (1) (B).";

8 and

9 (2) by striking out paragraph (6).

10 (d) E FFCT1ViE DAT.-The amendments made by sub-

11 sections (a) and (c) shall apply with respect to wages paid

12 after June 33, 1969. The amendments made by subsection

13 (b) shall apply with respect to wages paid after I)ecem-

14 ber 31, 1969.

Passed the House of Representatives June 30, 1969.

Attest: W. PAT JENNINGS,
Clerk.

SUMAMARY OF II.R. 12290-EXTENSION OF THE SURTAX, REPEAl, OF THE
INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT AND OTIER MATTERS

(Prepared by the Staff of the Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate)

IN GENERAL

This bill (1I.R. 12290) has five basic provisions as follows:
(1) It continues the existing income tax surcharge of 10 percent (com-

puted on an annual basis) until January 1, 1970. On January 1, 1970, the
surcharge is reduced to five percent (on an annual basis) and then termi-
mated as of July 1, 1970.

(2) It postpones for one year the scheduled reduction in the present
excise taxes of 7 percent on passenger automobiles and 10 l)ercent on coni-
munications services.

(3) It provides for a five year amortization of certified air and water
pollution control facilities which are completed or acquired in 1969 and
subsequent years.

(4) It adopts a new "low income allowance" for calendar year 1970
and later years.

(5) It repeals the investment credit as of the end of April 18, 19(9, but
lnakes provision for construction begun and binding contracts in effect
on or before that (late, as well as certain other situations where there has
been a substantial commitment.
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EXTENSION OF THE INCOME TAX SURCHARGE (SECTION 2 OF THE BILL)

The bill provides that the income tax surcharge is to be continued from
June 30, 1969 until December 31, 1969, at the full 10 percent annual rate. From
January 1, 1970, the surcharge' would be continued at an annual rate of five
percent until June 30, 1970, when it would be terminated. Thus, in the case
of a calendar year taxpayer, the rate of the surcharge would be 10 percent for
all income received in 1969, and two and one-half percent applied to all income
received in 1970.

The bill provides that the wage withholding tables presently in effect (that
is, which include the surcharge at a 10 percent annual rate) will continue in
effect until December 31, 1969. New withholding wage tables for the period
from January 1, 1970, to June 30, 1970, are included in the bill to reflect the
reduction in the surcharge to five percent for that period.

CONTINUATION OF PRESENT EXCISE TAX ON PASSENGER AUTOMOBILES AND
COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES (SECTION 3 OF TIE BILL)

The present excise tax rates of 7 percent on passenger automobiles and 10
percent on communications services are scheduled to be redilced on January 1,
1970. Further reductions (and eventual repeal) are also scheduled in later
years. This section of the bill would extend the scheduled reductions for one
year. The following table illustrates the scheduled reductions under present
law, and the changes provided by the bill:

In percent]

Automobile excise tax Telephone service

Present law H.R. 12290 Present law H.R. 12290

Current rate -------------.------------------------- 7 7 10 10
Jan. 1, 1970 ---------------------------------------- 5 7 5 10
Jan. 1, 1971 --------------------------------------- 3 5 3 5
Jan. 1, 1972 ---------------------------------------- 1 3 1 3
Jan. 1, 1973 ---------------------------------------- 0 1 0 1
Jan. 1, 1974 --------------------------------------- 0 0 0 0

REPAXAL OF THE INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT (SECTION 4 OF THE BILL)

General Purpose
The general purpose of section four of H.R. 12290 Is to repeal the 7 percent

investment tax credit. Under present law, a credit may be taken against a tax-
payer's income tax with respect to certain qualified investment. The amount
of the investment credit which may be taken in any year may not exceed the
first $25,000 of tax liability plus 50 percent of the tax liability in excess of
$25,000. Investment credits which are not used in the current year may be car-
ried back to the three years prior to the current year and may then be carried
forward to the succeeding seven taxable years.

Effective date of repeal
The bill provides that the investment credit will not be available with re-

spect to property, the physical construction, reconstruction or erection of which
is begun after April 18, 1939. Nor will it be available with respect to property
which is acquired by the taxpayer after that date. Further, the investment
credit is not to be available for property acquired after April ,18, 19609, even
though the construction of the property began before that date. However, the
bill provides certain exceptions to this general rule under which the Invest-
ment credit is to be available in the case of property which Is constructed or
acquired under a binding contract which was entered into before April 19, 1969.

Binding contract rule
Under the bill the investment credit is available with respect to property

which is constructed or acquired pursuant to a contract that was binding on
the taxpayer at the close of April 18, 1969. In order to qualify under this rule
the contract must be binding on the taxpayer at all times thereafter. Generally,
a contract, which is binding on a taxpayer on April 18, will not be considered
binding at all times thereafter, If It is substantially modified or altered after
that date. The bill also contains several transitional rules so that if certain
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plais and conditions were in existence before April 19, 1969, then property,
which would otherwise qualify for the investment Iax credit, would continue
to be eligible for tie credit even though such prolrty was plaetl i service
after April IS, 1919. These transitional rules are referred to as the equipped
building rule, plant facility rule, machinery or equipment rule, new design
product rule, ocean-going vessel rule, death rule, and rules relating to leases.
Phase out of credit

Under present ta. law, the investment credit is available, at tIle time the
property is placed in service. The House bill provides that the 7 recent invest-
meat credit which would otherwise be available in the ease of property which
Is placed in service after 1970 (generally because the property qualified under
tie biding contract rule or a similar exception) Is to be redlued by one-tenth
of one percentage point for each full calendar month after November, 1970. and
before tlhe time when the property is placed in services, except. that no eredlit
will b, allowed fcr property placed in service after .197-1. Thus, a taxpayer who
places property in service In 1975 will not receive any investment credit even
though the property wias acquired by the taxlpayer under a binding cont ract
which had been entered Into before April 19, 1969.
('arryorcr of ui used credits

Thle bill provides a limit on the amount of unused credits which may be
carriel over to 199 alld subsequent years. Under this special limitations 11ot
more than 20 percent of the aggregate amount. of the taximyer's unused credits
may be taken in any year after 196N. This special limitation on the use of carry-
overs and carrybaeks is in 1addi1iou to the general 5i0 percent of tax liabilities
limitation under present law.

AMORTIZATION OT' AIR AND WATER 'OLLUTION CONTROL FAC.rITIEH (SECTION 6 OF
'I 11F R1Lt,1

The 1111 provides that the cost of facilities for the control of air and water
lllution may be amortized over a five-year isriod. rather than being depreciated
over their longer useful lives. Te amortization deductlol would be in lieu of the
regular depreeia loll deduetion which would normally be allowed for the facility.
In no event ]ho%- ,ver would the Investment credit he available for any facility
with resi'ct to .vhich the live year amortizltiol dedtliol is it effect. (For
Instance If tile binding contract rules under the provisions repealillg Ithe i-
vestment credit preserved tie credit as to any taxpayer with respect to these
types of faeillties, he would have to elect whether to take the credit or the
amortization deduction). However, it taxpayer (oul take the amlortizat1o1
d"duetion withl resiet to sueh it facility and still be eligible to receive the
additional first year depreciation allowance presently iln the tax law.

The amortization deduction would be available only with respect to a facility
which was completed after 1968 or which Is acquired after 198 if the original
use of the property conuenes with tite taxpayer after that time. The amnortiza-
tion deduction would be available only with respect to pollution control facilities
which have been certified. In the ase of water lollutlon, tie property must be
certitfled by the state water pollution control agency as defined in the Federal
Water Pollutio Control Att and by the Secretary of the Interior. Il tile ease
of air pollution, tlhe facility iluist be certified by the state air pollution control
agency as defled tI the Clean Air Att i1nd by the Secretary of Health, Education.
anl Welfare.

The bill provides for the recapture of 111y excess amortizition deduction If ti'
property is later sold at a gain. If 11 gain arises il the disposition of a pollution
control facility, the gain is to be treated as ordinary Incolme to tile extent that
amortization deductions have been allowed o th facility. Tie amortization
duetion may 1be diseoutinlet by i taxpayer at imy time. If the amiortizatioll
deduction is discontinued, then tiit' taxpayer may depreciate the property under
the regular rules, starting with tilte first month to which tile amlortizatioll I. not
aPl1li'able. Further, it taxpayer who discontinues tile amortimtion deduction
would not be entitled to any further amortization deduction with result to that
facility.



LOW-INCOME ALLOWANCE (SECTION 0 OF THE BILL)

The bill has a provision designed to provide tax relief to low income individuals
by supplementing the "minihuni standard deduction." The provision supplements
tli "minimum standard deduction" so that tM mnimum amounts of exempt
income, for a family unit of 8 or less, Is $1100, plus $600 thaes the number of
personal exeniptimos prscviclly ivall ble to the family unit. (Thus, a married
couple which today pIys tax on Inco e it oxmRs4 of $1700, would be tax free on
income of up to $3300.) This additional allowance would be "phased out" as the
income of the taxpayer inereases. For each $2 of additional adjusted gross
income above the non-taxe-d "poverty level" ($1100 plus $600 for each persmal
exemption) the aidditomil allowance would be deerfvlad by $1.

The bill provles that the low icmim allowance would be built hito the optional
1a1 tables, find would be avaitiblh to i taxi)ayer only if lie uss these tables.
in addition, the optional tax tables (which today are available only if the
taxpayer's income is uider $50(0)) would be expaided to include adjusted gross
ilnomoie levels uip to $6100, l'atlse of the Iimse out. feature of the low Income
a lIowa nce. Als), the level below which taxpiyxers raly request the Internal
Ievonue Service to compute their tax would similarly e raised from $5000 to$6100.

Thls setlon of the bill would be applicable to the calendar year 1970 and later
years. and the withholding tables would ie revised to take the low income allow-
atice izto account for periods beginning on and after January 1, 1970.

'The ( ,AIRMAN. Secretary Kennedy?

STATEMENT OF HON. DAVID M. KENNEDY, SECRETARY OF THE
TREASURY; ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT P. MAYO, DIRECTOR OF
THE BUREAU OF THE BUDGET; MAURICE MANN, ASSISTANT
DIRECTOR; SAMUEL COHN, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR BUDGET
REVIEW; CHARLS WALKER, UNDER SECRETARY OF THE TREAS-
URY; AND EDWIN S. COHEN, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE
TREASURY FOR TAX POLICY

SeCtre'llry ]CENNFJY. n'. Chairman and members of the committee,
I am gratefdul for this opportunity to testify in behalf of 11.11. 12290-
it bill which contains the nuti-inflation measures prol)O0(ed by the
lmsident..

Speciieally, I F.R. 12290 would:
1. ExieId the siui'charge alt. 10 percent to Dieember 31, 1969, and

at5 percent thereafter to ,hie 30, 1970, pI-liucing it mveiiie yield of
$7.6 billion in fiscal veal. 1970.

. )efolr for 1 year the reduction ill the eXeise t4lxes oi1 auitomiiobiles
1and (il telephlioe and teletyFuewriter exchliagn services, pl'oducing a
re'elitle ilw relse of $510 mill ion in fiscal year 1970.

,l Repeal the investment. edit, producing it revenue increase of
$1.35 billion in fiscal year 1970 and llore than $3 billion i annal
reveliui ill later eals. TH l louse bill incorporates certain transition
rules for repeal of the credit, similar generally to those used in tile
19(66 Sisl)peQusi of tile credit, re(iiing the reveniuie vielh ill fiscal year
1970 from .lic residents recommendation li1 adl)ut $150 million.

In addition, tihe President. 111d recolmimeinded as a part of his initial
reform proposals the adoption of the low inconie allowance to remove
the burden of the income, tax from lpersouis with ineolites below the
poverty level and to reduce the tax burden on )ersons with incomes
just above his level.

The low inolie allowance was incorlporated by tile house in II.R.
122190 with minor chaliges, effective Jammry 1, 1970. It involves a



revenue reduction of $270 million for fiscal year 1970 and $625 million
for a full year. Since it had been recommended by the President as a
reform measure and had been taken into account in revised budget
estimates for fiscal year 1970, its insertion in the bill did not affect the
revenue estimates.

Mr. Chairman, I submit that the economic case for speedy action
on these tax proposals is overwhelming. During 1969 consumer prices-
the significant shopping basket indicator-have risen at an annual
rate of 6.1 percent and wholesale prices at a rate of 6.3 percent.

It is not necessary to point out to this panel the very real dangers
our country faces if inflation is allowed to continue unchecked. Infla-
tion of this magnitude could lead to a series economic readjustment
accompanied 'by a painfully high level of unemployment.

Failure to extend the surcharge would amount to a cut in taxes at
a time of accelerating inflation. The consequences of failing to pass
this legislation are unthinkable.

Even delay poses serious risks.
Delay contributes to a loss of confidence by our people in the deter-

mination of government to bring an orderly halt. to inflation.
Delay feeds inflationary expectations and thus makes inflation even

more difficult to control.
Delay weakens ouor balance of payments and foreign confidence
T the integrity of the dollar and contributes to unsettled conditions

-i the international monetary markets.
In view of the clear need to continue to fight against inflation, we

must not contemplate delay.
Let me turn to an argument that many raise for opposing this bill.

These people feel that passage of the tax surcharge must be linked
with tax reform in order to insure enactment of significant reform.

I understand the sense of frustration of those who hold this posi-
tion. However, we must remember that essentially there are two sepa-
rate and distinct problems before us. One, the control of inflation, is
immediate and urgent. The other, tax reform, is vitally important,
highly complex, and requires careful action both by the Congress and
the executive branch.

Linking these two problems may mean that we fail in both of
our objectives.

I agree with nose who believe the wait for meaningful tax reform
has been "too long." But Iwould point out that the Ways and Means
Committee has met in lengthy public hearings and executive sessions
to consider tax reforms. On May 27, the committee announced tenta-
tive decisions on tax reform subjects, and the chairman of the com-
mittee has announced that reform would be before the House prior
to the August recess.

Moreover, President Nixon fully supports these efforts and is de-
termined to bring equity to our Federal tax system.

On April 21 the President submitted to the Congress a major tax
reform package, including the low-income allowance which has be-
come a part of the bill before you. In addition, it contained these
broad proposals:

A limit on tax preferences, which puts a limit of 50 percent on that
portion of a person's income which could enjoy a preferred status, and



an allocation of deductions proposal preventing double benefits from
tax preferences. In addition to these proposals, the President's initial
proposals include meaningful reforms dealing with mineral produc-
tion payments, private foundations, charitable contribution deductions,
business income of tax-exempt organizations, tax treatment of cor-
porate securities frequently used by conglomerates, multiple corporate
surtax exemptions, stock dividends, dividends out of accelerated de-
preciation reserves, restricted stock plans, farm losses, multiple trusts,
moving expenses, and a number of other important items.

With the consent of the committee, I would like to ask that a sum-
mary of the administration's interim tix reform proposals of April 22,
1969 be inserted in the record of the'hearings at the conclusion of my
statement.

The CAIrRMAN. That will be done.1

Secretary KENNEDY. In that April 21 messtge, President Nixon
said:

Fairness calls for tax reform now; beyond that, the American people need and
deserve a smiplified Federal tax system, and one that is attuned to the 1970's,

i e has repeatedly pledged-and in a letter to the House of Repre-
senatives just last week stated again-that lie supports and is deter-
m;ined that there shall be significant, meaningful, and fair tax reform.

His letter is in the Congressional Record of June 30 on page H-5461.
The CHAIRMAN. I think it might be well simply to make it a part of

the hearings also so that they will be complete.2

Secretary KENNEDY. Very good, Mr. Chairman. In addition, House
and Senate leaders on both sides of the isle lave pledged to them-
selves and to their constituents that there will be tax reform this
year.

Gentlemen, there is no need to hold up the extension of the tax
surcharge pending enactment of tax reform. The commitment to tax
reform has been made to the American people, and I pledge to you
that this administration will honor that commitment. I feel confident
that the Congress will respond in like spirit. I know that the American
people will accept nothing less.

Before concluding, I would like -to mention several areas where the
House-passed bill differs from the President's recommendations. Then
I would be happy to answer any questions you may have about those
changes or any other aspect of the legislation.

It might be well, Mr. Chairman, to have Mr. Mayo give his state-
ment before we get 'into the discussion.

First, as I noted earlier, the low-income allowance recommended
)y the President as a part of his interim tax reform proposals, has

been included in this bill. Action on this measure should be recognized
its a commitment to tax reform, 1nd we endorse adding it to this bill
on the imsumnption that reform will be enacted.

Secondly, the transition rules adopted by the House in connection
with the repeal of the investment credit will reduce the revenue yield
from repeal of the credit by about $150 million in fiscal year 1970 as
compared with the rules initially recommended by the Treasury.

1 e p. 64.
2 See p. 63.



The transition rules in the bill would allow the credit for certain
expenditures after April 18, 1969, even though there was no binding
contract on that date. They are, however, generally the same rules
adopted in 1966 on suspension of the investment credit to deal with
cases in which there is all economic commitment evidenced by expendi-
tures constituting more than half the cost of a facility prior to the
cutoff date.

There are some extensions of the 1966 rules to cases of generally
similar nature. However, any further extension. beyond these rules
would be a mistake. The binding contract rule and these additional
rules provide equitable treatment in the most deserving cases, and they
represent the most reasonable cutoff point.

Finally, the House bill provides that certain capital facilities ac-
quired to reduce air or water pollution may be amortized over 5 years
instead of their normal usefurl-ives. This acceleration of cost recovery
will provide an incentive for installation of -antipollution facilities.
While we did not recommend it, it is reasonable if the committee agrees
that such an incentive is justified.

However, we have serious reservations about the scope of the House
provision, as I will indicate. The provision as contained in the House
bill will result in no substantial short-term revenue loss but will result
in a long-term revenue loss which will reach $300 to $400 million
annually by 1975.

A revenue loss of this magnitude deserves careful scrutiny. Ie have
concluded on further study of the House provision that the 5-year
amortization provision need not be made 'available to new plants con-
structed in the future which install antipollution control facilities.

Technological advances which are occurring in the control of pollu-
tion will greatly reduce the burden on industry in designing new
plants to meet antipollution standards. In these cases, a major tax con-
cession to provide incentive and achieve cost-sharing is not nearly so
important as in the case of existing plants where the burden is much
clearer.

It is also our conclusion on further study of the provision as passed
by the House that it provides too great a benefit to property which has
a long useful life. Thus, antipollution property qualifying under the
bill which has a useful life of 50 years would receive a tax concession
equivalent to an investment credit of approximately 20 percent.

The rapid amortization provision is intended to replace the invest-
ment credit for antipollution facilities, but an increased benefit of this
magnitude is not warranted. The Treasury therefore proposes that
a limitation be placed on the rapid write-off so that its benefits would
be available only for the first 15 years of the life of any property.
Thus, property with a 50-year useful life could obtain the benefit of
the rapid amortization permitted for emergency facilities constructed
during World War II.

Finally, the definition of a po llution control facility needs to be
tightened so that the rapid amortization provisions will apply only to
treatment facilities which are clearly identifiable as serving only anti-
pollution purposes.

Under the present broad definition a smokestack or sewer pipe
might qualify for the rapid write-ofl, even though these facilities
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would be installed in any event and perform functions other than
pollution abatement of the type this tax concession is designed to give
special encouragemeent.

I urge this committee to'take prompt action on this bill. The exist-
ing 31-day temporary extension of current withholding rates will
expire on July 31. As you know, business payrolls are a complicated
matter. Ai enormous burden would be imposed upon Aiherican busi-
ness-not to speak of the administrative nightmare for the Internal
Revenue Service--if they were required to reprogram their payroll
systems to withhold at tax rates without a surcharge and then were
required in a month or so to reprogram again to include the surcharge.

You have stated today that you will seek a further temporary ex-
tension of the current withholding rates if the legislation is not con-
plete by July 31, so that will alleviate the problem I have just men-
tioned.

(The material referred to previously follows:)

[From the Congressional Record, June 30, 19691

TiE WHITE HOUSE,
Washington, D.C., Juno 30, 1969.

lion. GERALD FORD,
House of Rcprc8cntative8,
Va.8ington, D.C.

DEAR Mn. FORD: As the House nears a decision on the surtax, I want to remove:
any vestige of doubt as to the commitment of this Administration to prompt and
meaningful tax reform.

I first made this commitment publicly on February 6. I reaflirm it today.
Clearly the record supports that commitment. On April 21, after less than three

months In office, this Administration submitted 16 substantive tax reforms to the
Congress. They included a minimum income tax to help ensure that people with
high Incomes will not fail to share the tax burden. We suggested a Low Income
Allowance to remove poverty-level people from the tax rolls and reduce the taxes
of soie eight -million others. We also recommended repeal of the seven percnt
investment credit.

It is due in part to those initiative that the measure before the House today
includes significant tax reform. Your colleagues will recall that repeal of the
investment credit, ultimately releasing over $3 billion in revenue, was singled out
only three months ago by the majority of the Senate-House Joint Fconomic Com-
naittee as the "flrst -priority in tax reform."

The Low Income Allowance Is also a high-priority reform. We should delay no
longer the elimination of the social paradox of poverty-stricken people paying a
federal tax on their meager incomes.

Important as these two reforms are, much more Is needed and will be done. On
May 27, the House Ways and Means Committee published a list of tax reform
measures which It had tentatively approved. On my direction Treasury officials
and staff have been working closely with the Committee. They will continue to
(10 so.

There is no reason why a far-reaching tax reform bill cannot be put before the
house of Representatives this summer. This Is the announced goal of .the Ways
and Means Committee; it is also the goal of this Administratlon.

While these complex measures are being prepared, there must be no question
.s to this Government's determination first to slow and then to stop inflation.
This requires Congressional action now. It requires extension of the phased sur-
tax, and It requires enactment now of the other tax measures proposed by the
Administration and approved by the tax committee of the House.

The goals of fiscal responsibility and tax reform are not mutually exclusive.
We can have both; we must have both. I trust and believe that the House will
move responsibly toward both by voting today to extend the surtax.

Sincerely,
RIcHARD NIXON.
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TREASURY DEPARTMENT, WVASINGTON, D.C., SUMMARY OF TAX REFORM PROPOSALS

The President has recommended repeal of the 7% Investment credit effective
April 21, 1969. This means the credit will not be allowable for orders placed on
April 21, 1969. This ,repeal permits -his further ,recommendation of extension of
the surcharge at a reduced rate of 5% -for the period January 1, 1970, to June 30,
1970, -instead of the 10% rate that Is being recommended for the balance of the
current year. The repeal will provide additional federal .revenues for other im-
portant tax measures in the planning stage.

The following material is a brief summary of the tax reform proposals pre-
sented by the Treasury Department to the House Ways and Means Committee on
April 22, 1969.

The net revenue change of the entire package will be small-the revenue in-
creases of reform measures will be largely offset by the revenue losses from the
relief measures. A table showing the overall revenue effects of the entire package
for the first full year and in the long run (1970 and 1975) is included.

THE PROPOSALS

The Treasury recommends a general restriction on the net value of certain tax
preferences in two respects:

Linmt on Tax Preferenocm (LTP). A 50 percent ceiling would be imposed on the
amount of an individual's total Income which could enjoy tax preferred status.
Total income for this purpose would be determined-

(1)By including appreciation in value of property given to charity;
(2) Before deducting intangible drilling expenses .and percentage deple-

,tion in excess of cost depletion;
(3) Before deducting certian excessive farm losses;
(4) Before deducting the excess of accelerated over straight line depreci-

ation on real estate.
The fouT preferences could not exceed half of total income. There would be

a $10,000 minimum amount of allowance preferences. Thus, an individual with
$100,000 of net business income, which reflects a deduction of $200,000 of ac-
celerated depreciation on real estate in excess of straight line depreciation,
would have adjusted gross income of $150,000 (in effect, $50,000 of the excess
depreciation would become taxable).

A five-year carryover of disallowed tax preferences (an averaging device)
would restrict the effect of this limit to persons who consistently have an ex-
cessive amount of these preferences. A three-year transition period, establishing
the ceiling at 70 percent, 60 percent, and 50 percent, retpectively, would phase
in the limit gradually. When fully phased in, the revenue Increase will be $80
million.

Allo4ation of Deductions. An individual with more than 10,000 of tax preferences
would also be required to allocate his itemized (non-business) deductions be-
tween taxable income and the non-taxed or "allowable" portion of tax preference
amounts. For this purpose, tax preferences would also include interest in state
and municipal bonds and the excluded portion of long-term capital gains (50%).
Thus, 'all itemized deductions could no longer be applied entirely against taxable
income where there is also substantial non-taxable income.

The allocation will be phased in generally over a two year period. Thus, in the
first year, only one-half total itemized deductions would be required to be al-
located. When fully phased in, the revenue increase will be $500 million.

To provide essential relief to persons in poverty, we recommend a:

Low Income Allowance. An additional allowance would be granted to generally
insure that families at the poverty level would not be requi-red to pay any Fed-
eral income tax. This allowance, whhbh would be automatically built into the
tax tables, would completely exempt more than 2 million families from -tax pay-
ments, effective at the following income levels:
Number of exemptions: Income Number of exemptions--Con. Income

Family of 1 ------------- $1, 700 Family of 5 ------------ $4, 100
Family of 2 ------------- 2,300 Family of 6 ------------- 4,700
Family of 3 ------------- 2,900 Family of 7 ------------- 5,300
Family of 4 ------------- 3,500 Family of 8 ------------- 5,900



The allowance would be phased out as income exceeded the above poverty
levels at the rate of $.50 for each dollar of income over the levels. Thus, for a
single person the allowance would not exempt income over $3,300; for a family
of eight, it would phase out at $6,100. The allowance would be effective for 1970
and thereafter. The revenue loss from this change would be $700 million.

III.

The Treasury also recommends the following reform:
Mineral Production Payments. The tax treatment of mineral production pay-

ments would be changed. These "production payments," sold by oil companies
and other mineral producers, represent in effect advance payment for future
extraction of the minerals, and they are sold to accelerate income to avoid
the statutory limitations on credits and deductions, such as the depletion allow-
ance. Henceforth, these production payments will be treated as loans, which is
their true substance. Similarly, the duplication of tax benefits by such persons in
retaining and selling production payments in so-called ABC transactions will be
dealt with in the same way. Bona fide production payments pledged for explora-
tion or development will not be affected. The revenue increase after the first year
will be $200 million.

Private Foundations and Exempt Organizations. Certain specific abuses by
private foundations would be prohibited:

-self-dealing between the foundation and related parties
-failure to distribute real Income annually to charity
-the control of operating business corporation (with a 5-year transition

period for existing )ioldlngs)
---engaging in certain political activities, such as voter registration drives.

Penalties for these abuses would be imposed, and power would be given the
United States District Courts, acting at the instance of the Justice Department
in the absence of state action, to impose appropriate sanctions.

Foundations would also be required to make available for public inspection
information as to grants to individuals, the activities of these individuals, and
their work product.

Certain specific administrative changes would be made to provide much closer
scrutiny and audit of foundation activities.

Present law taxing income from the direct operation of a business by certain
tax-exempt organizations would be extended to churches and other tax-exempt
organizations not currently covered. The investment income of social clubs and
certain similar organizations, now untaxed, would be taxed. All tax-exempt
organizations would be taxed on the income of any investment assets acquired
with borrowed funds and not related to their tax-exempt functions (so-called
Clay Brown bootstrap cases). The revenue Increase from these various pro-
visions cannot be estimated.

Charitable Contribution deduction:
The 30 percent limitation on charitable contribution deductions would be in-

creased to 50%, to apply to all taxpayers beginning in 1969.
The unlimited charitable deduction available to certain persons who qualify

in at least 8 out of any 10 years would be cut down. Thus, charitable contribu.
tions taken together with all other Itemized non-business deductions could not
exceed 80% of adjusted gross income.

In addition, a number of situations whi-h allow different tax benefits for
contributions depending on features of the property given or the method of gift
require attention. Under present law, deductions for contributions to charity
may be in the form of cash or property, taken at its fair market value.

Except with respect to donations of installment obligations, gain is not recog-
nized to the donor on the making of the charitable gift. Treasury recommends
that the deduction for charitable gifts of property, the sale of which would result
in reducing income, be restricted to the cost or other basis of the property in
the donor's hands. The effect Is similar to taxing the appreciation of ordinary in-
come assets in a charitable gift.

Treasury also recommends that no deduction be allowed for the rental value
of property leased rent-free -to a charity; and that no charitable deduction be al-
lowed for gifts of stock rights unless the shareholder allocates the basis of his old
stock in part to the rights which are given to charity.
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Treasury also recommends that the special two-year charitable trust rule be
repealed. The repeal will mean that in all cases a grantor will be taxed on trust
income where a reversionary interest will or may be expected to take effect within
ten years. Similarly, in the case of gifts of short term income interests to charity,
the donor should not get a deduction unless he is taxable on the income.

Corporate Sccuritics. In recent years there has been a rapid increase in the
number and the size of members or other consolidations among corporations,
particularly in the area of so-called "conglomerate" combinations. While the rea-
sons for this development are principally non-tax, there are tax aspects which
require change.

Treasury recommends legislative action on a number of issues, including the
installment sales reporting treatment of capital gain recognized on the receipt
of bonds, the treatment of original issue discount on bonds, and the interest
deduction on the repurchase by a corporation of its own convertible bonds at a
premium. In addition, Treasury is seeking to develop a regulation to distinguish
debt from equity for purposes of the interest deduction. We consider this dis-
tinction is at the heart of the problem of the increased use of debt securities in
these transactions.

While the measures recommended by the Treasury at this time are not specifi-
cally directed at acquisitions, whether of a conglomerate nature or otherwise, we
believe that they will attack some of the basic tax problems involved In com-
binations and decrease the impetus toward creation of unusual security inter-
ests that are difficult for investors to evaluate. The Treasury is also under-
taking a basic study of the general treatment of tax free corporate
reorganizations.

Multiple Corporation. The advantage taken -y a number of large corpora-
tions of certain tax relief provisions for small business, whereby a reduced cor-
,porate tax rate of 22 percent is applied to the first $25,00) of taxable income.
would be ended. Corporate groups ranging up to hundreds of corporations would

e consolidated into one for this purpose. The change would be phased in gradually
over five years. The revenue increase from this change, when fully effective, will
be $235 million.

Farm Income. Various provisions whereby farm deductions, frequently repre-
senting the cost of assets acquired. are offset against ordinary income, but the
sale of farm assets is taxed only as capital gain, will be amended. The capital
gain will be taxed as ordinary income to an appropriate extent. The hobby (gen-
tleman fai-mer) loss rules preventing the consistent deduction of very large
losses ,by individuals from certain enterprises, would be strengthened. The reve-
nue increase from these proposals has not been determined.

Accelerated Depreciation: Public Utilities and Others. Tax-free dividends pres-
ently being paid out of accelerated depreciation reserves, principally by public
utilities but also by some other corporations, would be made taxable after a
three-year adjustment period.

Federal and state regulatory commissions would be prevented from requiring
a public utility to compute net income after tax from rate making purposes as if
accelerated depreciation had been taken unless the utility voluntarily elects
accelerated depreciation. Utilities are forced by the position of some commissions
to claim accelerated depreciation to reduce their taxes, and the benefits are flowed
through to the consumers at the expense of the Federal revenues generally. This
rule will preserve the status quo and prevent further adoption by regulatory
commissions of the "flow-through" concept except where the utility itself elects
accelerated depreciation. This change will prevent an annual revenue loss which
could reach $1.5 billion if this limitation were not imposed.

,Stock dividend. The practice of a number of corporations issuing dividends
in stock which increase the stockholder's interest in such a way that they are a
substitute for cash dividends, rather than simply being a larger number of shares
for the same interest, would be discouraged by making such dividends taxable.
The Treasury proposal substantially follows the recommendation of the Advi-
sory Group on Subchapter C, established by the House Ways and Means Coin-
mittee in 1956. This provision will prevent a substantial future loss of revenue.

Capital Losses. Net long-term capital gains are in general taxed bv including
only one-half of the gain in ordinary income. A net long-term capital loss, bow-



ever, may be deducted up to on annual limit of $1,000 in full against ordinary
income. This is not only inconsistent but leads to tax planning of asset sales to
separate gains and losses Into alternate years. We recommend that each dollar of
net long-term capital loss be permitted to offset only 50 cents of ordinary income.
The limit of the annual deduction should be kept at $1,000 with the present
unlimited carryover. In addition, married persons filing separate returns should
be subjected to an annual limit of $500 each. In the long run this change will in-
crease revenues by $100 million.

Restricted Stock Plans. During the past few years, there has been a rapid
growth in the number of restricted stock plans. Under these plans, an employee
receives stock or other property subject to restrictions, on sale or other limi-
tations. Because of these restrictions, tax is not imposed under exist-
ing rules until the employee sells the stock, and the amount then subject to
tax is limited to the value of the stock when the employee received It. In effect,
any increase in value during the period the restrictions are in effect is taxed only
if the stock is sold, and then as a capital gain.

Treasury proposes that, as a general matter, where an employee receives stock
or other property as compensation, he should be subject to tax when his rights
in that property become nonforfeltable. When an employee receives nonforfeit-
able rights In property subject to restrictions on sale, these restrictions would
be ignored, and the amount taxed would be the unrestricted full current fair
market value of the property, unless the restrictions are bona fide limitations
which continue for the life of the property.

Multiple or Accumulation Trusts. Under present law, Income may be accumu-
lated in trust and distributed to ,the beneficiary without tax to the beneficiary,
with certain exceptions, even though that beneficiary pays higher tax than the
trust itself. This enables creation of multiple trusts for the same beneficiaries
to avoid the progressive rate structure.

Treasury proposes that all income accumulated in trust will be taxed at the
beneficiary's regular rates when the income from the trust is received by the
beneficiary. In addition, income accumulated in trust for the benefit of the grant-
or's spouse will be taxed to the grantor as earned, as it is under present law
when It is accumulated for the grantor's own benefit. This provision will increase
revenues by $70 million.

Moving Expenses. The deduction for moving expenses would be substantially
liberalized to include certain indirect costs, ('house hunting trips, temporary liv-
ing expenses at the new location and the cost of selling or buying a house) up to a
nmaximum of $2,500, of which no more than $1,000 could be for the Indirect costs.
The higher limit would be -available for the direct costs (the costs of buying or
selling a house and lease breaking costs.) The revenue loss from this change
would be $100 million.

Small Busincss Subchapter S Corporations. The existing rules permitting small
business corporation. to be taxed similar to partnerships to avoid the double tax
on corporate earnings would be substantially liberalized by expanding existing
size and types of Income limitations, eliminating technical requirements and sim-
plifying their operation.
Extension of Special Treatment of Bank8 Holding Foreign Deposits

Interest earned on U.S. bank deposits owned by foreigners not resident In the
United States and not connected with a trade or business conducted here is exempt
from income tax, and the bank deposits themselves are exempt from estate tax.
however, existing law provided that these exemptions shall not continue beyond

1972. The expiration date was enacted in 1966 as part of the Foreign Investors
Tax Act. At the time, the Congress was concerned that termination of the exemp-
tion would have an adverse impact on foreign balances in the United States and
therefore deferred the effective date for terminating the exemption for five years.

The balance of payments continues to be a matter of concern. While we cannot
forecast what the situation will be by 1973, It is clear that the scheduled termi-
nation will make a solution to the problem much more difficult to achieve. Ac-
cordingly. Treasury recommends that the Congress take action In accordance
with the President's recommendation of April 4 that the scheduled termination
of the exemption be repealed.
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TABLE 1.-TAX REFORM PROPOSALS-ESTIMATED INCREASE OR REDUCTION (-) IN CALENDAR YEAR TAX
LIABILITIES I

In millions of dollars)

Longrun effect1969 1970 1975

IA. Limitation on tax preferences ---------------------------------- 20 40 80
1 B. Allocation of deductions -------------------------------- 275 500 500

2. Low-income allowances .........------------------------------ 0 -665 -665
3. Mineral production payments ---------------------------------- 95 140 200
4. Foundations and exempt organizations ------------------------
5. Charitable deduction changes -------------------------------- _-- A.(!12
6. Corporate securities ---------------------------------------- (2
7. Multiple surtax exemptions ------------------------------------- 1 V1 29
8. Farm Income rules ------------------------------------------- 0 10 50
9. Tax-free dividends from accelerated depreciation ----------------- 0 0 80

11. Capital loss limitation ------------------------------------ (3
10. Satlo d iistrtion---------------------------------8M
12. Restricted stock plans -------------------------------------- (3
13. Multiple trusts --------------------------------------------- 55 70 7
14. Moving expenses --------------------------------------------- -110 -100 -100
15. Subchapter S changes ---------------------------------------- (2) (2) (2)

Net increase (+) or reduction (-) ----------------------------- +400 +90 +540

I Based on current income levels with no provision made in longrun estimates for effect of income growth. Estimates
include a 10-percent surcharge for 1969 and a 2%-percent surcharge for 1970.

2 No basis for estimating revenue effect. In some cases, however, these measures will prevent substantial future revenue
loss.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you wish for the Director of the Budget to pro-
ceed now?

Secretary KENNEDY. I think it might be better if Mr. Mayo gives a
report on the budget.

The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Mr. MAYO. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee:
Our current economic predicament-characterized by persistent in-

flation, exceedingly tight money markets, and historically high interest
rates-reflects past miscalculations in managing the Nation's economic
affairs. These miscalculations set in motion a series of events that pro-
duced a pervasive and deeply imbedded inflationary psychology, which
makes continued and even increasing inflation a distinct possibility.
This situation will not be changed easily. But change it we must. To
do so, we need the economic restraint that would be provided by H.R.
12290, together with appropriate monetary restraint and the spending
reductions in the budget for fiscal year 1970 already announced.

Movements in the general price level are caused by many things,
not the least of which is the Federal fiscal position. Outlays for mili-
tary programs increased sharply after the escalation of our activities
in Vietnam in the summer of 1965. This increase was not offset by lower
outlays for other programs. Nor was it offset by higher taxes until fiscal
year 1969. The budget deficit rose from $1.6 billion in fiscal 1965 to
$25.2 billion in fiscal year 1968, stoking an already overheated economy.
Excessive demand was generated and price rises became progressively
greater.

We should not be surprised or dismayed by the difficulties we are
now having in bringing inflation under control. An extended inflation-
ary period such as we are experiencing engenders expectations of fur-



ther inflation and, therefore, has a major impact on wage and price
setting.

The CHAIRMAN. I thought we had an understanding you were going
to summarize your statement.

Senator WILLIAMs. He is skipping.
Mr. MAYo. Yes, I am reading only about half of it.
The CHAIRMAN. I promise you I will read every word faithfully.
Mr. MAYO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
An extended inflationary period such as we are experiencing en-

genders expectations of further inflation and therefore, has a major
impact on wage and price setting. It also provides an incentive for not
postponing buying for consumption or investment purposes. The re-
sulting continued strong demand helps neutralize the influence of the
restraining forces at work in the economy. For this reason, we need
time to root out the inflation that has invaded our economy.

We need time and we need coordinated and complementary economic
policies:

Continued restraint on demand, which would result from the Presi-
dent's tax program for fiscal year 1970.

Continued vigorous efforts by the Congress and by the Administra-
tion to control Federal spending, and

Appropriate monetary restraints.
Each is important in its own right, but none can be fully effective

except as part of a coordinated set of policies.
Tie Federal budget reflects the Nation's priorities as perceived by

the President and by the Congress. At any point in t*ime,-and for at
least 1 year into the future--it consists largely of "uncontrollable"
programs, whose levels are determined by existing laws and previous
commitments. For this reason, substantial reductions in individual ele-
mnents of the budget do not often occur from one budget to the next.

President Nixon knew the strength of this momentum in the budget
when he took office in January. He did not expect major reductions
in the 1969 budget but has determined to begin, with the 1970 budget,
the difficult task of bringing Federal outlays under control an-of
trying to shift the course of Federal programs toward his admin-
istratiton's objectives. These efforts did not cease when the April 15
Review of the 1970 Budget was published. Indeed, they are being
intensified now that we have begun the 1970 budget process.

The intensive review of the January budget was concluded and a
report summarizing the results was issued in April. Revised esti-
mates for both 1969 and 1970 were contained in my May 20 testimony
before the House Ways and Means Committee on the Pesidents tax
program.

For the fiscal year we have just entered, the January budget esti-
mated receipts to be $198.7 billion and outlays to e $195.3 billion,
resulting in a projected surplus of $3.4 billion. On May 20, we esti-
mated tlat receipts will be $199.2 billion, up a half billion dollars,
and outlays will be $129.9 billion, down $2.4 billion, with a surplus of
$6.3 billion. Of course, a most important influence on the budget will
be congressional action, both on the expenditure and the revenue side.



As our May 20 statement indicates, increases in uncontrollable items
raised January budget outlays for 1970 from $195.3 to $196.9 billion,
and budget authority from $210.1 to $211.4 billion, or before we apply
the cuts, I should say.

However, this administration's review of the 1970 budget produced
reductions in outlays from the corrected January budget totaling $4
billion. Budget authority at the same time was reduced $5.5 billion.

Since May 20, interest rates have risen even higher and the pace of
rising costs under the medicare program has been more rapid than
anticipated. These and similar other factors will probably lift outlays
at least $1 billion above the May 20 estimate.

To be sure, there will be some offsetting decreases. On the other
hand, the net effect of congressional action to date on fiscal year 1970
appropriation requests has been to increase estimated outlays.

The House actions are expected to reduce Treasury, Post Office, and
Executive Office spending by $36 million and Independent Offices and
Housing and Urban Development outlays ly $43 million, but to in-
crease Agriculture Department outlays by $173 million-a net increase
on the three appropriation bills of nearly $95 million. Senate actions
up to date would reduce Treasury, Post Office, and Executive Office
outlays by $31 million, but increase Agriculture outlays b y nearly
$570 million-a net increase of nearly $540 million. Obviously, these
actions are still incomplete.

There are a number of uncertainties concerning 1970 outlays. These
include the fact that congressional decisions on many appropriation
requests and on a possible outlay limitation are yet. to be made. For
now, we are inclined to hold to the $192.9 billion'estimate of May 20,
but recognizing, for the moment. at least, that pressures for higher
outlays seem greater than prospects for additional reductions by the
Congress. I hope that is incorrect, but that is my appraisal At the
moment.

Indeed, the $192.9 billion outlay estimate is a tight one, despite the
fact that it will be about $7 billion higher than 1969 outlays. The $7
billion increase includes:

Social security benefit payment increases of $3.4 billion;
Civilian and military pay raises, effective July 1, 1969, under exist-

ing pay comparability legislation, of $2.8 billion;
Interest on the public debt, reflecting refinancing at the currently

higher rates of interest, amounting to about $1 billion; and
Public 'assistance grants to States, including medicaid and the re-

moval of the aid to dependent families program freeze, of $1.1 billion.
The above four items alone account for more than the $7 billion in-

crease in the total from 1969-70, which means that there is a net
reduction for all other programs.

Our current economic situation is primarily the product of past de-
cisions. Similarly, the future will be largely the product of what is
done now.

It takes time for fiscal policy and monetary policy to take hold. We
will need a period of balanced, reduced growth to'turn the forces of
inflation, for throughout. much of the economy, supply Tactors--



labor and material costs-keep pressure on prices for some time after
demand pressures ease.

This administration Ins no desire that the income tax surcharge be
extended a day longer than is necessary. The proposed reduction of the
surcharge on January 1 is in line with the President's intention to pro-
pose complete elimination of the surcharge as soon as military and
economic conditions permit.

In our budgetary planning for fiscal year 1971, we will take this
intention into account. It will provide a brake on the growth of the
budget in that year. The restraint that characterizes the 1970 budget
cannot, be regarded as transitory. It will also characterize the 1971
budget.

Failure to adopt. the President's tax program runs the risk of boom
and bust at home and deterioration of the value of the dollar both here
and abroad. Stop-and-go economic policy has never worked in the
past-in this country or anywhere else; there is no reason to expect
that it would work in the period ahead,

I urge your early support of H.R. 12290 to provide the restraint
needed to return the economy to balanced and sustainable noninfla-
tioitaiy growth.

(Mr. Mayo's l)repared statenient follows:)

STATEMENT OF ROBERT P. MAYO, DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF TIE BUDEr

INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, Secretary Kennedy's statement
l)roperly emphasizes the urgent need for passage of H.R. 12290 to help bring in-
flation under control.

Our current economic redcament--characterized by persistent inflation, ex-
ceedingly tight money markets, and historically high interest rates-reflects past
miscalculations in managing the Nation's economic affairs. These miscalculations
set in motion a series of events that produced a pervasive and deeply imbedded
inflationary psychology, which makes continued and even increasing inflation a
distinct possibility. This situation will not be changed easily. But change it we
must, To do so, we need ,the economic restraint that would be provided by H.R.
12290, together with appropriate monetary restraint and previously announced
spending reductions in ,the budget for fiscal year 1970.

Bringing inflation under control and restoring the economy to a balanced and
sustainable rate of economic growth are, together, the primary domestic task
of this Administration. We must bring inflation under control to eliminate the
distortions that have developed in the economy. We must restore balanced and
sustainable economic growth, or the inflation will inevitably lead to painful
economic consequences.

We can achieve our anti-inflationary objectives only if we maintain a restric-
tive fiscal policy in the year ahead. The consequences of relying on overly re-
strictive mone-tary policy, in the absence of an appropriate fiscal policy, should
be clear to is now. The "credit crunch" of the late summer of 1966 forced hous-
ing to bear the brunt of economic restraint, but the swift run-up in interest
rates during that period reflected more widespread dislocation in financial mar-
kets. The economy did not recover quickly from these disruptions. In short, we
cannot leave the task of controlling inflation to monetary policy alone because
this course compounds the task of achieving balanced and Sustainable growth.

LESSONS OF TIlE RECENT PAST

Movements in the general price level are caused by many things, not the lest
of which is the Federal fiscal position. The delayed influence of fiscal policy on
the behavior of prices during recent years is suggested by Table 1.
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TABLE 1. 8IJIGLT TOTALS AND CHANGES IN THE GNP IMPLICIT DELATOR AND THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX,
FISCAL YEARS 1965 70

10ollar amounts IIn billions

Percentage change In
Budget

Budget Bludget suipli of GNP Imlicit Consunm
Fiscal vear raeepts outlays deficit (-) deflato pice index

1965 $116.8 $118.4 --$1,6 1.8 1.3
1966.. 130.9 134.7 -3.6 1.9 2. 2
1967 149.6 158.4 - 8.8 3.1 3. 1

standard. 1. 118.9 -_25.2 3.4 3.3
1969 (elastern stn timess. 186.S 185.6 A9 4. 0 4.8
1970 (elaster ii standard thnts) 199. 2 192, 9 6& 3 (1) (1)
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by $43 million, but to increase Agriculture Department outlays by $173 million-
a net increase of nearly $95 million. Senate actions to date would reduce Treasury,
Post Office, and Executive Office outlays by $31 million but increase Agriculture
outlays by nearly $570 million-a net increase of nearly $540 million.

There are a number of uncertainties concerning 1970 outlays. These include
the fact that congressional decisions on many appropriation requests and on
a possible outlay limitation are yet to be made. For now, we are inclined to
hold to the $192.9 billion estimate of May 20, but recognizing, for the moment
at least, that pressures for higher outlays seem greater than prospects for
additional reductions by the Congress.

Indeed, -the $192.9 billion outlay estimate is a tight one, despite the fact that it
will be about $7 billion higher than 1969 outlays. The $7 billion increase includes:

-- Social security benefit payment increases of $3.4 billion;
-Civilian and military pay raises, effective July 1, 1969, under existing pay

comparability legislation, of $2.8 billion;
-Interest on the public debt, reflecting refinancing at the currently higher

rates of interest, amounting to about $1 billion; and
-Public assistance grants to States, including Medicaid and the removal of

the Aid to Dependent Families program freeze, of $1.1 billion.
The above four items account for more than the $7 billion increase in the total,

which means that there is a net reduction for all other programs.

Conclusion
Our current economic situation is primarily the product of past decisions.

Similarly, the future will be largely the product of what is done now.
It takes time for fiscal policy and monetary policy to take hold. We will need

a period of balanced, reduced growth to turn the forces of inflation, for through-
out much of the economy, supply factors (labor and material costs) keel) pressure
on prices for some time after demand pressures ease.

Economic restraint cannot be successful if it is applied only intermittently.
This Is the lesson of the recent past. We need now a further, gradual slowing of
the rate of economic expansion in the months ahead if we are really to bring
inflation under control. Failure by the Senate to act favorably and quickly on
H.R. 12290 will result in either more inflation or too heavy reliance on monetary
restraint-and a loss of confidence by persons at home and abroad in the serious-
ness of our Government's determination to bring an orderly halt to inflation.

It is crucial in the months ahead that we continue the coordination of mone-
tary and fiscal policy that we have had since the first of this year. Only if a
fiscal program is adopted that will keep these policies in concert for the current
fiscal year, are we likely to have a balanced and reasonably even slowing of
growth rates across major sectors of the economy.

The question has been raised as to why the President's tax program is neces-
sary in view of the projected budget surplus of $6.3 billion for fiscal year 1970.
The answer is that there would be no surplus unless there is an extension of the
surcharge, for the extension would produce $7.6 billion in receipts. Without the
surcharge extension, we 'would shift from the surplus we are now running to a
deficit-a strongly expansionary move that is clearly not appropriate in the cur-
rent economic environment. It would also be inappropriate in that it would shift
the Federal Government from being a net supplier of funds to being a net de-
mander of funds during the full course of the fiscal year, which would put an
additional burden on the Nation's financial markets at a time when they are
already under heavy pressure. Thus, the President's tax program will provide
the fiscal restraint that is synonymous with responsible economic policy.

This Administration has no desire that the income tax surcharge be extended
a day longer than is necessary. The proposed reduction of the surcharge on
January 1 is in line with the Pre-ident's Intention to propose complete elimina-
tion of the surcharge as soon as military and economic conditions permit.

In our budgetary planning for fiscal year 1971, we will take this intention into
account. It will provide a brake on the growth of the budget in that year. The
restraint that characterizes the 1970 budget cannot be regarded as transitory.
It will also characterize the 1971 budget.

In coming years, the Nation will be facing a whole new set of problems and
challenges. In that environment, we will be constantly reevaluating our priori-



ties and reallocating resources. To have a healthy economy growing at a rea-
sonable, sustainable, and noninflationary rate, and to protect the dollar at home
and abroad, we must maintain prudent and responsible economic policies. The
appropriate first step was taken in the coordination of fiscal and monetary policy
toward the end of last year; and the second step was the $4 billion reduction
of expenditures in the 1970 budget; the third step should be the passage of the
President's tax program, including continuation of the surcharge. Only in this
way, can we have a well balanced mix of monetary and fiscal policy.

Failure to adopt the President's tax program runs the risk of boom and bust
at home and deterioration of the value of the dollar both here and abroad. Stop-
and-go economic policy has never worked in the past--in this country or any-
where else; there is no reason to expect that it would work In the period ahead.

I urge your early support of H.R. 12290 to provide the restraint needed to re-
turn the economy to balanced and sustainable noninflationary growth.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
This morning with the agreement of the committee, I would prefer

to st art the questioning at the far end of the desk and work up. I want
to call on Senator Byrd of Virginia for 10 minutes.

Senator BENNETT. We are under the 10-minute rule?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Mayo, the figures that you submit deal entirely I believe with

tho unified budget?
Mr. MAYo. That is correct, Senator Byrd.
Senator BYRD. May I get from you, so that I can get a clear under-

standing, some figures which will reflect the budget outside of trust
funds. Let me put it this way. Could you give me the receipts and
outlays for the trust funds for the years that you have indicated here,
1965 through 1970?

Mr. MNAyo. I happen to have them right in front of me for 1968,
1969, and 1970, Senator, and I will get the others in a moment.

Senator BYRD. Thank you.
Mr. MAYO. For the trust funds, let us take the current year first, if

you don't mind. I cited, a figure of $192.9 billion for outlays for the
unified budget, which is the way the books are kept. That consists of
Federal funds outlays, Senator Byrd, of $153.7 billion and trust fund
outlays of $47.1 billion.

The receipts on the Federal funds approach are $149.4 billion as our
current estimate, $57.7 billion for trust funds. This means then that
the $6.3 billion budget surplus indicated for this year, if the Presi-
dent's tax program is approved, consists of a deficit in the Federal
funds of $4.3 billion and a surplus in trust funds of $10.6 billion.

Senator, would you like to have me read the same figures for the
other years?

Senator BYRD. I would like for you to put the other figures if you
will, Mr. Mayo, in the record, because I don't want to take the time
now.

Mr. MAYO. I will be glad to.
Senator BYRD. If you will submit for the record the figures going

back including 1965.
Mr. M.%Yo. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. On the same basis.



(The information requested follows:)

FEDERAL FUNDS AND TRUST FUNDS-RECEIPTS AND OUTLAYS, FISCAL YEARS 1965-70

[In billions of dollars]

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970
actual actual actual actual estimate estimate

Receteral funds ------------------- 90.9 101.4 111.8 114.7 141.7 149.4

Trust funds -------------------- 29.3 33.1 43. 1 44.7 52.4 57.7
Intragovernmental -------------- -3.5 -3. 7 -5.4 -5.8 -7. 5 -8.0

Budget ---------------------- 116.8 130.9 - 149.6 153.7 186.5 199.2

Federal funds ------------------- 94.8 106.5 126.8 143.1 150.2 153.7

Trust funds -------------------- 27. 1 31.8 36.9 41.5 42.9 47. 1
Intragovernmental -------------- -- 3.5 -3.7 -5.4 -5.8 -7.5 -8.0

Budget --------------------- 118.4 134.7 158.4 178.9 185.6 192.9

Surplus or deficit (-):
Federal funds- ------ .-------- -3.9 -5.1 -14.9 -28.4 -8.6 -4.3
Trust funds -------------------- 2.2 1.3 6.2 3.2 9.5 10.6

Budget --------------------- -1.6 -3.8 -8.8 -25.2 .9\ 6.3

Note: Totals may not add due to rounding.

Senator BYRI). Am I correct that the expenditures for the what do
you call it, the Federal budget

Mr. MAYO. The Federal funds.
Senator BYRD. The Federal funds, which is the old accounting

method, the expenditures for 1968, fiscal 1968, were $135 billion, is that
right?

Mr. MAYO. I have a figure for fiscal 1968 of $143.1 billion. The figures
that I read earlier were all for fiscal 1970, and that was $153.7 billioI.

Senator BYRD. What do you have then for exl)enditures, outlays
for fiscal 1969 on the old accounting niethod?

Mr. MAYO. $150.2 billion.
Senator BYRD. What do you estimate for 1970 on that basis?
Mr. MAYO. $153.7 billion.
Senator BYRD. You estimate an increase then of only $3 billion, a

little less?
Mr. MAYO. Yes, $3.5 billion.
Senator BYRD. An increase of $3.5 billion. Let me see if I tnder-

stand that now. Then you estimate your expenditures on the Federal
budget basis for 1970 will be $3.5' billion more than 1969?

Mr. MAYO. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. $153.5 compared with 150?
Mr. MAYO. Yes.
Senator BYRD. May I ask this, Mr. Secretary. If the surtax, 10-per-

cent surtax, were continued through Decemberr .31, and then the en-
tire surtax program were discontinued, how much revenue would be
obtained from the surtax during that 6-nuotith l)eriod?

Mr. MAYO. To work backward, the figure for the entire year, 10
percent through December and 5 l)ercent through June yields $7.(,
billion. I would defer to Mr. Cohen as to what. it would yield if it
expired December 31, which I take it is your question.

Senator BYRD. Thank you, that is correct.
Mr. COHE-.N. Yes, it would yield in $5.6 billion if continued until



December 31, 1969, as contrasted with $7.6 billion if continued until
,June 30, 1970. It would yield $2 billion less.

Senator Byiw. Then may I ask this question. The 10-percent sur-
tax would bring in $5.6 billion between now and December 31, if it is
continued for another 6 months at 5 percent it would bring in, the total
would be 7.6?

Mr. CoHEN. Yes.
Senator Brim). Fiscal year 1970, so it is a difference of $2 billion. You

could obtain the same result, could you not, by reducing your expendi-
tures by $2 billion and bringing the surtax to a termination date on
)ecember 31?

Mr. MAYo. Theoretically yes. This is possible , and I am not one to
say that we have exhausted all channels of cutting Federal spending.
We believe, however, Senator Byrd, that in proposing a budget of
$192.9 billion for the fiscal year 1970, we have proposed a budget which
is at a prudent mlininum. We feel that although fur-ther cuts could be
made in that budget, the area in which those cuts could be made is
becoming increasingly limited just by the passing of time. We are
ready in the fiscal year, and the number of items that are readily
controllable gets narrower and narrower.

Senator BYRD. Be that. as it, may, you call achieve the same results
in regard to helping to )ring inflation under control by reducing ex-
penditures by $2 billion as you can by increasing or continuing your
.5-.ercent surtax for 6 months, which I)roduces the equivalent of $2
hillIon.

Mr. MAY). III terms of dollars that is corixt, Senator. I think there
is another l)oint though, that should be made here, the psychological
impact. The Presidit. having indicated the necessity in his nind ofa continuation of the surtax at least at half speed during tie second
half of the year, a termination of the surtax on December 31, despite
any further:cuts in the budget that we could achieve, would be broadly
interpr'lretel as a defet'for inflation control.

Senator BYRD. I don't quite follow that theory, why it should be
interpreted as a defeat, when you are accomplishing the purpose by
reducing expenditures rather than increasing taxes.

Mr. MAYO. Yes.
Senator BYn). You could do this whole thing, assuming you could

reduce expenditures by $7.6' billion, you would not need the surtax;
would you?

Mr. MAYo. I am speaking of two facets of the pl)oblem, Senator
Byrd. On the first you are quite correct, in dollar equivalents; that is
correct. There is no argument about that.

The other facet though, that I believe is important, is the psycholog-
ical factor throughout tle world of an earlier termination of the sur-
tax. I say that with the recognition that a termination of the surtax on
December 31 would be a definitive event. The question of cutting budget
expenditures, even if we were to announce an euivalent cut, I think
would be, as the lawyers say, not, free from doubt until later into the
year, as it l)ecame apparent whether we were actually able to do this
or not.

Senator BYR). Are you firm ini your conviction that the surtax will
mot )e, that. you will not recommend a continuation of the surtax
after July 1 of next year?



Mr. MAYO. I certainly hope that we won't have to recommend it.
Senator ByRD. Of course we all hope that, but are you firm in your

conviction that you will not recommend a continuation of the surtax?
Mr. MAYO. From the Budget Director's standpoint, if we are so un-

fortunate fliat the inflation is not 'brought. under control, and Vietnam
is still continuing at a high level, I am not sure that I can sit here today
and tell you that I would not recommend it. But, at the moment I am
firm in my conviction that it won't be necessary next. year.

Senator BYRD. Let me ask you this. You have in your statement that
the NOA for fiscal 1970 is $211.4 billion minus 5.5?

Mr. MAYO. Yes.
Senator ByRD. Which you have reduced it, making it in round figures

$205 billion NOA.
Mr. MAYO. Right.
Senator BYRD. Are you firm in your conviction that that figure can

be adhered to?
Mr. MAYO. Well, yes. I am firm in my conviction that that can be

adhered to, if the Congress acts in accordance with -the President's
budget requests. If the Congress, on the other hand, increases NOA
for a large number of items, the achievement of that $5.5 billion re-
duction becomes somewhat more difficult.

Senator BYRD. What I guess I am really getting at is this. That the
$5.5 reduction that you contemplate, you feel that. is a realistic reduc.-
tion?

Mr. MAYO. Oh, yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRN.AN. Senator Fannin?
Senator FANNIN. Mr. Chairman. In your statement, Mr. Secretary,

you say that you feel the best credit in the recommendations of the
administration is the investment credit. which will produce a revenue
increase of $1.35 billion in fiscal year 1970 and more than $3 billion in
annual revenue in later years. Does that, mean that you look forward
then to the continuance of ,the policy of not having invest ment credit.?

Secretary KENNEDY. We propose a complete and final termination of
the investment credit.

Senator FANNIN. In other words, you feel that the problems we have
in competing with the other countries of the world, do not make it
necessary to have the investment credit again?

Secretary KENNEDY. I think, Senator, conditions have changed.
There has been tremendous building of plant and improvement of
capacity and equipment, and our problem now is a different allocation

of our basic resources. We do 'have a long-run problem of competition
in world markets. Our labor costs are relatively higher than the other
developed countries. Thus, we have to have the most modern plant, the
most modern equipment which needs capital, and we have to have an
economy to produce the capital.
An important aspect of trade comp)etition is that other countries,

particularly European countries in the Common Market area, have
a different form of taxation, which gives then an advantage from a
tax standpoint. The investment tax credit does not solve this kind of
a problem.



InI reviewing our whole tax structure, at some point we must con-
sider what could or should be done in our tax system to make us com-
petitive with other nations. The investment tax credit. is not a viable
solution to this problem. '

Senator FANNIN. There )erhal)s is another vehicle that could be
used?

Secretary KENNEDY. Yes, there are other ways of doing that job
better, particularly since a large part, of the investment tax credit
does not go to those segments of business that are engaged in world
competition.

Senator FANNIN. Do you feel that some program of that nature
will be proposed in the near future?

Secretary KENNEDY. We are taking a careful look at this whole
question of world trade, trying to break down barriers, not only tariff
but nontariff barriers. e are studying the incentives that the other
countries utilize as comi)ared with ours, particularly in the tax field.
However, this is a very difficult area, and I do not think it should be
part, of the tax reform package to be done this year.

Senator FANNIN. I am concerned because if something is not done,
finished goods import. may continue to increase much more rapidly
than our finished goods exports. I do not know exactly what the per-
centage increase has been in the past, but I know it has been sub-
stantial.

Secretary KENNEDY. It has been a very substantial increase, and it
is largely a result of the inflation we are experiencing in the last few
years here. In an economy growing at 4 or 5 percent a year, which is
a inore sustainable rate of growth, imports tend to reflect about that
kind of an increase.

In the kind of infla-tion we have had, our imports have gone up 23,
24, 25 l)ercent, on an annual basis, and that is a pretty high increase
that. cannot be sustained.

Senator FANNIN. And the only incentive you have had so far has
been this investment tax credit?

Secretary KENNEDY. The incentive there was more long run than
merely to modernize our plants and equipment for purposes of exports.

Senator FANNIN. I understand that. It is to offset the import side.
What I am concerned about. is whether our ability to compete will be
reduced because the investment credit has been dropped, or will it be
enhanced ?

Secretary KENNEDY. In my judgment at the present time, it does
not assist us. In the long run we have got to take a look at other
devices.

Senator FANNIN. There are so many of our industries that we are
supporting with this investment, credit which are seemingly able to
do a better job of competing. They have made their long-range pro-
jections. With that in mind, although of course we have changed the
credit, I was just wondering if you did have any thought in mind.
I hope that you do pursue the investment credit program, because I
think we are in a very precarious position as far as competing with
some of these other countries.

Secretary KENNEDY. Your point is well taken.
Senator FANNIN. Thank you.



The CHARMIAN. Senator Harris?
Senator HARRIS. Mr. Secretary, you mentioned on page 2 of your

statement that during 1969 there has been an annual rate of increase
in inflation on consumer prices of 6.1 percent, and wholesale prices
at a rate of 6.3 percent, and then you ask for the extension of the sur-
tax to try to hold that rate down. I take it that you feel that the reason
why the extension of the surtax would hold the rate down is that it
would take more money out of the economy and help build up a gov-
ernmental surplus? Is that basically why it would?

Secretary KENNEDY. Yes. It would reduce at least the Government's
part in increasing inflationary pressures further. If we have a deficit
and have to borrow more money in markets that are already congested,
then we are pushing inflation rather than preventing it..

Senator HARRIS. Aside from the rather obvious question of how
important the extension of the tax is to hold down inflation) would
not your position be served just as well by a temporary extension of
the surtax? In other words, you are not asking for anything new here
that we did not have during the past years. As a matter of fact, you are
asking for less. You are asking not for the full 10 percent, but 10 per-
cent or 6 months and 5 percent for 6 months thereafter. This is not
a new attack on inflation, it is a continuation of the same with a little
less. Is that not so?

Secretary KENNEDY. Not with less, Senator, because we have the
investment tax credit ending in about-

Senator HARRIS. I want to ask you about that also, but from a sur-
tax standpoint.

Secretary KENNEDY. From the surtax standpoint I think you have
to include'the investment tax credit because the termination of the
investment. tax credit helps balance the revenue when we cut down
the surcharge from 10 to 5 at the end of the year.

Senator HARRIS. I am for the repeal of the 7-percent credit. I was for
it a week before the administration was.

Secretary KENNEDY. It is continuing the same tax burden really.
Senator HARRIs. That is right.
Secretary KENNEDY. That. was in force a year ago, and my point

which I wish to emphasize, is that the Government should not reduce
taxes in an inflationary period which would be the result if we let this
expire.

Senator HARRIS. You of course are asking
Secretary KENNEDY. We would like to continue the same tax burden.
Senator HARRIS. You are asking for a reduction in the surtax. The

full 10 percent for the first 6 months and 5 percent the second 6 months.
Secretary KENNEDY. Precisely.
Senator HARRIS. You postulate the last 6 months of the fiscal year

will allow that kind of reduction?
Secretary KENNEDY. For the full fiscal year as I indicated we have

approximately the same tax burden as before, because of the repeal of
the investment tax credit. Our proposal provides for an orderly phase-
out of the surtax which no one wants as a continuing proposition. The
surtax is not the best way to carry forward a permanent tax system, an(l
that is why I want to see it phased out at the earliest possible time. But
at this time I think it would be too much of a blow, too much pressure
on inflation to have it. totally ended at this early date.



Senator HARRIS. The House has already passed the repeal of the
7 percent investment credit. The Financo Committee as you know has
voted for the same position and adopted the House date by majority
vote. Now if we just extended the withholding as we are presently
doing, would not that have the same kind of fiscal effect that you are
asking for?

Secretary KENNEDY. DI)llarwise it does, Senator. I,.' does not psycho-
logically, because there are bets on the market that the surtax will not
be extended and that this will be refunded.

Senator HARRIS. Is that what has caused this 6 percent increase in
price generally in 1969, ithe thought that we may take off the with-
holding?

Secretary KENNEDY. No, I think it is a combination of factors. For
several years we have had -an increasing amount of inflation. We have
had a tremendous budget deficit a year ago of $25 billion, and I think
we are paying the price now of that kind of fiscal mismanagement.

Senator HARRIS. What precisely is causing the inflation, Mr. Secre-
tary? Is it a too -heavy demand on the money market?

Secretary KENNEDY. Well, it is an overuse of our resources, labor
and materials to borrow money. There is also an inflationary psy-
chology that has developed over this period of time, where people
instead of waiting have decided they had better move now to build
their plant or to buy anything they want, because the price will be
higher later on.

Senator HARRIS. I think you would say there are about three ways
you can go about doing something about inflation. One would be in the
fiscal field.

Secretary KENNEDY. Right.
Senator HARRIs. That would be either through spending or increased

taxes. The second would be in monetary policy, such as an increase
in the discount rate and so forth. Third would be price controls. I think
you do not foresee recomnmending wage and price controls in the
immediate future?

Secretary KENNEDY. No, I am opposed to wage and price controls as
a principle and as a matter of administration. It is very difficult to
administer. I think what we need is a balanced fiscal and monetary
program. I do not think any one will do the job alone.

Senator HARIMS. You have knocked out wage and price controls, so
leave that for the moment. Go back then to interest rates or monetary
policy. It seems to me that interest rates have arrived at a really out-
rageous and scandalous level. The attitude of the financial community,
which is partially reflected in your testimony here, sounds like don't
throw me in the briar patch, that if you don't do something on the
fiscal side, you will require us to raise the interest rates more, which
is an awful thing for us to contemplate.

Now (lid the administra-tion oppose in any way privately or other-
wise, the last increase of the interest rate; and if so, what was the
outcome of your recent meeting Nith bankers in that regard?

Secretary KENNEDY. You mentioned a lot of things here.
Senator lIARmIs. Take the interest rates and what the ,administration

position is on that.
Secretary KENNEDY. I made my position clear on interest rates. I

think that they are high, at the highest level since the Civil War. They



reflect the heavy demand for credit that, we have seen. We have had
to put too much pressure on the monetary policy side and not enough
on the fiscal budget side. Budget and fiscal policy have gotten out of
hand. With the result that too much pressure was exerted on the in-
terest rates. I do not think that setting interest rates at a given level
by regulation or otherwise is the solution in light of these pressures.

Senator HARRIS. Do you feel nothing can be done?
Secretary KENNEDY. Something can be done. I think that you could

pass this tax bill, and I think that we can cut budget expenditures and
continue monetary policy at about the l)resent level. Once the public
gets the message that we do mean business in controlling inflation,
interest rates can quickly react ahead of the general movement of the
economy as we have seen in the past.

I have said that I don't think that the banks can ration their credit
by interest rates alone because of the inflationary pressures. I think
just to create the money to validate all the commitments that have
been made would create an inflationary situation that we could not
stand; so you have to cut credit back. You have to have a way to bring
it down.

Senator HARRIS. Do you think that we-
Secretary KENNEDY. We may have to move to voluntary credit re-

straints. We may have to move then to more severe restraints.
Senator HARRIS. As a matter of voluntary credit restraints in addi-

tion to interest rises-
Secretary KENNDY. That is right.
Senator HARRIS. Are you opposed to interest rises? Have you made

that clear to the bankers?
Secretary KEN.NEDY. I have not said "Thou Shalt Not." I have no

legal or-
Senator HARiRIS. You have some moral suasion it seems to me,
Secretary KENNEDY. I may have used a little of that, I do not know.
Senator HARRIs. Lastly spending and taxing of course are the other

elements. Senator Byd has talked about doing something on the spend-
ing sile. As far as increasing your revenue, would not tax reform meas-
ures, which would bring in additional revenues, have the same dollar
or fiscal effect as the increase in the surtax to the degree that they
were the same?

Secretary KENNEDY. That is correct dollarwise, provided you can
obtain sizable additional revenues through tax reform. However, when
.people say tax reform they generally mean tax reduction, not tax
increases.

Senator HARRIS. I take it the administration though is going to rec-
ommend some tax reform that would bring in additional money in
substantial amounts by the August recess.

Secretary KENNEDY. Not in substantial amounts, it is about a bal-
anced program.

Senator HARRIS. Not in substantial amounts?
Secretary KENNEDY. No.
Senator HARRIS. That is all I have.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Jordan?
Senator JORDAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, some critics of the 10 percent surtax claim it has

failed of its purpose. They point to the record of higher and higher



prices and interest rates. What would happen, Mr. Secretary, if this
bill were defeated? You had a very narrow squeak in the House. What
would happen if this bill were defeated?

Secretary KENNEDY. I think we would be in very serious economic
condition. We have an inflation that is very pervasive and very strong.
We have an inflation that has to be brought under control. Defeat of
the bill would be a step in the wrong direction, because it would put
the Federal Government on the side of encouraging inflation.

To offset that we would have to move to other areas. One, of course,
would be stronger monetary policy-that transfers the pressure to that
field which has taken about all the pressure it can take at the present
time. We would move our economy from one of a free market economy
over to a completely controlled economy. I don't think the public
wants that.

Senator JORDAN. Are you suggesting that if this bill fails, we might
have to look to wage and price controls ?

Secretary KFNNEDY. My view is we have got to bring inflation under
control and we would have to take such actions as would be necessary
to accomplish this objective. If we should move to controls, we, of
course, would review all alternatives, and in that context wage and
price controls, in my judgment, would have to be considered.

I repeat that I am not advocating them because I do not think that
they work. They build up black markets and effect all kinds of bad
allocations of resources.

Senator JORDAN. Do you think that we can have full employment and
zero inflation?

Secretary KENNEDY. Depending on what you mean by full employ-
ment. Relatively full employment; yes. There is a movement of labor
back and forth for seasonal purposes and other things.

Senator JORDAN. There is an irreducible floor there of say 3 percent?
Secretary KENNEDY. Some percentage. I do not think in this period

of changing technology and Ilimited suppl)ly of labor in the technologi-
cal fields that we can continue to grow at the same pace because we
have been overusing our resources. Moreover, I think that the full
employment concept tends to have an inflation bias. I think that we
ought'to find a way to utilize our labor force so that we can operate
on a sustainable growth basis. I am iml)ressed by the fact that we have
large numbers of our people that need to be trained and need to move
over into the skilled or semiskilled fields to add to the force there.

Senator JORDAN. What do you regard as a tolerable limit on in-
flation?

Secretary KENNEDY. Well, I would like to reduce it to the level we
had in the 1960-64 period. There, of course, we had a 1- or 2-percent
increase of prices, but if you consider the price increase due to im-
provement in products, there was a relatively stable price level. I
think we could return to that kind of stability and that is where I
would like to go.

Senator JORDAN. From the present level of the rate of about 6 percent,
what reductions do you anticipate in the next year if this tax bill is
adopted ?

Secretary KENNE)Y. Shortly, a reduction in the rate of price in-
crease, but not down to the levels we were talking of unless we were



to cause heavy unemployment which is not part of our program. Our
program is to slowly, persistently, an(l continually piull inflation
down. I also think that we would see the signs of effectiveness of the
programm in various business indexes ahead of the price movements.

Prices tend to go up even when business is tending to go down, and
we are maybe seeing a little of that now. It would be the end of the
year or early next year when I would expect to see the rate of increase
of prices start to move down.

Senator JORDAN. Mr. Mayo, under our )resent tax structure, what
is the amount of the annual increment that we can expect for an in-
crease in receipts without a change in tIe tax rate ?

Mr. MAYO. With a high level of employment., Senator Jordan, this
could run in the area of $12 billion a year or thereabouts. I have used
a figure oi occasion as high as $15 billion for 1972 or 1973, but tis
reouires that we lave a high level of employment.

S senator ,JoR)AN. What do you mean by a high level, Under 4 per-
elt?

Mr. MAYO. Oh, you mean in terms of uneni)loyient ?
Senator JORDAN. Yes.
Mr. MAYO. Yes; I think that is a fair statement. It depends on its

com)osition and so forth, but I am talking of an economy that is go-
ing fairly close to capaity, but is not going over capacity.

Senutor ,JORDAN. All right, in terms of industrial capacity, wha do
you regard as being a reasonably full use of the industrial capacity of
t he Nation?

Mr. MAYO. Well, there are statistical measures of industrial ca-
pacity which are still quite crude, and I hesitate to put, much reliance on
a digit. We are only in the 80-percent area now, but it is a peculiar
combination of circumstances. In recent years, we have gotten .as high
as 91 to 92 percent using that measure of capacity, buit as I say, I do
not put a great deal of reliance on the measure, because these are fig-
ures that are quite nebulous.

Senator JoRDAN. What I was getting at, Mr. Mayo, when you calcu-
lated that the annual increment to our receipts is likely to be in the
order of $12 to $15 billion predicated on a level of Uneml)loyment not
to exceeAl 4 percent we will say and a level of plant capacity usage of
approximately 90 percent?

Mr. MAYO. Well, roughly in that area. I would put it the other way
around, that it would visualize an increase in real production in cthis
country of 4 percent or so a year. If you had 1 to 2 percent for what
you might call a normal increase in prices, as the Secretary mentioned.
you do have an increase in gross national product that I think would
sustain 12 to 15. Of course that would grow, if you pick 1980 it would
obviously be a bigger figure.

Senator JORDAN. It would compound from year to year?
Mr. MAYO. Oh, yes; that is right.. I would hasten to add that we also

have built-in increases in the other side of this budget of ours for so-
cial security benefit increases just because there mire more people 65
years and older who are eligible for benefits. This is true on so many
different, Federal programs. There are increases in Federal spending
because of other elements of workload increase, and one of the things
that plagues us on this inflation cycle is we have to have pay increases



in the Federal Government for pay comparability with private in-
dustry. Our raise just the other day cost us close. to $3 billion. So these
are in the area of offsets to 12 to 15.

Senator ,JORmN. Yes; the 4 percent growth in constant dollars then
is not altogether free from offsetting factors on the other side?

Mr. MAYO. That is true. Spending will be rising because of these
more or less automatic factors, Senator, so you have, not the 12 to 15
as a nice little fiscal dividend that you can allocate without consider-
ing the spending side.

Senator JoiDAN. Thank you.
T'hrq CHIRMAN. Senator McCarthy ?
Senator MCCARTHY. Mr. Mayo, I note in your testimony that you

use the position taken by President. Jolmsons January recommenda-
tion on the surtax. Why not the recoinmendation taken by Mr. Nixon
during the campaign which was that he would repeal it?

Mr. MAyo. senator McCarthy, I believe that President Nixon's
position was always one of fiscal responsibility with, regard to the sur-
tax, and that his statements have urged from the very'beginning that
he did not want to see the surtax continued any longer than was neces-
sary for defense and economic reasons.

Senator MNcCARTnlY. As I recall it was an issue between him and the
democraticc candidate, the one saying he would have to continue but

Mr. Nixon saying lie would not. 1)id you advise him oi that.?
Mr. MAYo. I was not in olved in the advice; no.
Senator McC,\RTmY. Both you and Secretar-y Kennedy said that is

not the best tax. If it is not the best tax, you must have in mind one that
would be better for these purposes?

Secretary KENNEDY. Senator, I would seek an orderly phaseout of
this surtax that is on the )ooks now.

Senator MCCARTHY. What is so wrong about it?
Secretary KENNEDY. Well, it was a. temporary tax put in just for an

emergency situation.
Senator MCARTHY. You recommended the excise tax be continued.

These are temporary. All taxes are tein porary I hope.
Secretary KENNFDY. I am not sure of that.
Senator MCCARThY. You change them around but. no )articular one

has to remain. Taxes are. more or less )ermanent but not particular
taxes.

Secretary KENNEDY. Yes.
Senator ICCARTItY. What, would be the better way to raise the

revenue, if you had a choice right now? If you could rewrite it and
administer it, what would you like?

Secretary KENNEDY. I would continue the surtax for the period we
have recommended and their see what revenues could be raised by tax
reform.

Senator MCCARTHY. Let. us assume when this temporary tax runs
out we still need $7 or $8 billion more per year, what vould you
recomieiid?

Secretary KENNEDY. I would have i(o recommendation at this time
on that.

Senator MCCATHYA. Meaning full reform?
Secretary KENNEDY. I thinkon the reform package you would take

a look at wherever you could get revenue that is needed.



Senator MOCARTHY. Do you have any recommendations about capi-
tal gains?

Secretary KENNEIY. We have a number of recommend nations which
we have already announced and we have a number of proposals under
consideration.

Senator MOCARTIY. Of ally significance I nean. It would amount
to $9 or $10 billion in revenue let is say. I know you have reconi-
mendations that amount to $100 million perhaps, lnt not. anything
significant.

Secretary KENNEiDY. Not. at ,this time.
Senator McCArmn-. You would let it stand pretty imticlh the way

it, is?
Secretary KENNEDY. At. the moment; yes.
Senator MoCAWriY. Say we can ctut taxes with reference to split,

income, which is I think the great, inequity in the tax program, do
you have any views on that ?

Secretary KENNE)Y. Mr. Cohen will -answer that.
Senator 'MCCARTlY. We are talking about inequities now, not. jus-

tice necessarily. You cannot do much about justice. We can do a lot
about inequities.

Mr. Co01E N. Senator, we do have under consideration recommenda-
tions with respect to single persons, particularly those who maintain
their own households, because we think there is an inequity that re-
quires consideration in the relative burden on single persos. I do
not think that we have in prospect at the moment any recommendation
for change in the joint return provisions that have been in effect
since 1948.

Senator ,MCCARTIHY. Not. taking them away but perhaps extending
rates to people who are single?

Mr. CoHE,;. Yes, to certain categories, such as those )emons who
maintain their own household, or as has been suggested, those abo%-e a
certain age, such as age 30 or age 35.

Senator MKIAIIT, i. hi rty- ' e?
Mr. ComNm. Thirty-five is the one that we have under consideration.
Senator M{'Airmuy. Thirty. You are giving that some thought ?
Mr. CoHEFN. Yes, sir.
Senator McCaRTHY. Mr. Kennedy, assuming that we do not extend

the surtax, what action could you take, if the threat of inflation is as
great as you say it is? I assume you would have to take some action.
What authority do you have or is there existing in the Federal Gov-
ermnent, the Federal Reserve and in the Treasury or in other areas,
authority that you might use to try to bring about a better l)alance in
the economy? Obviously the Federal Reserve could raise interest rates.

Secretary KENNEDY. They could make credit even more scarce.
Senator "McC Micriv. Woild you recommend that?
Secretary KENNEDY. I think they are carrying as heavv a burden

today, Senator, as they should be required to carry, and I think it. is
putting a lot. of pressure on various segments of our market.

Senator MCCAITY. They could cut back the money supply, could
they i1ot?

Secretary KENNEDY. They are doing that. They are cutting down
on the monev supply, through an increased rate of about 21/2 percent.

Senator MCCAirTr11. Do you recommend more of that?



Secretary KENNEDY. Not at the present time. I think if you do not
pa s this bill, then we have to take, another look at various controls.

Senator MCC AR TiiY. What about credit controls? What authority
is there available now by'way of direct credit controls that are not
being used?

Secretary KENNEDY. In the direct end, of course, the Federal Re-
serve can change reserve requirements, increasing them. They also can
(o more in the way of discount rate changes.

Senator MCCARTIY. That is indirect.
Secretal K1ENNDY. However, the Federal Reserve Board has no

authority to regulate consumer credit. They have to get authority
to do that. They have no authority to control various individual lines.
They would have, to ask for that.

Also, if you get into a voluntary system of credit. controls, I think
it iy be necessary to obtain an exemption for a temporary period
from certain antitrust laws.

Senator McCARnry. If you are reduced to choose between wage
and price controls and direct credit controls, which would you prefer?
Which would you isk for?

Secretary KENEDY. It is a Hobson's choice; neither choice is good.
Senator MCCAI YTI. I know that.
Secretary KE:NNEDY. I don't, know which one I would ask for if such

dire circumstances arose. I would have to consider it. I think it is
really unthinkable that we would have to turn to that kind of an
alternative where we have the lower of the Congress-

Senator 'McCA.n'r. Where do you think the greater pressure is
coining from now, from wages an( profits, from dividends, or from
the expansion of credit?

Secretary KENNEDY. It, is coining from a combination, Senator, but
most of it from (re(it. Look at the increase in credit; it has been
terrific over the past several years, both the Federal Government trend
and the private trend.

Senator MCCARTHY. If you want to get closer to the root, then,
rather than deal with wages, profits, and prices, you would, I suspect
rather deal with the credit which is the more immediate force; is it
not?

Secretary KENNEDY. Yes. It depends on how effectively you can
do any of that and get the kind of an economy that we want. A good
share of the wage increases, of course, has been in the bu lding trades
where there has been an overbuilding of plants. There is just not
enough labor to go around. The prices, in the building trades and the
building wage settlements have been fantastically high.

Senator McCAmRHY. Thank you very much.
The CH,AIRMAN. Senator Miller?
Senator MILLER. ThIank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, in fiscal 1968, I believe, the Federal Government

incurred a deficit of upward of $25 billion.
Secretary KENNEDY. That is right.
Senator'MimmR. And in years previous to that there were substan-

tial budget deficits. Do you lave any figures or do any of your Iecopie
there have any figures as to how much this total Federal deficit has
amounted to over, let us say, the last 8 years?
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Secretary KENNEDY. Yes; we can give you that, Senator. I )o you
have it,, Mr. Mayo?

Mr. MAyo. Yes. Taking the period, Senator Miller, starting with.-
how far would you liko me to go bik, 1961?

Senator MLEII. Starting with fiscal year 1961.
Mr. MAYo. In fiscal 1961, weo h1d a budget deficit of $3.4 billion, ill

1962-
Senator MAmai. )o you have the t abulated lotal, say, running

through fiscal year 1968?
Mr. MAYo. 1 can add it, 1li: $4.4 billion for i963. $5.9 billion for

1964, $1.6 billion for 1965, $3.8 billion for 1966, $ b. million for 1967,
and do you want, imo to include t he e$25.2 billionl also for 1968? Slightly
over $60 billion.

Senator Mirmxm. And how about adding on fiscal. 19619?
Mr. MAYo. Fiscal 1969 we expect to have at small surplus.
Senator Milait. In other words, roughly, we have got a $60 billion

budget deficit for thatt period. Now, how inuch of flint deficit had to
be financed by the Federal Goveriment going out init tho Iioney
market. ?

Mr. MAYo. A very substantial part, of it was so financed. We have
t Treasury bulletin. Tim debt held by the Iiblic during that. period
increased from $237 billion at 'tl elnd of fiscal 1960 to--

Senator Mmix.Ei I believe we have started with fiscal 1961.
Mr. MAyo. Yes. Well, I aiim taking the end of 1960 to the beginiig

of this period; $237.1 billion to the end of fiscal 1968, when it. was
$290.6 billion. Thait; is ani increase of $53.5 billion.

Senator MwAh mz. So for the $60 billion of deficit. the Federal Go%-
eminent had to go into Ihe moiiey market to the extent of $53 billion ?

Air. MAIYO. SoIe small par of this was Federal Reserwe which is
included in thee figures. The rest of it was in tie Imloey iumarket or
sa.v',ings londls oroe, way or ainotler.

Senator hmrim. Now, Mr. Secretary', would that nott have caused
a treemloms amount. of colimpet it ion IKv the Federal ( Overirneimt fr

money from the private cit izeis ai(d lwi%',ate business?
Secretary l precisely. The Federal (1,\'rnneitt has Io

COmpete in the money inarket with all other users of funds: yes.
Senator Mui.Lmz. Would tihat mt have had a, substantial bearing

iipon the increase ill interest rates that we have heem lthered almout?
Sewretary KENNEInY. It has a. dislproportionate share, pa. 'iularly

in periods" of tight, money, like now. Over the whole period whlen
imoiiey was fairly free, it had, of couine, less of an impact, but it di(l
ha-mve Soile.

Senator ,M LEu. In fiscal 1968, had thlit budget deficit of, $25hill ion-----
SNAflry KI:NNEDY. It, would have an effect.
Senator MiE.. I assume that had a very great impet, on tilie cm-

p~etition for 11onloy ?
Secretary KIEN N IDY. That is correctt.
Senator MAmiuIE. And wom Idyou say tlliat the Federal (overmnnt's

coil edition for mon ey as a result, of these budget deficits, 1lls in-
flationl--which imneis that people who loan their nu,,oey are ai,'ially
COMIC e'lned about, lbing repaid in cheaper dolla rs- -are tle nmi i reasons
for the unusually high interest rates that we are suffering from toa, .?



SeeretarV KENNFIY. [ht is right.
Senator NIlixLi. Now if this 1(-ler(ent surcharge is not (')itiiiled

rather promptly, do you believe tut. this woulh aggravate the inflt.
t iollary psychology that exists in this country ?

Se(cretal KENNEIDY. Vrer.y seriously; yes.
Seiatoi' Mi,.I,,. If t lie Congress d(N?, rathler )romp)tly ,olit-inue the

sur'harge, amd also does a l)retty good job of controlling Federal
spen0dinig geevally in linue with l ( fdllilt'itration's Ilicy, is it your
position fthat the Inflationary psychology will |wiii to (lie dow" and
tie inflation rol)l Ai1i and the high ijilerest. prlyei will begin t) (ie
down and go out?

Secret ary KENN ary. That is right.
Senator M ixa':l. If we (1o not (1o this---tha is, either if we do not

c('otimmll ie surcharge and work on the tax side of the ledger, or if
we (1 niot. do a job in cont rolling Federal speiiding--is it your expecta-
I ion that we are in for another financial crisis such is we had about, it
Year aid a half ago, in which we had to reach an agreement with
sonie of our international itionet rV aut horities s) as not to (dvaw down
our gold SUi)1)ly any fu rather?

Secretary KN NEIDY. I think it would be mor serious now, Senator,
Ibechilie it. is more aggravatedl. We are in a more, difficult position. It
has ib-en going on for at longer perio(l of time, and the rates of infla,-
t iol are ihiceasing, so it would le it more (llicult. time interval.

Senator M IL . I believe a number of us were, told list year that,
wO wI',,t, not oit 0f th'e woods on this financial crisis, that we had teJW-
Iorarily bri(ged the gap when the (ongrew enacted the surchargre
uiid t lh $t;-bi II ion-xpeidit'llre retludtion. I seetti to reenil that, we, were

wariied that, the international bankers and other monetary authorities
ovIseas would be watliing very 'arefully to see whether or not we
welre going to continue to keep oi' fiscal hmse, in order, and it is your
opinion that t hey are continuing to kee l) a sharp eye oi thit; is t halt so?

Secretary KENNEDY. That is co'rre('t. I have had at number of coil-
ta'ts with'thei nivseh'lf and 1 noler Secreta.rv Volpe just got back
f' oii a tri p abroad where le met with a. group of them. They feel that
if we o o aiead wit h lie tax program, the li(lget prograul, the inone-
tary restraint prograiii that we have, we are chanting the right ('ourse.
Today there is colidelle ill what. wo are dloing. 1hlie question in their'
Iii(s is whether we have the will and the al)ility to carry forward
liese programs. If we (io tnot, then I think we vii] bo ill the salle ., prob-

lem or more difficult, problem than they vere in 1966.
Senator iti.mi. When you say the'e is the question of whether

we have the will, I take it that tha lt Imeams whether the (ongress has
tih will?

SPl'eIlt y KENNFDY. T[haIt. is right.
Sector M uI.;i. Now, ill your statement, you iidieated that, the

Srallsitioi roles with res)ect to theo replt of tle investillelit tax cm'(lit
Wi'e'0 r'eaSOmal)ly equlititl i)t, that, they went. hI Ia s as they should| go.

Sem1-'et any K ENNEt)Y. ''llat. is t'ight..
Senator Mfil'mi. 1 am thinking of a, situation where a lIlsilleSs has,

before the April IS deadli me, 11111de or ngotiated it ixe(l-lric o (41-
tract, withI ()l0 of the Federal (ioverment agencies,, and in the nego-
Iiat ioll (f that, ixe(-l)ri'e ('ot.l' a t, it, was understood by both parities
that, the T-percent, investment tax credit was going to continue.



Now if Congress, which is another arm of the Federal Govennent,
comes along and repeals that investment tax cre(lit, (toes it. not. secti
to you that the Federal Government has come along and undercut the
un(Ierstanding that existed in making that tixed-l)rice contract and
that perhaps a transitional rule in that, particular case should be al-
lowed too ?

Secretary KENNEDY. I will turn that. estion to Mr. Cohen, if I may.
Mr. ComN. Senator Miller, the administration recommended to

the Congress when we l)resented the proposals to the llouse of Re pre-
sentatives that the only exception to the rule be made for blinding
contracts for the purchase of equ ipment. There is great difficulty know-
ing at. exactly what point one should cut, ofl' the investment, credit.
1We finally accepted in the 'Ways and Means Committee generally the
same provisions that had existed in the 19101 suspension. Several new
situations which were coml)arable to those rules were adided, but with-
out changing the fundamental thesis.

Now if you go down this path too far, you do not know exactly
where to stop, because everyone has plans'that to some extent t)ok
into account tile allowance of tile investment credit. Without knowing
more about the facts of tile case you posit, I canmot. tell how analogous
it would be to some of those thtt had been taken into account in pre-
vious years. We have had excel)tions where the contract in question
represented substantially the entire output, of the company, an(d where
the plans had been specific and the amount of the equipment that was
to be bought could be identified.

On the other hand, many businesses could have a fixed-price con-
tract that might cover many years.

Senator MiiiE. I understand that there are di teti'ent situations but
my real question is this. When the contract is made with the i4ederal
Government itself, and the Federal (iove'rment comes along after
that. contract has been made, and through the actions I aken by the
Congress undei'cuts the underst~mding that existed at the t iue the coil-
tract was made, does not that seem to be sort of an abridgement of
contract on the )art of the Federal Government. which ought, to be
covered by a transitional rule?

Mr. COHEN. Senator, at the same time we ane recommending reduc-
ing tile surcharge and tile business could not, clearly tell whether it
would be subject to the surcharge or not. subject, to tie surcharge. So
you would have to take into consideration -m number of factors.

Senator MILLERI. The only thing that. concerned me was that the
Secretary has indicated an almost absolute cutoff limited to what the
House has done. There is no question but what, there is some, con-
troversy over what the Houselihais (oile oil transitional rules, and I
would suggest that there might be a little controversy over whether
there were some transitional rules that might have ibeen overlooked.
I would hope that the Treasury I)elpartment might keel ) an open mind
in the event a really inequitable situation arose.

Mr. CohEN . I cam assure you we would keel) an open mind, Senator,
because some things may be amIaogolis to the rules that have beeI,
adopted, and some might extend it too far, but we would ce'tainly
view it with a open mind.

Senator MILLER. Thank you. My time is up.



The (,IIAIRMAN. Senator Talmadge?
Senator T'AIMAlOE. 'Thank you, Mr. (hairinui.
Mr. Secretary, I want. to compliment you on your statement about

the need for tlx reform. I think it is long overdue. I thin k the Ameri-
cil people expect it. In fact, I think they demand it, and I hope the
Fimiance ('onlmuittee can insure at least some l)ractical reforms in this
bill, before it- goes to tile floor of the Senate.

I am somewhat concerned as I am sure most people of America,
're, about our abmormally high interest rates. 'We know the prime rate
is 81/, p rc'eit. The reports I get fromim many of my constituents in-
dictate that in many instances capital is not a.vailaGle at any rate of
interest-, and thenl when it. is available, they usually require some com-
pe satory ialamce that l)rings the true interest rate to something on
tlie order of 1() percelit or even 11 pelveit.

My question is this. Do you think there is any chance that these
ahbuormal nionetary IX)licies, togeter with an extension of these high
tax rate , may result in an overkill and throw this country into a seri-
ous recessiol'or de)ression. I ask that. question in light, of some of
the rel)orts that 1 see indicating there is a slowdown in our econotiy,
a lsening of profits, a rising rate of unenl)loyment, not only in tif1s
.outry-v but in EltrOl)O a(d other parts of tile world at the same time.
they state that is tile first time that a slowdown has occurred ill this

country amid ill Fur'ol)e Si Illlilt etul(M1sly SitWe the ('onclsion of World
War fl. I wouli like to have your ' re action to that.

Scretal' KENNI)Y. M , owl view, Senator: is that. there is very
little danger of an overkill or a serious recession ill this movement.
l think t real danger is on the other side, overexpaision, furlet.lr
ilecreases. I thitik that basically we have a very strong econotny. here
is great demaid for everything. New products ire oin the drawing
hoard and tire actually otl the assembly line. We are ill a world of high
expectations rather thtm ill it time when there was defetitismit.

There is uled for capital till over the world. At the saile time whein
they talk alut a titrmiback in Europe and a reduction here, surely
we should mve it reduction frolli the kimld of overiiiflatiotiary pH)licies
wo have hld. That is where tie reduction is comimig, not. from a matter
of re'essioti or heavy uieml)oyment. Germany, for exampleI is now
Iaced with all overexpaisioll Iu1 (1 il inflatiomtury situiatiol. T1hey tre
trviig to cool their ectioty. Some of the other countries a faed
with a tundowit, but, generally sl)eaki"ig as far as I ('all see there is
n1o serious concern of mu turudowi among the minister's of fintunce or
lie ceit.ral bankers of the world.
Senator 'l.\u,,mixl. I read ill time moriiig )alr where ve.stelday

ou met, with smite 25 to :0 bikers. )id they indicate What. their
views would 1 o what their actioits might O with referem'e to iii-
('elas! tig the prime interest rates?

S cretary KENNEDY. We had a meting it. ITreasury 'est(trdav with
lie 125 largest baiks in the couitry, were we wete'discussit g lhe
I)roblel of intflatiot, .umd what. shlh(10( be done in this inflationary
enviroinmiet, both itl the banking system anld ill tile corporate, mmiiu-
tlicil)al ttid various busiiless fields.

Now they recognize, as we( do, the imlportl e of the Federal (hov-
eli'tllent's r-ole in budget control, 'eqluestiing that. wo cut budget ex-
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penditures even further realizing the heavy burden on monetary
policy.

I wits concerned as to whether soni parts of our economy, such as
snall business, were under too severe )rssure now, and I was en-
couraged by the fact that the large banks each have a committee deal.
ing with the problem.

Senator GoiE. A whiat?
Secretary KENNEDY. A committee of senior officmis that neet daily

on the use of funds in every credit category, even if the credit is A-1.
They consider whether they have the money for it )articular loan.

Senitor TALMADGE. In other words, they are rationing credit?
Secretary KE :NNDY. They am rationingcredit.mil(1 they gave figures

of cutbacks as high as $1 billion since the first of the year in total
credits that, have been turned down. IThese committees do not hmve to
approve smaller credits of under at half million dollars; rather the
lending officer has the authority in those bmks to make tile smaller
credits. Well, that is encouraging, because if they put tile small ones
to the sa-ne test, we might )e creating pressure on the small busillesses,
too heavy i pressure there. The indication wits that they iare making
those smiai lor loans without regard to monetary restraint.

On the question of interest rates, I indicated is I had earlier that
in this inflationary period of es alating interest rates, they could not
and should not rely Solely on interest rates tA) ration credit.

h'liey are, under pressure, of course, from the (ommercial paper
1i~iuikd Tijis tiiinacijig is outside the bankingg system and is not con-
trolled by the Federal Reserve, and those rates get )retty high. As
the rate eq(uals or exceeds the prime rate, those credits w-ill bend to
tile commercial banking system, and they are all accounts of the
major banks. This is one of the factors that, caused the increase to
81/2 l)ercent, recently and we gave a great deal of consideration to the
)roblemn yesterday.

Senator rALMIm.. An I to understand then, Mr. Secretary, from
your answer thus far that they have no )resent intention of increasing
the l)rine rate further?

Secretary KENNFY. It, was not indicated that they had any inten-
tion of increasing tie prime rate.

Senator TALMADGE. I read also recently in some publication that
the tax take now, local, county, State, and Federal has gotten to 36
percent of the income of the peol)le of the country. During the height
of World War II it was only 28 percent.

Secretary KENN I)Y. That is correct.
Senator rALMAMXE. While we were fighting a world war. It is some

8 percent higher than it was in World War l I. I-ow nuich higher can
tax(s go? I-ow long can they stay as high as they are without destroy-
ing the )ri rate sector of our economy?

Secretary KIENNEDY. lTaxes, of course, Senator, are aIat )urden and
there is a limit on how far they can go. I would not be )resulnpt-uous
to say that they are at. the limit that we can afford to pay for what
we want, and (esire if the public will accept the burden.

Senator TAiMAEIE. I have one further question, and perhaps this
should be addressed to Secretary Cohen.

As you know you are recommending the re)eal of the investment
credit and I think Congress is going to do it and I think it should



be done. But, I have also read other articles where you are consider-
ing raising the depreciation schedule as a compensatory matter in
that regar(l. Would you enlighten us on that?

M'. (oIE-W. Senator Tilmadge, we have undertaken to review de-
1)reciation policy as a part of our study in the light of the President's
(lireetive to us to make a thorough review of all the tax laws and to
report back to him before November 30. We thought that this was in
order because it. is an extremely important phase of the income-tax
structure.

'We did not, however, undertake this as a compensation for the
invest ient credit. We indicated at the hearings on this bill on the
House side that there was no intention to invoke some liberalization of
(el)re('iation provisions the mionient the investment credit went off,
but. wo (1o intend to have a thoroughgoing review of it, and we may
make recommendations to the Congress with respect to it, later on.

Senator TALIMNADGE. Would you make recommendations for legisla-
tion or couldn't you do it administratively? That. is the way it was
(lone (hiring the Kennedy administration, was it, not ?

Mr. C1o11n. We are considering both of those alternatives. In the
(le)reciation revisions made in 1962, the principal change was in regard
to the useful life. The indications are that, in general the useful lives
h-ave beeii reduced as far as they can be in the light of the test in the
statute of useful life.

There are some changes that. we think could be made administra-
tively, lut there may 1)o other changes that would require a statutory
revision. In any event, I advised the 'Ways and Means Committee on
the House si(le that we would inform them beforehand of any changes
of a major nature that we propose to make administratively, and we
would, of course, do the same thing to the Senate Finance Committee.

Senator TATm IXII. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Thanks you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. '1he Chair recognizes the senior Senator from

Illinois.
Senator DRuKsEN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to direct a question

to the Secretary.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to have you listen very carefully, be-

cause the timetable begins to not. only intrigue me but, it, begins to con-
(ern me some. The old )realcher in Ecclesiastes said there was a time
for every purpose and a season for everything.

Now I note, Mr. Chairman, in your statement this morning that
you expressed the hope that those who had tax reform proposals
shioull submit them by the 18th of July, so they could become part of
the committee print, and then it. would be your purpose to hold the
hearings on tie committee print, so that all Senators, and I presume
all others who might be intei'este(, would have a free and open chance
to testify. Is that substantially what you have in mind?

The CIAIRMA N. Yes.
Senator IRmmSsEN. Now, of ('ourse, it is difficult, to say how many

witnesses there will be and how long it will take, llit when the wit-
neses have completed their testimony, it then becomes necessary to
sort of finalize everything and put it in form for the committee, and
then prepare for it markup of the bill. That is the usual custom. Now



that may take a little time, because comment has a way of getting
chewed up here in legislative laws.

What I am thinking about, Mr. Chairman, is that the official late,
summer recess, which the leadership agreed on in January, will begin
at the end of business on August 13. There will be that period from
August 13 to September 3 which the Senate will not be in session, so
that regardless of what committee may do, they can sit if they like
and they can take testimony, but there will be no Senate action of any
kind until the day after Labor Day. That will be the 3d of September.

Mr. Secretary, that is taking us pretty deep into the year 1969, and
I am thinking in terms of urgency here. I fully appreciate the problem
which confronts the chairman of the committee, and I know also that
he has to be properly responsive to the hopes and the desires of the
policy committee on his siae of Che aisle, so I just wanted to get a read-
ing here as to when we are likely to get a tax bill, and how deep this is
going to go into this fiscal year. We are in a iiew fiscal year now.

The CHAIRMAN. I think the question was directed as much to the
chairman as it was to the witness.

Senator DiRKSEN. It was.
The CHAIRMAN. So I will try to answer it. It seems to me that we

should keep in mind, and I personally favor it, that this is a reform
bill as well as a revenue bill to begin with. There are two kinds of
reform. One involves tax relief to someone whom we think is paying
too much taxes. Now the administration puts its own tax reform into
the bill recommending relief to low-income taxpayers. The bill also
has a reform that some of us think is justified in the current circum-
stances to repeal the investment tax credit. Nox that is a reform in
terms of making someone pay more taxes. So those would be probably
the two big ite ms. Whether we embellish them or modify them dollar-
wise I think they are likely to be two of the biggest items in the reform
package anyway.

Now this committee and this Senate does not operate under a closed
rule, as does the House. Any Senator can offer his proposals. The Sen-
ator from Indiana; for example, has informed us that he is going to
offer his version of what the social security laws ought to be as an
amendment to this bill and we had better be ready to vote on it be-
cause he is going to insist oil a vote, and we have no power to prevent
it.

Senator Harris ov'er there has a proposal for a minimunun income tax
on favored taxpayers. Ile thinks they ought to pay something. It has
been drafted. He has a prol)osal lie lrol)oses to other. Ie nuay change
it around a bit between now and then but I suspect we will vote on it.
Notwithstanding that, it will be my hope that we could report. this
bill before the 1st of August from this committee. Maybe we cannot,
and if we cannot2 then we will just report it as -oon as we can, at least
by the first week in October, and hope to pass it with a week of debate.
But if it is possible I would iope we can report this bill by the 18t
of August or some time within the first week in August.

Senator DIRKSEN. Mr. Chairman, I would utter the hope that, it
might be reported before that time, and considered by the Senate be-
fore that time. But when you have a committee bill obviously the sky
is the limit as to the number of amendments and l)ropl)osals that will



le offered, and so we will be confronted with the old story that we are
coinilg forth with a Christmas tree, all the good things are oil it, and
of course that is going to take time. You cannot dispose of those just
overnight or in a summary fashion either in the committee or on the
Senate floor, but August 13 is our deadline that has been fixed, and it,
is rather immutable and we either get. in under the wire or we go over
until after the 3d of September.

Now then, you still have another problem. There are not only two
I louses around here, there are three. The conference committee is the
third house. Obviously there are differences, and then. it must go to
conference, and I know from past experience that it has required
time to work a bill out of the conference committee and get it back to
the I-louse and Senate floors for final approval.

So, M r. Secretary, we will be later and later here. Meanwhile the
inflationary fever continues to strike its fitful flames into the economy.

Secretary KENNEDY. I think it is urgent, Senator, and we must
move. As the chairman indicated, we would move aggressively on this
as we must move.

Senator DIRKSE.N. I felt that the timetable ought to be explored a
little, and if anybody else wants to put in on this discussion he may do
so. But we owe it to the country, we owe it to business and industry, and
we owe it to the conunittee to at least charter our course a little and see
about where we expect this, and all of this is of no avail unless it gets
on the books, and book law and forceful law.

Secretary KENNEDY. There is great uncertainty in the public mind.
Senator DI)KsEN. I would gather so.
The C1nAIRnMAN. I will be happy to discuss the procedure with the

minority leader of the Senate, the Senator from Illinois. He certainly
has a heavy resxonsibility and I redlize the problem.

Now as far as this chairman is concerned, he will seek to cooperate
in trying to move as rapidly as we can.

Senator )IRKSEN. May I say the chairman always has cooperated.
The CHAIIMAN. I ami satisfied that we are doing what we ought to

be doing today. Maybe we will want to change our proposed sched-
tile at alater time, and I will be glad to consider any suggestions that
someone might offer. It was my hope, however, in the statement that
I made, that 'it would help us to expedite procedure because we were
hopeful to avoid witnesses coming and testifying to something that
they just take off the tops of their heads. We would like to see some-
thing in writing that Senators would like to see done in terms of an
amendment actually drafted. Dont let someone just testify vaguely
on his general theory of taxation and things of that sort,. The whole
purpose here was to try to expedite these proceedings. I would hope
that we can report this bill this month, but if we cannot do it, then I
would hope that we would move as rapidly as we can.

Now that is something that the committee will have to decide. The
chairman cannot do it for the committee. It is a matter for every
Senator to think about and see what we can do.

If we cannot report prior to the end of July then certainly we will
have to ask for another 30 days at a minimumn. I would imagine the
House would cooperate in passing another extender if need be to con-
tinue the withholding rates umtil such time as we can act on this bill.



Recognizing how the House insists on its prerogatives to initiate
revenue bills, and recognizing also that, sonm people, object to a Christ-
mnas tree bill-not that I do )articularly-I always thought at Christ-
rnas tree bill was at little bill that would pick Ulp amendments; this
would be a big bill picking up amendments. It is -it big enough horse
to carry almost any rider I would think, and if tiet Senators wanted
to they could offer anything except a constitutional amendment on
this bill.

Senator Gore?
The CHAIRMAN. As the Senator knows, I withheld calling on him

prior to this time at his request.
Senator Gomi.. Either way is all right with ie.
The CHAIRICAN. Go ahead.
Senator GORE. Mr. Secretary, the hearing this morning and the

events of the past few days leave me greatly disturl)ed. Earlier in the
year I urged President Nixon to recommend rel)peal of the investment
credit and extension of the surtax. I announced my sul)port in that
regard, but I must say your inaction anld the ]"resident's inaction in
abandoning responsil;ility for the monetary policy of the country
shakes me.

I guess I have been characterized by i bit of stubbornness in the
Senate. I lave been leaning toward consistency. I do recall that Emner-
$omi said that consistency was the hobgoblin of little minds. But I ain
about to suggest to you that the inaction of the administration in any
realistic steps to bring inflation under control and to stop the disas-
trous s)iral of interest rates shakes me in miy view as to the rectitude
of my position in suppoiting this bill.

I do not know the cure. From what you have said and what the
President has said, and what neither of you has done, leads me to the
conclusion that the only real cure for tIhe runaway monetary policy
now in effect is t~o put another Harry Truniman in the White House.

Now, no one civil tell me that the interest rate structure of this
country cannot be controlled. Roosevelt and Trumnan did so through
two wars, but I find now an utter abandonment of responsibility in the
executive branch for the monetary policy of the country-t, he very
idea of meeting with a group of to) bankers and leaving to them the
responsibility of controlhlig inflation.

They are promoting inflation, Mr. Secretary, in the interest rate
structure.

I know what interest rates do to me and to my small business. It
causes me to raise prices, the only way we can keep our doors open.
When our interest rate oi what we carry, to carry stock, to carry ac-
counts, is raised from 5 to 9 percent, we have no choice but to raise
)rices. Attempting to control inflation by raising interest rates is like

throwing gasoline on a fire.
So you- shake me as to whether I am taking the right course in

supl)porting this bill, and unless you shake yourself out of your indo-
lence and (1o something about inflation and high interest rates

Senator BENNE'ir. Mr. Chairman, I object to the use of this kind of
language. This man is our guest, and I think lie should be treated
with respect.

Senator GoRmu. Mr. Chairman, I an not attempting to show any dis-
respect. I would apologize if I had done so. I am talking about policies



of the Government or the lack of policies, the lack of action. One
small business after another is headed for bankriptcy. Banker in my
State tell me that manly people are coming in for extension of their
lowuis and they must increase the amount of their note in order to ipy
their interest. This is the route to bankruptcy for thousands of small
businessmen.

Secretary KENNEF)Y. Is it your suggestion, Senator, that monetary
policy be eased and that they validate these conmnitments and permit
the expansion to go ahead? Is that your program ?

Or is it your program to foster additional controls to direct the
credit not only in the banks but in other )hlaees? In other words, setting
u) a complete credit mechanism as we did in the World War period?

Senator GoRE. Mr. Secretary-
Secretary KENNEDY. We are in a free market economy. We are sug-

gestin programs here and policies that will bring inflation under
control consistent with our free market economy. N e are suggesting
that the Congress act responsibly and kee l) the tax burden where it is
in a period where it is needed. We recommended that early in the year,
immediately after taking office.

Now we have to decide whether ve are going to have a system of
Federal regulations up and down the line, either voluntary or forcibly,
or whether we permit the market system to function on a supply-ali-
demand basis. I think that is the crucial question we have to decide.
The reason we are in the present situation, as 1 see it, is that we have
been creating -too much cre(lit, spendlinig too fast. Unfortunately, the
Federal Government through its large budget deficit of a year ago
and the previous years, of budget deficit contributed more than its
share to the situation we are in.

Senator GoRE. Do you advocate a laissez-faire policy?
Secretary KENNEDY. I advocate an opei and free market policy.

We do have some regulations. We have reserve requirements on )anks.
We have a Federal Reserve system that is charged with fhe responsi-
bility of handling the availability and the cost of credit.

However, the Federal Reserve's tools are for a general market situ-
ation and not for sl)ecific controls. We have not moved int ) specific
controls, but if the inflation continues as indicated, we may have to
move in that direction.

Senator Goie. Mr. Secretary, would you please indicate precisely
what action either you or the 1'residenit has taken to prevent, the rise
in interest rates? This is not disrespectful. I want to know what has
been done, if anything has been done, and if nothing has been done,
why?Secretary KiENNEDY. The reason interest rates are where they are

is the fact that we have been going too fast and we have to slow the
eomnomny (town. It is not just i question of fixing an interest rate. It
i:; a question of supply and demand. There are many rates outside
of the banking system. Look at what has happened in the money mar-
kets, the Federal borrowing, l)ublic borrowing, all interest rates have
gone up. They are all at high levels. For instance, we l)pid the highest
rate on Treasury bills the other day that we have paid in history.

Senator GORE. You just made a statement that we have to slow
the economy down.



Secretary KENNEDY. That is right. That will turn the corner on
interest rates pretty fast.

Senator GORE. What have you done to slow the economy down?
Secretary KENNEDY. The budget has been cut and we are recom-

mending to you that you take action on the surcharge.
Senator GoREu. Extending the surcharge?
Secretary KENNEDY. That is right.
Senator GORE. We have the surcharge tax now. That has not pre-

vented acceleration.
Secretary KENNEDY. Yes; but the effect of that was offset by prior

(ommitments and by the effect of monetary policy after the tax
passed, in the latter at of last year.

Since the first of the year inonetary policy has been restricted,
budget cuts have been made, and we lave recommended that the
surtax be extended.

Senator GORE. Then the only thing you-
Secretary KENNEDY. And I think those are the orthodox, the nor-

mal ways of handling inflation as most economists will tell you.
Senator GORE. The only thing you have said that either you or the

President. has done then is to recommend this bill. Is that the. sum
total of the actions you have taken to control inflation and to prevent
the rise in interest rates?

Secretary KENNEDY. I did not say that. I said we have cut budget
expenditures and monetary policy "has been restricted to control in-
flation; three things-taxes, budget cuts, monetary policy.

Senator GORE. What have you done about monetary policies?
Secretary KENNEDY. It is restrictive.
Senator GORE. What do you mean by that?
Secretary KENNEDY. Credit is not being provided or the money sul)-

ply is not being increased to validate all the commitments and demands
that the economy has. The money supply has been increasing since the
first of the lear at about 2 to 3 percent.

Senator GORE. Does restrictive monetary policy--
Secretary KENNEDY. Compared to the previous rate of 7, 8, or 10

percent.
Senator GORE. Does restrictive monetary policy include the raising

of interest rates?
Secretary KENNEDY. That is a function-it is a result of the other

actions.
Senator GORE. I know, but you said that one of the three things--
Secretary KENNEDY. We have no authority to fix interest rates.
Senator GORE. If I may proceed, you named three things.
Secretary KENNEDY. We have no authority to fix the rate of interest.
Senator GORE. Then what authority (1o you have with respect to re-

stricting monetary policy?
Secretary KENNEDY. Reserve requirements, open -market operations.
Senator'GoRE. Do you have that authority?
Secretary KENNEDY. No: that, is ii) the Federal Reserv-e. That is

part of the Government, and we have been consulting with the Feleral
Reserv-e contimously over this period, and it is consistent with the
policy of the administration of controlling inflation.

Seiator GORE. You have yourself testified to the eloouent failure of
policy when you say that interest, rates are now the highe..t since the

I



Civil War. I say to you, Mr. Secretary, that this is a path to bankruptcy
for hundreds of thousands of small businessmen.

Secretary KENNEDY. You should have been thinking of that., Senator,
a couple o years ago when expenditures and the budget were getting
out of control.

Senator GORE. Mr. Secretary
Secretary KENNEDY. We are paying the price now of past sins.
Senator GORE. That is hardly appropriate for me because I opposed

the tax reduction bill in 1964. It seemed to me an utterly-
Secretary KENNEDY. I was speaking generally of the Congress,

Senator, not of you personally.
Senator GORE. Well, thank you. I appreciate that.
Secretary KENNEDY. I was thinking in terms of the whole Congress.
Senator GORE. If I have made any reference-
Secretary KENNEDY. I do not know what your voting record has been.
Senator GORE. I understand. I accept, that. If I may have made

any comments that in any way cast any personal reflections on you
or were in any way disrespectful to you, I apologize.

Secretary KENNEDY. Thank you.
Selator GORE. I certainly did not have that. in mind. I am deeply

concerned. I announced my support of this bill, but now the inaction
of the administration in these two fields shakes me, and I just may
not support it unless you can give me some indication of some willing-
miess for the use of power of the l)eople's Government to bring this
economy into order. It is wildly out of order and it is dangerous.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRM3,AN. Senator Curtis?
Senator Cuir'rs. Mr. Secretary, I shall vote for this bill.
Secretary KENNEDY. Thank you.
Senator CUrwIs. To extend the surtax and to repeal the investment

credit. I hole I have an opportunity to do so rather early.
Mr. Mayo, I want to ask you a question or two about your statement.
Mr. MAYO. Yes, sir.
Senator (mrris. I have read your statement as well as Secretary

Kennedy's statement. On page 2, the table you have, in reference to
he deficit for fiscal 1()68, $25.2 billion, does that take into account trust

fuiids?
Mr. MA.YO. Yes, sir; it does.
Senator (Yirrs. If it disregarded trust funds, what would the def-

i(it be ?
Mr. MAYo. I )elie%,e $28.4 billion, Senator.
Senator cutwris. There was about a $3 billion-plus surplus in trust

t'illils.?
Mr. MAL-1( . That is right, Senator Curt is.
Senator (YtirTs. I)o you regard those trust funds as available for

gelmeral ex l)ei(l1itures of C(overnment ?
Mr. MA.vo. Those trust funds as individual trust funds are invioable.

II tle coimstrimction of a unified budget we feel that, despite this fact,
uhllhcatiou of resources 1)y the Federal Goveriment mmust take into

('cotuut whmat is l)aid out o)f thle trust fund just as what is paid out of
Federal funds. Tie hiighway fund is a good illustration.

Selnatlor (URTIS. I agree the question of trust funds, receipts and
exlpeditlures should ie called to public attention, so that we know
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what the total picture in Government is. I also think that it liars an
impact on the matter of inflation or detlat ion.

Mr. MAYO. Yes.
Senator Cuiris. But when we have done that, I (1o not think that

we are justified in including trust funds which show that there is an
al)sence of a deficit in the general operating expnses of the Govern-
ment.

Now, I would like to ask you about the estimated surplus of $0.9
billion for 1969. )oes that include trust funds?

Mr. MAYO. The deficit wotild probably be 1 b)t $8.6 billion, there
being a surplus of $9.5 billion in trust funds.

Senator Cuwris. So this table, then, tbatt you have inicorl)orate-d
does not disclose the fact that so far as the general funds of the Treas-
ury, so far as the taxes imposed to pay the general cost of Govern-
ient, there will be a deficit of over $8 billion in fiscal 1969?

Mr. MAYO. As you defined it, that is correct.
Senator CUrTIs. And your statement does not show that.
Mr. MAYO. It (toes not show that. I am very happy to give you those

figures. We feel the eml)hasis, though, in terms of looking upon the
budget as an instrument of economic policy and fiscal policy is bet-
ter constructed, Senator Curtis, to include both the Federil funds
and the trust funds facets of it, with no attempt to hide the detail, h)ut
merely to simplify the I)resentation and eliminate the reason that we
had to have a budget commission o, conelpts in the first place-we
had three concepts in use, and people were using each of the three de-
pending on what they wanted to prove. We walite(1 to get away from
that.

Senator CUtrIs. Now you have est imated a surplus of $6.3 billion for
fiscal 1970?

Mr. MAYo. Yes, sir.
Senator (urIs. If you disregard trust, funds, (o we have a surplus

or (1o we have at (lefiit and, if so, how much ?
Mr. M.%Yo. We would have a deficit of $1.3 billion, there l)eing a

surplus of $10.6 billion in the t rust funds.
Senator Cur'rnj. What is the bonded de)t now ?
Mr. MAYo. The debt, of the ITnited States at the present time is ill

the neig lorhoodl of--do we have to update tle figure? This is the
June 30 figure for total debtt subject to the limit is $356.9 billion.

Senator Curjis. You raised my holes, Mr. Seretar-), momntrily.
When I read your statement, 1 ass umnled its accuracy anI we were going
to have a $6 billion surplus. We could then pay ofF the debt in 60
years. But if we operate forever like we propose in 1970, we will have
ia b)on(ed debt, of about $618 billion in 60 yeals. I doubt very much
t hat it is inl accord wit th le Pulget Act. of 1921. The, Budget Act of
i921 saky's te estimate' "shall be inc'luded in the l).dgret, estimated ex-
penoiituire :1,l(l 1)rolo(ed 1l)rol)riations nevmsary in the judgment for
tlie sul)l)olt of the (loverunet.'h

Mr. MAYo. Yes, sir.
Senator Cui-rris. For the ensuing ig ti.ai yea'. % md it. was not imitelded

asa oloctlument for ecomimie theory or control.
Seir(etarv Cohen, I would like' to ask you something alxiut the in-

vestment credit. I voted against it.. I think it was subsidized inflation.
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F am interested iII having a fill] measure of justice ill the phiseout.
Would you exl)lail to us hlow the recap)ture provisions work for some-
one who disposes of )rol)erty u)on1 which he. hak el)otained the invest-
ment credit?

Mr. (oIINW. Yes, sir. Under existing law the creditt is given in full
at the rate of 7 l)ercenlt of the , cost. of the property, only if th l rP-
erty has at life of 8 years or more. if it has i life of between 6 find 8
years, it, is given onitwo-thirds of the cost, and from 4 to 6 years it is
Jase(d il)On one-third of the Cost of the property. If it has t life less
than 4 years, there is no credit allowed, so the tax)aver in effect has
to est4i)lish what, the useful life of the property is nd that, it is at
least, 4 years. If he estae)lishes that, it, is more lhai 8 years, he gets the
full cr-it.

The )rol)lem arises where a person estimates, for example, a life
of 10 vears for property, and then (1isi)o0es of it I year after he pur-
chased it. If he bought a1 $100,000 machine, existing law would give
him i o credit of $7,000, but if he disposed of it 1 year later, which was
less than the 4-year mininum period, tile recalpture T'ovi ions would
require hii'li to add to his tax for this following year the $7,000 that he
had saved in the earlier year.

Senator CurI'is. I do not have too many constituents that, buy
$100,000 machines. 1 (10 have some that may)e l)uy a $10,000 Ina'h.line.
I f tl hy bought a maelhine in the early part'of this year or last year of
$10,01)0 they have a tax credit of $700.

MI. C 0OIW1, N. Yes, sir.
SeitorCurInS. We will say it was last year.M1. (CohEN. If it had an estimated life, of more than 8 years.

Sefiatori ('rns. Yes; we will assimne 10 years.
Mr. (ICohN. l0years, yes.
Senator (' IR{TIS. Sup)ose that, man is aI farmer. He l)iys a machine

for $10,000. lie takes the tax credit of $700. Next year, because of
age or physical disalbility, he leaves his farm and he sells the tractor.
l tow much will he have to repay to the Federal Government by reason
of having olbtained a $70) tax credit or investment credit?

Mr. ComWN. If he took the investment credit, this year and tlieii
le ret ired next year?

Senator C(Irmirs. No; I put it last year, because this year it is pre-
s1ii1i1ibly different.

Mr. CoimN. If he sold the tqiiipment in less than 4 years after he
bought it, lie would have to repay the entire $700.

Senator ( O'wns. Yes. So if this happened to a farmer in 1968. he
bought a $10,000 trac.tor, took the $700 investment credit this coming
year, because of amxe or failing health or otherwise he has to stop
fimring and lie sells it, and onrly 2 Ye' elapse and we will assume
the tractor had a life expectaicy* of 10 years, he would have to repay
I he full $700.

Mr. ('o11 EN. Yes, sir; that is right.
Senator Cuirris. Now suppose that lie had an operation loss in hlie

year he Solhd his tractor. Will he still be billed for the. $700 recaptuce,
I Iuueanflue $700 -

Mr. (',Com:. I think he would be killed for the recall ure of the tax.
()n the ot her band, tile o)era tiug loss c, uld Ie carried back 3 years, and
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he could get a refund of income taxes paid in the prior years, which
might offset the recapture.

Senator Cjturis. If lie had an operating loss or if his income ceased
he would have a carryiack?

Mr. COhEN. For 3 years. He could offset it against taxes in the
previous 3 years, and of course if he had any income in the following
5 years, he could also offset his loss. After lie carried it back 3 years
he could carry it forward 5 years.

Senator CtRTIS. I think we are going to have some very real l)ractical
problems among small taxl)ayers in this regard, and I think that the
total recovery to the Treasury is going to amount to not very much
at all. It will have a greater nuisance value than it will a revenue value.
In the area of farm machinery a salesman urges a farmer to buy a
certain machine and points out what the investment credit is. A few
years later he comes along and lie says, "We have a new machine that
is more efficient, has got more lower, can do more things," and so there
is a trade-in. The new machine has a greater investment credit, and
so the farmer does not. notice the fact that there is a recapture clause
involved. But now when we come to the end of the road, it might be
a very serious problem.

In the light of the fact that there won't be much revenue involved
with these smaller taxpayers, it would l)e my hope that some attention
might be given by the techinical people on any easing of the phaseout
1)eriod so far as the recapture procedures are concerned.

The C11MARMAN. Senator Hartke.
Senator II.\HITK. Mr. Secretary, Senator McCarthy asked you about

your meeting yesterday with the bankers and as I understood your
reply, you said that they did not indicate if there would be a further
increase in the prime rate. I)avid Rockefeller stated, and I give him
some credence, that interest rates must still go higher and that the
prime rate must increase. In your opinion at this moment, what are the
real indications? Are they going to increase the prime rate or not.?
What is going to hal)pen ?

Secretary KENNEDY. My guess is that it will not increase, but I
have no indication that someone along the line won't raise the rate.
There is no-

Senator IIARTKE. You have no assurances that they will not increase
them, is that what you are saying'?

Secretary KENNEDY. That is right, no one there indicated they vere
going to raise the rate, and no one said they could not raise the rate.
We did not talk about that. I merely made the statement to them that
they had better be looking into ways and means of rationing their
credit without increasing rates, because interest rates did not seem to
he reducing the demand.

Senator HIIARTKE. I did not hear that. I am sorry.
Secretary KENNEDY. I reiterated the statement that. I made before

the Banking and Currency Committee of the House, that I was of the
opinion that. interest rates alone in this present inflationary climate
do not aid in rationing credit, and that they must find other ways
within their own shops of rationing credit.

Senator ILARTK. Let us discuss interest rates for a moment. An
increase in interest rates, whether artificial or necessary is a form of
restraint.
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Secretary KENNEDY. Yes; to an extent. Interest rates are high andsome peol) e will decide that they are too high and will defer or de-
cline, so there is an element of rationing, but I do not think it is a
serious one in the large, business concerns that the prime rate covers.

Senator ILAJITKE. That is right.
Secretary KENNEDY. You have to bear in mind that the prime rate

covers only the large national corporations or international corpora-
tions who have multiple loans in various banks.

Senator IIAWRIKE. If interest rates go much higher we will have a
banana republic style of interest rates; is that not true'?

Secretary KENNEI)Y. Our interest rates are very high relative to
others in the world today.

Senator IAmKE. TIhat is right, and the point still remains that as of
this moment you have no assurance whatsoever that they have hit their
peak?

Secretary KENNE)Y. That is right.
Senator IIxw1rK :. All right. Now then, in line with that, is it your

idea that this type of restrictive monetary policy should end?
Secretary KFNNEDY. No; I think the monetary policy that is being

l)ursued at.the present time must continue for some time until we have
dampened the inflationary pressures. Otherwise we have not turned the
tide in the demand.

Senator ,ARTKE. InI the past we assumed that the formation of
monetary policy was the result of coordinated cooperation, in other
words, you have four groups and they consulted with each other.
Frankly sometimes we do not know what they consult about but they
(lid consult. Are they in agreement now or is there i basic disagree-
ment? It appears to4 me that the F e(leral Reserve Board is heading in
one direction, and that the Treasury' and the other l)arts of the admin-
istration ar headed in another. he Federal Reserve Board is now
going to continue to be more restrictive, and frankly even decrease
time reserve requirements if necessary, to go alead ani continue their
policies of increasing tie amount of'the negative reserve requirement,
to go ahead with a reduct ion in the amount, of the money supply, mid
also if necessary to increase interest, rates.

Isn't, that the policy of the Federal Reserve Board at the present
time?

Secretary KENNEDY. Tie )olicy at the present time, Senator, is one
of restriction. It is not. an increase of restriction. It is carried forward
at about, the same level. I do not know of any discussion of further
increases of reserve requirenients by the Federal Reserve at this time.

Senator ILirrm. At th is time?
Secretary KENNEDY. Yes.
Senator 1IAR'TKE. I understand.
Secretary KE;NNEDY. There is a question in their mind.
Senator I IARTKE. Yes; I am not,--
Secretary KENFNEDY. If this tax bill does not go through.
Senator IIA\iTKE. I am asking you whether or not, there is a. differ-

ence in opinion ts between--
Secretary KENNEi)Y. Thie answer is, "No."
Senator IrIARTKE. There is no difference of opinion?
Secretary KENNEDY. No.

';: -701 0- ) -- - s
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Senator I-LAR1TKE. But the Federal Reserve Board does continue to
insist upon keeping interest, rates at, this high level, do they not?

Secretary KENNEDY. They insist upon keeping credit restrained, and
they do not say anything about the interest, rate.

Senator HARTKE. You are a good banker and you know as well as
I do that basically interest is the price we pay for money.

Secretary KNNFDY. Right.
Senator tLARTKP. The price of that money is going to fluctuate with

the supply and demand?
Secretary KENNEDY. Right.
Senator HARTKE. For the commodities; is that correct?
Secretary KENNEDY. That is right.
Senator IIARTKE. And as a net result this policy then necessarily

includes the Federal Reserve Board's i(eas that interest rates will at
least continue as high is they are, if not go, higher. They are certainly
not anticipating a reduction; isn't that true?

Secretary KENNEDY. That 'is right at the present time.
Senator HARTKE. In light of all of that, then, is there not really a

difference of opinion, and isn't this really the source of the concern
that the Treasury has exhibited and the reason that you have been
meeting witfh these bankers is in an atteml)t to bring to their atten-
tion the fact that this country really cannot continue to operate with
an increasing rate of interest? Isn't that, true? Aren't you opposed to
that? Aren't you opp(ed to an increase in the interest rates?

Secretary KENNEDY. I think that the interest rate at the present
time is high and any further increases will not accomplish the ration-
ing of credit that they desire. I think they have to do it otherwise.

Senator IHARTKE. Would you actively oppose any further increase
in interest rates?

Secretary KFNNF.DY. By "actively oppose," what. do you mean, get
up and say'I don't like it.?

Senator HATKE.. That is what some people do, you know.
Secretary KE.NNEDY. Oh, I know.
Senator HARKE. It has been done by the Government in the past.
Secretary KFNNE)Y. What effect (1o you think that might have?
Senator IIARTKE. Pardon ?
Secretary KENNEDY. What effect (1o you think that might have, to

get on a high horse?
Senator HARTKE. I am just asking whether you would or would not.

I guess you are telling me you would not; is that corree,? I am trying
to get back to what some of us in Indiana call arithmetic, trying to
find out just exactly what happened as things go on.

Senator GORE. Or the principle of laissez-faire.
Senator HARrKE. What. I am asking you is this. Can I assume then,

and I know it is a cardinal sin of anybo(dy in Government to make afly
assumption, but can I a.sume that you would not take any active role
in voicing your objections publicly against any further increase in
interest, rates? Is that a fair assumption ?

Secreary KENNEDY. Well, I would reiterate the statement I previ-
ously made, that I see no reason for an increase in interest rates. I do
not say that in an individual situation that, whether it is a bank or
whether it is another lender that they cannot increase their interest
rates. They can. They are free agents.
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Senator HARTKE. In your discussion you have indicated that you
do favor the basic policy of rationing credit; isn't that true?

Secretary KENND.iY. Right.
Senator IIARTKE. And you have just indicated a moment ago that

in the question of high interest rates, that the big borrower really does
not have to worry about that; does lie?

Secretary KENNEmY. No. I think that they have a cost that enters
the planning and all their decisions, but they can get money.

Senator HARrKFE. That is right.
Secretary K-ENNEDY. They have various sources of money.
Senator HARITK. That is right.
Secretary KENNEDY. Capital markets, money markets.
Senator IltAirrF,. And big government does not have any problem

either; do thev?
Secretary ENNE.i)Y. They have problems, yes; but they get their

money.
Senator HARTKE. My time is up.
The CHAIRMAN. If Jesse did not give you the note, Senator, you

can go right on ahead.
Senator HARTHE. lie gave me the note. IPt me ask you; are we

done?
The CHAIRMAN. We are making our first round under the 10-minute

rule, and thereafter you can just ask all the questions you want to.
We can come back at 2:30.

Senator IIARTKE. I thought maybe Senator Dirksen had imposed
his limitation on us.

The CHAIRMAN. Ie asked less questions than everybody. If you
have other questions, go ahead.

Senator HARTKE. That is all right. I have several questions I would
I I ke to ask.

The CHAMMAN. If you can come back at 2:30 you can ask all the
questions you would like to ask.

Senator Fulbright, the most senior junior Senator in the Senate
is now recogniized.

Senator FUhBRIGOT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am very sorry
that I could not be here earlier, but we had a committee hearing on
Latin America, and I had to go there for a while.

Mr. Secretary, of course, my constituents are extremely concerned.
That is not news to you. They are extremely concerned about, high
iitkest rates and especially inflation. "onte of them think that the

high interest rates are in themselves inflationary. Would you comment
on thlut.? I I

Secretary K ENNEDY. I think to some extend they are. At the same
time, they are high because of a restrictive policy, and sonmebody is
being shut off from credit through that restrictive policy. To that
extent, it is deflationary.

Senator Fuiitmirr. So it does have an inflationary aspect, however ?
Secretary KEN NiDY. To sonie extent.
Sena-tor "FrnmorT. As long as they do make the loans, it does go

into increased prices. I noticed in a Washington paper especially,
but it has been true for several pa)er, that local banks, I believe the
Riggs Bank, Suburban Trust, and several others, are reporting un-
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precedented profits during this last quarter. What would be your view
toward an excess profits tax comparable to the one put on during World
War II to recapture for the Government these excessive profits due to
this unusual situation, which really is a result of a governmental policy
seeking to curb inflation? Would you support an amendment to this
bill recapturing excess profits from banks or from other financial
institutions?

Secretary KENNEDY. I do not know, Senator, just how much excess
profits there are. Nor what is the definition of excess corporate profits.
You would have to be in a period as we were in the war where they
jumped up very substantially.

Senator FULBRIGHT. According to the morning paper, they have. I
just rmd it a few minutes ago, as a matter of fact.

Secretary KENNEDY. If you are talking about the bank profits, the
figures are starting to come in for the first half of the year. The large
major banks of the country, the ones that are affected by the prime
rate, they were up in the first part. of the year, but. in June they are
down.

Senator FUTLBRIGHT. I do not want to argue whether they are up or
down. Let me put a hypothetical to you. Assuming they are substan-
tially higher than normal in this period, would you favor or would
you oppose a bill, an amendment recapturing excess profits? Would
you be for or against it?

Secretary KENNEDY. I would have to see whatthe bill did and what
the definition of excess profits is.

Senator FULBRIGHT. I am giving you a hypothetical. You surely
ought to be for or against it..

Secretary KENNEDY. I would be, I think, against it.
Senator FULBRIGHT. You would be against it. That is all I wanted

to know. What is your view, Mr. Secretary, assuming this inflationary
spiral continues, as it has in the last 6 months, toward wage and price
controls, to prevent inflation, assuming these high interest rates do not
bring down or stop inflation?

Secretary KENNEDY. I think if we do not have a control of infla-
tion, we will have to look at other methods of control. Control of wages
and prices will be one. You cannot have one without the other.

Senator FULBRIGHT. That is something that we used during World
War II, is it. not?

Secretary KENNEDY. Yes.
Senator F tLBRIGHT. We are in a war now, are we not?
Secretary KENNEDY. We surely are.
Senator 'FuLIBRIG1IT. Do you think, Mr. Secretary, that we really

can control inflation so long as we spend $80 billion on making war
and other military activities? This is not considered to be a very con-
structive or productive way to invest, your money, is it?

Secretary KENNEDY. I think we can control inflation.
Senator FUIBRIGHT. Do you?
Secretary KENNEDY. Yes.
Senator FULBRIGHiT. How?
Secretary KENNEDY. Well, I think by having the Government take

in more than its total spending and l)y the other methods of restraints.
Senator FULBRTIIT. Well, but you have no program that is going

to bring this about, do you?
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Secretary KENNEDY. I think the program we have advocated will
bring it about, and I think it is bringing it about. I think it is start-
ing to take hold. We see a few signs. They are very hazy and they
are not very clear.

Senator FULBRIGIT. What are those signs? I would be very inter-
ested in that.

Secretary KENNEDY. The rate of GNP growth is subsiding. It has
gone dowi some quarter by quarter. We are seeing some signs in the
retail trade area. We are seeing it mainly in some of the municipal
areas where deferrals have taken place. We are seeing g a few now on
the corporate side where they are making deferrals of activity, but it
is not very clear.

Senator FULBRIGHT. What is the actual report from the Census
Bureau with regard to the price index? Is it going up?

Secretary KENNEDY. On the prices they are up. There is no question
on the prices.

Senator FULrTIIONT. They are continuing to go up. Is there any
indication of a downturn?

Secretary KENNEDY. Not yet, no; on prices, no. In fact the pressure
is the other way, Senator.

Senator FULBRIOHT. But I thought prices were the most significant
index of inflation.

Secretary KENNEDY. But they fall.
Senator FULBEIGHT. What?
Secretary KENNED,. There is a lead and a lagtiie. Prices tend to go

up after the rate of economic activity tends to go down, and I think
we are in thrl crossro.id period right now. My guess is that prices will
tend to go ) for a considerable period.

Senator LBRIGHT. How long?
Secretar ENNEDY. Three to 6 months,
Senator i ,A11601 IT. Further beyond now?
Secretary KENNED. That is right. Reduction in price increases will

start to show up t)ward th, Jatt,' part of this calendar year under the
policies we are pursuing.

Senator FULBRIGHT. If I understand correctly, you would be opposed
to an arbitrary ceiling on interest rates?

Secretary KENNEDY. Yes.
Senator'FiLB3IGHT. You have said that I thought.
Secretary KENNEDY. Yes.
Senator FUilRI H(uoT. But you believe that you can control the in-

flationary spiral, even though we continue to spend $80 billion on war?
Secretary KENNEDY. That is right, Senator, although I would like to

see those expenditures reduced.
Senator FULBRIGHT. What?
Secretary KENNEDY. At the same time I would like to see those ex-

penditures reduced, and I think that an effort, is being made to reduce
expenditures in the Defense Department.

Senator FULBiUGHT. Efforts are being made?
Secretary KENNEDY. Yes; and with some success.
Senator FULBRITGHT. )o you know what the current problem in the

Senate is? An effort. is being made to stop deployment of the ABM,
which is a symbol; but the administration has not proposed a signifi-
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cant reduction in the Defense Department's budget this year. You are
aware of that. Mr. Mayo, is that not correct?

Mr. MAYo. In our $4 billion of cuts in budget spending this spring,
Senator Fulbright, there was a $1 billion cut in Defense spending.
There was also-

Senator FUILBRGHT. Mr. Mayo-
Mr. MAYO. May I finish?
Senator FUiJiiImGiT. It all depends on where you started from. I

mean there is no real cut, is it?
Mr. MAYO. Yes.
Senator FunmmioTr. From what level?
Mr. MAYO. From $81.1 to $80.1 billion. That is $1 billion.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Didn't that consist of reduction in the number

of flights by theh B-52's which really was an estimated cut in that-
wasn't that'it primarily ?

Mr. MAYO. I understand there was some of that in the budget, and a
cut of $1 billion. There were some other things that were more signifi-
cant. There are two other points I should like to make. First of all , we
cut budget authority requested for the whole Government by $5.5
billion, of which $3 billion is defense.

Senator FuLBRioilT. The authority for future commitments?
Mr. MAYO. Yes. This is what determines spending.
Senator FULBRIG(1T. The expenditures for the coming year are still

estimated at $80 billion approximately, isn't that right?
Mr. MAYO. Yes, that is correct.
Senator FULBRIGHT. In the fiscal year 1970 budget?
Mr. MAYO. Yes.
Senator FULBti(T. I do not, mean to tax you, Mr. Mayo. I realize

there have been many articles that the Budget Bureau has no real in-
fluence over the DOD. I would not for a moment suggest that you
have not done your duty, because you cannot do anything about it.
The only agency of the Government that can do anything about it is
the Senate, and that is what we are presently engaged in. This is an
effort to restrain the expenditure of another, anywhere from $6 to $12
billion estimated over the next several years in the form of ABM, and
I am not taxing you with it, but I do think that you should admit that
the expenditure of $80 billion on a nonreproductive activity, such as
making war, is inflationary. Would you not agree to that?

Mr. MAYO. Yes, and you can be sure, Senator Fulbright, that we are
doing something. You say we cannot do anything about it in the execu-
tive branch.

Senator FULBRIOIIT. No, I did not say executive. I said the Bureau
of the Budget has no real -authority over the Defense Department.

Mr. MAYO. The Bureau of the Budget has the same relationship to
the Defense Department--by a recent directive of the President as it
has with any other agency.

Senator FULBRIG1HT. Mr. Mayo, this is something very new then, be.
cause it certainly was not so up until the last week or so, was it?

Mr. MAYO. Oh, yes.
Senator FuLnRIc.IW. You have a very different procedure, with 1)OD

than you do with all other departments. Last year Mr. Schultz was
here sitting in that chair and I asked him if they had gone over the
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research projects in the Department of Defense, and he said oh, no,
and as a. matter of fact the Budget Bureau does not have the same
relationship. The do not come to you in the same way Agriculture
and Treasury an otliers do. You go down to them, and you ask them
for some docent and if they do not, want to give it to you, there is
nothing you can do about it. I have had the same experience in the
Congress. If they do not want to give you a document, you can go
whistle for it, unless the President intervenes. Now isn't that so?

Mr. MAYO. I have found no difficulty getting any documents that I
have asked for.

Senator FULBRiIGT. You are the first one, the first Director of the
Budget who ha. crer had such experience since World War II.

Mr. MYO. I just wanted to let you know I am trying.
Senator FULBRIGIIT. All right. I wish you luck, better luck than

we have had, because when they do not wish to give us a document,
paid for by ulblic funds, originated in either the Hudson Institute,
or the Rand Corp., or the ID), they just say, "No, this is an internal
working document and it is not for your information." That is what
they' have done.

Mr. MAYo. I just want to be sure that. you understand, Senator Ful-
bright, that the President has directed" me to treat all departments
equally in the budget process.

Senator FULBRIGIT. Has he directed the Secretary of Defense to
respond to all your requests?

Mr. M.\Lvo. Oh, lie has a copy of the President's directive, Seiiator.
Senator FULBRnGHT. That is not a direct answer. I do not think

he has.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My time is up.
Tie CHIRAiM.,N. Senator Bennett. 4
Senator BENNErTT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Just, for a mitte I would like to get back to the purpose of the

hearing, which is to consider whether or not, we should pass. the tax
bill, whether that tax bill should contain simply revenue-raising pro-
visions or revenue adjusting provisions or reform. Which in your
piion has the greatest priity, MrI. Secretary, the control of infla-

tion ori the writing of tax reform ?
Secretary KENNEDY. I think that the urgent need right now is the

revenue inder the tax extension of the surcharge. At the same time
we are pursuing tax reform and we will come up very quickly with
that.

Senator BENxETT. Ihas anybody made a study of the gamut of pro-
posed reforms to see whether they would htve the effect. of increasing
or decreasing reveme, and if so'by approximately how much?

Mr. COHEN. Senator Bennett, there are many proposals that would
increase revenue and many that would reduce it. Mr. Mills said on the
floor of the House in debate on this bill that. reform legislation in his
view would not be expected to net any additional revenue, because
what you gain from one reform you would offset by reductions in
other areas.

Senator BENNM. So that, that will contribute nothing on balance
to the solution of the problem of inflation?

Secretary KENNE;DY. That is correct.
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Senator BEN-E'[r. Has the problem of inflation increased in in-
tensity in the last 6 months?

Sec tary KENNEDY. Yes; I think it has, Senator. It has been a
cumulative increase. As you will notice from the indexes of price
increases, that the rate has been going up.

Senator BENNE'r. And haven't, we added another dimension which
is the expectation of inflation to the actual economic results?

Secretary KENNEDY. We hav1e a built-in psychology of inflation in
the public mind, the consumer and the businessman.'

Senator BENNE'rV. Are there any weapons which the Government.
has with which to fight inflation that it is not using or seeking to use?

Secretary KENNEDY. I am not sure on the answer to that.
Senator BENNF:rr. Are there any major weapons?
Secretary KENNEDY. No, not on the major ones. You get, into the

question of controls there, and whether you should be imposing con-
trols at this stage. No one has decided that should be done at this
stage.

Senator BENNETr. But that. would be kind of a weapon of the last
resort; would it not?

Secretary KENNEDY. In our kind of economy, yes. It does not work
well. The administration of it. is difficult. There is black-market build-
up. You have a distortion of allocation of resources.

Senator BENNFrr. We have had limited discussion liere this morn-
ing about control of expenditures. We, have also Mad a great deal of
discussion about interest rates. I think I heard 'ou say earlier that
during the last half of last. year the volume of the money supply was
allowed to rise at a rate of'about 8 or 10 percent a year. Did I hear
correctly ?

Secretary KENNEDY. I think that is right.. Do you know?
Mr. WALKER. Closer to 7 percent..
Secretary KENNEDY. Seven percent.
Senator BENNE-r. All right, let us say 7 percent, then. Holding that

in abeyance for a minute, at what rate is the economy growing, if you
take out the inflationary factors?
I Secretary KENNEDY. About, two and a half percent , 2.3 is the figure
they gave me, but it is around 21/2 percent.

Sellator llENNE'rr. And the balance is inflationary?
Secretary KENNEDY. Right.
Senator "ENNi'rr. Would we actu'villy increase the tangible produc-

tion of the economy if we were to increase tile money su))ly again so
that the interest, rates would return to what they were say a year ago?

Secretary KENNEDY. No; it would go into prices I think.
Senator BENNV,,I'r. It, would go into prices?
Secretary KENNEDY. Yes.
Senator BENNEri'. So in other words the classic rule exists, and if we

were to try and take the l)ressure oiff interest, rates by increasing the
money sUipply, we would actually increase the inflatiolbut not actually
increase the tangible pro(uction of the country?

Secretary KENNEi)Y. It. would be a disl)rOl)ortioiiate affair too. It
would increase mavl)e even more than these exact amounts.

Senator lENNE'rr. Are there any reltal)le economists who disagree
with Your a)l)roa(h to the control of the inflationary cycle? Maybe
that is a little bit too broad.
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Secretary KENNEDY. That is pretty broad.
Senator BENNETW. I will change it.
Secretary KENNEDY. But I should say this. That t majority of tile

economists that we have talked to ha 'e endorsed generally the anti-
inflation program , and quite a number have joinedT in asking for ex-
tension of the surcharge as an item of control of inflation.

Senator BENNETIT. Is there any substantial group of economists,
recognied and reputable, who offer an alternative solution to the con-
trol of inflation?

Secretary KENNEDY. I know of none. Do you, Dr. Walker?
Mr. WALKER. No.
Senator BENN'IT. You have testified in answer to Senator Fill-

1)right, that, you think these prices will continue to rise, but at. a
slower rate for another 3 to 6 months?

Secretary KENNEDY. That is right, and even after that there will be
increases in prices, but the rate goes down, the rate of increase. We
won't get doA\ 1i to zero.

Senator Bi,:NNETr. What is your goal in terms of control of inflation?
If you reduce the rate of increase, at what level will you be satisfied
or will you feel you have made progress? Are you hoping to cut it
out completely?

Secretary KENINEDY. Well, it is at a level where you can get down
to a sustainable basis of growth, and it seems to me that we have
that. longer period of the early 1960's where we had grown with
stability of prices, that we should t ry to achieve, which is one-half per-
cent or 2 percent of inflation, in that area, which with the increase
value of products means that you have got a fairly stable level.

Senator BENNEuv. If we continue to delay the ')assage of this bill,
will this have a dampening effect or an increasing effect on this psy-
chological factor we call the expectation of inflation?

Secretary KENNEDY. I think from a psychological standpoint that.
it, would be very bad to delay, because it is not a question of whether the
medicine will be stronger. It is a question of whether the bill will pass
or not, and I think we should end that uncertainty, and let, the public
know that. as far as the Federal Government's affairs are concerned,
that, they will be on a consistent anti-inflationary basis. In other words,
our receipts will exceed our expenditures.

Senator BENNPEr. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the time. I have used
eight minutes and I am happy to give you the rest back. Thairk you
very much.

1he CmrT\LOr.T. Senator Anderson?
Senator ANDERSON. I have no questions.
The CHARM3.N. I think I will avail myself of the opportunity and

ask you one or two questions, Mr. Secretary.
I am one of those who believes with 'the David Kennedy concept of

the Federal budget. I used to go down to the White House for those
T esday mornig blreakfasts talking to the President and I urged the
same consolidated 1)udaet concept that you recommended whe you
were part of a commission at the request of President Lyndon Johnson.
I think you were chairman of that commission at the'time, were you
not'?

Secretary KFNNEDY. That is right.
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'The CIIAIRMAN. If you look at the budget the way you. suggested and
the way I suggest, we are actually looking-assuming that, we pass
that bill before us-at a budget surplus of about $3.5 billiofi
initially. What is the last count if you look at it from a consolidated
budget point. of view?

Mr. MAYO. The official estimate as of May 20, Mr. Chairman, was
$6.3 billion. The Secretary's testimony today reduces that slightly for
the changes that, liae,been made in the bill pased by Ways and Means,
but our figure is still $6.3 billion subject, to those changes.

The CH,\RMAN. Looking at the bill the way it stands before us now,
what do you think it w6uld be?

Mr. MAYo. I believe we have taken ,$400 million off.
Mr. COHEN. 150. 1

,,Mr. MAYO. $150 million only? You have got the low-income thing,
too. Isn't that $250 million?

Mr. COHEN. But the low-income allowance I believe has already been
included in your May 20 figures and projected to the extent that it,
would be effective January 1. I think the only change has been in the
transition rules in the investment credit. They are drafted and are
included in the present bill in roughly the same way as they were in-
cluded during the 1966 suspension, whereas I think the May 20 esti-
mate assumed that we would not have those 1966 transition rules. They
represent a difference of $150 million. I think the figure would be in-
stead of 6.3, Mr. Mayo, 6.15. Approximately the same.

The CHAIRMAN. I heard President Lyndon Johnson stand up before
the Congress in his state of the Union address and say in presenting
his. budgets, "If you look at this budget the way the ordinary family
keePs their records and keeps their budget, it would provide for a
surplus on a cash-in, cash-out basis."

Now that is what you recommended Mr. Kennedy, when you were
chairman of that board, suggesting to him how that budget should be
kept, and that. is how I always thought it should have been kept I am
speaking for Hairy Byrd over fhere. I understand that.

Now if we are taxing out of circulation $6 billion more than we
Pre putting back into circulation, then we are not the culprit in the
inflation, are we?

Secretary KENNEDY. That is right, from the standpoint of dollar
amounts, yes.

The CHAIRMAN. If we do not pass this bill, of course-
Secretary KENNEDY. Then we are.
I he CHAIRMAN. It would be in the amount of $4 billion and we

would be one of the culprits.
Secretary KENNEDY. And we would be turning the corner on re-

tarding inflation.
The CHAIRMAN. Right. One of your predecessors in the job you

)resently hold, Mr. Secretary, once told me that he just didn't think
that you could finance this war and carry out the war on poverty
and all the other things that were going on by taking it all out of
the market, that you had to find something else to do in addition to
that. Now it, seems to me if we have inflationary pressures that it is
being built up by the deficit somewhere else. How much did the public
and private debt structure go up during the last year.
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Secretary KENNEDY. A substantial amount, but we will have to get
the figure.

Mr. MAYo. The net public and private debt at the end of 1968, which
is the last figure available, December 1968, was $1,547 billion, which
represented an increase of $122.6 billion during the calendar year
1968.

The CHAIRUAN. All right. Now how much of that was the Federal
deficit?

Mr. MAYo. The Federal deficit rose by $6 billion during that period.
The other $110 odd billion is either State and local or Federal agency
or )rivate.The CHAIRMAN. And how much of that was in the private sector?

Mr. MAYO. The private sector was an increase of $92.4 billion.
The CHAIRMAN. Insofar-as the Federal budget is the culprit that

would account for 5 percent of it and the other fellow accounts for 90
percent in the private sector. It would seem to me that if we are going
to do sonifhing to reduce inflationary pressures we ought to be think-
in about more than e cannot do it with just the tax
bil, not if the i ate sector is going to deficits at the rate of per-
haps $100 bi *on a year.

Secreta. KNNEiDY. The ta bill, Senator, i I slow down the pri-
vate sec r, because it wJI v to the taxes.

The ATAIRMAN. Itiol there I o doubt, al t. that. Now some
peop may not f e it, now th I personal -*m on record in
wh I hav4 suggested t you. er is the statement tat I made, the
pe inent paragraphJ.

"President NI ~~a id i at the ossroad Hle can
move i edi I n and dem n that lie bake rescind
tir it ra just Presidint John forced.,

test I com t . hle i hike 2y rs ago."
I want apology ttej panics, about the s eech Imade

su potn rest It ohn at t 0 . I think I je0 rred to them
as the " s" " 'a an have cefelt that
w a little bit intempera sho d have erred t them in some
othe way, more poliY. Bu I s succ tf in king them roll
the p ces back wn they mi ved ith at big inca. The rest ofwhat I sid was: -....._) / ._.

"0 President Nixon can take the other oad and concede
publiel Ilat he has more sympathy fo oney-lenders than
he has for ney borrowers." It to me you am trying
to follow a 1il11 -pa ing to approach these fel-
lows in a very gent e, polite wa an say, "Fellows, I want you
to please restrain your appettes. Please do not raise the inter-
est rates any more.'

Senator Gopx. Will the Senator yield?.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator GoRE. It wasn't quite that. They didn't even excuse it. I

would like to change, in view of your terminology, the term I used,
"laissez-faire," to "hands off."

The CHAIRMAN. My impression, Mr. Secretary, was that you had
met with about 24 prominent bankers on yesterday and urged them
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not to increase interest rates. Did you urge them to try to hold them
back?

Secretary KENNEDY. No.
The CTAIRMAN. You just said don't increase them ?
Senator GORE. Did he say that? I thought he said they did not

discuss it.
Secretary KENNEDY. Well, Senator, they saw from what I said

that interest rates were not. doing it.
The CHAIRMAN. As I understand it, you do not like it ?
Secretary KENNEDY. That is right.
The CHAIMIIAfN. And you are trying to do something about it, but

maybe it is not what some members of the committee would have you
do, but you would like to see them come down ?

Secretary KENNEDY. That is right.
The ChAIRMUAN. Now, Mr. Secretary, I really think that anything

you would recommend to us this committee would vote for, whether
it is an excess profits tax or a tax on any interest income that a bank
collect-, over 8 percent. gross or anything you recommend. The last
time I was in Baton Rouge, which was a'couple of weeks ago, my
hometown of which I am very proud, I found that not a single bank
there was going for the 81,,, percent for their regular customers. They
were taking the attitude that 8 percent is high enough, and they were
not going to go above that.

Secretary KENNED)Y. That is true in many areas of the country.
The CHAIR.MAN. Now, if they can do that, it would seem to me that

some of those l)igger banks (oild do it. I have seen some of these so-
called voluntary efforts to do something,, and usailv you wind up
with a compulsory regulation. I would think, Mr. Secretary, that
if you told these bankers either they had to l)ut these interest rates
down to 8 or below or else you are going to have to ask the Con-
gress to give you some authority to make them come down or tax it
away from them, that they would give you some cooperation, a lot
more than you are getting so far I should think. That is something
that as you know we are concerned about. We were told by Presi-
dent Johnson when we passed this tax that we are now beitig asked
to extend, that this was going to be an antidote to high interest rates.
So far we just, have not. seen the results, if that is the case.

Secretary KENNDY. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Can we anticipate anything on that?
Secretary KENNEDY. I should think we could now. I think that

consistent policy here will bring them down.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, I am sure that most Members of

the Congress, and I am certain most Members of the Senate from
time-to-time send people to talk to Mr. Cohen or talk to someone
over there in the Department about problems they have, inequities
in the tax laws and things of that sort. A great number of those prob-
ably would not involve much money but do involve inequities. I
would hope that you and Mr. Cohen would run through your files
and pick out these situations where somebody is being treated inequi-
tably under these laws that exist so that we can provide some relief
in these hardship situations. I am sure you know some of them and
others will come to your attention as we move along with this legis-
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lation. I would hope that on the so-called reforms that we can vote
on the downside as well as the upside. Somebody who is being cruci-
fied-let's give him a break; and somebody who is not paying enough-
let's give him a chance to pay more.

Secretary KENNEDY. That is equity, and I am sure we can follow
through on these complaints we have.

The CHAIRMAN. I am sure when the man on the street hears us
talking about tax justice and reform he thanks he is going to have
his taxes cut. He is not thinking about a tax increase. Some people
are going to be very surprised to find tax reform means they have
to pay more taxes.I am sure you recognize that in the public mind
tax reform, tax equity, tax justice, means to the average guy, "I will
get a tax cut; I am paying too much already." That is what most
Americans think; is that not correct?

Secretary KENNEt)Y. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. I see that my time is up. I simply want to pose

one further question. In the time we have available to us would you
study what proposals might be available to you with regard to pro-
viding some tax relief to the persons who are actually paying that
77 percent tax rate. I have in mind the fellow who has practically
no deductions. He finds himself in a situation where, after working
for many years, suddenly his ship comes home and he has had no
advance tax planning and no tax counsel. As a result, the Government
actually taxes him at the 77-percent rate---70 percent plus the surtax.
It seems to me that while we are talking about making everybody
pay 10 percent extra, we ought to see if we cannot find some way to
provide some tax equity for this fellow. Insofar as we am raising
money from those who are favored taxpayers why not provide some
sort of fairness and justice, by giving some of that back to the dis-
favored taxpayers, the ones who are actually suffering from tax
injustice, paying so much rather than paying very little.

If you can help work out something along that line that will provide
a simpler, more equitable tax system for those who are being pun-
ished by these high rates, maybe we could do that along with putting
some more taxes on those who are paying very little. Have you been
studying some of those suggestions down there?

Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir, yes, we have.
The CHAIRMAN. You might be able to offer some suggestion as

we go along, because this bill is going to receive a number of major
amendments. While these minor ones do not involve a great deal of
money, they involve lots of people who are being taxed far more
than their neighbors, they should have their cases considered too.

Senator Williams was not able to be here to take his turn. It was at
his suggestion that we start at the far end of the table, and he will
be here at 2:30 when we come back. He is on the floor right now
participating in debate over there, and if it is at your convenience I
would suggest that we now recess until 2:30 this afternoon.

AFrERNOON SESSION

The CHAIRMAN. During the morning session Senator Williams sug-
gested that the junior members should have an equal chance to in-
terrogate the witnesses. He had to be on the floor. His turn came
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to address the Secretary of the Treasury, and therefore he will be
called upon first.

Senator Williams?
Senator WALII As. Mr. Secretary, I have very few questions here.

The suggestion has been made that'this tax bill nay be in slight difli-
uilty in getting it enacted. I noticed in some of the, early colloquy
the suggestion was made that the surcharge as enacted last year
had been somewhat of a failure in combating inflation. [ was just
wondering if would care to comment as to why perhaps the tax bill
enacted last year maybe had not accomplished just what we thoughtit, would.

Secretary KENNEI)Y. I would be glad to comment on that, Senator.
''herm is In) question but what the e conony continued to have inflation,
and that it did not bring about the anticipated reaction, although as
we look at it now we don't know what would have happened if the
tax bill hadn't. been passed. It would have been much worse than it
is, so I gl(.s it. is not a clear case. It was not completely effective.

[ think one of the factors is the leads and the lags; the delays in
action. It has only really beIen since the first, of the year that fiscal
policy and monetary policy have been going hand in hand. First,
there was delay in en acting the surtax. Then when it was finally i)a'led,
its effect was offset, by a loosen ing of monetary policy.

Senator WILI~AMS. That was my opinion. There were reasons for
it. It. wva not exactly a failure. As you will remember, it was around
the first of July before we got the bill on tile President's desk. That wits
6 months later, and any segment of the money taken out of the eoon-
onmy through this tax bill did not be,.,in until the month of ,July.
Also is it not true that the Federal Reserve loosened monetary re-
strtits, and the the money supply was increased substantially higher
than it had I)een even in the mmths preceding or in this, year ?

Secretary KENNEDY. That is right. They eased their policy to partly
'omlpensate for the surtax, feeling that'there might be overkill, as
it was called. in the economy.

Senator WILLIAMS. They almost offset completely the effects the tax
lll would have of siphoning the money out of time economy.

Secretary KENNEIY. In some part, yes.
Sector WmiiMS. And there was a third part of this package, the

so-called expenditure control, and the Congress, after approving it,
diluted that somewhat with the cooperation and support of the i(l-
ministration, but do you not think that the fact, that the failure to
hold tighter control over exl)enditures, as we had started out, likewise
was a contributing factor?

Secretary KENNEDY. I think the expenditure side was a contril)utimnr
factor. Expenditures do have an inflationary impact. We have been
)ushing to reduce expenditures since the first of the year.

Senator WILLIAMS. That gets to the point that we ;vould have this
year a packagee now before us in this tax bill. I am personally just
a little bit concerned that maybe we are I)lacinty too much emphasis
on just monetary policies -tat is, the tax bill and higher interest
rates-andi a little less emphasis on expenditure controls. Would you
care to comment, on that?

Secretary KNNEDY. I think Mr. Mayo has covered the bu(hfet. side,
but 1 do feel that they have made rather substantial cuts in the fiscal
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1970 figures, and that again there is a leadtime and a lagtime, and many
of those expenditures are already altijost. con initnI ents. They are at
least authorized by the Congress, and it is a difficult thing to do, but
I think it, needs to be doni even further. I think they have got to make
further budget cuts.

Senator WILLIAMS. I think Director Mayo would agree that the ex-
penditure control provisions of the bill, as it. passed oi her the House or
tile Senate, are rat her flexible as far as having any effec t , is that not
true?

Mr. MAYO. "Flexi)le" may I)e too hal)l)y a word. The I lose version is
shall we say aitibiguous. On the Senate version as it passed, it would
require a sl;ecific cut, if I reimemi)er (orre(.tly, of at least, $1,900 million
to titeet the requireiieit"s of that version. If the house velsion were to
pass, we would also have to make some cuts, because of the ambiguity
in it.

It. is ill (otiference 0now, is we both know, and I am not so sure of
what, is coming out. of conference . It, could be slightly different from
it hier of those, but I am not just sure.
Senator W ,im s. They can't. be too far different, because as I

understand it neither IHouse put much in confelrene, and you can't
bring out of conifere'ice what you don't put in.

Mr. MAL1o. I would say that, either version would require a further
Ibudget cut.

Senator WitJA ts. Is it not true that under either version congres-
sional actio or inaction automatically raises the .ceiling as it is pro-
jec'ted, and that it, is theoretically possible to en( Ul) with expenditures
sllbstahltijally higher than the figure ill either of the bills without ever
goiig back -ld referring to the change ill the ceiling?

Mr. M.'Ayo. As I understand it on the House, version, as it passed the
House, the ceiling would rise if Congress added things that the Presi-
(lent (lid not ask for, or if there were congressional inaction say on the
postal rate increase.

The Senate version, however, the eeiling would not, budge, for con-
trollable items. You would have an exemption, however, for any in-
crease in uncontrollables like social security, interest on the debt, and
so forth, 1970 over 1969, but neither of theni givs its an out, in terms
of, in effect, giving blanket endorsement by the Congress of the 192.9.
Both of them would require some cut.

Senator WILLIAMS. I hope you are rigit. I agree with you about the
Iwo uncontrollable items that,'you mentioned, trust; fund )aylments and
tle interest oil the dealt. It, is that "so fortl" that bothers me..

Mr. M.yo. I will detine the "and so forth" if you like.
Senator Wti,ti.x. ts. I know, I have seen the det4iition over there

in the Congress. It covers the waterfront. The Commodity Credit
Corporation, much of which is paid under Agriculture, as you know,
they are (mitrollal)le items, and in your own statement this 1oioriing,
you called attention to the fact thai yesterday the Congress, in pass-
ing this bill, had added about, $600 million to the bill. That is not. very
good control.

But, using that as an example, and assuming that the conferees
accept the Senate version and the President signs it, that $600 million
automatically raises the ceiling by that much, and your expenditure
level by that. much, does it not?*
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Mr. MAYO. Yes. In the case of the Senate version, the increase in
CCC-now there are other )rarts of Agriculture that are involved, but
just in the case of the CC(--that would be exem-pt from the calcula-
tion of the ceiling.

Senator WiiJzats. That, is correct, and so it is theoretically posible
that while we have a figure of $191 billion I think you could end up
with $195 or $196 billion in expenditures even under that ceiling.

Mr. MAYo. Theoretically. I hope our estimates aren't that far off.
Senator WILLAMS. I hope not, ton. but I have seen Congress and

the administration act too many "oim..u.. 'onietimes it, is one, some-
tinies it is the other. That is what distuirbs some of us a little bit.

Mr. Secretary, to go I)ack, don't, you agree that. while it is import:)-,
that we enact this tax measure--and I concur in that point, as you
know, I have recommended this a long time ago-don't you think that.
it. is equally important that we place just as much enl)hasis on the
need to control expenditures and make sure that the revenue derived
as a result, of this tax (toes not just flow out as additional spending?

Secretary KENNEDv. I agree 100 percent.
Senator WLaIAMs. I noticed, I think you recommended it, too, that

we repealed the limitation over the number of Federal employees.
'What is the plan of the administration? Do you think that, we are
going to add to the number of employees subst-antially now, or how
do you think that is going to work?

Mr. MAYO. No, we (10 not plan to add to the niml)er of employees,
Senator Williams. In our April 15 budget, review, we proposed that
instead of a ceiling, hiring only 3 out of 4 as required b)y the Expendi-
tures Control Act,, we be permitted to exercise g1oe(1 management
techniqtes in the Federal Establishment, and to re(Tuce the number of
Federal employees from the projections that President Johnson had
in his budget. in January. Those )rojections showed Federal employ-
ment, full-time permanent employment, of 2,693,500, I believe it was
for June 30, 1970.

We are using a figure of 2,643,000, which would be below by more
than 5,000 the level that President Johnson had estimated for June 30.
1969, so our plan is to reduce Federal employment, not, to increase it..

Senator WILIArMS. You say that would ie 5,00) below President
Johnson's projections?

Mr. MAYo. Yes.
Senator WILLTAMU.S. For June of 1969. How will that compare, with

the actual employment on June 1, 1969?
Mr. MAYO. The actual employment on June 30, 1969, is going to

turn out slightly below what President Johnson projected for June 30,
1969.

Senator WILLIAMS. I-low much?
Mr. MAYO. I am not sure that the figures are all in yet.
Senator WILLIAMS. Approximately?
Mr. MAYo. It would be, Sam, would you say 20,000 or do we know

yet? Probably between 10,000 and 20,000 below.
Senator WMLLIAMS. That was my understanding, it. vould be close

to 20,000. You are going to hold it'to 5,000 below tile projection. Does
that mean you are going to increase by 15,000 Federal employment?

Mr. MAYo. No.
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Senator WILLTAms. Are vol going to hold it, allow the figure? That
is wlat I am trying to establish.

Mf r. MAYo. That is exactly what we are trying to (10.
Senator WILLIAMS. I have seen too many of these projections. We

project that figure il) in the sky, and then we mut halfway down and
boast that we ilave saved a lot. I want, to know fr()m the ac('tual figures
what are You contemplating in employment as based on the actra
ei)loymeilt as of Jine 30, 1969?

Mr. MAYO. My intention, Selator Willia iii, is still to 'ut em)loy-
metnt bv 5,000.

SeMator WILLAtS. BleWlow June 30, 196(9?
Mr. MAYO. Yes.
Senator W tnirs. And do von think yon c'an (1 that :ml ll,)t mlake

this Government very inefficielnt?
Mr. MAYo. I think so.
Senator WmimiM\s. Anl(1 e'-n though that ,fiine 30, 1969, figure may

Ie 15,000 to 20,000 below President ,lohnson's, (1o you think you ('a~l
cutt it another 5,000?
Mr. MAylo. I think I can. That is , step which hasn't 1)een taken vet

sincet again ,himie 34) jst happened, buit 1 aim ('nlhlent that we will, do
just what we are talking about.

Senator WILLtAMS. How do you feel about that, Mr. Seeretarv?
Secret-arV KENNEDY. I think tlat it. can be olone a1d should ie dlone.
Senator'lWTLIA ms. Then you would hav'e no olljetions to a little

amendment in this bill that would nail that, down slid?
Mr. MdLwo. Well, Senator Williams-
Senator LLVTuAIS. I am just trying to cooperate.
Mr. MAYO. I know you are very cooperative. We prefer the admin-

istrative flexibility of doing it o 1rsel f, doing it ourselves, so to speak.
Senator WILLAMS. I am going to let, you (10 it, but, I am just, going

to hel ) you.
MIr. M,%Ao. We al)l)reciate von r help. I ami n(ot sure that. it, is really

tile best. wav to approach the i)roblem to pit, in the form of legislation.
Senator WILL MSs. I will be very frank with you. The reason I raise

that point is not to be facetious at all. I agree very much with your
statement, Mr. Sec'retar.'y, that action on this bill i i mportant,-arly
action is iml)ortant. I think the uncertainty in tie private sectors as to
what we will or will not do creates a, p1)r(;lemi with industry nd in
disturbance to m1r economy iore so tham the Io't, itself.

I t'hinc it is this uncertainty, and I think it is very important that
we' act al elimimlat e this uncertaillty. !lit. in selling this to tile Coil-
gress, ald in selling this to the Anemiean people, T think that. it is
equally as illi)ortiull It we have ill its a part. of this package some
assurance that we could go beforee not only tile Comlgress ut, the
American people, al assure them tlat these things are going to be
(olle.

I am not questioning your word. I am ,just. questioning the fact-, that
we are a democratic form of government. Our constituents do have
something to say, and they expect us to listen, but, there is a lot of
disturbance in tAis country over the fact that they are fearful that we
!Ire placing more emplhasis on raising money than we ar in controlling
expenditures.

31-701--09-9-
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I t hinkc t hat. per) tps moe of t ile prollitsl t hat wve are von front iig
rigt"It tow- i d mayINbe it hats put us, ill tihe dileutnut, wichl we are, fite-
itt') rizillt iow- -is tule NOe thalt We ivett't, rep(.o')'Iti~t these, points andti

Isay t laIM. Its ott lle ( lN, I I )hled steerl u1 bi I I fli'ough t Ihe Senate laItst-Vditr.
I kitlw whalt plemsli'tt WO had1 t itt't, andu I kitow tht we 1111(1 to Coluple
this I ogttlei ill soitiditu l it f ckg lk11' We ould~ gejt thell -
port of th It-ople~j~t buck Itoliv. A fter ge(,tt Ing tihe suIpjort1. oif til to p~l&'
bacek Itoitte we got it inl the t 'ottgress. 1 1t in just, saintg t his voitstruli-
ivehv. C(N~ yolu vonte up1 with tSo111e kind of at proposal, both1 oil tihis

ettlploytteltt atnd lit. the situtle timue, I titi uik t hat, we iteed at1101 utlli riI
4'oltr io vi' expeid itilres., solitethIing titt will not just 1we flex bible ul t.
I he whim of i'verv Memitber of Conlgress. Whaut do yout think of' that '

Seeet twKENN 11~.I th l k. Senlitor, thatI it. Is very iiitlortiant
thtt we gekt 01Wl ()%%it toulse ill order, lit(d redueve and hold t ile expendi-
tii'e, lute. 1 tiik it, is allso important. tlt. we show thet wily onI etm-
ployee cott r-ol. I jtist. qtiest jolt whet herl legislattioit is iieedt'd or how it
I", to b lt 02. 1 dlo feel tlt (tiity V. oil the pairt, of ever'otte, that, this
is lteintg (bit antd 'will bet dlo is v'i'y imttportaint.

S'eiuittor. Win TAImms. I d4lt I questAiol I he sineverit v of itlie udatinistr-1-1
t ion, its to doing thtis, httt. I just. point. out. the. fllutt. tlhit we are. passing
it bll , ittid I 1iii votivinied tilt, it w4)ttld he ititielt vitsier 'to Put titis
pitiigt t~it~rg tihe ('omjtgrevs. if you htatd otte ithat, tUlm A ttrivaii peo.)
1~t teud ('011141 n tolrsinol iit kit01w t111t. titis Niv itl eli ll ello't,,to control
Oxiteitditi ares, lit(] that. we, are not jit. piling up1 thie money to expand

laiitg been ilt the Solitte a13d inl thte Cong'ro-ss--itnd wve will Iteept
our1 responsibility~ too--i't is mutch'l easier' to spenld thte, itoitew 'thl it. is
to control the, sjdin(fg, als youl know froim suggestions. WVlen yolt
sp)Oltc here of siurplus next. yeiur of $6.3 bill ion, yott understand my po-
sit tonl about. this sirlpis.

Mr. 1M.%yo. Yes.
sveitlvtor Wn., mis. And whalt. it. faret' it. is if t hey wvaitt l4) tI54 thatit.

withI tite, trut funds. Bitt really,' that figurem alone 11nulces it har11der
t o get thlis tax hill through the Congcress. 1 get, letters a. lot offinos, atnd
1 knlow other Meuithoers do, thalt if youlilhave got at $6.3 million surlplius,
why11 (bilt voui let thlis titx bill lpse, repeal the,' Investmnent. vrediit, i111d

mr iwvo. We~ wottuld tai. dltoit.
Sotitltor Wit,1u.\MS. Yes, Wtt NVOUld N1 if tlite cutl. t his $ 192 billion

its ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l te ar ttitit ile 1 louse, atti ialt. is it rue, 11.11( prove-
hut" Ott tht prettuise4, yolt would have i. balanced budget.

Str AkO. 'You w~ou1ld still itive, a deficit.
Settittor. wiVuttaAms. I Ilitvo with you, 1-ott Would lhite('it deficit. undt~er

y'o ll figures.
Mr. NAYwo. Yes.
Setnitotr Wll.mmx~s. But I fin talking about the0 argiuittn't"; Chaitt yolu

(.itit 4vot. zidvivned onl this.
Mr. MALyo. T I inlicit. is implrtu'tatt that ini reptlying to stilh let-ters an Id

inquiries', andi we ha-ve hald t.l10etn, too, thalt. it. is almo11st btegginig the
(ltiC"tioul, bevait se Wit hott le sur'ta x and( Wi ott.O thivest titent. cr41 i-t.
repeal, we would hla.v'e a. deficit ally Conceivable Waty.
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SteltiiIo" i dAMS I zigivot wit 11 voil. 'The rt'lstoi 1 rai1svd ti is.- qlues-
I ii I, I wit i14. vt II to gel. oil, IIN side It'i use0 volt hav~e b eeni talking abont-
sit)l lies t III is iii( Will lg, a lit I It It ink it, is jist, al tigoienit oftI It(- i malgi ia-
ionl. Isn't. it, tio fltt. yolt are operating tRe (itnernntIent today antI
a1: vt' been for I lhe last. 7,nut nut hS ait a tei it, S aiulii ig . abot it I ia i i
liton dollarsmnorefthan you luavoitakeii inl?
Mv. MI.%)io. III tern s of the Feteral f InIds ?

St'v. t krvV .1 Ye s. l~' tiuIfiiii,~s

Seila't or Wilid .is. Anti ol 't111tro trinilg to uise thrust. fulnds siteh ism
Sot'u tei ii'(~llit-' iand ratilr'oatd r.t6 rt'iien loll (5 .1 lst. use that. ats one (%x-
1111l )t. Tht'Itese ilcvshill I h rail roa I rtttin rentt fundit, to m e)tIi~txtenlit tI jlt,

iv. M.vo It ill tl'let itlts ilpi h ]at waly.

TI i M-o. Of vourse it, doesn't (listuri) the real nnting of that

St'iator WilmrvsAs. I- agree. It, just helps) fool ti people. Now bet-
ing m'ealli't iv, is there at single dittict of pubilit' money belonging to tiuc
Fet'evi Irtusiy-t ax iiittiit'- -inl th fli rst, fuind of the( rail roiid y-
iretilent. funld ?

MimA~o. Ill railroad rot-ireuient I dlont't, believe tAt. thbere is.
Setim-to' lWiLiamus. Not. it dtlit, and1( vet voul Count. it for. acvoitt ing

pll-posi t)s thligh it be~lnged tol the Ft'deral (ioveli'nnuent, ill order to
rt'tiwe tho (h'twit, is i'ot'pdt~ to 'thit AmtiWicUI peop~le.
NOW, Mrf. Secretary, ivt a i ker, wtouldt ytou tlai iiionety to liiiy

(1,pond wition inl Ailiuelt'li t hat. ('olilitet ill its filituicial staitenulent., tlie
at0,11ut1 i ii t ill its po)t'iot i Irut fiid atI s ti oligh it, belongred to, that
t'tpoIijtlatitti for piurposes, of, testalishing antd ret'jtiig tow yolt it
Iil 111 ui i-I litte] iit. ?

"'t, ret il w l -i No. lit miiu ng aI t'td it a nai ysis ftr lentlig
piir-posts, yoii tifa it lo)ok at-----

Svena1ttur WI iI .xm ~s. You tiisrlegrl tht
St'ert' t U V lI-1N N EIt. Ytli look)I lit, the ha li iee sheet the" expjeitdi-

tirles, tlm 1liquiid assets, thle ltItI m-tormu assets.1 itl so t)il. You take at look
A.t Ihet vrvesiV', ttoo. I dlt t~i -l k, Stnuitor, thiut, thIiis is th lie tst 0f Icii-
parisons. I think youl have It vtevy good j toiiit, oilt ht generald ledger
sit I we would 1w0 hi a deficit vl t'V( ifl ithlbis pavIitago.
Senator WIVILIAM-S. '11'lte reu0tson t. I nuitt tion t huk---
Stve't t a, *v NN I.1 t hiink thlitt t hat, should ho explained.

Senator Wi ,LTa Mus. Yes, I t hink it, Shoutltd he explain. Ill fact , ill
tail1 ct01iliitt'4' we allways huatd l)loi't' us, wvit'iu we 11' ('tl.idilit it
tuix muictusurv, the1 lie'iitllatfionl in thellso various trulst- funds, so thalt we,
toudtaeilt '(lulimt. to thle alitutit that was being take oult of thle etoul-
Ouny as1 It Whotle. Youn have to.

St't'retmtu'V KE~NN EDY. '[hunlt. is r-ight : I't0iui an1 e'(olioiie standpoint.
vout hatve, to takce a- look.

St'iuator. WirJa1.MS. Now, ill these proposed figures that. yon pi-
Stliftet to 115 t his mnoriiig, you 11l'v 11 ssuln lng, t I5 1 uiuidt'isiluui it., th14
thet ag rte wo l be i-nesedals of July 1.

AMfr. At .%Yo. Y e, it is lawto for thait.
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Senator WIuAXrs. It is kind of late, so there is $519 million off of
that, isn't there, if we don't do it?

Mr. MAYo. If you don't (to it at all.
Senator WIrLtAs. Yes, that is right.
Mr. MAYO. That is correct. Actually I think it is $600 million.
Senator WILLTAMS. Yes, but that automatically would raise your

debt ceiling that much higher by inaction under this House proposal.
Mr. M, yo. Yes, under the louse version. I don't believe it would

under the Senate version.
Senator WITLAMS. It would in the Senate, too, l)ecause just before

they finished in the Senate they also adopted the language of the House
bill, which puts it in both bills. That is the reason I shy I think you
would come out with, I guess "flexibility" is the word. Now you also
have $410 million counted there for users' taxes, do you not?

Mr. MAYO. Yes.
Senator WJLL,\TAMS. And with no action to enact those, you automati-

cally raise the ceiling another $400 million, don't you?
Mr. MAYo. Yes, that is correct. Wait a minute, user charges are

receipts, so they are not offsets to expenditures.
Senator W ,TJTAtS. Except that part of them, as I understood it, that

you were planning to set up in a trust fund under the transportation
system.

Mr. MAYO. They would be earmarked taxes, that is correct, but just
as highway is, anl gasoline tax receipts count as budget receipts.

Senator'WLlIAMS. Therefore it would move over in that category.
Mr. M,xYo. No, no more than gas tax would for the highway fund,

Senator Williams.
Senator WHVirI.MS. On social security tax increases, what (1o you

plan in this budget on that?
Mr. MAYO. We have an increase implicit, in the $6.3 billion surplus

of six-tenths of $1 billion in outlays in the fiscal year 1970 for a 7-
percent increase in social security benefits effective February 1, 19170.

Senator WILLAMts. I understand. And if they are extended at the
10 percent on the basis of the recommendations in the Johnson budget
that would add another $1 billion, wouldn't it?

Mr. MNAYO. Yes, it, would. They had an earlier effective date, too.
Senator WILLTAitS. An earlier effective date, too. That would auto-

matically raise this ceiling another $1 billion.
Mr. MAfyo. If the Congress so chose, yes.
Senator WL,.%rs. If it did. Now', the budget also took into con-

sideration raising social security taxes, (lid it not?
Mr. MAYO. The Johnson budget did. We erased that tax increase.

There is no tax increase for social security in this $6.3 billion.
Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Secretary, I understand that you are coming

out with a new savings bond.
Secretary KEN-EDY. 'Ihat is right, Senator.
Senator "WILLtA rS. As you know, I think that that is equally im-

portant and should be, a part of the overall plan, as you stated this
morninma. I don't think that we can look at any one item as being ef-
fective by itself.

Secretary K-,NNEDy. We should have that out this week.
Senator WILLIAMS. I don't think that we can figure that we can con-
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trol this inflation by taxes alone, or that, we call do it, by reducing ex-
penlitures alone. I think it is going to take a combination of all.
Raising the interest. under the savings bond prograin is ,a matter that,
should be enacted in fairness and ill the spirit of equity for these small
investors, anid also as an instrument of drawing money out of this
spending stream. At this time that is very important. What are your
plans oi that.? Would you give us those now?

Secretary KENNEDY. We hope this week to present to the Congress
combined recommendations to increase the savings bond rate and to
eliminate the 41/ 1-percent statutory ceiling.

Senator 1VILL,1rAS. Could you tell us what rate you are planning on

Secretary KENNEDY. W1e are proposing a 5-percent rate.
Senator W IraMs. A 5-percent rate. That is on the outstanding

1)o1d and all ?
Seretar~ ~KENNEDY. That is right. Tt, will be on new sales, but it,

will also 1)( elct.ive on tile outstan(linl )nds.
Senator 'WII.IAMS. The suggestion is nm(le, and I hlave discussed

this with y'ou before, about the desirability of a new type of bond
that 111l)e coul be put out oil a tiil)orary' basis-while'we need it-
that would pay a, higher rate of interest, in(l siphon more of this
iiionie\ out of tlhe spending stream.

I siuggeste(l going! to 6 percent, ai.d that it, b, limited to $2,-100 a
yea., or $3,000. It. could be limited oil a quarterly basis to make sure
fluit this is available only to the small investor' type. What do you
think of that proposal?

Secretary KENNEDY. We have taken a look alt hat, al ill tllis pro-
posal we are not recommending that. We are recommending just the
lid a d 1 bod extension of 5 percent.

There are some problems with it, and one is (lisintermeldiation from
other savings institutions, and the impact it might, have. There. is tie
question, too, of the limitations you put Oil it, and( how you would ef-
feetuate them and what effect this bond would have on the other sales,
whether they would cancel out. We are not prepared at this time to
nake that. recommendation.

Senator WILLI4A3S. What is the Government paying on the average
todily for a 7-months maturity bond?

Secretary KENNEI)Y. It is over 7 percent, right now 71/ percent or
approximately that.

Senator "WiTtArs. o) you think it is fair to pay 7 or 71/4 percent
to the investor that has $100,000 on a Government bond, or he can buy
a Government-gufaranteed bond that is paying around 8 percent?

Secretary KENNEDY. One is a money market instrument that flue-
tuates in value. The other has a fixed value that is almost like. cash
in a bank.

No saving institution that I know of has a rate in that area. That
would be a completely larger rate and unless you had very severe
controls, would channel money out of savings and loan association
banks, savings banks, insurance companies, and other areas of savings.

Senator WILLIAMS. We could put some controls on it. I just won-
dered if it is quite fair to expect, because it is true the savings bonds
are guaranteed as to principal, whereas the other investors are not
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guaranteed on the principal. But the investor in the thousand dollarbond does get his interest, if he keeps it 6 months or a year lie gets that
7-1)ercent interest, whereas the small investor has to keep a savin,,s
bond the full 7 years in order to get his full rate of interest. If 1 e
cashes it in the first year or two, he gets little or no interest, so there
are penalties both ways.

Secretary KENNEDY. That is right. There is a cut back for early
redemption. You are right, Senator.

The CHAIRIMAN. I think Senator Williams will want to ask a few
more questions, but meanwhile I think it would be good that the other
committee ienibexs have a further chance to explore their thoughts.

Senator Byrd?
Sector BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Mayo, this morning as I understand it you said that the Federal

spending, that is apart, selarate from the trust f nds, that the Federal
spendlini will e $153.7 billion for fiscal 1970.

Mr. .Ayo. That is correct.
Senator Bym). And then the trust fund spending will be $ f7.1

billion.
Mr. MAYo. Yes.
Semiator By'mm. Now if you add those two together, it gives you a

little over $200 billion as the total spending for fiscal 1970.
Mr. MAYo. Yes: but tait includes $8 billion of intergovernmental

tl'aiusaci ions bet Wti tihe general finds and tle trust find.
Senator BYRD. What is the role of the intragovernmental expen-

diture ?
Mr. MAYo. Pardon?
Senator Brm). What is the role of the intragovernmental expen-

ditmre?
Mr. MAYo. These are primrily transfers of interest on the trust

fund investments. That is one of the principal ones. There are a
miniber of others.

Senator Bymi). What I am getting at is if you plan to spend, if the
Government plans to spend $153.7billion for the general operations
of the Government, and then it. plans to spend $47.1 billion in the trust
funds, then you get a total of $200 billion.

Mr. MiAYO. Yes; but you are counting $8 billion of it twice, Semtor,
because it would be ini there as spending of the Federal funds :lmd
again of the trust funds. The same thing is true on the receipt, side.You have $149.4 billion of Federal funds receipts. you have $57.7
billion of trust fund receipts, which totals $207.1 billion. There is $S
billion difference there, too. The intergovermnentals balance out.

Semnator Brnm). We are not sending then $15:3.7 billion )lus $47.1
billion.

Mr. M,.-Yo. That is correct; we are not. We are spending $192..9 bil-
lion, which is those two figures less $8 billion that is doul)e colte(1.

Senator Bym). But in response to ie this morning, and in your re-
Sponse to me this afternoon for that matter, you say that the general
fivd spending -will be $153.7 billion.

Mr. M[AYO. Yes.
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Senator ]Yium. And then you say the trust fund spending will be
$47.1 billion.

Mr. MAYO. That is right, just standing on their own feet, so to
speak, but the two together would be $8 bi lion less than that, because
you cant' add them. They are not additive.

Senator BYm). That is one reason I am not inclined toward Senator
Long's method.

The CiAiicIAm. Let's call it Dave Kennedy's method.
Mr. MAYO. There is transfer from the general to the trust funds.

That is one of the reasons we thought it would be important to put
them together, because of the very confusion that is concerning you at
the moment.

Senator BYm). What I want to know, and I don't say I can find it
out, what I want to know is how much is the Government to spend for
general fund purpo'lses?

Mr. M:.yo. Literally for general fund l)url)oes?
Senator fBmR. For general fund lrposes.
Mr. MAYO. Including transfers to the trust fund, $153.7 billion.
Senator BYm). All right, it is going to spend $153.7 million .
Mr. MAYo. Now if you want Inc to I c.al just deduct. the $8 billion

from the $t7.1 billion, and say that the trust funds are going to spend
$39.1 billion, since almost all of the intragovermnental transfers are
from Federal funds to trust funds.

Senator BYR). ls that what they will spend?
Mr. MkYo. That is what they will spend if you take out the Federal

funds share, yes, sir.
Sector BI-ym. Then we have estal ished, ha e we
Mr. M.kyo. Sam Cohn here has an illustration that I think may

clarify this a bit.
Mr." CoiN.-. Senator Byrd, to cite an example-in the social

seetrity and medicare field, the Congress has enacted the Prouty
amendment, to social security, and in medicare we match the premiums
paid by the aged for doctors' fees and similar insurfince.

Now these expenditures tire Federal funds expenditures, because
they are not fina.need from trust fund revenues, so for the Prouty
amendment, which gave people 72 or over social security benefits, evel
though they had not paid into the trust fund, the Federal Treasury
has to bear that cost.

The way we do it. is: the Federal Treasury pays into the trust fund,
and that becomes a Federal fid expenditure. Then, the trust fund
pays the same money out to those 72 or over-or the doctor bills under
mnlieare. Thus. the trust fund makes the expen(litulre and the Federal
fund makes the expenditu'e. When you include the, X)enditure in
each separately, a correct total for eacf is pro(luced. But when you add
them together, the total include the same money twice; first, tile Fed-
eral funds pay the trust funds, and then the trust funds pay the doctors
or to the agedi. So we just cmunt this item once, when we" pt the two
funds together in a unified 1)udget.

Senator Tim-. Let me ask you this then. So far as the general fund
expenditures are concerned, tie 153.7 is the correct, figure. Now so far
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as the trust funds are concerned, then the figure is not 47.1 but 39
something, is that it?

Mr. COHN. Yes, if you don't count the money that you have already
included in the Federal funds as an expenditure.

Senator BYnD. But the money that you are speaking of as a practical
matter is money that comes from the general fund into the trust fund,
not vice versa?

Mr. CoiiN. That is right.
Senator BYRD. So on the expenditure side, for the general fund, the

153.7 is the figure I would want to use.
Mr. COHN. Yes.
Senator BYRD. And if you are going to add it together to get the

total outlay, then you would reduce your trust funds by roughly $8
billion.

Thank you very much. I think I understand it, at least I think I
understand it.

I noticed there has been a change in the receipts from the trust fund.
You are estimating $57.7 billion as receipts in fiscal 1970 from the
trust f-und.

Mr. MAYo. Yes.
Senator BYRD. In the original budget that was submitted, the figure

was substantially less than that, was it not?
Mr. MNYo. The original budget in January, Senator Byrd, had

$58.7 billion. There was a decline in the estimate of $1 billion which
refers to the item that Senator Williams just referred to, namely a
reduction in the Johnson suggestion that we pull up more social
security taxes.

Senator BYRD. Let me get clear several other figures. I am taking
these from memory so I would appreciate it if you would correct
me if I am in error. As I recollect the interest for fiscal 1968 was
$14.5 billion.

Mr. MAyo. Just a second. I can give you that figure.
The net figure that is in the budget for the fiscal year 1968 is $13.7

billion, which is made up of 14.7 of gross interest outlays less interest
that is collected by the Treasury from the public and from other
governmental accounts. This item called interest is not just interest on
the public debt.

Senator BYRD. Then to get to fiscal 1970, what do you estimate
your interest charges will be for fiscal 1970?

Mr. MAYO. The figure that we have been using is 17.3 comparable
to 14.7.

Senator BYRD. So the interest charges have increased in round
figures by $3 billion in 2 years.

Mr. MfYO. Yes, $2.6 billion.
Senator BYRD. It is more than that; isn't it?
Mr. MAYO. 14.7 to 17.3 is plus 2.6.
Senator BYRD. In other words, the interest charges on the national

debt have increased by $2.6 billion, almost 3 billion in a period of
2 years.
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Mr. [.wYo. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRi). Iow much (o we have, does the Government have,

ill the pipeline as of June 30?
Mr. MAYO. I don't think we have an up to (late figure on June 30.

1 will be glad to give you our latest estimate, however. By pipeline
you mean the amount that has been appropriated.

Senator BYRD. Appropriated.
Mr. MAYo. By the Congress but not yet spent?
Senator BYRD. But not yet spent; yes.
Mr. MAYO. Our estimate for June 30, 1969, is the total unexpended

balances total $226.1 billion, of which $99.6 billion are trust funds
and $126.5 billion Federal funds.

Senator BYRD. What is that last figure?
Mr. 'MAyo. $126.5 billion for Federal funds.
Senator BYRD. ''hank you.
Now I note that froll the period October through February 15

that the Government sold, in round figures, $23.4 billion in short term
londs. That was a period of about 4 months or 3 months. I assume
that is a very unusual amount of short term governments to be issuing
in that short period of time.

Mr. MAYO. This must. include refunding.
Senator BYRD. That is refunding, yes; that includes refunding.
Mr. MAYO. Yes.
Senator BYR). That, includes refunding. But in any case it makes

that much less funds available for the private sector, doesn't it?
Secretary KENNEDY. That is precisely right. and it doesn't even

there tell the full Ftorv, Senator, because we are in the market every
week, rolling over Treasury bill,;. That is just a weekly rollover.

Mrl'. MAYO. I should malk the point though that much'of this money,
to the extent it was maturing debt, it was already in the market.

Senator BYRD. Yes.
Mr. MAYO. The rollover, of course, is not painless. You don't have

full usage, but there is basically a substitution here, not a raising of
money, new money.

Senator BYRD. Do you happen to know, it isn't, necessary, but (10 you
happen to know, how much of that $23 billion is new money and
how much is renewals?

Secretary KENNEDY. We Call give you that figure. I don't know it
offhand.

Senator BYRD. That will be fine. If you could supply it. for the
record.

Secretary KEN-NEDY. Yes. This is from October until when?
Senator 'BYRD. February 15.
Secretary KENEDY. February 15. That is a heavy borrowing period

for new money.
Mr. MAYO. 'his is the seasonally high period of the year. There has

been debt reduction since then.
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(Tie itl lirlttilt ioll re'feu'ed to foilh)ows :)
TREASURY FINANCING, SEPT. 30, 1968-FEB. 15, 1969

[in millions of dollars]

REFUNDINGS

Date of
financing Maturing issues Amount New Issues Amount Net cash

Nov. 15, 1968. 5'! percent note Nov 15, 1968..- $8,984 54i percent note, May 15, 1970.... $7,793 ..........
3', percent bond, Nov. 15, 1968. 1, 158 54 percent note, Nov. 15, 1974... 2,329.2 ks percent bond, Dec. 15, 1968... 1.787 ...... ..................... ......... ........

Total ............... 929 .......................... 10,122 -$1 .807

Feb. 15, 1969. 55 percent note, Fob. 15, 1969... I0, 738 6% percent note, May 15, 1970..." 8,759 ......
4 percent bond, AuR. 15, 1969 .... 3,727 6 4 percent note, Feb. 15, 1976... 3,726 .......

Total. ................ 14,466 ............................ 12.485 -1.981

Total refunding . ... ........... 26,395 ............................. 22,607 -3,788

NEW MONEY FINANCING

Increase in regular weekly bills:
Oct. 3, 1968 ... .... ..................................... $100 +$L100
Oct. 10, 1968 ......................................................... 100 -1-100

Tax anticipation bills:
Oct. 24, 1968 ......... .................... Maturing June 23, 1969 .......... 3,010 -1-3,010
Dec. 2 1968 ............................................ do ..................... 2,001 -1 2,001
Jan. 2b, 1969 . ........ ......... .......... _ o ........................ 1,750 4 1, 750

Total new money ............................................................... 6,971 16,971

Source: Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, Office of Debt Analysis, July 14, 1969.

Svtll~ifo . 41. ,AlltN-I)v %.()tfcl d g'.h! ive, ttll, at shitlen t ill r'ely ) i llti,
(lt'ot i hIlt. lits, Ir l i)ltoI lt t e IV It gt'.lat tti11 . flow do ( )i s ' tl)
itilillittll, help coi101t' infhtioln, o' ,I)o inflation, by t:tkitng" 111O1,"
olt, of th p kets of tfhe indi\i(hldlil i i'z/,'11 .5 th\'y t'hety i s1)p1t1d it, 111;l
ptt i g it into the I111d1 of Govei'nttit, so it, vni 'spend it.?

S e4l'retlt l K EN NEt)Y. '11111. is it $t;. (IJ11sth101. 'lT) tihe e'tenl t ei' spend

Illmv'til 1mo: rttiliet ply\ its, own way\ ill ti ll'. r01(1d,'t) t'lti, Idlevthe
utility, ' of tile ptlblie to 'httve 314)e31e " to spend. Ve will S etil V lt 21t
le st alt111 l .', w'liiei, might n)ot .sat I'sfy ,vol, blit. wte will s8, r(d y1)It 0ee.

Selnltor lihut). I h t' Ie eet asked tillt qritest oll it gootd 111tl111 times.
Se'ret r.-)' K ,N X 1)1%Y. 1t is it g(o.(I )1(e.
(The ill foa tlilt ioll Ireelt'ed to fotloh s :)

.Trrr,y 11, 1911I).
'TWA i1im ll rVl ,]oll.m toM' o (1114' 4]ll4\4thml : "How it) y|4 11I l) (rttt ll4) 1111114i)l , mt

si-rI 3 ~t In lton. by tatkittg illonitly 0111 of lt' 3(ikts rof t 114 indlVidutI lf izits si-t
i lt," 4'11 il't sl'ltd it, li(I i tillttg it ilto the Itlinis of GoVertinent. S o It (,lilt
l'i,3 It?"

'li' t tIsI,'t i Is t tlth it' I I X'OV't'Itlr Itl IX3'111 lt11,r' i.4 n)t g(tling to t'It1t11gt' I)'(li 114'
ii't~lt mun1e-ta1'g. N'- amr frt4'4'rl NVitlt it of4 Ilmw; 111141 g'tl41 ll IiN)1ir'4 0lr41211 l-

gilt(%, the 014merm t tq 14) .41, rll th inghs llkt, dWtlid Sloilth Vht4 N1. il l p iit v -

t'lt Its' It'ellt.s,. aid so forth. Wt\e nri ' Ivying to) l i(t-rythV4, t'5, fMi3sih4, ii('4mi liq li
(It i'l'y i 1ml Iltl tl ii, 1igtlth s. htl wit est Ilttl theIy will tlVI t 'tV , 41l4'ml t f
$102.1) billion it fs .al "uoir 1970. A'hiil1h i4 $2.4 billion belth th' Iire Iiit1 t1h
.i~lt ir:1 itlVtdg'I. If flwte stcillbt, rg'l 1'4 ,X ,llt , . lt'l rft, I t' XI)',lditttl''s will lit'
1-(il d'l 113414 t)Vl'ittt (ll 3 litlt\ vilii still Ill' $11)2.11111 lo1. s4) IotM I 4 l'Itys
mrill IN1,-a' t'4ill 11131d tllithtr will i Ibe '. pl..'sstllt' tOwllt'41 Illf1Ltill.

, ti'. "hio. 'f1111 1s 011 of t e \'1 0 tt w e ,,Ilhkill for tle e.Iell-
si011 or t his s11 rI ax, 8'1111t4)l. Byrd, so that1 WI' hav' it e t4) I ))I'.3w
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Senattor dByll). Buit. volt still spen tile I lioiev. III otlier words, ill-
ste'ad of thie individual spending the IiionleY thle ( 1tiveriiiieit is Spenid[
i I g thetoI liot v.

S'ecpt id Pr 11:) Thi ~J is 'l'lit of at "'lit ooii'1 iw -i ,bt

oneth.' o t h at v1 l oive -Ils hit' aiiot it ext t'iilo tiIle si rt ax is it was elli
acted as at tel eni Ilry taix. Tlhle pul ic, I thlak, gets iiiore anad amore
tW'aiea I ab 0t (oeiinIIIvIt , when Gov~ernmen. makes oneo statl enient,
oat'v Near andith len i-vpailatts 111at sti teiiieiit tile nevxt year. O f coltr~vl
I a11 niot. srpeak jg of the oflicia Is in volvred now%%, I tec'aitse tile%, were
(liflere ut. oic ili s last yeal. I han I fier are t his revar, bil it, is tiev s1111e

6vt'rnmi etit, a nd1 w heti flitp ( vern a 11iai leads thle people to Ibelijeve
I int t Iiev r e liiivi g a, teiilpora ry tax, anad thl (tiisist eiit I t ill'Iis

on thle part. of tilie hub)1 ic. IOtI-1i Pd ('1overnnient. I thlinik it, also va ii-es
iiieliiir i lt iittso i lisiness totiiiiiitv Its well ats fip

ind~ividluall cit izeii, hait thlit is Pl'IMiPs iiiore of' aI PlIiioso1i'IIea ii
I ion thli oiue. t hat. wonl I a iet. flit' uwet Is of It'w (overtiliiet at thle

,111. M AYO. W'e 11i- Re IiitV '01Csiiollis. dleep~ly t.oiistioiis tf thIiis, antd
thatis "iv iotl of ts art'plctlg'lhat we wait t) iake stirt' I lt this

is ai ('lemporr tx i', s 5tNl as we t'U i get lIlIStI fie u'east ins that calltd
it to blt'iat'tet ill ft'e first update.

Seiiat.or Hytit. I thlin k it is verv import ant, it Steiiis to 111' it. is, v'erv
ipotaiut that it bte t'hiiatet li tht'earliest possible o)11)01 tlitty, to

lt't the pelehit know that thle (;o vernI ient. is piiiiig fair. Wit h t lu,
a titl whli wve Say tilie takx is teiiipora rv tIV lit' 'r io to tIn- to ialke
it. a tet'unpora ry Iii lx, rat 1 ier tilin to coait in ile it' i ndt'ti ait t'hy.

of tw peu)w1i I taix re' ortiu tlops not reall 1 r aeal iilli th l niin hs of tie( pub-
lie tax rt'tiittioiu, and I thliiik tile couiiiiiitt e' tIiel' who was qnt'err-
ilitr Vol)t folks, anld youl had at neet tug of the iiiinds, that., tax refor"M
wVOll not. iaauIl tx retletioui, So if' that is ti las' ill ft'e public minit,
tilx reform they will nlot get, ill thit senIS' thety will not t'vet ii tax retuit'-
tiohita.i, h vrgetxat;

Secrt't a ry KuE- NEDIti)Y. at is, ill totali. liiit' m istes t here wouid hI h
a1 reitlit ioui, iil other ca5's t ere wtouldl be itV'eases.

Seiuatol OP uiZ). Yes, hult as it, general looking ait it fromiiilit', point of
view of tilie livt'rage cit izen.

Se(t'tthV KEN NFDhY. It is1 iitit I dI uttionl.
Senator '1ia.A ad tilie geat'-ra pii ih, it will niot biriing about a I tax

1''ilhhttion.
St'creta il hE xmr No, it, is nt a tax 'etluut ionl progi i. Thalut is

miot ca~lled( for 11ow.
SeniatorP Bran. Thait is Iitt tflitp piilpho5eo 4fit.
SecrttlrvhENNEI We ea('lit afflord talx Ivhitionl.
St'iiitor Byizo. 'F'lint is not. thle iiiupose of it.
St'(ret air KI, v mv That is right.
seuiator itvim. ritm puii'ptso of it is It)
St't'uetl PV KENNxilYm. Mulilk it t'tpiiitallt.
8t'uuinto i 141 n) (t'ont tifil i 11g). Is t o o rrt'c t t lit i a.' u it ns tha Ii li iilt

exist, ill (lit law. fin eoprIetti g t liosn' il hu t't ties, roil woli I i'rea set' Ili
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taxes on some and decrease the taxes on others. As a practical matter,
it is unlikely that the Government will get much net revenue.

Secretar'KrENNEDY. That is right.
Senator BYRD. Much additional revenue.
Secretary KE NNEDY. That is precisely right.
Senator Il'iu. Thank you, sir.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CIrAIAMtAN. Senator Miller?
Senator MILTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Mayo, this morning in answer to Senator Curtis' question I be-

lieve you said that the trust funds are inviolable.
Mr. MAYO. Yes, sir.
Senator MITIER. What. do you mean by that?
Mr. MAYO. I mean simply that the receipts and expenditures of the

trust fund and the investment provisions of the trust fund are not. in
any way affected, Senator Miller, by the decision to present a unified
budget.

I mean therefore that the excess of receipts and expenditures in any
given trust fund are properly invested according to law in U.S. Gov-
ernment securities, and nothing in the unified budget presentation
affects that.

Senator MILLEIR. Properly invested in U.S. Government securities,
but how are they going to be'paid ?

Mr. MAyo. They will be paid in the same way that all Government
securities are paid when they come due.

Senator MLLE:R. And that will be out of the general fund of the
Treasury, into which tax money is paid, is that correct?

Mr. MAYO. That is correct. They may be refunded from time to
time just as other Government securities are refunded.

Senator MILLER. So that if the taxpayers want, to know how much
they are going to have to pay to finance the budget, they have to take
into account not only the amount of money that the Fe'deral Govern-
ment is going to have to borrow from the general public for the
publicly held debt, but also the amount of money that is obtained from
the trust, funds in the purchase of those securities as well ; is that not
so?

Mr. MAhYo. That is part of the equation. That is why we look at all
the receipts and expenditures of the trust fund, and you add them in
for uni fled budget purposes.

Senator MnLLRi. The thing that troubles me about the unified budget
is while T recognize there is some simplicity to it, it seems to me that
the stockholders of the country, the taxpayers, are not given a clear
picture of how much they are going to have to fork over in taxes to
finance that budget. and the only way they can get that is to break it out
into the old administrative budget'.

Mr. MAYO. Well, our point in brintring the two together again is to
talk on the receipt side, Senator Miller, in terms of not only personal
income taxes, corporate income taxes, and excise taxes, but also em-
ployment taxes, for instance, and gas taxes for the highway fund.
Those are all in the tax category. They have different effects, we know
that.

The same on the outlay side. We have benefit for the aaed in many
of our programs that are financed out of Federal funds. We have the
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0]d age u(l smr6vors inls I'llice i ru.st flund. We have highways colil-
struceted oit of Federal funds. We have highways obstructedd out of
the highway trust flnnd. Tits could be spread inlo other things.

Senator MiLvn. I recognize the virtue. M y only point is that I think
there is a minus to this, and that is in not bringing home in stark, )ol
figures to the I taxpayers, who are the. stockholders of this country, how
lituch in taxes they are going to have to pay, in or(ler to meet any par-
ticular budget, and that is what I think woull be a helpful thing, in
boldface(d tyl)e.

Now, if this question has )een asked, please forgive me. I will ask
any inember of the group. As I understand it, some of the larger banks
are borrowing Euro dollars in order to meet some of their commit-
Ile]Its:; is that, correct ?

Secretary KENiNEDY. That is correct, Senator.
Senator mLLER. And I underst and further, Mr. Secretary, that. they

are having to pay a pretty good price for those Euro dollars.
Secretary KENNEDY. Yes. It varies at times and over a period of time,

but it is now 11 or 12 percent.
Senator MmLLLR. I don't knov whether you have the authority; if you

do that. is one thing, but if von don't, would it help any if Congress
passed a law which would inhibit borrowing of Euro dollars in a period
such as we are going through?

Secretary K:N'EDi)y. I don't think that would be a wise move. I think
that the use of Euro dollars serves a very useful purpose in this period.
It provided an avenue for money to come in at a very heavy penalty
rate, -which helped to keep the credit crunch from breaking out, and
carried us through the period.

Senator MuLLEM. But it also laid a. foundation, as I understand it,
for an increase in the prime interest rate.

Secretary Ki,,NNEDY. Yes; that combined with the commercial paper
rate, whicl is more important in the equation, (lid just that. The Fed-
eral Reserve, as you know, has placed a Reserve requirement on the use
of Euro dollars by member banks over the average amounts that they
had olutstanding in May of 10 percent. That will add further to the
cost and availability of Euro dollars.

That will tend, of course, to put more pressure on local markets,
because to the extent that the banks have Euro dollars at those rates
and are lending them at, 81/2 l)ercent, they are losing on that amount.
They have got about $10 or $11 billion in total Euro dollars, so there
is a very heavy penalty rate to take care of on the Colnitmnents.

If you removed those Euro dollars from the banking system, the
banks would have to liquidate other assets to take care of it. That
would be a very strong and very heavy hand on credit.

Senator M1I.EII. Then your l)oint would be that if there was a
1)ioliibition against borrowing Euro dollars, that would only aggravate
the domestic interest rate?

Secretary KEWNEMY. It would aggravate it seriously.
Senator MILm,'. There has been a lot of talk, and I aim sure you have

heard it, about controlling these interest rates, drivinP down the in-
terest rates. I don't know whether you are suppose( to take some
action or wave a magic wand or whether Congress is supposed to legis-
late some kind of an interest ceiling.
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As I understand it we have got about ia 61/ 2 -percent annual rate of
iniflation going right ilow. Suppose that Congress passed a. lw sayimu
', l eventt vas the nmaxinll. rilao of interest,, that could be paid, al

we have a, 6i"-l)erent rate of inflation. What did you toll me you paid
for rtfiuaniwieig so1110 of the Government debt the other day?

Secretary K,,NEiY. About 71/1 or 7/,,;.
Soleator Muuuc'. You hld in v 7 1 ./ l* t S4 or -V )s(

passed this law, would you have bel able to get, that. money, do vol
think?

Seeret;.rV i."NN I IiY. NO. XWe would have had real problems.
Stathto MtI vuE. I' ot lt words, ai arb)l trarvy eeilin wllieh

, 00.1a1v KEx NI-AW. It C'lsPs Olt ie1eets.
Sena t or M ,:. Witich doesn't tale into ilevoiuit le ralo of in-

Hal i llst iun't goibity to work, is it'?
Secretary l.-N:I)Y. No, and it will affiet lhe allocation or fluids

lbet ween variouts segments of tl econootnv in 11 wav that uni.dlt have
seriotis adverse conlsequencwes. We found out whatevilimrs do oil il-
terest, rate. They can close ouit, the complete market.. We see that in
housing,.. We see fllt in tle 41 -l)vrelt. ceiling on the Governnient
debt.

()mIe reason for ouill interest rate esl1ion here is that ltost of our
debt is becoming very short, term. It is in part short term because we
couldn't fillilo in the long-term market bpeauso of a shatutor ce li:
of -11' percent. which kept, us out of the market, so those ceilings tend
to drive 11 uark(ts into other chalinelq.

Senator M [uuvua. Then would a. proper l'N~ponl5o to t1oso W lo adlvo-
cate some kind of an artificial ceiling on interest, rates, in an elff'l
to drive themn dowNi. b to take care of the inflation first, and then we
won't have to worry about it,

Secretary IE'NlNY. That is the response we are giving, and T think
it. is a A'0rA reasonable one.

Selator ,Mufru:. This morning, M'r. Speretarv, vou were asked abollt.a tolerable rate of inflation or sometfin along that line. I believe you
nlteiltioned something about some low rate, but indicated that that low
rato might reflect an improvement in quality which might t, really aifect
inflation.

After all, if it. is an improved quality product, T don't think we call
really call that inflation. I believe our ,oint Economic Committee had
flt Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers before us earlier
this year, and he was asked what is the target as far as inflation is
concerned. ie said the target for this administration was zero infla-
tion. Do youi share that objective?

Secretary IUKPNW.DY. That is a good target. T have done a lot of target,
shooting. I usually miss lhe ('enter 1)l1lls eye a little.

I think the bad'part of trying to have any target above zero is that
it toleds to get. bIilt in and starts to escalate, because t1ey' say if vo
can get along with 2 percent why not 3, if you can get along with 3,
why not. 4, and the first thing you know we are I)ack in trouble again.

Senator MTntm. You see the importance of the question though-
Secretary Kr'NNEI. Yes.
Senator MrT~Emm. To see whether or not this administration is going

to go oil record that the objectives set forth in the Employment Act
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()f 194) of full elttjployllielit and iL, stabIle dlollair are itmpossible of

NN't get into( liiiltlIm ii thtat wve ca'ittot. ieive full empiloymttet. anid.
a1 steal d iIal liat the sil ti tii th I t't e h ave volt lt'5('( to t lie failure

I tti Itk tflit, wvould be0 (11tit4 tragic, anid 1 don't think that the Coli-
"i'ess, whlteil it bIi l)ar1tisatl effort. they passed thie 19i6 act., intended
toadmtitt fit iltii'o Oi either of those jaoal1M

~(''i&'tiiX~ ENNEIY.'Thatt is rilt
SPttator MIaLER. NOW it waIs sliggest4'd this tmor'ning, I believe, that

wit Ii 1 itnationial defetise budget. of '$'so billion, we just vant control ill-
1il1tioili'l ndVo ('ht. haive it stab~le (do11lar. 1 believe your responlse wils

t olt thought we (could.
Sv'oChret rV K EN N EDY.'Eliiot is right;.
Sent lit' I. NI . lilt( thlt i;, oingu to enttail it r'easonably balanced

1)1 n Iget ,is it, itot ?
Secret , -,t KENNEI). It is g~oingO to enicotiae it Sutrplus Other ties

We 11iiht Itav slight. tjplelit.
Selttil01 Mii,cmi. Mr. Mayo, (10 you1 havve any figures its to ]to%% ittti('l

()I! fthis fis('id I97 b()lidget, iS going to go IintoS li)(t] welfi'ztr and anti -
p~over'ty typIe of act ivitijes ? DO )o o have any breakout otl that ?

Mir. MANLYo. Yes, we hiivo figures onI that. The figure Chat 'ollie's to
mit a1(1it. thle tItottelit otIt just. iaid to tho poor is $26.9 bill ion, wi ii is
all1 iitcrezwe trout $2-1.4 billion ll 1 thte ise1 Ieiti' j list, ettded at week ago.

settatot' mi iima. llt('l one ('11( juist. is Nell aI , lc tItestioni wtec
with Itatt estimatted s)ent(ittg figure, foi' ititi to tle 1)0o1' 1111(d 80111e of
tems ot.hei' IH)vel't- JIt'suires w(I ('011( (10 this w~ithoutt itnflittion, )oo.

Mr. AkYO. Yes.
Sentatot' Mii1,i. Wouldn'lt that bw an v'qwily responsible question?

Mr. AYO. Y(tll ('1ti1 ask it either way. Voti can ask it about. St ate
tand hlo id to Goverinment., n1atural t'esouit' voPr'ogramtts. This is 11
p)11. 111(1 -oil (,till cut it ill) iii vaiiouts ways.

Senator6n MiI1,,c~lt. It would be 'atltei' itufortiuta11te then for. Soiitehxxlv
to votu'llude that, Volt ('n't. spend $27 b~illilonl oit aid~ to the 1)00r ill thils
cmuitit.rvN witholtt htax'iig inflation.

Mr'. Mi~yo. Yes.
Senlator. MII.LEII. And it Wlouild be (1 tit(' cotisistent. to Saty, ohl, yes, we

vait, and1( Ave Citl (10 it without infltli on, iutt. it would b' eqtuiil ('ott-
sistnf to sayv, IeS, Nve (,tll hit.ve at $8(0 billion (lefense budget imA' (10 it
without. intl ion1, too, wouhldn't it ?

SPC('l'ea r KEN N E1)Y. If we haiY for it atli( ot borrow.
Seitittot' Mt I.LxiI. Illt ofthet' words, its I saty, Avitli it rea'isonaibly bal-

Se(rt il'NT KENN jaw. Rigit.
Seut 1'MluE.lioerw'(, it is at mtat ter of thet willp1owler'

o)f tit) C ojtrgtess, or' ntlote pitrtic-l1 v11y those ill control of the Cont-
gl'ess, isn't it ? Isn't that N1i 1tit it regally Comtes dlowt to?

iUfr. MAYO. It, requtiries t11ill tliittioti of nattionah priori ties, Senator
Mullet'. 'It olits (lown Sitmply to that., and the P~residenit in 1 ds respon-
siilities, and1( tho Congress in their must maetilkl11 evaluation f~ or'
httldget, 1)lli'loses 115, to 1ow mtuch is needed to insure a strong national
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defense as well as how much is needed for Federal programs to do what
we think is necessary in the cities and elsewhere.

Senator MILLER. That gets me into another question that was asked
of you people this morning, and that is what has the administration
been doing about inflation. Now it seems to me that there is a limit
to what the executive branch can do.

No. 1, as Mr. Mayo, I think, has just pointed out, you have recom-
mended to the Congress what you regarif as a noninflationary budget.
You can't legislate the taxes or the spending to meet that recommen-
dation; can you?

Mr. MAYo. No.
Senator MmLER. That has to be done over at this end of the avenue?
Mr. MAYo. That is correct.
Senator MmLR. You have, I believe the Secretary stated this morn-

ing, secured the cooperation of the Federal Reserve on monetary pol-
icy. You can't tell them to do something but you can talk things over
and persuade them that in a articularr environment that certain
policies should be followed, and to that extent you have done so.

Secretary KENNEDY. They are following, I think, the right policy
at the present time.

Senator MILLER. And that is about all you can do; isn't it, Mr. Sec-
retary? Isn't that about all you or the Piesident of the United States
could do about it?

Secretary KENNEDY. I think that is right. We can tell the public our
program and can utilize our powers of persuasion to get our program
implemented.

Senator MLLER. Yes; you can make speeches and you can make
recommendations, but the ball is over here.

Secretary KENNEDY. Right.
Senator 'MILLER. And more particularly in the hands of those in

control of Congress; is it not?
Secretary KENNEDY. Yes.
Senator MHLEM. I just thought we ought to bring that out, so we

would put that question in perspective. I have no further questions.
The CHATRMAN. Senator Hartke?
Senator HARTKE. What I would like to go into is just a little simple

arithmetic. Do you know how much we will spend this year? Do you
have an estimate? Can you tell me how much it is? What you want is
a balanced budget; isn't that right?

Secretary KENNEDY. We want a surplus; yes.
Senator :LHRTKE. You want a surplus.
Secretary KENNEDY. Yes.
Senator HARTKE. How much of a surplus do you want?
Secretary KENNEDY. The figures show $6.3 billion.
Senator'HARTKE. That is what you have asked for. Is that what you

think you need? Do you think you need a surplus?
Secretary KENNEDY. Yes.
Senator IARTKE. Why?
Secretary KENNEDY. [ think we need receipts in excess of expendi-

tures in a period of strong inflationary pressure.
Senator HARTKE. Well, you could do that in a number of ways, could

you not?
Secretary KENNEDY. Yes.
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Senator IIA riTr:. You could cut expenditures.
Secretary KENNEDY. Yes.
Senator'IIAli'KrE. What if we cut expenlditilres by 5 percent, just,

across the l)oard? That, could be done..
Mr. i Yo. Does that include social security benefits, Senator?
Senator TRlKE. No. The social security fund. as has been explained

to you, is nothing more, than giving back to people, to poor people part
of the monev they have paid in. Tiat, is all you are really doing.

Mr. IaYo. I Was just trying to clarify your 5 percent.
Senator HART'rL. In the trust fund all you are really doing is giving

back to the people part of the money that they paid in, not even all of
it; isn't t hat true?

Mr. MAYo. You would apply the 5 percent, then, just to-
Senator ILa'RTKE. To the total expewnditures outside the trust funds.
Mr. fAYO. Including intert. on the public (lelt?
Senator ILxRTKE. Well, you can't very well default on interest. Let's

go ahead, 5 percent across the board that you could cut in public
expenditures. Interest is not an expenditure of Government. It is a cost
of Government but not an expenditure.

Secretary KENNEDY. It, isn't?
Senator HARWKE. It is a cost, of Government. It is not an expense in

regard to an obligational authority.
Mr. MAYo. How about veterans' pensions, Senator Hartke?
Senator HAW=K. Yes, cut across the board.
Mir. MAYO. Do you ink the Congress would be willing to go along?
Senator IIARTrE. I am asking you a question. I am just asking voua

very simple question. How much would 5 percent across the board
give you?

Mr. MAYo. Well, we have controllable expenditures, I believe, of
something in the neighborhood of-what is it, Sam, $80 billion?

Mr. CoHN. Yes.
Mr. MAYO. Five percent on $80 billion is $4 billion.
Senator IIARTRE. Ten percent across the board even with your own

figures would give you more than enough, is that right?
Mr. MAYO. That would give you $8 billion.
Senator HARTKE. That is more than the 10-percent surtx would

give you.
Mr. MAYO. That is the way the arithmetic reads, $7.6 with the sur-

tax-$8 billion is more than $7.6 billion. The next question is how
do you do it?

Senator HARTKE. Well, there are a number of ways you could do it.
I think you are having difficulty with the 10-percent surtax, why don't
you just recommend-I am trying to give you a way out here, everyone
else says no one gives you another answer, I am trying to give you
a way k,tit.

Mr. MAYO. Well, we have already cut the budget $4 billion to get it
to $192.9 billion.

Senator HAIRTKE. Let's just stay with the figures first. I want to find
out first exactly what you say you need. In other words, do you need
the ABM, and fhow much is that'going to cost?

Mr. MAYO. I believe the spending for ABM in the 1970 budget is in
the neighborhood of $800 or $900 million.

31-701-69-10
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Seiiator I,\RKE. $800 or $900 nill n. That is roughly $1 billion, is
that. right.? Now if you didn't (1o that you wouldit need that money,
right.?

And if we vote that down in the Senate, we will save $1 billion,
right?

Mr. MAYO. I think that. is a correct statement.
Senator I1ArrKL. Now how far are we from a lmlanc d budget?
Mr. MAYO. Part of the question would be, if you did not have ABM

what else would you want in place of it?
Senator 1 -IrKF. What I am coining back to is the simple fact thatf you cut out the AIM, what if you cut back, now I am not advo-

ca.ting any of this, I am1 just saving this to you, what if you cut out
the proposal by Secretary of II1KW to increase the food st amp pro-
grain? how nulch would that save you?

Mr. MAyo. In the fiscal year 1970 that would save, approximately
$300 million.

Senator IIAITKE. All right. What if you cut out the retraining pro-
grais which have been proposed?

Mr. MAYo. 'hose are much .smaller.
Senator IIARTKE. Pardon me?
Mr. MAYO. I believe the figure on that is much smaller.
Senator I-IAIrrKE. How much?
Mr. MAYO. If we are talking about the same program, I have in

mind the figure of only $30 or $40 million.
Senator HATKE. These are all new programs, are they not?
Mr. MAYo. Yes.
Senator HAn=r,. They are not programs basically which you say

have a continuing obligation. In other words, there is no obligation
to conti nie them either morally or legally.

Mr. MAYO. There is an obligation only to recognize a. social or a
defense need.

Senator IIARTKE. Yes; which everyone can say about 1)ratically
any program that copies along, depending Ul)0n his own sul)je(tive
interpretation of what is socially and neecessarily needed; isnt that
right?

Mr. MAyo. Yes. It isn't just an individual's subjective judgment. It
is a collection of them, of' course, which produces a consensus in one
way or another, whether it be in the administration or inl the Con-
gress.

Seltor IIAi'rKE. All right.
Now, then, if you have a decrease in your anticipated revenues,

your budget deficit is going to be larger, we agree.
Mr. MAYO. "Ies.
Senator HArTKE. What do you estimate that the 10-percent surtax

is going to bring in for the 6-mionth period ? That is not in the state-
ment.. It gives a combined figure of 10 percent. and tile 5 percAnt. *Wh1at
is the 10 percent goiig to l)rintg in in the laht half of 1969?

Mr. MAyo. $5.6 billion.
Senator IARTKE.H. $5.6, and would it, be fair t~o say that it would bring

in 11.1 ii your own judgment if it can be continued for a full-year
period ? Is that a fair interpretation ?

Mr. MAYO. I think it would be a little less than that because we are
counting some spillover here. Ed, can you react to that?
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Air. COHIEN. If we continued the 10-percent surtax for the entire
year?

Senator ILxwrKnE. Fiscal year.
Mr. CohE.N. If we contained it until June 30, 1970, it would produce

$9.5 billion in fiscal 1970, $1.9 billion more. There is a lag, Senator.
Senator ILART'KE. What did it bring in last year?
Mr. CoImEN. III fiscal-
Senator IlARTKE. III fiscal 1969?
Mr. Com-,.N. In fiscal 19619 it produced $12.2 billion.
SCentr IIAIATKU. Yes. Now you la-ro -4t.ving that the same 10 pelCent.

will bring in less in 1970 )y how niuich, by 1. what'?
Arr. ColEN. Senaltor, the figures are in rough outline.
Senator I IARTKE. I don't wait. them in rougl outlines. I. just want to)

do somiethi 011int, a I hoosiQ, auditor coiild 1n(lerst ail.
Now I 1m sking you i)OiltI)lahlk, how utitelh did it, bring i, :iinl youl

t-to right, 1'2.2 last, ver. What was the estimate, 11.6?
Mrr. COHEN. I ain sorry, I don't know the estimate.
Senator HIArKE. I 1.6, I will give it to you; 11.6 last year was t ie

estimate, and it brought in 12.2, which is a very good estimate yot
will have to admit; right?

Mr. CoimN. Yes.
Senator II.\rTi(. The inflate ion was a little bit more than anticipated.

so it i)rought in a lit tle bit more money. But what I am asking you is,
why (to you drop back to 9. ; what is it?

Mr. CoHM. 9.5 billion.
Senaitor I IARTKE. 9.5: you (ro ) it by $1.7 billion, if you continue the

s'ir)li for the next. year for the full year.
Mr. ConEN. I think that the reason may be corporate surcharge tax

payments.
Sel nator IIAriTKE. To what?
Mr. Conm Corporate surcharge. The bill was passed in midyear,

Iut t lie surcharge for corporations was effective as of January 1,1968.
As a result you had another 6 months of corporate surcharge.

Senator ILIrr . No, that is not, the reason. I am talking of a yearly
basis. That is just. not fair. You are trying to give me 15 months.

Mr. Conm. But, Senator, I believe'there was an additional cor)o-
rato )ayment required in July 1968, to make up for this, so that
we did have more than 12 months' receipts in the 12-month fiscal year
en(led .Jmne 30, 1969.

Senator !I,\irKE. let's 'aihe youm own figures then and assume that
you are right, $9.6 billion. It has never been brought out in, these hear-
ings, Inlt it is a fact that the Government is a, 50-percent l)artner in
every 'tax collection of a corporate enterprise; isn't that correct?

Mr. ConEN. I am, sorry.
Senator IIARTKE . ''lie Government is aI, 50-percent partner in every

business operation in the country?
Mr. CoiiN. Yes, but I did not know if I understood you correctly

when you added "in every tax collection." It is roughly a 50-percent
partner in all the net income of a corporate venture. That is correct.

Senator IARTKF. That is true. All right, now then, at a 6-percent in-
terest, rate, it. was estimated 'that the surtax would bring in 11.1, is that
right?
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Mr. CoHm. I am sorry but I am not familiar with the estimate at
that time. I had not been appointed at that time, Senator, so I am not
familiar with the estimate going that far back.

Senator HAwrKE. Can't, you just, take my figures for it?
Mr. COHEN. I would be delighted to.
Senator HARTrKE. That they are right.
Mr. CoiEN. Yes.
Senator IIARTKE. But what hal)pens when you add the rate? Your

last 180-day Treasury bills went out at 71/8, did they not, on the equiv-
alent bond rate?

Secretary KENNEDY. 73/8.
Senator IIARTE. 7. That is equivalent to a 10-percent rate in the

marketplace, is it not? Is that fair?
Secretary KFNED y. Ed?
Mr. Coi N. Yes.
Senator IIARTKE. Isn't that a fair interpretation? Let me just come

on back. Your interest rates basically have gone up from 6 percent to
10 percent in a year. This is what lhas happened to you. That 4-per-
cent interest in effect is a tax reduction, is it not, because it is a deduc-
tion from your cost of business, and when you are a 50-percent part.-
ner, that means that your total revenue is going to be reduced I)y that
amount.; isn't that right?

Mr. CoTTEN. Yes.
Senator HARTKE. All right.
Now. I am asking you where is that deduction? W here is that loss?

Where is that projected loss? Let me just refer this to you before you
answer that, just think about that:

"However, due to growth, revenue declined by 11.6." This is the
amount of that increase.

Mr. CoTTEN. Senator, I am fairly confident that. the reason for the
estimates of this fiscal year being less than the estimates for the last
fiscal year is that we did1 have more than 12 months last year. We had
18 months for corporations and 15 months-

Senator HARTK,. I am willing to concede that fact. I am not arguing
with you on that.. The point of it is that you have here a 50-percent
partnership in every business concern in America, and ITUncle Sam is
that partner, and when those rates go from 6 to 10 percent, you in
effect have reduced taxes bv that amount, isn't that true?

Mr. COITEN. Are you speaking of the interest paid by one corpora-
tion or another?

Senator HARTKIE. I am talking about all the corporations.
Mr. CoHEv. No, then I would say "No."
Senator HARTK. No?
Mr. CohEN. No, because if the interest is income to the lender, it is a

deduction to the borrower, and from a Federal-
Senator HAIrKE. But it depends on the net. It doesn't count on the

top side.
Mr. COHEN. But the interest, additional interest paid by the bor-

rower and deducted by him is income to the lender, and if they
both are in a net income situation and both had the 25-percent rates,
the tax revenue to the Government is-

Senator HATrTKE. You know 'it doesn't work that way. You know as
far as he is concerned that it costs him because of that 50-percent rate,
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it goes out on 1oth ends. The net result is instead of having-I don't
know how much reduction it is, but I guarantee you that I can show
vou next vear that your own revenue department will show you that
ihe amount is a deduction because of the interest equivalent difference.

Mr. CoNr, . If you are speaking about Government interest there
would be a difference in the tax revenue, but interest in the pri-
vate sector paid by one element of the private sector to another should
produce no Income tax revenue.

Senator -AIRTKE. I don't think you can show that, but I will be
glad to let you show me how that'works. Now let me come on back
to something else.

Mr. COHEN. Yes, sir.
Senator IIAIRTKE. Last year what was the stock market roughly in

Dow Jones, 990, 980? No losses, right?
Mr. CoHEN. No losses?
Senator ItAiUi'KE. No loss taking, was there?
Mr. CortEN. There would always be some. Net there were capital

gains.
Senator ITATIE. Yes, but when the Dow Jones was 980, 970, there

was very little loss taking, isn't that true?
Now *it is about 880, and there is this real big amount of loss. How

much have you taken into account that loss projection? I mean it is
all over the board. )o von know how much that is?

Mr. CoHN. I doi't know to what extent it has been realized,
Senator. I am not familiar with the estimates or the effect in other
yea rs in which the market-

Senator II.\i'iu:. Isn't a fair estimate around $2 billion?
Mr. ConieN. In revenue?
Senator ILARTKE. In losses that have been taken this year, all income

taxes deductible?
Mr. COhTEX. Well, I would think that it would be more than that,

but the losses-
Senator IIAIRTKE. That is right. In other words that is a conserva-

tive estimate of losses. I am trying to find out-we are in this revenue
picture-did you take this into'consideration?

Mr. COTTEN. Senator, let me point out, if I may, that a net capital
loss is not deductible by a corporation as it is deductible by an indi-
vidual only up to $1,000.

Now you still have in a period of a falling market net capital gains
realized by some persons who have no losses, and you have no reduc-
tion effect from those who take losses but cannot offset them against
ordinary income. Certainly in a period of a rising market your net
capital gains tax wil be higher than in a. period of a falling market, but
they are not necessarily commensurate.

Senator HARTKE. But you have not taken this into consideration in
the revenue picture, have you?

Mr. COHEN. I am confident that it has been taken into account by
those who have estimated the total effect.

Senator HAIRTKE. *Would you supply for the record whether it has
or has not, and give me the amount that was taken into account?

Mr. COHEN. I would be happy to do so, Senator.
Senator HAR'KE. All right. I would be surprised if there is any

amount taken into account whatsoever.
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Mr. CoHtEN?. I have been handed a note which states that we have
$1 billion less in our estimate of capital gains tax for 1969 compared
to 1968.

Senator HAR'TKE. That is in collections.
Mr. COHENe. In the estimate.
Senator HARTKE. For fiscal 1970 or fiscal 1969?
Mr. COHEN. This was for calendar 1969, and I believe that most of

this would be in fiscal 1970.
Senator HARTKE. In other words the 10 percent surtax though is

not, going to produce the same amount. of revenue, due to these two
factors, the increase in interest rate and the dropping of the stock
market that it would have produced in the same period last year, is
that true?

Mr. CoTmN. I will not, concede, Senator, that an interest rise would
affect revenue. I think that in the private sector it would be largely
a wash.

I would like to consider it further, but that would be my under-
standing. I adhere to my position that the principal reason for the
estimate( decrease is that in the fiscal year 1969 we had 15 months of
individual surcharge receipts and 18 months of corporate surcharge
receipts, and in our estimates for fiscal 1970 we have only 12 months.

Senator HARTKE. I think that your estimate is too high, if you want
to know the truth. That is what I am saying. I think your estimate of
revenue of 9.6 is going to be considerably higher.

Mr. Coim N. Of course that is only a factor in the estimate of the
total revenue from the income tax.

Senator ItARTKF.. That is right, and so-
Mr. CoHtEN. If we are wrong in this we will be wrong-
Senator HARTKE. In the total revenue.
Mr. COHEN. In the total revenue, also.
Senator HARTKE. If you are wrong in the total revenue, that deficit

could really be shocking.
Mr. CoiEN. Yes.
Senator HARTKF,. That is right.
Mr. ConN. It could, and our estimate of corporate tax revenue,

Senator, is down a little from the estimate for this past year. The
increase is largely with respect to individual income taxes.

Senator HARIVE. Yes, I understand.
Mr. COHEN. And the increase in wages would tend to produce that.
Senator HIARTKE. Yes, and if there is a slackening, a real cooling

off of the economy, the corporate collection rate would be down still
more.

Mr. CoHEN. Yes, indeed.
Senator IIARTKE. And no one has really taken into consideration

or been able to give us that. type of estimate, have they?
Mr. CoIhEN. We are estimating it in the best manner that we can.
Senator HARKE. I know you are.
Mr. CoHEN. And you must consider that other factors might affect it.
Senator ILARTKE. If you get the slow down that Secretary Kennedy

is talking about in the fourth quarter of 1969, and if that continues,
inl the third and fourth quarter of 11970 fiscal year, -you could have
a considerable drop in revenue, whch is equally effective to a budget
deficit as much as increase in expenditures.
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Mr. COHEN. Yes, it could.
Senator HA'KF. In that amount which Senator Williams has

consistently pointed out during Democratic and Republican admin-
istrations, that there is a $2.7 billion loss in the Commodity Credit
Corporation Fund which has never been included isn't that true?

Mr. COHEN. I am sorry, I am not familiar with that.
Mr. MAYO. I am sorry, what was your question again, Senator?
Senator IIARTKIU- This is the Commodity Credit Corporation loss

which has not ever been included in the budget under President John-
son's budget or President Nixon's budget, $2.7 billion, is that right,
Senator Williams?

Mr. MAYO. Those losses are the net reconciliation of receipts and
expenditures with reference to the capital impairment of CCC. The
expenditures and the receipts flemselves were reflected in the budget
year by year as we went along, Senator. You are referring specifically
I imagine to the $1 billion of capital impairment.

Senator HARTKE. I aim talking about the $2.7 billion Commodity
Credit Corporation loss.

Mr. MAYo. That is part of it.. That has been reflected in the budget
though. There is no omission of that from the budget.

Senator WILIIA.17S. Will the Senator yield?
Senator HARTKE. Yes.
Senator WLLIArS. It would be reflected in the unified budget. It

was not reflected in the administrative budget at the time it was
done. It was an expenditure but they are not receipts that were recog-
nized, al)propriated for or covered, and the Comptroller General was
rather critical of that. Now reimbursing the Commodity Credit Cor-
)oration for that loss under this new unified system will not count at

all because they have now gone back and charged those expenditures
for the years in which they vere made, is that not correct?

Mr. .fvYo. It is my understanding that the expenditures took place
when the cash flowed out in the first place and they were reflected in
the budget over the years.

Senator WmLLI.AMS. I do not think so. I think that they were reflected
in the cash budget.

Mr. MAYO. Yes.
Senator WILLIAus. But we were not on a cash budget at that time.

I thiink Mr. Cohn confirms that. I worked this out.
Mr. M-yo. All of the figures that we have been citing are consistent

back over the years.
Senator WILTAL.ns. They have been adjusted on this new proposal.
Mr. MAYO. I guess I would add that is another reason for the unified

budget.
Senator HARTKE. President Nixon has referred to the surtax as a

war tax, is that not true ?
Secretary KENNEDY. That is correct.
Senator H\ARrKE. And in effect what he said is that we need this

because of the war.
Secretary KENNEDY. Yes. He has indicated that we need it for

the war effort and to adjust economic conditions, but he has empha-
sized the war.

Senator HAxrIE. And is there not almost then an implied agreement
that the war shall continue if we go ahead and put on the surtax?
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Seci 'e i ENv KNNEDY. 1 woiild.1t rot. IvaIoS that. wNII; no. The reality
is that, we aro at. war. Viettini has not etided. E11 its tre being made
to end it, efforts of the first order. The President, is spending mu lch of
his personal trm in this ell'ort, but, in theso budget figures wo are
including it colitiuititioti of the Vietnam war. I think tltt is tho only
way we c an project those figures.

enlato 11Ir'rK,. Wliat iS tlio estimated cost of the war in Vietinun
for fiscal 1970?

Mlr. MAyo. Approximately $25 billion, if I remember corrtetly.
SeiMItor II.\'1A'IiE. What wAVS the ,,ost last yeai'?
Mr. M.\o. A bit. larger l han tiat.
Seiitor I [ i\T(. hVInit?
Mr. MAYO. I lielieve tih figure ilt lie bIIdget---.w livI'e it figure of

$28.8 million ftor military and $100t million for ecoilloiti iz.istav ,e ill
Soutliast Asia, a tol:-l of,' $21).2 billion for fiscal 19,().

Senate l.\ rr i.. Was t lint actual exlendit ures or t I ("st i mate.
Mr. M a. that is the estimate as of Januarv.
Sclato ' l.\i'rt( i. Yes; lint. tit was $1 l)illii low, Nva, it, not
Mr. MAyo. 1 1u1 iiot, aware of that,-$:3 billion low? No; tho $3 bil-

lion 1 t hink vou are tf'erring to is already taken account of iin tat.
Sen at' I.'nv.. lit the $28.5 billion?
Mr. MAYo. Yes.
Sointor Illirmiv. Whnit was t-he e timate for that yvar
Mrt. AlAYO. I do not , hav that. hamiv.
Senator 1 Al.\r'K. What was I he--lpardoln ne?
Mr. M.vo. ! am tol(i it was about. $2.7 hiiilion less than t his.
Senator I l.\iii, Les. In otihr words, they luiirestimaed Iat v Si 3n

billion roughly, and in 1966 what wa- tll, cost of tie war in Viet nani
Mr. M.kyo. The actual figure is $5.8 billion for fiscal 196'. Yon are

pi'obaly thin king of fiscal l(7, Senat-or, if I uiav anlticipiate yoli.
Sentor lomr i ". Wi (li'e m fical 196T7, what, is t hat
M r. A1.vo. $20.1 billion.
Sel nItoi l.\lvrTKi. That was tlhe year t ] t IIt t Ic' Itdi' t I i imaled it only

iy 100 lpi'c'. ut.

Aft'. I.vo. Sonelthin'r liket lhat.
Senator IlI.\'ilit . Yes.
Mr. Akyo. 'Tids is h ", we believe that fiscal prudenc'e req4lires 11

to make n itstilu ption that tle Vie!tan \i war will continue alt its present
level inltil pIro'ed otherwise.

Sean to' l l.mni. All right. I111t. vo do not, make hat, asslutptioli
basically, because You have Cut. $1 billion out of the cost. of the
military bil&d,,et, and how mucih of that. is redi'tion ill uitilizintion (f
1tm1iill it iol'?

U'. A.vo. If I reliiliibe' ihe figriles correctly, i quite ia signifiaiit
alliililit, is luie to a, reduction i n iii ii lit ion.

Seiilato' I mlutA i:. Thtit is rilllt. Has there act 11llvY nieen it reductions
ill the itilization of niin1lit io '?

Mi. Al vo. That wa1t3 uIindlerlstaltdiilg lt, lithe titie wo wero given
the figures.

Senator 11 Ail.ic'. Hlow iinlih ? veretil'y Lai'd testified that, wo had
dr'Ol)pedl ililo'e bombs aid used more anuiiiit ion thana any tiio in tle
history of t.he. war.
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Mr. MAYo. We a ilkinlg abliout fiS('al 1970 which hIs not J)(egutrl
until a week ago.

Senator ][,\in'Kic,. You are going to shoot less in 1970?
Mr. Mxvo. That is imhilioit in the figure.
Senator ITAlRTK1. Ther-0 111re threIe arguments in that.
Mr. MAYO. Mfaybo we are going to hit, our tll-rets better.
Senalitor I'Kr. What. bothers me is that. eacri step Iackward ill

estimated cost (ontaisit a hidden lealp forar, it alw ays appeals to 1110.
Mr. MAYo. No.
Senator 1AJiz'rKr. Because whtein T c'Utl hero a lh lIlilgl cost

was est inlate(l at. $.20 billion for fiscal 1967, 1 was accused Ihb the
Secretary at that. time of not. knowing what I was talking abolt. Ofcourse, ho cameic back a. ye,,ar later anld had to amilt (hat tilte\ did

Spend it.. I ait pust asking you 110w oit this $3'billioli (it. that you" haive
projected, thr'eo iteins-lower consume Iltpt tioll of ainiituiition ill Viet-
nti, that. is th linmil item; thle scold is th shift from the. Sentinel
to the Safeguard system, which is really a paper saving because in
the long run thiet Stifegualrd syst cii is estimated to cost. moro thanl $1
billioli more than the SOeiti )l system; mid third was a $326 million
arrllgellielit whili occurred l)'tweel March '27 and April I when
Secretary Laird changed his mind about whiiat was 'oimw to laalvl'
itt r'egar;l to Si{AM, which lie said wvas a l)ostpooie( proc ireneit of
tho bomber missile that (loes not. work. Aro tliint lhe three major
items il tlhe blidget cuts?

Nt'. MAYO. "Yes to be p'evise. tlhe total cut ill di'efin ' spetdling, this.
is outlays now for fiscal 1970, is $1.97 billion, of which Sent mel Nvan
$203 million: 14,-1 I1 was $04 million; th, SRAM, $120 million : ant-
ninmit ion, $420 million.

Senator IT',RT'U,. All right. Now then, iin non-Vietnmn iilit ary
PI irl O(Ses-

Mr. AYo. This in(ltides I loil-Viet 1am.
Senator 1fAirTKim. I muderstmid. I just want. to get. tile totals. Is

thoro more or less in tile budget for 1970 for total for ion-Vietnam
purposes?

ir. MAYO. The figure is larger inl 1970. Again let. mon rfer to my
tables.

Senator ]I,\1'rm,. By $3 billion, is that, right? Il other words, if we
had spent. the same anioun t of money for iion-Vietam military pitr-
poses as we did in 1969, we woull have saved $3 billion.

f'. MAVO. What we ar saying here is defense, military, excluding
Southeast. Asia, $49 billion in 1969, $53 billion ill 1970." That is an
incerase of $-4 billion, and Vietiatn, a derevase from $2.9 hiillion to
$25 billion, a decrease of $1 billion, so the total is almost. id'itieal,
19t1) and 1970. This is before our $1-billion cut.

Senitor 11,1111t. What it all copies down to, I mean it is a lot. of
conifusion for most of us and for most. Americans, and I think what
they are worried alout is how they get. out of this inflationalry spiral.
Do you really think that th oller people are able to continue to live
as the, did fbeforo, w\'ithl about, an equivalent of what is it,, an s-per-
cent. increase in the cost of living?

MIr. MAYO. Eight percent, a year? No.
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Senator IlAirrpKE. Is that not what it has been the first. 5 months of
this year, equivalent?

Mr. M.\wo. Six percent equivalent for the first 5 months or for the-
ye, for the first 5 months.

Senator ILTAurK.. All right, for 6 percent. then, (1o you think the old
people ought to be given some consideration of this fact, those people
on fixed payments, social security? In other words, that is a reduction
for them in the standard of living.

Mr. MAYO. Yes, and that is one of the reasons why we believe it is
very important that the surtax be extended.

Senator 1ITAit,iT . And the small l)usinesqmnan, is it, not true, Secre-
tary Kennedy, if we are really going to have a cutback on the loans
which are availalble, that he is going to be the one who is going to
suffer? You said l)efore that the big man gets his money.

SeCretary KENNEDY. Yes, the large corporations have avenues for
credit. I h(; smaller bIusinesges have less.

Senator IIAW'KrE. So really we can look forward to the time in which
the old people have a redlced standard of living, in which a small
Iisinessmitn will have increased bankruptcies, where housing starts
are a already in sharp decline and are certainly not going to expand,
and few uw homes available. Those people involved in the home-
I)uilling industry, if there is a. reduction in the expansion of capital
expen(litires for corporations by removal of the 7-1wr'eent investment
(redit, the\' ultimately face-carpenters and 1rieklavels-faee the
problem of increased unemployment, and the industrial wage, which
has really in purchasing power not increased since 1966, all of this
adds up to a rather dismal picture, does it not?

Secretary KE.NEDY. Yes; a very dismal 1)icture. I am not so sure
that it will work that way in the'building industry, because one of
the big pressures we have right now is wage inc(reases in the con-
struction area. That is one aret that has been going t)o fast, and I
(1o not see any serious problem of a slowdown. Iowver, there is the
possibility of a slowdown in the homebuilding industry. That is why
tim homeiuilders are anxious to see the surtax extended.

Senator l l.\iunr. If the 7-percent investment credit, which ici-
denitallv the No. I e('coommic adviser of Prrident Nixon displutes as
heimn . anti inflationary--in fact he says it, is inflationary to repeal the
7-I'r.cnt, investment cilredit, and le also contends that ihe capital ex-

l)liditfire rate, is down to probal)l at. le4t 8 percelit 1)rejection at this
n1mouent--is it not trite that if there is a cutbacl in capital expenditure,
thait ultimately this man. no wI.tter what his wage rate is, in the home-
luilinc iuillstrV or in the (onstruction industry is just going to have
a v(ry difleult tiue finlin&r a dob?

Secretary l.l KE.NNED. Not if it slows down and he works more normal
hom.s. 1 (10 not thilk lie will have any )roblem.

Senator IIxTr:i. By more normal hours, you mean lie will not have
any overtime?Secret are KEN.;Tr:D. That is righit.

Senator 11.Nrnmri. Even though he has built into his system of spend-
ing that overtime tpay in anticil)ation ?

Secretary KlNNErDY-. If you look at the rates they are receiving for
c0nun1 labor, $8: an hour or more, it. cannot be too bid.
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Senator Ib.irJ'Il(,. 1iist otie other item. Ts it, not the conite nation of
Ihoso who hlave beell advwIltim( the slowdown ill tie ecoll ilny that.
t liee is lilt overzealoiis deipald -o)r the areas tlat aire in scare supply ?
Is that not the theory?

Secret ry l:CNNi:nY. I think it. is a demand-pull kind of inflat ion, yes.
Sentoru nIiKE. Now, is there really in ti field of prodiict ion gOtod

items ally shortage of any item or overdenllnd for ny iteiii, an1d, if so,
what areas?

Secretaiy ]ENN:nY. 1)r. Walker, (1 you want to answer that ?
Mr. WA. I. ] think you have got to take the global figure es, Sena-

lor, of the projects that, were made earlier in the year under the SEC-
Conimle.'eo survey, a 1-4-percent increase for the year shaded down
slightly in the later survey.

Seitor TIrInuKE. Now you are talking about investment.
Ait'. W1rAtlE . I thllougihl. that is what you were talking about.
Senator liAluKI,. No, I am talking about overzealous demand, I am

talking about. production good items. I 111mi not. talking about, capital
expenditures.

Mr. VmrlEm. What do you i0iean by production good items?
Senator 11AIIKE.:. Aut oimobiles, refrigerators, television sets.
MIF. a. The demnd for ntonioliles ha,) been pretty st wrong.

If you waint to say that there are great sliortages, I could not say that at
tie I( '.t-w it ti,,,e.

Senate or IITwrT. Is there ca)acity foi' greatei product ion of :u1to-
I ilbile., tlan are being supplied ?

Mr. W'.,iu. I do not luow the actual capaeitv.
Sena or I.\ii'I'Lr. Is it not t rue that you have an i dust rial phint,

worl iug at 82 Ipervent Capacity now?
Mi'. W\Vi.mI.. That is approximately correct.
Senator 1 P(n. lAet me plust com 1back. Is it not trite that in 1965,

4 vears ago, we sold more autolloliles than we did in any other year
ic .lu(liulg this year even on the totals so fiar this year?

,Mrt. W-k, ",i. I think tit.- is probably correct.
Senator T[l\rr,. Is it not true vou had a very strong quarter last.

year wlilh is going to be v'ery harl to keep evel up automobile sales?
Mr. TLKU. The automol)ile iii(histry has been doing very well.

yes.yen.tr IIT.rI i,:. s it not true that thle projections for sales are

less for this year than lastyear?
Mr. WAYrCE31. Yes.
Senator I.uM0u. So they ('ertaiilv can produce as much as they

did last year and them certainly,- was not a shortage last year.
Mr. WtKEI. I think that nisses the mark. Thieire is a great, shortage

of labor, so the 82 percent ('alacity figure is not a significant figure
when you (10 not, have labor available.

Senator RITKL'm ,:. You still have more than 3h l)ercent of your pop-
ulation not employed.

Mr. ll,\LRta . And 111 many of those are teenagers, al1d are discrili-
liated against, in the labor force. They do not, have the skills, and they
11.e Ilioving around to other jobs. That is a very, very low level of
uinelinploynment. Your uinemnloyiment rate among married men is only
about, 1.6 percent.
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Senator IIARlT,. The point of it, is yoU are telling til you lutve i
short-1we, of skilled Ia bor.

Mr. W V,\lm. Yes. I thinic everybody to raes.
Stt1llt4r 1II'i,'. It lits btei aglreed you 1are not, going to ervilte

skills by putting people out, of work. )oil are not, going to create
skills b)" cittin' down overtime.

Mr. WAVuK.ER. You a1-r0 going to related skills by having good job-
tira iuing programs.

Senator 1I.u'rrliu. W'i i,, going to pav for h l oe '
S.'. WATLKER. The jobs program? It is shared by t l Federal Gov-

ornment, mind ' the bi- nessinen themselves.
Semtll or IfTut.'rla. I T(h)v innv ll ve I hey t rained this .ear?
M'. W,uc,(,H. T d not, hav tle figures. They trallned li it a few,

blt I wish that. tlhev could i rain many more.
Senator Lurrici.. Less tIa i 100,060.
Mr. W duo. T (1 not have Iihe figures, Senalt.
Senator 1I.\irrir. What 1 ani saying to you quite honest lv is that.

tlere is no shortage of plrduct i "o in' any single line. T cain get. you
any type of an1t otobile at, discount Over list, any type of refrigerator,
wviih or without, an automatic' ice filly. 1 ('all gettvo'u any Ip of wash-
ing 1mchinle, is that niot, right, any type tlevislon, I 8-inc,, Screen up
to doiblte vision with color, liht, everything yom want. iello is I1o
shortat of theso things.

Mr. You aro going to have i ditliull t ime convincing my
wife tihlt the prices are not. goi g 111) because wo lve an inlatiotiary
etoiioti v. That, is tlle, measure of inflation.

Senator T.\rm'm:. 1 amin not. talking aout. that. The price hiat 1ot0eup1 ill Illdival var,. Are, voll coingr to recdile medical eat'e?
rt. 1,\m.icla. Foo(d prices have goe p1) more in recen t ioliths thalt

anything elset.
Senator lLuirri i. 1 (14 not think you can Pl',)n'O t..
M'. W.lmi.. think w calln.
Senator IAl' olc, You are going to have to back down on t hit, one.

The price of niedicall eai'e has gole ill niuich niore, and th e service ill-
(IllSt.i'ies lIv gon1e, U P faster.

Mr1". WAIKlti. od prices in t-he pnast. 6 mnont.s.-
Seiitor I;\rli(:. Not. inl tli10 pastt 6 months, th last. month. Give tlhe

last. iiitlih.
'Mr. W.l.il~. 1 did nlt. tiian the list month: to. i tlie last. nonth---

the"v went. ill) eight-fenith s of it point, between a'cnreh and Alpril, wh'lih
is t' verV bi in l'rease.

Se110t.oi'r xii't i .I. T iannt. yol liat the price of g1'overies lilts gote
i1, bti. not; ats mueh asg illedical costs, not, as Inueh al asrvicS , gelinelly
,s i!n.. Mediil costs are uip 0 1o'('lent. All T11 am sying to youi-and
it' Nol will go blilc(k to yolrl ecoolloill a m laong the glil(] 1's t ht. people
play is trvinig to devise ill exclso for this, typo of ln ecolloily. For the
life or lilo I ('ilillot.lstllnd w we Wiia. airesti'ietivo lo'linli ill
the tilvl of product ion of goods aind i rest.rictivo ecoiomyl in lhe field
o)f 11(1ie ai 'lre.

SI. jjrTyi, T think tiat the medical care factor is ii very hiMp01r-
tnllt. flltor ill the rising co;t. of living. There is io question ilbout that.,
bit. voil lare hiuifnlug gileral inlition aieross the boaid in thli eost, of
living, if at. i dif'erentill rIite in tle jprodletiol goods area.
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,""Itoi' I l.,'r.:. I do izot I Ilink t0tt 1 can conviice v'oi anyway, so
it, dots imt. idies nitake all ' difeni ice, ievitaiso you 1, voliittted tom 1)0 liv
of telling tie 101)el' ellt. surtax, f itt I llink if 'ol wit nt. to 114
biuli'o ti lidget, v do ,ou inot redtic' it 2 pet-n-t ald raise etitill
Ijiolley to lIhI ii'e thte lbIdgei ?

N1% . W.Iiet. We iied a surpli1S.
Seuuto, I l,\ukI. . ,Just, one ot h ling. 'l'lT lprooletit s of Ii his, just

fo. ie sake of l)uit,ting it. ill tle n'ed- if' N'ou were not her,, I will
dra w ,'ou i' at )t(ioll to a book called " lheuri'igs, 1Paits I and 2 of' tle
lr'esideuts 'i ax l'oposil, ill which t hey are till ('( tied, libtiitt "how
to meet. th costs of Viet naii, to Ivoid'xcessivel,'Y high interest raits
and t ight, ilioev, hot h oI' whiich ha ve occ.u rred sin ce tl i i,"-- I uil
read l hg Iroizi tht cn pt ll-, 'to protect our al ha tice of )ayiitit s.--alld
that. is one I wanted 1.o cover atl 1 did not. cover vet.

()zIr [blu IIce ol paytIIIt iIire I the worst ('oiditio Ii it, Ih1s been since
1I)9; is that. not t, ru?

Mr. Ait,'1V RE. Tie hadtuice of lMpytuiit1s?
ml' totr IIA'T'KE. URight.

Mr. "V,\AKh. Hie I)l't of payutielits overall had a slight surplus
last. ye'ar. Under the ew nteasuiremients niow available, it, is t paraldoxi-
4,,,11 situat ioti. I t. is very st'rollg oi till olicil sot tihmnts Isis but not a
liquidit-y basis.

Set'lt a rv K n N t't)Y. 1 think it is the trade bidtno dit yoi aro talk-
in aloui,, enator. That is the bad one.

Seuiat.or I [,IAI'KI.e. 'Jrh e rade lIlaulo is down tA) zero, f roll a, surplus
in 196 1 down to Zero now, itid for thi fir-st time .Japan is in .t favorable
trade balance relationship w 'it~h is. The aitctil liquitlity basis was even
bad in the first, quarter of 1969, at very sharp decrease.

Secretarv N'Ei)Y. That, is right,
Sector I1,1'r1(:. Very bad. So in other words it has failed on every

count so far, blut I guess, wo are going to ha.vo a contimince of failure.
Sellat.oir RI1Ym, May 1 ask for just lu'ee figures? Assutming the enact-

mont of the sill'tax, h'Iat will bet the tohl general fund receipts?
M'. MAYO. The total tv
Senator ]hY'm. General f ud or Federal fund, either way you express

it.

Mr. MAYO. The total Federal funds receipts including the enactment
of I lie suirtax would !be $149.4 billion.

Senator lI'im. What, will bo the total receipts from the personal in-
como tax, making tho same assumption?

Mr. MAyo. t prefer to ask Fd Coheli that. I think li has the detail.
Mht. (ot tuN. 1 (10 not have the totd figures. I lave them only in the1

suircharge. 'l'm itlividumal income tax figure estimated for tie fiscal
year 197) is $91 billion.

Mr. MAyO. That is eorrect
Mr. ConEN. i ti additioti, $39 billion for the corporate income tax, for

a total of $130 billion in income tax.
Senat.or Bhm). Totfil lceil)S, then, you estimate for fiscal 1970, as-

suming the continuation of the surtax, would be $91 billion from the
individual income taxes?

Mr. (Co1I, . That is out of total budget receipts of $199.2 billion.
Senator Bym). And that from the corporate income tax you esti-

mated $39 billion.
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Mr. COHEN. Yes; $39 billion.
Senator BYRD. And that is after credits and whatever else there

might be.
Mr. CoiEN. Yes; net receipts after refunds, including the surcharge.
Senator BYn. Net after refunds but including the surtax.
Mr. COHEir. Yes.
Senator BYRD. That is the figure I wanted. Thank you very much.
Then would I be accurate in making this statement: You have in

the budget-I will do a little arithmetic here for just a moment-you
have in the budget a figure of $17.5 billion as the estimated interest
charges, and then you estimate that you will take in from the personal
or individual income tax $91 billion.

The point I am trying to suggest is this: It appears to me that 19
cents or 19 percent of tiie personal income tax would be required to
pay the interest on the national debt for that one year, assuming that
the entire interest were paid from that one fund. It that entire interest
were not paid from that one fund but were paid from the total of
your general fund receipts, then your interest charges would be
roughly 11 cents on your general fund, total general fund receipts of
$149 billion.

Mr. lMfAyo. Yes; that is roughly correct.
Senator BYRD. I just mention that as indicative of this tremendous

interest charge that the Government is carrying.
Senator Williams?
Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Secretary, just a couple of questions. Per-

haps there is no significance in it, but I noticed in a recent Treasury
report that our reserves of cash seem to be running higher, $500 million
to $1 billion above what they were last year. Is that just accidental?

Secretary KENNEDY. I do not know that I can answer you, Senator.
The receipts are higher because we are in a higher level of income. I
do not know how many sales of securities are involved in that. We put
out some Treasury bills recently, and it might have been involvedin
that.

Mr. WALKER. Receipts were a little higher than expected.
Secretary KENNEDY. Yes; very little though. Yes; they are a little

higher.
Senator WILLIAMS. I am referring primarily to the daily cash

balances.
Secretary KENNEDY. Yes.
Senator WILTAIAmS. They are running on an average of close to $1

billion higher than they were a year ago.
Secretary KENNEDY. What happens in this period is a matter of ex-

penditures as well as receipts, as you know, taking the net cash, and
then the security sales are credited in there, and some tax and loan
accounts. This recent tax bill offering did relate to tax and loan
accounts.

Senator WILLIAMS. I understand that, but if as a result of increased
receipts or less expenditures than are anticipated, I am wondering
why we sold these recent bills, why we did not bring those balances
down a little lower and save that much interest.

Secretary KENNEDY. We are running into a market situation in this
last offering where a number of Government agencies were coming
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in. We could not come in at the same time. We had to adjust our time
period, and then, too, this money goes out very fast. We will have
another financing within a month, so it is moving out very, very fast
in this period.

We wanted also, in order to meet this very difficult market situa-
tion, to have as much tax loan credit as we could get because other-
wise we pay more in the auction of the Treasury bills. The rate would
have been higher on us, so it is a combination of factors. But we
would only have had a week or two's adjustment in time anyway.

Senator WILLTAfs. You agree with me that to the extent that
you are maintaining these balances a little larger than may be
necessary-

Secretary KENNEDY. 1Ye want to keep the balance as small as we
can, but given the volume of transactions we have, as you know, we
need a balance around the $4 ,billion level.

Senator WILLIAMS. Yes. The reason that I mentioned that, I saw
some hint the other day that this may be done on the basis of replen-
ishing the reserves of the banking industry.

Secretary KENNEDY. It was not.
Senator WILLIAMS. It was not?
Secretary KENNEDY. There is no connection at all.
Mr. MAYo. Senator Williams, I have the figures here for June 30.

A year ago the Treasury balance was $6.7 billion on June 30. This
year it is $7.1 billion, which is about $400 million higher, which is
not a significant amount really when you consider that this is a peak
runup from the June 15 tax payments and July is a heavy deficit
month.

Senator WILIAMs. I know. I realize that, but there are comparable
dates which run just a little in excess of $1 billion., too

Secretary KENNEDY. You can pick at such dates; yes.
Senator Wina.LI'as. I notice the month of June has been fluctuating

from say $4-00 million up to a little better than $1 billion, and I just
wondered if there were any significance in that. Has there ever been
any thought or consideration given that the Government should re-
ceive interest on this checking account?

Secretary KENNEDY. T herehave been a number of studies on that, as
you know, Senator. I do not know when the last one was, 2 or 3 years
ago, showing the costs involved in sales of securities and the other
transactions, and at that time it was considered that on an average
balance of $4 billion it was about the right amount to compensate
for the work that was being done. "We will take another look at that.
I think that is worth while looking at.

Senator WILLIAMS. I remember that study, but as I recall tbe inter-
est rates were around 4 to 41/4 percent.

Secretary KENNEDY. That is right. Of course, costs were much less
then.

Senator W'ILLIAM s. That is correct.
Secretary KENNEDY. You have both sides of the equation.
Senator WILLIAMS. You do.
Secretary KENNEDY. So we will take a new look.
Senator WILLIAMS. A cash balance, a daily balance of $4 billion

when interest rates were around 4 percent is considerably different
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than when the prime rate is around 8.5 percent. I am just wondering
if the money is deposited necessarily witch those who have the expense
of this refinancing, or is that a different group?

Secretary KENNEDY. It varies to some extent. Credit is given for
securities that are sold, and the checks on tax collections that are made
by corporations are credited in the banks where the corporations have
their accounts. What they try to do is have the least. fluctuation be-
tween the business side of the economy and the banking side. Some
banks, of course, do more than others.

Senator WILLTAMS. Occasionally banks have entered into arrange-
ments with private depositors, have they not, where they would pay
them some lesser rate on an average balance in the checking accounts?
That is customary, is it not, sometimes?

Secretary KENNEDY. On checking accounts, by regulation, the banks
cannot pay interest. Money has to be in a time deposit before banks
can pay interest on that money. To the extent that State funds are
carrying interest, it has to be in the time category. It was interest pay-
ments on demand funds which started the troubles in the late twenties
which led in turn to the Banking Act of 1933.

Senator WILLTATS. The reason I raised that, I saw an item the other
day inquiring whether this was just happening, and I notice there has
been also a rather intriguing suggestion. Would it be possible for the
Treasury to work out an arrangement where they could draw a reduced
rate of interest on these cAsh balances and relate that to the fluctuation
in the prime rate, which would put a premium on the banks to
reduce the prime rate and hold it down. In other words, as the prime
rate is raised 1 percent, interest on Government deposits would raise
1 percent, and if they dropped it 1, and give them a chance to vanish
that out say when it reached 5.

Secretary KENNEDY. I think our bank balances of the Treasury
should be operated as free balances and used to take care of our needs,
because if you start to tie them up into time account categories, we
will be frozen into the situation. If we want to attack high interest
rates, let us attack them in a different way and not confuse the attack
with tax and loan accounts.

Senator WILLIAMS. Has there been any recent study, there is this
last study several years back to which you referred, as to the feasibil-
ity, advisability of the Government considering such a proposal?

Secretary KENNEDY. I know of none. We do have some time deposits
in banks for specific purposes.

Senator WTLLIAMS. What rate of interest?
Secretary KENNEDY. But it is merely to reimburse for certain activi-

ties that are not covered by our demand balance.
Senator WILLIAXTS. What rate of interest do they draw under those

circumstances?
Secretary KENNEDY. It would be very small, 2, 3, or 4 percent. I

would have to look that up, Senator, but it would be a very low rate of
interest. You see, the rate on savings that banks can pay is 4 percent
by regulation.

Senator WLTIAMS. I just raise this point, because at a time when
the Government is paying 7.5 percent, it becomes very important, as
you recognize. I hope that some study will be made as to this, and if
there are any suggestions that you have along that line-
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Secretary KENNEDY. We can take a look at that, but we want to keep
our balances free, because there are times when we really need them,
when we have to transfer from one area to another, and then the lack
of free balances could have impacts on the money markets that are
ver, serious.

Senator WILLIAms. At least we can be assured that there is no de-
mand connection between the fact that these balances are running a
little larger right at this particular time.

Secretary KENNEDY. There is not.
Senator BYRD. Senator Miller?
Senator MILLER. Mr. Secretary, you have been here a long time

today. I am not going to detain you any further except for a couple of
quick questions.

In your prepared remarks on page 4, you referred to the limitation
on tax preferences recommendation by the administration. One thing
that disappointed me was that you di1 not include tax-exempt munic-
ipal bonds in the limitation on tax preferences approach. I would like
to find out why such bonds were omitted.

Mr. CoEN: Senator Miller, this was not included for several rea-
sons. First, there is a question as to the legality of such a tax. Secondly
and most significantly, because of the current problems in the munic-
ipal bond market, we did not think this would be an appropriate time
to limit the market for the bonds. However, we did include tax-exempt
interest in our allocation of deduction proposal presented to the House
of Representatives on April 22. Trhe proposal requires personal deduc-
tions by indli'duals to be allocated ratably between their taxable. in-
come and their tax-exempt income, and for that purpose tax-exempt
interest is included.

The allocation principle has been sustained by the Supreme Court in
the Atlas Insurance Co. case for insurance companies. But there is no
similar precedent which supported the inclusion of tax-exempt income
in our proposal for a limit on tax preferences.

Secretary KENNEDY. Senator, in addition, the question of what
should be done with respect to tax-exempt income is being considered
as a separate matter in the House Way and I eans Committee, and I
do not know how that will turn out because there are many problems
involved.

Senator MILLER. Indeed there are, but with respect to the legality
of this, it seemed to me that (a) a pretty good argument could be
made fort lie legality, and (b) if it should be determined it would
be unconstitutional, a savings clause in the bill would certainly take
care of it. It would not cause any problem. And as far as the market
for tax-exempt municipals is concerned, whether that would be sub-
stantially interfered with because of the limited tax preference ap-
proach is very difficult to say I am sure, but I must tell you that there
are a great many people among the general taxpayers who are quite
unhappy when they read in the newspapers that somebody has invested
all of their money in tax-exempt municipal bonds and have received
a very fine economic income and pay no tax whatsoever to Uncle Sam.

It seemed to me that this might well be included without particu-
larly hurting the municipal bond market. It might require some
change in the portfolios on the part of some people.

31-701-69-11
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Now, on page. 9 of your statement, Mr. Secretary, you refer to this
pollution control facility provision of the House-passed bill, and you
suggest that the definition of a pollution control facility should be
tightened so that the rapid amortization provisions will apply only
to treatment facilities which are clearly identifiable as serving only
antipollution purposes.

Suppose the taxpayer has an existing plant and has to put in a
new boiler, and the boiler is going to cost $100,000, but if he will
spend $150,000, he is going to be able to do a pretty good job on pol-
lution control. Now there you have a situation where lie can spend
$100,000 or $150,000, and if he spends $150,000, with respect to the
l)ollution control parts of that boiler, why should he not be allowed
amortization?

Secretary KENNEDY. I think it is a matter of definition to be sure
it relates to pollution control rather than other functions.

Senator MILLrR. You see, that is my point, because your statement
says "clearly identifiable as serving only antipollution purposes."

"Secretary'KENNEDY. The antipollution part of a given installation
would be included in that statement, I should think.

Senator MAfiinn. Maybe I have made the question too simple. Sup-
po0se that you could ha'e a boiler for $100,000 that is not. going to do
a job on pollution and you have another boiler for $150,000 and it ,way
be rather difficult to pick out the various segments of that, but you do
know this, there is $50,000 more being paid out for a boiler that is
going to do a job on pollution. Wmold it not be reasonable and fair
to permi-t a reasonable identifiable allocation for an overall facility like
this?

[r. CoiiEJN. Yes. It might be possible, Senator, to allocate and al-
low amortization on the additional costs that are necessary for an
antipollution, but part of this involves the question of whether you
apply it to changes in existing structures or whether you are goinir to
extenld it also, as is (lone in the House bill, to new plants that are bulilt.

Another question is whether you are going to allow the amortization
for the cost. of a smokestack which is a rather customary part, of a
plant facility, or whether you are going to allow it for sewer pipe, whiclis a major part of expenditure. It is rather difficult to know what de-
vice.s are installed to prevent pollution.

On the other hand, if you are talking about a treatment facility,
vou do know that it is installed for the specific purpose of prevention
pollution, and it is a problem of identification. If we could identify
the additional cost that might be incurred to prevent pollution, it
might be a simpler matter.

Senator MirER. Mr. Secretary, suppose that there is a local munici-
pal ordinance that states that a snok.e stack must be 300-feet high, and
the reason the local city fathers adopted that is because they want to
minimize air pollution. But the owner of the plant concerned could
certainly meet the needs of his plant with a smoke stack 100-feet high.
Now there is a case where lie has to build it 200 feet higher than lie
normally would for the sake of satisfying an air pollution requirement.
I do not know that you would call that a treatment facility-that would
stretch the definition of treatment facility somewhat, but it is an air
pollution requirement that has been met. I wonder why that would not
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given You were able to be shown.

It, seems to me if we are really going to encourage people to do sonie-
thing about pollution control, we ought to be fair across the board on it.

Now, I understand, the the Secretary brought this out in his state-
ment about. construction of new facilities, that due to technology such
facilities may not cost any more than old facilities, and I understand
that very well. That is why in my original question I used an existing
plant for in example. it as long as you have made reference to the
smoke stck, I think I might as well mention that, too, because I can
see where if all I had to do is construct a 100-foot smoke stack to satisfy
my boiler requirements, I might feel put upon if I had to construct, one
300-feet high. and somebody down the road gets a tax amortization
provision on some pollution ('ontrol device and I cannot take the 200-
foot cost of that smoke stack and amortize it.

Mr. CohFN. 1 think that if you had to replace an existing snmike
stack with a new smoke stack for antipollution purposes, there is niemit
in your augument.

On the other hand, you do rllf into the boiler problem that you ilien-
tioned. A plant may hiave an existing boiler that, may have to be re-
placed, and you have the question of whether the. entire cost of the
new boiler sliould be allowed for amortization or whether no amortiza-
tion should be allowed to the extent that the money is being spent
for a more expensive, more efficient boiler.

Senator MfILLER. I do not have any trouble with that at all, because
I would not allow that at all, if there was nothing more to it than
that, but to the extent that the cost of that new boiler is increased to
cover pollution control-

Secretail KENNEDY. Identifiable.
Senator MILLER. Then I suggest to you it would only be fair to al-

locate under evidence submitted by the taxpayer to permit that to be
subject to amortization.

Mr. ColwN. If I can satisfy the problem of allocation, I think you
can do that. This bill does not, nor did a suspension provision in 196
provide for an allocation. It provides for extending the tax benefit
to any item that is primarily installed for the purpose of combating
pollution. and it an all or nothing test.

Senator MILLER. Would you have any objection to permiting an al-
location in a reasonable situation such as i have described?

Mr. CohE.x. If we can get, Senator, some means of determining this.
Our problem is that revenue agents are not generally equipped to de-
termine whether or the extent to which a particular addition has been
installed to combat pollution and to what extent, on the other hand. it
might have been used in the normal course of replacement of tile
facility.

I think that in the Korean war when we had 5-year amortization,
we required certification by another agency of the portion of the plant
which would be. allocable to the emergency at the time.

Now, the procedures in the existing bill do not provide for certifica-
tion by HEW or by the Interior Department of the extent to which
the cost has been Incurred to combat pollution, but only provides
for certification that the installation is consistent with the program of

153
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combating pollution. We would have to change the certification
procedu re.
Senator MILLER. I recognize the weakness in that last point. On

the other hand, I would hope that we would not have to have every
plant. in the country have to run over to HEW to get a certificate,
especially if they are trying to comply with a municipal ordinances,
and I share your concern about throwing too big a load on revenue
agents. This is something that I think we probably could work up ikn
language that we could enlarge upon. in regulations to make it quite
clear that this is no gral) bag, but as long as the intent of the Congress
is to encourage lpeop~le t~o stall pollution control items, or to con-
struct with p)ollutioni control in mind, even though it costs them more
1110ev, I believe we should come up in the end with this provision.

.Ar. COhEN. Senator, I think we are conscious of the points that you
make and are synimlthetic to them. We feel, however, that this bill in
iliposing no limits in that regard has gone too far and should be tight-
ened up.

Secretary KENN.EDY. We have got to come up with some language,
I think.

Senator MILLER. I share your concern about this Mr. Secretary.
Thank you very mich.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BYRD. I would like to ask one question, and then I will

recognize the Senator from Arizona.
Is the Treasury Department. satisfied with the leq islation as passed

by the. louse insofar as special exemptions, special rules or special
considerate ion might be given to certain companies or groups of tax-
payers in terminating the investment credit?

Secretary KE'NNEDY. Yes. The only question we have is with this
1)ollItion aimortization schedule, and I think we have got to come up
with some language to tie that in a little better.

Senator BYiRD. But leaving the pollution amortization aside, is the
Treastirv ;,atisfied with the rest of the proposal?

Secretary KENNEDY. The answer is yes.
Mr. Coh'N.. There are some language changes that we might prefer,

ut in essence we are satisfied.
Secretary KENNEDY. The changes would be minor clarifying changes

in language; they would not be changes in substance.
Senator BYRD. In essence than it is what the House came up with

you feel is a fair proposal.
Secretary KENNEDY. That is correct.
Senator BYRD. Before recognizing the Senator from Arizona, when

the committee adjourns today it will adjourn to meet at 10 a.m.
tomorrow.

The Senator from Arizona is recognized.
Senator FANNIN. Mr. Chairman, I regret that I did not have the

opportunity to be here earlier this afternoon and I do not want to be
repetitious, but in my State of .rizona we do have quite a mining
industry producing better than 50 l)ercent of all the copper produced
in the country. We have an air pollution problem too. If we are going
to rewrite this language, could you improve the incentive for the
mines? Some of them are in nearby cities and we have an overburden
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that is removed and cutting and landscaping to do. Would the credit
apply to this problem? We have been able to get the mining com-
panies to do extensive work in recent months on this problem and we
i; ant to give them this incentive.

Do you feel that they would qualify under the credit provision or
do you think that they should qualify under some program that
would be involved in this pollution requirement?

Mr. CoHEN. Senator, I would be delighted to review this with you.
I cannot tell from your description what the answers would be. We do
have provisions in the amortization of pollution control facilities that
would take into account items that relate to air pollution as well as
water pollution. The provision on page 04 of the bill stated ,that-

Certified pollution control facilities means any new property that is depreci-
able which is used to abate or control atmospheric pollution or contamination.

As long as it is certified as being in conformity with the State pro-
grain or requirements for abtement or control, and to the extent that
equipment is used to control or abate atmospheric pollution or con-
tainination, I would think it would qualify.

Senator F -NrI. That is what 1 was wondering. Of course on the
smelters where you have the chimnevs, I understand that those facili-
ties qualify. This is quite a serious )roblem in one area of our State
(lue to the presence of several large cities not too far froii this par-
ticular area.

Secretarv KENN-EDY. I think we. ought to look into thlat in detail
to see whether it fits or whether it does not.

Senator F.\-iN. Ye's. I will iiot take the time today, but I will seli
the information to you so that we can bring this stimulation into the
legislation, if it does fit.

Mr. COHEN. We will be happy to consider it, Senator.
Senator FAxxNiN. Thank you, sir.
Senator Wmi-.-AL_)is. Mr. secretary, just one question here and I will

not delay.
I understood a moment ago from Senator Byrd's question you

endorse the House action on the investment credit, and there are no
exceptions?

Secretary KTENNEDY. In essence. There may be some minor laniguage
changes, but, as I understand it, there will b~e no substantive changes.

Senator WILLIAMS. I am particularly referring to the three excep-
tions which I understand are in the bIll on pages 15 and some on 17
and 18.

Secretary KENNEDY. Yes; they were put in for specific areas.
Senator WLMLIAxs. Transactions, some of which run to 1973, then

there was one on barges and oceangoing vessels and one on theiple -

lines. Do you endorse those three proposals?
Secretary KENNEDY. That is correct.
Mr. Co0EN. We accepted them, Senator. We did not recommend

them. We had recommended that the only credit allowed after the
cutoff date would be installations made pursuant to binding contracts
for the purchase of the equipment, but we accepted in committee the
use, in general, of the same rules that had been provided in the 1966
suspension. We thought that these three additions would not mate-
rially differ from those that had been in the 1966 suspension.
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Senator WUILLts. Do those fall under the exceptions of the 1966
rules?

Mr. COHEN. They do not fall precisely under the 1966 rules, but they
fall under the general policy of the rules, we feel. The provisions with
respect to the pipe lines and with respect to the barges almost fit but
did not specifically fit the 1966 rules. In the pipeline case, for example,
the property was not described in the contract, but it was described
in an application that had already been filed with the Federal Power
Commission. It was not a contract to produce property, but a contract
to transport property.

Similarly, with respect to the barges, they had been specifically
designed-boats had been specifically designed to carry the )arges,
and we had provisions in the 1966 rules providing that'where half-
more than half of the cost of a total facility had beeii either expended
onl contracted for, the taxpayer would get the credit on the balance.
We thought that the, barges were such an integral part of the vessel
itself for which it had been specifically designed that it ought to be
treated as a part of the general rule for plant facilities and equipment.
Thev are not precisely the same as the 1966 rules, but we thought they
were within the general principles.

Senator WILLIAms. You have commented on two of them. How
about the third?

Mr. COHEN. The third one was more related to a provision in the
1966 law regarding the application of the investment credit to equip-
ment purchased to fulfill an output contract. The credit applied to
machinery purchased after the cutoff date if the output contract pro-
vided for the sale of substantially all the goods to be produced and the
contract ran for a substantial portion of the useful life of the equip-
ment purchased to perform the contract. The committee amendment
liberalized these requirements somewhat in the case of certain new-
design products.

Senator WtLTAArs. And you did not think of them at the time you
sent the bill down. If you had known it, you would have included them
in your bill?

Mr. Cone. No. Our position was that we should make an exception
only for property the purchase of which had been contracted for at
the time. There is a delicate problem of judgment. You could even
argiue as to whether you should allow an excel)tion for contracts that
were binding at the time, but we agreed in committee to accept the
1966 rules, and we acquiesced three additional points.

Senator WILMA:Nvs. The point is when we start making exceptions
I think you realize where you are going. What I wanted to get clear
for the record, is that. you are or that you are not endorsing these
three proposals, and if you endor-e them, standing by it. Let us make
it clear. Do you recommend that they be deleted fromii the bill ?

Secretary K~ENNEDY. I think we lave agreed to acquiesce in keeping
them in, because they are so similar to the earlier Susl)ension of rules.

Senator WILLIAM31S. How about if the committee finds some others
that fall in a similar category? That is what we run into.

Secretary KENNEDY. Yes, I know. We do not want to open the door
to all kinds of changes. There is a point beyond which you cannot go.
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There were many others being considered, and they were turned down,
but, these were I(lentifiable and they were, as Secretary Colen indi-
cated, so nearly alike in principle that we wanted the language to
specifically cover them. Otherwise, there would have been con fusion.

Senator WILLIAMS. You accel)t them and en(lorse them, but you
would not have recommended them.

Secretary KENNEDY. We did not recommend them. In fact, we did
not accept the 1966 rules to start with. However, we have acquiesced
in their addition by the Ways anid Means Conittee.

Senator W ILLIAMS. But you do not want to go back to the old line;
is that correct'?

Secretary KENNEDY. That is right.
Mr. CohEN. There were others, Senator, as Secretary Kennedy has

said, which we opposed in committee an)d which were not adop)ted?
Senator IVILLIAmS. The hearing is adjourned to 10 o'clock toior-

row morning.
(Whereupon, at 5 p.m., the committee was recessed, to reconvene

Wednesday, July 9, 1969, at 10 a.m.)





PROPOSED EXTENSION OF THE SURCHARGE AND
REPEAL OF THE INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT

WEDNESDAY, JULY 9, 1969

U.S. SENATE,

Com~trrr,,m oN FiNANCE
W1ashington, D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to recess, -tit 10 a.m. in room 2221, New
Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long (hairinan)
presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Anderson, Gore, Talmadge, Williams,
Bennett, Curtis, Miller, Jordan, and Fannin.

The C1ruIRMAN. The hearing will come to order.
Tis morning we commence lmaring the testimony of public wit-

iiesses testifyng for various segments of industry and business. Our
first witness'if hfe is here today, will be Mr. William Graham Claytor,
)resi(lent of the Southern Rairoad.

Mr. Claytor, I have received manv communications from users of
the railroads ex pressing their interest in this bill. While they are too
numerous to include in the printed record, they will be placed in the
official files of the committee.

You may proceed, sir. Do you have a prepared statement?

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM GRAHAM CLAYTOR, PRESIDENT,
SOUTHERN RAILROAD

Mrr. Cr,,ITon. I do not, Mr. Chairman.
Tie CHAI.RMAN. Then I hope you would more or less summarize

your views oi this matter. If you want to elaborate. on them, we will
accept an addendumn for the record to go along with it.

M\h'. C,Arron. Thank you very much. I diT not have time to prepare
my statement formally, and will just speak off the cuff as it were, but
would appreciate the opportunity to submit something at a later time.

IN name is W. Griham Claytor Jr I am president of the South-
ern Railway system, with offices hero in Washington, at 930 15th
Street NW.
I want to thank the committee for this opportunity to appear and

discuss some aspects of the proposed total repeal of the investment
credit as contained in Iouse bill H.R. 12290. 1 am not appearing as a
spokesman for the railroad industry as such, but for mv own railroad
system and for our customers, largely in the Southeast. 'We serve 13
statess including all the States of the Southeast plus southern Ohio,
Indiana, and Ilinois.

'See p. 109.

(159)
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First of all, I want to say clearly that I concur in the objectives of
the bill, of the Congress, and of the administration to curb the infla-
tionary spiral, and we do support extension of the 10-percent surtax
as a means of doing this.

The railroad industry suffers from inflation probably more than
almost any other industry because our pricing is restricted both by
vigorous competition from other modes and by rate regulation.

or example, according to an ICC study, through 1967, rail rates
decreased about 13 percent over those in 1958, 9 years before. In that
period, consumer prices went up 15 percent, railroad construction costs
went up over 4 percent, corporate profits generally went up from 1958
to 1968, 129 percent, railroad net income went down 11/2 percent.

We are caught with increasing costs and we have, both because we
felt this was in ours and the public interest, and because of the limita-
tions under which we operate, have not increased our prices.

Under these circumstances, we believe that the investment credit
as applied to railroad equipment is not only not inflationary, but is
necessary to the railroad industry and to our shippers.

It has been one of the big factors over the last few years that has
enabled us to hold the line on rate increases as well as we have, and
still keep going, even though we have not kept going as well as we
certainly would like to have.

Furthermore we have a unique problem in the railroad business in
raising the capital that we must have for both freight cars and for our
roadbed improvements. What we are asking for, therefore, is consid-
eration of continuation of the investment credit in the limited area of
railroad rolling stock as essential both to this industry and to the
shippers that rely or. this industry.

A subsidiary point I want to make is that as a matter of fairness
the effective date of any repeal that is made should not cut off the
credit for material ordered before the congressional action which was
taken last month, especially as applied to the type of railroad equip-
ment normally ordered not more than a year to 18 months in advance
of delivery.

These are the two points that I want to discuss very briefly.
First of all, I want to suggest that the status of the railroad industry

in our economy should be given some sympathetic consideration by
Congress today. We are the only country in the world with a privately
owned and operated railroad system. We think this is the best way.

We make enormous contributions to both Federal income and to
State and local income in the taxes we pay. In other countries the rail-
road industry is supported by the taxpayers instead of supporting
the taxpayers. We would like to keep it this way, but the road is rough,
and we have got to have help from Congress 'if we are going to con-
tinue to go forward.

The railroad industry is highly capital intensive. That is to say
we have to spend an enormous amount of capital every year just to
stay even, and if we are going to keep up with the expanding economy
we have got to spend even more.

In 1968 net capital investment was over $47,000 per employee, one
of the highest in all American industry. The cost of an average new
boxcar has more than doubled in the lat 11 or 12 years, and we need
more of them every year.
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Because of the nature of our business, we have no ability, no means
of raising capital for roadbed improvement. There just is not any
way we can borrow money or raise equity to upgrade our railroad
tracks, to expand our lines, to increase our speed and ability to carry.
We have to do every bit of that out of retained earnings, that is to say
we have to finance all of our work on roadbed out of what we are able
to make as net profits.

Almost no other industry faces that problem to the extent we do.
In addition to that, we have to buy enormous amounts of equipment

each year, and on that we have to pay a minimum of 20 percent cash
downpavmnent. Most of us can finance the rest by equipment trust
certili rates in the market at, I must say, very high interest, rates today,
l)ut the 20 pewr'ent (lown has to be paid again out of retained earnings.

Unless we have significant amounts of retained earnings, we vill
fall further and further behind and not be able to do the job.

Other industries and other segments even of the transportation in-
dustrv do not have this problem to anything like the same degree. You
see, neither the airlines nor the trucks nor the barges have maintenance-
of-way capital problems. Their right-of-way is made available to tlem.
True, they have to pay fees for it in some cases, taxes for it in some
cases, but'thev do not have any capital expenditure problem on main-
taining their right-of-way. We have to pay for it initially, we have
to pay to keep it up, we have to pay to expand it, and then on top of
that. we pay taxes on it to all the local communities.

'Jhis is a" real d ifference and a difference that is important financially.
In adldit.ionI to this, as I have already pointed out, the rail industry

from the standpoint of its profital)ility faces a (liflicult capital rais-
ing problem.

A First, National City Bank study, which was put out recently,
shows that return on net worth of common carrier trucks for the year
1968 was 19.1 percent; for air transport, 9.3 percent; ocean shipling,
9.3 percent. They did not include water carriers, but our estimate for
class A water carriers for 1967, the latest date available, was 12.3
percent.

On the same basis, return on net worth for class 1 railroads was 3.3
percent. A return of 3.3 percent when interest. rates are over 81/ per-
cent on borrowed money. This is the capital raising problem that we
face i.Under the ICC formula, which calls for return on investment in
railroad property, a slightly different. method of computation, the
return in the railroad industry class 1 railroads in 1968 was only 2/
percent. My r ilroad I am glad to say is a good deal better than'that.

We wer of the order of 5 percent in 1968, with the help of very
substantial investment credit., but a 51/ 2-percent return is wholly inade-
quate to move forward in this day and age. The railroad industry
is in real difficulty from this standpoint.

The House committee report. on this bill at page 11 gave as one of
the many justifications for repeal of the investment credit that the
economy is'booming, and I would like to quote this:

Expanding markets and high profit levels should provide sufficient invest-
ment incentive in the future, even without the investment credit.

Now with a return on investment of 21/2 percent, I submit that this
conclusion has no validity as applied to railroads. We are not wor-
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ricd about, all iin'enit ive to iin'est. We are worried about an ability to
make necessary investmnents to keep going forward even at the rate
we tonw are let lone to expall with the future.

Now superimnposed o,, this problem of raising capital generally is
-1. lwobhleil present(d iot. onl]v to the railroads but to all the shippers
that rely oil the railroads-the freight, car shortage. There is no need
to take tils coiliittee's t ihle extensively in diseussinlg the details of
this shortage. 'IFlere is no disag._,reement I think that ii. has been more
severe this vear thani at any tune ill recent history, and for the last
few vears ii has always btvn seasonallv overwhelmingly severe.

I(C( affidavits sulbmiitted in a case altaeking the Colnimission's ef-
i'm( to solve this )roblllelm at least to sonie extent. with ear service or-

ders slow t ia il tile last week inl March ald tile first week in April
1969 tile freight cal' shortage was 1S,00o to 19,000 cars compared to
less thal 5,000 for the corresponding 1)eriod a year before.

Wlent lie, grain season starts n, xt fall, this Is going to look like
car surplus. The shortage this fall I sludler to t link 1)oit.
I know that t lie Iterstate Comnmerice (omulission, who is Iost

deeply coice'ned vith this, is also most, well iiforiied, and I conn enll
to tile nllellers of' this ('oliliittce and its stall that a con ference with
tle Interstate Clilerce CollIIissi>ll on this plrol)hlelj might be most
rodlict ire.
The IC( has issledi literally dozens o f car service orders in an effort

to solve this l)rol lem, but these orders can do nothing bllt try to fairly
ratioll l' shortage. h'v do l( t l e problem. They di'ide up
tile burden in a more equitable fashion.

Continliuation of the illvestmlent credit on this ladlv needed railroad
rolling stock will provide great aid in solving this prlollem, because the
l)robleiil cal oiily be solved by more cars (al), am by letter utilization
of tile cars we have (b). Botlh (a) and (h) require the expenditure of
capital, which the railroads calfn only get lby increasing their net in-
ci une after taxes, which is where tie money comes from that goes to
these t hinl~s.

I wouhf+like to give an example on nm own rallied. With time aid
of the investimient credit, which as I say hasi been tile greatest single as-
sistamve to ui- ill meeting our res)onii)ilities in this area, Southern
bought 271 locomotives and over -21,000 new and rebuilt. freight cars
ill the 4-year period 1965 through 196S at a total cost of some $239
million.

We had a credit last year of $12 million. That $12 million provided
the downpayment oil $0 million vorth of freight. cars, and we spent
it all.

We 1)rojected a prograin to do the same for the rest of this year, and
we have actually on orders for the rest of 1969 and 1970 another $165
million more locomotives and ca's, because we feel that the only way
we can lick this shortage is to get the cars that are required, and We
a re determined to do our part, but if the investment credit, which is the
thing t lhat is enabling us to finance this, goes we just won't be able to
do it. It is not a matter of incentives, it is a matter of ability. The
railroad industry just has not got the money, and this device as ap-
plied to the unique problem we have has done more than anything
else to enable us to meet our responsibilities in this area.
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We think really it is anti-iflationairv, not inflationary, because as I
pointed out, before, we have ibeen slow inl increasing our prices cor-
la,:red to the rest. of Ihtle ecionmv. We onl Southern, in fact we ill the
whole Southeast, have beeii' leaders in saying we do not want freight
i ato inrereases inless we absolutely ha%-'e to hav\e tlieam. They do dri'e

Solile l)lilless awa '.
We liae ompetition Us well :s reglltit lolO to cope with, and we ]oe

been tile ones %N-'SW) hmve been slowest to increase our rates.
Itr t lie itivestilent e(n'(it goes, i 1111 confident. that we will have 110

at ertuii'ye, even though it is a disagreeal)le alternative, to going a '-
ter stil). t it il ld(iiti Ill l'i 'oi rate inel cases . Last veai' oil oUr
l'ailra(l 28 percentt f l our net incoimle aftr taxes was rep'esentelI bv
tle inv\estltient, credit. Ihis is a tren(iiildous slug. It wits m1ore lil*!)
an i ilt Ier year 1,een use we hamd a salbst a ntial 'arlvo'ver, -P(1 we took all

o nd it 1111 it it into iIV\W capital (Illiltilieilt . B111 tlis is ti-rue to a
.1,a ler or lesser ext elt of, maliv ra ilroads if not all of them in Iile
industry. I really think colltinuatioln in this limited aslion for this
limited pl)Ilp ()I is )tot in tlatilial' but alit i-i uflati ona rv. It w (h
certainly stIreigtlvli my\ land ill )posing additional ra'te increases.

Nw thle 1 ust it cii tl ht 1 Nva ii to Ii tent loll ill coniel liiinli is a lvordl
about. flie ('toll' date. Most of us in the railroad business buy or loeo-
moti\ves and cars from about t; months to 18 months in a(lvance of
delivery. This srIg we on Southern were right il the middle of ouir
l)lrhcllse lr.ograns for delivery at, the end of 1969 and for the {ear
.1970 l ,le the investment c redit repeal was formally ProIo.

W\ u(orimially study file types of cars weI ived (IUile carefully, and
flhen look at the situation ;\ith tihe car supply and place oui orders
US I say from (6 months to IS months in advance, seldom more lan
that.

About one-third of our trograiul hal already I)een ordered and
aveeepted prior to April 18. ]'ie other two-thirds we went ahead and
placed o1 order thereafter. We. placed it in April and May, all for
deli\'ery iior to the end of 1970. To go back to April 18 now and
(.ut, off alI of these ordinary business orders that were conformed
after that (late, eveln though the orders are formerly (lelivery in ordi-
nary course, delivery fhis year and in 1970, will worlk a severe hardship)
not only on us but on the rest of what I am afraid is an alrea(ly badly
batterel industry.

Geintlemen, thank you very imiuch. I will be glad to answer any
questions that I call.

'rho (I ,IRIAN. Senator Anderson ?
Senator ANDERsoN. What would you do now if you were here?
Ir. CLAYTOR. I would extend-I would continue permanently the

investment credit for railroad rolling stock, not for the industry as
sucih, but for railroad rolling stock. This will not only help the inlius-
try, hlut, it will also he tihebest step that can be taken in enabling
us to eliminate this terrible shortage which is going to continue, the
shortage of freight cars and of the locomotives to haul them. The
locomotives, are, equally important. This last year we on Southern had
to ."lug" as we ('all it one or two trains almost every day durin the
l,,gilt of the car shortage. That means that a train was ready to
leave, the yard all made ul), we did not have any locomotive to pull it,
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because we were too short of locomotives. We had to leave the train
sit there for maybe 12 hours until we could get locomotives available.
This is why we redoubled our locomotive orders. "Plugging" freight
trains in turn adversely affected the freight car supply because all
those freight cars were sitting there not doing any work 'because there
was nothing to pull them.

To me this is a justified extension, not an inflationary move, and
will really do more for not just the railroads and their shippers, but
for the good of the economy than anything else we can do, and good-
ness knows, as I said at the beginning, no one is more badly hurt by
this inflation than we are. The inflation inflates everything except our
net income.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Williams?
Senator WILTIAMS. No questi ons.
The CHATRMAN. Senator Talmadge?
Senator TALMADGE. fr. Claytor, I want, to compliment, you on your

statement. You make a very impressive case. Of course, as you know,
Southern serves Georgia.

Mr. CLrAYTO. Yes, sir.
Senator TALMADGE. I want to congratulate you on inaugurating the

so-called Big John made available to bring in our growing poultry
and livestock industry at reduced rates. I also want to compliment the
Southern for coming in from time to time and advocating a reduction
in freight rates rather than an increase as some other means of trans-
portation have done.

You mentioned rolling stock. Did I understand you to say that there
is a shortage of 17,000 boxcars in the country?

Mr. CLAYTon. The shortage varies from week to week, Senator. It
happens that the Interstate Commerce study, the data I had available,
was for the last week in March and the first week in April, and there
were 17,000 and 18,000, respectively, in each of those weeks that were
short.

Now it is different every week. The significant thing about this is
that normally in most years there is very little shortage in the spring
of the year. This is the time when seasonally the cars are a little mis-
placed, but usually not short overall significantly. This year they are
short overall at a time of year when this is not normal. The normal
shortage, the normal shortage takes place when the grain comes in,
when the grain harvest comes in in the fall.

Senator TALMADGE. I get reports from time to time in Georgia and
other areas of the country about a shortage of boxcars. Is that through
negligence of the railroad or because there are no boxcars available

Mr. CLAYTOn. It is because there are not enough available, Senator.
Now I will be the first one to say that we ought to use these cars more
efficiently. We ought to move them faster. One problem that keeps
them from moving faster was the one I mentioned, which as I say is
our fault in a sense. We did not have engines to move them. We have
to rectify that by getting more engines.

There are many other problems that need to be improved through
utilization including I may say one of the most important., the pres-
ent rules which permit cars to be held for a number of days by
shippers without being unloaded. This means that a car-I think
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our studies showed that the average boxcar on our line is l)ermitted
to be held for 12 (lays out of every month in the hands of a shipper
without charge to the shipper. This is for the shipper's convenience.
It is a historic thing. To cut that down increases the shippers costs.
The shippers are against it. We have tried from time to time to
ch'1i1ge these, rules, and we are still trying. But boxcars are things
th ,r ought to be turned around quickly the way truck trailers are.

The trucking industry does not put up with that sort of thing.
fliose trucks get 1unloaded when they come in. Boxcars ought to be

treated that way. That would greatly increase the supply. But the
railroads are not without fault. Ve let them sit in the yards too long.

We need great management improvements on that. We need capital
improvements. Southern has this year spent $10 million on a corn-
1)letely new computer system, which I am confident is going to in-
crease our car utilization significantly.

The reat thing is it takes money, capital money, and we have no
means of raising money for things like this really except by increas-
ing our earnings after taxes, because that is where the money has
oot to coime from.

Senator TALMArDGE. Did I understand you to say that the average
return on the American railroad industry on invested capital is 212
percent?

Mr. CLAYTOR. In 1968 the figure was slightly under 21//. percent.
Senator TAL.MADGE. Is that the lowest of any industry in the United

States?
Mr. C0-.\vroim. I would hate to say any industry. Perhaps harness-

makers may be worse off, but it is low enough so that it is an ex-
tremely unattractive yield as you can see.

Senator TALMADGE. You are asking us to make the investment credit
available for rolling stock?

Mr. CLAWrOR. Yes, sir.
Senator TALMADGE. You compete of course with airlines. You also

compete with the trucking industry. You also compete with pipelines?
Mr. CLAYTOI. That is right.
Senator TArADGE. Why should Congress give you an advantage

over your other competitors?
Mr. CLAy'OR. I think the answer is primarily in the difference be-

tween the two industries, both in our ability to perform financially
and in Ihe kind of problein that we have. The main difference is that

the railroads are the only one of these industries with the exception
of pipelines which I will put aside for the moment, the real com-
petltors are the trucks and the barges. Trucks and barges are our
competition for moving freight, big competition.

Neither of them has any requirement of capital expenditure that
amounts to anything for right-of-way. Their right-of-way is provided
by the Government.

Senator TAL,&ADGE. What you are saying is that the taxpayers build
the roads that the truckers travel over?

Mr. CAyrop. That is right. Now I do not want to overstate this.
I recognize that the trucks are required to pay a fee for using the
highways in the form of a tax, There is some question about whether
it is adequate or inadequate, but even if we assume that they pay an
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adequate charge for using the highway, they are relieved of main-
tenance, they are relieved of the capital investment in those highways,
which is the big thing. They do not have to put out $20 million to build
a new section of the Interstate.

When we have to relocate one of our railroad lines, as we frequently
do to get around a grade that is inadequate and to improve the service,
we. have got to put that $20 million in the ground ourselves, and then
we pay taxes to the local county on it after we put it, in.

This is the tremendous difference it seems to me between the two
classes of competition, and it is reflected in the return on investment.
Common carrier trucks get a nearly 20 percent return on investment,
that was in 1968, barges around 12 percent, class A barges around 12
percent, railroads 21/2 to 3 percent.

Senator TALMADGE. I believe you also mentioned something about
the effective date of the cutoff ?

Mr. CLAYroIm. Yes, sir.
Senator TALMADGE. How would that affect you and why should we

change the Ways and Means Committee bill'.
Mr. CLAYTOR: Well, I am hoping that the investment credit will be

continued for railroad rolling stock, which would make the cutoff (late
less crucial to us, although it would still be important from the stand-
point of other items in the investment credit that would not be con-
tinued.

It seems to me that the fair thing to do would be to make the cutoff
date the date that either the House committee acted or this committee
voted on June 25 to accept the general principles of the IHouse com-
mittee, that then congressional action might draw the line.

Senator TALMADGE. What you object to is the retroactivity?
Mr. CrAyTon. The retroactivity. Senator, back in, I am trying

to remember my dates, but back in March, I think it was, we and every-
body else, there are not any insiders in this business, everybody gets
the word about. the same time, got the word that the adninista'tion
was considering repealing the investment credit.

It turned out to be, as most of these rumors do, turned out to be false
at that time.

We got another rumor around the middle of April, and that turned
out to be true. To say that because a word generally gets around that
something is or is not about to be proposed then you go back retroac-
tively and cut the date off at the time seems to me to be just unfair in
the real world the way things work. This town is full of rumors, and
in fact every one of the marketletters and the various newsletters that
go out over the country carry these rumors to everybody, and most of
them are wrong.

Senator TALIMADGE. That is the next question I anticipated asking
you. There is some rumor around town that there was a leak in one
of the Federal agencies, maybe the Treasury or the White House on
this message from the President on repeal of investment credit, in-
dicating that it was coming up, and that many businesses immediately
placed huge orders. In fact I have heard one rumor that stated thev
placed orders as high as $900 million in order to get in under tle
deadline.

Did you receive any suchimmor?
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Mr. CLAYTOR. Yes, indeed. I heard iuimors, as I say, around the
middle of that week that the administration was considering doing
this, and it was the same rmor I had heard 3 weeks before that
it was going to be done th'it ..weekend. It. turned out to be wrong the
first time. Now it turned out to be right the second time, but this is
r ne of those things. As I say, we have rumors. I would hate to tabulate
tll the rumors that have beein picked up since the first of January,
about what is going to happen about 80 percent of which did not hap-
1)en and 20 percent perhaps did.

Senator TAii[ADGE. Did you place any orders based on the rumors
to get ahead of the deadline?

Mr. CILAYTOR. I certainly (lid. and so would anyotie else, bitt tiot
orders that would not have been placed anyway. What we have as I
say, this time of year we are normally projecting our requirement
Which include really not so much what we need as what we think
we 0an afford to buy in the way of freight cars over the next 18 months.

As of the early i)art of April, we had about one-third of our pro-
grain actually on order. Actually when I heard the first rumor back
ii March or 'the first of April, I quickly asked the people who were
doing the studying where were we on the projection of the types of
cars'we needed. We were about ready. I said let us get those orders
in. Conceivably they might cut it off.

If we do not hav -e the inve-tment credit, we cannot afford to pay
for them. so let us get the orders in.

I did the same thing when I heard the second rumor. I said now I
]mow we, have another batch of cars here that we are ordering for
1970, and I found out where they were and I expedited the filing of
those. orders.

They were orders that we were planning to file in May anyway, so 1
moved them up.

There were others that we were not in a position to place because
we had not decided on the characteristics. These were locomotive
orders, and these locomotive orders we worked on during the first 3
weeks in May, and we then filed them. We actually placed our locomo-
tire orders for delivery at the end of 1969 and in 1970 sometime in
May, 3 or 4 weeks after- the announcement had actually come out, but
these were orders again that would have been placed in any event
along about this time.

Now if the investment credit does not apply to these, we may be in
some difficulty, because as I say the problem is not what we need, it is
what we can afford to buy, and I have placed those orders in the at
least serious hope that I was going to be able to pay for them with
investment credit money to the extent I could.

If the investment credit on these purchases is taken away from
them, I am going to be badly pinched. You can say, well you took
your own chances, it had already been announced when you put those
locomotive orders in, and this is true, but it does seem to me that for
this industry for this type of equipment that is so desperately needed,
and for an industry that is so hard pressed, that it Zould be par-
ticularly unfair to go back and put a retroactive date like April 18
on all these orders.

Senator TALMADOE. Thank you, Mr. Claytor.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

31-701-69-12
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The C I1 R rMAN. Senator Jordaix?
Senator JORDAN. No questions.
The CnAIRM AN. Senator Fann in?
Senator FANNIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Claytor, what is the availability now of freight cars relative to

demand? I happen to be, front Arizon and I know that in California-
Arizona at the present time we have a great shortage of cars for the
shipment of vegetables and citrus. I am just wondering what situation
exists as far as your railroad is concerned.

Mfr. CLAYTOR. During June we had a shortage Of box cars partieu-
larlv almost every (lay. We varied on our raii'oad, I get a morning
repo t as to the numl)er of cars requested and the number of cars we
can supply and the shortage. It has usually averaged around 50 to 60
ca' s every day. Since the first of July business has fallen off sub-
stantially.

It is a seasonal thing in part, the holiday and other things, and I
have not had a reported box car shortage for about the last 5 day s, the
first, time I think in 6 months. But the box car shortage, as I say, has
continued through this spring in a way that I believe has never hap-
pened before for this time of year.

Senator FANNIN. We have had one of the most serious car shortages
because we do have perishables and I assume that that is a problem
that you have too-the hauling of perishables.

Mr. CLAYTOR. This is right, Senator. We serve the Florida. perishable
market, too, and it is a most severe problem. To a man who is trying to
make money in a business in which this is a hard thing to do, it'is most
painful to have a president of a big company call up and say, "I or-
dered 40 boxcars for delivery on Monday and I got, 15, and I have got
my warehouse overflowing and I am now arranging to send all this
stuff to Chicago by truck because you will not give me cars." I cannot
afford to have business like that disappear, and yet that has happened
over and over and over again. It is hard to tale.

Senator FANNIN. When you are talking about going all the way
across the country, you are talking about coming all the way down
South, aren't you?

Mr. CLAYTOR. Practically all of the Southeast, south of Ohio and
Potomac, east of the Mississippi. We only go into Florida as far as
north Florida, but all the rest of the South, -and, of course, we handle
a lot of fruits and vegetables out of Florida, too.

Senator FANNIN. I understand. What is -our leadtime on equipment
purchases? What would be your normal'leadtime?

Mr. CLAYTOR. Normally not less than--we have gotten cars on as
short a leadtime as 3 months, but normally it is of the order of 6
months, between 6 months and 18 months. It depends greatly on the
condition of the suppliers. We try to order over 6 months in advance,
and usually a year in advance if we can.

We cannot always do that ad suddenly we find a certain type of
car we need in a burry; we sop around to find a carbuilder who hassome capacity available, but, generally speaking, how much leadtime
you have to have depends on the situation with the carbuilders.

Frequently, the carbuilders for special types of equipment have their
carlines filled up for so many months, and you cannot get any from
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them, but it is fair to say that we on our railroad have, on occasion,
colntracted for new and rebuilt cars as far in advance as 28 months,
lbut the normal thing is 6 to 18 months, I would say.

Senator F.ANNIN. -Do you purchase your cars outright or do you
lease them ?

Mr. CLY'ron. 11eo have in the past--it depends on, basically, what
is the cheapest way to finance them under the particular circumstance.
For our railroad, we have Irc'hased everything for about the last. 5
years. We leased a few cars back in the earl y 1960's because, under the
situation which then existed, that seemed to be a cheaper way to
finance it.

I must say that an important factor in this, of course, is the invest-
ment credit to us.

Senator FANNIN. Yes.
Mr. CYrTOR. A railroad which does not have net income or enough

net income to really take advantage of the investment credit still
gets the advantage of it, and is able to buy more freight cars than it
otherwise would by adopting the lease technique, so that the invest-
ment credit is equally valuable to a railroad, we will say, that pays
no taxes, because it then does not buy its cars. It arranges for a leas-
ing company to buy the cars, take the investment credit and pass the
benefit of it along to the raihoad at lower leasing terms, and this
therefore enables the railroad to get the benefit of the investment
credit whether or not it is in an income-tax-paying position.

Senator FANNIN. Thank you, very much.
Mr. CLAYTOR. Thank you, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. CLAIToR. Thank you so much, sir.
(The following statement was subsequently received by the com-

mittee:)

STATEMENT OF W. GRAHAM CLAYTOR, JR., PRESIDENT, SOUTHERN RAILWAY SYSTEM

My name is W. Graham Claytor, Jr. I am President of the Southern Railway
System, with offices in Washington, D.C.

I want to thank the committee for this opportunity to appear and discuss
some aspects of the proposed total repeal of the investment credit as contained
in House Bill H.R. 12290. I am not appearing as a spokesman for the railroad
industry as such, but for my own railroad system and for our customers, largely
in the Southeast. We serve 13 States including all the states of the Southeast
plus Southern Ohio, Indiana and Illinois.

First of all, I want to say clearly that I concur in the objectives of the bill,
of the Congress and of the Administration to curb the Inflationary spiral, and
we do support extension of the 10 per cent surtax as a means of doing this.

The railroad industry suffers from inflation probably more than almost any
other industry because our pricing is restricted both by vigorous competition
from other modes of transportation and by rate regulation.

For example, according to an Interstate Commerce study, railroad freight
rates decreased 13 per cent during the period from 1958 through 1967 and con-
sumer prices Increased 15 per cent.' During the period from 1958 to 1968 cor-
porate profits generally went up 129 per cent,' while railroad industry net income
declined 1% per cent

We are faced with increasing costs of labor and materials but we have not

I "Transport Economics," Interstate Commerce Commission, Bureau of Economics, June
1968,2 Department of Commerce, Survey of Current Business 1968.

8 Association of. American Railroads 1969 Yearbook of Railroad Facts. (P. 126.)
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Increased our prices because we felt this was In our interest and in the public
interest, and because of the limitations under which we operate.

Under ,these circumstances we believe that the Investment credit as applied to
railroad equipment is not inflationary but, on tile cont rary is counter Inflationary
and is necessary to the railroad industry ind to our shippers.

The investment credit has been one of the singularly significant factors over
the last few years which has enabled us to hold the line on rate increases as
well 4ws we have -and still maintain a steady level of growth.

Furthermore we have a unique, problem in the railroad business In raising the
ne essary capital for the acqui.sition of freight cars and. for improvements of
our road bed. What we are seeking, therefore, is continuation of tie investment
credit in the limited area of railroad rolling stock its essential both to this indus-
try and to the shippers that rely on this industry.

A subsidiary point I want to make is that as a matter of fairness tie effective
date of any repeal that is made should not (lit off the credit for material ordered
before the congressional action which was take last month, especially as applied
to the type of railroad equipment normally ordered not more than a year to 1.4
niiol)t ls in advance of delivery.

These are the two points that I want to discuss very briefly.
First of all I want to suggest that tit, status of the railromid industry In our

economy should be given some sympathetic consideration by Congress today. We
are the only country in the world with a privately owned and operated railroad
system. We think this is the best way.

Woe make enormous contributions to both Federal revenues and to State and
looal revenues in the taxes we pay. It other countries tie railroad Industry Is
sul)ported by the taxpayers instead of supporting the taxpayers. We wolld like
to keep it this way. but it is difficult, and we have got to have help from congress s
if we are going to continue to go forward.

The Railroad industry has a high requirement for capital investment. That is
to 4ay we have to spend all enormous a mouniit of capital every ye3ar just to stay
evell, sl(d If we are going4 to keep 11p with the exlllflil. veollonly wv', have got
to spend even more.

In 1068 net capital investment was over $47.(0X) per employee,' one of tile
highest in American industry. The eost of an average new boxcar has more than
doubled in the last eleven or twelve years, and ve need more of them every year.

liecause of the nature of our business, we have a limited d ability to raise capital
for road hIo improvement. There just is olt any way we call borrow money or
raise equity to upgrade our railroad tracks, to zxluamnd mr lines, to increase our
s5"ld and ability to crry freight. We have to (4 o'iry lit of that Out of retained
earnings, that is to say we have to flnalce all of our work on road bed ouit of
what we are able to make as net profits. Almost no other Industry faces that
problem to the extent we do.

In addition to that, we have to buy substantial amounts of new equipment each
year, and on that we have to pay a minimum of 20 per cent cash down payment.
Most of us finance the balance of the purchase price by equipmwnt trust certifi-
cates in the market at very high interest rates today. hut the 20 lpr cent down
has to be paid again out of retained earnings. Unless we have significant amounts
of retained earnings, we will fall further behind and not he able to do file job.

Other industries and other segments of the transportation industry do not
have this problem to anything like the game degree. You see, neither the air-
lines nor the truck nor the barges have the problem of providing capital for
maintenance road way. Their right of way is made available to them. True,
they have to pay fees for it in some cases, taxes for it in others, but they do
not have any capital expenditure problem on maintaining a right of way. We
must make the initial expenditure, we must pay to keep it up and we must
pay to expand it. On top of that we pay taxes on our right of way to all the
local communities in which we have property. This Is a real difference and a
difference that is important financially.

In addition to this, the rail industry from the standpoint of its profitability
faces a difficult capital-raising problem.

A recent First National City Bank study shows that return on net worth
of common carrier trucks for the year 1068 was 10.1 per cent. for air trans-
port 9.3 per cent and for ocean shipping 9.3 per cent. On the same basi.4,

' Association of American Railroads 1969 Yearbook of Railroad Facts, p. 78,
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return on net worth for class I railroads was 3.3 per cent, a return of 3.3 per
'ent whev interest rates are over 81/j per cent on borrowed money.' This is
the i'ialital-raising problem that we face.

'nder the ICC formula, which provides for a return on investment in rail-
ro.1d property, the return in the railroad industry for class I railroads in
1918 %%as only 21,._, per cent." The railroad industry is in real difficulty fromthi standpoint.
Southern Railway is corning a 51,., per vent return, hut even this is wholly

inadequate to move forward it this day and age. I wish to pont out that this
is due in some measure to the beneficial effect of the investment credit.

The House Ways and 'Means (onlaittee Report on this hill at page 11 gave
as ((lie of the many Just ifications for repeal of the investment credit that the
e('oniiny is booming, and I would like to quote this:

*Expaiding markets and high profit levels should provide sufficient Invest-
iieit inventive in the future, even without the invest ment credit."

With a return oii Investini't of 2.4 per ent. I sulnit that tills conclusion
has no validity when it is applied to tit railroad industry. We are not wor-
ried .iliout an incentive to invest. We are worried about till ability to malke
necessary investinents to keep going forward even at the present rate let alone
to ,xpand with the future.

Snl,,rinposed on this problem of raising capital generally is a problem pre.
sviited not only to the railroads but fo all the shippers that rely on the railroads-
the freight car shortage. It has been demonstrated to this connittee that the
freight c.ar shortage has been more severe this year than at any tine in recent
history. For the last few years it has consistently been sever( on a seasonable
bsi-. In the last week in .March and the first week In April 196) the freight car
siurfage was 16.000 to 17.000 cars compared to less than .1,000 for the cor-
responding period i year before.

\'ii the grain season starts next fall, this is going to create serious problems
for gra in dealers and shippers.

I kow that the Interstate Conilnerce Commission. which Is most deeply con-
vernd with this, is also most well Informed, and I rev onnend to the nenthers
of' tli coillilli tee sand its Staff th at a conference with the Interstate Comnerce
Cominmission ol this problem might le most productive.
Th I('C has Issued nuimerots car service orders in an effort to solve this

prblh'i, but these orders can do nothing buit try to ration the available cars on
:a fair basis. ''liay (10 not solve the lroblem. They divide up the bliurdenlit it more
e(lliti iiilp fashion.

'ontimuation of the investment credit on this badly needed railroad rolling
stock will provide a great aid in solving this problem, because the problem can
onlly 1be solved by the acquisition of more cars and by better utilization of existing
cars. Roth obj'etivca require the expenditure of capital, which the railroads
can only get by Increasing their net income after taxes.

I would like to give an example on my own railroad. With the aid of the in-
vest me'it credit, which has been the greatest single element of assistance to us
in iiieting our responsibilities in this area, Southern bought 271 locomotives
aind over 21.000 new and rebuilt freight cars in the four-year period 1915 through
V4 at a total cost of some $239 million. We had an investment credit last year
of $12 million. That $12 million provided the down payment oil '60 million worth
of freight cars.

We projected a program to do the same for the rest of thils year, and we have
actually on order for the rest of '69 and '70 another $165 million more in loco-
motives and freight ears. because we feel that the only way we can solve the
shortage is to get the cars that are required. We are determined to do our part,
lint if the investment credit Is terminated, we will he unable to finance the
tlirhases. The railroad Industry does not ;have the capital to do this and the
Investment credit has done more than anything else to enable us to meet our
responsibilities in this area.

The investment credit is anti-inflationary, not inflationary, when applied to
Hie railroad industry. We have been slow to Increase our prices compared to
the rest of the economy. We on Southern, in fact, we in the whole southeast,

First National City Bank Monthly Heonomle Letter. April 1969. (P. 41.1
6 Association of American Railroads 1969 Yearbook of Railroad Pacts. (P. 24.)
7Asociation of American Railroads Car Service Division Weekly Report.
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have been leaders in saying we do not want freight rate increases unless they
are absolutely necessary. Higher rates do drive some business away. We have
competition as well as regulation to cope with, and the railroads have been the
ones who have been slowest to increase freight rates.

If the investment credit is repealed, I am confident that we will have no other
alternative, even though it is a disagreeable alternative, to going after substan-
tial additional freight rate increases which would be an inflationary move. Last
year on our railroad 28 per cent of our net income after taxes was represented
by the investment credit. It was more than any other year because we had a
substantial carryover, and we took all of it and put it into new capital equip-
ment. Continuation of the investment credit in this limited fashion for this
limited purpose is not inflationary but anti-inflationary. It would certainly
strengthen our position in opposing freight rate increases.

Now the last item that I want to discuss is a word about the proposed effec-
tive date of the bill. Most of us in the railroad industry order our locomotives
and freight cars about six months to eighteen months in advance of delivery.
This spring Southern was in the middle of our purchasing programs set for
deliveries to the end of 1969 and for the entire year 1970 when the investment
credit repeal was formally proposed. We normally study the types of cars we
need quite carefully, and then look at the situation regarding the car supply
and place such orders six months to eighteen months in advance.

About one-third of our program had already been ordered and accepted prior
to April 18. The other two-thirds we went ahead and placed on order thereafter.
We placed them in April and May, all for delivery prior to the end of 1970. To
go back to April 18 now and cut off all of these ordinary business orders that
were confirmed after that date, even though the equipment is delivered in ordi-
nary course later this year and through 1970, will work a severe hardship not
only on Southern, but the entire railroad Industry.

The CIIATMAN. The. next witness will be Mr. Paul D. Seghers,
president of the Institute on U.S. Taxation of Foreign Income, Inc.

STATEMENT OF PAUL D. SEGHERS, PRESIDENT OF THE INSTITUTE
ON U.S. TAXATION AND FOREIGN INCOME, INC.

Mr. SEOTERS. My name is Paul D. Seghers, an(l I appear today as
president of the Institute on U.S. Taxation of Foreign Income, Inc.,
and we thank the committee for this opportunity to appear.

No matter how you slice it, a pound of baloney is still a pound of
baloney. I am saying that because many excuses 'have been given for
the thing that I am protesting, and when they get through, they do
not solve the problem.

The stockholders of a corporation taxpayer which is required to
pay, for example, 14 percent more U.S. income tax on its 1969 income
than it would have paid on the same amount of 1967 income, cannot
be made to believe that its U.S. tax burden is increased only 10 per-
cent. And if other corporations are paying an increase of only 10
percent, those stockholders will resent paying an increase it the
U.S. tax burden 40 percent higher than paid by some other corpora-
tions.

This is a typical example of U.S. corporations bringing home in-
come from abroad. I repeat, no matter how you slice it, a pound of
baloney is still a pound of baloney, and a lot of baloney was used to
put this across, and it needs to be corrected.

This institute is not here to protest against the extension of the sur-
charge tax. All that it seeks is a correctmion of the tricky, inequitable
method of computing that tax, which penalizes U.S. taxpayers that
bring home taxable income from abroad.
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This is no novel collplaint-this injustice was pointe(l out by other
organizations as well as by this institute early in 1967, and urged in its
August 3, 1967, statement and appearance before the Ways and Means
Connittee, and in a number of subsequent statements and appearances
before that (oinlnittee and other cogressionaI committees.

Twice before there has been a last niinute rush act, passage of a bill,
without elimination of tils discriminatory, inequitable, and unwise
provision--it was just too late for any changes.

Must th same rush act be repeated ?
What is our complaint, and what is it that we-along with others-

ask ?
Aks stated in our August 3, 1967, appearance before the Ways and

Means Committee:
Our recommendation: The 10-percent surtax should be exactly that-10 per-

cent added to the amount of tax otherwise payable under existing law-neither
wore nor less.

Stated in other terms, the surcharge should be 10 percent of the net
tax liability, computed after all allowable credits. This is essential in
order for all taxpayers to bear a uniform and proportional increase in
the amount of their U.S. income tax burden.

There are many other discrininatory tax burdens imposed on U.S.
manufacturers selling their goods abroad. Let me repeat that-many
other discrinminatory tax burdens are inposed on U.S. manufacturers
selling their goods abroad, which tend to aggravate the annual deficit
in our balance of l)ayminemts. At, this time, however, we only ask this
committee to eliminate this U.S. tax penalty onL U.S. exports and on thie
)i'in,ing home of income from abroad.

The imposition of this penalty has helped to worsen our balance-of-
payments deficit and to cut dowim our favoalble )alance of trade.

We ask this committee to take the statesnianlike position worthy of
its traditions and to eliminate this (liseriminatory provision.

The 10-percent surcharge tax should be 10 percent of the amount ofTT.S. tax which would le payable in the absence of this surcharge. It
should not be computed, as at present, by a method which has the ef-
fect of reducing by 10 percent the benefit of the foreign tax credit and
the Western Hemisphere Trade Corp. deduction. Tax reform here
would evidence a genuine intention of Cong'ess to help, rather than
to discouragee, the export of U.S. products.

A dollar of export sales means more to the economy of our country
and to our balance of payments than a few extra pennies of tax. T;o
not reduce the dollar" inflow in the effort to squeeze out the extra pen-
nies. Do not penalize exports. Do not discourage the sinall manufac-
turer -io might otherwise enter the export field.

It would be a simple matter to amend the bill now before you. so asz
to eliminate the present. discriminatory method of competing the
10-percent surcharge tax. With the permission of your chairman I will
suggest the wording of such an amendment:

Proposed amendment of the 10-percent surcharge tax provisiosn of
the Internal Revenue Code: (1) Strike out. subsection (d) of section
51: (2) amend-

Senator ('Tonre. Mr. Chairman, before the gentleman reads his tech-
nical amendment, lie has a technical sentence here I would like to
understand.
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Would you oxplai i just what, you mean b tle finst sentence: "No
matter how you slice it a pound ofrbaloey is st ill a pould of bah neV".

Mr. Si:iiin.s. b sh y wav of explaiation Ihat, to say that, this does
not pnlullize tii'giig liomle of foreign inoille is a' lot of baloney.
If a TrS. taxpayer litist piay itlore than a 10-percent increase ill taxes,
lit) is paying a 'iscrimilina tax, alnd I do not care how long an ex-
pllaat ion you g'ire, yon are st ill taking away' more dollars of U.S. tax,
lnore tlan" 10 percent, of what would be pay alle in the absence of this
provision.
Now any other explanation to O111 ik just. lalo v'. If t li tax bill

goes llj) 11 percent it, is not. t) percent. You cali eXllaill it as 11ii -l as
you wvaiit, it, is still baloney.

Senator (lone,. That. dloes liot. explaill this sentence thougli. What
(10 you Illean lb) this sentence? ?

,i'. Spo'l'mis. It does not explain the sentence ?
Senator (ou.:. Is there some -,eret' formula concealed in this -vin-

t ellco N?

Mr. Siomi juls. There is hotIlhigiI( c '0le(aled iin it. I amn starting very
frankly what T think of til, explanations alln excuses that have lbeeil
used to justify this provision.

Selator Gor.n. I was anxious to tilld its meanin'1. It does not meall
anything Oil tile surface, and if other, is no )mnmaIllinte coliceale what
doevs it Illeall?

Mr. SEa IImIs. I Iegretl that you do not. ulerstani it.
Senator (hml.. You regret I do not understa d it. Thank \'o1 1; now

1 will attempt, to ulnlderstalnd voilr ahllendlent.
Mr. Su,41nns. If I nlay proe'oed.
1. St rike out slibseetiol (d) of section 51.
That, subsection (d) would penalize Western IHemisphere trade

col01'rli tions.
-2. Amend subsection (b) of section 51 by striking out, til portion

thereof following tile words "lpior to aggregatioll" alld adding t hme
following: "and reduced by an amount equal to t-he s1u of any credit,
which wllMld b allowable under scAtions 33, 37, alid :38 if 11o tax were
imposed by tills sectioli fot' such taxable veai'.'

Very si1n)ly stated that is equivalent 'to saying t hat the surcharge
Should be, 10 Ipe'cent of tihe net, tax liability computed a fter all allow-
able credits.

,'mle Ci.m.x.\,. Some of our staff do not, agree with you, but I per-
sonailyth ink you are right, about. it, Mi. Seglers.

I f it is a 10-percent. surcharge it, ought. to be a lO-pervent surcharge.
I f you are ipavilnY 14 percentl.' think you have got. -right, to comlplaill.

Mr. Smitau;Is. h nk von very muchl, Senator. Tihe reason that it did
Ilot. get attention was, trst of all, "we dil not think we were going to
pass it," and agaill. "we did not think we would act. on it," and now,
till of a suddei,,t here is a "rush act.

Now I say tlheie istine to do it right.
In conel usioll, wO sincei'ely thank you once again, thank this com-

Ilitite,& for giving lis this opl;ortlilnit vto prel+lt this recommeldation,
whih we iel ieve to be, for the best, interest of our (oliltrv.

We 1h01e we will he given a ffuiither opportunity, ill (4>llectioll with
vour subsequent considerations of other tax ref in proposals to present
further instihite recommendations foi' the removal of unwise IT.8. tax
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Ia rdetls on 1 T.S. business abroad. In creased exports a nd itc raised I T.S.
lIisinles abroad mean stronger ti( s between our country and other
countries of the free world.
This is something for which 1 have been talking, fighting for as far

as in my power lies, for a niunbx er of years. I lI lieve firily that, what-
ever s r-eit(fttells our overseas Iusiliess strengthens 01 t'rielidly ties.

ITnlike gover bnt. IlsiIless eannIlot, titke n olei, front I peop against.
e li r will--bIuvers i ust valim what. they get nmoi'e highly tian the price

they pav -ot.terwise they would tiot inltlt with their inotw.
Now I an1 speaking ot the mann featuring industry anidits Slling

of ,goods abroad. ThI'ey itre itot expl~oitinig a. foreign 'outit rV whei they
sell tieit goods al)rold. 'li loval people, the inlabitants, tire not. rt-
qltired, to buy one pelvy. If they do, they feel they are getting their
Ittoney's wo t hI and therefore there is ito exploitati(;n. 0)n the collt'ary
it 111takes utore friendship. That. trittltil) is rented, of c()li, by
some )eolle.
This st'altelneiit has been illade intentionally brief-it has only one

P)l1PoS( .-. to ask the Congr-ess .to cortevt an iitcpitialle (iiscrititit iol
:ilgtinst those taxpayers bringing home income from abroad. If there
is ally point, on whItic', 1 Ihave fa ,lFd to make invself clear, or any )oint,
of' disatgreemnent, I hope tlat the mnentlers of this committee, w'll emln-
mert or question tie.

PTe (llmtm. -tN. Senator' (lore?
Senator (hIt-. 1 was a little late in arriving at this committee, Mr.

(Itairmfn, because I1 was meeting with a delegation repesent-ing a,
ver\" important indltstry in 111Ny State, an industry that is very inn-
pollint throliout ti (,otllitrv, too, attll my ,ontitluents were greatly
cOItNIed with illort cuil)(*titiO. Oie (;f theC' )t'itcil)ll items (is-
clussed was the Ireferentit I tax treatment. of income earned abroad,
ald members of this delegation. eotposvd (f both owners and labor
represemtatiyes, in the indtst rv*, said tlat the preferential tax treat-
ment given to inome earned tltroad o )erated as it subsidy for the ex-
p1 oi-t of American jobs. And vet, Mr. ('hairutan, this gentleman wi'ants
itc to let income eiarneld Iibro'i(1 be taxed at a still lesser rate than in-
('O!1 il e riled at, home.

'l'he taxation of income and plrolits ,ailed alwoad is an item of tax
reform which deserves 1a(1 needs very probing examiluation. 1 do not
wish to examine it, in detail in colloqiuy with this genttleman because
hoa miiglt read that first, sentence to tie agLain.
Mr. StpImits. A tax benefit for IT.,q. mnfaturers lpls ti I Tnithd

States. If we take away or impose a further burden on U.S. mann-
facttreN, we are not ilmiposing a coinptmlle lurden on ,Japanese and
(ertmau manufacturers who are bringing in goods.

I know your position, Senator, in Op)osition to these higher foreign
tax (,rdits. That is a v'erv important subject an(i I will debate it at
atN tine, but I just boil it, down tA) this. If you put, a further burden
on1.S. manufacturers exporting their goodls, you are putting a furtlther
burden on tleir competitive position in foreign markets, where they
mu1tt, Compete against the Ja1 )a nese, German, Ital ian, and others- goo)ds.
You will find tiat there is very little mnmufactured by American-
owned concerns abroad and brou ht- back to the united qtutes as com-
pared with groods manufactured by other foreign countries , and im-
ported into the ITatted States.
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Senator GoRE. On the contrary, manufacturing abroad with U.S.
capital results in greatly increased imports into the United States.
As a matter of fact, to cite one example, not long ago there was a con-
siderable period of time when not a single manual ty)ewriter was
being manufactured in the United States, though the'United States
is by all odds the greatest user of typewriters. I can give many ex-
amples which go to prove that plreferential tax treatment of income
earned abroad is not, as you say, a burden on the U.S. manufacturers,
but operates instead as a subsidy for U.S. companies to move their
manufacturing abroad, and this cannot. continue. The result is t hat,
in the past few years, our imports have greatly increased while our
exports have had a very small increase.

I cite the example of small automobiles made abroad, of automobile
l)arts made abroad, of assemnblies accomplished abroad. There are
many, many examples, and yet this gentleman-is this a l)art of the
tax reform hearing? I think that it must be.

The CHAIRMAN. I was under the impression we are hearing the sur-
tax and the investment tax credit and the man is talking about surtax.
That at least is my impression.

Mr. SEGIWERS. I say when we put 10 percent more tax, it should be
limited to 10 percent. It should not be computed by a tricky means to
reduce the foreign tax credit. I will admit to Senator Gore that this
does have the effect of reducing the foreign tax credit.

Senator GORE. That is what thought.
Mr. SEHFIS. I would be very glaN to defend the foreign tax credit,

but as the chairman has indicated, the Senator's question involves
defending the basic provision whch is in the law. What I am saying is,
don't use the backdoor approach, don't. say that you are levying a 10-
percent surcharge and use it as a means of cutting by 10 percent the
foreign tax credit and thereby increasing the actual U.S. income tax
by more than 10 percent.

Now, Senator, you will recognize that the foreign tax credit applies
to bringing home income. It does not apply to manufacturing abroad.
That is not the question. The question is one of bringing home income,
and should income brought home from abroad bear a 10-perent higher
tax than income earned here? I think that we should favor bringing
home income from al)road to encourage the production and l)rining
home of income from abroad. It will help our balance-of-payments
situation.

I agree with the Senator that. our balance-of-payments and balance-
of-trade position has deteriorated since 1962, andI was one of those
who cried out the loudest to predict that the legislation, the unwise
legislation then enacted, subpart F, would have just that effect. It
would hurt our international balance of payments. It would hurt our
balance of trade. It would hurt our exports. It would hurt our re-
patriation of income from abroad. It has done all those things. Now,
do not make it worse.

Senator GORE. Mr. Chairman, could I take an exampleI
Let us take a simple example of a U.S. taxpayer who earns $1 mil-

lion abroad. Let us say that this is taxed by the foreign country at 48
percent. You suggest that the foreign tax credit apply, which would be
48 percent, or $480,000, in such a way that he has zero tax.

You are suggesting that he be taxed by the surtax of 10 percent of
zero?
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Mr. SEIGIErs. Iow much would you have collected from him in 1967
and all years before that, for the last 30 years?

Senator Gore.:. As a nuat ter of fact, if that same taxpayer earned$1 million in the lTnited States he would ho taxed '18 l)ercelit, or

$480,000, plus the surtax of $48,000, which would be $528,000 total
tax paid.

Now, as I 11u1(lerst iand N'u. you are suggesting that if he earns the
$1 million abroad, hat liw oil' paly $480,000 total tax whereas if lieear's it in the Uuiitedl States he l'ays $ 528,000. Is that correct?

M\r. Si. otu.urs. No natter how vn)u slice it---I am olly protesting l)el-
alizitig hiimi ill ('o)ul).Iri.()b with aiothier taxl)ayer, tfiat lie should not
be, rPleuire([ to l'y aI luigh(T tax, Muore tJan I110 percent of the tax that
you would have ,ollecte(I f'ouIii in 1967 and 1966 and 1965 or any-
whlere l)ack to 1930.

Ill the se ond )lace, 1 aiu t()( talking about a "he," I am talking
alwut a corlu)ratio whicl is (hully taxed anyway. It. is first taxed as
a cr)oration al( t liell aiy profits' that. it has left after all the taxes
and burdens that. reaches aliy stockholder as a dividend is taxed again.

Now, I am simply saying this: If the tax system was fair prior
to 1968, we should iot, try to correct it by a back-door method of
counting the 10-perent surtax.

enator G()rt:. Mr. (hairinaui, I may have been listening to the mili-
tarv who refer to the North Vietnamese collectively as "he,' and I was
referring to a. corporation obviously as "he," and I will change that to
"it." But the example stands. The gentleman says he does not want o(e
taxpayer to be penalized as compared to another, but as a matter of
fact that is exactly what he is proposing. lie is proposing that we dis-
criniiinato against, the taxpayer wN'ho earns $1 inil ion in the United
States, and favor the tax)ayer vhio earns $1 million abroad, so though
he sets up an analogy to slicing baloney, he winds up giving us an
ulneven slice.

Mr. SEo IrS. I still say that any taxpayer that is required to pay
more than 110 l)ercent of'the tax payable in prior years is being taxed
more than 10 percent.

The CRAIRMA-T. Let me just ask you this. Suppose you are competing
with a British company, and you are manufacturing rubber boots in
Holland, let its say. H[ow nuicti tax would Britain charge the British
coninpany on the money they make if they manufactured boots in Hol-
la(l anl send them over here?

Mr. SE AfEVS. My understanding, and I won't say that I am up to
the minute on this,'my whole concentration now is on the U.S. tax, the
final payoff on international business, but my understanding is that
it is possible for at United Kingdoin corporations to manufacture abroad
and] sell abroad and pay no United Kingdom tax.

The CHAIRMAN. My impression is that this is correct and that the
law is the same with regard to the Germans, the Japanese, the Italians,
everybody you are competing against over there.

Mr. Smxi-ims. All of them have some means of that sort. I know that
they have in Holland; I know they have in France. My under-
standing is that that is true with the United Kingdom. I start with
computation of the foreign tax and go oi from there.
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The CHAIRMAN. As a practical matter I think if you will check it
out you will find ,that this country gives its corporations that are doing
business overseas the least favorable tax treatment of any major
trading nation in the world.

Mr. SmHms. I certainly agree we do, Senator, and that is one of
the things that has held down our exports. Before 1962 I was able to
interest manufacturers in going abroad to sell their goods abroad
through foreign sales subsidiaries. They thought they were getting
away with something. That did not reduce their tax. They only post-
poned the time of paying the U.S. tax on income which h ad not been
brought home, which bad not been earned in the United States and
had not yet been brought home.

The 1962 act was designed, subpart F was designed, to penalize the
sale of U.S. goods abroad through foreign subsidiaries. Certainly there
was an advantage in using a foreign subsidiary, but there was a tre-
mendous advantage for the U.S. Government and the U.S. economy
through selling those goods abroad.

Remember a dollar of sales is worth a lot more than the pennies of
tax on the profit on that sale. Supposing the sale profit is 20 percent
and the Government takes half. Well, that is 10 percent. But isn't, it
better to bring in the dollar of sales?

The CHAIRMAN. The point about it is that if we pile a 52 percent
tax on top of a 50 percent tax or a 52 percent tax on top of a 75 percent
tax, Americans simply could not do business over there. The result
would be that instead of bringing money home, they would not bring
anything home, and our balance of payments would be just a lot worse
than it is. There would be a Japanese company or a German company
or an Italian company trading over here instead of an American
company.

Mr. SEGHERS. I certainly appreciate your comments, and it is the
very statement that I ma(e in the statement filed with the Ways and
Means Committee. It is hard for me to build a complete defense here on
the foreign tax credit when I am only saying do not discriminate
against bringing home foreign income.

Senator GORE. Mr. Chairman, at the appropriate time I will intro-
duce amendments in this field and be prepared to discuss them in
detail. I would just like to make this brief comment at this time. For-
tunately our country, unlike Germany, France, and others, has pro-
ceeded on a policy of equality of taxation of its citizens. There have
been some unfortunate exceptions, one of which is preferential treat-
ment of income earned abroad.

This must be eliminated, because it has operated as a subsidy to the
movement of industry and jobs out of the United States. When there is
an organization, established brand name, and distribution systems in
the United States, and the product is then made abroad and im-
ported into the United States, it musters the toughest possible import
competition.

For instance, when an I Tnderwood typewriter is in nearly eV'erv
high school commne,'"al c('ss ;- the ,our',:'y, when there :ire es
agencies, when there is an established distribution system, a well-kmown
and accepted brand name, and then that Underwood typewriter is
manufactured by a company in Italy, it takes on the characteristics
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of the toughest competition, and the movement of that factory abroad
was subsidized by preferential treatment on the income earned abroad.

Now, the distinguished gentleman presently before the committee
may talk about taxing income earned at)road as he puts it to stimulate
American exLvorts. ie has very adroitly avoided the comment upon
the preferential tax treatment of income earned abroa-1 on the mianu-
facture of products abroad, yielding to the profit of American inves-
tois upon the imports of those l)roducts to the United States, again
rez-ulting in the profit to the investor but the loss of jobs and factory
adi income to the united States, and yet the gentleman submits an ex-
ample here which would give preferential tax treatment even with re-
s)ect to the 10-percent surtax on income earned abroad over income
ea rned in industry in the United States.

I submit we cannot continue on this path. It is one of the reforms
which must be dealt with, and at the appropriate time 1 will otler
ai)endments to the bill for this purpose.

Mr. SEGHET S. I disagree with the use of the words "preferential
treatment." That is a question of slicing the baloney. If you are
going to pay 114 percent tax instead of 110 there is no preference,
:m, d in the second place I disagree with the facts just stated.

Third, I disagree with the conclusions.
I remember when the Underwood typewriter was a very popular

typewriter. I hardly ever see or hear of one today. Everything I see
and hear, and I have to buy typewriters-the girls want a prettier one,
a newer one-they are Remingtons. They are not buying Underwoods.
I think the Underwood has pretty much slipped out of sight.

I would request the opportunity to present a factual statement deal-
ing with the extent of imports of goods manufactured abroad by U.S.
companies. You are raising that point.

I would present facts in that regard. I do not know what they are
until I have gotten them, but I will present facts which I can sub-
stantiate for the benefit of this committee. But I will say that most of
the U.S. companies manufacturing abroad are doing it for two reasons.
One, you penalize the export of U.S. goods with subpart F and you
wanted it to be even more severe, Senator. u t n

The second reason is that it is necessary to manufacture within
the borders of many countries because it is just impossible to ship
U.S. goods in there.

Senator BENNETT. Mr. Chairman, the witness is repeating himself.
He has taken 30 minutes. We have got six other witnesses. None of the -.
members on this side of the aisle have been allowed to question. I
hope you will return to the 10-minute rule, and admonish the witness
that. we have limited time.

Mr. SEGHERS. I would welcome questions from that side of the coin-
mittee, which should be on the side of business.

Senator ANDERSON. Are there additional questions?
Senator GoRm. I have no objection to the witness submitting such

facts as lie wishes, though he says he does not know what the facts
are. He wishes to gather them to sport his point of view. That is
a little unusual but I have no objection to it. I would say, in giving
this example-I direct this to my colleague, Senator Bennett-that
what the gentleman is suggesting is that a corporation that earns $1
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million abroad be taxed only to the extent of 48 percent while the
taxpayer earning a like amount in the United States be taxed at 52.8
percent, and this is inequitable.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(The following was subsequently received by the committee:)

SUPPLEMENT TO STATEMENT OF THE INSTITUTE ON U.S. TAXATION OF BOND INCOME,
INC.

The witness (Mr. Seghers) subsequently informed the committee that it
would not be possible to submit the promised data before the report on these
hearings went to press.

ahe U.S. Department of Commerce states that no comprehensive statistics of
the type in question have 'been or are being compiled with respect to the entry
of manufactured goods from abroad. Much information has been compiled on
exports by U.S. manufacturers to affiliated companies abroad, but only limited
data Is available with respect to imports of goods manufactured abroad by U.S.
controlled affiliates. Furthermore, any figures of this kind would be incomplete,
inasmuch as a large portion of such imports (exclusive of petroleum and min-
eral imports) are of semifinished components entering into the manufacture of
goods in the United States, such as the manufacture of semi-conductors
(transistors) which alone make it possible for U.S. manufacturers to produce
transistor radios in competition with Japanese manufacturers. See article "U.S.
Exports to Foreign Affiliates of U.S. Firms, 'in May 1969' Survey of Current Busi-
ness, U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics-Part I."

The November 1966 Issue of that publication Includes a similar article entitled:
"Sales of Foreign Affiliates of U.S. Firms in 1965." This article shows that such
sales totaled $42.2 billion, a 1,3 percent increase over comparable figures for
1964. It also includes a significant tabulation (No. 4 on Page 9) of imports in
selective industries which show that such imports amounted to 14 percent of
comparable total U.S. Imports of similar products. See also statement to stock-
holders included in the 1968 Caterpillar Tractor's annual report, included a.s
Exhibit I of this institution's statement at the April 23, 1969, hearings of the
,Foreign Affairs Committee, Foreign Economic Policy Subcommittee on "Foreign
Direct Investment Controls," a copy of which is submitted herewith and made
a part hereof.' That report shows that the contribution of that corporation to the
U.S. balance of payments constantly increasing from approximately $145 million
in 1954 to approximately $580 million in 1968.

Senator ANDERSON. The next witness.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS T. RYAN, CHAIRMAN OF TAX COMMITTEE,
NATIONAL CONSTRUCTORS ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY
GERALD S. OSTROWSKI

Mr. RYAN. For the record my name is Thomas T. Ryan and I ant
accompanied by Mr. Gerald Ostrowski, manager of public affairs for
the National Constructors Association.

I would like to read into the record a statement of the National Con-
strnctors Association.

The National Constructors Association welcomes this opportunity
to present its views in opposition to the precredit application of th'e
10 percent tax surcharge and proposed repeal of the 7 percent in-
vestment tax credit.

The association, known as NCA, is composed of 34 internationally
known firms of engineers and constructors which design and erect
large-scale industrial complexes within the United States and through-
out the world, including oil refineries, chemical plants, steel mills, and

1 See p. 477.
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power generating plants. Attached to this statement is an inforina-
tional folder describing the association and listing its members, offi-
cers, and major committees. ,

The NCA is opposed to an extension of the current application of
the. income tax surcharge to tax liability as determined before de-
duction of the presently allowable investment credit and foreign tax
credit inasmuch as the ultimate effect of such application is discrimina-
tory and inequitable to its member companies.

The NCA has reached this conclusion because the present applica-
tion of the surcharge has the effect of imposing a rate of tax, higher
than the present surcharge rate of 10 percent, on companies with
extensive foreign operations that have allowable foreign tax credits
and companies that engage in programs requiring expenditures for
capital acquisitions which qualify for the investment credit.

Furthermore, application of the surcharge to income tax liability
before the foreign tax credit results in the imposition of an additional
tax burden on V.S. companies operating abroad. Such an additional
tax burden has the undesirable effect of further aggravating the cur-
rent annual deficit in our country's balance of payments.

In view of the foregoing, the 'National Construction Association is
of the opinion that if the surcharge is to be extended beyond its cur-
rent date of expiration, it should be modified so as to apply to the
amount of income tax liability as determined after allowable tax credits
rather than against precredit tax liability.

The NCA opposes the proposed repeal of the 7 percent investment
credit because repeal of section 38 of the Internal Revenue Code will
not successfully reduce the causes of existing inflationary trends but
would instead adverselyv affect our national economy.

In a 1962 appearance before the Senate committee conducting hear-
ings on the merits of amending the Internal Revenue Code to add
section 38, the then Secretary of the Treasury, C. Douglas Dillon,
testified:

I urge this legislation because it will make a real addition to growth, consistent
with the principles of a free economy; because it will provde substantial helpin alleviating our balance of payments problem, both by substantially increasing
the relative attractiveness of domestic as compared with foreign investment
and by helping to improve the competitive position of American industry in mar-
kets at home and abroad.

lie further added that:
Early legislative action will resolve uncertainty or hesitancy and begin atonce a strong and lasting incentive for modernizaton of the productive facilites

of our national economy.
It should be noted that in the short period of time the investment

credit has been in existence, one temporary suspension of this credit
in the latter part of 1966 was also viewed as an inflationary restraint.
This suspension resulted in reduced capital expenditures of such inag-
nitude that the credit had to be restored approximately 9 months
earlier than originally anticipated.

In order to improve the U.S. balance-of-payments position Ameri-
can industry must be competitive with foreign competitors. Indus-
tries in foreign countries such as United Kingdom, Belgium, and the
Netherlands, currently realize investment stimulation by investment
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credits and other export, grants and allowances. A repeal of the in-
vestment credit would add to the already deteriorated competitive
Position of the U.S. in overseas markets by reducing U.S. export ef-
orts, thus aggravating the balance-of-payments problem.
As many industries have already indicated, repeal of the credit

will result in reduced capital outlays for modernization and replace-
ment of machinery and equipment, eventually resulting in overall de-
creased productivity in industry and higher costs and reduced em-
ployment opportunities.

Although it is recognized that business requirements dictate new
plant and equipment expenditures, the repeal of the investment credit
would probably not influence management's decision as to whether or
not such expenditures should be made. The overall lack of credit in-
centive will, however, indirectly inhibit future industry expansion
and production with a consequential reduction in new plant con-
struction.

Therefore, NCA rejects the theory that repeal of the investment
credit would be beneficial to the national economy and is opposed
to the proposed repeal of the credit.

Senator ANDE-soN. Thank you.
Any questions?
Senator GORE. Yes, I have a question.
The gentleman mentioned the same point as the previous witness.
Mr. RYAN. I do.
Senator GOREr. And I would like to take an example.
Mr. RYAN. My point on this, Senator Gore, is that I believe we

should be allowedthis in the field of foreign tax credit.
Senator GORE. What is that now?
Mr. RYAN. That we would be given this inflation of the surtax

credit, or the surtax charge as-
Senator GoRE. Inflation?
Mr. RYAN. It is inflated now because it is applied before the reduc-

tion of the foreign tax credit-
Senator GORE. Let us take an actual example. Let us take an ex-

ample of a corporation that earns $1 million abroad.
Mr. RYAN. Correct.
Senator GORE. And let us say that the foreign tax is 47 percent.
Mr. RYAN. 47, yes, sir.
Senator GORE. And lie is given credit for that.
Mr. RYAN. Agreed.
Senator GORE. Then you are advocating that the surtax apply only

to the difference between 47 and 48 percent which in this case would
be $10,000; 1 percent of $1 million.

Mr. RYAN. What I am advocating is take the same $1 million earned
abroad and let us assume that it is 47 percent.

Senator GOR1. Will you follow my example?
Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir.
Senator GORE. The result of what you advocate is that he would

I)ay a, tax to the U.S. Government, the surtax only on the difference
between 47 and 48 percent, which would be a tax of $1,000.

Mr. RYAN. If the mathematics are correct, I would agree; yes, he
would. May I provide the reason for that?
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Senator GoRE. I beg your pardon?
Mr. RYAN. May I give a reason for my indication on that?
Senator GoRE. Why, sure.
Mr. RYAN. I feel that in our industry we operate overseas and are

subject to foreign taxes and are also subject to U.S. income tax. Most
of our operations are conducted through U.S. corporations.

Senator GORE. All right. Now, let us follow the example. I under-
stand your reasons as you have stated them.

Mr. RYAN. All right. Now, when we prepare a proposal, a com-
mercial proposal, we are faced with competition not only from U.S.
colnpetitors, but from worldwide competitors. Some of tlese competi-
tors operate in this country.

Senator GORE. I understand that. I am trying to get to the point
of discrimination between U.S. corporations, between a corporation
which on the one hand earns $1 million abroad, and a corporation
which on the other earns $1 million at home. Now in the instance I
have given, according to your recommendation, this corporation that
earns $1 million abroad would pay $1,000 in taxes to the UniteA States.

Mr. RYAN. The corporation-
Senator GoRE. The surtax.
Mr. RYAN. The U.S. corporation earning this income abroad would

have an initial liability of $528.000. It then would have to qualify for
foreign tax credit, if t meets all the conditions elsewhere for the for-
eig tax credit it would d reduce that liability to the extent of the allow-
able foreign tax credit.

Senator (ore.. I am doing that, in order to make it simple; if you
don't mind, I would like to follow through.

Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir.
Senator GORE. I have given you an example of a company earning

$1 million in a country that has a corporate tax of 47 percent.
Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir.
Senator GORE. While we have a 48 percent rate.
Mr. RYAN. Yes, sir.
Senator GORE. And you are advocating that the surtax apply only

to the difference between the foreign tax and the U.S. tax.
Mr. RYAN. I am proposing or providing for your consideration that

the surtax be applied to the tax, the U.S. tax lpavable after the allow-
ance of the foreign tax credits.

Senator GORE. Which means your answer is yes.
Mr. RYAN. Pardon, sir?
Senator GORE. 'Which means your answer is ves to my question.
Mr. RYAN. Yes: and it appears, I would say it appears in that form.
Senator GORE. All right, then that would leave a $10,000 difference

between the foreign tax credit and the U.S. tax to which the surtax
would apply, the surtax being 10 percent.

ir. RYAN. Yes.
Senator GORE. That would be a tax of $1,000 that the corporation

earning $1 million abroad would pay the U.S. Government as a result
of the surtax levied. Now, a U.S. corporation that earned $1 million in
business in the United States would, on the other hand, pay a surtax
of $48,000, so you are advocating really in this instance that the cor.

31-701-69-13
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poration earning money at home pay 48 times as much surtax as the
corporation earning abroad?

Mr. RYAN. As far as the surtax is concerned.
Senator GORE. Now, a more likely example is a corporation doing

business in a country abroad that has a 48-percent corporate tax rate
comparable to our own, which according to your advocacy and the
gentleman preceding you would mean that they would pay no surtax
to the United States at all, while a corporation earning $1 million in
the United States would pay $48,000.

Now that, Mr. Chairman, is what is presented here in the language
of equity. I say it is gross discrimination.

Mr. RYAw. In equity, though, if we are to maintain our position
abroad, we must be able to compete and price our work at the same
rate that our competitors are paying.

Senator GORE. Well, this is a different question. We do not propose
in the United States to prevent anyone from making a profit abroad.
We only propose to tax the income it earns from successful operations
abroad. A tax on income does not prevent profitable operation, because
there is no tax unless he earns a profit.

Mr. RYANT. I agree with you, Senator, and also I might add that
many proposals, many contract awards hinge on as much as 1 percent
of the total contract price.

Senator GORE. Mr. Chairman, I think this makes the point clear and
I shall desist.

Senator ANDERSON. Senator Curtis.
Senator Ctuns. No questions.
Senator ANDERSON. Senator Miller?
Senator MILLER. With respect to your comments opposing the re-

peal of the investment tax credit, I am not sure I understand your
position. Are you suggesting that if the investment tax credit is re-
pe'led. it should be repealed only with respect to domestic investment?

Mr. RYAN. No.
,Sonator %[TLLER. And that it be left on for foreign investment.?
Mr. RYAN. On the contrary, we are in the construction industry.

We are also in the engineering industry. On construction operation,
if a U.S. corporation acquires plants and equipment for use overseas,
we do not even get investment credit for the UTnited States using the

roperty outside of the United States. The problem I am referring to.
Senator, is that when we put a job together, we buy larae quantities
of sophisticated, processed material from U.S. vendors. If we cannot
!r . the price from the U.S. vendors, we must ao elsewhere. We must.
buy from the Tapanese, we mst buy from Italians, we must buy from
the Germans. We are operating most of the time on a cost-plus con-
tract, and our costs are severely scrutinized by all our customers, and
we must get, the best price possible. We have to turn to Gernan'sup-
pliers and other foreign suppliers. If U.S. suppliers cannot compete
with these foreign suppliers, I feel that it will affect our balance of
payments even further; it will aggravate even more our balance of
payments.
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Senator MiLEn. I can understand some difference there, because
we are concerned about estimates that there is an abnormal amount
of expansion in this country to which the investment tax credit con-
tributes, and if we are going to do something about inflation we have
got. to work on this as well as other angles, but that would not neces-
sarily apply with respect to investment in foreign countries.
i Suppose i have a client that wants to build a plant in France. That
is going to entail hiring employees and doing some work over there,
and purchasing equipment over there. That would not necessarily
aggrAate the inflationary condition in the United States. But if you
are going to go across the board and just advocate repeal or reten-
tion of the investment tax credit completely without regard to over-
seas operation, then I think you are flying in the face of figures which
we have received, which indicate that this is aggravating the infla-
tionaly condition of the country.

Now you might want to think about that as to whether or not that
might be a partial solution to your problem.

The other thing is really when you get down to it, which leaves
us further behind in competition, overseas competition, continued in-
flation and high interest. rates on I lie one hand, or repeal of I-he invest-
ment tax credit on the other? I would respectfully submit to you that
continued inflation and high interest rates leave us much' further
behind.

Mr. RY,-N. I would agree with that. In some of our more recent
proposals, eiistomers have been asking us to quote not only IT.S. en-
gineering but foreign engineering. They rcognize th vast difference
in pricing, and this of course is a result of recent inflation.

We find that it is becoming almost impossible now to submit a sue-
cessful proposal, strictly from all onshore IT.S. working services. We
must now turn to utiliziihg overseas engineering, overseas procurement.,
and other services intended for the construction industry. This has
forced us now into the posture of either entering into joint ventures
with other engineering .operations overseas, whereas several years
ago most of our engineering, all of our engineering in relation to any
foreign job could be done in the United States.

Ninety percent of our procurement of our sophisticated materials
could be done from U.S. suppliers. That has been reversed, and as I
say, the difference in the successful award of a contract is now so
close, 1 percent, one-half of 1 percent of the total estimated contract
price, and these are not going to U.S. firms. They are going to foreign

The Japanese are strong competitors, the Germans are strong com-
petitors. As a matter of fact I daresay in the future you will see swome
of the construction that we have (lone in the Unfted States eing
performed by these same people.

They will come in and do the work in the United States. They will
put us completely out of business in the United States as well as over-
seas.

Senator MILLER. You see we are in a bad position here where we have
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to make a choice bet.weeit rally the lesser of two evils, continued in-
flation on the one hand, or repeal of the investment tax credit on the
other.

Mr. RYAN. I itn speaking now from a. personal point of view. We do
not lhave the incentives in tHie form of taxation that other (countries
over our competitors, Japan, France, Germany all offer our competi-
tors greater taxes, and we look at these tax incentives as an addi-
tional edge on us in our competition.

Senator MILLETR. I appreciate your poSition. 1 think there is at lot
of merit in it. But I would suggest to you that instead of trying to put
your position on the basis of a retention of the invetinent tax credit,
which we know is an aggravation of inflation in this cAntiry, thatt you
come before the committee and put up a proposition of some kind with
respect to preferential tax treatment, with respect, to exports or over-
seas operations, which is going to get. us away from trying to mtke
an exception in this investments tax credit picture.

.NMr. RYAN. Yes, sir.
Senator MILLER. I think you have a point, and I am svlpathetic with

it, and I say we have t choice of the lesser of two evils with respect
to the 1rol)isition now before us.

I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ANI)InsMoN. Senator Jordan ?
Senator JIOi).\x. No (luesti ons.
Senator ANmRSON. Senator Fannin?
Senator FANNIN. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Ryan, tile previous witness talked about the b alance of pyImnts

as well as the balance of exports being benefited. I can see the balance
of paYmnents benefit, but. I do not think that you mentioned thlat this
would assist the balance of exports. If we consider exports, the lgoo(l
ianufactured in the United States by American hbor and then shi pped
alroaod---

Mr. RYAN. Right.
Senator FANNIN (continuluing). This would n)t, be assisted, would

it?
Mr. RYN. Well, as I said, we l)uy-T might have to (livert for a

minute. A large portion of our operations overseas are (overe(i by
foreign credits, governmental credits similar to tHie Export-lmport
Bank of the United States. Where we are working on t customer's
equity p(xsition we cannot control where the materials sh1ol( be puir-
chased, even though we would prefer to Iurchase from IT.S. sources.

Senator FANNIN. At the same time the competitive matters enter
into it..

Mr. RYAN. Definitely.
Senator FANNIN. Consequently you are changing the percentage

purchased from the United States'.
Mr. RYAN. We have been because of the constant changes in the

methods of contracting we find that we are committed to a firm price,
we must then reduce our cost if at all possible, first of all to even
obtain the contract and, second, to make a profit on the contract.
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We are in t very low profit position in relation to our gross bill, in
this type of industry, so that a 1- or 2-percent variance of cost could
r inSult II the (liffe elwe be'tpei profit, and loss.

Som1ator F.x IX. If we were Issisting yon to eom et(o in the world
imirket and I he'el)y o)t, iliig additional inIome for theU i Ttited St ales,
that is otie th 6ig. if wve are consideiring sales back to the United States
that is al ei'tii'elv different conside'a.fioli because t hen we are talkiing
111 )!|, jobs Ibeilig displilee(l. Wte ur talking g aboit 1niy )roleh,.S that
-l-cclH' to us ats a. resilit of foreign nmani lactlriig coniing back into the
United States which is almost, we could say, subsidized by our own
funds.

Mr. RYAN. 1 cin understand that, Senator, but as I say, when you
1:tlk i Jih. ; I' a mple, t'l I i' are oli 1.y p'alielleal r jot) that we do
hii11(1 reds 0f lh' ihlsl )I., of engileesring holrls tihal we sa l)l ly fromi the
I itv[ StaUtes11 ill ri h .ll1 to a foreign jot).

Sellator VANNIN. I realize t.lt, lit then if we are shiping t'hat
lonr(lfi,'t N ick to) the I 'nitod Stlt4's that wold still be the sail e.

Mr. RYAN. You are t walking al)out our customers?
Senator FANXIN. Yes.
AIl. RYAN. In other words, that. the product. could be shipped back

ilito the IJ ited States. I (,o'ld not dispute that.
Senator FANNIN. .1 know circumstances, for distance in the elec-

tron ics industry, where we gyet. component parts from foreign coun-
tries and that. inmlkes it possible for us to compete, then, in the world
market i lhe fin i.she(l good.

Mr. I.\.Ye, sir.
Silator WhNNIN. What I 1n worrying about, is insisting oil shipl)ing

hack to the United States. I th ink ihat we have many barriers from
the st.aidpoiit of regulations, tariff's, and all that in existence in for-
egiln countries and t hIat is, I think, one reason we have placed JItau-
fieturing establish iens in soine of these foreign countries. I realize
thle greal. lIelieits I!at accrue by way of balance of l)ayients, lut I
also realize the detriments that collie about from the standpoint of
iiiports; that is, goods coining back into the United States.
Mr. RyA'x. Yes, sir. Viat I cannot dispute. That, is correct.
Senator FANNIN. l)o you feel that what you are asking would assist

you ? I mean assist you in competing in the' world market when we arm
niot involved with the displacement of our American manufacturing.

Mr. RYAN. 1 would have to agree, Senator. I ain not an economist.
I am not versed with the balance-of-payments )roblem. I ami just a
tax malager, but from the vol unie of proposals that we have prepared
and have lost to foreign competition, and it is only a matter of price,
there is something that is definitely needed from Congress in this area
to assist us to operate successfully abroad.

Incidentally, most of our business, 75 percent of our business is from
foreign sources, and out of that 75 percent I would say 60 percent of
that is done from the United States, and most of it is generated from
personal service, technical supervision, and other.
We do procure and buy sophisticated merchandise from our cus-
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tomers in the United States and on a worldwide basis, but we generally
buy this at cost. and only make a profit on the procurement fee which
is personal service, and it is displacing U.S. jofs and we are seriously
considering the possibility of completely decentralizing a U.S. opera-
tion and scattering it through areas all over the world.

This will result, in the loss of jobs in the United States. It has to.
Senator FANNIN. Of course, that is exactly what we are concerned

-about. We realize, too, that there. are so many restrictions I)laeed upon
our importing into these countries that we imist have a quid pro quo.
WVe certainly cannot. continue giving these foreign (omntries all the
advantages so far as their exporting into the Tnited States and then
not demand that they give us consideration for our exporting into
their countries.

Mr. RYAN. Of course, our own Government. has done that for years
through AID and through E'xport-Import.. They have providol the
foreign customers with the wherewithal, first of al, to erect the facili-
ties which in turn manufactures the pro(luct which in turn is sold
right back in the UTnited States, so that I thinly this is bound to hap-
pen, but, I think we have to remain competit ive, with the foreign l)arts
competing with the United States.

Senator FANNIN. Remaining competitive is one matter; lut. when
we start, talking about insisting on shipping back to the UTnited Sta.tes,
I certainly cannot be in agreement. Of course, where only a minimaal
part, say 10 percent, of the )roduct is contrilmted from the outside,
then I think we have a dilferent question. 1 (1o appreciate your
comments.

Mr. RYAN. Thank you very mutich, Seniator.
Senator AtnuRtsoN . You appear here for the National Constructors

Association. Have they specifically approved this statement of yours?
Mr. RYAN. Yes. It, is their statement, sir. Thank vou Mr. Chairman.
Senator ANDEiRso-. The next witness is Mr. J. R. Oulan.

STATEMENT OF 3. R. GULAN, LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR. NATIONAL
FEDERATION OF INDEPENDENT BUSINESS

Mr. GrrLAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
We are convince(] that the key to a sound nation and a meaningful

approach to a solution of many; of the social and economic problems
facing us todav lies with small independent business and profes-
sional enterpri se throughout the country.

Our conviction, Mr. Chairman, is based--not on blue sky-but on
hard facts-facts disclosed by more than 2(1 years of questioning inde-
pendent. business and professional people concerning more than 1,000
bills and issues that, have been before succeeding Congress-and facts
disclosed by over 8 years of increasingly intense economic surveys
among t our membersip.

This year we will cover, ini our su;trvey, over 267,000 individual mnem-
bers in independent business and professional enterprises located in
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all areas of the country-one out of every 19 small businesses ill the
country, active ill all'lines of enterprise and at all levels of each
line.

We will receive responses from more than 100,000 of these enter-
prises. In other words, our recommendations are based on what actual
operating independents tell us. To know l)usiness or professional
enterl)rise you have to ask a man who owns one.

Thus, lei us consider the true picture. Despite the weight of laws,
regulations, taxes, and edicts and whims of bureaucracy on many levels,
there still miraculously exists: 5 million smaller, independent business
and professionall enterprises which account for, 73 percent of national
retail sales, 73 )ercent of national wholesale, sales, 82 percent of the
construction activity, 80 percent of the service function, and 34 percent
of the manufactured value added to the economv each year.

These are the (old statistics. Now let us look at the human in-
vol vement-people.

These smaller, independent business and professional enterprises
provide 40 million jobs-more than half of our civilian labor force.
Restated in another way, six out of every 10 American families depend
on small business for livelilood. Thus, small business is everybody's
business. Senator Winston Prouty puts it this way:

Over the years the phenomental growth of the economy in the United States
has in large measure been the result of individual incentive. Our system of gov-
ernment haq made It possible for small entrepreneurs, men with ability, initiative
and a willingvess to run risks, to found and expand their own business enter-
pris,-. This has meant jobq for an expanding population in our country and
the highest standar(l of living in the world. Some of these once small businesses
hnve grown into great corporations and on the whole, this has been good for
the country. But If the time ever comes when the little man with Initiative and
comletence Is unable to make it on his own, then the whole fabric of our society
will be drastically altered.

r. Chairman, the chief purpose of the legislation before us today
is to curb the inflationary spiral now existing in the economy. T)ur-
iit inflationary periols, the entire economy is subjected to pressures
which often result in irreparable harm to sectors.

Business, of course, is always hard hit by increasing prices. Con-
sumers, in turn. bear the brunt as the increased cost of doing business
is pas-sed on to the consuming public whenever and wherever possible.

Yet, within the entire business spectrum it is the small and inde-
pendent. businesman who is hit hardest. In a tight money situation,
small busine&s gets the least of lendable funds, and pays the greatest
for it. In short supply situation, small business is first to be cut off
by the supplier. IT1nfortunately, the converse of this story is not true.

When money is plentiful, snall business still pays the'highest rate.
When supply'begins to catch ul) with demand, it is still the larger
accounts who get top priority.

Part of IT.R. 12290 calls for outright repeal of the 7-percent in-
vestment tax credit. According to Treasury estimates, this would
provide an additional annual revenue of $218 billion. It is assumed
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that, this move will greatly slow business expansion and provide a
cooling off in the e(,onomy. Providing this assumption is correct,
what precisely will be hap)elening within the l)usimes's commuit y?

Some giants of industry may vell slow down their expansion
efforts in varying degrees, thereby helping somewhat to combat the
infl-ationary forces. however, those same lar.er corporations who find
it absolutely necessary to expand or modernize will continue doing so,
financing the moves I, borrowing money even at today's unprecedented
high-interest rates.

Money is always available if one is capable of paying for it. In(di-
cators (drawn front our continuing field surveys suggest strongly that
smaller business is already experiencing dilhctilties. The vohune of
sales seems to be slowing (lown on the one hand, while on the other
hand, thev are beset by the rising costs of goods and labor, taxes,
and interest rates on w:hat money they are able to borrow to finance
their operations.

Although the 7 percent investment credit is biased toward big
business, and particularly toward capital intensivo'e manufacturing
firms, small business has'been able to derive substantial advantage
from it.

Information received from oir continuing econon ic surveys shows
that the credit has truly proven helpful to smaller firms. Goitig ba-ck
to 1965, 70,700 meml)ers responded to our questionnaire. Of this nurn-
her, 30,709 or 43 percent stated tlat they had used the 7 percent credit.
During 1966, based upon approximately 100,000 responses, 50 per-
cent of them stated that they had utilized the credit.

Now, agreeing that in the long 'im control of inflation is vital
to the economic health of small business-as it is to all business-and
allowing-though not conceding-that repeal of the credit might. be
the best approach to the problem, we are still faced with one unalter-
able fact; namely, that the greatest revenue loss and the greatest,
capital investment-, are generated not by small business, bit by the
big business sector.

Mr. Chairman, if I may got away from my statement briefly to
throw in a few facts on this, the latest figures'we had available here
reflect 1965. In that year the total number of corporations filing in-
come tax returns amounted to 1.5 million, of which 51.8 percent had
no tax liability, and therefore were unable to take any investment
credits.

Of the additional half, 760,000 or 43.7 percent had tax liabilities of
$25,000 or less from which investment credits could be taken. This
group of corporations predominantly small benefited to the extent
of only $183 million or 9.1 percent of the credit for that year.

Goiig up the ladder slightly, in medium-size corporations, some
62,000 of them, or 4.2 percent of all corporations filing returns, real-
ized 3.3 million or 15.6 percent of the credit. Finally, 3,000 of the
largest corporations were only 0.2 percent, realized $1.5 million in
investment credit. This amounted in that year to more than 75 per-
cent of the total credits taken.
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I think it bears repeating, then when we say that the greatest rev-
(1m111 loss and the greatest capital investments are generated not by
small business, but by the big business sector.

Even during the first year of the credit's existence back in 1962, I
believe smaller firms with assets of $500,000 or less accounted for ap-
proximately only 12 percent of the benefits realized by users of the
credit. These figures iave not changed appreciably during the inter-vemng 6 years.

Importantly, we are talking about the really small businesses.
Without quibbling I would just run through this quickly by relating

the size of our membership, which is somewhat in excess of 260,000
]lOW.

rhirty-,ight percent of our members employ three or four people,
30 pelcelt employ between four and seven, 20 percent between 8 and
19, 8 percent between 20 and 49, and only 4 percent have 50 or more
0111)loyees.

We feel, that another proof of the usefulness and effectiveness of the
creditt for small business is contained in the current report of the Small

Business Advisory Council prepared for the Senate Select Committee
on Small Business.

Mr. Chairman, I presented some copies of this to the clerk earlier.
I think you have them. But a chart here shows that in all areas of busi-
ness, the investment credit vas by far the greatest, or proved to be the
greatest, use for business. I will submit this for the record if I may, sir.

Proposal II on pages 13 and 16 and in particular, the chart on page
14 slow this clearly.

The C1i ,RMAN. Without objection, we will include in the record the
excerpts mentioned.

(The material referred to follows:)

[Excerpt from the "Report of the Small Business Advisory Council."
Dee. 16, 1968]

Proposal II. Investment credit in intangible property
The high cost of external financing, and the relative availalility of personal

savings and retained earnings, were highlighted by an opinion survey on Federal
taxing policies taken recently by a national small business organization, the
National Association of Indelene(nt liusiness, in 1965. The questions asked were:
"Which of the following tax enactments have been of the greatest use to you in
your exl)ansion and/or modernization ?"The responses, listed in order, were:

1. The 1958 law which enables independents to recover in the first year
an extra 20 percent of the cost of new machinery or equipment, through
deductions from taxable income;

2. The 1962 ruling which lermits independents to speed up normal depre-
clation (for tax purposes) by an average 17 percent;

3. The 1962 law which permits independents to take a 7-percent credit
against taxes on the cost of newly purchasedd machinery and equipment; and

4. The 1964 reductions in tax rates applying to corporations and unin-
corporated enterprises and professional people.

As the following trend chart indicates, the investment credit and the optional
first year depreciation provision were of greatest use In the manufacturing sec-
tor; but allowance must be made for the date of the survey, which followed the
enactment of the 1964 legislation closely enough that its full effects probably
had not been felt.
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First, it indicates that these types of enactments had been very helpful in en-
couraging and assisting in expansions which provide additional jobs. Second, it
indicates a bias, however, toward capital-equipment oriented businesses, and
away from areas of pressing interest to other types of enterprise, such as retail
and service firms which have a heavy interest in inventories and receivables-
and who, of all types of business, might be most expected to be prime sources of
employment and training the unskilled.

This, in turn, brings into focus a tax proposal advanced more than 10 years
ago--the "plowback allowance."

Senator John Sparkman, as chairman of the Senate Select Committee on Small
Business, in a statement in 1960 described the plowback allowance as follows:

"Before leaving the subject of taxes and small business, I must mention one
important objective that has not yet been achieved. American small business
needs desperately a form of tax relief which will provide an incentive and
make it possible to reinvest a portion of profits in the business.

"Our economy is making such a headway today it is not enough just to own
a small concern. The concern must be a going concern, and it must be going in
the same direction as the national economy. For a small company to rest on
its oars, just drifting from day to day, is to risk being swamped by the waves
of competition.

"There must be forward motion. For this compelling reason, I have introduced,
and will continue to urge passage of my bill S. 59, which has carried over from
i he first session of the present Congress.

"The purpose of this measure is to hell)ithe owners of small companies to pro-
vi.le out of earnings money for expansion and modernization of their stores,
plants, and equipment. This would be accomplished by the simple expedient of
allowing a tax deduction of up to $30,000, or an amount equal to 20 percent of
net income of the taxable year, for money plowed back into a business for addi-
tional investment in depreciable assets, inventory, and accounts receivable.12"

In a floor speech on January 6, 1)61, Representative Frank Ikard of Texas,
who had introduced a bill based on the plowback principle, stated that his pro-
posal had the recommendation of the House Select Committee on Small Business,
the Senate Select Committee on Small Business, as well as active support and
sponsorship of inany Members of Congress. In 1967, Representative James Cor-
man Introduced a similar measure.

The Committee on Ways and Means, after extensive hearings, recognized
the desirability of this legislation in meeting one of the greatest problems of
small business. In a committee report in 1958, the committee stated:

"Your committee is convinced that one of the greatest problems confronting
small- and medium-sized business is the acquisition of sufficient capital to mod-
ernize and maintain a rate of expansion experienced by their larger competi-
tors. In this regard your committee is aware of the fact that small- and
medium-sized businesses must rely to a very large extent upon retained earn-
ings for modernization and expansion. Thus, there is a need to allow such busi-
nesses to retain more earnings after taxes to provide the funds necessary for
growth. To aid in achieving this end your committee has investigated thoroughly
various proposals to postpone, or to reduce, taxes based upon reinvestment in
inventory and depreciable property and would have liked to have included a
provision along these lines in this bill.u3

The House Ways and Means Committee concluded that budgetary considera-
tions prohibited it from approving the measure at the tiue. Interestingly
enough, however, during the same year it took a short sten in the direction
of the aim plowback proposal by recommending enactment of the 7-percent
investment credit.

In truth, the investment credit may be identified as a "bloodbrother" of
the plowback proposal, only coming as a credit after tax rather than a deduc-
tion from taxable income, and limited to depreciable assets.

A representative cross section of the Nation's entire small business com-
munity of the retail, wholesale, manufacturing, servicing, and professional
occupational levels was polled on this measure, and three-fourths of them ex-
pressed an interest in enactment of such legislation.

2 Committee print, Senate Select Committee on Small Business. 86th Cong., second seas.,
Ten-Year Record of the Select Committee on Small Buslness-1950-60, Feb. 20, 1960.

13 Rept. 2198, dated July 16, 1958.
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The Council feels that if a fully graduated corporate income tax cannot
be immediately achieved, a feasible alternative, for which an excellent prec-
edent exists, should be seriously considered. That alternative is to extend
the 7-percent investment credit principle to increases in investment in in-
ventories and receivables. Since the 7-percent investment credit has worked
so well in encouraging expansion and in helping to provide additional jobs
In the area for which it was particularly intended, extension of its principles
to Inventories and receivables, critically Important in the retailing and service
trades, no doubt would do much to stimulate job-producing expansion and
modernizations in these areas.

COUNCIL RECOMMENDATIONS

The legislative initiatives that we have described had the warm approval
and strong support of the small business community. These efforts were instru-
mental In the proposal and adoption of the Revenue Acts of 1962 and 1964, which
took the significant steps of liberalizing depreciation; offering the investment
tax credit; and effecting an overall reduction in corporate rates, together with
a reversal of normal and surtax rates. The statistics demonstrate that these
measures have been of assistance to small firms in the ensuing years, and that
wise policy in this area will have early and favorable consequences in profits,
employment, business activity, and jobs.

The Council does not have the resources to appraise actual gradations which
should apply, on the basis of the current surtax rate scales; nor the extent of
reduction of Federal revenues, which would result from adoption of a more
graduated tax scale or a "plowback" bill. We feel that the reduction would be
very small, and would be offset by increased business and taxable revenues.

The Council believes that there should be further study of the impact of the
tax system on small firms and upon the economy, as a basis for early govern-
mental action.

The Council specifically recommends that a more highly graduated corporate
tax be adopted along the lines of S. 4138, introduced by Senator Sparkman in
1956. Maximum improvement in retention of earnings should be at the lowest
levels, with the break-even point at about $250,000 income level. As an alterna-
tive. reinvestment credit bill comparable to that most recently introduced by
Representative Corman should receive serious consideration."

fr. GULAN. The federation strongly supported enactment of the
credit in 1962 and vigorously opposed its suspension by the 89th
Congress. Even at that time, the particular needs of small business in
this area were recognized and the easing of the suspension to still
permit a 7-percent credit on equipment purchases up to $20,000 proved
of invaluable assistance to a great many smaller businesses.

Our surveys, once more broken down by employee size standards,
show average investments in new equipment by firms employing-
0 to 3 employees ------------------------------------------ $2, 765
4 to 7 employees ------------------------------------------- 0,895
8 to 19 employees ------------------------------------------ 14, 998

In other words, 90 percent of all businesses invest considerably less
than $20,000 per firm in new equipment annually.

Mr. Chairman, in view of these facts, we ask that, you consider the
position of small business and their particular need to moderize and
expand. We fear that if some relief is not permitted, while in the long
run we may be able to cure the disease of inflation the patient may
die in the process.

We ask that provision be made whereby:
1. Continued use of investment credit be permitted to firms

and individual businesses having net taxable incomes of $25,000
or less, or

14 H.R. 4105, Introduced by Congressman James Corman on Jan. 30, 1967, 90th Cong.,
first sees.
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2. Permitting use of the credit to firms and industrial busi-
nesses doing a gross annual business volume of $500,000 or less,
or

3. Permitting a credit to be taken on an across-the-board in-
vestment of $25,000 or $50,000.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my formal statement.
One other point I would like to read into the record here. I have

here the committee print of the Joint Economic Committee hearings
on the Economic Report of the President, and this is only last April.

At that time the majority views in part stated:
The first priority in tax reform should be given to repeal of the 7-percent

investment tax credit as a significant step toward reducing inflation. Small
business should be protected either by retaining their right to the credit or by
changes in the corporate tax rates.

At the same time, Mr. Chairman, the minority views expressed in
this print, I believe, call for continuation of the credit in its entirety.

Since that time, of course, their views have changed somewhat.
The CHAIRMAN. Any questions?
Senator GORE. Yes. You are, in essence, proposing an exemption

from the surtax for small business?
Mr. GULAN. Yes, Senator; we are.
Senator GORE. Is this a matter of )rinciple or equity?
Mr. GULA.N. A bit of both, but by far more equity, Senator Gore.

I think you made a statement yesterday in the hearings that related to
the high interest rate, the high prime rate. Now small business looked
like it was well on its way to extinction and this is very true. We
found that as the prime rate continues to go up as it has recently,
that small business, if there is any money available at all after the
prime users have used up their lines of credit, are forced to pay 10
or 11 percent now. When the prime rate was down to 7 percent, they
were paying 9 or 10 in some sections of the country.

In a great many sectors, retail grocery, for instance, many of these
people work on a 7- and 8-percent markup. They cannot afford to
borrow money in excess of that, nor near that.

In other fields we have found that the small man, regardless of
tax laws, manages to stay in business through additional services he
performs in the community.

Senator GORE. And additional works.
Mr. GULAN. A lot more work, sir, and he cannot compete pricewise

with the giant competitors. Again in the retail grocery, the small
market, if you will, that we have in this area cannot compete pricewise
with Safeway or Super Giant, but they stay in business even though
each and every item is priced a few cents higher because in many cases
they carry accounts, they are known locally in the neighborhoods.
People are willing to pay a little more in many areas than they would
pay at Super Giant so they are patronized, but in order to stay in
business he finds that he has to modernize wherever possible. He has
to get new showcases or showcases where his items are readily available,
do everything possible to just try to stay in business.

Senator GORE. If I may interrupt-
Mr. GULAN. Surely, sir.
Senator GORE. I find myself in great sympathy with your point of

view. What you are really saying, it seems to me, is that because of the
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high interest rates, because of the difficulty that small business has in
competing and existing, that it should be'given a tax preference.

Mr. GULAN. Senator, I am. and I think a strong justication of this
lies with the Treasury Department's own figures on increased revenue
they expect to gain from doing away with the investment tax credit.

Senator Goni,,. Now I would like to advert to you]' reference to
the discriminatory effect of high-interest rates on small business. To
l)eii1 with, they pay the highest rates, do tkey not?

Mr. GuTAN. Always, sir.
Senator GoRE. Few of them get the prime rate.
Mr. GULAN. I do not know of anybody that gets the priiiC rate ill a

small business-unless he has :, long-tanding tril)le A credit rating or
something of that nature which is not available.

Senator GORE. Whereas large lmsiiness c'an go pmlie, and obtainequity capital at, no interest rate, is that corr'tect?

Mr. GtAN. Very often it is, Senator.
Senator Goiu. And, therefore, time investor takes his chance on a

di vidend on his stock.
Mr. (Tm,\N. Right.
Senator GOE. Thre is one other inequity in this high-interest rate

structure. A man in the high-income bracket has a great advantage in
that he can deduct his interest payments from his taxable income.

Mr. GULAN. Yes, sir.
Senator GORE. And if he has high income, thus subject to a high

tax rate, this brings his effective interest rate down to a reasonable
level ?

Mr. GTTJAN. Yes, it does, because of the ere(Iit.
Senator GoRE. So whereas a man who might be in the 60-percent

bracket and pay interest on $100,000 borrowe( miight have an effective
rate of 41/2 percent, though he paid 9 percent at the bank. That is not
exact.

Mfr. GULAN. Well, it is very close and he could well do that.
Senator GoR,. Now, on 'the other hand, Secretary Kennedy was

before us yesterday asking that the surcharge be extended, but insisting
that there was not anything he could do or would do or intended to (1o
toward bringing interest rates down, and insisting that the Conci'-ess
should not consider tax reforms as a part of this, ald it was after he
had belabored those two points for about an hour and a half that I
expressed some doubt that I would support the surcharge without tax
reform amendments and without some action on the part of the ad-
miii stration with respect to the mconseioniably hig'h-interest rate.

Mr. GtTL.AN. I recall your statement ol that.
Senator GoRE. Did you find opposition or siipport for that point of

view?
Mr. GrL.xN. From the Secreta ry you mean?
Senator GORE. Do you support my point of view or oppose it ?
Mr. G IAN.. I definitely vould support your point of view and I be-

lieve our organization would, Senator. lVe think that reform is vital.
Senator GoRE. I suppose the thing for me to do would be to say I

sunDort your point of view, but I cannot.
,f'. GtTLAN. Senator, we do need your support. We would like very

iimuch to have it.
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Senator GORE. I think as a matter of principle, tax preference and
tax credits are very dangerous things, and they create more inequities
than they cure.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GULAN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator BENNErr. No questions.
Senator MiLLE. Mr. Gulan, I take it from this colloquy you have

just had that you do not support Secretary Kennedy's and the Presi-
dent's position?

Mr. GULAN. Not in its entirety, Senator, no.
Senator MILLER. Where do you not support it?
Mr. GuLAN. We do not support it on the proposal to repeal the

investment credit across the board. We do think that there should
be exceptions to this.

Senator MILLEr. But do you support the President's and the Secre-
tary of the Treasury's position that to do something about inflation
we need to take prompt action on continuation of the surcharge, and
hold Federal Government spending in check so that we will have a
reasonably balanced budget.? ,-

IMfr. Gur,AN. In general yes, we do, Senator.
Senator MILLER. In otl;er words, you would support a prompt action

on the part of the CongTess to enact the continuation of the surcharge,
and you would feel somewhat concerned about an undue delay in its
passage?

MNfr. GULAN. Senator, I think everyone is concerned about delay
here, if this is the best approach to fight inflation, to depress the ever-
increasing spiral here, by all means it should be done forthwith.

Senator MILLME And if it might delay it for 2 or 3 or 4 months
because tax reform measures were going to be piled on top of it rather
than getting it out of the way and taking care of tax reform when
the major tax reform measure comes over from the House, which we
have been assured it will by August-

Mr. GUIAN. Yes, sir.
Senator MILLER (continuing). Then you would prefer to have

prompt action?
Mr. GULAN. Conditionally. yes, Senator. I think the type of ap-

proach we are asking for was handled during the suspension of the
investment tax credit 2 years ago if you will recall. At that time the
Ways and Means Committee did not see fit to include any exemptions,
but'this committee did it and did it very well and as I recall very
promptly by inserting an amendment which would allow an across-
the-board exemption of 7 percent on the first $20,000 of investment.
As I recall that caused no undue delay and it had the support of the
majority of the committee and the majority of the Senate.

Fortunately the Senate conferees held out on this point. We would
like to see much the same thing happen here, sir.

Senator MILLER. You alluded to the Joint Economic Committee
report a, few moments ago.

Mr. GULAN. Yes.
Senator MILLER. I believe you said something about the minority

views in there?
Mr. GULAN. Yes, Senator. I did not read the views. I will be gled

to do so if you would like in part just as I did the majority views.
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Senator MILLER. Do you have tile page there?
Mr. GULAN. Yes, sir; page 102 1 believe is what I was referring to.
Senator AlLIEa. What (toes it. say?'
Mr. (i.r-,. Minority views at that point stated:
We believe, however, that the very nature of the 7-percent Investment tax

credit makes it an inappropriate tool for short-run economic stabilization and
oppose its suspension in 1909.

Senator MAl,,m . 1)o you find something else at, the end of that sel-
tence ?

Mr. GUILAN. Probal)ly further on, Sena.tor. Would you like me to road
onm

Senator LtLii. look at. the en1d of tihat sentence; do you find a
little ntiiiilber.

Mr. G('LAN. A little fo)ttote, bV all means.
Senator MIT,LEIz. Would you mind reading that ?
Mr. Gut7L.\%,T. By all uteans:
Senator Miller strongly disagrt.s. believing that the Congress should retain

Its constltitlonal p)wer over the sub jett of taxes 1nd tax rate. Senator Miller
remains unconvinced that the Investment tax credit is the fairest approa ch to
plantt modernization mnd, therefore, cannot agree that. consi(heraltions of deeply

serious inflation might not warrant suspension.

Senator M i u. i d is there a further footnote?
[r. (GuiL \N. There is a further one

Sealtor Jorda lideves that tMe ciruastanes wlch existed at tie time of
the investment tax credit provislon wats encted d) not now. obtain and, therefore,
abstains from the position expressed by the minority on this point.

Senator Mmiuin. I just w itted to have that y)it in )erspective, Mr.
G(ulall. Let ,,e say th is. I am1 synmil)athet-ic toward small business as you
know, an( 1 (1o tllilI( 'o hav;e a Imint oil drawing a line perha)Sl)be-
vond whivih tlile reditshould not apply. 1 1crsonalv think that, in the
long 1,1111 it. woiul(l Ie l11imlil better to linive a revision of the tax rate
st rm"tmllre Wlich Voll I know favor.

,M'. ( ii.\N. iNiatoli. We wOIuld agree wholeileatedlv with tllat,, and
it would he our hope that this clal happen. ind should this Comie u1)
luiight, I .lgrest that il tle ielalltille we. will let their take. what little
advantage tHwy ('an with the credit, and it; such time as the tax r.lte is
restrulct,ured-

Senatohr Mlr.:. Youl see the difficulty is that if we are going to do a
job ol inflation, we lee( to (1o this to t:ke this action on the surcharge
1)i-olil)tl 'v.

Mr. GO ,AN. Yes, sir.
Senator M 'lia. And I can well see myself voting for repeal of the

invest iielit tax credit, biut, at the. saille tillie when the tax reforin pack-
1ige co0iicS Over froll the House, I would hol) thiat, it would contain

soimetlhin'" by way of revision of tatx rates to accord with the needs
of Sitiiall isiness .orilmuations at, least.

Mr. (l;r.\,. Right.
Seliiatol Mlilui. [ have no0 flier questions, Mr. Chairman, at this

I iid.

Siit or I 1i,:N,'rr. May I ask one question?
Mr. GUIAN. Senator'
Senator BIENNF'rr. You say you represent approximately how many

small business firms?
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Mr. GrI,.AN. 267,000 small business, Senator.
PieItOr IENNEI'PV. l)uriig 1966 you had 100,()0) r-esji1ses to your

(luiet iolillaire aboul the tax credit, a6l 50 percent of ihose or alproxi-
Iiiately 5 000 s aid they had utilized the credit.

IM. G AN. Yes si'.
Sentalor IENNE'r. )O you tIihilk tlis is hir to the other 210,000 of

youl' illeieilier s who were not ill a position to litilize I Ile credit?
Mr. G' UiAN. Senaltor, that, statement does not nievessa''ily Ilian t hat
iy (id tot ,it iliz, le credit. 'hue only ting we feel we (la'l hio est l

.peak on is those who did respond and iniforni its o' I Iis.
Senator lIE:N NEi'. Yes; but this is a t ax ad-alltage to lhe niian who

is ill a posit ion to make an investment.
M1r. (IAN. By dl means, Senator.
Senator lIE. N uT'. And the 111a1 who is not in a posit ion to make

all. ii'est Inetit iel)resellted I would judge by at least t hvoi liirds or four.-
i this I 1 your Iiielibers illa y given yea ri,Nfl. 6 ULAN. ITOll '.

SenMtor I 11EN NEA'i. Te others cannot t ake adv'ant age of it, and doi't
*-ou t ink we would be better off it' we had a taxing pilograli that
I reate i all of your mnemibers alike, rather than giving some of them an

All.. (L'i.AN. Ye5S; tlt would le jreferalde, t %%( lo not ljve
Ih t at, the Illi liient.

Senator lIN NI'. e first step toward that is to elimin:ato the
:i(l\"iit~age ?

I['. GLAN. I a1 'ifra id that th e cost. might: lie excessive though, sirl,
in the processs.

Senator BEN NE'f-r. All right
I'h(, C h| m.Ax. Thank 3:o1.
MIr. ( LTLN. Thank you, Senator.
'!lIm ("I.miit.\N. 'I'ie next witness will be Mr. Brice O'Brien, gen-

eral counsel of the National Coal Association.

STATEMENT F BRICE O'BRIEN, GENERAL COUNSEL, NATIONAL
COAL ASSOCIATION

Mr. O'Ilurx. Thank you, Mr. Chl irnia.
W1e are 11ot here to oppose tbhe hi 1. I am not. here to ask for an exempl-

tion, but I am here to ask for a transitional role which I think is
particularly applicable to coal and which I believe is necessary in the
interests of eqmty.

M'r. hairnmian the National Coal Association, which represents tlhe
major producers and distributors of the Nation's commercial bit umi -
1(01s (oal, respectfully requests this ('olnmflittee to ado)t t transitilonal
rule which will grant equity in , Culia' situat ionl, as follows:

'T1he hituiuiiious ('oal idust irv hi)s grom, through a peculiar traits
iori'miat.iom ill recent 'ear.. Throughoui our history, we ]me 1)e1i :an
indlust I- v-il ,x('c( ('a l),acil . and ,' inll |ii ies iio il11 3' wei'e ' op ined
and oiii l)h)(,l oln I lie lere hope of' finding a miarke folr the coal.

Several ve I s ago, h ow(eer, t lhe chiar'acl or of the indust ry clall( --
due primaiily to the fears of the future which were gonelated y bGo\'-
rl'tellitl. doeelolmenit of atojuic competition for coals major g iowth

ma rkt., the electric power companies.
3"1-701- ---169
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At the present time, it is very unusual for a coal mine to be opened
ill the hope of finding it market. Instead, a long-term contract for the
output of a mine is negotiated and signed, and then it takes '2 or 3
years to obtain the equipment, and get the mine into production.

In the negotiation of these long-term contracts, the coal operator
calculates quite carefully his "cash flow" and his return after taxes, in
order to determine whether it is worthwhile for him to invest, his money
to produce coal at the prices negotiated. Generally the price set, forth
in tile contract will specify the general area of coal lands from which
the coal is to he produced; it will also specify the minimum tonnage
per year. And t ie contract vill specify the price of the coal---sulbject to
escalation for such things as labor costs and ad valorem taxes, )ut not
subject to escalation for revisions in the Federal income tax laws.

As of April 18, 1969 (the 1)rol)osed termination date of Ilie invest-
ment, tax credit), there were several coal companies which had en-
tered into binding long-term contracts to open new coal mines and sell
the coal to utilities at prices fixed in the contracts.

Those prices are not subject to escalation for loss of tire investment
credit', even though the coal operators negotiated those prices oi file
assumptionr that, the equipment, needed for tile mine, would )e invest-
ment credit, !l)ietv. Those coal o )erators were, T believe, fully jrusti-
tlied in making that assumption, because when they negotiated the
contracts they had no way of knowing that Congres, 'vomlld reveal the
cm',(lit. If they ha( been awam'e of the impending change, the coal prices
negotiated would have been several cents 1).r ton higher.
Those coal ol)erators should not be l)elralized h)e'alse of Il]e acci-

ilhnt (it timing. lnhve the bill as pas-es( )y the House'; those who were
'ortinate enough to have their elipment uder order as of April 18
will not. 1be pt'lualized- they will reveiveo tile investment credit..

But the operators who signed binding contracts to open new mines
and sell the coal, and had not yet ordered their equipment by April 18,
vill be 1penalized. We believe" that equity demands that the. credit. be

av"rilalbe in hoti cases, because the operator with tire long-terrr con-
tract to sell coal is contractually bound to go through with the deal.
TT- cannot 1)acl out, merely because the credit, is revealed. le cainuot
:1djillst his selling l)ric'c nuder the contract to compensate for loss of
tire credit.

In the 1966 suspension of the credit, Congress recognized the need
for e(pliy in this situation and granted relief from the surspenrsion.
Tii 'ortuimrately, tile rp)al bill as passed by the House does irot. pro-
vide for similar relief. lWe are asking this committee to provide relief'
.imil-lr to that which was granted in the 1966 suspension, but we are
.,1u(ieestii" souINewiat, different language which will cover 011' sit urn-
im more explicitly than the 1966 language did.

Further, the language we are. now suggesting will ur'ake it, clear
that tire transition relief is available only where the selling pri e of
Iw' coal caumot )e, adjusted to vo'oipensat e for loss of tire credit 1ipor

wlhicih it, was based in the first place.
At tire risk of being repetitive, I want to i)uimt otit the crurcial (iif-

fIcrenc, between this situat ion in the coal industry and thw rm'e onl-
uuron situation where, for examl)le, a comr)any his decided to Imild a
factory but has not yet ordered the eqlui)ment. Ihe company b id-
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ii tie fact orw will Ie free to adjiilt riees for the product to eorn-
Ill .a.tv for Io's of the credit. Tihe .oa/ol)rators I an) talk Iing aboiit
'almi,,t. adjust. the' prices of the coal to compensate for loss of tierelit,
lau.aie they are !bound Iv contracts to sell the coal at, the prices lspeci-
fied! il tie contrac.ts---antl those contracts were entered into before tlhe
cOll1 operators were lit. oil notice that Congress might repeal the
cred it.

We are not. asking for an "open end" relief provision. Under the
terms of tie bill as passed by the house, the Credit phases, out in all
of the.,e transitional sitlnationis, depe ending on the date the equipment
is placed in service. Under the house hill, the 7 percent credit will
be reduced by one-tenth of I percentage )oint for each month after
December 1970 before the (luipment is placed in service, and the
Credit will not l)e available at all for equipment placed in service after
'1 )evlber 1974.

h'le lguage we ask you to add to the Houste bill is as follows:
"() Where, pursuant to a l)inding contract in effect on

April 18, 1969, (i) the taxl)ayer is required to construct, recon-
struc't, erect, or acquire property speeitied in the contract., or ex-
tractive, properly tie general sl;ecitietations of which are readilv
ascertainable from the location and characteristics of the mineral
properties (specified in such contract) from which the product
' to be produced, (ii) the property is to )e used to prodiice one
or more products under such contract, (iii) the other party to
the contract is required to take substantially all of the products to
1'e produced over a umbi .nti al I iort ion of Ole expected useful life
4if the property, and (iv) the contract for sale of the product or
products is a fIxed-priee contract (except. for provisions for es-
c,: nation under which the loss of the investment credit would not
result in a price Change), then such property shall be pretermi-
nation property. Clause (iii) of the 1)reeediig; sentence shall not
apply if a. political subdi ision of a State is the other party to
the contract and is required by the contract, to male substauitial

xl)einditulres which benefit the taxpayer."
I thank you for the opportunity to be here, sir.
The Tv. .-€. TAt nie ask youi this. Frankly, I find some appeal to

y'our statement, here. I just want to ask this question in fairness. If we
;lo this for the coal association would not the same logic apply to the
1mn who paid for an oil lease and tihe lease is going to expire between
now and next year? 1Vohld he not have the sanie right to say. "Look,
I am going to'build that well or I am-i going to lose thatt million dol-
lawr T paid for that lease." Some peol)le who have leases that will
PXI)ire will have to build the well or lose the lease.

Mr. ()VlhniN.. Senator, I think there are many situations where tax-
)ayers have made llas, very definite plans and have gone forward
1o a point where they probably should in equity le given' the credit be-
('a ui, they have probably made those plans" based upo the avail-
a ilitv of t he credit., and 'I am v means suggesting that there are
not additional areas where relict should be granted. I have made our
request quite resturetive feeling that we should re(liuest relief only iii
tle ,irciimsl famie where the taxpayer is already on April 1S m'der
contract to gfo forward and also mndor contract not to raise his price
.du to loss of credit,.
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I have made it that restrictive, 1 know t lee are Otlrels who lce(d
relief, but I want to ask for the least that I c'an in order tlat we do
get relief in his particular situation which I think we need.

The CITAIUIMAN. I understand your position. What you are saying
is that if you had a contract signied for the equipment, you would he
entitled to credit under the 1Iouse-passed bill?

Mr. O'BRIEN. Yes, sir.
The CAAIRMAN. And you are saying that you signed a contract

where you are zoing to have to buy the equipment. You have no choice
about it, you signed a contract to open a mine?

Mr. O'BRIEN. Yes, sir.
The CIIADMAN. You are saving that if you are bound to a contract

which forces you to buy the equipment, then you ought to have the
same consideration as if you had signed a, contract for the equipment.
Is that what you are saying ?

Mr. O'BRIEN. Exactly, sir; and I think probably there are many
other situations with which I am not familiar where there is a need
for similar equity and it might be granted but since I am not familiar
with it I used tlis restrictive language.

The ChIAIrAN. I understand.
Senator Bennett?
Senator BENNErr. I have just one question, Mr. Chairman. How

tight are your contracts? Let us assume a, situation in which you are
the coal company that entered into that contract had figured so'losely
that failure to get. the 7-percent investment credit would make the col-
tract unprofitable, and it notified the buye i that, "We are very sorr-V,
under the circumstances we cannot get the machiiinery, so we cannot
open the mine."

Mr. O'BRIEN. Senator, these contr'ats are tight. Now we have no
previous experience as to loss of the credit. We have previous experi-
ence with other unexpected costs, and I am thinking particularly of
the Mined Land Reclamation Laws. For example, Kentucky a couple
of years ago imposed some very severe requirements thlat tnrinel
profitable contracts into a loss. Those coal companies who had the-e
contracts with utilities had to go through with them and suffer a loss,
unless they were lucky enough to have a particular escalation clause
covering such an event. Most of them did not. In that situation I would
like to give a little boost to TVA. Quite a few of the contracts were
with TVA, and I understand that TVA did not stick them with the
legal terms of the contract. They granted sonie relief to take care of the
unexpecte(l additional costs. but as a matter of legal right, these
contracts are tight.

Senator BENTNTn. Could the utility company, if you decided not to
open the mine, go out and buy the coal somewhere else and charge it
to you ?

1Wfr. O'BRr-,N. They would have a legal right to. I believe the measure
of damages in such a situation would be the amount it cost them to
buy the coal from someone else in excess of the amount that they
would have had to pay you.

Senator BEN-r. They could charge that difference to you even
though you never opened the mine andhad no assets on which to pay?

Mr. O'BRIEN. That is correct, sir. They might have a worthless
judgment against them.
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Senator BLNNE'rr. But they could have a judgment against you?
Mr. O'BEN. Yes, sir.
Senator BE:NNyr. They are that tight?
Mr. O'BRiEN. Yes, sir.
Senator BENE-r. That is the point I wanted to make.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Miller?
Senator MILLR. Mr. O'Brien, there is, I think, one difference be-

tweein the situation facing us now and the situation back in 1966
at the time of the suspension. The difference is that now we are faced
with a package in which as a tradeoff for the repeal of the investment
tax credit there is a discontinuance of the surcharge, I am sorry, there
i- a continuance of the surcharge, but only for a short period of time.
It goes on for 6 months at the present rate, and then down to 5 per-
cent. for the last 6 months of the current fiscal vear, and then it is out.
.1 take it there is nothing in these contracts to 'provide for a deescala-
Iion of the prices if the 10 percent goes out either, so I am wondering
if we do not have a tradeoff situation here, where while the 7-percent
investment tax credit might have been figured in calculating the price
on the one hand, if that factor goes out and that disturbs the pricing,
on the other hand there is the tradeoff of the discontinuance of the
surcharge which I would think would be more profitable to you than
retention of that 7-percent tax credit.

Mr. Oil.,N. Senator, I think there is a little nmixul). I ant afraid
we have an imewlitv in )0tll sit nations. The surchiarge in this bill now
being considered 6v this committee is not going to cut off; it is not
going to shorten the life of the surcharge. It is going to lengthen it.
Without thi- bill lte surcharge would be g(ne. So we are suffering on
S)(l elilis of tli, deal. Weaiei- skiilg f' relief oi one.

S,.'Ilato' rl 1,.11 ()f con irSe I tllink all *l)odv who has imeel in the tax
arlea for very long knows tlat so-called temporary taxes lave a way of
hanutgillg ar ;Illid for a while, and esle'ial"ly if th ere is a problem with
respect, to inflation. Tliat, is the reason these excise taxes are on. The peo-
ple from i tie utilities will tell you that tlo.se excise taxes are only going
to I,( contilmued because, of th'is bill. but that has been going on for a.
long, long time, so my point to you is that there is a tradeoff here which
1 wIoud think woul he more advantageous. Certainly if we have to (1o
s,,ilot hin' aboit ilnflationi amid I have to have revenue, you are. going to
hun 'e a coitinutation of that 10 recent slmr(clIarggre int il soniethin is

loue about inflation. Now if that 10 percent eom s off, that is going to
he elpfil to vo'u. and if the i nvestnient tax (red it copies off, that is go-
in,_, to he ha i'mu ftil to von, bit 1 suggest that there is a tradeoff here
which in pricing out lese iteiiis might be more advantageous to you
fliiai to imot have a discont 11il iclne of tihe surcharge.
Mr. O)it, EN. I am not in a position to say how many of our people

are as sophisticated about temporary taxes as the members of this com-
niit.tve are. I l)ersnmally, if I had been negotiating a long-term con-
tract. I would have negotiate d it oi t lie basis of the continuation of the
sur'harge perilanently. I would do so even after Congress passes this
bill. We have 10 percent through the rest of this year. I rather agree
with the line of reasoning with which you are approaching this ques-
tion of permanency. I doubt very much that it will continue to be only
5 percent next year for the first 6 months and then pass out of existence.
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Senator MNLvE. What you are really saying is that if you wert ill
on the contract, you would have put a clause in there which appears in
a good many contracts I might sty, that this is subject to a rvi',4io to
reflect changes in the Federal income tax laws?

Mr. O'BRIEN. Our people have tried to do that. Thev have bhen tin-
able to get the utilities to agree to that procedure. It, inav be common
in other industries. In ours it is not. The utilities simply will not go
along with it. But my point there was that this bill as it actually stands,
technically extends the surtax, not cuts it short, and in reality I sus-
pect that there is no cutoff on the 10 percent. I think it is here forever.

Senator MIL ZR. To me if I were a stockholder, I would prefer to
have the surcharge go off along with the repeal of the investment tax
credit than to retain the investment tax credit and have the surcharge
continue. I think it would be a better deal for the company and that
is the only point I wanted to make. I know we can get into some
technical arguments about it.

1et me ask another question. You mentioned TVA. TVA is a
Federal governmental Agency.

Mr. O'BRIEN. Yes.
Senator MILLER. If the Federal Government comes along, either

because of action by TVA managers or action bv the executive' branch
of the Government or action by the legislative branch of the Govern-

ment, it still is the Federal Government. They come along and change
the ground rules, so to speak. It seems to me that ou might have a
different situation there than you do in the case oa private utility
because the Federal Government, the party to the contract, has by
its own action undercut the guidelines or the understandings that ex-
isted in the contract. You said something about revisions being made
by TVA. Do you know whether they are in position to make revisions
in a situation like this?

Mr. O'BRIN. I believe they have the authority where unexpected
events occur to renegotiate. The only example If know of was when
the State of Kentucky passed rather expensive reclamation laws. and
made small-profit contracts into loss contracts, TVA, I think, wisely
recognized they could not expect a continuous supply of coal because
the companies, would go broke over the years. These contracts run
15 to 20 years. TVA did sit down with som'ne of those companies and
say. "Ijok, we will increase the price to cover part of that additional
cost."

I have little belief they would do so in this current situation,
however.

Senator M.LER,. In what?
Mr. O'BRIEN. In this investment credit situation. It is an entirely

different, picture.
Senator MILLER. You do not think they would have the authority

to?
Mr. O'BnmN. '[ do not, believe they would be inclined to do so: no.
Senator MILLER. Don't, you think thev should he inclined to do so

if the Federal Government has undercut the basis for negotiating of
a price?

Mr. O'BnR.TE. Some of the contracts I am talking about are with
TVA, some with private utilities.
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Senator MILLER. I am talking about those with TVA.
Mr. O'BIFi1. Whcre it is with TVA, I think clearly the taxpayer

then can easily point to where this damage comes froim. It, comes from
the Government.. However, he is just as l)ad off where the contract
is with the utilities. He is still being hurt just as bally but he cannot
point quite so plainly as to who is to blame.

Senator MILLER. 1,xcept for the fact that the utility, being in the
private sector, has fiad nothing whatsoever to do witl changing the
guidelines. Further if there is a benefit that accrms to the seller be-
cause of a discontinuance of a surcharge, the utility does not renego-
tiate the contract to ciit down the price of the coal.

In other words, both l)artie- in that situation, without having a
clause covering Fedral tax changes, take their chances, but in the
TVA situation, that is a one-way street, because the Government does
not take any chance,; there, and that I suggest to you is a difference
relating to the TVA situation.

Mr. O'BniFn. I agree that it is a much more culpable situation, but
I do not want to point out to you that the coal company who has the
contract with the utility is just as bad off and this is a matter of equity,
as it is with TVA.

Senator MILlrEr. Th ank vou.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. O'Brien. Without objection, we

will include in the record at this point, a letter I received from Mr.
Stephen Dunn, president of the National Coal Association and a letter
of Fred IV. Peel, chairman of the American Mining Congress' Tax
Committee.

(The letters referred to follow:)

NATIONAL COAL ASSOCIATION,
Washington, D.C., Jine 27, 1969.

HOn. RUSSELL B. LONG,
U.8. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

])FAR SENATOR LONO: Very shortly the Finance Comnittee will hnve before it
the House bill to repeal the credit. We need your hell) to correct an inequity
in fhe transition rules- n inequity which will do serious dailage to several
coal coipanlies, through no fault of their own.

Prior to April 18, 191)9, those companies entered into long-term contracts to
open coal mines and sell coal at firm prices. In good faith, those prices were
set with the expectation that the credit would be available for the machinery
necessary to open the new coal mines.

We believe that equity calls for relief In this situation. We are not asking for
"exemption" froni tie repeal-merely transitional relief for those caught by
contract in this situation. The relief we ask, and the necessity therefor, are set
forth on the enclosed one-Jhage document.

Sincerely,
STEPIEN F. DuNN.

Enclosure. President.

TIlE IO1SF, BILL TO REPEAT, THE INVESTMENT CREDIT SHOULD BE AMENDED TO GRANT
RELIEF WHERE A COAT, COMPANY ON APRIL 18 HA) A BINDING LONG-TERM CONTRACT
TO OPEN A MINE BUT ITAD No'r Yrr OnIIEREI) TIlE MACIIINERY-AND IS STUK WITH
TIlE CONTRACT PRICE FOR TIE COAL

As of April 18, 1969 (tie proposed termination date of tle credit) there were
several coal COlllanies whiiel lid entered into binding long-term conltraetS to
owen new coal inines and sell the coal 'to utilities at a price lixed in the contracts
(with prices subject to e.scalation for various factors such as wages, but not
subject to escalation for loss of the investment credit). Those prices were negoti-
ated on the assumption that the equipment for the mine would be investment
credit property.
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Those coal companies were justified In assuming, when they entered into those
contracts, that the investment credit was going to be available for the equipment.
If they had been aware of the impending change, the coal prices negotiated and
set forth in the contracts would have been several cents per ton higher. Under the
House bill these companies will be deprived of the credit for this machinery, and
under their contracts they will be ,unable to change the price of coal to cover loss
of the credit.

In the 19066 suspension of the credit Congress recognized the need for equity In
this situation and granted relief from the suspension. Equity calls for similar re-
lief now. Such relief wouhl be granted if the following provision were added to
the House bill:
" ( ) Where, pursuant to a binding contract in effect on April 18, 1969, (i) the

taxpayer is required to construct, reconstruct, erect, or acquire prol)erty sp(.ified
in the contract , or extractive property the general speciflcations of which are
readily ascertainable from the location and characteristics of the mineral prop-
erties (specified in such contract) from which the product is to be produced, (ii)
the l)roperty is to be used to )roduce one or more products under such contract,
(iii) the other party to the contract is required to take substantially all of the
products to be reducedd over a substantial portion of the expected useful life of
the property, a fixed-price contract exceptt for pr)ovisions for escalation under
which the loss of the investment credit would not result in a price change), then
such property shall be l)re-termintion property. Clause (iii) of the preceding
sentence shall not apply if a political subdivision of a State is the other party
to the contract and is required by the contract to make substantial expenditures
which l)enelit the taxpayer."

A .MEAN MINING CONGREsS,
Washington, D.C., July 9, 1969.

lion. RUSSELL B. LOo,
Chairman, Comm ittee on Finance,
U.S. Senate
Wax.hington, D.C.

I)AnA Mn. CHAIRMAN 1 I.R. 12290, which would repeal the seven percent in-
vestment credit, will probably have its greatest impact on the mining industry,
which has the highest ratio of investment in facilities and equipment per eni-
ployee.

I can find no more concise statement of our basic views than those con-
taied in our Declaration of Policy adopted at Salt Lake City, Utah on Septem-
ber 11. 196 when suspension of the credit had been proposed:

"We urge that the investment credit not be repealed or suspended. Particu.
larly as to the mining Industry It has had, and continues to have, a valuable
role in encouraging investment to increase productivity, which is a constructive
way to combat inflation. When it was enacted in 1962, business was assured
that it was not a temporary measure. It was justified in terms of the long-
term need for increased productivity, which is an even more important ob-
jective today than it was when the credit was enacted. Retention of the 7 percent
investment credit is one essential step toward providing feasible and economic
financing of vitally needed expansion of mining facilities; the favorable effect
of its cash flow helps prevent undue strains on the capital market."

We wish to remind the Committee that the investment credit was enacted
as an integral part of a program of depreciation reform. For many years prior
to the recommendation by President Kennedy that a tax credit be granted for
new investment in plant and equipment, it was generally recognized that our
depreciation allowances were inadequate. During 1962 Congress adopted the
seven percent investment credit and the Administration promulgated new de-
preciation guidelines for the purpose of placing U.S. industry on a competitive
basis with industries of other major industrialized nations of the free world
that used their tax systems to encourage investment in machinery and equip-
ment.

One of the main goals of this two-pronged attack on the obsolete character of
our Nation's Industrial machine was to make our industry competitive both at
home and abroad and thus help correct our adverse balance of payments. For
example, Mr. Stanley S. Surrey, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Tax
Policy, told the Society of Business Professions, Inc. on March 12, 1962:

"The investment credit, coupled with realistic depreciable lives, will make the
tax treatment of investment in the United States comparable with that offered
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by our major competitors in Western Europe, Canada and Japan. The invest-
went credit thus takes its place along with the variety of Western European
devices-such as the incentive allowances afforded in addition to depreciation
in the United Kingdom, Belgium and the Netherlands, or the first-year addi-
tional depreciation allowances permitted in the United Kingdom, France, Italy
and the Netherlands."

If the investment credit is repealed, our country will again fall behind other
industrialized nations in encouragement of modernization and expansion of
capital equipment. We will be seriously handicapped in our coml)etition with
foreign producers both in our home market and in world markets, and our
balance of payments inevitably will suffer.

The mining industry is basic to industrial production. We are faced with rIs-
ing costs for air and water pollution, for land reclamation, and for mine safety.
We believe that it would be unwise to put an additional burden on us by re-
pealing the investment credit, and we strongly urge its retention as a permanent
feature of our tax laws. If the Committee should approve the recommendation
of the Administration to repeal the investment credit. however. we strongly urge
that it be retained and increased for investment in air and water pollution
a batement facilities since these facilities seldom, if ever, produce an economic
return. An exception was made for air and water pollution facilities when
the investment credit was suspended in 19616.

Finally, the Committee wouhl be making a serious error if it were to assume
that elimination of the investment credit this year wvoul danipen the current
rising trend in prices. Repealing the (redit now would have little or no immediate
effect. Instead, the impact wouli be postponed a year or more until current
decisions to curtail or defer capital expenditures began to be felt. Turning the
investment credit off and on is not an efficient tool of fiscal policy. The eff'e( rs
are felt in totally unexlecte(l ways an(l at later times when fiscal policy con-
siderations may have changed completely. In other words, repealing the credit
now may cause or intensify it recession a year from now.

However, if the Committee should decide that the investment credit should be
repealed, there is a situation particularly affecting the mining industry that
deserves consideration. It involves the application of the effective (late of the
repeal to equipment lurchasedi or constructed to meet sliding coinmitnients.

Binding commitments to buy equipment or to develop or construct an entire
mining or mineral processing facility frequently arise as a result of contracts
with so-called third Iarties-tlhat is. contralets with persons other than a sup-
plier. One example is l)revalent in the coal industry. It involves the development
of a mine or mines and related facilities pursuant to a binding contract with a
coal user, frequently a utility, to develop the mine and supply a specified tonnage
of coal from it for a term of years. Since the purpose of the binding contract
exception is to avoid unfair surprise and hardship on taxpayers who were firnily
committed to investment projects before the suspension of tile credit, binding
commitments of this nature shoul be recognized on the sinmie basis as binding
commitments to suppliers.

We also suggest that the 20 percent limitation omn the carryover of unused
investment credits to 1969 and later years ik all unarranted restriction. These
unused credits were generated by investments made before repeal was suggested,
and in fairness they should be allowed without the new 20 percent limitation.
Some taxpayers may lose the use of part of their investment credit carryovers
if their income fluctuates. Mining companies are vulnerable to this danger
because of fluctuating metal and mineral prices and the expenses of developing
new mines.

Since the i :vestment credit was enacted as part of depreciation reform. it
should not be repealed without compensatory corrections in the provisions for
depreciation deductions. We suggest, as a start. the repeal of the reserve ratio
test on the use of the guideline lives for depreciable assets.

We request that this letter be made a part of the printed record of the hear-
ings on H.R. 12290.

Respectfully submitted,
FRED W. PEEL,

Ohairman, AMO Taw Committee.

The CHAIRMAN. iThe next witness is Mr. Marvin L. McLain, of the
American Farm Bureau Federation. Do you have a prepared state-
ment?
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'STATEMENT OF MARVIN L. McLAIN, LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR,
AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION; ACCOMPANIED BY
WILLIAM C. ANDERSON, ASSISTANT LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR

Mfr. MfcLAIN. A very brief statement, Senator Long.
I have with ine Mr. Anderson here, my assistant on tax matters if

you have any questions.
On behalf of nearly 1,800,000 Farm Bureau member families in 49

States and Puerto Rico, we appreciate this olpportunity to present
Farm Bureau's views on the surtax extension bill recently passed by
the House and now before this committee.

Last year Farm Bureau supported the Revenue and Expenditure
Control Act of 1968. Believing that inflation was one of the most seri-
ous problems facing the country at that time, we supported the tem-
porary surtax-tied to an effect iv-e expenditure ceiling.

The act had hardly been signed into law when the process of exempt-
ing various agencies from the expenditure ceiling began. These exemp-
tions nearly nullified the intended purpose of the expenditure ceiling,
greatly reducing the effectiveness of the act as an anti-inflationary
tool.

At our most recent annual meeting, held in Kansas City last Decem-
ber, official voting delegates a(Iopted the following resolution:

We are experiencing an inflationary situation which demands a reduction in
federal government pending to ,awure a balance of expenses and income.

Deficit spending by the federal government and policies which expand the supply
of money and credit faster than production clearly lead to inflation.

The current fi,cal situation calls for action to eliminate inflationary pressures.
Congrt-ss sought to deal with this problem In 1968 through (1) action directing
the administration to cut federal expenditures, and (2) passage of the 10 percent
income surtax. Nevertheless, inflation has continued and is still our most serious
economic problem.

We therefore urge Congress to pursue inflation control with greater vigor in
1969. In achieving this, major emplhasis should be on cutting federal expenditures,
but, if necessary to obtain a I)lanced budget for fiscal 1970, we will support con-
tinuation of a surtax for an additional year.

We urge the Executive Branch -to make significant reductions In current ex-
penditures and in future budget requests.

At the same time, Congress should take steps to make changes in basic legis-
lation enabling effective evaluation and control of government spending within
annual appropriations.

We commend those members of Congress who have worked to achieve sound
fiscal goals and urge others to join them In this effort.

Those policies further state:
The investment credit should be considered a permanent feature of our tax

system.

'his is the end of the quotation of our delegate body in Kansas City.
Earlier this year, Farm Bureau outlined and submitted to the appro-

priate committees of Congress specific recommendations for cutting
expenditures during fiscal 1970 by at least $6.5 billion. While very little
final action has been taken on appropriation bills for fiscal 1970, it (loes
not at this time appear that, significant reductions are going to he made
in the January budget estimates. e.

Meeting here in Washington on June 11, the board of directors of
the American IFaril Bureau Federation issued the following state-
mert,, and tliis was at t he time the tax bill was on the louse side:
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We are concerned about the prospects of continued inflation brought on by
excessive government spending and continued budget deficits. Inflation hits
farmers particularly hard as their expenses rise more rapidly than prices they
receive.

Current discussion of the proposed surtax extension has centered on its use
as an anti-inflationary measure. While we recognize the importance of a sound
tax policy in the development of a balanced fiscal policy, we believe the current
situation demands that more emphasis be placed on expenditure reductions.
With such emphasis, expenditures could be reduced sufficiently to balance the
budget, slow inflation, and permit early termination of the surtax.

Currently tied to the surtax extension is a proposal to repeal the 7 per cent
investment credit. Farmers faced with the need to make heavy investments in
new machinery and equipment as a means of increasing their efficiency have come
to rely on -this credit and believe it should be considered a permanent feature
of our tax system.

In light of these facts, Farm Bureau opposes the so-called tax package now
udler consideration by the House Ways and Means Committee and calls upon
both the Congress and the Administration to re-double efforts to bring about
meaningful expenditure reductions. In this way, inflation control can be
achieved to the benefit of all Americans.

We believe inflation can best be controlled by sharp reductions in
Federal Government outlays. We, therefore, urge the Congress to
rnlae a real effort to balance the budget bv requiring substantial re-
dutions in Federal exl)enditures before giving any further considera-
tion t) an extension of the surtax and that the investment credit not
be repealed.

We stand read to assist in finding ways to make meaningful cuts in
Federal spending' to slow inflation and permit an early termination
of the iirtax.

'ite (mriiIM \x. Your position is that vou would prefer that w
reldne spending rather than continue this tax; that is your position?

MI'. MCLI,,N. That is right.
'he Cw\TIMAN.. Maybe we can do a little of both. That is about

wi ere vou stand.
Mr. McLAIN. Well, our interest is in reducing spending, Senator

Long. There is not any questun about it. That is the way our people
feel.

Senator ATNDESox. The statement is very good.
The CI[Ar t ,AN. Thank you very much. We will try to save some

11on1ev if we can find a place to do it. Of course, as you know, we do not
have inch appropriations. We have the burden of raising the money.
'hey have the satisfaction of spending it.

M1r. McLAIN. We understand that, Senator Long. We emphasize
that point in our statement. We do appreciate it.

The CiHATUMAN. We have to raise money to pay for all this.
Thank you very much.

Mr. Angus McDonald, director of research, National FarmersUn1io,..
We shall be glad to hear from you. sir.
You have a prepared statement, I believe.
Mr. McDoN.ALD. Yes, sir.

STATEMENT OF ANGUS McDONALD, DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH,
NATIONAL FARMERS UNION

Mr. M(DON,mLo. Mr. Chairman and inemnbers of the committee, I
have a very brief statement.
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The CHAIRIAN. We will print the entire statement, Mr. McDonald,
and if you can I would appreciate it if you would summarize it.

Mr. McDONALD. It. is short. I understand farm losses you are not
considering at this time.

Tle CIIAIRMAN. Right.
Mr. MCDONALD. I am appearing here in opposition to the 10-percent

across-the-board surtax; in support of a tax credit exemption for
farmers and small business up to an investment of $15,000; and in
support of S. 500 which woud eliminate tax abuses engaged in by
certain individuals and corporations for the purpose of tax avoidance.

The National Farmers Union, flke so many other groups and or-
ganmizations. stil)poited the surtax several years ago when we were as-
sured that it would help balance the budget and checkinflation. Today
the fires of iiilation are burning more brightly than ever and the e -
forts of this administration and the previous administration to check
inflation have proved to be a dismal failure.

The House Ways and Means Committee, in its report of June 20,
1969, admits that the surcharge has not checked inflationary pressures,
but lamely adds that "Conditions are changing and the surcharge, if
continued in effect with other governmental policies, should reduce
present inflationary pressures."

There is not a shred of evidence that the surtax and the misguided
policies of the Federal Reserve Board have checked inflation. Only
last week, according to the Wall Street Journal of July 7,1969, "busi-
ness loans outstanZling at the 12 leading banks jumped $190 mil-
lion * * . This reliable publication adds, "that Was in sharp con-
trast to a $16 million decline registered in the like 1968 week. In the
latest 5 statement weeks," apparently they make these statements by
the week, "such commercial and industrialloans have risen by almost
$750 million."

Thus, we have evidence which cannot be challenged or disputed that
the misguided l)olicias of the Federal Reserve Board and the continu-
ance of the surtax which was reauthorized by the House of Represent-
atives only a few days ago, has not had the slightest effect.

Furthermore, this administration has turned a deaf ear to the pleas
of farmers, small business, and the housing industry which are being
strangled to death by exorbitant interest rates and has adopted a do-
nothing policy.

President ixon has not by word or deed admonished the New York
banks for their wild excesses in raising the prime interest rate. The
latest increase was I percent-7 1/2 to 8 percent.

The CHAIRIVIAN. Actually, Mr. McDonald, if I might interrupt you
I do not know too much about it, but the press report I read indicated
that some of the New York banks required a fellow to put 10 per-
cent on deposit in the bank in order to get the loan and leave it there
without interest. That makes it work out to being more than a 10-
percent rate that they are charging.

Mir. MCDoALD. You are quite correct, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIMAN. On good loans.
Mr. MCDoNALD. I have heard previous reports several weeks ago in

the Wall Street Journal that the borrowers were required to leave 20
percent. I do not know-if it is 20 or 10.
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'Phe CHAIRMAN. But now if they are required to put a large amount.
of money in the bank, whether it is 10 or 20, to put it in a bank at no
'interest, as a condition of having the loan, that is the way that those
bankers can get more. N6w, in a lot of States the laws traditionally
define 10 percent as being usury, have they not?!

Mr. McDONALD. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. So that in fact there are a lot of good people now-

adays being required to pay usurious interest rates. In fact if not
technically. As a practical matter when they are required to comply
with that sort of a technique, it does go above 10 percent.

Mr. MoDONALD. Yes, sir. We are not cheered by the testimony of
the Secretary of the T reasury before the House Baking and Cur-
rency Committee when he said that he had done nothing whatsoever
to turn the New York bankers from their policies which will, in our
view, bring ruin to the entire Natioil. When asked by the chairman
why he had not done something to bring pressure on the New York
banks, he plaintiveky replied, "Why should I"

'Ihe CIAIRMAN. The Secretaasury told dls much the
same thing yesterday. He I- us the quest '"What good would
it do?" As a practical matter how would you kno if you had not
tried? Isn't that ab ilt the size of it, Mr. McDonal

Mr. MoDoNALD. /Yes, sir. It is not geemjy known, Mr. chairman,
but the Secretary/'of the Treasu7y- does iaveutliorit to ta the tax
loan accounts oit, it has atth6rit_ und r the Fe era Reserv Board
to act when thl adminis .1'tion polcies a e incoistent with th Fed-
eral Reserve oard. That is in teyethe wijw..dot say a drd.

The CHAT MAN. We have Aom 'b s in ,ouisiaa, am hap to
say, that h e not charged 8 4 the jusdecfned to g up
that high. faybe he,ought to , that mon of ome of t se
New York anks an4 pia, therp ij P sO of oul ouisiaa banks t at
are not cha ing 81 percent - i

Mr. McD xLD. I hink ft '*Iould be/ Qr, d if he did.The CHA R MAN. I could ;4vport tthoY" _-
Mr. McD 6ALD. W are aware, tha t th emat tersdo not lie ri-

marily in the"jurisdictioif'of this c6itrtm e. I owever, I Memb s of
Congress ind very citizen are a ffote by ex esive in rest ra and
must perforce be concerne4-aiid do w ateve he to alley ate or
change policies which are ladig ust disease t

Farmers, on their part, continu6eto-har into Prable bur is. It was
predicte some time, ago by the Department of A ri ulture that
production costs will riftthis year by more than $1 b' on, thus more
than wiping out any beneft4armers had hoped ain by the slight
increase in farm prices. Farm r9-r&..stiu911ng under a gigantic
burden of debt. The Department of Agriculture tells us that on
January 1, 1969, farm debt amounted to more than $53 billion-an
increase of $4.1 billion during 1968. Of this amount, $27.8 billion was
farm mortgage debt and $25.3 billion was non-real-estate debt.

Interest charges in 1968, the Department estimates, amounted to $3
billion and will amount to more than $3.2 billion in 1969. This latter

.estimate was made before the recent skyrocketing of interest rates
and no doubt is far below what the actual amount of interest rates
.will be for this year.
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The National Farmers Union supports the President's proposal for
elimination of the 7-percent tax investment credit, except that we want
farmers and small business exempted up to a capitalinvestment of
$15,000. We call attention to Agricultural Finance Outlook, pub-
lished bv USDA released on February 3, 1969.

According to this publication, "small-scale farmers were finding it
more difficult to make loan payments and many marginal farmers
will be faced with critical debt situations." According to one of the
directors of the Farmers Home Adminlistration,, there is "an influx (of
apVlicants that formerly obtained credit from PCA's and banks."

he report goes on to say that many farmers previously delayed
investments "in anticipation of lower interest charges." It is predicted,
therefore, that farmers must necessarily make large purchases of
farm machinery which despite high interest rates cannot be postpo ned
any Ionger.,

I emph Iasize the point that, farmers are dependent in large part
on machine ery and vehicles. The U.S. Department of Agriculture
rel)orts that repairs and del)reciation on farm machinery and vc-
hices amounts to 22 percent of total farm expenses. Farmers I)oiiglt
,2.4 million worth of farm machinery in 1967. The inexorable march
of technology forces farmers to make larger and larger purchases
of capital equipment. In 1940 only 19 cents was invested in hni-
chinery and equipment per man-hour of labor input. In 1 miP in-
vestuient per ran-hour was $3.62.

During the past 2 years the Farmers Union has given a great deal
of1' attention to the fact that so-called tax failmiers ]have goml , i,,t,
farmiing with the sole purpose of evad;ng payment of their jllst
share of taxes. I will not go into detail regarding the massive in-
trusion of wealthy individuals and corporations into farming.

I call attelition to a table which is appended to this statement and
which indic.ates that 80'/., l)ercent of those individuals with a net
income of $1 million or more reported to the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice a net loss on their farming investments.

During 1965, 119 of such individuals engaged in farming;: 103 re-
ported losses. Internal Revenue Service reports that of those indi-
viduals realizing incomes subject to taxes betwen $500,000 and $1
million, 202 engaged in farming: 170 of this group reported losses.

Since according to Internal Revenue Service statistics most in-
dividuals with modest outside incomes reported a profit on their
farming operations, it seems obvious to us that either the wealthy are
terribly inefficient or that they took advantage of loopholes in oir
tax lavs. It appears that they entered the busine, s of fearing in order
to lose money.

A siinple example is given by the Treasury to illustrate t'his point.
Assuming that the expenses o raising a herd of cattle are $200,000,
it is obvious that the taxpayers in the top tax bracket will incur a
tax saving of $140,000. On the sale of the herd, however, the entire
sales price, including the $200,000 representing the recover of these
expenses, will be taxable only at the 25 percent capital gains rate.
The capital aains tax on $200,000 is $50,000, or less tilan half the tax
savings realized in the earlier years. Thus, the taxpayer in this sit-
uation would realize a $90,000 tax profit from a transaction which,
economically is merely a break even.
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S. 500 would go far in eliminating abuses engaged in by wealthy
individuals and corporations. It would limit the losses of a farm
entrepreneur to $15,000 plus taxes, interest and losses resulting from
natural disasters. It would not, its its opl)oiImits say, require that sll
farmers resort to the accrual method. Under this legislation tax-
payers would still have the option of selecting the method they prefer.

However, if they did not restrict themselves to the restrictions
e(ler the $15,000 rules they would be required to report their in-

ventory as do other businesses.
(The attachment to Mr. McDonald's prepared statement follows :)

'ih following statisti.s la(11( us to believe that wealthy tndlvhhisials MAv,
beeii using farm ivestmnents to escape paymienit of taxes:

ALL 1965 INCOME TAX RETURNS OF INDIVIDUALS RELATING TO FARMING, BY ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME CLASSES

(Dollar amounts In thousands]

Net profit Net loss

Number of Number of
returns Amount returns Amount

Taxable returns,total ................................ 1,151,882 3,951,260 661,860 1,001,106

Under $1,000 ....................................... 6,546 4,338 .....................
$1,000 under $2,000 ................................. 65,519 69,113 16,603 13, 739
$2,000 under $3,000 ................................. 107,019 168,442 35,891 32,770
3,000 under $4,000 ................................. 139,737 259,685 64,020 63,354
$4,000 under $5,000 ................................. 140,030 314,961 80.522 92,672
$5,000 under $6,000 ....................... ......... 132, 512 345, 937 83,450 84, 166
$6,000 under $7,000 .................................. 114,602 334, 594 80,887 85,396
$7,000 under $8,000 ................................. 96,434 293,086 68,302 64, 550
$,000 under $9,000 ................................. 72 525 267, 080 47, 547 50, 125
$9,000 under $10 000 57:875 242,904 39,555 50, 706
$10,000 under $1&,006'.... ................... 132,109 724.204 79,564 123,177
$15,000 under $20,000 ............................... 42, 160 347,490 23,843 60,292
$20,000 under $50,000 ............................... 38, 752 471, 138 30,380 133.1 87
$50 000 under 100,000 ............................... 4, 974 82. 700 7,424 76, 852
$10,000 under $500,000 ........................... 1,040 23,464 2,874 54,872
$500,000 under $1,000,000 ............................ 32 518 170 6,625
$1,000,000 or more .................................. 16 1,606 103 7,630

Source: "Statistics of Income, 1965," Individual income tax returns, U.S. Treasury Department, Internal RevenueService. ACTIVE CORPORATION INCOME TAX RETURNS, JULY 1965 TO JUNE 1966
Number of returns with and without net income ......................................................... 18, 526

With net Income ................................................................................ 10,387
Without net income ....................................................................... ........ 8, 139

Form 1120 S ............................................................................... ....... 4,862
Without not Income (form 1120-S) ..................................................................... 2,330

Source: Book of "Statistics of Income," U.S. Treasury Department, Internal Revene Service.

Mr. MCDONALD. Mr. Chairman, I hope at, some future time when
the committee does consider S. 500 and other related legislation, I
will 'have all opportunity to )resent our views on farm losses.

The CHAniM3AN. Fine. A good statement. Thank you very much,
Mr. McDonald.

Mr. McDoNALD. Thank you.
The CHAIIm3rAN. The colllm ittee will now stand in recess until 10

o'clock Friday on this hearing.
Tomorrow we expect to have a meeting of the Subcommittee on

Veterans' Iegislation, to consider veterans' bills.
(Whereupon, at 12:34 pa. the committee recessed, to reconvene

at 10 a.m., Friday, ,uly 11, 1969.)





PROPOSED EXTENSION OF THE SURCHARGE AND
REPEAL OF THE INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT

FRIDAY, JULY 11, 1969

U.S. SENATE,
CoMmITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:15 a.m., in Room 2221,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Herman E. Talmadge, presiding.
Present: Senators Anderson Talmadge, Byrd, Jr., Williams, Ben-

nett, Curtis, Miller, Jordan, and Fannin.
Senator TALMADGE. The committee will please come to order. The

committee is honored indeed to have with us this morning the Honor-
able Charles A. Vanik, a Member of Congress from the S-tato of Ohio.
Mr. Vanik, you may proceed as you see fit, sir.

STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES A. VANIK, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE 22D CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF OHIO

Mr. VANIK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, I want to express my appreciation for the declared

intention of your committee to fit meaningful revenue-raising tax
reform into the surtax deliberations. Your action reflects the hopes
of most of the 205 Members of the IHouse who have declared that tax
reform can be achieved within the practicable timetable of this session.
The 91st Congress will overshadow most of its forebears-if it could
indeed become known as the tax reform Congress.

In our House efforts for reform we were outmanuevered-but not
defeated-if our best hopes are brought to fruition by your efforts.

In connection with the investment credit, I urge that your delibera-
tions sanitize the repeal to insure that the exceptions are limited
exl)lainable, and justified. In the Ways and Means Committee, I urged
that the repeal date of the investment credit be set back to April 1,
1969, to coordinate the change in the law with the quarterly tax period.
Congress has no obligation to extend the tax privilege of the invest-
ment credit to those who exploited the failure of Government to exer-
cise more drastic efforts to slow down overindulgence in the expansion
of our industrial plant.

When it was learned by our Ways and Means Committee on the (lay
the surtax bill was reported out that one contractor boasted the execu-
tion of $000 million in contracts on the Sunday before the scheduled
termination, we moved the tax termination date to Friday, midnight,
April 18. In addition to the one group of $900 million in contracts,

(215)
31-701-69-15
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there is reason to believe that an additional $3 billion in contracts were
executed on that Sunday, and perhaps $5 billion in contracts executed
on Saturday April 19. Two extra (lays of investment credit repeal
alected an estimated $9 billion in contracts for a potential Treasury
gain of $630 million. Setting the investment credit repeal back to
April 1, 1969, would reach a Lotential contract total of $35 billion for
a Treasury saving of $2.45 billion. Should we provide a tax bonanza
for the bad guys who flaunted the Government appeals for restraint
and io(ieratio 'I Should we penalize the res)onsiblel portions of our
business sector which deferred expansion and borrowing to hell) cool
down the inflationary sl)iral?

Second, I urge that, within the framework of the repeal of the invest-
ment credit, language be inserted to el minlate tihe ext ension of the
credit on items produced in foreign countries during the transition

period.
I was shocked to discover that the investment credit would apply to

it ems of foreign tn1t tiufactine. It was nv belief that the investillent
,Irdit was design,(i to stiti ll late (hluiestiv ildustrv. The extension of
the credit to itetmis ,,f foreign i mannfacture-even during the period of
transition--is indefensible and adds unwisely to the outflow of dollars.
This provision extends a 7-percent incentive to items of foreign maiu-
fact it'e which is not reciprocated by any other country.
Almost simult aticolis with the a nomncement of the repeal of the

investmtent credit, the administration amoumced that dej)reciation
guidelines would be modified ani liberalized to substantially make 1i)
the lo:sof tle investnietnt ervdit tax d0(vantalge. It wolild 1)1' tragic if tlte
administration wo lhi gyive away ill in, reasetd depreciation whalIt(,ve
is gailied by Treasur" in the repeal of the investment credit. For this
re1a8on, 1 ur'ge that y)Il legislation provide at least. a temporary man-
(late or moratorium against further liberalization of the depreciation
sched ule.

In our tax reform work in the ](oiuse, wNe have agreed upo1 'I s1-
stalitial amount of reform items. We have brushed the kittens but the
fat Cat's are still roauling the neighborhood. We have not inreased
taxable revenues. As a matter of fact, we have generated Treasury
losses. However, il tie last several days we have moved into critical
ii reas of reform which could sulbstat ia 'l' increase revemes.

(0Ir best hI,,)es for revetmie-raisiig reform rest ii obstructiveve
changes in capital gains preferences, ) y extending the nl inumum hol-
iig l)e iod, (e'rensilg t lie tix I ie i t, a1, elimina il g Ilie a ltet 'l:I ive
tax.

The mninini m im hlin period on eapitil Igains wits 2 yveers between
1922 through 1.933. In 1934 it was reduced to one year and in 1938
was increased to 18 months. Ili 1942 the holding period was reduced
to 6 months where it remains to(ia v.
The Revemue Act of 1932 provi'ded for graduated taxation of capital

g';tills. Au a .. I held over I 'eati a rtd Iless I lai 2 years was taxable at 80
er,,nnt, of 'rain. An asset held over 2 years an; iot over 5 years was

taxeabh at 60 percent of gail). An asset held over 5 years and not over
10 yeatr was taxable at 40 percent of gain, while an asset held over 10
years was taxable at. 30 percent of gain.
The Reveme Act of 1938 provi(led for iradlated t-axation of Vapital

gi iis as follows: An asset, held more than 18 months but not more
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than 24 months was taxable at 663/4 percent of gain while an asset held
more thaitn 24 months was taxable at 50 percent of gain.

Our present schedule of capital trains taxation wis adopted in 19A2
under war conditions when it was elieved that a sudden reduction in
capital gains taxation would result in an accelerated capital movement
and increased tax yields. That decision provided at slight (2-year)
short-term gain in ca pital ains taxation and a 25-year loss of potiitial
capital gain revenue. Ihe decision was no bargain for the Government.
I do not have a doctumiented recomlen(lati0n sits to the details of a

g lraduated schedule of capital gains taxat ion. t. sees to me, hlowe'ver,
that the mininmmn holding )eiod for cnpital assets should 1)e ex-
tended to I yvear--rosulting in an amnual Treasury gain of almost
$0.5 billion. Ain increase in capital gains taxes based on the principles
of the 11932 law would be more equitable and produce about $31/ )il-
lion in inmil me'elmies fromt capital gains and1 still preserve essential
indiicenients for ilie investment of risk capital. Under the present
law and lie e ,se wit h which losses may In' artificially created under the
01-(lav rule, too inucl of the risk in capitall adventure is carried out
by tmle I .S. TreasurIy.

Under prePsent laws, Mr. chairmann, we suffer a $3 to $4 billion annu-
al loss in tax revenues by permitting capital gains to escape taxation
at death. This is totall y Wrational and against th public interest. rias
tyo) of nontaxation encourages the prolonged holding and iimnmobiliza-
tion of assets. Rigor mort.is sets in on the blocked capital long before
it overcomes its owner. Philant lrol)V, fantily, ad th e Treasury will
till hleeltit fiml a clean tax sla'te--with capital gains taxes paid'.

Section 265 of the Internal Revenue Code, section 2, denies the in.
terest deduction to financial institutions on indebtedness incurred to
purchase or carry obligations on which interest income is tax exempt.

Tn fiscal 1965, approximately $15 billion in interest payments by il-
dii-iduals were deducted front the taxes due for a Treamtiry loss of $4
billion to $5 billion annually. For the same year, corporations utilized
de(luction totaling $26 billion for a Treasury loss of $9 billion. In view
of the intensified borrowing in recent years? the annual Treasury" loss
in the interest deduction must total $6% billion for individuals and
$1,3 billion for corporations. Tigh interest rates have served to multiply
the interest dedication and the loss to Treasury in recent years.

There is unttilized power in the Congrew to attack interest rates
and to simultaneously increase tax yields. For example, a temporary
suspension of the interest deduction on till debt contracted after a
given (late would eliniminate the l)ublic subsidy for borrowing which
results from the tax de(uctiibility of interest *paid. Such a provision
suspending the tax deluction on all but housing debt contracted from
this (late could l)roduce increased Treasury revenues. At the current
rate of nonbousing debt increase, a suspension of the interest deduction
would increase tax revenues by almost $4 billion and guarantee an
almost instant reduction in interest rates to acceptable and tolerable
levels.

This is strong medicine--but the patient is very sick with high-
interest fever. t takes this kind of legislative remedy to preciptate a
return to normalcy from the high-imierest fever which threatens to
destroy our economy. This is tax reform which attacks high interest.

I certainly hope that your committee will provide for a. reduction of
depletion allowances to levels which meet the criteria of justification.
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T1e 271, allowance was iade arbitrarily and without :iy relevanwe to
need. The depletionn should be reduced to a percentage level that can be
justified. The reform should endeavor to rLeach intangible drilling and
leplorable bookkeeping procedures which avoid fair taxation.

Tn any event, there is no justification I can think of for extending
the mineral depletion allowance extraterri tori-a lv to American inves-
tors in foreign countries. Some of these investors'have multiple deple-
tion allowances from the United States and from the host country.
When depletion allowances for foreign extraction is combined with
the benefits of the foreign tax credit-there is little left for the U.S.
Treasury. In the meanwhile, billions of dollar. of our foreign, coin-
mitmenis in aid and military assistance are spent to protect these in-
vestors from other foreign invaders and from the people of the host
country who are coming to resent our extraction of their mineral
wealth.

The elimination of the foreign mineral depletion privileges, coupled
with a sizable reduction in the privilege of domestic mineral and oil
extraction, should raise $2 billion anially without adversely impair-
ing the national security or the multipliity of incentives for search
and development.

Mr. Chairman, what is going on right now in the House Ways and
Means Committee and the fervor with which your work has begun
here, bears tie hallmark of the great race for reform. Both of our
vomnmittees are making reality from w'hat was considered the impos-
sible. The anguish of the taxpayer has gotten through to the Congress.

In this contest for achieving a higher degree of tax justice, there are
0 million winners, the overwhelming majority of American taxpay-

ers who pay the full tax assessment through withholding-the tax-
paYers who have no haven, no tax shelter-no special line of defense
from the tax collector.

We are engaged in one of the most vital tasks of the legislator. We
know what needs doing, and we must do it. We have been preparing
for this day for a long time. We must not fail the taxpayer who has
l)atientl y waited an even longer time.

Senator T.LMA[D . Thank you very much, Congressman.
Any questions, Senator Anderson ?'
Seliator Williams?
Senator Bennett?
Senator Curtis?
Senator Cuirrs. Congressman Vanik, you spoke on the House floor

on these matters, did you not?
Mr. V,%mK. Oh, yes.
Senator CUnwrIS. And particularly you spoke in reference to the pro-

vision in the House bill involving the investment credit with reference
to pipelines, that provision that takes care of situations where they had
not gotten their authority yet to build them.

Mr. VANIK. Yes.
Senator Cuwris. As T understand it, in your speech you indicated

that there were $612 million of proposed construction involved in ap-
plications before the Federal Power Commission.

Mr. VANuK. Yes, I did.
Senator CURTiS. And made an estimate that the amount amounted to

:about $42 million of investment credit.
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Mr. VANiK. I do not recall that exact figure, but I do recall the $612
million.

Senator Cuirris. That is what it would about figure out.
Mr. VANIK. Yes.
Senator Cunris. Now, did you take into account that these $612 mil-

lion of applications, among other things, would inLclude the cost of real
estate, which is not eligible for the investment credit?

Mr. VmiNK. Whalt I based my statement on is a letter and attached
appendix that I had received from Mr. Lee C. White, Chairman of
the Federal Power Commission, dated June 30, 196(), and which I
woull like to make a part of this record.

Senator TALMADGE. Without objection, it will be inserted at this
point.

(The letter with attachment referred to follows:)
L'DEtAI POWER COMhI MISSION,

Wash ington, D.'., Jane 30, 1969.
li1. CIARIES A. VANJK.
1lotsC of R(Iprcscidtati rvcs,
Ww'ahington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN VANIK: Late in the day on June 27, 1969, your Mr. Talis-
man madIe a telephone request to Cominuisslon staff persommel requesting a com-
pany-by-company enumeration of applications for certificates of public conveni-
ence and necessity under the Natural Uas Act pending as of the close of business
on April 18, 1969. Attached hereto is a listing of the requestd Information.

Sincerely,
LEE C. WHITE, Chairman.

Estimated cost of application8 for certificate8 of convenience and necessity pend-
iug bkfuorv iFdcral J'owcr 'oimtisiont at closv of day on April 1s, 1969

Total
estimated

Name of company: Ooat
Alabama-Temessee Natural Gas Co ----------------------- $475, 000
Arkansas Louisiana Gas Co ---------------------------- 19, 241,350
Chandeleur Pipeline Co -------------------------------- 9, 200, 000
Cities Service Gas Co -------------------------------- 36, 810, 730
Colorado Interstate Gas Co ---------------------------- 4, 914, 448
Columbia Gulf Transmission Co ---------------------------- 19, 202, 300
Columbia Offshore Pipeline Co ---------------------------- 31,073, 200
Consolidated Gas Supply Corp ----------------------------- 35, 274, 946
East Tennessee Natural Gas Co ---------------------------- 1, 229, 840
El Paso Natural Gas Co ------------------------------ 9, 529, 930
Florida Gas Trainsmission Co ------------------------------- 20, 143, 700
Great Lakes Gas Transmission Co ------------------------- 20, 000
Kausas-Nebraska Natural Gas Co., ]inc -------------------- 8, 649, 000
Lone Star Gas Co ---------------------------------------- 473, 527
Manufacturers Light and Heat Co., The -------------------- 6, 121,041
Michigan Wisconsin Pipe Line Co --------------------------- 15, 158, 740
Mississippi Rivor Transmission Corp ----------------------- 24, 529, 700
Natural Gas Pipeline Co. of America ------------------------ 796, 865
Northern Natural Gas Co ---------------------------------- 18, 111,485
l'anhatndle Eastern Pipe Line Co ------------------------- 11, 774, 300
Southern Natural Gas Co ----- -------------------------- 2, 588, 590
South Texas Natural Gas Gathering Co -------------------- 8, 652, 200
Tennessee Gas Pipe Line Co ----------- ----------------- 33,643, 769
Texas Eastern Transmissi1on Corp -------------------------- 179, 295, 000
Texas Gas Transmission Corp -------------------------- 18, 588, 411
Transwestern Pipeline Co ------------------------------ 13, 834, 000
Tramscontiuental Gas Pipe Line Corp ---------------------- 54, 447, 000
United Gas Pipe Line Co ---------------------------------- , 057, 700
United Natural Gas Co ------------------------------ 1,797, 202

Total ------------------------------------------- 011,874,034
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Mr. VANI. As an appendix to that letter, Mr. White provided me
with a table listing the estimated cost of applications for certificates
of convenience and necessity pending before the Federal Power Com-
mission at the close of the day on April 18, 1969, and this schedule lists
29 applications, with an aggregate estimated cost of $611,874,034. I do
not have that broken down as to categories within applications.

Senator Cunris. But that would imply there would be a sizable es-
cape through the provision in the House bill which you oppose, is that
right?
11r. VAN K. Yes.

Senator CURTIS. But is it not, true, however, that real estate, if it did
make a part of that cost, is ineligible for the investment credit?

Mr. V xIK. If real estate is imolved, that part of it that may be real
estate would probably not be-will not be eligible as a matter of
law for the investment credit, but most of this is not-it is construc-
tion costs, you know.

Senator*CunRrs. That is one item that,. would cut your $611 million
or $612 million down considerable.

Now, is it not also true that ii; that total there no doubt were sizablee
portions of it that rel)resented equipment or other things purchased,
that had already been purchased and delivered and are involved in
the pending application, and they would be eligible for the investment
credit under the ordinary rules?

Mr. V\ANIK. I do not know what l)ortion of total contract authority
would be ineligible -for the investment credit. I would suspect that
certainly that part of it that might be real estate would not be en-
titled to the credit, and some other items of purchase may not be
evititled to the credit. I did not estimate the treasury loss in that
st atemient.

In my statement to the House, as I remember it, I quoted the fact
that, there were $611 million in contracts and this was no small item
that was included in the House provision.

Senator CURIrS. Well, very respectfully, there are some of us who do
not feel that your quoting of your $6il million or $612 million is
quite as an informative yardstick for measuring the problem as it
implies, first, because you have to exclude real estate; second, if there
are some of these companies that have bought equipment in connec-
tion with these applications that have already been contracted for and
delivered and they are eligible to the credit without the amendment.

Now, is it not also true that sometimes the FPC i-sues temporary
certificates, and when they issue a temporary certificate it is still in-
chided in applications pendings?

Mr. V.ANIK. I do not know the extent to which temporary certificates
are included in this list.

Senator CURTIS. I think you will find that is true, and I think you
will fart her find that sometimes, perhaps not, always, but sometimes,
on the basis of a temporary certificate, they go ahead and install fa-
cilities or substantial portions of them. go if in this $611 million
tabulation you have there are some temporary certificates that are
included under the heading of pending cases,'it is entirely possible
under those temporary certificates purchases have been made that
come clearly within the deadline without any special amendment
providing for it. Is that not true?
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Mr. VAN1K. It is possible, and if it is true, then I think we ought
to put it in the record. We ought to find out precisely how much of this
is involved in real estate and how much of it is involved-

Senator CURTIS. You were the one who put it in the record.
Mr. VANIK. I put in the record what I have from the Federal Power

Commission. I do not know the details of the contracts. That is not
for me to-

Senator Curis. No, no; I think it. is. You are a member of the com-
mittee, and you rose on the floor and you stated that $611 million
was pending, and the implication was that somehow a majority of
that committee had unwisely provided a loophole for an escape from
the ordinary rules of taxation that was out of the ordinary.

Mr. VXANiK. That is still my contention.
Senator CUJrTis. But it is still not your contention that the total was

$611 million.
Mfr. VANlK. Whether it, is $611 million or $610 million and 35

cent.;;
Senator Ctrris. But suppose it is $400 million.
Mr. VANTI. I do not think it is $400 million.
Senator Cu-ris. Suppose it is $200 million.
Mr. TANI. I think it is a very substantial amount, very close to

$;00 million, and that. is my position, and I would not back off on it,
and I think it is a very sizable concession, a very improper grant of
privilege, that I would hope that this committee might correct.

Senator CumRTs. Well now, is it not also true that pipelines some-
tilne Iiake til al))licai i11 before the I'ederdl Phwe Commission before
thev have done anything toward purchasing or installing the facili-tie. to transport?

MIr. V,\kIK. That may be.
Senator CUmRIs. And'if so, that would further reduce your figure

of $611 million.
Mr. VNIK. That may be to some extent.
Senator CURTIS. I think that is all Mr. Chairman.
Senator TALMADGE. Senator Miller ,
Senator MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Congressman, would it be your position that if there are negotiated

pries in connection with a contract which is pending before the Fed-
eral Power Commission, those negotiated prices were premised upon
the assuml)tion that the investment tax credit would continue, and
there is nothing in the contract itself which permits renegotiation
based upon change. in the Federal income tax law, that the Federal
Power Commission in approving the contract should also be permitted
to take into account whether or not the prices arrived at in that con-
tract might justifiably increase to reflect the change in ground rules
by the reveal of the investment tax credit?

Mr. VAN1K. Vell, I would say that from my observation that
wherher or not it is a contract that meets the perquisities of the law
is something for the Internal Revenue Service to pass on, and I do
not think that I colld substitute my judgment for the administrative
agency that must determine whether a contract in fact has )een exe-
cutedwhich meets the perquisites of the law.

Senator MLmmR. I do not think I miade myself clear in my question.
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As I understand it, the Federal Power Commission has the author-
ity to set these rates or approve these rates or approve the prices set
forth in contracts; that is part of their consideration.

Mr. VANIK. I understand, sir.
Senator MILLER. Let us say they have a request for approval of a

contract, and the contract includes a price which had been negotiated
between tile two parties, the pipeline company and the purchaser.
And this price had been arrived at b the parties some weeks ago,
maybe some months ago, based upon the assumption that the present
tax credit would continue.
Now, let us take, say Congress repeals the investment tax credit and

the seller comes before the Federal Power Commission and says,
"Look, we would like to have your approval to increase the price, tliat
was contained in this contract because the ground rules have beein
(hanged." Both parties recognize that the ground rules have been
changed.

WVould it be your t)osition that the Power Commission would or
should be able to revise the price upwards to take into account the
change in the ground rules as a result of the repeal of the investment
tax credit which had been assumed to be continued at the time of the
negotiation? Now we are not talking about the Internal Revenue
Service. We are talking about the FPC.

Mr. VANIK. Well, it would seem to me, Senator, that a contract
could be drafted that would be valid and binding and irrevocable
between the parties that could allow for price escalation, and if they
failed to have that kind of contract,, I do not think that we hnve an,
obligation in the Congress to do the work that the contracting parties
should have more thoroughly done in the first, place. I do not believe
it is our responsibility. I look upon the investment credit as a privilege.

Senator MILL1ER. As a what?
Mr. VANIK. As a privilege. It is a preference, and as a privilege it

can be withdrawn or modified. It can be extended. I think Congress
has the full latitude to take away a privilege that it gives.

Senator MILrLER. That really is not my question. My question is, Is
it your position that the Federal Power Commi.sioii should be. able
to grant an application or grant a request, to increase the price in thenegotiated contract before they approve it?

Mr. VANIK. I am not competent to answer that question.
Senator MILLER. What (10 you think. I mean I am not asking you

whether they can. I am asking you whether you think they should be
permitted. T

Mr. VANIK. I do not know. I rally do not know,
Senator MTr,r. Do you think thev should be permitted to reduce

the price if the buyer 'comes in and says, "Look, we have this con-
traet, and there has been a change of the ground rules on tihe basis
of which it was negotiated. Now we say the price is excessive, and
now we ask the Federal Power Commission to reduce the rate."

Mr. VANTK. I must say to the Senator I am not that conversant, with
the activities and power of the Federal Power Commission to ex-
press a contributory opinion oil that question. I have only dealt with
the tax issue, and tilat is the only thing I have personally Studied with
as much intensity as I can.
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Senator MiLEIi May I say to you that I have not either. But mv
(Ilestion is, What is y(;ur O1)lnlon on whether tley should be allowed
to do so because, you see, what we are talking about here is, as I un-
derstand it, a number of contracts which are aivaitilig approval of the
FPC, and FPC has long had jurisdiction to work out rate increase
approvals and rate decrease orders, and I am asking whether you
think they should be allowed to have that authority when the ground
rules have been clhnged with respect to t major change in the tax
law such as the repeal of the investment tax credit. I do not know
whether they have that authority or not, but I want to know whether
you think they should have, and if they have it, whether they should
exercise it.

Mr. VANIK. Well, Senator, I would say in response, I do not feel
that I would want to make any contribution to the legislative history
on t hat question because really I cannot answer that.

Senator MIi.um. All right. No further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator rAMLAE. Thank you very much, Congressman. We ap-

1)riate your appearing l)efore us.
Senator Cumi'mis. May I ask one more question?
Senator Td.mLulo1. Certainly, Senator Curtis.
Senator CuiwiTs. Is it your contention that the amount of money upon

vhich the investment credit would be figure(] that would come within
the purview of the Ways and Means Committee amendment that you
dlisapl)roved is $611 million?

Mr. VANIK. Well, I would l)e inclined to agree with the Senator
that it is something less than $611 million, hut I would sav that it
l)rlably is in excess of $600 million which gives my position in the
Ihose a lot of validity, amd if I am off by that sinaiI )ercentage, I
plead guilty to that. error of omission. -

Senator Cu'm'rs. But you have not computed how much it is?
Mr. VANIK. Certainly not.
Senator CU'RTTS. Ilow munch is real estate?
Mr. V.Nix,. We would have to send that to-
Senator CTIs. And you have not commuted how much is already

covered by investment credit that does not come under the transition?
Mr. VANIK. It would probably cost $150,000 to compute that. We

wotild have to send it to Ifouston to find out.
Senator Cui'rs. And you have not computed how much of it may

x involved under temporary certificates where the facilities h ave
already been completed.

Mh'. V.ANIK. But, I would make a statement, Senator, that it is in
exceIss of $600 million.

Senator BENNE'r. Ihow can voU (10 that if you have not colml)uted it ?
Mr. VANIK. Because I (1o not believe there is that much real estate

or exempt business in here to reduce it below $600 million.
Now the committee, the Senate Committee, has a staff that can find

out, and if yo111 facilities can )telp find it out, I will be very happy to
amend my statement to whatever the committee staff can determine is
the correct amount. I certainly think we ought to have the precise
amount in the record. But . do not think it is within my capacity as
I do not have the staff capacity to analyze, this. I do not have access to
the records. They are secret. 1lhey are hi the custody of the companies
tlhat are in the business.
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Senator BENNErr. They are in the custody of the Federal Power
Commission.Mr. VANIK. And the Commission; yes.

Senator BENNEM'r. OK. That is public property, and I am surprised
that you come over here and testify and then ask this committee to
rectiiy an obvious mistake.

Mr. VANIK. I do not consider a percentage differential that may
be as small as that a mistake. I consider that it gives pretty god
validity to the statement I made. I do not think I have to, as a Member
of Congress, nail down to the penny the exact Treasury loss oil an
item like this.

I am here to tell this committee that the principle is bad, and that
the loophole is much bigger than was indicated during the earlier
discussions before our committee. We were caught by great surprise
when it was discovered that it would have this scope, and I am here
to try to impress your committee with the fact that this is a much wider
thing, a much more costly exemption that was ever reported before
our committee in its deliberations.

Senator Cuwrs. Let me ask you this: Did you ever submit a question
to the Federal Power Commission asking them for the dollar amount
that would come under this transition provision that was in the Ways
and Means Committee bill? I think it was 6b.

Mr. VAIK. Yes. Well, this is the part, of my exhibit because my
letter of June 30 to the Commission sets out specifically what I re-
quested, and I requested a company-by-company renumeration of
applications for certificates of public convenience and necessity under
the Natural Gas Act pending as of the close of business on April 18,
1969. That was the extent of my question, and the Commission an-
swered my question.

Senator CuRTIS. You never asked them for that part of those appli-
cations pending that would be covered by this particular subpara-
graph?

Mr. VANIK. Mr. Talisman of my staff called the Commission and
made a telephone request, and his question, as he told me right now,
was what was applicable under 6 (b) of the bill, and this is the response
we got.

Senator CtrTwTs. Well then, are we to understand that-
Mr. VAIK. In other words, we-
Senator CURTIs. Is it Mr. White's statement that the full $611 or

$612 million does come under subparagraph 6 (b) ?
Mr. VANTK. We asked for the listing of the contracts that would

be coming under section 6 (b), the investment credit section.
Senator CrMTIs. Your letter does not say that.
Mr. VANIK. I know that, but the conference, the telephone reqeust

that we made, was to determine what would come under the provi-
sion, and this was the response we had. They said this was the best
they could do. My request was made on June 27. This provision came
into the bill in th'e very late hours of our deliberations.

I want you to know there was a very tight time factor within the
days this revisionn was put, in, and there was not really the time to
get all of the detailed information that would be desirable, and m y
request was that we wanted to know which would have application
under 6 (b), and this is the list that was submitted.
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Senator CURTIS. Well, Mr. Chairman, I will not take any more time
oil it.

Senator TAL-MADGE. Thank you very much, Congressman.
Mr. VA.-IK. Thank you very much.'
Senator TALMADGE. We are honored to have as our next witness

the Honorable Bob Eckhardt, Representative of the State of Texas.
We are happy to have you, Congressman.

STATEMENT OF HON. BOB ECKHARDT, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE EIGHTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF TEXAS

Mr. ECKIIAIDT. Thank you Mr. Chairman. I have a written state-
ment which I would like to ask permission to be filed as stated, and
I shall only deal largely with one part of the statement.

Senator 'TALMADGE. Without objection, it will be inserted in the
record in full and you may summarize as you see fit.

(Mr. Eckhardt's prepared statement follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT BY HON. BO ECKHARDT, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS

SUM MARY
A. Outline of Statement

I. Opposition to the surtax on general grounds:
(a) Review of past opposition: offsetting of the effects of the surtax

by rising war expenditures--ear of more of the same.
(b) In full agreement with the Senate as to need for tax reform.

II. Opposition to ,the surtax respecting exemption:
(a) E explanation of the loophole in the House-passed bil that allows the

gas pipeline industry an unnecessary and unjust exemption from the April
18 deadline for repeal of the 7% Investment tax credit.

(b) Because the government allows this industry a guaranteed rate of
profit, investment tax credit not warranted in the fitft place.

III. Need for responsible, effective alternatives:
(a) Extension of the withholding rates without an extension of the

actual tax.
(b) Tax reform.
(o) Excess profits tax.
(d) Taxation of "excess interest".

B. Specific Recommendations
I. Continue the higher withholding rates. The economic restraining effects

not lessened and the pressure for tax reform continues unabated. Should the
economy turn downward, Congress could lower withholding rates to their
normal level and permit refunds; otherwise. Institute the surtax retroactively.

II. Reinstate an excess profits tax. This would shift the burden from the poor
and middle income groups to those benefiting most from the conflict ,in South-
east Asia.

III. Institute "excess interest" tax analogous to excess profits tax. Revenues
generated by this tax could be used to subsidize home mortgages and municipal
bond markets.

STATEMENT

M1r. Chairman, members of the ConimIttee, I appreciate this opportunity to
come before you on perhaps the most pres.lng and urgent problems factne our
Nation tolay. No one can argue ith the faet that we are In the midst of
of rampant Inflation and that we are experiencing some of the tightest money
conditions In United States' history. The appropriate quesfion that we should
be considering Is not whether economic restraint is needed--no responsible
legislator or competent economist could doubt that fact-but rather, what form
this economic restraint should take.
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I vetedl agaitist flt, 100j" surtax t'xte'isdoi, Jus~t as I v'otedi altt1 tiist It.4 origlitik
aiebptitot last yvar. 1 shall statt' briefly why 1 oppo)se' this iwirtleilar formi of
etoniiite restraitii, thei tit'teets thitu 11iijbt'r Ill tlno twes~sts' ill, funtilly

recemiitaa tloi~ifor rijetistile mtid etYetlve alternitfvels to thle surtax.

1 OIpJ)O'40' tilt' iiiiibtexitiii Of t,1i1 taIX Ill 11(1 bt't'tiiP I did not feel that it
would I icceed in halting litigation. This isi not to maty thatt I have not falit li
wimli Is jipulttry referredl to its t he "niew' econoiiem ol ft, ontary I ht'i kvu'
very* stiougly Ill tOW eftilavy Of tilSvil ahnd inoittiry piolii'y. lBut. these jllies tun
onily suevt441 If they 01re not aeubJeu'tt'l it)o etitr goveruitn opeerationts whose
etSomie tff'i't re lit tilt% direct limitt' directioti. I ait ri-ferrllig, of eounwt, toi
fie Inexjeutisloittry amid hlittilonary tffects of' th Itt' etitiltel high sis'iittiig oil file
war lit 'ittnan. This Is how I imatt n11y 01.1' Agalitisi Iitt' SIHIntl IlaSt yeor and I
stv littlet reason tie exeit tito tsit natloe to ho any different t his year. If our lx4telp
art'ted 4--i thee gllise of fiscal cotist rint - Whel it ay liVieiii1ngfel disintia I lien1-
a ry i'fteits aro negted4 by war exwitttres, tin'% e'itte 1.4 only tot add tin'% tax
itrdlen to tilt% iurmrqn of high liitentst amid high prIes.

Also, I wish to add liy voice to thei'many urgig thrut we nkot voitut' thei
sun'tax without adding uzainigt'ul, tax refortu. 'Vto surttltarge is at tax ol at
tax, and,41 It (oit' mana111ge to avoid paiymig tiny taxes. lil 111toitiatileaiiy escalpes
tlt' smire'ta rge. How, van we, with at st raighit faop. tell invoettt t'a ntt'r and honest.

*hatrem's of tilt% tatx burdeni thatt they luist bear t' e to irdiinsicef fisvial restraniit when
imiiy 1et'.ple with l a rgtely exenipt I iitottes eapaibit' of iia ing many 'x t rit att
ptii''iiist's. art' not fom'tetl to citrb their se'itmig or firly shniave flit,' leirden? I ima
hit'a ii cued by Mv lie sit inniit. Ilt in' Seitte fot' e1051ig th i 1ii' iy liil us taitx
libeilhiole beftonre tfinal t plrol'n I is given f'or et'Xtieiit 0' It'e surtix.

It

Now, I wvotil like to lwitt out, to tlt"i nttttut'sllI Of th1' (14Mucitite t ver-Y
so'nitlis fiiieliiiy Ill lii' I itaso twill tht lilisseel tilt .111tte :10.

As you kiiow~, tent vviny iliortumt, prtovisioi eef the [lill wits tlti relwacl of fihe
Vp linvettmtiit N~IX crdit. I set Iliote lut may that I atit very lttuci lit favor of t his

ct bit for It hIts bt'i etfettivoly demonstrated tinit the htve~t utent t'emiit is thet
luintit ry cmiinihiuttoit to tith ltt lotatry expansion of iitvestitteitt demittd.

T1he bililamts the repeal dlet sis ofl April 18. 19)61) but qitet correctl m3iatke's
iet'evisimi for vint ruectioit begume and hindlntz t'eeitracts In effect, ott otr bfore that
datei. 'PT' geiti'etl ritie is f lint pi'e-teniai tion peroperty, ime., Ieroeistly ehigiltle ito
m'teeeve tito ie.tvenit tax er'ilt, imiludoa "tiny pI'ojs'rtyv . . . (that) t-4 ANsu-
strictei. teos vee i 'tett'd, ocr neuirted p~irsuit to it 'oit niet whielt wits,
oilt Aprnil 18, 11811), timid at aill t iitit's thierteafter. binding oil thte taxiyei'." If suelt
fiaets 414) utet leneval. Itelioti toikez tifter Aini 18 dhees itot attert fliii~t iittftiot.
v 1,4e11it.

l11et 11iti0ng tite t'X~ect'pti1ii IS this oneV
Whtere, lit order ito isrfr it bininhg 'oittri't . . . lit efl'eet til April 18.

190., (1) the taxpaiyor Im requiirted to . . . mut e'iit iitprol'ty siee4t114 i t anny
oerde'r of a federal ret'giiitory agency for wliieht appicatein was HIle bt'iore
April :19, 10419, (it) the peroperity' 1, to le itedI toe transport (eti tr more lprod-
itets itude'r mue'h eontrat. .andi (lill) ov ter ittee lairtlos to the -onl-
rfltet . . . anrmtquind to take or to icrovilev noe titau 54) % of tile, proidnt'ts

to hel, transported over a siStatitil iwortiott of tiltt'xl*eted usefid life of
the eroleerty, thiti sititi inoim'rt3' sliatll lie jerotet'itlittioii property.

This Is the section (Meetion 4at ) of thn' bill that T liii e a strong olejoetiot to.
'Iht" report flt-omiuuiiilg 11.1. 122100 telatn his m ee'ettigly hatimteixcep-

tioi tee the ge'nt'ntt rutle' deetiimg lere-tetnehttiot proer~ty.
At% examie of tilt% tyis' of etist' covt'ned bey t his prtoevisei would lee a tituiti

lhin %i'lIP'e It eteitijeitity ItasN itlerne' lut) at ling 'eettraet, to t ritislisert. r'iie
through a pipeline for another 1party whlo will provide nmore thia 50 leerietit
eef the', fuel to bee tt'timsiortt'd overt' ii stimlititti portion of the estlinatetiuse-fill
lifit of the pipeline. 'Te provision would le applicable tin this vase, however,
outly If thoeoulpanly liad HIle prior to April 19), 11)(11), Its apphiit ion with the
lFetlt'rtl reguilatotry agcy for till order jeerutittiuig It to construct, tito
leijellue,
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tiioNO coiil itiiii eliteriflg lito lb otitrutlet for whili nieeesri ry Fetieral ilgoiley
vet'Iftileatitil lIs not reeled' by April IS. PTe major iitililar y 1 of this oxenipt ion
would h1V tile 91as p41iplie inldustry. ()It' of t heir cuet' sulpporters lin the House, it
Texasli colt'igiit', stated : ". .. they should not li e IlIetd the( bienefit. of the credit
IteatISVt soit' l'(1tIt'i ilgelicyV i4 -;ifting ASIditilad refumitigtOiiet."

It'ott thetolloi of' the(, I louse' was linkleatlng.
Thel~ Imicatiiti oil tilt tlolor debate' wis t(lin1t it eont rilt for pflilivv!t' ' n llitai

goodts whik-h is bind1(ing its bet ween seller and purehaistor contingent only tIpIoit
lIt lirl))ill vt'Olited thet-wNeptiohl that wouldtlitalify.

Timm, Mr. Hu1shl. Withl whom li te amlinlptlit originated III the conlinilittee, ill
lillsvtr to, my quesi lmi, said(:

* * Ito voitlit't0 SIwtIN otut ilt'% pitijiient rltilmil andi If those 1100911)
have it 1)01111 1141v' i'uutrtitl, they shotuld not be deiedIII tilo bt'iit'lt of tile
cred'lit,..

Mr. iloggit, who va rrieui the lull fill the tloor, equtn ted fite provisions to t ho
ordinary (4oot lilit foriu wiureliase of (t'aj'tll goodsN III tlim following language

* * * tiht vout ract uinq heeii ellteretI Into) an1(I quiallfies as 1 iflidua vol'-
Inlet. If yolu were to blilld it lanilt .11.(. and n(Npllplllet hlain eI n.tulled,
but. they sI imply entered Inito at cont ratt a binding ('tntMret, pi'or to April 11).
that e41tilpiiunt Is ellgile foi- thet full 7 percent * * *

1 11114 Iirt'tlotiily beenl tol b11Iy f11il~lUner 8t't'ietii o''f the Treasury that such
WasN fill tilat the Hiliil'ilt1ill'li did. Ill candor, Mr. Bioggs (did alt Anoitiher polit
i'xpdtia ft%1v'i iudiilt'lit, Ieliately'. I dit) bot lit iIbiltt' to ii Iyolit an Intentiona to,
iillsiv'il. hilt t'e lilltterI 1i teeblal~l111 Ol1 and cope i iveds vlarfication, both
ItI to Its p~roislins 111141 It s jisti loat loll,

Ilil'a' , itu act, lt vol i+ Il qjue'sl11tioare nlf. caitraetm to require property but tiro
rat her eonft oetit to itupp1l/ pox. These conitracts are4 not lillditig wit litit aI
cl'rtilIleto otf aiilwtPvl f'romi tilt% Fedeit Power tomislon~i , andif It Jim int 111i'Nt'
t'it 1Ifea tha lit I11 ho1.A only reIlntent1 of (lePNigillti~ili qf the CaPiftill Wonds to bet
acu11144 red maoude. lit ordef'' ti gas Pii'IlIlt' (OliIII to Ohfa1111 IiI)W)OVlll for
.111 exti'IINiou of' mervive It 111u.t tile- fil IIteflition with thet itedoral Power

flit' eiltilibllelt Mtl'041 to fulill the( vtrctt'tt. Tism ineltutles at dtttilletl eitlite
of total ca-pital cost of the jwoptisetl falilties for whichi spplieationli Illai.

Bu,11111 )t tni lt-- tecame of ofih'r lireteorllimti itt t'oitt't, lio ctitritets ht're are
plo t hldling withoutf the vertitleatt' of approval; and( hIencti tho comiillliem Ill-
vtilv't airt' not likely to lht iiur' by flt' withldralwal ofr te Intvetmtient tni'
(Tedlf 'te Fl'(0 will allow i 1IN plis 'Nlltit'- eolliallly to Withdraw Its apldi11catiloll
for afill extenslini lit serviv Icit tilet ovillpa ttlyoia show Just ta tin. .11ust ('tll-W 11 tIil
well init'iidt' it 1("dlttl tIll thile ~IiWuhiiilultyV (filt Oli rt01Ict. l'r(,sulAaly\ it JOSS of
till'li 1%vest levlt l ax 'v itili would Idicatte lower litsi.

This; Is it iielm 15of IutO lit friii lltt ttt wvhicht would not he as. profittablte
its t11it IcllifeItd. l0i1t Ihertei I iiother eveni surer stafeguatird against till Improvident
collIl lit attl. it iviiidf toll of iiivet Iliit vrvI'ti ) which might llt'tlially resuqtlt ill at

As iIINIt' utilit, fte gii5 l)ilu'lile littustry litis Its rates regulated by the'
90V01r11lot, n d ilt t'est ra~te art. siu et So ats to give till ('llip.IIN ii t i ll tsolmte
rate o f profit ott I ts ilitvjst ill't. If fit' raftt of hiroit Is st't, flu' conipany~ ta on11ot
piosily3 lit stuck wvithi an lllilaflltable venture'. rrue, it, May nlot gt'llra tilt aiiIl-
vt'Ntlllehit credit. which4-1 Is 1t'rellii'' oil loill0of profit, but It Miay Ilie- presumeiid thatt

Obiiusly thier(' im, tild wasi. l~eity of Iditl eliit toi Imp~roive and ineiat'
putlint from gaq jililit' fithnlit ally illvl'til'elit (ittx credit. liht'it biefoire Me In '
in vlsIi mot Ii ved(it pirovisioni waq elt'eif, lt gi a lit3~' 1112111t for t ho t'ut Ir
Nntion hand grolwni from tilumit $61 tiiiit o tilabout $8 billionl from 1917 tIirllall
1911. Aftter the' en'tlletlt of' till I ivet'Nmlelit f a\ ('lN't. thiotigh fill' iw'xt "IXv

ii f)le Nlt80 in veSf unelit.
Aet ually. the gaq piii1Iinlt Ilhvi my iml i grwli fit i Irlltte lit Ico.sf vompllltl u(
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apparent reason why the pipelines were favored, but in the Revenue Act of
1964 Congress favored them again by eliminating any authority on the part of
the Federal Power Commission to use the investment tax credit without the
consent of the company involved in determining its cost of service. The tax
savings from the investment tax credit could thus be used by the companies for
reinvestment or dividends without regard to their rate of return.

From 1962 through 1967 the interstate natural gas pipeline companies gener-
ated $2 6,124,000 in investment tax credits. Of this amount, they utilized and re-
tained $247,106,000. (Statistics of Interstate Natural Gas Pipeline Conipanies,
1967, Federal Power Commission, p. ix.)

Now the gas transmission companies are again asking for special treatment,
as if they needed special relief. Are they weak? Are they an industry with a
declining growth pattern? Quite on the contrary, the industry has grown by one
third in the last five years. In 1962, natural gas utility sales were 100.81 billion
therms and in 1967 they were 133.42 billion therms. (See 1968 "Gas Facts" of
American Gas Association.)

It Is just not possible to put an exact dollar value on this special provision
In the surtax and investment credit bill as to how much it benefits gas pipelines.
But it clearly would defer the cutoff date for withdrawing the investment tax
credit. As I have pointed out, they never needed it or deserved it in the first
place: and, at more than twice the figure granted other utilities, it was nothing
but a windfall for the stockholders-nor the consumers.

The windfall was at an average of about $50 million a year. Typically, in
past years, the highest number of rate applications by the gas pipelines have
been In the winter months. In the winter of 1967 and 1968 approximately as
many permits were filed as during the entire remainder of the year. This was
not exactly the situation in the FPC fiscal year 1968-69. In that year over 70%
of the applications had been filed by January 1.

I am frank to say, I cannot tell the significance of the timing of the applica-
tions other than to say an adroit timing of applications well in advance of act-
ual equipment purchases could keep the 7% Investment credit going for a con-
siderable time. If this extended time be 6 months, the special treatment in this
law is worth $25 million in Investment credits generated to the gas pipelines.

I served for a good number of years in a legislative body which was very
sympathetic with gas pipeline companies, and I have had the experience of their
long arm reaching right Into a conference committee of the Texas Legislature to
render a tax unconstitutional. I thought I had escaped this tampering when
I came to Congress, but I underestimated their reach.

III

Because I do not believe the surtax to be a fair way to halt inflation, or even
a feasible way if present spending patterns continue, and also because the bill
contains several questionable clauses, I voted against it in the House on June
30. But it would be quite Irresponsible to oppose the surtax and leave it at that.
As I said at the opening of this statement, we are facing an inflationary spiral
affecting prices, wages, and interest rates. Some viable alternative to the 10%
surcharge must be suggested.

The Senate and House have voted to continue the withholding rates, as if the
surtax were still in effect, as a temporary fiscal measure. This in itself Is a logical
and practical alternative to the President's fiscal package. It would preserve and
continue the economic restraining effects of the surcharge while allowing time for
further consideration of its need.

We should simply continue such withholding while we hammer out tax reform.
The benefits of following this course are several:
1. We would be able to avoid legislating on such an important matter under

the pressure of a deadline.
2. Many economists are convinced that we will be In the throes of a dangerous

economic slowdown in the first quarter of 1970. If the Congress took no action
other than to extend the withholding rate, the economy would be rejuvenated by
a great influx of spending money to the public at the time of Its greatest needs,
I.e.. at tax refund time. If Inflation is controlled or reversed, Congress would sim-
ply pass legislation lowering the withholding rate to Its normal level.

3. The Congress, without engaging In a blind guess, would then be able to
decide if the surtax was or was not needed. Congress Is pretty good at "hind-
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sight," and it could apply It then. If the inflation continued unabated tile surtax
could be enacted retroactively while none of the necessary economic effects would
be lost in the interim. Retroactivity would not hurt the normal taxpayer because
he would have paid his taxes by the previous withholding.

4. Tax reform minded Representatives would have the leverage that they
have so long sought in this area. We would be able to put the heat on the
President to push for tax reform without risking the dangers of too early
relaxation of fiscal restraint.
5. Also, Congress would retain a real budget control. We could be satisfied

that the cuts that are made by the administration forces are not made In the
programs most vital to cities and to the poor. Likewise, that some reductions
are made in areas of extravagance like some military boondoggles. With the
surtax question impending after the budget cuts, Congress would have potent
bargaining strength.

As another alternative, either independent of or in combination with the
extension of the withholding rates, I would propose the institution of an excess
profits tax. This worked successfully during the second World War and during
the Korean War. It Is unfair for most to suffer increased war-time burdens
while others enjoy increased war-time profits. I fully concur with the efforts of
Senator McGovern in this area.

One of the more serious manifestations of the inflation we are experiencing
are the extremely high Interest rates. I fully comprehend the meaning of the
market and how unwise It is to tamper with the market mechanism. There
can be no doubt that the high money rates are a manifestation of market
pressure, and cannot be condemned sweepingly as an explicit effort by the
banking industry to raise Its profits. I would not support legislating a ceiling
on interest rates--I feel that that would only serve to disrupt what is an
orderly, but very tight market.

What I would propose Is that the Congress pass a tax on excess Interest
rates, as on excess profits. Such would drain off the excess income engendered
by the tight money market, just as excess profits from the inflationary war
stimulus is drained off by an excess profits tax.

I am not criticizing the banks for the recent increases in the prime Interest
rates. They are simply reacting to the huge loan pressure and the constricted
supply of money. I am willing to accept the fact that the huge growth In bank
earnings--largely due to the higher rates charged on loans--Is Incidental.
But, just as I feel that It Is unfair for corporations to earn extraordinary
profits from the war, I feel that It Is unfair for the banks to retain a fortuitous,
incidental benefit from Inflation. Unlike other industries, the costs of doing
banking business during Inflation does not rise as rapidly, or more rapidly,
than revenues. As the price they charge for money goes up, so must their profits.
Recent bank statements of earnings confirm this.

Note the following table showing net operating earnings of seven great New
York banks in the second quarter of 1969 as compared to the second quarter
of 1968. The Increases are largely due to an advance In prime interest rate
from 6-61% in 1968 to 7-7%% In 1969, and, of course, accompanying increases
In all Interest rates. On June 9, 1969, the prime rate has further increased
to 81% which will undoubtedly be reflected In even greater earnings In the
third quarter.

[Dollar amounts In millions]

Net earnings
Percentage

1968 ("-2 1969 (7-7Y2 increase
Bank percent)' percent), in earnings

Manufacturing Hanover Corp --------------------------------------- $17. 5 $21.0 20.3
Charter New York ------------------------------------------------ 13.0 14.5 11.6
J. P. Morgan & Co ------------------------------------------------ 18.4 20.5 11.4
Chemical New York ---------------------------------------------- 32.8 36.5 11.2
Chase Manhattan ------------------------------------------------ 58.1 63.8 11.2
First National City ------------------------------------------------ 62. 4 66. 1 5.9
Bankers Trust --------------------------------------------------- 27.0 27.5 1.8

1 Prime interest rate.
Source: New York Times. July 7 and 9. 1969.
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If, as the banks say, they must raise their interest rates in order to ration
their loanable funds, there would be no hindrance. An additional benefit could
be gained by using the revenues generated by this excess interest tax to sub-
sidize home mortgages and interest on municipal and state bonds.

Perhaps an example of how this tax would work would help to clarify my pro-
posal. In order to allow for normal growth in the demand for money and to make
sure that this tax would only be. effective In times of very high interest rates, let
us take as our base the 8% prime interest rate. Then any loan for more thak
$10,000 at a rate of over 8% would be subject to the tax.

Using this as the base for our Interest tax, a possible levy could be 1.0% for
every 0.1% increase in the rate of interest over 8%. Thus, a $10,000 loan at the
current 8/.% prime Interest rate would bring in $850.00 per annum in interest
which would be taxed $42.50 (5% of $850.00). The bank would earn $807.50, just
a little more than it would have earned at the lower 8% rate. The following table
demonstrates how this tax would work over a range of interest rates (assuming
a loan of $10,000):

Total Rate
interest of tax Bank

Interest rate (percent) payment (percent) earnings Tax

8 ............. 0.................................... 080 0 $800.00 0
8 ................................. 850 5 807.50 t42.50
9 -------------------------------------------- 900 10 810.00 90.00
9 _. . . .. ..------------------------------------- 950 15 807.50 142.50
10 -,0------------------------------------------ , 20 800.00 200.00
10 2 ............................................... 1,050 25 787.50 262.50

As you see, the Interest earnings cease to grow after a certain point while
government revenues from the tax rise rapidly. There would be no profit incen-
tive for the banks to raise their rates although there would be nothing to pre-
vent them from doing so if the pressures of the market made such raises ex-
pedient. Meanwhih, the revenues raised by the tax cold be reserved for home
mortgage subsidies and interest subsidies for states and municipalities on their
bond Issues.

We cannot In good conscience abandon the fight against Inflation. This does not
mean, however, that the Congress must passively accept whatever proposals the
administration brings forth In the battle. I strongly believe that a combination
of extended withholding rates, an excess profits tax, and an exces-; interest tax
could most effectively curb inflation and high interest rates ant, at the same time,
pass the burden over from the least able to pay to the most able.

Mr. ECKIUIMT. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I
would not be so presumptuous as to reiterate the general arguments
against the surtax extension to this committee after, of course, there
has been so much said by persons who have had so much experience
with it and have said it perhaps far better than I can.

I would though like to address myself to the point that. has raised
inost of the questions of this committee and that is the excel)tion with
respect to natural gas l)ipelines.

In my experience in the Texas legislature for a. good nlinber of years
before I came to Congress I noted a considerable reach of gas pipe-
lines in that body, but I was rather surprised that its reach was as
long as it does appear to be.

As the committee, of course, understands, the bill provides that there
be three requirements for gas pipelines to come under the exception.
First, there must be a contract to supl)ly gas; and, second, there must
be ,n application before the FPC, and then a certain amount of the
gas must be transported by the company seeking to obtain the exemup-
tion over the facilities thus designated. ,

The point that I should like to make very clear here and, of course,
I understand that the committee understands this, but I fear that per-
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haps it has not been made clear enough to the public, that the contract
involved here is a contract of supply of gas rather than a contract with
an equipment supplier. I do not believe this was at all clear on the
debate on the floor of the House. I think it is extremely important that
it be made as clear as possible for the public's attention.

In that debate it was said by one of the chief supporters of theamendment, a Texas colleague, 'that they, the gas pipelines, "Should
not be denied the benefit of the credit because some Federal agency is
sitting aside and refusing to act."

The implication of the floor debate was that a contract for the pur-
chase of capital goods was binding as between seller and purchaser,
contingent only upon FPC approval constituting the exception to be
qualified. Thus, Mr. Bush, with whom the amendment originated in
the committee, in answer to my question said, "The contract spells out
the equipment required and it these people have a bona fide contract,
they should not be denied the benefit of the credit."

Well, in fact, the contract only spells out the obligation of the gas
pipeline company to supply gas to the person or the municipality or
the company to whom the supplier is to supply the gas.

The place where the equipment is described is in the application, not
in the contract, and I believe that the discussion implied that the con-
tract was, in fact, the contract to supply equipment, which, of course,
it is not.

Mr. Boggs, who carried the bill on the floor, equated the provision to
the ordinary contract for purchase of capital goods in the following
language.

"* * * the contract has been entered into and qualifies as a binding
contract. If you were to build a plant * * * and no equipment has
been installed, but they have simply entered into a contract, a binding
contract, prior to April 19, that equipment is eligible for the full 7
percent."

Now, I had previously been told by an Under Secretary of the
Treasury that such was all that the amendment did. Now in candor
Mr. Boggs did at another point, explain the amendment accurately, and
I do not attribute to anyone an intention to mislead. But the matter
is technical and complex and needs clarification, both as to its provi-
sions and as to its justification.

In fact, the contracts in question are not contracts to acquire prop-
erty but are rather contracts to supply gas. These contracts are not
binding without a certificate of approval from the Federal Power
Commission, and it is in these certificates that the only requirement of
designation of the capital goods to be acquired is made:

In order for a gas pipeline company to obtain approval for an ex-
tension of service it must file an application with the Federal Power
Commission within which it must include, among other things, an
analysis of the equipment needed to fulfill the contract. This includes
a detailed estimate of total capital costs of the proposed facilities for
which the application is made. But unlike the case of other pretermi-
nation contracts, contracts here, are not binding without the certificate
of approval, and hence the companies involved are not likely to be
injured by the withdrawal of the investment tax credit. The FPC will
allow gas pipeline companies to withdraw an application for an exten-

31-701-69- 16
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sion of service if the company call show just cause. Just cause might
well include a reduction in the profitability of the contract. Presum-
ably a loss of the investment tax credit wold indicate lower profits .

This is a means of escape from the contract which would not be as
profitable as anticipated. -But there is another even surer safeguard
that pipelines have with respect to the withdrawal of investment credit
that ordinary businesses do not have, and this is based on their status
as a public utility. As a public utility, of course, they are entitled to
a reasonable profit, a reasonable rate of return on their investment.
Therefore, they have been granted both the reasonable return on their
investment, plus the overriding advantage of the investment credit of
7 percent.

In 1964 Congress provided that. the question of the rate structure
and the return on the investment should not be affected by the 7-per-
cent investment credit. So, in effect, the 7-percent investment credit is
cren i on top of the profit.

Now, tle main point I want to make is not so munch the technical
question of whether or not. this equates a pil)line's positionn with that
of an ordinary business, but I would like to simply matke the point
that. pipelines do not need special treatment. "ley (10 not need the
l)retermination condition at all.

In the first place, it is impossible for me to see whv Congress granted
to the l)iI)eline companies a 7-)ercent investment" credit in the first
place when to all other public utilities it only, granted a 3-percent in-
vestment credit. In addition to this, we give .pipelines a special treat-
meit in an area in which they do not need sl)ecial treatment, because
they are protected by their status as a utility, and they are also pro-
tecied by the fact that there are means by which they may withdrawtheir application.Now, q am not so sure how much this means in dollars, as Mr.

Vanik is. I respect his view on the thing, and I certainly respect his
figures, and I know that he most. carefully checked with the FPC with
respect to those figures, but I believe it is very, very difficult to come
out with a precise figure without very deep investigation of tile details
of the applications.

But I think this can be said, that over the period of .5 years the
pil)eline.s have received, in these 7-percent in vestment credit accruals
and use they have received somewhere around $250 million. Now that
means that 'they are getting an advantage from the investment credit
at the rate of about $50 million per year.

Now, the applications are seasonal. They usually cone at the be-
ginning of the year or they come about the middle of the year. I do
not know to what extent "this special treatment would step up the
time that the investment credit applies, but I know that it would set
it up substantially-if it would set it up in effect as munch as C6 months
we might estimate that the amount in investment credit accrued, if
this exemption is passed, would be at least $25 million or half the
$50 million figure.

Now, I do not set this down as a positive figure. I do not know
precisely how much it would be, but I know it would be a very sub-
stantial advantage to gas pipelines which I do not think we need to
give them, in all fairness.
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Now, I would like to point out here that as I understood invest-
i-ient credit, it had originally been established in order to encourage

rebuilding of old plant, also to encourage and increase the GNP of
tHe Nation, but I do not, think it wts necessary with respect to gas
pipeines in the )eginning, certainly not necessary at 7 percent, or more
thaui twice the figure tiht was given sy,,to electrical uttilities.

I think this is clearly pointed out by the fact that natural gas
utility sales were 100.81 billion therms in 1962. In 1967 they were
133.42 billion therius. This is from Gas Facts, 1968. This is an ex-
trenmely fast growing business that (hoes not need encouragement to
conthlnue to grow, 1)ecause obviously the larger the plant and the larger
the expenditure in capital investment, the larger the return.

(Gas pipelines are entitled to make a reasonable return on invest-
ment. I do not know any reason in the world why they should have
enjoyed a 7-percent investment, credit for all this time in the first place,
and "then to give them special treatment with respect to closing out
investment credit seems to me to be an extremely improvident thing
for Congress to do.

Now, I have considerably more detail with respect to this growth
that, would show that the total amount of plant, of net plant, for
the period immediately preceding investment credit had grown atabout the sane rate or even at a greater rate than it grew subsequent
to investment credit. Of course, I have that in the statement in order
to show that investment credit was not needed in the first place.

But what I am a arguing here is that gas pipelines do not need spe-
cial treatment and should not be given special treatment by this
legislation.

Thank you.
Senator ANDERSON (presiding). Senator Bennett?
Senator Byrd?
Senator Cirtis?
Senator CURTIS. It is your position that pipelines should not have

been given investment credit in the law that was enacted 8 years ago?
Mr. ECKHARIDT. Yes, sir.
Senator CURTIs. Were you opposed to the law in toto at that time ?
Mr. ECKHARI)T. Well, I was not in Congress at that time.
Senator CURTis. I understand that, but in retrospect.
Mr. ECKTA tmr. In retrospect-
Senator CURTIS. In retrospect do you think the enactment of the

law was a mistake?
Mr. ECKITIADT. Not the law generally.
Senator Cuns. Well, I do. I voted against it. I thought there would

be a day of reckoning just like we have. But I believe that any argu-
ment that a particular industry should not have been included comes
about 8 years too late.

Mr. ECKUARDT. Well, that may be true, Senator, but if the industry
had little reason to be included,'and if the industry is also in the best
possible position to l)rotect itself when investment credit is cut off, it
seems to me the fact that it was not necessary to have included it is an
argument that it should not receive special treatment in this legis-
lation.
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Senator CURTIS. No; I think when Congress enacts a law, that is
the law, and American citizens and AmeriCan business concerns can
rely on it that they will all be treated alike under the law and all will
be treated with equitable rules when the law is terminated.

Mr. ECKIIARr. Senator, I agree with that. I think they should be
treated exactly ithe same.

Senator Cua'ris. I cannot buy your reasoning that because you
thought n particular industry should not have been included 8 years
ago that that is a reason for doing something -different about the
phaseout of the law.

Mr. ECKIIARDT. Wel1 Senator, may I explain my position on this?
I do not urge that gas pipelines he treated differently but precisely and
exuotly the same as all other businesses and that, is if they hajtd a con-I
tract to purchase equipment on or before April 18, they should be per-
mitted to apply the investment credit to those purchases under those
existing contracts just, like every other business.

Senator CURTIS. Of course, the'Ways and Means Committee 'took into
,account the fact that, before a contract could become an executed
contract there 'had to be approval of a governing body, to wit, the Fed-
eral Power Commission; is that not correct?

Mr. ECKHARDT. I assume that that was their reasoning, sir.
Senator CURTIS. Yes. That is all.
Senator ANDERSON. Senator Miller?
Senator Fannin?
Senator FANNIN. Congressman Eckhardt, I am sorry I was not able

to be here to hear your testimony. I have been glancing through it.
I wonder if you took into consideration the demand we had, and have
had over the past few years, for replacement. of hazardous gaslines, eQ-
pecially pickup lines and high-pressure lines. We have tried to en-
courage the companies to replace these lines, and investment tax credit
may be one means of giving encouragenment. Have you taken that into
consideration?

Mr. EcKiiARyr. No, sir; I have not. Senator, and that may possibly
be an argument in favor of the 7-percent figure instead of the 3-percent
figure for other utilities.

However, I would hardly think that that would justify the difference
between 3 and 7 l)ercent considering the extremely higl earning capa-
city of pipelines during the last number of years.

Senator FA NIN. I ihink if we take it overall, you would be correct.
But in some instances we do have lines that have not been replaced
and the reasoning is that there have been no earnings at all. We are
still trying to replace them. We have a safety factor that is very much
involved, and I was wondering if you had considered it.

Mr. ECKIIARDT. It had not, been considered by me, but I think, Sena-
tor it is a valid consideration.

Senator FANNIN. That is all.
Senator ANDERSON. Thank you very much.
Mr. ECKYTATIDT. Thank you, Senator.
Senator ANDFzSON. The next witness will be Eugene Gulledge, pres-

ident, National Association of Home Builders.
Will you introduce yourself and your associates?
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STATEMENT OF EUGENE A. GULLEDGE, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF HOME BUILDERS; ACCOMPANIED BY NA.
THANIEL H. ROGG, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT; HERBERT S.
COLTON, GENERAL COUNSEL; AND JOSEPH B. McGRATH, LEGIS-.
LATIVE COUNSEL

Mr. Gur,ix:w. Thank you, Mr. Chairinan.
Mv name is Eugene X. Gulled ge, and I am a home builder from

Greensboro, N.C. I am the president of the National Association of
I-ome Builders, and I have with me at the table Mr. Joe McGrath,
who is our legislative counsel; Mr. Herb Colton, our chief counsel; and
Dr. Nathaniel Rogg, who is our executive vice president.

1 also have with me our first vice president, Mr. Louis Barba of
New Jersey and several other staff people in case they are needed for
information.

I would like to proceed with the statement and be available for ques-
"tious in case any members of the committee would like to ask them.

I am here today as the president of the National Association of
hTome Builders. We represent a membership of 51,000 affiliated mem-
Ibers, and we have 47 local and State associations throughout the
countryy.

We support the continuation of the income tax surcharge and ter-
mination of the investment credit as proposed in H.R. 12290 now pend-
ing before you. We urge prompt action on this measure and passage
by the Senate at the earliest possible moment.

(ur positionn on these prol)osals was adopted by our 600-man board
of directors in a meeting on May 19, 1969. At that meeting we consid-
ered carefully and debated the issues inherent in this legislation prior
to its enactment by the House of Representatives and. as an industry,
we supported the favorable action in the House on this measure.
The reasons for our position, and why we urge quick action by this

committee, stem from the serious and eroding impact of inflation upon
the mortgage finance and housing sectors of our domestic economy.
The fact is that homebuilding and homebuyers are facing an urgent
crisis of extreme seriousness. Moreover, this is happening at a time
when the housing needs of the Nation are escalating rapidly and when
present levels of housing production and inventory are resulting in the
worst housing shortage in the United States since World 'ar I.

It is clear to us that the unavailability of long-term mortgage in-
vestment funds, together with the high price of short-term construc-
tion financing, when available, will result in a substantial drop in
housing starts during this calendar year. The current unprecedented
money situation, dramatically highlighted by the recent increases in
the prime rate, has already affected new housing construction-but
the drastic drop in starts is still to come. To provide the committee
with more detailed information we have attached a summary of our
findings on the current situation together with the most recent issues
of our NAIIB "Economic News Notes and Housing Starts" bulletin.

The first signs of a decline came in May, when the seasonally ad-
justed annual rate of new construction dropped from $91.9 to $91.6
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billion. In the remaining months of this year, our best estimate is that
the rate, will drop as much as $10 to $12 billion. We estimate that total
new construction for 1969, as a percentage of gross national proI uct,
will decline to its lowest point since World War II. We have attack
charts to indicate that.

Further, unless there is a fast turnaround in the availability of
money sometime soon, our economists estimate that the seasoiially
adjusted annual rate of housing starts will drop from the current level
of 1.6 million units to a rate of 1 million units or. lower by the end of
this year and early next year. This, gentlemen, is a decline of nearly
40 percent from current levels.

Needless, to say, the hardest hit sales housing is in the low to
medium income group. Multifamily housing markets are also affected.
Builders are postponing or canceling plans for apartments because
of their inability to obtain financing or because of the cost of financing
or both. Even if financing were available, the cost of money is now so
high that rents would be raised to levels which consumers generally
would be unable to pay.

All this is happening, as mentioned earlier, at a time when the
vacancy rate is at its lowest level since World War II. In some cities,
for all practical purposes, there are no vacant units at all. We think the
situation is urgent. This legislation should not. be delayed.

The proposals in H.R. 12290 are fiscal restraints which we believe
to be absolutely necessary in the fight against inflation. But if you
delay very long in enactment of this legis nation, or if it is defeated in
some fashion, monetary policy will be forced to shoulder almost, the
entire burden of controlling inflation. We doubt that monetary poli y
can perform this task by itself without imposition of selectihNe credit
controls and possibly wage, price, and materials controls. Further-
more, we have already been experiencing tight monetary controls
which, as we see it, have been relatively ineffective except once. aga in
to bring down upon residential construction the full weight of a new
credit shortage.

We urge your committee to act. quickly on H.R. 12290, and we sup-
port the earliest possible passage of this legislation in the Senate, be-
cause we are convinced that a very dangerous inflationary movement
is underway in the economy. It is not likely to be stopped without
clear and convincing evidence that the Congress and the administra-
tion mean business, in a hard, unequivocal fashion, in stopping what
amounts to a runaway inflation. We think serious delay or prom,stina-
tion in the enactment of H.R. 12290 will simply add 'timulus to both
the real inflation and the equally inflationary psychology now rampant
as a major factor in business, financial, and investment decision:.

Industrial production is still expanding at. a substantial rate. We
do not believe. that necessary plant and equip)mnent investments will
be quickly slowed by repeal of the investment credit, but certainly this
repeal will remove'whatever tax incentive may be involved in'these
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decisions. We are hopeful also that corporate restraints will be exer-
cised in the national interest following clear demonstration by the
Congress of leadership in the passage of YI.R. 12290.

At present the private home-building industry is facing a fight for
survival. The recent increase in fle prime leldin'c rate of private banks
will be disastrous for our industry if the rate is not somehow rolled
back by the force of public opinion and governmental action. We
were asked to testify on this matter before the Committee on Bank-
ing and Currency in the House of Representatives at a hearing on
June 23, 1969. Otur views and recommendations were set forth in detail
in a statement which we have ajppeuded to this testimony today, so
that this Senate Committee on Finee mav have a full record of the
situation, as we see it at this time, while you are considering the
pending bill.

We apl)reciate thio. opportunity to ai)lar and to present our views
on the pending legislation. We' understand you may have further
hearings on some tax reform proposals at -hich ve may want to
present our further views. At present, however, we wish to stress
the vital importance to our industry of continuation of the surtax and
elimination of the investment credit by prom pt passage of hI.R. 12290.
Our interests in this, we believe, are' entirely parallel with those of
the Nation as a whole, since elimniiat ion of inflat ion must 1)e accom-
plished if oir' economy is to remain viable. By the same token, this
Nation, the administration, and this committee have a. commitment
to the American people to fulfill their housing needs and goals. II.R.
12290 will greatly help in both respects.

We thank you" for the )rivilge of sulillmitti mig this statement. We
would like t(; have it anl its appen(lages made a, part of the record
here.

(The attachments to Mr. Gulledge's statement follow:)

A SUMMARY OF TIE CURRENT SITUATION IN 'MORTGAGE FINANCE AND
IIOMEBUILDING

Their unprecedented tight money situation has already affected overall new con-
struetion-bhut the drastic drop Is still to come.

First signs of a decline came in May when the seasonally adjusted annual
rate of new construction dropped from $91.9 to $91.6 billion. In the remaining
months of this year, our best estimate is that the rate will drop as much as $10 to
$12 billion. This decline very likely will show up when the data for Junae be-
comes available in about four weeks. The magnitude of this decline can well be
seen from some scattered data collected from local building permit offices. This
data for June Indicates a very substantial drop--as much as .41%_ in total value
of building permits. Although monthly data is notoriously erratic and does not
lend itself to an easy interpretation, a sudden and sub.mtantial drop in permit
activity in many areas in one month Is Indicative of what is to come. For ex-
ample. some of the cities showing declines (June 1968 to June 1969 comparisons) :
Roanoke. Virginia. down 48%; Eugene, Oregon, down 603%: Beaumont, Texas,
down 44%; Gadsden, Alabama. down 10%; Knoxville, Tennessee, down 65%;
Washington. D.C., down S2%, etc.

As a result, all new construction for 1969 as a percentage of Gross National
Product will decline further to about 9.4%-the lowest since World War II.
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This is in spite of the fact that the first four months of this year were substan-
tially better than the first four months of last year. Private construction as a

erceatage of the Gross National Product likewise will drop to its lowest postwar
level. 6.3%.

As background, we refer to two current publications prepared by our Eco-
nomics Department (also attached)-"Housing Starts Bulletin" and the July
issue of "Economic News Notes."

The "Starts Bulletin" shows a four month decline in housing starts as well
as a decline of nearly 10% in the seasonally adjusted annual rate of building
permits In May. The seasonally adjusted annual rate of housing starts by the
end of this year and early next year is now estimated to drop to 1 million units
or below.

This would be a decline of nearly 40% from current levels. A current survey
this week shows that a further drastic deterioration in builders' plans Is about
to take place. In some areas, builders are cutting back as much as 50% on their
earlier expected construction. Commitments for loans are Just Impossible to
obtain in most areas. If they are obtainable, the price is so high that for all
practical purposes it is not feasible to build. Builders are working out their
previous commitments, and after these are used, there appears to be no way to
obtain new ones. Interest rates have now skyrocketed so that it is not unusual
to find yields on construction financing running as high as 15% to 20%. Heavy

,discounts are being charged for the privilege of borrowing money. The FNMA
discounts this week reached another record of 7.7 (see chart attached), making
it impractical if not impossible for buyers to pay them.

The hardest hit sales housing Is in the low to medium income group. The
multifamily housing market is also affected. Builders are postponing or can-
celling plans for multifamily units because of the inability to obtain financing
and because of the cost of financing. Even if available, these costs would raise
the rents to a level that consumers generally would be unable to pay.

All this is happening at the time when the vacancy rate is at the lowest since
World War I. In some cities, for all practical purposes, there are no vacant
units at all.
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NEW RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION AS A PERCENTAGE
OF GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT, 1915-19697
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STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOME BUILDERS

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
My name is Nathaniel H. Rogg, and I am Executive Vice President of the

National Association of Home Builders. Our Association represents a member-
ship of over 51,000 builders and associates. We appreciate very much this oppor-
tunity to appear before you today to present our views on the recent increase in
the prime rate to 8 % .
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Glentlenien, the private home building industry is facing a fight for survival.
We are told that if we wait two or three months things should get better. We
are told that the Federal Reserve is giving some consideration to a prograi
of volunbtry credit restraint. We are told that the surtax extension anid invest-
inent credit repeal will reduce inflation's flames to flickers.

It our opinion, we cannot wait longer. The prime lending rate of the private
banks must Is' rolled back.

Tie Fed should inimedlately call on its member banks--as It did in the money
crunch days of li9M-to slow their loans to business. The privilh,;, of dealing
at Its discount window, and it is at privilege not a right, should be re-emphasized.

We also urge that-
Tile Fed nantaln its current rate on thin delmmts under Regiulation Q.

in order to forestall iny further outflow of savings front savings aid loans
and mutual savings banks

Tho F11A interest rate not be now raised until there is a clear denionsira.
tlion of tile absolute necessity to do so

FNMA continue and expand Its present level of support for f6derally
backed mortgages

The Fed he urged to purchase obligations of FNMA and the Federal llonmi
Loan lHrnk Board il order to support, at a reasonable rale, this es-ential
vomnis lmrent of housing illna reing

Treasury and III1) take immediate steps to resolve their differenilee and
take operatlhonal the authority for NM.A to gumnratee tnortgagr'-baeked
securil ics issuetl by FNMA and private mortgage holde -,

Adequate fumling, at full authorized levels, Ie prvttt, #or flie govern-
iment-isSIsted housing program el, suech as enact ed iln 1llS

Full use tmid of ivailible ONM A speial assist alece funds, posslhly
in cotiiJunction with FNMA purchase, at the going market price, of mortgages
ricqlrel by GNMA ait par

These suggestions deal primarily with the iememeditte crisis. Beyond this. a
neh longer look and study should be undertaken. The history of recent. eeononfle
activity indicates to us thait much is wrong with the Nation's thimnelal structure.
Its lnlmiagelient, and Its regulation.

Certainly the money crunch of 1966, as well as that of today, clearly indicates
the present structure and the present regulatory system together are simply
inadequate to mnet the Nation's declared needs, particularly those of the housing
sector.

r The Nittlon's fintnclal structure lias evolved over many years. Its current form
and regulatory system were established early in this century uln the heels of

r several monetary panics. It has been improved upon over the years and, certainly
in the first two-thirds of this century, has made an enormous contribution to
economic growth, though not in the housing field particularly. However, the
system, as presently constituted, Is simply not geared to cope with recently
emerging problems, and particularly those we will encounter in the last third of
the century.

We therefore urge that a head-to-toe examination of the financial machinery
and the regulatory system be begun innediately with a view toward making
the system iiore responsive to the Nation's requirements. Unless this Is done,
we foresee continuing and Intensified problems In satisfying our national
aspirations.

But what the Nittlon needs now is a massive exercise it self-restraint, but this
restraint should be more evenly applied, more equably shared. The home build-
lug inhstry and home buyers seemn to be the only ones being restrained, it fact,
strangled.

We are now building housing tit a rate lower ,than five years tigo. Yet this is a
tine when-in relation to housing needs arid goals-we should be producing atleast 50 per cent above our current level.

Thi, sever effects. f'elt by the hoine building industry it recent years as a resillt
of the significant increases in interest rates, serve to sptotlight the precarious
situation it finds Itself in relation to the economy as a whole. The least fluctuation
severely affects our industry. It nimy le of some interest to the Committee to
examine the chart I attached to my statement which demonstrates the percentage
of the gross national product that new residential construction has shared since
1915. This chart shows very vividly how our industry has not kept pace with the
economy in recent years.

At the minimum, we believe that new residential construction should represent

3 The chart referred to had been previously reproduced in this hearing at p. 288.
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4.5% of the gross national product. At present it Is only 3.59o. Except for the
severe credit shortage period experienced in 1960, this is the lowest since the
Second World War. A 4.5% level would assure greater stability in times such as
we are now experiencing.

Spiraling inflation, fed by record-high interest rates, is pricing a large seg-
mienit of our population out of the market. This latest bike must be rolled back.
And, on behalf of our industry, I so wired the President on the day following the
first press stories on the increase. (See copy attached.)

Unless immediate steps are taken to counteract these rising Interest rates, the
cost of mortgage money soon will be so high that even middle Inconme purchasers
will not be able to afford to buy homes, nor will middle income renters be able
to afford to pay the rents made necessary by these high Interest rates.

Already the hopes of low and moderate income families to obtain decent hous-
ing have been cruelly crippled. It has become increasingly harder to obtain
short-term construction money or long-term mortgage money at any rate.

This iticrease iietmis further loss of manpower to our Ilustry, already seeking
(leslprately to preserve its skilled workers. It means less use of materials. It
means fewer jobs in related industries. It metins loss of revenues to local eo-
,liuuties.

This present situation is especially galling for our Industry because we have
conlsistently backed measures in the Congress and the Executive Branch to curb
iitlatioi. Home builders have supported--and still suphport-proposed anti-
inlationary metasures stuch as ceontinttation of the surtax, removal of the Invest-
ment redi t. and redneed Federal ex penditures. We have supported such meas-
ures. knowing full well they will have all Impact on our industry. Mut knowing,
too, they are necessary to contali Inflation If the overall economy is to survive.
it, contrast, we think the banks' recent prinie rate Increase disregards the

henWl "~ ',dustry's sotc'al atid ecoionfl respoisibilities to the Nation. The banks
sily I I., recent filerea-'. miud perhaps even further Increases. are essential in the
fight against Inilation. This is illusory. The constant Inreases in lending rates
hinve only fed an Inflationary psy-hology. Borrowers, especially big corporate
businesses. fearing further increases have continued li competition with each
other to get tt till available funds.

Tih-re is simply no evidence in recent e-xperlenc'e to support the view that ever
higher Interest rates hold back Inflationary fires of the kind we are now experi-
enting. They have not cut. baek the (enmand for business loans, they have not
lowered prices, they have not freed more money for social purjuoses. Nor will
they. Rationing credit, its is now being done by ever-hireasing interest rates,
results merely In excluding the weaker competitors for scarce credit and not the
less meritorious borrowers. In short. It leaves no room for attention to using our
credit resources for our Nation's needs.

Obviously. wlan It comes to competing for scarce funds, the home buying con-
sunier is a much weaker competitor than are corporate giants, like General
Motors. A statement in the June 20 Issue of Time Magazine vividly Illustrates
what we are talking about:

" ug (,ominemnies will be able to pay the new price of credit ... mortgage rates
ininmedlately moved tip to 91/1 % in California and Colorado. and lenders in many
cities raised the fees by which they .increase their take from mortgage loons,
without actually changing the interest rate. For -the immediate future, the higher
money rates will add to the upward pressure on prices. Companies figure interest
charges as part of their ('ost of doing business, and the consumer must ultimately
pay the bill."

An eeonontic tie bomb is ticking. High interest rates have so driven up yields
on olier obligations that commercial banks have sitffered a net outflow of $600
million in savings during the first 5i months of this year as coaparvd to a net
inflow of $6.2 billion during the same period in 1968-a difference of nearly $7
billion.

Fortunately, and unlike the situation in 1966, the Federal Reserve Board has
nlot im.reisedl maxtilln Interest rates payable oil time delpslts; this has mini-
mized a potentially significant and adverse effect on the savings inflow to savings
and loans and mutual savings banks, thereby ,avoiding the ditstrous results that
occurred In the 1966 credit crunch. We welcone this and urge that it be continued,
since such an action would only serve to unbalance the economy even more.

In urging a prime rate rollback, we believe that the full Influence of the Con-
gres-. as well as of the Administration, must be brought to bear on the commercial
banks. Such a rollback Is necessary to stifle the call now being heard In some
quarters for more direct Federal Intervention in the allocation of economic re-
sources. We, along with many others, abhor Federal controls. However, we also
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recognize that for the first time we are engaged In a major military undertaking
without -ogme type of controls on the ,ise of credit and on prices nd wage. It
could well be argued, of course, that general monetary restraints of the kind we
are now experiencing are actually a form of selective credit controls imposed on
small businesses and 'the housing Industry.

Certainly, of extrenio importance now Is quick pasqage of the tax legislation
reported by the Ways and Means Oommit tee last week. The continuation of the
surtax, the repeal of tile 7% Investment credit, and a continued effort to hold
down unnecessary Federtl spending are essential in the fight against Inflation.

Wo are prepared to shoulder burdens in the fight against inflation In order to
preserve a healthy national economy. Others should shoulder their share.

ATTACK AMENT

Telegram to President Itlchard M. Nixon from Dr. Nathaniel 11. llogg, Execu-
tive Vice Presilent of the Natioecal Association of lone Bluilders, dated June
10, 1969:

"l'riiae rate Increase unwarranted. innecessa ry, till(] In cynical disregard na-
tional Interest anld of paid ic bvs't gallopl g lhi a (ioi. I)sluealitlliing blow to oilri

nueiulllers SupportliIg your anti-intlation pi'ograin atid who an, vigorously atteicnl-
lng iwrsuade Coigress of inee4d extending surtax a aid supimrt of your fiscal Pro-
grain. Bank teihon will harin eonsiers, sinall blsillusiillels . hone buyers andli1
renter,;, and millions of people employed in housing industry. It will enormously
damage already diflcult task of providing lo\\" lone housing. We appeal to you
to use your influence hnliediately to se-ek a rollback of prinm rate and olhvr
ncsessiry adioms by lenders as their responsible part in anti-inflation fight.-

[From the Pconornle News Notes. vol. XV. No. 6. iune 16, 19091

Annual rate in May down 3.0%.-The seasonally adjusted annual rate of
housing starts in May decreased 3.0% to 1,509,000 units from the April rate of
1,156,000. The multi-fandly sector registered a decrease of 17.4%) , from 7t6i.t10t
units to 634,000 units, while single family starts Increased 11.0% from 7.000
to 875,000 units at seasonally adjusted annual rates. Regionally, the South
showed the only increase with a gain of 4.1%, from 5S2,000 it) 6(10;,(H). The North-
vast had the largest decline with a drop of 9.9% from 253,000 to 228,000. The West
was down 8.8%,. from 364,000 to 3:12,000 and the North Central was down 3.9A',
from 357.000 to 343,000 units.

/I(ttal ,tarts for the /ir.t 5 toiths up 7.1.----1)uriuig the fIrst, five months of
1961 actul private housing starts were 7.1' higher than tilt' same Ix-riill of
1918, (637,(00 units ias eomipa red with 51)4,600 nits for 19)68. dlles ceclinedl 5.2' ;
from 314,700 to 315.700 units. M ulti-family units are up 26.7'/; from 221),700 to
291.100 units.

Permits down 8.8%.-Permaits in May were at an annual rate of 1,370,004).
down 8.8% from ti1e, April rate of 1.502,000. Singles declined 3.3'.; fro}m ti i.q5 O
to 137.000 units. Multifamily showel i decline of 13.0% fromi 761,000 to 651,000,'
units. Regiomilly, the South showed tile only increase with a gain of 9.0% from
523,000 to 576.000 umits. The North Central declined 23.4'1 front 342,04i to-
262,000 units. The Nortlheast registered a decline of 11t.3% from 249,010 to 201.)11r
units, while the West droPlped 14.7',; froi "8S,01( to 331.000 units.

li summarj.-The Increase ini the prine rate by 1% just about killel the
possibilities of a good housing year. An |iei'ease of suchi magnitude il mortgages.
rates noalls at decline its ml uch its 10 

", in housing starts. The best iroJectioni iti
this time is for a coittinuation of time downward trend which begin erly this
year. This decline will lntensity early Fall and very likely will carry through
well Into 11970. It will be shared about equally In the mutifanily sector. until
now showing considerable stringith.

Although It is impossible to say3 what will happen next year. the current situn-
tion suggests trouble for resident Ial construction.

ACTUAL STARTS, 5 MONTHS, 1968-69

1968 1969
(thousands (lhousands Percent

of units) of units) change
Singles .......................................................... 364.7 345.7 -5.2
Multiples ......................................................... 229. 7 291. 1 26.7

Total .................................................... . 594. 4 636.8 7.1

Source: Bureau of Census, NAHS Economics Department.



NEW HOUSING ACTIVITY

Oln thousands of units

Total private Starts Government programs
Years and public Total private Building FHA VA appraisalstarts Total I family Multifamily starts FHA I VA permits 2 applications I requests

S -------------------------------- 1,296.0 1,252.11961 ------------------------------------- 1,365.0 1,313.0
1962 ------------------------------- - 1,492.4 1,462.8
1963 ----- ----- ----- ----- ---- - 1,642.0 1,610.31964 ..................---.----.-----." 1,561.6 1,529.3
1965 ........................... - 1,509.6 1,472.9
1967 ............ 1,196.2 1,165.01,321.9 1,291.6
1968 ............-------------------------- 1,547.6 1,507.5

994.8
974.8
991.6

1,820.7
971.5
963.8
778. 5
843.9
899.4

257.4 1,251.1
338.6 1,313.0
471.4 1,462.8
589.6 1,610.3
557.8 1,529.3
509.1 1,472.9
386.5 1,165.0
447.5 1,291.9
609.9 1,507.5

227.1 56.1 1,330.3 245.5 131.7Actual starts Seasonally adjusted annual rate

82.7
87.2

128.6
165.2
145.1
142.9
142.5
141.0
139.8
143.3
129.5
99.8

80.5
84.6

126.6
162.0
140.9
137.9
139.8
136.6
134.3
140.8
127. 1
96.4

105.8 101.5
94.8 90.1

135.6 131.9
159.1 158.3
157.4 155.2

35.3 1,456.0
29.2 1,537.0
47.2 1,511.0
64.0 1,591.0
54.0 1,364.0
56.4 1.365.0
53.4 1,531.0
54.1 1.518.0
54.1 1,592.0
55.3 1,570.0
62.3 1.733.0
43.6 1,507.0

50.2 1,878.0
42.1 1,686.0
59.9 1.584.0
74.0 1,556.0
64.9 1,509.0

157.0
164.0
149.0
147.0
133.0
137.0
134.0
144.0
145.0
153.0
158.0
158.0

52.0 1,148.0
63.0 1,394.0
63.0 1,416.0
59.0 1,340.0
57.0 1,280.0
54.0 1,281.0
49.0 1,289.0
51.0 1.290.0
54.0 1,393.0
55.0 1.378.0
53.0 1,425.065.0 1,463.0

137.0 59.0 1,403.0
138.0 52.0 1,477.0
157.0 53.0 1,421.0
166.0 48.0 1,502.0
134.0 47.0 1,370.0

134.0 47.0 ,370. I.0I FHA annual totals including all units; monthly rate includes 1-4 family. !.Based on 12,000 reporting places 1962-66 for permits, and 1962 to March 1968 for starts. Based
Sources: Department of Commerce, FHA, VA. on 13,000 reporting places from May 1967 for permits and from April 1968 for starts.

122.0 C4l
141.0
127.0
126.0
110.0
120.0
135.0
127.0
125.0
147.0
172.0
136.0

148.0
132.0
136.0
124.0

260.9
244.3
260.8
220.0
204.6
196.6
158.4
179.7227.1

74.6 998.0
83.3 1,064.2
77.8 1,186.6
71.0 1,334.7
59.2 1.285.8
49.4 1,239.8
36.8 971.9
52.5 1.141.056. 1 1,330. 3

1968:
January ------------------------------February -----------------------------
M arch --------------------------------
A pril ---------------------------------.
June.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
July ----- ---- ----- ---- ----- ----August_ -------------------------------'
Septwnber ----- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
October- --- -- -----------Novem ber ----------------------------

1969:
January ------------------------------
February ............................
A pril -- ------------------------------
m ay ---------------------------------

242. 4
236.2
287. 4
270.6
249.8
237.9
197.0
239.2245. 5

142.9
117.8
171.2
139.3
113.6
102.1
99.2

124.3131.7

163. 0
152.0
160.0
144.0
161.0
157.0
146.0
167.0
168.0
198.0
211.0
187.0

189.0
180.0
174.0
179.0182.0

Actual starts 
Seasonally adjusted annual rate
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HOUSING TRENDS SEASONALLY ADJUSTED ANNUAL RATES

U.S. HOUSING STARTS -PRIVATE, INCLUDING FARM
MILLIONS OF UNITS (SNAOCO AREAS R60 PCS(UT OO .SSS CYCLE RECESS' 2.S) 0

Fi v I I t I .TOTAL PRIVATE AII I

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964
SOURCES: OuoeOu of the Census, FHA and VA.

SINGLE VS MULTI-FAMILY PERMITS
MILLIONS OF UNITS

1.0 " -T--r ---I --.. I-r-i -- r .....r -"

. I ! ..."-' - IM ULII- FAMILY''%. . ".

. . i, L L L .........

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969
"TNhoug ecenbe, 1962.10,000 tpwtmog plocaelfrom 1962 trogh 1966 b0e on i2,000 r goeol oloIIois.to

r  
4oorp 916? based *#I3,0 . r#00'244 places

SOURCE
. 
Seuorou of the Census.

PROPOSED UNITS
MILLIONS OF UNITS

2.01 " ..- .-- ,"--r- j., I 1 '-- - 1 -r-- "- T riT 2.0

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969
*tmhoo 0Kem6,e 1962,10,000 .oeoow opoil ,fro 1942 through 1966 b0sd on 12,000 .400itng p4c a., , 196 based on 13,0o' '40 '4 0-:4t,' 414.

SOURCES: Bure0u of the Census, FHA and VA. NAH8- EconomiC Co00rtlme'

[From the Economic News Notes, vol. XV, No. 7, July 1969]

A FURTHER DETERIORATION IN MONEY MARKETS

Substantial deterioration in the money markets has occurred il the 1.1.t four
weeks. Outflow of funds from commercial banks intensified In June, when they
lost an estimated $1.5 billion. The six months outflow, now put at $3.7 billion, is
unmatched in the history of our banking system. Savings and loan associations,
after holding their own for the first four months of this year, are subs tantially
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(own, find July may see all outflow of as much as $1 billion. Mutual savings banks
in the first six months of 1969 have had an inflow of 20% less than thetsaine leriod
of 19M. Life insurance companies, the last ho0lout of stability for savings, shows
a drastic decline as policy holders have begult to borrow heavily against their
policies. Overall, the four types of lending instItutions show a net Inflow of sav-
ings for the period between January and Jinw. of this year down 0% from the
coin lrable lperiod in 1968.

The otrtflow of money at commercial banks ias been largely in Certificates of
lfposit. The CDs runoff since December 4, 1IS, has reached $8.8 billion. This Is
substantially more than the runoff in the 161435-1h4k; period. (See chart and table.)
This loss has resulted in renewed pressure from the inks on the Fed to raise
the permissible interest rate given under Regulat n Q, now set, at a niaximuim
of 6i %. What this would (1o to the savings and loan industry, if the rate should
be raised, was well illustrated during the 14161; money crnich. S & Ls lost over
ialf of their savings deposits in that yer--anj stopped lending ol mortgages.

The C)s outflow also suggests the lpossibillty of a farther increase in tlie prime
rate or the inevitalbility of some sort of credit rationing. At present. the Federal
l4-serve Board has no restrictions on raising of rate's. The only restriction set by
law (lireo,t.4 the Fed to consult with the Federal lomie Loan Bank Board, and the
Federal Insurance Corporation before any (haage, is made in the interest rates
payable on savings deposits. This is only a proceliumal aintter and the Fed Is
not bound by recomamendations of the other two institutions,. (See box.)

The outflow of CDs wias offset to some extent by the record rebuilding of li-
(luihlity by the banks through use of E',uro-dollar.. In June alone, U.S. hanks
brought in $4 billion from their foreign branches. To hold down tlhe flow of Euro-
dollars, .the Fed has Just proposed pladtng reserve requirements ol certain Euro-
dollar deposits which will make it more exlpnsive for the banks to borrow money.

After the irimne rate was raised in the early part of June fromn 7!./% to
Si,,%, money rates startel to increased sharply. TJn six months U.S. bill rate at
action in inid-Jun, reached nearly 7%, the highest U.S. issue since tht Civil War.
Coinnercial palr rate now at close to 9% is the highest ii So years. FIIA mort-
gage yields. tt S.061% are the highest on record. FNMA discounts likewise rose
sharply. t See Chart.)

Substantial decline in sta,18 expcectcd
With high Interest rates and the decline in the savings flow into lending

institutions, the short-terni outlook for mortgage Ifianacing is indeed bad. The
outlook for housing starts has equally darkened. Not only will the single-family
s.tor have to be revised downward, but it is becoming more certain that multi-
family starts will have to be drastically scaled down from earlier expectations.
This is already evident in preliminary tabulation of the current Journal of Home-
building Metropolitan Housing Starts Forecast (to be published in August
"E'conomie News Notes").

The projection at this time Is for a continuation of the downward trend which
began early this year. This decline will Intensify in early fall and winter and
will carry through Into 1970. Unless some fast turnaround In the availability of
tioney occurs the seasonally adjusted annual rate of housing starts by the endl of

thim year and early next year will drop to 1 million units or below.
The tragic sequence of 1966 is now being repeated and will hit builders and comi-

suiners equally. Although soie low income housing will be built under exi. limg
government programs, the bulk of middle income households will be drastical I ly
shut out of the new-housing market. This Is happening at a time when over-all
vacancy rates are substantially down with some areas having virtually no lhons-
ing available for low or middle income families.

Flow of Pmds down substantially
Flow of funds Into the four savings institutions for the first six months of

1969 was down 66.3% from the same period last year. Most of this decllne is
acomintedl for by comnterfial bank* which lost $3.7 billion In the first six month.
This is down from a net inflow of $6.9 billion in 1968 aind It Is the first tine in
history that banks have exlerlem'ed an outflow for the first 6 months of any year.
The comnmercIal bank loss can be largely attributed to the decline in sale of
large Certificates of Deposlt. On June 18. large commercial banks issued $15.6
bililon in CDs. This is down 31.5% fromn the January 1, figure of $22.8 billion,
and down 35.7% from the high of $24.4 billion reached on December -, 1,IS.
The June 18. level is comparable to the activity experienced in the second half
of 19(5. (See Chart and Table.)
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If this trend continues, commercial banks will show outflows in future months.
Considering that commercial banks accounted for approximately 22% of tile
mortgage loans made in 1968, this lack of funds available for loans will have
drastic effects on the mortage market.

Lifo in8uranoo Oompanie8, which at present are virtually out of the single-
family market, are showing a decline in funds as well. A comparison of the first
six months of 1909 with 1968 shows them down 8.9% from $5.1 billion to $4.6
billion. This decrease from the 1968 levels began in April and shows signs of con-
tinuing. This decrease is tied to the increase in policy loans which have been
rising steadily. April, 1969 showed $11.9 billion in policy loans up 4.4% from
the January level of $11.4 billion, and up 14.0% from the April 1968 level of
$10.4 billion. This trend is expected to continue as long as interest rates remain
at their present levels.

Large Certifcate8 of Deposits Total 18sucd by Large Cornineroial Banks

[In millions of dollars]
1969

January:
1 --------------------------------------------------- 22,820
8 --------------------------------------------------- 22,374

15 --------------------------------------------------- 21, 787
22 --------------------------------------------------- 21,345
9 ----------------------------------------------- 21,031

February:
5 ------------------------------------------------------------ 20,603

12 --------------------------------------------------- 20, 484
19 --------------------------------------------------- 20.126
26 --------------------------------------------------- 19, 968

March:
5 ---------------------------------------------------- 19.592
12 --------------------------------------------------- 19,395
19 --------------------------------------------------- 18,809
26 --------------------------------------------------- 8,792

April:2 -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - 18, 626

9 --------------------------------------------------- 18.499
16 --------------------------------------------------- 17,919
23 ------------------------------------------------------ 170999
30 --------------------------------------------------- 17,622

May:
7 --------------------------------------------------- 17,495

14 --------------------------------------------------- 17, 408
21 --------------------------------------------------- 17,138
28 --------------------------------------------------- 16, 73

June:
4 --------------------------------------------------- 16,623

11 ---------------------------------------------------- 16.275
18 -------------------------------------------------- 115, 4133

1 Preliminary.
Source: Federal Reserve Board, "Federal Reserve Bulletin," table on "Assets and Liabil.

ties of Arge Commercial Banks."
These Certificates of Deposits include issues in denominations of $100,000 or more.
Savings and loan assoeation inflow is down 8.5% for the first six months of

11969 from the 1968 level of $3.7 billion. The Inflow for June Is expected to be about
$1.4 billion, down 15% from the June, 1968 level. Indications are that S & Ls
vvill experience a substantial outflow in July, possibly as much as $1 billion.
This will be dramatically worse than the 1968 outflow of $588 million, and will
lessen substantially funds available for mortgages.

Mutual savings banks, suppliers of 13% of mortgage funds in 1968, showed a
decline of 20.4% from the 1968 inflow of $2.1 billion. The decline Is not expeed
to be reversed in the near future.
Connicreial banks profits at record high

During 1968, the dollar rise in net earnings of commercial banks from current
operations was higher than In any previous year and the percentage increase was
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(-loe to the post Worl War 11 reelerd set in 19)59. The nwt earnin4 were $708
iillioti, or 1(;.3% above 1967. This vo npures to the 1(.9)% record Increase
registered in 195i over 1958.

Most of the rise int olerating revenues Is ittributiable to earnings on loans.
These earning-, increased tit almost twice the 1116T rate. This rate refle(ted tile
faster growth il the voilnie of lals outstanlling and the high rate of return on
lot ns-the highest in the past 40 years.

FLOW OF FUNDS INTO SELECTED SAVINGS INSTITUTIONS

(in millions of dollars

Month
Lite Savings and Commercial Mutual

insurance I loans banks savings banks Total

Total year:
1968 ... . ........ ..............
1967 .....................
1966 ---------
1965 .....................

Percent change:
1967 68. -..............
1966-68 .........-.......
1965-68 ...................

1968:
June .................
July .
August ...................
September ................
October ..... .....
November...............
December.

1969:
January.
February...
March...
April.............
May .....................
June .... ....

Total 6 months:
1969 ............... ......
1968.........

Percent change: 1968 69 ..............

2$10,650
$10,339
$8,138
$9,414

$7, 442 2 $20. 557
$10,678 $23,675
$3,615 $12,135
$8,513 $19,986

3.0 -30.4
30.9 105.9
13.1 -12.6

$876
$984
$746
$912
$949

$1, 191
$803

-13.2
69. 4
2.9

$1,651 $644
-$588 $2,956
$389 $2,800

$1,133 2 $1,500
495 2 $3,600
48 2 $1,500

$1,643 2 $1 ,300

$1,277 -$92
$952 $605
$903 $1,369
$535 2 -$516
.$450 2 $641
3$500 3 $1,400

-$1,600
40

2 -$1,100
a -$1,500

$4,193 $42,843
$5,116 $49,817
$2.589 $26,477
$3,594 $41,507

-18.0
62.0
16.7

$485
$196
$244
$530
$169
$251
$693

-14.0
61.8
3.2

$3,656
$3,548
4,179
$4,075
$5,213
$3,590
$4,439

$240 -$175
$339 $2,296
$672 $3,144

-$183 -$1,264
2 $313 $1,304
a $300 $700

$4,617 $3,407 -$3,700 $1,681 $6,005
$5,065 $3,722 $6,901 $2.111 $17,799
-8.9 -8.5 (4) -20.4 -66.3

I Assets net gain.
Revised.

3 Estimate.
4 More than 100 percent decline.
Source: Federal Home Loan Bank Board, Federal Reserve Board, Life Insurance Institute, National Association of Mutual

Savings Banks, estimates by NAHB.

.Niioperat ing transit ions- net of l)roflts and reeoverles, losses anl Marge-offs,
-lid e isges ie A'alhuation re(serves-- e=eouitedl for it net reluetion iit Pali lrilgsiia
of $1.2 billion. This Is nearly one-fourth of the net earnings from current ol-wra-
tiots. It is the largest dollar reeluetion In history, but its a pereent of net earnings.
it Is smaller than in three other post-war years of high-level business ativity.

COMMERCIAL BANK INCOME

IDollar amounts in millions

Percent1967 1968 change

Revenue ........................................................ $17, 859 $20,819 16.6
Expenses ............................. .......................... 13, 507 15,758 16.7

Net current earnings before income taxes ....................
Net of profits and recoveries, losses and charge-ols, and changes in

valuation reserves ...............................................

Net income before related taxes ...............................
Taxes on net income ..............................................

Net Income .........................................
Cash dividends declared ................................... ::

4,353 5,061 16.3

737 1,202 63.1

3,616 3,859 6.7
1,007 1,054 4.7

2,609 2,805 7.5
1,248 1,385 11,10

Source: May 1969 Federal Reserve Bulletin.
31-701-69- 17
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Mortgage interest rate
The results of a special survey of the Builders Economic Council on mortgage

interest rates revealed increases in interest rates and discounts on conventional
mortgages and construction loans during the past year throughout the United
States. This survey was conducted before the prime rate raise from 7.5% to 8.5%.

At the time the survey was conducted in early May, 62% of the BEC respondents
said money was available for construction loans, 35% said it was difficult to
obtain and 3% said it was not available. The availability of funds for permanent
mortgages was not as good as for construction loans. Of the respondents, 54%
said permanent mortgages were available, 42% said they were difficult to obtain
and 4% said they were not available.

CONVENTIONAL MORTGAGE AND CONSTRUCTION LOAN RATES AND YIELDS (NATIONAL AVERAGES)

Rate (percent) Points

Conventional 25 year, 20 percent down:
June 1, 1969 .........................-----------------..... .............. 7.70 1.18
June 1, 1968 --------------- .............- ..........---------------------- 6.87 .77

Conventional 25 year, 25 percent down:
June 1, 1969 ................................................................ 7.64 .96
June 1, 1968 ................................................................ 6.73 .63

Construction loan:
June 1, 1969 ................................................................ 7.83 1.14
June 1, 1968 ................................................................ 6.97 .80

Source: Builders Economic Council, NAHB Economics.

CONVENTIONAL MORTGAGE, 25 YEARS, 25 PERCENT DOWN

[Rate In percent[

June 1, 1969 June 1, 1968

Rate Points Rate Points

New England .. ......................................... 7.66 0.18 6.84 0.09
Middle Atlantic ............................................. 7.88 1.00 6.81 .77
South Atlantic ............................. -------------- 7.46 1. 16 6.74 .97
East North Central----- ............-------------........... 7.45 1. 09 6.26 .44
East South Central ----------------------------------------- 7.80 1.10 6.54 .48
West North Central ----------............................... 7.68 .61 6.89 .52
West South Central .......................................... 7.99 .93 7.09 .69
Mountain .................................................. 7.88 1.00 6.81 .77
Pacific --------------------------------------------------- 8.00 1.30 6.98 .9?

Source: Builders Economic Council, NAHB Economics Deparment.

Building material
A survey of the building material manufacturers conducted in May showed

that 42.4% of the respondents do not have production capacity to supply the
materials required to meet the housing goals. The majority of these respondents
said it would take at least three years to develop the required capacity. The in-
dustries which do not have capacity are producers of plumbing fixtures, asphalt
roofing, insulation, vinyl siding, appliances, lumber, windows and doors.

The most critical problem in meet the housing goals according to the survey
is manpower. The second most critical problem is the supply of raw materials.

Lumber and plywood
Lumber and plywood prices have now dropped to f.o.b. mill quotations lower

than those of one year ago. (See table.) The average prices in June for Green
Douglas fir Standard and better 2x4's was 17.9% below the June average in
1968. Green Douglas fir utility and better studs have shown a 24.7% drop from
last year, and %" interior plywood averaged 20.5% below the June 1968 quota-
tions.

As of June 27, lumber and plywood prices began to show signs of stabilizing
after almost two years of chaotic fluctuations, both up and down. For the first
time since the highs registered during the last week in February lumber and
plywood prices remained constant or showed a mode.4t increase. The main rea-
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son for the leveling of lumber and plywood prices is not an increase in demand
but a reduction of production.

The instability in lumber and plywood prices during the past two years and
the optimism about 1969 were both benellcial and oppressive for the lumber
Industry. Last year during the rapid price escalation, the industry realized sub-
stantial gains In their profits. The tables turned this year. The Industry began
to produce with expectations of a good year for the construction Industry. This
(lid not come to fruition and the lumber industry was over supplying the market,
thus causing a plummeting of prices. During the period of high expectations and
high prices the lumber industry bid up the price of raw material. The stumpage
valuation (price at which 'the Forest Service offers timber for au(ion) is based
on the average price for the previous four quarters. Under this system the pres-
ent stumpage price reflect the high prices of the last three quarters of 1968
and the first quarter of 1969. During this four quarter period the stumpage price
increased 146.5%.

To counteract the present dilemma the lumber Industry is requesting the recent
offerings of timber be postponed and reappraised by Forest Service, basing the
reappraisal on the current market prices. So far they have not had a favorable
response from the Forest Service.

LUMBER PRICES, JUNE 1968 TO JUNE 1969

June June Percent
1969 1968 change

2 by 4 standard and better:
Green Douglas-fir ............................................. 78 95 -17.9
Kiln-dried Douglas-fir .......................................... 95 105 -9. 5
Kiln.dried hemlock .... ....................................... 81 96 -15.6
Kiln-dried white fir ........ .................................. 79 97 -18.6
Dry white spruce --- --....................................... 107 118 -9.3
Green fir and larch ................................. ........ 81 95 -14.7

Studs, utility and better:
Green Douglas-fir ............................................. 70 81 -24. 7
Kiln-dried Douglas-fir .......................................... 79 94 -3.6
Kiln-dried white fir.--......................................... 78 98 -16. 0
Kiln-dried lodgepole pine ...................................... 68 90 -20.4

Plywood:
' in. AD interior --------------------------------------...... 62 78 -5.8
3a in. interior ................................................. 50 62 -20.5
J in. CD interior ............................................. 71 87 -19.4

4 in. Concrete form ........................................... 184 187 -1.6

Source: Random Lengths.

Senator ANDERSON. Thank you. riere are some of the Senators who
are anxious to have the bill passed who wish to ask questions.

Senator Byrd?
Senator BYm). Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Gulledge, in your judgment, what is major cause for what you

describe as "runaway inflation"?l
Mr. GULJEDGE. Senator, I think it is the feeling which exists among

a great many people in this country that it is going to cost more to-
morrow, so buy it today. It is going to cost more to buihl -a plant
tomorrow, so build it now. It is going to cost more to buy a car, the
house, the something else, so do it now, and the complete feeling that
it is going to cost more-tie fact that prices will be higher later is
causing people today to want to (10 a, whole lot more than they should
be doing and maybe a whole lot more than they would be doin'ig. They
feel rather than waiting thev could get a better value for their dollar
now. This is a psychology of feeling in the market that it is going to
cost. more later so do it now, and we think it is too much. -

Senator BYRD. Do you think that a tremendous increase in Govern-
ment spending during the past few years is a major cause?

Mr. GULEDOE. I do not think the spending is, in and of itself, Sen-
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ator. I think it is the failure to in-atch our spending with our receil)ts.
The fact, thai 2 years ago we went to over $25 bill-on in del)t in our
national budget )laced undue pressure on the market. If we were
paying our way as we go, then 1 think we would be a whole lot closer
to a system of stability. But obviously if we spend $25 billion more
than we have taken in, you have created a whole lot more pressure
than the market can stand. This is walt lapl)ened.

Senator BYIR. In other words, the $25 billion deficit is a major
factor in the inflation we are experiencing today.

Mr. GvLLEiDE. I tiink it is a major contributing factor; yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. Thank you.
Senator ANDERSON. Seoat or Benntt?
Senator BE.NN I"r. No questions.
Senator CiTirris. No questions.
Senator MILLEr. Mr. Gulledge, getting back to your response to

Senator Byrd's question why we have this inflation, I l)(lieve what it.
aulounted to is dhat you were talking about. inflationary plsy('loolgy.

M r. GuLt lEnuE. Yes, sir.

Senator MILER. Buy something today instead of tomorrow lbecause
it will cost. miuore tomorrow. You cold y bild a home today instead
of tomorrow because it will cost. inore to buiid a home tomorrow. So if
that inflationary psycholgy would cause that reaction, why would you
forecast a (lrol) of 40 l)ercent in homnel)uilding starts?

Mr. ('limn.fux;y. Simly because the lioies -itie not goi1g to get
blilt, S~eator. Ihey are not going to get )uilt because tie builder.;
caniniot (yet. tlie Iloioey to filial('e tlie construction ard the 1urchaser
cainiot get loatis to buy then at teruis that. lie cai afford.

Sector MILLEr. At terms he c(an allord ?
Mr. (ur'utmn. Yes.
Senator MniA. You see, you are begging the question, "at terms

he can affordd" But if lie thinks it is going to cost li n more tomorrow,
lie is going to afford to do it today, that is what. the inflationary
lpsy('looiV lea(ls to.

Mr. GULLEDGIE. I l)elieve people have a lititited inconie, unlike the
Government., anld, as a conseqluence, they do have to restrain themselves.
I have been around the country quite a bit, I have traveled over

65,000 miles domestically in the last 5 months, and I have talked with
hundreds an11d liiu'dreds of l)eol)le, builders all over this country,
about their problems. A man in Boston had a commitment to buy
from a l)ank; he was going to buy a $40,000 home; and he had $11,000
cash to )ut down. Wheln tlhe prime rate changed, the bank called hini
u!) and said, 'We cant go through with the deal." I submit to you
that man cannot buy the home.

Selator MKILLER. lIe cannot go through with the deal because of
the interest rate.

Mr. GULLEiDoE. At tlat particular tite the interest rate was in
excess of 8.5 percent .

Senator Miu,-r. Could lie not go through with the deal if the
interest rate was made 10.5 percent?

Mr. GULLEDGE. No, sir; because monthly payments take into con-
sideration what interest rate is being charged, and there are formulas
that relate income to monthly payments. When the monthly payments
get too high in proportion to your income, you cannot consummate
the purchase.
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Senator MiLLE 1,. liat von are really saying is that tie inflate ionary
p)sycholooy does not work if you are a l1onllebiiihler.

Mr. GTuAu:'u.:. Yes, sir: t reaches tile poiit. of no return and the
11bilitv of the L)irchaser to bily a hoiiie or really a renter to rent an
apart ilelit ceases.

Seatorl Mi iLu,. All right. I think I would be inclined to agree with
you on that.

But I think it is well wlleii we talk aioit iflaitionary psvyelology
that. we recot'ilize tleire are certain i)nts of 11o retlrlil suh as in the
lollel)uilding industry, and inflationary pselologv does not jce'-

essarilv inea hllild a home today in1sle1l olbuildiilg one tomorrow.
Mr. (-WLri.Ei m. l'hlat is correct.
Selnator -li:. Now, if there Nvas a dro) froiii 1.6 miillion units

to I million units, that is a drop of 60 1,0004) units. (do you have ally
estimates of how inaiiy jobs that woulId Ineai would iiot he tilled

Mr. (1'iArAyCE:. I wulI. ( i)r ilstlr is operating at. a rrent
level of aronl 3 miillion jobs, and +oiiie (600)0, a I lird-rouglly,
you are talkiii" 'llout I miillion jol)s.

Senlator M YLL. You are allkin' al)out a million n emlers of the
buildiino trades crafts-

Mr. (rL','uaGi . Yes. siF.
Senat or Mi'tILE, (oit i ml ilg). Who wollil not Ibe Working,?.

Mr Oui~j.n(:i,. All III) andl~ down the line; yes, sir. We have~* Sol
prlttv clear statistics oil that, Sena~tor. We A'oullhl he very hi happy to
sHIlllit them to y'ou.

Senator MhLmEH. Mlay I suggest, Mr. ( Ibairnn, we iight Iiye them
lov-ide that for tile l'eC;)].l.

Senator ANID) s.ON. Withlout ol ject ion, that will e done.
(The material referred to follows:)

The loss of 100,000 houses envi(1 s tli, loss of $1.2 billion ill direct construction
expelditure :: tile loss of 200,00H) mn-yea rs of work, half of it olnsite and hia If of
it in naterlhi lrOdu(ctioni.

,$leefically, the los4 ot' 100,0(4) llouses elleais the loss of it market for:
975 million board feet of iubloer.
115 millions board feet of fin ish Nvood looking.
104 million square feet of softwoeml, plywoodl.
470 million bricks.
230 million pounds of cement.
1.9 million gallons of pait.
200,000 tons of steel.
156,000 watter closets.
127,000 bath tubs.
73.000 warm air furnaces (with ducts).
11 million square feet of ceramic tile.
10) million square feet of linoleillu floor covering.
20 million square feet of aspalt tile flooring.
1 million .,luares of asphalt roofing shingles.
140 million square feet of wall and ceiling insulation.
2.5 million convenience outlet..
1.1 million electric switches.
32,000 gn rlage disposal units.
55,000 kitchen exhaust faus.
7.000 air conditioners.
1 million kitchen cabinets.
1.4 million window frames.
Interior wall gyposum board for 48.00 houses and gypsum lath for another

40,000--close to a half billion square feet of gypsum board products ill all.
1.2 million doors.
27,000 single-garage doors; :2.000 double-garage 1-door; 10,000 double-

garage 2-doors.
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A drop of 600,000 starts as referred to in the testimony would result in most
cases in an increase of the above losses by six times and thus would have a sub-
stantial adverse impact on the economy.

Mf r. Gum.Di E. Incidentally, this is what hapl)ened back in 1966
also, and we have had- aln exceedingly difficult time trying to gear the
industry back up to its ability to produce the housing which the Na-
tion needs.

Senator 'MILLER. 'What you are really saying is that if the Congress
fails to take action, repealing the investment tax credit, and continu-
ing the surcharge, this will promote a serious )udget deficit, not as
serious as the $25 billion of last year, granted, but a serious budget
deficit, and this will promote inflation.

Mr. GULLEDGE. Yes, sir.
Senator MILEiR. It will promote competition in the money market

on the part of the Federal Government which will have to go out to
cover that debt.

Mr. Gur,Ei)cG. The same dollar.
Senator MiH.Ei. And it will drive ul) interest rates even more.
Mr. GuL1,ED(Um . Right.
Senator MA.I:E. It will discourage home building starts, and, really,

in effect, deprive people of jobs who vould otherwise be working if the
Congress got busy and (li0 a, job on balancing revenue and exlpendi-
tures.
Mr. GULLm)GE. That is absolutely right, in our opinion.
Senator Mimt.LEF. Thank you very much.
Senator .ANDERSON. Senator Fannin?
Senator F.X-NN,. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Omlledge, you point out inflation is cutting down housing

starts, and I would also like to ask you how is increased productivity
(o11pared with increased labor costs? In other words, what has hap-
l)eied so far as labor costs are concerned?

Mr-. GULLEID.E. One of the most serious problems the industry faces,
Senator, is the problemm of an exceedingly rapid rise, in labor costs.
Labor. and to some degree it responds to other things in the market-
place. When you have a shortage, the price builds up. In 1966 this
industry had a, devastating blow dealt, to it in the credit crunch at
tlhat timiie. A large number of people who were in the construction
iii(lustry left that industry simply because houses could not be built
and they got jobs elsewhere. They did not, come back into the industry.
The shortage of labor in our industry has become therefore much
lmlole iilte.

In dealing w i th the shortage from that source, and for other reasons,
0i-(anized la)or has succeeded in getting some phenomena] and what
we think are pretty scandalous raises through tle bargaining process
simlplv because they were bargaining from the strength of shortage.

Senator FANNIN. 1 think that theestimate has been it has averaged
al)out 17 percent each year for the past 3 years. If this continues, do
you think-

Mr. GULLEDOE. Those in the recent settlements vere much higher
tln that.

Senator F. %NNIN. Much higher?
Mr. GvLLE.DOE. Yes: there has been an increase in 2 years which

is a normal pattern at the moment.
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Senator F ANNIN. If this continues possibly it will be priced out from
tie reach of most of our people.

Mr. ("WirEnCE. h'liey are pretty well that way now, Senator.
Senator FANINi,. Do you feel if this does continue it may be ad-

N-isable to have wage and price controls?
Mr. GmiiLrx . If that is the only alternative, that is it.
Senator FANNIN. Fine, thank you.
Mr. GUMAr-A(E. If we cannot, get appropriate action otherwise. As

our statement says, we see no real alternative except that.
Senator FANNN. But the construction industry has signed contracts

that have exceeded even the highest so far as productivity is concerned.
Mfr. GumE1ixn'E. Absolutely.
Senator FANNIN. Thank you.
Mr. GULr DGi. Thank you, sir.
Sen ator ANDERSON. Thank you.
Our next witness is Mr. Thomas M. Goodfellow.
I see you have brought along a former member of our staff. We are

glad you brought him along. We, are glad to have you here.Mr. 1('I)E'Tr'. Thank vou very much.

M r. Gow'Erm.ow. Frank cDeriott, our counsel.
Senator ANDERSON. Hie was a very good member of our staff.
Mr. cD-mIM'rT. I appreciate your kind remarks. It was always an

honor to Serve this committee, aid it is a privilege to be here to serve
yo again in deliberation on this question.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS M. GOODFELLOW, PRESIDENT, ASSOCIA-
TION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS; ACCOMPANIED BY FRANK
McDERMOTT, TAX COUNSEL I

Mr. GOODFELLOW. I an foli Goodfellow, president of the Associa-
tion of American Railroads. I appreciate this opportunity to present
the association's views-and express its concern-on the effect repeal
of the investment tax credit would have on the railroad industry.

With me is Frank McDermott, tax counsel of the association.
In the interest of time-and with your permission-I'd like to sum-

nmarize my statement and submit the prel)ared testimony for inclusion
in the record.

Senator AizERiSOX. Without objection that will be done.
Mr. (GOODFELLOW. The American railroads naturally are disap-

pointed by the action of the House in failing to exempt this industry
firom the proposed repeal of the investment credit. We strongly and
sincerely feel that the basis for repeal set forth in the House com-
mittee's report does not apply to the railroad industry.

We disagree that the use of the investment tax credit by American
railroads has contril)uted to inflationary pressures. We are as con-
cerned as anyone over these pressures and their effect on important
national needs.

The justification for repeal given by the House committee, namely,
that continuing expanding markets and high-profit levels should pro-
vide sufficient investment incentive in the future without the tax credit,
just doesn't apply to our low-profit, low-earning industry. Ours is an
industr - which must engage in a highly competitive market, and it is
anything but overinvested.

I Additional documents relative to thiq testimony appear at page 502.
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Tn. addition, by using April 18, 1969, as the effective date for reoeal,
the House bill imposes severe and unusual hardships on railroads as
vell as other taxpayers. Purchases were made-or binding contracts
entered-that reliedl on present law. Moving the effective date, back, to
a time before Presidential announcement of the proposed repeal, con-
stitutes a serious inequity.

We hope this committee will alleviate this situation, especially since
no Plausible reason has been given for the rollback of the date.

This suggestion is made without, of course, lessening in any way the
urency of our appeal for anl exemption of the railroad in~Iustrv
There are, in fact, several other technical chiangfes which we' feel

should be made in the House bill if it is enacted, and I've discussed
these changes in my prepared statement.

The case. for time railroads is quite clear. Our industry represents
vital distribution arteries. The continuous, efficient flow of good"
through these arteries depends on the availability of adequate numl)ers
of modern locomotives and freight cars. In sh ort, the national
interest requires that the investment tax credit l)e retained for
the railroads.

We have been strugolin,," mightily to modernize our equipment and
ulmprade. our service despite financial problems stemmin," from low
earnings, ;(,_rvitv of capital funds, and the high cost of borrowing.
Repeal of the investment credit would discourage the purchase of the
new C'airs Pnd locomotives the railroads need to meet the Nation's grow-
ing transportation needs. Every consanner has a stake in this.

The inve,;tment credit has u'ovided vital support for improvement
programs-,ash for railroads with taxable income and favorable
lease terms for others.

We believe the case for exampting the railroads is based on economic
r0 1 ity.

In contrast to the situation of UT.S. corporations as a whole, rail-
roads have not in any year since 1962 generated enough cash through
depreciation charges an.d retained income to cover their expenditures
for new cirs, locomotives, and other capital improvements.

Theres been a widening gal) between annual cash flow and capital
outlaw, amo unting. o nearly 3 )illion in the period between 1963 and
19638. This has re-ulted in a $673 million decline in net working capi-
tal to a virtual alltime low, an incr,,ase in equpment debt to an alltme
hbirh of more than $4 billion, and a forced reduction in capital spending
after 1966.

Railroads have not earned a rate of return on net investment. (after
depreciation) of as much as 4 percent since 1955. Quite recentlv-
for the 12 months ended March 31-they earned only 2.4 percent. Also,
our return on net worth last, year was only 3.3 percent, compared with
an averse return of 10.5 percent for public utilities and 13.1 percent
for ilanufa cturin' corporations. Without the investment tax credit,
tli r-l;rods' earnings picture vould be even worse.

Let's look in particular at the effect the credit has had on equipment.
S;iee it enactment. there h.,s been substantial progress toward elim-

ination of obsolescence. from the railroad equipment fleet. During the
5 years between 1964 and 1968. new and rebuilt equipment included
447,000 freight cars and 6,100 locomotive units-almost double the
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226,000 freight cars and 3,100 locomotive units installed ill tile previous
years.

From yearend 1958 to yearend 1963, the freight car fleet declined by
217,00() cars. In the next. 4' years to yearend 1967-despite continued
la rge-scahI, retirements-the fleet, increased by 8,000 cars.

The investment credit ill the 1962-68 period provided $364 million
for (lass I railroads alone---enough to cover a 20-percent downpayment,
on miore I han 120,000 freight cars or 7,000 locomotive units.

The cre(lit also has enabled deficit railroads, with no taxal)le income,
to acquire e(qui)lent uider leasing arrangements from taxpaying
lessors on more favorable terms that would otherwise have been
possible.

Shuttilig oil' this vital financial assistance will seriously handicap
our equipment programs. There can be no doubt of that.

And there's another unportant. point to consi(ler. In contrast to the
l)remise 1poN which th, House bill is based, the counterinflationary ef-
fect of capital improvements is especially pronolnced in railroad
translportlation. Gross ton-miles 1)er-ialli-li mr-al overall indlicator
of railroad productivity-increased by 60 percent between 1958 and
1968, largely due to eqtui)ment mo(lernization and other technological
improvements. As a result, the railroads' average charge for carrying
ix ton of freight is now 8 I)er'ent below the 1958 average, despite a 56
Ier('ent increase in hourly labor costs. By way of contrast, the Con-
sumer Price Index is more than 25 percent ; a)out the 1958 level.

The American railroads should not i)e forced to curtail this signifi-
ca.i contribution to the fight, against, inflationary cost pressures. But
we will l)e required to do so if the investment tax credit is not retained
for its.

While emphasizing tie need and justification for an exemption, this
luestion of the retroactive effect date contained in the House bill is an
i)l)ortant one. It's not usual-and it's not fair-to deny the credit on
property purchased or ordered under binding contract prior to con-
gi'essiolnal approval of the President's proposal.Before the public announcement of the proposed repeal-which
cane at noon on April 21, 1969-the credit could be justifiably regarded
as a. permanent part of the Internal Revenue Codle. In view of this,
many railroads-and undoubtedly other taxpayers as well-made
Ibin(liihg commitments and purchases prior to notice of the proposed
repeal, relying on existing provisions of the law.

In order to remove tls inequity, the effective date should be
changed. We. think this committee might vell deem it appropriate to
establish the effective date as the date of enactment of the bill or the
(late the committee orders it reported. Alternatively, tihe effective date
could be the date this committee indicated approval of repeal-W1Ved-
nesday, June 25.

This would be in line with the suspension period law as well as gen-
eral legislative actions It's essential, however, that the date be moved
beyond the time of the President's message so that the undesirable and
inequitable retroactivity of the House bill will be eliminated.

In conclusion, the American railroads urge that you give serious con-
sideration to the special nature of our situation before following the
action taken by the Htouse-an action that would deprive this ifidus-
t ry of significant help in its modernization efforts.
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Rather, we hope this committee will follow the action it took during
the suspension period and provide our industry with an exeliption
from repeal of the credit. The facts are largely the same-and the
reasons are just as compelling-today as they were in 1966.

We are not alone in this recommendation. Before the House, we were
joined in it by the Chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commission
-is well as many manufacturers and shippers dependent upon the
American railroads for their vitality. They share our views and con-
cern today, just as they did a month ago before the House.

I-n your consideration, we further urge that you bear in mind the
fact that it has been this Government's policy to call upon the Amer-
ican railroads to modernize -in response to the transportation chal-
lenges of today and tomorrow.

This is our goal and our determination. We feel it's inconsistent,
on the one hand, to expect us to update our equipment fleet and, on
the other hand, to deny us the necessary funds with which to accom-
plish this objective.

Because I believe the predictions about the future of this country,
I see a great need for healthy railroads in the decades ahead. Econ-
omists predict a gross national product of nearly $2 trillion by 1980.
That's doubling the present GNP in a decade.

There'll be 245 million people and 77 million households. There'll
be an incredible demand for homes, automobiles, recreation equip-
ment -for everything the mind can devise and the heart desire.

Zooming consumer needs-and the related unprecedented produc-
tion-will combine to place unheard of demands and dependence on
transportation.

Railroads are doing their best to prepare for the role they must
play in our future. Their services will be vital. But the name of
the game these days is modernizaition-and that takes money. Rail-
roads can ill afford to have more money taken away from them.

Thanks for your interest and attention. And, if there are any ques-
tions-or if I can give you any further information-I'll be happy
to do so.

(Mr. Goodfellow's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS qJBMITTED BY
TIIOMAS 11. GOODFELLOW, PRESIDENT

The American railroads appreciate this opportunity to present their views
and concern regarding Section 4 of I.R. 12290, which would repeal the invest-
ment tax credit.

The national interest requires that the investment tax credit be retained for
the railroad industry-espeeially for rolling sto(.k and roadway expenditures.

Further, any exemption provision retaining the tax credit should extend to
facilities either owned by railroads or, as In the case of many ear. and loco-
motives, provided by others such as leasing companies an(l financial institutions
through leases to railroads or by private car owners. No matter who owns or
provides the equipment, if the investment credit remains available, it will hell)
remedy existing problelns.

The suggested repeal of the investment tax credit is particularly lraiful to
railroads---espevially the direct effect on their passenger and freight ears, loco-
motives, and roadway facilities programs.

Investment credit termination weakens the railroads in their ability to
meet expanding national needs.
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Proposed repeal would increma, the existing gap between the industry's
annual cash flow and capital outlay and adversely affect equipment supplies
and modernization prograins--c-utting efficiency and increasing costs.

Acceptance of suggested repeal does not further the national priorities but
adds to, rather than diminishes, 'the inflationary pressure which the House
proposal l Is designed to relieve.

Sound public policy callss for selective ,treatment to encourage urgently needed
cal)ital investments, particularly where there are clearly recognized bottlenecks
Which imIpair the nation's economic progress and .security. This is the case the
railroad industry makes, and thus deserves continued use of this important tax
provision.

I. CAPITAL EXPENDITURES AND EQUIPMENT OUTLAYS

TVo repeal the investment tax credit at tlis time with respect ,to railroad capi-
tal exl)en(litures would be in direct contradiction to the strongest urgings Imst
and )resents from Congress, government agenciess and the nation's shippers that
the railroads proceed with all possible (llslpatc.h to increase and improve their
freight car supply and transportation capabilities.

RAILROAD EARNINGS GAP

In contrast to the situation of other industries, railroads have not in any year
since 1962 generated enough cash through depreciation charges and retained
in(ome to cover their expenditures for new cars and locomotives and other cap-
it-dl investment. A widening gap between annual cash flow and capital outlays,
amounting to nearly $3 billion in the period 1963-1968, has resulted in: (1) a
$673 million decline in net working capital to a virtual all-time low, and (2) an
increase in debt incurred to )urclhlase capital equipment to an all-time high of
more than $4 billion.

Railroads have earned a rate of return on net investment (after depreciation)
of only 2.5 percent in 1967 and 1968 and, indeed, have not earned as much as 4
percent in any year since 1955. Their return on net worth (ratio of net income
to shareowner's equity) last year was but 3.3 percent as conipare(1 with average
returns of 10.5 percent for public utilities and 13.1 percent for manufacturing
corporations. (See Exhibit A.)

Such unfavorable fiscal comparisons demonstrate that it is impossible for
railroads to compete for capital funds on equal terms with other Industries. Re-
sort in these circumstances to the accumulation of more debt which burdens the
borrower with higher fixed charges for funds is regressive. Railroad after rail-
road is having to curtail urgently needed equipment and other capital expendi-
tire programs for want of access to the necessary funds. This predicament Is
currently of the utanost concern to the entire railroad industry.

EQUIPMENT PICTURE

It is noteworthy that just three years ago, in April 1966, during a similar
heated-up economic period, the government, through the Office of Emergency
Planning, appealed to business generally and to all agencies of government to
reconsider their capital expenditure programs and, wherever feasible, to post-
pone such expenditures In the interest of preventing an overheated economy.
Significantly, however, the I)irector of the Office of Eniergeney Planning was
appraised of the then railroad equipment situation similar to today's situation.
After conferring with the Interstate Commerce Commission and the Undersec-
retary of Commerce for Transportation, the Director specifically excepted the
railroad industry from such request and acknowledge the need for full steam
ahead on railroad equipment program ins.

Of similar significance was the recognition given to the industry's equipment
l)roblemsq by this Committee in 1966. In Its consideration of suspending the in-
vestment credit, this Committee was persuaded that the national interest re-
quired a limited exemption on behalf of the railroads. As the Committee i)ointed
out :

Withdrawal of the Investment credit, even for a short period, would not
he in the national interest. The slight effect such a withdrawal would have
in lessening Inflationary pressures in the capital goods industries would le
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11oV'r t0han offset by tit( adverse etTect whili a couitinuaitioll of tit(' iresent
shortage of rallvay cars woultl( Itave. 'rhv, latter could intensify a I rillnspor

-

tation bottleneck of serious villot ions, lirthulrly with regard to the
trahsl) prta titini of grain.

Tile entire railroad iil(ilistryl' urges that tills committee lgitli take a litr-
ilhrly st, riols look lit the railrod equiil)lelt sitnt ion before it takes tit, ac-

io1n contaild in I 1.11. 122!4) and proposed by the Administration.
The factors nllherlying tite redutoni in availability of freight cars are con-

plex. Of prime ilmlortalce ik the fact that obsolete ind unserviceable equipment
llist lie retired. Erulilpment lells ire lot limited to llmllibers alone hut al so lit-
volvt' qllestiols of quality antd suitability for present-day opel'rtioiis. Another
impolntft tacto' Is that the insistent demands of our shippers, for new Sl illyy
designed equipment to .erve them more eflihiently and economiically. lavi' pro-
vided an im ,tus to modernize tlt freight car fleet and the investment credit has
provided the ieans. Finally, the fct that we are currently retiring freight cars
vith il average original cost t $3.000. but art replacing theuii with units iiav-

ilg ilI lIvergt' (lost of iealry $1i,0(0), ititist he. collsidered.

Following tlact illi(,lit of ilhe investment tax credit there has been subsiltantial
progress 1 ( ward elimination of obsolesctence froma tlt' railroad equipment fleet.

luring tlht, ipst live years (I14-196X. inculusiv'e), new and rehnilt equipment
plavi ll service includtl 447,)H) freight tars (and 6.100 locomotlve lits, l-
most double ti' 226.000 freight cars iid '1,000 locomotive iuits installed (i the
previous live years (1959-1963, inclsive). Similarly, from 1957 through 1961,
freight ear ncquisitions totaled 2,S(6.00(t tars. This atoinitt nearly doubled dur-
ing f l last live-year iitvtstient credit ls'riod.

Tax vt'edits la Ivt enaled deficit ra ilrio ids wit no taxable incolie to aittqui rt'
tarus ulntr lt'easi tig arrang'mnits fri ott tax-piiying financial inst it lit iolls and
lea sillp t.otllptilies on lillore flivirlt'h, t'rlls thanii woll]d otherwise hlave been
p ossilt'. Sll-I' assist alie to i railrIaoads il liulla lii lt- needed improvemvt'tent progra

m
s

shoul lift nlow be dis.olinnlled. Roads vxperenct'ing the( most pressing financial

iltllsttlite's i \\ itlld ill Iits wily lt tilabled ti ic l ilillut to carry' a shart' of tile
bind in advaitilig Ihe iiiusly's equipmit* lriigra m%.

I"ol' Ili:lily iof lhese distressed ra ilroads(, thlit' lliit,'sfaIt' (-llltr'e ('ColomleCm issioln

has fortiiulated or is now considering plans fon revitalization iy i llhislhili ill
stronger railroad systems t through miet'rge's anlld reorgllziiatiols. II these do-
termuintins the invest ment tax tr'edit has lie' regarded tas a vital e'mlni't il
flintning the rehalilitaltijn of suCh roatls. 1H'i so If tle (rtdit would distort.
flilt' t n, ltti ll eI'ttlls all'tvady set biy lit' ('omm1i mission fi i my llllny of tlh'st' rtorgallliza-

itions anud w'oult sriously iimi pair tit' railr'ooaIs' ability to lovile monre tidt'n
facilities ali equipment a iand this improve the Iralislirntlion service of the
wve. ktr rail 10 tl's.

.lit hiolligi 'uuigress Illty dettermin , ais ii gtlltl'.ol piillo.sition, t]It |lrselt
Cirtumstaincest' leiuirect'apitai inv'estIi'lis to lit' kelut within sife Sl'etd litlits, t his
restraint does not appropriately apply to railroad rolling stotk antd associated
fitcililies. (Cmllilllilg ilicivl' lit lsuc(h equipment mild illveshnltlp are, urgently
needed nlow.

Incre'ttasing th 'ailroatd eqi iltltt'et sllpply requires susta ii etdti and tnahat ed
efforts by all conerned. This sustained program would Ie stilled if tile incentive

it' ftl, investnvitlt tax e't'diI. a after luiiing been giatel t'st as part of tile cunt imi-
ilig tax strlutlre. t're to lit' taken away. The txlieitw'e of the ttuii)orary retlalI
oif invesltmiit trt'lit ill IlII;( -19(7 is iti dlraml tlit exalt' of tit, ilmpat of sllch
0 1oiiivt' tin railliad ('ilulainent rtuht'eplaceet and iprovenent. Freight tar orders
it, tlit' faarti utrier or 11;i. t'ten itl utding those lled prior to the )ctober 10
eflf'tivetl day of tht sslit'eslint, were lower than in any other 1961 quarter,
alIthtough tile fourth qIlltrtt'r iii naust years is lite pelk quarter for car orders.
Then lii fh Wliltr t titd ealt spr Slinng of 1917 c( ri orders almost tt'rminated. reavh-
ing t low of 1,72(6 cars in April. Orders for new locomotives also came to a virtual
halt. As4 a t.,seuteice of tit' euitack ii orders. the frellht tar builders and
related suppliers discharged both skilled and uiskilled workers and otherwise
curtailed building activity. That exhirlene, If relp'ated now, would have a very
serious effect on the economy.
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1 )elIM Pd oIe ( uiging progress. it Will takeo 11 me to cope with 'N exnui tlugiju i(
IiiIit fobr rli ll 1(10(1 Ctiptiveiit and( its tiiiiii' g. Si live tilie nat Iionl's 4'c(li4lnl' IS

('4 ilipilielit ('i tity With old( nits riv ed. A It lilgi of I li('relase 1011d ('itjlit3.
thle new itili itI.C l'e n18( specialliz/ed id1( 4)111411 lack tiii' fh'xibillt o'(f 1uiueh of thle

'I'( ftsk ofi (ol'op14inlig lii li(I'(llitt sip lplly ofI raiilroad4 equjlipmet, it Iii('r. and
loomtie and1)0 a'($ lli1 i 4lite d fitci lit its for1 the naion101's4 expainit~lg requirieiiiet 8i,,
fi' ll, fmii finistied. I esp Ie limmailI probldemse lt enini g from low earnings,
8('il'('ity If41' capitial funlds a1nd( high ('051. of' blorrow~ing, ord'(erinig of freight caiirs

slirteit ill tile- 111ia I (toil it er. of I )~.I creilsinig freight c.ar deilnaiids were 1 f~ltc-
toill th Ile al(celetion 1(11 ortdersl(i, and1 (.2i 11. lII Njlility13 lits ((ililmedI through
the witer :Ilid scoring oIf 1 969. It. Is uililkly tIu lit here is -I miember of either
Hos 1who0 hal(IIis hlot l('4'i alprised of thit dv'erm- effect onl the( economy (Of hiS
(listr1i't, ori stiite. (of fte rin'igti (-Ii sliortijige. Iit the( f:l('e of stn'li shortages, it is
atppar ienit t11( t raliroads ar ie not1 O-'eiisit ig Ii roltling stock. Rather, their ef-
for aret t ll (. hellltiili ill il i(ee1( i' to( ~'(il goutl Itranlsporittion service. More
e'ncouraigemient should be given instead(( (of forcing ai reduction Ili t114 gains already
ilih' by I'ellil'ahng tlie, ilI~'sivv IIvt 'eII Itliit would imniieiately threaten

it re'verisl1 (if tite 14)ig-s(lglit but.1 still sh'nder unet: gain Ii car catpacity.

IT. E*FFECTr OF REPEAL. ON NATIONAL, I'iIO4ITIERS

'Ihle, iliii(iced pIurposIe of I lie Adiiiist ri'll il 11 i 1110lSilIZ 1'el)(11i Of theV ('ridit
is two4Ifld: (1) Th'le i'eveliiue rel'eased1 by 'elil(' (If the cred'i~t would lie used'( to
hell) fluid tit Adllillist i'Ition1's fort hi('(iiliig lororl'l is, Inc(ludinig reveniue sharing
With state, 1 (11(1 I(u g(Iveriimeits and ii tatx cr'i'(4its to enicouraige Inivestmilent Iii
1I4)'4'it 3 ii l'4'u( ill hirinig 11114 tri'ing of tit(- hard(-c'ore unempiloy'ed; and (2)
edliminion 111(f the c'red(it would re(lieve4 Inflat ionar'y pr'essures by hieling ('ii'tilI

(Ifiil Is before tile' Waiys 11i4 iitililis ('oiiziiitte iiillilry picis'~' I'e4,Igilize(I
its thle 1114(81 iiillorIi'JIit NAeatpoi Ii fight ing illatioll and ivestinit credit repeal
was S ii I. ma11in ly liid i'esseil 1(1 this 8 li i s). The miiin reason1101 for' pr')osing iii v'tst -

l'it cred'(it r'eeal accord(inllg 1t1 t1he t etlioity is tol shift i'eveies to otherr lii'(j-
('('1. It, W.IS tIngVed thiiit S11111 11('('(1 *111( ec'Illoilli( ('(1iiOis have changed slte
I lie ea rly I1t1'O'S, 1111( th li'u(hlinge lit c'ircumistancioes wits file pirlimary reason for
r'ecommiiiendinig reimoval (If the iiivest iliiiit, c'redit.

'I'llie ratilro'md 111(1181 1y Is lieuti 11'Iii ii((or4 With f ie( propo(Isitioni tilit solu1t ionsi
luti1st be4 found to the( fisca Ipriobllemis (If state mid local golvernmentt s, the ooidl-
ti(111 found iii IIoov'tty ari''ts. til' 11'har-core' uilemtillo3'ilC't sItuiation. aiid] also(
rli evilng 11iitiatioliiiry lI1reslsi'('5. However, N(' noi h'S8i firly'i3 Insist that w~ith-
di1iwit (If 1114' uInvestmen'1t tax X ('i'4(Ii with respect 14) ri'lroad'(1 equlipmient would nlot

eff('ct.
ltilloads1 a.11' maiujor tilNli113('l' 1insofar as static' and ili'cal governmentt; are

v'oilieiiiei (and1( ilifi(1 Ill 51111 stt"le 111re,ti eaing it dlisproportionlate burdenn,
r'aihlroads(1 hit ye, uii.ide ('ff01ts. to i'li(oii '1ge locution o0 (f iduvtry Ili p~overty3 areas,
and1( halve' adopt1)ed progr'amis desigliel 11 binhg re(lie'f 14) t14' hari'd-coi'e iii('iil4yed4.
'Flli(' role oIf private industry iii ths ai'i1rvis shotildl be r'(ecognized, n h ll%-Ii'te

1ENIS'1'liceit( lilts demuionistra1te'd o'ver 1111(1 over'1 tigi that pendulum swingsj in
aci4'isitioni oIf railroad fatcilit'1e8, resutinig lii r'oling s;toc-k need'(s such a18 we, have
11(1w. are'( dlisruptiv'e to) 111' funci(tioinig of 11)4' wNhole 4'('41i011y. Stifled investment,
as5 ai ('onseq(u(1i(e of withdIrawal of tbe Inv~estmnt tax credit would work serious
injiury by Obs8tr'tin jg the( smoo0(th1 flow~ of the ntlti',, lpr(Idietlon. Sueh olatruc-
11(111 to1 naltinl pr1oduciv1ity Nv'oiiidl qu1i'elie, ratlher thani qulell, Inflationary

A freight c'ar -slioi'tage results in at breakdIown lit an 11INportaint. artery (If

it Is aiixonit'e that such a breakdown i.- It.Relf an important Inflationary pres-
ue.'I'114' rei'4stant- sirpiuses lIn the4 producing geographical areas and shortages

lit the ('lmisisnlhig areas, revmilt Ii price increases p~assedl oil to tit(e uutinte Con-
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sinner. The use of (list ribution fitillit s alternative to chealr rail transport
likewise results ili all added cost passed oil to that consumer.

Tile counterlintat lonary effect of capital improvements is especially pronounced
ili railroad transportation. Gross ton-miles lper man-hour, an overall indicator of
railroad productivity, Increased by (W4 percent between 195,1 and 1S)4, largely due
to equipment modernizltion an1d other teclmologlcal Improvements. As a result,
the ra ilroads' average charge for carrying a tol of freight Is now 8 percent below
the 1)58 average, (despite a 56 percent Increase in hourly labor costs. In contrast
with the railroads' 8 lperv lt reduction in average freight charges, the Consumer
Price Index is now 25 percent above tile 195, level.

Railroads should not be forced to curtail this significant contribution to the
tight against Inflationary cost pressures.

f.rcmption of Ruilrmeds Consistent With Administration's Objectives
Tho AdliniStration as previously noted ilicates that it, has priorities wvhih

must be met aind the tax obtained by repeal of the Invesxtant tax credit will
be available to eet these priorities. Acepttance of this premise is the preroga-
tive of Congres.;. It Is submitted thalt t first priority mu1st. bhethi isslr-a no of
it mo10dern rill trauslortat Ion system. Since the Investmlent ,redit has been dri-
malhn lly effective in promoting tlit necessary capital investment to achieve tills
goil, it Is illogical to propose serapplng the (red it and allegedly ilnphicing it by
211i undeiied, unertaill, totally u1.testedI ( and Yet to I invented (levive. The
unknown a mid n1kluwowable efitlcay ind cost of sich a dcvI(e would he a lioor
substitute for a tested and effective program.

This appa rent dilemma eai be resolved in complete harmony with lie iotional
interest by exempting railroads- front repeal of tlile Investment tax credlit. What-
ever changess in social needs and economic conditions hnive prompted the Adnmin-
ist ralion to seek repeal of this credit. It has been demon.strattd that those
changes have not been and are not now operative in the ra llroac industry. Tie
incentive of ti Investment tax credit is no less e.,isentlal to our hiusry now
thian It was when tirst enacted In 1902.

Notwit htand(lng a reluctance to Open lhe door to emxeptih(s from the reoimn-
mended repeal, deliberately selective action is clearly consistent with tle na-
tional Interest where, as ili the case of railroad facilities, revognii a problems
exist.

With respect to these urgently needed facilltiels the question presented Is
simply this: Does the Congress want to Impair ongodng programs for Improving
and Increasing tie service capabilities of the nation's railroads -and risk further
impetus to the Inflationary spiral? Witi respect to rolling stock, for example,
two questions are presented:

1. Are additional freight cars and locomotives needed?
2. Should their acquisition be discouraged?

The answer to tile first question Is obviously Itn the affirmative. Thus, the
answer to the second must he negative!

If the real purpose of tie repeal Is merely to obtain more dollars for certain
priority programs-it should best le achieved without deterring the industry's
,-fort to meet Its transportation obligation. It is unquestionable that tit, rail-
roads have benefited by the ume of the Investment credit-but ini so doing Ive
directly benefited tile nation and more particularly our customers-and ulti-
mately every consumer. Repeal of the credit can only be offset by railroads
through increased rates with a resultant effect on prices.

1IH. RECOMMIEN D&TIONS REU AlDING ADVUEISE IMPACTP OF INVESTMENT CREDIT REPEAL
PROVISIONS OF 11.n. 12290

Effective Date
The bill as passed provides an effec-tive date of milnhight, April 18, for repeal of

the investment credit. Apparently, the House uommlttee rolled the (late back In
erder to put all taxpayers on the same footing. No reason appears in the Conmilt-
tee report for this move. Tie rollback Is tenuous since oi April 18 as well as on
April 21 and to date the Investment tax credit Is available to taxpayers on prop-
erty which they order and place Into service.

The action taken by the Committee Is arbitrary and has a retroactive effect,
thereby undercuts a taxpayer's reliance on a presently operating, provision of
the law.
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li iher, n)o official announcement was Ilade by the White lhose until the
l'resldenit's message calling for repeal was sent to Congress, which action took
place on Monday noon, April 21. It Is noteworthy that when the House previously
considered tile SU4l)enslon bill 1, It rejected the Adithnistration's request for an
ell'oetlhe date earlier than the date the President's request for repeal took place.
iitme'ly, Sep1tember S, 19)6. ti linately, Congress accepted the date the Finance
'ommiit e' acted upon the bill, October 10, 1J66;.
Tie .American railroads retvolnutieiid that the effective date be the 4ate of enlct-

ment of the bill ; the date tils ( oulttee orders the bill reported ; or. tilt, date t lie
'otllnittee Indicated Its iciceptance of tile House action--Wedlesday, June 25.

'Tils (llll ge 'Of tile effectIve date would be iln line with the general legislative
action where it law will deny a person certain benefits enjoyed prior to its entt-
Illient Also. It. will correspondl with ilie previous action taken by Cottgrwss on tile
sisleision Mw. It is noteworthy that the Ways find Means Comnittee gives no

ceit I jlisti ie II ion for the cffe'tive date whith it selei'ted.
Linititiof on ('arryor'rs
The bill aov'ides an a moiiia Ihl lmitation of 24) lprcent on I in' aggregate ai outit of

I' ll'yo\er vrefits whilit taxpayer has accumilated prior to 19619. The limita-t ionl will Ile lppliod for tihe years 196|9 and thereafter. The rationale for file
liiilit till according to the Ways Anal lealls ('omlltittie is thait 'lnllt'ch of Ill
r*'4enlulit' g;iii and t ' t icit restraint wiicli 'oild otherwise be exiNlCtl in i'isct l

eair 19)70 arising from tie repeal of the itvestnxenit credit would be eliminated.'
'I'lle oniittee report. however, fails to disclose, why tie 20 pereent ligti' w!s
ciostn. It :apqpears front newsl)aper acmmltns and other sources that tlie 20 percent
rIle arose out. of at reonanmendatint tlat the taxpayers le given a live-year period
a ftir repeal from 1969 t) 1973 to write off all of their carryovers lprovided. of
ollrse. t ihat I hey itad sutficietnt tax liability against which to apply their carry-

over credits. 'This prolsitlon, however, was rejected by tlte committeee : but the
20 )erenI ilgu re Is retained.

Furthe'. this limitation is built on present limitations In the law, naiely. that
tilt car-ryovers call only be applied to .i0 lx'reent of the taxpayer's liability over
$25,0 ) id ('arryo\'ers can only be carried forward seven years front the year lt
\'hiiti the 'redit was earned. Tihus. railroads part of whose carryover relitt., :ris(

in 196i2 imay lose part or till of theme credit. to the extent that they are unable to
a apply these 19;2 carryover credits to their 1961) tax liability. Obviously having tlhe
:imoiit of (arryover whhch they (-till use reduced1 front 100 percent to 20 percent
1I1llkes their chances of losing the use of their carryovers all the greater.
The ('olmmlttee report emphasizes that credits geiwrated through property

placed il service qualifying under tilted liberalized building contract rules may be
carried ibak from the year in which they are (mrned and thus increase the ag-
gregate amouit of carryovers to which the 20 percent limitation Is applied. In
il, case of miany of tite railroads thil particular carryacil feature of post-invest-
ment credit wil not prove too helpful.

ltulslch a1s tile limitation on the use of carryover was predicated on tie
ted for re\'enue, it would appear that a 50 percltnt limitation on 'arryovers

would be Just as acceptable as the severe 20 percent. Furthermore, the Investment
credit provisions provile a parallel lhmnitation of 50 percent with regard to tle
amnoulit of tax liability available to be credited and should give support to the
50 perceitn linlttion with respect to carryovers.
Affiliated Corporation R-le

The Committee's Ju.tiflcaton for treating contracts between members of an
affiliated group as nonbinding Is predi'ated oh the assumption that the sUpposed
faeilIty for self-dealing among affiliated corporations would undermine the bona
tide nature of an agreement. The Comnittee states: "Oenerally. although a con-
tra't itetween members of an affiliated group may be legally binding, It Is not
binding as a practical matter." ThIs statement alone should not support depar-
ture front the suspension period transitional rules which recognized affiliated
group contracts.

We recontutend that contracts, including leases, between mleml)ers of an af-
filiated group entered Into on or before tile effective date of repeal he recognized
with regard to property acquired under the terms of such contracts or leases.
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Phase Out of Credit
The bill would reduce the amount of credit available to property placed in

service during the period 1971 ito 1974 at a rate of 1/10 of I Irent per month.
The only apparent justification for the phase out would be to red(uce the revenue
impact that the availability of the full investment credit for such property would
have. Regardless of 'this effect, when. the property was originally ordered by the
taxpayer either in 1969 or before it was on the basis that the full investment
'tiax credit to which he was entitled would accrue to such property. It appears
incongruous to allow a taxpayer who gets the property in service earlier under
the terms of his contract rather than later to capitalize on this factor. Also, why
should companies with short lead times with regard to their basic equipment
be placed in a better position than companies whose cash flow or type of equip-
ment require longer lead times under the provisions of their supplier or builder
coutra(4ts? It would seen 'the most equitable rule would be the rule that the law
presently establishes, namely, that prol)erty with a life of eight years or more
would be entitled to a full 7 )ercent credit when placed in service by the taxpayer.

The proposed phase out of the investment credit should be eliminated and the
full 7 percent (or applicable investment credit) be available to property placed
in service after the effective date of repeal.

IV. NATIONAL DEFENSE REQUIREMENTS

lEach of us Is acutely aware of Viet Nam. We know the demands of a land
war in Asia. No one at this time can say with assurance ju-st how long it nmay
take to bring that conflict to a ..satisfactory conclusion and Poae.

What we do know is that for as long ais it may continue, the railroads will be
an essential arm of military logisties--as they always have been in wartime.
The history of every conflict has been that the size and efficiency of the railroad
industry has been a critical factor In ultimate victory. However, to discharge
our responsibilities we must have equipment--and we have no standby equip-
ment to meet unpredictable surges in military ,requirements.

While the military demands can best be assessed by the Department of Defense,
this is certainly no -time to rlke chances with military requirements by intro-
ducing a discouraging factor to the continued increases of railroad equipment,
as withdrawal of the investment tax relit would do.

V. CONCLUSION

As detailed above, and as evidenced by the ePstimhated results of our 1969
equipment acquisition programs, the rairoad industry has come a long way-
and is looking forward to the future. The remarkable strides we have made in
the modernization of the freight car fleet, as well as the fact that we are now
on the verge of a long overdue expansion, te.tifies to the resolve of our industry
aml to the effectiveness of the investment lax credit. I submit that this is no
time to derail the industry.

'Without the investment tax credit we would be substantially weakened in our
power to accomplish the imperatively needed ocquisition programs which are of
such critical importance to our shippers, to the consuming public. and to the
entire nation. Without the credit it is inevitable that equipment pin('hes and
infl'tioinary pressures will become more acute; that the consumer will be forced
to pay added costs to acquire the produce and manufactured goods so vital to
our economy; tbat we would be taking chances with the military requirements
of the nation -at a time of grave national emergency and an uncertain outlook;
and that the future of the entire railroad equipment manufacturing industries
would be severely threatened.

I can assure you, with respect to the railroad industry, a repeal of the invest-
ment credit could only increase rather than diminish the problems to which
repel ig directed. As applied ,to the railroad industry particularly, repeal of the
iuvestnnt tax credit would put the "clout" in the wrong place -and head our
industry in precisely the wrong direction.

Should the Committee and its staff require any further data or assistance
regrardlng an exemption as well as guidelines for orderly repeal provisions, I
can assure you that I and the AAR staff stand ready to help in any manner.
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EXHIBIT A

Railroad Financial Data

DECLINE IN NET WORKING CAPITAL AND INCREASE IN EQUIPMENT DEBT

(millions)

Net working capitalii .......... Equipment
Year Excluding Including debt obligations

maturing debt due in one year outstanding

1963 $828 $376 $2 575
1964 731 277 2 814
1965 636 172 3 182
1966 477 Def. 52 3 869
1967 276 Def. 248 4 154
1968 155 Def. 457 4 201

CASH FLOW AND CAPITAL SPENDING

(millions)

Cash flow Capital expenditures

Year (retained income Amount Excess over
and depreciation) cash flow

1963 $950 $1 044 $94

1964 927 1 417 490
1965 1 058 1 631 573

1966 1 149 1 953 804

1967 817 1 522 705

1968 852 1 187 335

Note: Corporate cash flow exceeds capital spending in the
U.Z. generally.

RATE OF RETURN

Return on net worth

Return on

Year railroad net Railroads Public Manufac-

investment utilities during

1963 3.121% 3.77 10.2% 11.5%
1964 3.16 3.9 10.7 12.7

1965 3.69 4.6 10.8 13.8

1966 3.90 5.1 10.9 14.1

1967 2.46 3.0 10.9 12.5

1968 2.44 3.3 10.5 13.1

Source:. Interstate Commerce Comission and First National City Bank of

New York.

Senator ANDERSON. Senator Bennett.
Senator BENNETT. No questions.
Senator ANDERSON. Senator Byrd.
Senator Bym). 'Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Goodfellow, there is a report that a $900 million plant was con-

tracted for shortly before April 21 and was subject to investment
credit. Are you in a position to comment on that report ?

3.1-701-619--18
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Mr. GOODFELLOW. We have heard that same rumor, I guess it is more
than a rumor. This plant was contracted for but we have been further
advised that the amount of this contract that will come under the in-
vestment tax credit is only about $80 million.

Senator BYRD. Thank you. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ANDERSON. Senator Curtis.

Industry Exemptions From Investment Credit Suspension

Senator CURTIs. Refresh my memory, if you will. When the invest-
ment credit was suspended a while back, what exemptions were made?
I am not talking about special phaseout, but what industries were
exempted from the suspension.

Mr. (GOODFELLOW. I think Mr. McDermott could answer the ques-
tion better than I could.

Mr. McDERmoTT. Senator Curtis, the Finance Committee reported
the suspension bill with a special exemption for rolling stock given to
the railroads specifically, for air and water l)ollutionand for a few
others, such as for small businessmen up to $25,000 of investment. On
the Senate floor the bill was further amended with exemptions. These
were passed by the Senate and included exemptions for truck trailers
and cargo aircraft. In conference all of these industry exemptions,
except that for small business, were dropped as a result of the con-
ference committee action.

Senator CURTIS. The conference dropped the one on rolling stock?
Mr. McDERmOTT. Yes, sir.
Senator CURTIS. In other words cars?
Mr. MCDERMOTT. Yes, sir. When the bill was reported from the

Finance Committee the exemption provided specifically for railway
rolling stock designed to carry freight or passengers other than a self-
propelled car. In the Senate, the provision was limited to freight cars
only, but then, expanded after a floor amendment was offered to in-
clude highway trailers and semitrailers. Then an amendment offered
by Senator Javits for commuter service trains was adopted. The con-
ference rejected among other exemptions the provisions for freight
cars, highway trailers, and commuter service trains.

Senator CURTIS. I would like to ask you, Mr. Goodfellow, are the
facts which caused the Finance Committee to exempt from the suspen-
sion rolling stock of the railroads, are they still present?

Mr. (OI)ELIOW. We think they are just as present as they were
in 1966.

Senator CURTIS. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BENNEr. M11'. Chairman, one comment: Isn't it true that

the only exemption left in the bill when it was finally passed was a
$20,000 exemption on a dollar basis?

Mr. GOODFELLOW. Yes.
Senator BENNETT. That is all.
Senator AND.RsoN. Senator Miller.
Senator MfILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Goodfellow, on page 4 of your statement you say "Before the

public announcement of the proposed repeal-which came at noon,
April 21, 1969"-and you are talking about the public announcement
in the President's press conference I presume?
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Mr. GOODFELLOW. Yes; that is right, as well as his message to Con-
gress.

Senator MILLER. The credit could be justifiably regarded as a per-
manent part of the Interhal Revenue Code.

Yet. on April 1, the Joint Economic Committee, consisting of bothMembers of the I-louse and Senate, issued its report.

In the Joint Economic Committee, as you probably know, the I)em-
ocrats ald Republicans both write their respective views whereas in
other committees you have Members of both parties joining in the
majority and minority views. The Democratic majority views recoin-
mended repeal of the investment tax credit. If this had been Republi-
can views it would 1)e one thiig, the Democrats are in control of the
Congress and when the majority of the Democrats come out, on April
1, and ask repeal of the investment tax credit I can tell you that it can-
not be regarded as a permanent l)art of the Intereal Revenue Code.

11r. GOODFEL1OW. Well, of course, there were minority views. Also
Senator Proxmire exl)ressed an opposite view to that of the majority
report, nor was the Joint Economic report exactly in the same class
as the President's press (oference where he said lie was sending the
legislation to Congress and was putting an effective date on it of April
21. I al)reciate there were a lot of rumors, I think Mr. Claytor said
the other day there were a lot of rumors flying around Washington. It
is not hard to find rumors. However, I do not think any official state-
ment issued about the President sending a bill to Congress until he
sent it up on April 21.

Senator MILLER. Well, of course, what the President recommends
the Congress does not necessarily have to abide by.

r. GOODFILLOW. I agree.
Senator MILLER. Nor if the President does not recommend some-

thing it certainly does not tie the hands of Congress. Trhe only thing
is I do not think we should be so absolute on the certainty of the
continuation of the investment tax credit. It has been the subject of
considerable discussion, and in view of the Joint Economic Committee
issuing that report, and granted there were some minority views, I
think you would have to look at the membership and you would con-
clude that the majority of the Menbers from both Houses recom-
mended that it be repealed and that is the only point I wanted to
make. At best I think you might say that the certainty was not absolute
in view of that. Now, let me ask you this: You testified that from 1962
to 1968, $364 million benefit was derived from the investment tax credit
by class I railroads. Do you have any idea or do you have any way
of providing committee with the picture from 1962 to 1968 of the
operating cost increase in class I railroads.

Mr. GOODFELLOW. I cannot give that off the top of my head but we
will be glad to furnish it for the staff.

Senator MILLER. You could get, that for us?
Additionally you have indicated a considerable increase in the

number of rolling stock units and locomotives purchased during that
period of time, and I am wondering if you could get us the figure of
unit costs, say, after 1961 as against the actual costs during that period
of time. The point I want to bring out is that the inflation impact on
the railroads, in the increase in their operating costs, and in the in-
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crease of the purchase price of their rolling stock and in locomotives
would substantially exceed the $364 million advantage from the in-
vestment tax credit.

If a, conclusion froiii that could be drawn, my conclusion would be
that the single most important thing tme bill we are considering could
contribute would he to l)ut a stop to inflation and that would go beyond
anv investment tax credit by far.M [r. GOODrEr.OW. We certainly agree that we would like to see

inflation stopl)ed.
Senator Mirm it. I am sure you would.
Mr. G!o..1,1imow. We (o not think that repeal of the investment tax

credit in our case is the way to do it. It hurts us more than it helps
11S.

Senator MLLER. )Now, but. if yon had a trade off, if you had a choice
between stopping inflation anll the increase in operating costs and
increase in prices of the rolling stock and all that, on the one hand aind
the ,investment tax credit on the other, my guess is your stockholders
would probably prefer to have that inflation package.

Mr. GOODFELLOWv. We prefer the inflation, if it, could be guaranteed
like an exemption from the tax credit repeal will be guaranteed by
your action if you give it to us.

Senator ihLE m. Of course, nobo(ly can guarantee it.
Mr P. GOODYWELLOW. No.
Senator MILLTE. But-
Mr. GOODELLOW. You can guarantee the exeml)tion though.
Senator TlIILurm. We. have to try to do a job on inflation "and, as you

know, the administration has testified that their target is to reduce
inflation, and that means we need to come up with a reasonably bal-
anced budget.

Afr. Goomr)LT.ow. Senator, if we were making 10 to 12 percent on our
investment as some ofher coml)anies are, I would feel we could sacrifice
this investment tux credit. But with a 2.4 return on our investment we
just cannot generate enough cash to do any modernization, so if you
take this investment tax credit away from us we just are not going to
have money to buy equipment which we sorely need.

Senator fIMLER. Let me ask you a question on that one. T do not need
to point, out to you that if we start making exemptions in the repeal of
the investment tax credit we could get, into quite a chain reaction.
People from the trucking industry and the airlines will be coming in
and asking for the same thing and many others. But suppose that the
investment tax credit is in fact repealed across the board, except maybe
with respect, to some transition rules. What is the depreciation life used
generally on rolling stock?

M[r. GC)OD1E.LOW. IVYe use 14 years.
Sen ator iM LL. Foii rteen vears. A n d ocom oti yes?
Mr. GoowELr1ow. The same, period.
Senator IAhTjLrR. Well, suppose that Congress provided for a quick

amortization of the costs, say, over a 5-year period? I give you that as
an example because I remember back several years ago, long before I
came here, we had an acute shortage of grain storage facilities and
the Congress, in order to encourage people to build grain storage fa-
cilities, enacted a quick amortization provision with respect to it so
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even t hough soie of thci iimight last 20 or 25 years they allowed them
to be w',itten off over a 5-year period. Will tlis be helpful to-

Mr. GOoDFEIA)IW. WVe would like to discuss this wvith the stalf. It is a
little too Collil)li cated for me to say yes or no, but we would certainly
like to discuss it with the staff as to whether this would be a good
substitute.

Seilatr -,LR,. I ,have no further que,Stions.
Senlatorl AkNIERS()N. Senator' Falnninl.

Senator FANNI-N. Yes, Mr. Chairman, just one question.
Mr. (oodfellow, there has been a serious shortage of refrigeration

cars, I know in my State of Arizona and 'also in California and many
other States where they are marketing perishable coiniodities. I am
wolering, because thaft shortage has coiie in the past few weeks or
at least in the last couple of months, whether or not there has been a
bulk ordering of these cars that will be affected by this investment tax
credit.

All'. GOODFELLOW. I would have to look that up to find out what has
1beel ordered in that particular car type. I do not think we have that
information with us today.

Senator FANNIN. I would like to know.
Mr. GOODFELLOW. We Will be glad to furnish that information for

you.

Senator FANNIN . All right.
Senator ANDERMSON. lhank you.
(The following material was subsequently received by the con-

mittee 
:)

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA,"N RAILROAI)S,
lVashington, D.C., July 15, 1969.

D)EAR SENATOR LONG: During the hearings on Friday morning, July 11, Sen-
-!tor Miller asked about trends in railroad operating costs since 1961 and par-
ticularly about trends in unit costs.

For the year 1968 the average rate of straight-time hourly pay of railroad
employees was $3.47, an increase of 29 percent over the 1961 rate of $2.69.
Including payroll taxes and other fringe benefits. labor costs per hour worked
amnounted to $4.87, up 38 per cent from 1961. Average wage rates in 1969 are
about 6.3 percent higher than last year's.

Prices of materials and supplies have also increased. but less sharply. The
rise between 1961 and 1968 vas 7.5 percent. all of which occurred after 1965.

I)espite the increase in wage rates and prices, railroads were able to reduce
their unit costs year by year from 1961 to 196. As shown hy Table 1 attached,
operating expenses, rents and taxes other than Federal income taxes declined
from $5.95 per 1,000 gross ton-miles in 1961 to $5.58 in 1966. This decrease
reflected gains in efficiency resulting from increased volume, from capital ex-
pendiures for modernization, and other cost cutting. The capital expenditures
were stimulated and aided by the investment tax credits available after 1961.
Railroads were able to reduce the average freight rate level during this period
by 9 l)ercent and still made annual gains in net earnings.

Since 1966 the rate of cost escalation has been too rapid to be offset by ef-
ficiency gains. Thus, as shown by Table 1, expenses per 1,000 gross ton-miles
increased from $5.58 in 1966 to $6.06 in 1968. This increase of 48 cents per
1.000 gross ton-miles amounts to .$800 million a year at the 1968 traffic level. It
has resulted in depres-,ed railroad earnings since 1966, as shown in my pre-
pared statement, despite small freight rate increases in 1967 and 1968.

Senator Fannin asked me to submit for the record a statement of refrigerator
car orders placed in recent months. That statement, attached as Table 2, shows
8,250 refrigerator cars ordered since January last year.

With best regards,
ToM GOODFELLOW,

Pre8ident.
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TABLE I.--TRENDS IN UNIT COSTS, CLASS I RAILROADS, 1961-68

Operating expenses, taxes, and rents,
except Federal income taxes

Gross ton-miles,
Year cars and contents Average per 1,000

(billions) Total (millions) gross ton-niles

(1) (4) (3)

96...... ...... .. . 1,413.0 $8,408.9 $5.95
192..................................... 1, 459.9 8,557.4 5.86
1963 ............ ....... ... ...... ... .. 1.499. 7 8,589.8 b. 73
1964 ... _ ............. ....... .......... 1,557.6 8,900.4 5.71
1965 ........... . ....................... 1,608. 7 9 082.7 5.65
1966.......... ......... . .. 1,688.6 9,422.5 5.58
1967........................................... 1,645.3 9,622.2 5.85
1968. . ..................... ...... 1,668.1 10,110.7 6.06

Source: Interstate Commerce Commission, "Transport Statistics in the United States" (and corresponding preliminary
data for 1968).

TABLE 2.--NEW AND REBUILT REFRIGERATOR CARS ORDERED--CLASS I RAILROADS AND RAILROAD-CONTROLLED
REFRIGERATOR CAR LINES, 1968 69

Number
Year Month ordered

1968 ........................................... January ...................................... 550
February ..................................... 200
March ...................................... 230
April ...... .................................. 55
May ......................................... 505June ........................................ 0July ----------------------------------- 0
August ....................................... 70
September .................................... 700
October ................................... 815
November .................................... 450
December .................................. 2, 522

1969 ............................... January .................................... 228
February..................................... 0
March ..................................... 900
April ....................................... . 025
Ay ......................................... .0

Total, 17 months .................. ......................................... 8,250

Source: Car Service Division, AAR.

S101110or A.NZ)WHStN. '111 lW, it ie,;, is Fi-atlk Barnett, chairmnan of
the board, I Tnion lacifi(' Railroad.

M1r. larrnett.

STATEMENT OF FRANK E. BARNETT, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
OF DIRECTORS, UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD CO.; ACCOMPANIED
BY ROBERT 3. CASEY AND JOHN A. CRAIG, TAX COUNSEL
'MV. I1AH NF'Il-'. Nil. (andn1nl Illnther. of' the (.om11littee, 1111

namle is Franlk E. Barnett. 1 a111 e.hairma n of the board of directors of
t.e UTilon Pacific Riailroad Co. fil(] have. come here this 1l1olning to
give you the experienl(e of oiie railroad co tpany Which ('omprises
11)o01 5 ptereent of the industry.

1 11111 aeoI anie )v fax coInisel t) ITlion 11l(,ifie Rol 'ert .1. Casey
and John A. ( craig, me'nibers of the firin ('asey, Tyre, Craig & I'cCoy,
of' New York ('it.

Senator ANwiso,. Is y"111' l)oillt of' view so lewhllt different front
Ilie, previous \vitl (ss

Mi'. B.%1?N l.'-. Sir?
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SeIal or A N lwxRSON. IS your Ioint of view difl'erviet from lie previous
witnless here?
Ar. HLhNlIH. It does iot difer f)romi tile previous wit ness int it

vill give Ihe exp~erielnce of ol e individld c)nlliilliv in Ihis arx'l: which
is a very pointed experience ben ring ou the questioil this ('olliilit|Ie hals
I~vtfore it a I tihe presvill t ine.

I huave a, writ ten sla.ellein , Mr. ('harivrln, which I believe has been
ileid vith the clerk and (lisi rilutd tothlie eolillittee, but I .n not going

to read[ alny ~s atellit. 1 1ii1i "oilli to Cie lloetill' directly to the
ioinlt w which is before this (c0iiiitee this Itirlhllg: iniely., whether
this credit sholld o should not he repealed.

r ll'dol' .\NI .IiS(N. You . StauteIIeIInt will be placed in t he record.
(Mr. al 'llet t s prepay red st atement follows )

lP'lRlAIHRl) STATMNT OF FRAN K U:. BAIRNEITT, UI ON l'AC'II AI.IIoAI) ('0.

SI! M MARY

I urge tie Coillhiittee to exempt railroad prolrty from the rellvai of the iivest-
iieit ti x credit. The credit his heen lirgily responsible for the strides in the
illevhoit of the freight car shortage both directly for ltxmpyilig rail roads and
illrudirly, through freight va r hlierchatiges aid lower-rai e lea.eis for finanucilly

diltres'ed road".
For the period 1962 -11968 liloi Pcilfile ireused the iliinhier of It., freight car

1ti1its Iy 11.1d ad ilirea1sed the clIicity of its lihet by 375;-this il spite of the
ret inreWiic of somtie 2 t1,(Mt ob 1'te 111id oven e ('lllS Ill thilt sm0f ileielod. 'lhe.se
ret ireillellts we'' 4ollble the ' i itie" retitedl li 0l 1955--1961 lpeirh4.

'lie xl4iv'lelilve during te slisel.'.iol should be closely Studied to ,l ) e.s tile
ililiict of rel i ll li ti ilrtalit tar iuIlhhtg buildng, id Ulyl iildist ries with its
work force of more thna 5( ,0){M. Reduction in this work force its high us 75q, %was
experliiel by 54o014 cOlesiii('5 lii the suIsptii)loI period.

lNtlh'lent an1d low vost dlst rihbit loll of goods would seem to Ibe a (riticail amliti-
Intlationa ry factor. '['lie reldl of the credit wIll increm se tle effective tax rote.
If Ihe 19162 tlix rate reduction lireat,;ed Federal tax Ieveule,, there Is reivisO
to t'eplr fill Iiireise Iii taix rates might reduce revenues. At letist it seens to call
for ii dellit I'e stlidy.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman ad Members of the Committee:
My namie is Frank E laruiet. I am Chairman of the Board of Directors of

Union Pacifle Iillroad Company and Union Pacific Corporal ion, with offices at
120 llroiidway. New York City.
I 0mu apearlig here today on1 behalf of Union PIacilc Rallroad with respect

to 11.11. 12290, liartivuhirly that llortlon of the Bill which releale ilt e 7% invest-
meit tax credit. My statement on behalf of Union Pacific is. I believe, representa-
tive of lhe exilerlence of the ramlroad industry with the Investment tax credit.

Earlier, Thomas M. Goodfellow, President of the Association of Amerlcan
Railroads. presented a statement on behalf of the railroad industry. In part, my
testilliony will echo his comniients but will refer to the specific experience of the
Unioni l'aeiile during the period prior to the investment credit enactbient 111nd
subsequent thereto.

In my appearance before this Commilttee in April of 1962 1 urged, on behalf of
the railroad ihustry. enmetment of the investment credit. At that time I referred
to the crisis which faced the railroad Industry, partIcularly Its basic lived to
generate Ceip1iil for modernization of Its facilities. In support of that picpositlon
I pointed out the poor earnings positloi of the industry: its need to generate
caitail funls in order to maintain its existing plant and equipment :as well as
its need to improve Its freight car fleet by upgrading its quality with modern
features sultedi to tile deanuuds of our shippers. At that time, when most indus-
tries regarded the credit with suspicion, we prclicted that its enactment would
help to produce the immediate additional capital necessary to meet the needs, not
only of our Ilounlry but of the country as a whole.

With res~lct to Union Pacific, my testimony will clearly evidence that our
prediction of 1962 was more than conservative. Union Pacific has experienced
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an aggregate percentage unit increase during the seven-year period 1962-1969
of 11.5%, and an aggregate capacity percentage increase of 37%. I can state as
a fact that Union Pacific's contribution to the national freight car fleet was in
large measure made possible by the capital funds generated and made available
to it by the investment credit. I further know as a fact that Union Pacific has
met, and is currently meeting, the guideline reserve ratio test without benefit of
any of the escape clauses, a fact which also Is largely attributable to the invest-
mert (re(lit. It is significant to note that the aforementioned percentage increases
were accomplished despite the fact that some 26.000 units were retired during
the 1962-08 period, which retirements were double the retirement accomplished
during the 1951-61 period.

Thu, reti regents of obhoh'te and over-aged eqluiplent. and ac(llisitian of new,
modern e(,iji iment, which seemed impossible prior to the investment credit, have
lee'oniv a reality is a result of it,4 enactment. Repeal of the credit, insofar us the
railroad ind-try is concerned. wvill reverse this trend and we will return in all
probability to Ire-investinent credit practices, not because we wat to, but frin
,cononlic necessity.

I need not impress upon this Committee the existing freight car slortage in
the I'nited States. Thn, Congressional Recor(d, merely for the 91st ('ogress
through July of this year. meemorializes the crisis wlvhi('h the industry is facing.
Statements of members of both Houses of Congress, underscoring the need to ex-
pand the freight car fl(et not only to meet our domestic demands but also to
honor or foreign commitments. clearly evidee the fact that the railroad ii(lil5-
try. (leilite the gains accruing fromn the investment credit. and the deprecia-
tion czidelines. still haw a long way to go.

I treg that ecur progress not he halted "and reversed. We are faced with a
.Jacus-like, :piroach by the Administration. On the one hand, the Interstate
('omnerce (o'enini ssion, the I)icartment of Transportation. anzd the, departmentt
of )cfense have repeatedly urged tile industry and called unsen thigh Congress
to a i in the acquisition of new e(quiplment and ioderrnization of plant facility,
while (,,in the other hand the Treasury Department prolose.s to deny ns the very
tools nes(ded by seeking repeal of the investment credit which clearly has served
the g'als seaght by the present and predecessor administrations.

I cannot m'-,,lict the exact effect which repeal of the credit will have on the rail-
rond indusltry as a1 whole. I do know, however. sR'aking for Union lacific', that
a -a matter of evc.onlics our ac'qulisition and plant n(lerniziition pr cgraiwu will
have to IM, c.'Irefully reevaluated. and prebaly curtailed. The financing of our
,ecqcisitions. hampered by the drying up of available cash. as reflected, in ever-
increa:sing interest rates. seem to dictate a cutback in continuing ouir contribution
to the n4t-ds of the railroad industry. I must stress again that thik is lot :! eues-
tion of lodilcerate Iolicy. but rather a question of economic necessity.

On October 6. 1966, Daniel P. Loomis testified before this Committee as a rep-
resentaftive f ir industry. with respect to the suspension of the investment
credit proposed in H.R. 17C07 of the 89th Congress. At that time the industry
urged that suwlcnsion of the credit wvoll( : first, a(ld substantially to the existing
national freight car shortage: second, add to rather than decrease the infla-
tionary spiral which the Administration, at that particular point In time, asserted
the proposed legislation was designed to decrease: third. derogate front the needs
of the Department of Defense during a time of national emergency ; and fourth,
critically deprs. within a few months after its enactment the car and locomotive
building and supply industries which employ over 50,000 individuals. I am sure
the mnemiber of this Committee can recall that history proved the accuracy of
this presentation. Statements of members of both Houses of that Congress clearly
recognized that the railroad industry, of all industries concerned, was the most
critically affected by the suspension of the credit. The freight car shortage
dramatically increased. The car and locomotive building industry was faced hy
the most critical period in its history. Car building plant., were closed, anti emi-
ployment of thousands of individuals was terminated. In fact, tile suspension of
the credit was (lisatrous to the railroad car building and car supply industries.

Some companies reduced their work forces by as much as 75t%. The least reduc-
tion in fol-ce was 25%. After the credit was restored very high costs were in-
curred in re-training personnel and in rebuilding the lines of supply to reopened
plants. It is estimated that a drop In'efficiency of as much as 30 to 35r/ was suf-
fered during the start-up period. This inefficiency in production necessarily led to
higher prices to customers, an obvious inflationary pressure.

In early 1967, the Administration reversed its position with respect to tile in-
vestment credit suspension which the Congress had enacted and proposed ii-
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mediate reinstatement of tile credit ill order to stave off what was (,oIsidered to
be a recession. Members of ioth houses of the C congress at that tinie quickly
assented to the Adiiniistration's request and the credit was reinstated. It is
highly significant to note the effe(,t of such slspellsioll, not only( on tile railroad
industry but also on the related industries comprised of car builders and suip-
pliers.

As we understand it, the Administrltion prolposs to repeal ito investment
tax credit hot h blcanlse of its inl lat ioiia ry impact 1113d lecaluse of its absorption
of tax revenues. I nmu1st confess that so far as the railroad industry is concerned
tle logic of tlse predicates escapes 13,. As to the inflationary impact of til
credit, it seeilis liipossible that 1ny incenltive which led to an inc-'a.se il3 li-
cielicy and a reduction ill cost of ('3iels of (list rilition ('ol( do :anytiiaig
except coiiibat inilatiollary presslres. We have exlerieniced a (h'allatic il(,rease(,
ill prices in a consuilier area bc'C11st of shortages lased solely o3 la(ck of dis-
tribution facilities. As to the revenue impact of the investment 'redit, it seoiis
to me that in this regard the investment tax credit does no litiIr' than reduce
the effective Federal tax rate. I understand that the re(1lction in t;ix rates ill
1962 in fact increased Federal revenues. Logically. I should think that .1i
inercaise in the effective tax rate night very well have the (ffect of 1(dIucing
Fe(leral tax revenues. I have looked in vain for a st1dy which w(oild lIear oit this
visceral reaction of mine. I would expect that the Treatsury Ivelartinent miiust
have imade slell a study :vailalble to I he Coniinittee.

My concern is, of course, nlagnified by what 131ay 1he a paro.libil view of the
matter. Contrast for a mtionilnt tilt adverse colletitive position of the railr oads
with the air, water and other land carriers. As I si1id in 13y stateiiet before
this Committee oii April 6, 1962, the railroad industry is :

"* * * required to constrict and maintain o11 ownj rights of way ini
order to operate. While our competitors have available lillicldy financed and
sulpported airports, highways, waterways 13n( harbor facilities, t tli ('lass I
railroads as of the end of 1960 had invested soii( 18.4 billion dollarss of

their own capital funds in road p)rolerties. This is ildev'(1 anolilous. e's-
plecially if we consider that we have invested sollie 3.6 billion dollarss in
gr1lading and tiniliels alone no portion of which will be eCOvered unitil the
property involved is at long last abandoned."

The situation whicli prevailed in 1962 exists today with slight dollar (.lihnacs.
The investniont in grading and tunnels by Class I railroads als of 1!)(;(; was still
approximately $3.6 billion. Union Pacific's currenintt ilvestlt in thise assets
is some $143 million. Our grading and tunnel bores. which we have constructed
and paid for ourselves. are frozen accounts. We are told by the Intern:l Rvoulle
Service, as well as flie Treasury I)el)artment. that these properties have no
ascertainable useful life. Anld yet we are forced to sit idly by despitee the fact
that our competitors, directly or indirectly, are sifllsidized for the lise of water-
ways, highways. and airway facilities.

Oil top of this. we lire now faced by aln iniediate overall real of the invest-
ment credit which, in large nieasure, enabled us to compete effectively with these
competing modes of transportation. Il light of these facts, I do not believe that
an exception from the repeal of tile credit for the railroad industry necessarily
carries with it an exception for all trailisportiltion industries. '.ser charges paid
by the water, land. and air carriers are deductible at current tax rates. We have
no user charges. because we own and maintain our own properties at our own
expense; which expense, unless related to a repair or maintenance program,
cannot be recaptured until the day that we, and specifically Union Pacific, cease
as a corporation.

Returning to Mr. Goodfellow's presentation. I would like to relate his broad
industry statements to Union Pacific. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a schedule
reflecting freight car acquisitions mid average capacity during the period 1960
through 1968. for the total car fleet in tie United States and Union Pacific.
Exhibit A establishes that while Union Pacifie's experience, under the aegis of
the Investment credit, out-ranks that of the industry as a whole, nonetheless in
the aggregate the experience of the industry is similar to that of Union Pacific.
And this, I might add, Is exactly what our industry has been called upon to ac-
complish by this Administration and at least four predecessor Administrations,
not to mention members of this Committee and the Congress at large.

This exhibit, utilizing 1960 as a base Index of 100%, dramatically underscores
the effect of the investment credit within our industry. I might call particular
attention to the significant drop in 1968 in acquisitions reflecting the credit's
suspension period. The increase in capacity in 1968 is not inconsistent with the
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dropping off of unit acquisitions inasmuch as our Industry is constantly enlarg-
ing the Individual unit callacity in order to meet the demands of our shippers.
Repeal of the credit necessarily will be reflected in any subsequent acquisition
prograw.-i and, as I have noted, will likely result in a sharp curtailment.

Exhibit B aplpnded hereto reflects Union Pacific's freight car acquisition and
ownershilp during the period commencing January 1, 11960 and terminating )v-
cember 31, 19)S, together with estimated 1969 acquisitions based on orders placed
as of mid-June 1969. This exhibit is broken down into categories of equipment
acquired ; average cost per unit; total charged to investment account; number of
units in service at year end after deduction of units retired ; and average age at
the close of Pach year. Estimated 19691 acquisitions have been excluded from
items 4 through 7 since not all have as yet been placed in service. I might note,
however, that in our statement to stockholders as of June 30, 1969 we estimated
an aggregate investment in new equil)ment during the current year in the area
of some $243 million. Retirements of equilmnent during this period totalhed some
26.000 units, twice that of the retirements accomplished during the 1955-1961
period.

Even a casual scrutiny of this exhibit indicates the effective use to which
Union Pacific has put the investment tax credit. There has been within our
company a consistent increase in the number of freight cars owned as of the
end of each of the years set forth. Even more signifi'mmmntly. the average capacity
of our freight car fleet has been dramatically increased. This Commnittee should
consider that while retirements were doubled, these represeited obsolete, low-
capacity cars which were replaced by cars having, in many instances, twice the
capacity of the cars retired.

It should be further noted with resl)e(,t to this exhibit that the average age
of our freight car fleet, as of the end of each of the aforesaid years, steadily de-
creases. This indicates that Union Pacific, as a specific example of the railroad
industry as a who,, is meeting the requirements placed up1on it to keel) lace
with expanding national needs.

Financially distressed railroads are also materially benefitted by the credit.
By the operation of the National freight car pool, cars purchased by the tax-
paying roads under the spur of the credit are freely interchanged with our less
fortunate brothers. In addition, these latter roads are able to secure the use of
equipment at very favorable rates hy leases from lessor-owners who use the
investment (redit-a significant plus in the critical equipment picture.

However, should the taxl)aying roads, such as Union Pacific. be unable. due
to adverse economic factors, to maintain a constant expansion of their car fleets,
the effect will not be within one corporate entity but rather will reach across
an entire Nation. If this be what this 91st Congress feels to be desirable, then
so he it. As for myself, I cannot conceive that this is the goal sought by the
Senate Finance Committee. tile Commerce Committee, thp Agricultural Com-
mittee. the Armed Services Committee and the Labor and Public Welfare Coln-
mittee. Statements of members of these various Committees clearly indicate
that the national welfare, both from an economic and l)olitieal standpoint, can
only be fostered through continued modernization and technological imlrove-
ments of the railroad industry.

Union Pacific. utilizing the benefits flowing from the investment credit. has
been able to employ the computer technology in electronic classification yards
which permit a much more efficient utilization of our fleet. Also, (omluters enable
us to determine at a moment's notice the location and status of each freight car
on our system. Thus, the capital funds generated 1)y the investment credit have
served, and will continue to serve, if it be the wish of Congress, tlxOe indus-
tries which depend upon fast and efficient rail transportation in the distribu-
tion of their products.

I am coml)elled to conclude that unless the railroad industry is exeml)ted
from repeal of the investment credit with respect to its property, the gains
reflected in the statistics appended hereto for the industry, and particularly
for Union Pacific. will be sharply and drastically curtailed and even reversed.
Will this serve the national policy enunciated by this Administration? Will the
Department of Agriculture, the Department of Transportation, the Depart-
ment of Defense attest that the national economy will he better served through
reduction in railroad capacity as against an alleged and, so far as I know,
unproved revenue-raising measure?

It cannot be gain said that the railroad industry, and particularly the Union
Pacific. has served the National economy well. As a business man, entrusted
with the duty of husbanding the assets of my principals-the shareholders of
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Union Pacific-I must carefully evaluate the alternative channels of invest-
ment of the Company's resources. Without the credit, investment in railroad
assets loses much of its allure..

In conclusion, I would like to thank this Committee for the courtesies which
have been extended to me today.

EXHIBIT A

FREIGHT CARS-UNITS ACQUIRED AND AVERAGE CAPACITY 1960-68, FOR TOTAL FLEET IN
THE UNITED STATES AND FOR UNION PACIFIC'

U.S. car fleet 2 Union Pacifics

Number Index 1960
of units equals 100

acquired percent)

58,322
34,241
39,822
48,255
83,266
89,653

106,058
100,181
68,836

100.0
58.7
68.3
82.7

142.8
153.7
181.8
171.8
118.0

Average
capacity

(tons per
car) close

of year

Index 1960 Number Index 1960
equals 100 of units equals 100

percent) acquired percent

100.0
100.5
101.6
102.5
105.2
107.8
110.8
114.4
117.1

1,503
659

1,776
2,733
3,169
4,283
8,531
7,910
2,784

100.0
43.8

118.2
181.8
210.8
285.0
567.6
526.3
185.2

I Number of units owned:

Jan. 1,1960 Dec. 31, 1968

United States .............................................................
Union Pacific .............................................................

1,980,531 1,802,787
54,290 67,196

SFigures for United States include all railroads and car companies, such as Trailer Train, Pacific Fruit Express, etc.
Data based on information furnished by Association of American Railroads.

3 Average capacity per car for Union Pacific excludes cars leased to other companies.

EXHIBIT B

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD CO. FREIGHT CAR ACQUISITIONS AND OWNERSHIP FOR YEARS 1960-68 AND UNITS
ACQUIRED AND ON ORDER TO DATE IN 1969

Gondola Refriger-
and ator me-

Box Hopper chanical Flat Stock Tank Other Total

I Number of units be-
ginning of year 1960.. 29, 110 16,908 ---------- 2,746 3,488 1,238 800 54, 290

2 Units acquired: 1
1960 -------------- 550 653 ---------- 300 -------- _-------------------- 1,503
1961 -------------- 467 167 ---------- 25 ----------------------------- 659
1962 --------- 751 940 ---------- 85 ----------------------------- 1,776
1963 ------------- 1, 362 610 500 261 -------------------------- 2,733
1964 ------------- 1,304 475 500 490 300 ---------- --100 3,169
1965 ------------- 2,622 420 750 481 -------------------- 10 4,283
1966 ------------- 4,824 1,927 1,000 755 -------------------- 25 8,531
1967 ------------- 3,860 3,193 500 183 -------------------- 174 7 910
1968 ------------- 2,031 350 ---------- 302 100 ---------- 1 2,784
1969 (acquired and

on order) -------- 4,417 2,695 1,100 741 300 ------------------ - 9,253

3. Average cost per unit:
1960 --------------
1961 ..............
1962 ..............
1963 --------------
1964 --------_ ----
1965 --------------
1966 ..............
1967 --------------
1968 ..............
1969 (estimate) ....

$13,067 $11,405 --------- $14,511
11,059 13,042 ---------- 15,903
14,592 14,396 16,980
17,002 13,519 $28,600 13.869
15,120 14,476 28,791 18,096
12,589 14,342 28,524 16 468
13,903 15,029 28,307 17:277
14,315 13,071 30,549 20,810
12,980 16,273 ---------- 22,626
19,330 16,854 31,205 19,918

................... I4 185.....................21,129
.................... 23'235

---- --- --- --- --- 23,236
11,165 ---------- 1,482
14,280 ....................

See footnote at end of table.

Year

i960._ _
1961 .......
1962 .....
1963 .......
1964 .....
1965_._
1966 ------
1967 .....
1968 .......

Average
capacity

(tons per
car) close

of year

Index 1960
equals 100

percent

100.0
100.2
101.9
103.8
105.3
107.3
111.7
115.1
123.0

$12,633
11,745
14,603
18,047
17,465
15,967
16,166
15,186
14,371
19,903
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EXHIBIT B-Continned

Gondola Refriger-
and ator me-

Box Hopper chanical Flat Stock Tank Other

4. Total charge to invest-
ment account(in-
cluding betterment
costs), not available
by type of equip-
nient, total only:
19I0. ............................. .................. ... .. ..............
1961 ..............................................................
1962 -------------- _..- ---------------------- ----------------------.......
1963 .. ....
1964 ....................................... .......................
1965 .................................................................................
19 6 6 -- --- ..- --- . . ..- --------- -- .-- --- .-.- . . .. . ----- -----.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
1967.___ . ........... ..................................
1968 ................ ..............................................

5. Number of units end of
year (after deducting
units retied):

1960..........
1961 - ..---- ....
1962 ..........
1963 ......... ....
1964 ........ ..
1965 .............
1966 .............
1967 .............
1968 .............

6. Average capacity (tons)
per unit, end of
year:
1960 ..............
1961..........
1962 ..............
1963 ...........
1964 ..........
1965 ..........
1966 ..........
1967 ..............
1968 .............

29,135 17,234 .-........
29,233 17,143
29.383 17,829 .......
29,305 18,266 500
28,920 18,277 999
28,881 18,415 1,744
30,961 20,267 2,730
31,747 23,382 3,212
31,189 23,645 3,205

50.08 60.0 ..........
50.06 60.0 ........
50.35 62.0 ........
51.00 63.0 66.5
51.74 64.0 66.5
53.0 65.0 65.0
55.0 75.9 65.0
51.0 71.8 65.0
57.0 75.9 65.0

2,962
2,972
3.020
3,005
3,388
3,675
4,268
4,378
4,656

3.417
3,296
3,102
2,751
2,715
2,564
2,469
2.414
2,459

55.11 40.0
53.58 40.0
53.65 40.0
54.86 40.0
56.33 40.0
59.0 40.0
61.0 40.0
62.0 40.0
66.0 44.0

1,238
1,237
1.237
1,237
1,236
1,231
1,228
1,224
1,219

52.79
52.78
52.78
52.78
52.78
52.80
52.0
52.0
52.0

770
740
688
639
706
681
663
829
823

59.0
59.2
60.9
61.6
62.0
62.0
64.5
79.0
70.0

7. Average age (in years)
at end of year (not
available by type of
unit):

1960 ..................................................................................
1961 ................................................................................
1962 ...................................................................................
1963 ....................................................................................
1964 ....................................................................................
1965 ....................................................................................
1966 ..................................................................................
1967 ...................................................................................
1968 ....................................................................................

Total

18,874,003
10.118,652
26,908, 493
47,943,300
57,873,068
68,957,103
140, 834,529
124, 234, 526
37,813,843

54,756
54,621
55,259
55,703
56,240
57.194
62.586
67,186
67,196

' 53. 1
2 53.2
2 54. 1
" 55. 1
255.9
257.0
259.3
261.1
165.3

15.80
15.75
15.92
15.51
15.28
14.61
13.19
12.23
12.14

I Includes units leased to others, as follows:

Refrig-
Gondola erator

and mechan-
Box hopper ical

1960 ..........................
1961 ......................
1962 ..........................
1963 .........................
1964 ..........................
1965 ..........................
1966 ................. 647
1967 ................. 945
1968 ................. 939
1969 (acquired and on
order) ------------- 939

76
125
100
125
115
245
320

1,829
1,855

998
1,742
2,719
3,212
3,205

1,855 4,299

Flat Stock Tank Other Total

200 .............................
200 .............................
200 .............................
311 ............................
372 .............................
527 ............................
596 ............................
553 .................... 110
507 .............................

507 ............................. 7,600

2 Excludes equipment leased to others.

276
325
300
936

1,485
2,514
4,282
6, 649
6, 506

I I
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Mr. BltiEr'T'r. The (iestioni is, "Why repeal tile 7-percent credit ? I
an unable to understand wletlher this proposal has been )rought before
the Congress at this time as a counterinflationary measure or as a
revenue measure. If it is' a revenue measure then I think we should
take a look at the amount of revenue which is involved.

The total railroad inltistrv had a taxable income in 1968 of some-
what less than a billion dollar-s. It paid total income taxes of about $66
million in 196S.

Now, if you relieve the railroads entirely from their Federal income
tax o1aiion you are decreasing Federal revenues Iy about $66 mil-
lion. I do not think ;; million will go very far in tle revenue picture.

Now, on the otler lmd. let's take inflation. Is that the. question, be-
fore its ? Some people link tiat it is. If it is, then a careful look must
I)e taken at any proos'l wlich will cut down on the acquisition of new
e(hIilment by rail roads.

Mr. Gulledge a few tiinutes ago mentioned the very sharp increase
in tite price of lumber in 196. As a single illustration of inflation the
Wall Street Journal on Alpril 1, 1966, reported that a boxcar shortage
was the prime reason for a very sharp rise in lumber prices. Between
March I and April 6, 1966, the lrice of green Douglas 2 by 4's rose
from $(s to $8(0 a thousand cu)ic feet. Specifically, the boxcar short-
age was (ited as the prime reason.

Are we really talking about inflation or an attempt to cure infla-
tion ? If we are seriously attempting to stop inflation, then let's take a
look at time cost of transportation. About 20 percent of the cost that

-ervytIing John Q. Public buys is devoted to the cost of transpor-
tat ion.

Also, alternative forms of transportation must be considered. The
railroads carry freight at a cost of about 1.1 cents per ton-mile. The
huge new jumbo jets are going to carry freight at a cost of about 3.5
cents per ton-mile. The trucks carry freight at a cost of somewhat over
6.5 'ents per ton-mile.

Any move which cuts down on the acquisition of new rail equipment
is obviously going to have the effect, of increasing the cost of transpor-
tation. Thus, real of the credit is going to expand the cost of that
20 I)ercent which John Q. pays, by driving freight, to alternative and
more epensil ve modes of transportation.

Mr. Goodfellow has just indicated that the industry, specifically
class I ralilroads, have benefited by some $364 million by reason of the
7-percent credit. M cotlllmny, tle Union Pacific. has had the benefit
of about. $621,/ million under tihe 7-percent credit since its inception
in 1962. That is a downpayment on $300 million of equipment.

Prior to 1962, the Union Pacific was acquiring equipment at an
average rate of about. $40 million a year. Since the inception of the in-
vestment credit we are acquiring equipment at the rate of just over
$100 million a year.

Exhibit A of my statement indicates the equipment purchases by
my own company as compared with the industry over the period
from 1960 through 1968. It shows that the industry; capacity to carry
freight, taking 1960 as an index of 100, has increaed to about 118.

In our case the average capacity, that is, the tons per car, has in-
creased since 1960 from an index of 100 to 123.

Senator Fannin asked about the acquisition of refrigerator cars.
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The Union Pacific and the Southern Pacific jointly own the largest
refrigerated fleet in the world. Our own acquisition of refrigerator
cars are shown in exhibit B of my statement. I think this will give
some information on the questions regarding the average cost of
equipment. Item number 3 in exhibit B indicates the increasing costs
of the various items of equipment. I think it may also be inforinative
with respect to some of the questions which were raised this morning.

I would be glad to answer any questions that you gentlemen may
have.

Senator ANDERSON. Senator Bennett.
Senator BENNETT. No questions.
Senator CURTIS. Mr. Barnett, in your opinion, will the continua-

tion of the investment credit, so far as the railroad equipment is
concerned, give !is more cars than we can otherwise expect, if it is
terminated?

Mr. BARNE TT. My answer to that question is a categorical yes, it
certainly will. There is no question about it.

Senator CURTIS. For about 10 or 15 years, one of the very con-
sistent problems placed before my office have been letters and tele-
grams and frantic telephone calls from shippers of grain throughout
Nebraska for more cars. In some instances the grain has just been
piled up on the ground out in the open, some of them who cannot fulfill
a Government order that calls for turning of grain in at a given
terminal market when called by the Government.

I wish you would elaborate just a little bit on how this might help
that situation as contrasted if it is not done.

Mr. BARNETT. Yes, sir; and I would like to do that both on the
positive side and on the negative side, if I may.

Let's take a look at the record of our company. In 1965 we spent
$107 million on new equipment. In 19662 $188 million on new equip-
ment. In 1967, $132 million on new equipment. Then comes the sus-
pension of the credit, and this is the negative side. In 1968 our equip-
ment expenditures were $61 million. We currently have oii order
$243 million of new rail equipment. Our rate of acquisition is far in
excess of the record of the industry. We have a tremendous program
before us. We need every bit of help we can get. We are going to
continue to do our darnedest and in spite of everything we do, Iam
afraid that we are facing another grain car shortage now that the
crops are coming ready for harvest in Kansas and in Nebraska.

Senator CURTIS. In general, what is the range of price of the cost
of building a freight car? I am not talking about a specialty car, or a
refrigerator car but one that hauls freight and can be used for grain?

Mr. BARNErr. Today, the average cost in 1969 of all of the cars that
we have on order is $19,903. In 1960 the average cost of all of the cars
on which we took delivery was $12,633.

Senator Curis. Now, you gave us some figures on your purchases
by year-

Mr. BARNETT. Yes, sir.
Senator CuRTis (continuing). Of railroad equipment. Is a substan-

tial portion of that cars?
Mr. BARN'ETT. The figures I gave, Senator, wijve all equipment cars.
Senator CURTIs. All cars?
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Mr. BARNETr. No sir: just equipment cars.
Senator CURTIs. So from those figures we can find a measuring stick

or index so far as this law affecting supplies of cars, and it is not
intermingled with the purchase of locomotives and others?

Mr. BARNETT. It is not intermingled, but you will not be able to find
those figures. From 1955 through 1961, for freight cars alone my comn-
pany spent $131,200,000, an average of $18,700,000 a year.

Then, the 7-percent credit came in, and in the years 1962 through
1968 my company put into service $504,600,000 of freight cars. or an
average per annum of freight car acquisitions of $70,100,000; a 275%
increase in our average freight car acquisition rate.

Senator ANDERSON. And that includes the fruit crops, didn't it?
Mr. BARNETT. Did you say the refrigerated car, Mr. Chairman?
Senator ANDERSON. Yes.
Mr. BARNETT. Yes sir; it does.
Senator CuRTis. 6 ne more question: Is there any relation between

the rebuilding or building of new railroad equipment and railroad
safety?

Mr. BARNETT. Yes, sir. That is a question to which we are very
sensitive at the moment.

On June 30, 1969 Secretary Volpe's task force on railroad safety
rendered its report.. The conclusion of that report is important and,
if I may, Senator, I would like to supply a copy of that report for the
record in this proceeding, if that is agreeable to you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator CuRTis. It will be.
(The report referred to follows:)

REPORT OF TiE TASK FoRCE ON RAILROAD SAFETY SUBMITTED TO THE SECRETARY
OF TRANSPORTATION, JUNE 30, 1969, WASHINGTON, D.C.

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION,
OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR,

FEDERAL RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION.
Washington, D.C., June 30, 1969.

Hon. JOHN A. VOLPE,
Secretary of Transportation,
W1ashingt on, D.C.

DEAR MR. SECRETARY: I ana pleased to transmit the report and recommenda-
tions of the Task Force on Railroad Safety, which you established on April 18,
1969. As Chairman of the Task Force. I wish to commend to you the outstand-
ing spirit of cooperation and dedication on the part of all the members which
nde this report possible.

Sincerely,
R. N. WHITMAN.

At the request of the Secretary of Transportation, we, the representatives of
the railroad industry, railroad labor organizations and State regulatory com-
missions, met as a task force to examine railroad safety and to advise the Secre-
tary. The Task Force began meeting May 1, 1969, and concludes with this
report. There has been a free exchange of Information and open discussion.
Data supplied by the Federal Railroad Administration and its Bureau of Rail-
road Safety were used for purposes of analysis of problem areas. The agreed
upon time limit did not permit additional outside research.

REVIEW OF THE PROBLEM

Railroad operations involve inherent dangers. Movement of large, heavy
equipment at high speeds characterizes the Industry. Daily, some two billion
ton-miles of freight of all types move on the Nation's railroads. Hundreds of
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railroad yards receive, classify and dispatchh the 1.8 million freight car fleet on
an around-the-clock, seven-day-a-week schedule. About 600,(0X) passengers doily
conmmute to work and 200,000 travel intercity by rail; 630,000 railroad workers
average 3.5 million man-hours of work per day.

It is logical to ass-inle that operations of such magnitude will generate acci-
dents. Thus, standards, procedures and rules are necessary to provide for safety.
'he bulk of existing railroad safety practices were developed over the years by
the industry iteslf. For many years they met the safety requirements and pro-
du(ced the Present safety record.

Grade crossings accidents rank as the major cause of fatalities in railroad
operations. They account for 651 of the fatalities resulting from all types of
railroad accidents, and rank second only to aviation mishaps in severity. An-
nually, about 4.000 accidents produce approximately 1,600 deaths which is also
a matter of major public concern.

The yearly totaLs of crossing accidents, and accident casualties, in the 1920-
1967 period. can be related very closely to the combined amount of rail and
highway miles travelled and to the effects of major crossing safety improvement
programs. The trend in both accidents and casualties up to 1958 was generally
downward. The situation has been reversed since 1958, however, with a dis-
turbing general trend upward in both categories. Only 20% of the total 225,000
grade crossings are protected with automatic devices.

Grade crossing safety receives attention from highway authorities as well as
railroad organizations. Under existing law, Federal-aid highway funds may be
used on grade crossings on the Federal-aid highway system. This includes inter-
state, primary and ( scondary roads which together account for slightly more
than 20% of the total number of crossings. However, Federal funds may not
be used to reduce hazards at railroad crossings of city streets and on many
state supplementary highways and local roads which are not on the Federal-
aid system and which represent the remaining 80% of the total. A certain 1n-
ber of safety improvements are being made currently by the carriers and state
and local agencies on crossings not on the Federal-aid system. There is an im-
perative need for an expanded public program to cover these crossings in order
to reduce immediately this extremely high fatality rate.

The most obvious trend in any recent examination of railroad safety is the
large and steady increase in the number of train accidents. The 8,028 train ac-
cidents recorded in 1968, represents a significant increase, by any yardstick. over
the 4,148 recorded in 1.961. Derailments account for two-thirds of the total.

General causes of train accidents are almost evenly divided among human
error, defects in or failure of equipment and defects in or improper maintenance
of track and roadbed. Derailments are largely attributable to track and equip-
ment )roblems while collisions are mostly caused by human error.

Employee safety in railroad operations is of continuing concern. In 1968, there
were 146 employees killed and 17,993 injured. Employees involved in rail opera-
tions and track and roadbed maintenance ire more exposed to the inherent
hazards of the industry and, therefore, represent a major portion of the em-
ployee casualty figure. Contributing factors to the employee casualty rate include
inadequate training programs. human errors, equipment defects, poor housekeep-
ing, and non-compliance with safety and operating rules.

The need for transporting ever increasing quantities and varieties of hazardous
material-chemicals, gases, explosives and fuel-creates the possibility of
serious accidents that have become a matter of major public concern. Thus.
causal factors affecting train accidents-track, equipment, human factors and
train-motor vehicle collisions-take on added significance when dangerous com-
modities are transported.

RAILROAD SAFETY REGULATIONS

Government involvement in railroad safety regulation came early. In 1893,
Congress passed the first Safety Appliance Act. Then and in later years various
Federal statutes granted varying degrees of Federal authority over locomotives,
signaling systems, hours of service limitations on certain employees, airbrakes.
couplers. hand brakes, grab irons, running boards, sill steps, and dri-ft gears on
rolling stock, and accident reporting. The Federal authority to regulate shipment
of hazardous materials is applied largely to the packaging of these commodities,
although some rules governing handling In transit have been adopted.
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Federal statutes do not cover the trucks, wheels and axles of railroad cars nor
their design, construction or maintenance. Bridges and tunnels are not subject
to Federal regulations and no Federal authority governs track and roadbed.
There is no general authority to promulgate standards for employee qualifica-
tions, physical requirements and training, nor to prescribe uniform railroad
operating rules.

Almost all States have entered the field of rail safety regulation. However.
there is no uniform pattern of involvement. Some are quite active in general rail
safety matters, but most consideration is on grade crossing safety regulation.
Certain States feel they are adequately equipped by statute or existing regula-
tions to deal with any rail safety problem that may arise.

Rules alq regulations issued under present Federal and State authority cover
only the specific areas reached by the legislative acts. The limitation imposed
on the regulatory process by specific, rather than general scope legislative author-
ity. results in only minimal public agency involvement in some problem areas
of safety.

PRIORITIES

Railroad safety is wide in scope and requires a more comprehensive national
approach. Of first priority is treatment of total rail safety by relating all its
various facets to definite goals. This demands a coordinated approach by
industry, labor, State and Federal government.

To continue as the major transportation mode, railroads will require more
innovation, advanced equipment and higher speed capabilities. Achievement of
these advanced capabilities calls for parallel advancement in safe, dependable,
operation. Therefore, major safety research is essential to guarantee that tomor-
row's railroads will not only be more efficient but more safe.

Railroad operating personnel will continue to be the group most involved
with rail safety, or the lack of it. New equipment and higher speeds will place
great demands on employee skills and railroad operating practices. It is recog-
nized that employee training is inadequate today, and could become more critical
as new technology reshapes the industry. It seems imperative that formal, in-
tensive training programs be given high priority along with human factors re-
search. At the same time, railroad rules and practices must be kept responsive
to change so that a high level of safety may be maintained.

The modern industrial economy is dependent upon hazardous materials that
are shipped throughout the country. Consequently, the entire transportation
network, particularly the railroads upon which a large share of chemicals,
explosives, fuels and the like travel, must have the capacity to transport them
safely. A top priority should be the complete evaluation of all factors related
to the transportation of these commodities. Particularly, container standards for
hazardous materials must take into account impact and stress requirements
commensurate with today's longer, heavier and faster trains.

The motoring public is part of the safety problem at the grade crossing. Drivers
must be educated to accept the meaning of warning devices and be required to
heed them. Compliance must be enforced. Because this is a matter of public
safety, public programs must be immediately initiated and properly funded to
provide the motorist with positive, uniform and adequate information about the
hazard at the crossing. More emphatically, firm and prompt consideration must
be given to better use of existing funds and the making available of additional
public funds to meet the increasing costs of crossing protection and grade
separation, and to increase the number of grade crossings with automatic pro-
tection. There should be a long range, public commitment to eliminate this un-
necessary and tragic loss of life.

Other improvements in railroad safety must necessarily involve substantial
commitment of public and private resources. For Go-ernment, a major commit-
ment should be toward research; for industry, upgrading and maintenance of
plant should be foremost. Management and labor should cooperate to reduce
human error. The economic restraints on the railroad industry make it essential
that public policy be directed toward the development of financial incentives to
support rail safety.

SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS

Recognizing that there have been longstanding differences among the three
groups represented on the Task Force, the parties sought to emphasize areas of
agreement rather than disagreement lus their mutuality of interest in railroad
safety. The consensus view of the Task Force is as follows:

31-701-69- 19
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Railroad safety is a problem, national in scope, or concern to Federal and
State Governments, as well as labor and management and which has been
accented in recent years by the increase in the number of train accidents,
particularly derailments.

Fatalities resulting from railroad accidents occur mostly at grade cross-
ings. Trespassers rank second in the number of fatalities, and employees
third.

Transportation of hazardous materials--chemicals, gases, explosives and
guels--is an economic necessity. Involvement of these materials In train
accidents creates a new dimension of public concern over railroad safety.

Reported causes of train accidents ,are almost evenly divided among defects
in or failure of track and roadbed, defects in or failure of equipment, and
human error.

Existing Federal and State rail safety regulations do not, in most in-
stances, provide standards for track, roadbed, equipment, employee training
and qualifications or rules governing safe railroad operations.

Accident reporting and investigation practices are inadequate. Available
statistics do not relate sufficiently to determination of primary and contribu-
tory causes.

Research into factors affecting railroad safety is inadequate because it has
been sporadic and not coordinated.

Present Federal, State and industry programs to reduce hazards 'at rail-
way-highway grade crossings 'are extremely narrow and inadequately funded.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Regardless of the difference In the views of the parties, it is recognized that the
safety experience of the American railroads during the past few years is at a
point where some effective steps must be taken to bring the problem under con-
trol. It is also recognized that the public and Congress will demand definite as-
surance that safety vill be improved. Solutions short of broad Federal regulation
may not adequately meet the situation. Therefore, even though further regulation
creates some problems for each of the parties, the Task Force agrees that legisla-
tion 'authorizing broad Federal regulatory powers should be enacted with certain
safeguards. It is further recommended that a permanent advisory committee be
established, by law, representing management, labor, ,and State regulatory com-
missions, to guide and assist in the development of safety standards and other
related matters. The specific recommendations of this Task Force are:

1. That the Secretary of Transportation, through the Federal Railroad
Administration, have authority to promulgate reasonable and necessary rules
and regulations establishing safety standards in all areas of railroad safety,
through such notice, hearing and review procedures as will protect the rights
of all interested parties.

2. In order to strengthen the administration of Federal rail safety regu-
lations, there should be established a National Railroad Safety Advisory
Committee to advise, consult with, and make recommendations to the Sec-
retary on matters relating to the activities and functions of the Department
in the field of railroad safety. The Committee would be chaired by the
Federal Railroad Administrator with the remaining members appointed by
the Secretary to represent equally the State regulatory commissions, rail-
road management and labor. The Secretary would submit to the Commit-
tee proposed safety standards and amendments and afford it a reasonable
opportunity to prepare a report on the tech'pcal feasibility, reasonableness,
and practicability of each such proposal prior to adoption. The Committee
may propose safety standards to the Secretary for his consideration.

3. Existing State rail safety statutes and regulations remain in force until
and unless preempted by Federal regulation. Administration of the program
should be through a Federal-State partnership, including state certification
similar to the certification principles set forth in the Federal Natural Gas
Pipeline Safety Act of 1968.

4. The Advisory Committee be directed to study the present delegation of
authority to the Association of American Railroads' Bureau of Explosives in
certain areas of the Transportation of Explosives and Other Dangerous
Articles Act.

5. A research program be initiated by Government and Industry into rail-
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road safety technology, which should be funded immediately for an initial
three year period, over and above existing research programs.

6. Formal employee training programs be expanded by railroad manage-
ment, with the cooperation. of labor and government, for the purpose of
insuring compliance with safe operating practices and reducing the impact
of human error in the accident experience.

7. An expanded, concerted pJrogram of grade crossing safety be under-
taken utilizing established Federal and State agencies and advisory groups
to set uniform procedures and standards. Early attention must be given to
the development of improved crossing protection at lower cost plus greater
emphasis placed on driver education and traffic enforcement. In addition to
more extensive use of existing Federal funds now allocable to present high-
way safety programs, there must be new sources of funding to finance an
expanded grade crossing program.

8. The Federal Railroad Administration should revise, in consultation
with railroad management. labor, and state regulatory commissions, its rules
for reporting accidents, The aim should be to make the data more current,
more uniform and to identify causes more accurately.

9. The Secretary of Transportation in consultation with and assistance
of the Task Force and appropriate Congressional committees should draft
proposed legislation to implement these recommendations.

R. N. Whitman Chairman, Federal Railroad Administration; Charles
J. Fain, Subehairman, Commissioner, Missouri Public Service
Commission; Willis F. Ward, Chairman. Michigan Public Service
Commission; John P. Vukasin, Jr., Commissioner, California Pub-
lie Utilities Commission; George E. Leighty, .Subehairman, Chair-
man, Railway Labor Executives' Association; Al 1I. Chesser. Vice
President, National Legislative Representative, United Transpor-
tation Union: Donald S. Beattie, Executive Secretary, Railway
Labor Executives' Association; William E. Skutt, Assistant Grand
Chief Engineer, Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers; Thonmas
M. Goodfellow, Subehairman, President, Association of American
Railroads; William D. Lamprecht, Vice President, Systems Opera-
tions, Southern Pacific Co.; James R. Thorne, Vice President,
Operating Department. Seaboard Coast Line Railroad: C. V.
Cowan, Vice President. Operating Group, Baltimore & Ohio/
Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad Co.

Mr. BAnNFNIrr. The conclusion of that report was there are three pri-
mary reasons for rail accidents. One is human failure. The second rea-
son is inadequate maintenance of right of way, and the third reason
is antiquated equipment.

ihese conslusions and the underlying reasoning is borne out by the
record on rail derailments.

In the first 6 months of 1968 the record shows that the Union Pa-
cific had derailments of 1.99 per million locomotive miles. This statis-
tic is important to bear in mind. The Southern Pacific had derail-
ments of 2.5 per million locomotive miles. Both of these railroads are
financially able and have been buying new equipment in tremendous
quantities.

In that same 6-month period the Rock Island, for example, which
has not been able to buy equipment, had 7.34 derailments per million
locomotive miles, or almost four times the rate of the Union Pacific.

The Chicago and Northwestern had 11.56 derailments per million
locomotive miles or a rate about six times that of the Union Pacific.

The Milwaukee had derailments of 6.32 per million locomotive
miles or a rate almost three times that of the Union Pacific.

Senator CuRTIs. Now, these roads that you're reciting that had a high
derailment rate were ones that had no program of replacing equip-
ment or no substantial program?
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Mr. KAit.\'rn r. No sulstnn td lp'orgnll Avold Ie tihe more iievillite
state ent.

Senator Cur'rs. Wll is the situ ation with tho ] ur lington ?
,ir. l.,\uNu'rr. riO lmuilingtol luid derailmnnts ill tlIt) s1111 6-1onlth

jIi Iil o1 I o it.'11per lnllll 1cniomot ive ni les. hll v are in iiiuch betIer
s.apo in tho dorilnient 1111d accident, category 'tinu either tho Mil-
Nviitikev, the lRvk island, ()I the Norit western.

Senator (iunrus. lHave they been adding to their eqniiiileuit or d) you
know?

Mr. 1'nE'rr. Yes, sir.
They I-m-v, lt a very substantial rite.
Senator (unviis. I was impressed in your Statement concerning the

shortly oo of railroad equipment. being a factor in inerelsing d'to cost,
of Ihun1ro'r. I lelieve a stronZ ese en be Ilde slioving that the, short age
of rail equilmiint, is a substalltial actor ill reducing, tho priee of grain,
part iularly in lovlities and at. evi'tai i seasoiis. i'lli inn l its' to movo
it. to get, ii, thero belecuso of t-e Shortage of cars Ias been d(ana1ging
to tho fCarmers interests from th standpoint, of the price fltt. he exln
get. becu of his inability to deliver to the ternmial markets or to
storage.

it'. liN.-rir. I da r say that is true, Senator ( urtis. Of 'ourse, the
lowering of t li) fanrier's Joniniodity price because of at car short age, is
something that, wo like even less tiln tho farrier does, bevalse wheni
we cannot supply a. car and run it down the track we aro not collecting
aiv revellue either.

.ernator Cuirns. Talt is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator 1\NDElSON. Any further questions?

h'lahnl you very much.
Mr. 1,BAUNrr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator l' ,ENN1'-'rr. AMr 0 1h-irn11n, before we hear hIl next. vit ness I

uindoestliid Mr. IAn F. Melarenn, i iiellmer of tle legislative assemiblv
of Australia, wAho is a mneml er of the publ' icevo'nlits connnifteo o)f
that parlialment, is in the roo with hil wife. I think we would like to
havo Mr. Mcl',aren sand with Mrs. MAl1roell mnd we would like to
garet t-hen. Aro tilev still hero?(Applause.) "

Senator Anu.:RsoN. Mr. Biemiller.
h'lank yon, Mr. Biemiller, we are glad to have you a, an old friend.

STATEMENT OF ANDREW J. BIEMILLER, DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT
OF LEGISLATION, AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR. AND CON-
GRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS: ACCOMPANIED BY
NATHANIEL GOLDFINGER, DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF RE-
SEARCH, AFL-CIO

M [r. Im,,m l.rl.. Ihanl y ou vyz niuci, Mr. Chn.irman.
I'or tho record, my nanm is Andrew 1. Biemiller, aid I a1n director

of the I)epartlient. of Legishlion o ftho -American Federat ion if I Laior
a1noi Congress of Inutisri.al Organizalions. 1 a1i aiccoliialiied by Al r.
Nat aa iel Goldflinger who is director of ilie department of iesea rclh
ofllhe.\ ,F, " ('0.
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We appear hero today in collet&) Oppositioni to the continuation
of the surtax as it, is contained in 1I.R. 162290. On MAfy 14, 1909, the
A FL-CI10 exectifve coune'ii unnim ously stated: "Wo in the A FI1r
CIO will not. Support 11.lly *exteisioli of thoi surtax, Until it is Coln-
biiied withl imnmed iate, substzuitiaI and eqluitalo reform of the F~edleral
iio. ta)x strwt-iume" I1 amt submit-ii a cop'01y of the full statement

which I request be included in the record.
Senator ANDKJIsoN. Without objection that will be done"
(Thme statement referred to follows:)

PRXP'Aims S'rATrhtKNT or ANIIIIw J. liiEMIL.F.. lIM"IcOvn. lEI'AUTMENT OF LF0ls-
L.ATION, AMEI'.ICAN "EDERATION OF LABORil AND CONtilJNK OF" INDIUSTI'AL 0IhMANI7A-
TIONS

SUMT~(MARY

We alipar hiert toidny in tcompltet opliosit loll to thet. coiitilluat'li of thet. surtax
1it I 1. oiitalii InI 11.1t. 1229)0. iln May 1M 11, tilt Al1. CII, EXicutive u-
(.11 tiiia niiiiousiy Stated:

"Weit lit't( API,411) will not supitort any et'et'tsioii of thn'surtax, until It is
vomnldnedm with lx 11iniielate, subs.ta i Ia ai( ti l t able reformi of tile ft'ed itivoint
tar structure."P

Th'is Is4 not it new piosit ion. Oti Atigust 23. 19047, President. Aeaiiy, testifying onl
thlie I jout' side on1 the' projIwst't surt ax. sill(]:

I"Me are fully Init acordi with it-e l'reiient'N 'oincept fit ata teliorary war
tax Is net4ied. Jilowevvr, wetitre firmly opposed to tilit' Atiist nit itii's itiijor
retonimenitl (oil of how to inert'ise taxes.''

Tlheii--a id iiow-- wit so hi fede'ralI rtwt'nuis ought t It h ra istd through invta sliVs
f linit anv fully ke'yetd to ability to pay.

'Ihe( stirta x doves nott Iniept tlint test midh tli peropose'd ex~tensioni dotes eveni inore

'Tlis 11111 would:
-ralt' tuixes til nii11lls whot last year. pa:14 Id 7 l',;% surtax and14 now wiill
pa Iy 10 i .
v totltii lilt tie earpibra I ion .Alrtal \iat fit'v sal it Itvt'l am la st yeari deitsp t e rtortl.
lta k lg etorlorl e pro'lts.

-fail to) tiost' a slilgit' ii1ieittax lotophole and alltiw wealthy Ametrleiq it)h
lil.% little' or no tax to t'tit inut enjoying their !Pooj'htdt' and payfiig litl i or

AV fit 1.4 Ililt. f is unju1st levy Is living ofi'eret lui 1t t l, ie whenl til t rela
1i1.1i1411t1y of A nit'rica us lui, Ilt* iIt'tild do wn it prlinrome pathi wit lbraoiiist's (t'
hate ot'itlt talx rel'oii.

Tilt t'tf't'five' sureun ge rav otl wvage. stairy amid ti other ordIiia ry Iniomelt w~ll
he' IOCI. (Il vpi ta ti-gil ii intionit it \w.ll nIot Ilet 1intirt' flhit r~r. aIllt] %zlt jI nt
It ia I fitid IniterestI Ivll Andi'01( thet'I Itolilt' siitltite thiiit igh oil telt'tion * fast
recl Ietst at' tltprtela t itai wi I -t'ts, andt other phan11 to'i cost w iit'oifs will1 be
taxvi 'iat a Vt'' on -rel carg' ralt'.

As ltong as Ilb'st' fact ors texist. ask Iiig Ihost' w host' I 1iitiem arte nIotitst a ati
wiitst, inax shlters afir' nil to t a ke tiht hairdtest hilt' of tilt' tit'ta ary biilt. 7
Ill lilt' liii1jilt of tisca Ir'l 'nili y Is etalloift'a Ily shitddy a lid st'i a liv I ire-

Abslie.
%t ile AFLSt- CI1O will not suipport finy t'xtiill of the surf tax, uti1til It Is

ttiiivittl wili I 11iii te ,t' slulsta lit hi 1 an uitl tluitabtle rt'foruiilo ti IIn fetdtra I itiit'
tax st ruture.

STATECMENT

Nity imile Is Aindrtew .1, ili'uillt'r and 1 1111i 1A'gishllt i )rttor o~f tlit' Aneit'ftaii
I'tdpriit on tif Lablor and ('oigrtw of Industri al Or)iganiziatfins.

Wte appea r hetre' totlay ii tcomplet'te tipitsit ionl to ilt' vtuitiiiat itoi of tit'% surtax
ats it is detained l i 11.11. 12294). Oni May 14. 11411), the API1*410 1-Nct('ivt' Coincill
unanililously atnted:

"Wet lin tilt, AM10'~C( will niot. support aniy e'xtenision (if the iturtiix, util It 15
e'onibiuli1 witll) u'dat.susai andi clnleuiltuible reforiii of the feilt'rai Incomne
tax 4trit'ltir" 11111 submnitting ii copily of thet full 8tatt'iit'it which I rt'tlles he
Intcludetit tile record.
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That's not a new position, Mr. Chairman. On August 23, 1967, President Meany,
testifying on the House side on tie proposed surtax, said:

"We are fully in accord with the President's concept that a temporary war
tax is needed. However, we are firmly opposed to the Administration's major
recommendations of how to increase taxes."

Then-and now-we said federal revenues ought to be raised through meas-
ures that are fully keyed to ability to pay.

The surtax does not meet that test and the proposed extension does even
more violence to that concept.

Let me remind you of what we suggested in lieu of this surtax. We felt that
the temporary surtax rate on corporations should be at. least twice as great as
on individuals. Low-income taxpayers should ie exempt from any surtax and
the temporary tax increase on other income groul should be based on ability
to pay. We recommended the same rate as the surtax be applied to excluded
income; those large sums that were not and still are not subject to taxation,
such as interest on state and local bonds, the excluded half of capital gains
ond depletion allowances.

I come before you today, Mr. Chairman, on behalf of 13.5 million workers
and their fa.x lies who are again being told by the Administration and the House
of Representatives that it is appropriate fiscal policy for them to Increase their
payments to the federal Treasury.

As a result of the 198 Act, America's workers paid a 7.5% income-tax sur-
charge on their 1968 earnings. If H.R. 12290 should become law, they will pay
a 10% surcharge rate on their 1919 wages and salaries.

We realize full well that federal revenues must be protected. Military com-
mnitments must be met, there is a critical need to fully fund domestic social
programs, and, the stage must not be set for meat-axe budget cutting.

But the injustices in the nation's revenue-raising methods cannot again be
ignored-or compounded through a tax increase based on a structure that is
inequitable.

In short. Mr. Chairman, we do not question the need for some measure of
fiscal restraint. We. however. must emphatically oil)lo'e the unjust method by
which such restraint would be achieved through enactment of 11.11. 1220.

This bill would:
-raise taxes on millions who last year paid a 7 % surtax and now will pay

10%.
-continue the corporation surtax at the same level as last year despite

record-breaking corporate profits.
-fail to close a single income-tax loophole and allow wealthy Americans who

pay little or no tax to continue enjoying their loopholes and paying little or
no surtax.

The bill Irs some desirable features.
It appropriately recognizes that those whose Incomes are so small that they

cannot pay the grocer or the landlord should not be called upon to pay the fed-
eral tax collector. And that it snakes little sense to continue a special provision
of the Internal Revenue Code geared to encourage investments in plants and
equipment at a time when such investments represent the only inflationary de-
mand-pressure in our economy.

Yet, even 'these two basically desirable features have their weaknesses.
The special low-income allowance is a fiat dollar figure geared to today's pov-

erty threshold. Yet the allowance will not be effective until 1970. Hence It will
be outdated even before it becomes effective.

The proposed elimination of the 7% investment tax credit contains urneces-
sary exceptions which, in combination with the transition rules, phase-outs and
carryover privileges, will yield the Treasury only $1.35 billion in Fiscal Year
1970-less than half the $3-3.5 billion annual tax loss.

More critical and more basic is the simple fact that the surcharge as pres-
ently offered is an unjust levy. It is being offered Just at the time when the
great majority of Americans have been led down a primrose path with promises
of long overdue tax reform.

A flat percentage tax on top of an existing tax. like the proposed surcharge, is
a fair way to divide the burden of an increase in taxes-hut, only If the original
burden is justly levied. Since such a tax on a tax cannot be collected if no taxes
are paid, the infamous nontaxpaying 21 persons with incomes of over $1 million
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a year will not pay any surtax. Those who are rich enough to avoid their fair
share of taxes through capital gains, oil depletion, accelerated depreciation, tax-
exemi)t municipal bonri interest and other tax-escape routes, will pay no surtax
on such exempt income. Because of this, others pay more and the basic inequities
are (ollpountded.

The federal income-tax law operates on a triple standard in its treatment of
various forms of income. Wages, salaries and so-called "ordinary income" are
fully included In the tax base and are subject to the full, progressive rate scale.
A second standard applies to income front capital gains, since only half of it
enters the tax base and there is a 25% maximum limit on the tax rate. Still
another standard applies to certain forms of income which are completely
ex(,luded front the tax base--and, of course, subject to a zero tax rate.

The surcharge is automatically subject to this same triple standard. The
effective surcharge rate on wage, salary and other ordinary income will be 10%.
()n capital-gain income it's. never more than 5%, and state and local bond interest
income and the income sheltered through oil depletion, fast real-estate depr e.ia-
tion write-offs, and other phantom cost write-offs is taxed at a zero surcharge
rate.

A married worker taking the standard deduction whose sole income in 1969 Is
$80 0 in wages will pay a $100 surcharge. But a married investor whose sole
income in the year is an $8,000 )profit from selling a stock or property at more
than lie paid for it will have to pay only a $13 surcharge. And, if this same $8,000
came front interest on municipal bond holdings. the surcharge would be zero.

If these forms of exempt income were all taxed at the full 10% rate, at least
the surtax would be justly levied and the present inequities would not be
comnpouinded.

There are other dimensions of the inequity the surcharge bill would create.
For, those in our society who can successfully and legally avoid the federal
income-tax collector, are also those who are burdened least by the many other
forces that have been tugging at the purse strings of most Americans.

Rising prices, tei highest interest rates in 100 years, and phenomenal increases
it regressive state and local sales and property taxes take their toll from those
of low and moderate means. Since they zaust consume high proportions of their
income and have little, if any, left to save and invest, they camot avoid con-
sumption-based taxes ; they cannot hedge against inflation by invesling in cor-
porate stocks; and the interest rates they must pay for consumer loans and
retail credit are a far cry from the "prime" rate charged the wealthy.

On April 24, 1969. the Bureau of Labor Statistics reported: "The purchasing
power of the nation's rank-and-file workers was virtually unchanged in March."
anti "for the second straight month, real spendable earnings were below year-
ago levels."

Yet, dividend payments to stockhohlers, in the first three nionths of 1969, were
10/r greater than in the saine quarter of last year, 29% above 19615 and almost
double 1960 rates. The New York" Times of May 11. 1969, reported that "the aver-
age remuneration of top executives is up 9%." "Most top bankers," according to
B1asiness W1eck magazine, "drew more than $200,000 in 1968." And of course tax
gimmicks reduce the Income-tax rate on portions of such co npensation of many
top business officials.

Inflation and high interest rates have also not eroded the buying power of
corporations.

Corporate profit. are swollen. In the first quarter of 1969 the yearly rate of
after-tax profits was up a remarkable 98.5% above 1960, a much faster increase
than other major forms of income. What is more, the only inflationary de-
mnand-pressure in the economy in the first half of 1969 was sharply rising business
investment in new plants and machines. And a 121/,% increase in such invest-
ment outlays is anticipated it 1969, (lesl)ite soaring interest rate and the fact
that industry was operating at only 84% of its existing productive capacity.

Corporations with huge after-tax cash flows-due in large part to depreciation
writ-offs-have little need to borrow. And, when they do, they pay the "prime"
Interest rate and deduct the interest as a cost of doing business.

Because of this, we feel that the surtax rate on corporations should be at least
twice as high as on individuals. There Is no justification for raising the tax on
individuals while maintaining the same 10% rate on corporations.
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As long as these factors exist, asking those whose Incomes are modest and
whose tax shelters are nil to take the hardest bite of the deflationary bullet, in
the name of fiscal responsibility, is economically shoddy and socially irresponsible.

The four months of hearings and closed-door deliberations of the House Ways
and Means Committee, the promises of the Administration, and the statements
made by prominent members of the Senate, including yourself, Mr. Chairman,
have led the vast majority of Americans who pay their full tax share to expect
Jumitice and equity.

So, to repeat, our position is simply stated:
"We in the AFL-CIO will not support any extension of the surtax, until it is

combined with immediate, substantial and equitable reform of the federal in-
come tax structure."

STATEMENT 3Y TIE AFL-CIO EXECUTIVE COUNCIL ON THE SURTAX

President Nixon, on April 19, 1969, asked the Congress to extend the so-(called
temporary surtax beyond its June 30 termination date. His proposal would raise
the effective surtax rate on 1909 wages and salaries of individuals to 10 percent-
up from last year's 7.5 percent rate.

le proposes, however, that the surtax rate on corporations, despite their un-
precedented, after-tax profits, be the same as last year's rate. Iigh-incomne indi-
viduals would, of course, continue to avoid their share of the surtax since so
much of their income Is tax exempt.

American workers pay their regular taxes and the surtax, payday after pay-
day, through the payroll withholding program.

They are willing to pay their fair share.
But they are tired of having to pay the share of others whose incomes are

greater and whose taxes are lower.
We welcome President Nixon's recommendation for repeal of the 7 percent

tax credit for business investment, a sliecial tax privilege, which is fueling the
fires of the major source of inflationary demand in the economy. But this one
proposal does not satisfy the long overdue and critically urgent need for tax
justice.

furthermore the April 22, 1969, tax reform proposals offered by the Admin-
istration, even if adopted immediately. would not succeed in moving the tax
structure very far toward tax Justice. The President's proposals fall to directly
attack the major loopholes which unconscionably reduce the tax burdens on the
wealthy, such as capital gains, delpletion allowances and state and local bond
interest. And, equally important, though the President's tax proposals would
effectively remove from the tax rolls those whose incomes are below government
poverty standards, no relief Is recommended for those of moderate nd11 mabldh
incomes, who bear the brunt of the tax burden.

We in the AFL-CIO will not support any extension of the surtax, until it is
comnlined with imnmediate, substantial and equitable reform of the federal income
tax stru('t ure.

Full reform of the tax structure would provide revenue to eliminate the JIor
from the federal income tax rolls and provide lmuch-needed tax relief to those
with low- amnd nilOderate-incomies. And the urgently needed exi ulsion of federal
Iq'O,liIll to mneet Aiericl's urban crises would be fully funded.

The AFI-(CIO's prescrlption for complete tax Justlce in America has bevii
stated many times. In sui, achievement of tax justice depends upon taking the
following steps :

Income from capital must be taxed the mine as income from work. State and
local bond interest must not be tax exempt. The provisions In the law which allow
imaginary costs to lie d(leueted from the taxable income of wealthy real estate
operators. hobby farmers, and oil, gas and other mineral operations must be
eliminated.

The Congress must close these and other loopholes and gimmicks which have
rigged the federal tax structure against those whose income comes from the work
they do.

There Is no rational reason for lengthy delays. The time to bring the American
standard of fair play into the tax structure is now.

The American people want tax justice and we will continue to fight for that
goal.
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Mr. BIMILJEIR. This is not a new position, Mr. Chairman.
On August 23, 19067, President Meany, testifying on the House side

on the proposed surtax, said:
We are fully ini accord with the President's concept that a temlp)rary war tax

is ne(le(d. Ilowever, we are firmly opposed to the Adnihstration's major recom-
mendations of how to Increase taxes.

Tlien-an(l now-we said Federal reveries ought to !be raised
through measures that are fully keyed to ability to pay.

The surtax does not meet that test and the proposed extension does
eveII 1more violence to that concept.

Let me remind you of what we suggested in lieu of this surtax. We
felt that the temporary surtax rate on corporations should be at least
twice as great as on individuals. Low-income taxpayers should be ex-
eml), from any surtax anii the temporary tax increase on other in-
conie groups should be based on ability to pay. We recommended the
same rate as the surtax be applied to excluded income; those large
sums that were not and still are not subject to taxation, such as in-
terest on State and local bonds, the excluded half of capital gains and
depletion allowances.

I come before you today, Mr. Chairman on behalf of 13.5 million
workers and their families who are again being told by the adminis-
tration and the House of Representatives that it is appropriate fiscal
policy for them to increase their payments to the Federal Treasury.

As a result of the 1968 act, America's workers paid a 7.5-percent in-
come tax surcharge on their 1968 earings. If HI.R. 12290 should be-
come law, they will pay a 10-percent surcharge rate on their 1969
wa-fes and salaries.

We realize full well that Federal revenues must be protected. Mili-
tary commitments must l)e met, there is a critical need to fully fund
domestic social programs, and, the stage must not be set for meat-axe
budget cutting.

But, the injustices in the Nation's revenue-raising methods cannot
again be ignored-or compounded through a tax increase based on a
structure that is inequitable.

Tn short. Mr. Chairman, we do not, question the need for some meas-
ure of fiscal restraint. We, however, must emphatically oppose the un-
just method by which such restraint would be achieved through enact-
met of T.R. 12290.

This bill would:
Raise taxes on millions who last year paid 7 -percent surtax and

11OW will pay 10 percent.
Continue the corporation surtax at the same level as last year de-

spite rpeorilbreakilg corporate profits.
Fail to (lose a single income tax loophole and allow wealthy Ameri-

ca.s who nay little or no tax to continue enjoying their loopfioles and
paying little or no surtax.

The bill has some desirable features.
It appropriately recognizes that those whozo incomes are so small

that they can hardly pay the grocer or the landlord should not be
called upoll to pay the Federal tax collector. And that it makes little
sense to continue'a special provision of the Tnternal Revenue Code
geared to encourage investments in plants and equipment at a time
when such investments represent the only inflationary demand pressure
in our economy.
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Yet, even these two basically desirable features have their weaknesses.
The special low-income aflowance is a flat dollar figure geared to

today's poverty threshold. Yet the allowance will not be effective until
1970. hIence it will be outdated even before it l)ecomes defective.

The l)rOposed elimination of the 7-percent investment tax credit con-
tains unnecessary exceptions which, in combinat iou with the transition
rules, phaseouts and carryover privileges, will yield the Treasury only
$1.35 billion in fiscal year 1970-less than half ihe $3 to $3.5 billion an-
nual tax loss which we have been experiencing under the 7-percent-
investment credit.

More critical and more basic is the simple fact that the surcharge as
presently offered is an unjust levy. It is being offered just at the tlie
when the great majority of Americans have been led d)wn a l)rimirose
)ath with promises of long overdue tax reform.

A flat percentage tax on top of an existing tax, like the proposed
surcharge, is a fair way to divide the burden of an increase in taxes-
but, only if the origina-l burden is justly levied. Since such a tax on a
tax connot be collected if no taxes are paid, the infamous nontaxl)ying
21 persons with incomes of over $1 million a year will not pay any
surtax. Those who are rich enough to avoid their fair share of taxes
through capital gains, oil del)letion, accelerated depreciation, tax-ex-
etlpt municipal bond interest and other tax-escape routes, will pay
no surtax on such exempt income. Because of this, others pay more and
the basic inequities are compounded.

The Federal income tax law operates on a triple standard ill its
treatment of various forms of income. Wages, salaries, and so-called
"ordimarv inconie" are fully included in the lax base and are subject
to the full, prog'essive rate scale. A second standard applies to income
from capital gains, since only half of it enters the tax base aild there
is a 25 percent maximmn limit on tlie tax rate. St ill another standard
applies to certain forns of income which are completely excluded
from the tax base-and, of course, suliect to a zero tax rate.

The surcharge is automatically select to this sameI triple stan(lard.
Tlhe effective surcharge rate on wage. salary, and other ordinary in-
collie will be 10 percent. On capital gain income it's n,,\-er more t ha
5 percent and State and local bond interest income and the income
sheltered through oil depletion, fast, real estate depreciation write-ols,
and other phantom cost write-offs if taxed at a zero surcharge rate.

A married worker taking the standard deduction whose sole income
in 1969 is $8,000 in wages will pay a $100 surcharge. ]ut a married
investor whose sole income in. tile year is an $8,000 profit from selling
a stock or propertI at more than lie paid for it will have to pay only
at $13 surcharge. Al(], i f this same $8,00) caie from interest on nmilici-
pal bond holdings, the surcharge would be zero.

If these forms of exeml)t income were all taxed at the fall 10-percent
rate, at least the surtax would be justly levied and the present imequ i-
ties would not be compomilded.

There are other dimensions of the inequity the surcharge bill would
create. For, those in our society who can successfully and legally avoid
the Federal income tax collector, are also those who are burdened least
by tlie many other forces that have been tugging at. the purse string! of
most Americans.

Rising prices, the highest interest rates in 109 years, and phenomenal
increases in regressive State and local sales iand property taxes take
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their toll from those of low and moderate means. Since they must
consume high proport ions of their income and have little, if any, left
to save and invest, they cannot avoid consumption-based taxes; they
cannot hedge against inflation by investing in corporate stocks; andl
the interest rates they must pay for consumer loans and retail credit
are a far cry from the "lprinie) rate charged the wealthy.

On April 24, 1969, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reported: "The
purchasing power of the Nation's rank-and-file workers was virtually
unchanged in March," and "for the second straight month, real spend-
a)le earnings were below year-ago levels."

Yet, dividend payments to stockholders, in the first 3 months of
1969, were 10 percent greater than in the same quarter of last year,
29 percent above 1965 and almost double 1960 rates. The New Y;ork
Times of May 11, 1969, reported that. "the average remuneration of
top executives is up 9 percent." "Most top bankers," according to Busi-
ness Week magazine, "drew more than $200,000 in 1968." And, of
course, tax gimmicks reduce the income tax rate on portions of such
compensation of many top business officials.

Inflation and high interest rates have also not eroded the buying
power of corporations.

Corporate l)rofits are swollen. In the tirst quarter of 1969 the yearly
rate of after-tax profits was ill) a remarkable 98.5 percent above 1960,
a much faster increase than other major forms of income. WIVat is
more, the only inflationary demand pressure in the economy in the first
half of 196) wvas sharply rising business investment in new plants and
machines. And a 12V percent increase in such investnmelit outlays is
anticipated in 1969. despite soarimir interest rates and the fact that
industry was operating at only 844 percent of its existing productive
('apaICitY.

Corporations with huge after-tax cash flows-due in large part to
depreciation writeoffs--hlave little ieed to borrow. And, when th 1ev
(10, they pay the prine interest rate and dedilct the interest as a cost
of doing business.

because of this, we feel that the surtax rate on corporations should
le at least twiee as high as on individuals. There is no justification
for raising tle tax on individuals while maintaining tile same 10 per-
.cnt rate on corporations.

As long as these factors exist, asking those whose incomes are modest
tImmd whose tax shelters are nil to take the hardest bite of the deflation-
ar *N ballet. in tile name of fiscal responsibility, is economically shoddy
and socially i rresponsible.

The 4 miionths of hearings and closed-door deliberations of the
Ilouse Ways anld Meamis Coinmiittee, tile promi)ises of the administra-
tion, and the statements made !). promieit Members of the Senate,
including tile cliairman of this'committee and the majority leader,
have led tlhe vast m:iiJoritv of Americans %vlio pay their full tax share
to expect justice and equitY.

So, to repeat. our posit ion is simply stated:
"WVe in the AFL-CIO will not siipport anv extension of the surtax,

until it, is combined with immediate, sulbsi amiial, and equity able reform
of the Federal income tax stirictnre.

'hank you for oir appearance this morning.
Senator BFENNr,'1' (presiding). Do you have any questions?
Senator MtLLERi. Yes; I have a few.
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Senator BENNErr. I would hope we could keep it moving along be-
cause it is 20 after 12.

Senator MILLER. Good morning, Mr. Biemiller.
Mir. BiFfrX. Good morning, Senator.
Senator MHIR. You testified that this present bill is "being offered

just at the time when the great majority of Americans have been led
down a primrose path with promises of long overdue tax reform"'?

It seems to me, I bave been hearing tax reform around here for a
long time, not just right now.

Mr. BIEMILLER. I will agree that there has been talk for a long t ime.
There have been promises made ever since I can remember. But the
point I am making is that at the beginning of this year there was
;munple evidence that there was an attempt, a serious attempt, going
to he made to have tax reform legislation passed. Speeches have been
made by prominent members of both parties, and certainly there was
an implicit promise by the last administration that in this Congress
there would be every 'effort made to achieve tax reform. That is the
reason for the statenient. I can assure you that if you go into any local
union meeting or I think, for that matter, any meeting of any Kind of
citizens today, one of the chief topics of conversations is the need for
tax reform.

Senator MILLER. I am sure of that. I would suggest this to you
through that in my 9 years around here, this is the first year that I can
recall when the President of the United States has come out and made
a clear commitment and also followed it up by testimony regarding
many, many tax reform proposals. Also, the House Ways and Means
Committee chairman has made a commitment to have 'a package of
tax reform proposals, and as far as I know many of the members of
this committee have made a commitment for a package of tax reform
proposals. With that I wonder why you are trying to tack all of these
tax reform proposals on this one particular bill instead of being con-
tent to let this bill go through and then let the Ways and Means Com-
mittee send over its package and do a job on tax reform which might
take several weeks, as you well know?

With those understandings, why wouldn't the AFL-CIO support
that and especially in the face of all kinds of dire warnings bv econ-
omists that the longer this 10-percent surcharge is delayed and
the longer the repeal of the investment tax credit is delayed the greater
the inflationary cycle, and the greater the problem that even your own
nieml)ers have 'with inflation and high interest rates.

Ai'. BTIEMILLER. In the first place, Senator, we have just, I hope.
made it clear that we do not. consider the surtax a fair tax as long as
there is not tax reform accompanying it. This is not a new position.
Ve argued this in 1967 and 1968. We did not support the 1968 bill

that was passed, and I think this is a point that has to be considered.
Secondly, we are firmlv of the opinion, for whatever it is worth,

that this Congress will wind up with just one tax bill, and I think
this is the object that we are after.

Now, I will be delighted if the Ways and Means Committee reports
a good bill by about the 5th or 6th of August, which is their alleged
target date. I will be very happy if this committee proceeds, as I
understand you are about to, starting on the 21st of July, with some
rather thorough hearings on the whole question of tax reform, I would
assume those hearings would certainly run right up to the August 13
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recess, which the Congress is planning on taking, that would mean
that hopefully you would have then in front of you from the House
two bills, in addition to your own proposals and would be able to send
back to the House a good solid bill which has been thoroughly con-
sidered.

Now, as for the dire warnings, I said in the first place we don't agree
that this is a fair tax in the form it is in, but in the second place cer-
tainly none of us offered any ol))osition to the temporary extension
of tax withholding and you are accomplishing exactly the same l)ur -
pose of holding the money out of circulation if there is validity to
that argument, as you are by reimposing the tax itself.

Senator MRL. I am sure you are a practical person and wouldn't
it be more practical granted, for the sake of argumnent, that the tax
base has inequities in it, to have that continue foor another 6 months
of this year if as a trade off you are going to have substantial tax
reform in the tax base commencing January 1 of next year, which is
what I understand is what all of this is al)out ?

It seems to me what we are really talking about is opposition to
continuing the present tax base which has been there for a long time
for another few months to give Congress a chance to do a job on that
tax base through substantial tax reform?Mr. BIEiLLER. Mr. Goldfinger.

M r. GOLDUNGER. Well, Senator Miller as Mr. Biemiller explained,
we are convinced that the existing surtax, this surtax now, is an unjust
and inequitable tax and that a reform of the structure is needed.

Senator MILLmn. I suggest to you that that is what this substantial
tax reform package that lie Ways and Mean: Committee is consider-
ing right now is all about although it probably wouldn't take effect
until January 1 of this year, so, for the sake of your position, why
not be content to let that go for another few months so that we can
get a job done on trying to do something about the inflation?

Mr. GOLD'ING(E1. Well, we would like to see a fair and equital)le sur-
tax bill as such, and. furthermore, we have heard promises of tax re-
form for many years before.

Senator MILLER. WellI, I do not think you have ever had quite the
same bail game you have now with the President of the United States
making a commitment, with the chairman of the Ways and Means
Conintiltee making the commitment, and with the Ways and Means
Committee well along on tax reform. At least in the last 9 years I
have never seen that situation and I guess I deduce from your state-
ments that you just do not trust that situation.

Mr. GOLmPINGER. We agree with you that things are moving and that
there are, there have been, statements by the leaders of both parties.

Senator MLE.m Yes; but you still tlink there is only going to be
one bill ?

Mr. GOLDIINGER. Yes.
Senator MILLER. Yes; all right.
Now, can I ask, are you opposed to the minimum tax approach? I

am not talking about any particular minimum tax approach but are
you opposed to it?

Mr. BIEM3fILLER. No; we did not testify at this time on other pro-
posals because we understood the committee wanted to at this set
f hearings consider only H.R. 12290. We certainly are not opposed

Lo the minimum tax concept and we recommended it in the very com-
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l)relensive testimony we gave before the House Ways and Meaiis
Committee, and when the hearings start here we will be back with a
very far-reaching program which will include a minimum tax.

Senator MILLR. Well, I dedtced from your testimony here that since
you wanted to tax municil)al bonds and you appear to be opposed to
capital gains that this might imply this is what you really wanted to
have done by way of tax reform as distinguished from a minimum
tax approach.
Mr. BIETN[LLER. Oh, we want to close every loophole that we possibly

can and then impose a minimnum tax to pick up whatever loopholes
are not closed. We have made no bones about that in our testimony. I

will be happy to leave with you a summary of our attitude if you
would like to have it.

Senator MILLER. I would like to have it, but I want to make clear
what your position is. You know the minimum tax approach is de-
signed to catch capital gains, catch certain depletion allowances, and
catch tax exempted bonds, at least, and see to it that some taxes are
paid on it.

Now, as I understand, you want to do away with tax-exempt munic-
ipal bond interest, capital gains and percentage depletion, and if you
(to there is no need for a minimum tax.

Mr. BIEHILLER. There are many other loopholes that still have to
l)e caught, and furthermore suppose the various depletion allowances
are only cut in half, that still leaves some more money to pick up
on a minimum tax, if you want a concrete example.

Senator MILLER. I thought maybe you were advocating the repeal
of all of those.

Mr. BiEmirLER. We are, but we say we also note that there still will
be loopholes and we want the minimum tax to catch the loopholes that
still exist.

Senator MnLuni. Suppose that there is no repeal or no diminution
of tax-exempt municipal bond interest and no repeal or diminution
of capital gains or percentage depletion, but there is a minimum tax
approach. Would you favor the minimum tax approach under those
circumstances?

Mr. Bi MILL.R. Under those circumstances we would be more than
interested in having the strongest possible minimum tax that you
can put into operation.

Senator MLLER. Let me ask you one last question: What has been
the position of the AFL-CIO over the last 8 years with respect to a
reasonably balanced Federal budget or I might say what has been
your position in opposition to substantial budget deficits incurred by
the Federal Government?

Mr. GOLDFINOER. We view the budget as an economic tool and we
view the budget in terms of the national economy and national trends.
We do not believe the budget should be or need be balanced or in
surplus in every specific year, because in years of slow economic
growth and high unemployment there is a'need for an additional
stimulus from the budget.

However, we were concerned, very much concerned, with the very
large deficit of about $25 billion a couple of years ago as a result of
the acceleration of Vietnam military expenditures, at a period of high
employment and rapid economic growth. We stated so in statements
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to the Congress at that time, and we supported the idea of some
degree of fiscal restraint.

However, as Mr. Biemiller explained in the statement a few min-
utes ago, we did not agree with President Johnson and his adminis-
tration on the ways of achieving such fiscal restraint.

Senator MILLER. I know you were concerned, as many were, but did
you have a publicly issued position in opposition to any of these
budget deficits any particular year?

Mr. GOLDFINGER. We discussed that at some length, Senator, in Mr.
Meany's statement to the W'ays and Means Committee of the House
on August 23, 1967, yes, sir. We pointed to the problem created by
the large deficit at that specific time.

Senator MILLER. Was that the first time in the last 8 years that was
done?

Mr. GOLDFINGER. I believe that is true, sir, because that was the first
time, in our opinion, that there was an economic problem arising from
the budget situation.

Senator MILLER. All right. Thank you very much.
Senator BENNETT. Mr. Biemiller, I have both read your statement

and listened to it. I am interested in the figures on the bottom of page
4 and the top of page 5 in which you list the very high incomes of
people who are not members of your organization. Would you sub-
mit for the record a comparison between 1960 and 1968 of the wage
rates in the building trades industry?

Mr. GOLDFINOER. Sir, that is easy to do. The Bureau of Labor Stat-
istics publishes those, and we will submit them if you wish.

Senator BENNETT. Yes; I would like them submitted to be a part
of our record because you have gone over on the other side and made
some comparisons and I believe the record should contain your sub-
missionq of these rates.

Mr. GOLDFINGER. Surely.
Senator BENNETT. Fine. I have no other questions. Thank you very

much.
Mr. GOLDFINGE1. Thank you.
Mr. BIEMILLER. Thank you.
(The following was subsequently receiv-ed by the committee:)

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR
AND CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS,

Washington, D.C., July 16, 1969.
Senator RussEu. LONG,
Senate Finance Committee,
New Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CHAIRMAN LONG: The following material is being sent to you, for the
record of the Committee hearings on the surtax, in response to a question about
the wages of construction workers, posed by Senator Bennett, during the hearing
on Friday, July 11.

The Labor Department's figures show that improvements in the wages of
construction workers-as well as the wages of other major groups of non-super-
visory workers-have been relatively slow during the long economic expansion
of the 190s. They have lagged far behind the skyrocketing rise of profits and
dividends, for example, which increased almost twice as fast between 1960 and
the early months of 1969.

You will note from the following Labor Department figures that average hourly
earnings in contract construction rose at a yearly rate of about 4.6% between
1960 and May 1969---not much faster than the 4.1% average annual rate of ad-
vance in the hourly earnings of the entire group of 46.4 million non-supervisory
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eniployees in private non-farm industries. These rates of irease in wages hardly
represent tremendous advances in a period of rapid economic growth, rising living
costs and soaring increases In profits and dividends.

The buying power of the after-tax weekly earnings of the average worker in
(.ontra(t construction in May 1969 was only 23% greater than in 1960. A gain in
buying power of approximately 2% a year, in almost eight and one-half years of
skyrocketing profits and dividends, is hardly substantial. Moreover, this gain
in )uying power is partly due to the rise in the average number of hours wo'r'wd
ep(r w eek from 30.7 hours in 1960 to 37.4 in 19(68 and 38 in May 1969.

In tL-it same period of time, the buying l)wer of the average non-supervisory
worker in non-farn industries increased miu(ch more slowly--40.5%, or not much
over 1 per year in the 1G0s, which included the long-expansion of the Amnerian
economy. This very small gain was slower than the buying-power advance for
workers in (contract construction because of a (oeline in averse weekly hours
of work, as Well as a somewhat smaller average yearly increase in hourly earnings.

'le followving column for the week of June 2. 1969. by Alsmr. George lliggans.
I)ireetor of the Division of Urban Life of the U.S. Catholic Conferenc.e, deals Witli
;i1i-r costs i1 residential construction. Msgr. llirgins indicates that non-labor

(,fsts, such as interest rates and land costs, have been the major factors in the
rising 1)ri(e of housing.

.N[sgr. Iliggins shows that the on-site labor lost is only about 20% of the price
of the priv-ate home or apartment unit. as reveaded by studies for the Kaiser
('omnittee. Moreover, as Msgr. higgins indicates sin(.e debt retirement (principal
andm interest) is 42% of the monthly rent of ain elevator ',lpartnient-in the neigh-
iorloo(d of 50% of the Imonthly payments,on a private residence-the on-sit" labor

c cst accounts for only liout 10% of the monthly rent or p]syniens on a holso, in-
(dlling interest payments on the labor cost portion of the original price.

Sinerely yours,
NAT GOLDFINOER,

Director, Dcpartmcnt of Researcli.

EARNINGS OF PRODUCTION OR NONSUPERVISORY WORKERS IN PRIVATE NONFARM INDUSTRIES, CONSTRUCTION,
MANUFACTURING, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE

PRIVATE NONFARM INDUSTRIES

After-tax average weekly
earnings, worker with 3

dependents

Average Gross Constant
hourly weekly Current 1957-59

earnings earnings dollars dollars

May:1960 ------------------------------------------ $2. 09 $80.67 $72.96 $70. 77
1968 ----------------------------------------- 2.85 107.73 95.28 78.61
1969 ------------------------------------------ 3.02 113.55 99.19 78.23

CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION

May:
1960 ------------------------------------------ $3.08 $113.04 $99.15 $96.17
1968 ------------------------------------------ 4.38 163.81 139.42 115.03
1969 ------------------------------------------ 4.68 177.84 149.80 118.14

MANUFACTURING

May:
1960 ------------------------------------------ $2.26 $89.72 $80.11 $77.70
1968 ------------------------------------------ 3.01 122.51 106.75 88.08
1969 ------------------------------------------ 3.17 129.34 111.30 87.78

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE

May:1960 ------------------------------------------ $1.71 $70.77 $65.14 $63.18
1968 ----------------------------------------- 2.40 86.40 78.49 64.76
1969 ......................................... 2.54 89.66 80.76 63.69

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S Department of Labor.
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THE YARDSTICK

CATHOLIC TESTS OF A SOCIAL ORDER

(By .Msgr. George G. Higgins, Director, Division of Urban Life, U.S.C.C.)

Housing Secretary George Romney recently stirred up a bit of a rumpus with
an all-out attack on the alleged selfishness and/or shortsightedness of the so-
called craft unions in tie building industry. Stomp)ing in rather awkwardly where
angels and even Cabinet members normally fear to tread, he bluntly told a (,ol-
vention of several thousand business agents anI other craft representati ves that
their organizationms were largely responsible for the critical shortage of housing
in this country. Ile accused then of gouging the public by demanding exorbitant
wage rates and by saddling the building industry with all sorts of restrictive
l)ractices. Ile also charged that some of them are guilty of racial discrimination
in their recruiting and apprenticeship programs.

I was disappointed, but not surprised, to learn that the convention delegates
repeatedly booed the Secretary. There must be a Ietter way than that for grovn
men to show their disagreement with an invited speaker who happens at the
sanme time to be a member of the President's Cabinet. They coull have sat on
their hands, for example, and given him the silent treatment. On the other hand,
I am afraid that the Sceretary got just about the kind of reception lie was askimig
for. It would appear from the record that he was (lelilerately baiting his au(limlee.
If so, lie shouhhd't have been the least bit surprised that they more or less
instinctively responded in kind.

Neither the convention delegates nor the Secretary won any points, then. in
terms of etiquette an(l public relations. But that's of relatively minor importance.
The more important qutestion is whether or not the Secretary's oll-out criticism
of the building trales was warranted by the facts, The New York Time., aiid a
number of other papers have answered this question with a resounding -yes." In
other words, they share the Secretary's opinion that the craft unions in the
building industry are largely respmsille for the current housing crisis.

My own reading of the available facts leads me to conclude that they ai(1
the Secretary are badly mistaken. The building tra(les are admittedly open to
criticism on a number of counts, but to leave the impression that they are
chiefly rslpons bible for the high cost of housing is to oversimplify a very coin-
plicated prolflem-and, inlid(,ntally, to do them a grave injustice.

The so-called Kaiser Committee Report, "A Decent Home," which was issued
on Deceml)er 11, 196S, discloses, for example, that the on-site labor co4st amounts
to 19% of the development and construction cost of the conventional single-
family house and 22% of the cost of the elevator apartment unit. It is hard to
escape the conclusion, therefore. that a one-sided emphasis on the labor-cost issue
(a la Secretary Romney and The New York Times, for example) seriously dis-
torts the nature of the current housing problem, which is actually a series of
problems, largely involving land costs and money costs rather than the cost of
on-site labor.

Moreover an exaggerated emphasis on improved technology-aimed at reducing
the cost of on-site labor--can only lead to utterly false promises of vast reduc-
tions in the price of homes. If technological improvements were to reduce the
cost of on-site labor from 19% and 22% to 15% and 18% (a substantial achieve-
ment, If it were actually to be attained in the brief period of time anticipated by
Secretary Romney) tile impact on the price of a home and on monthly payments
or events would hardly be more than minimal.

The latter point is very clearly indicated on page 119 of the Kaiser Committee
report. The committee points out. for example, that roughtly 50% of the monthly
occupancy (cost is involved in debt retirement-payments of interest and on prin-
(ilpal. For a unit in an elevator apartment house, the debt retirement is 42% of
the monthly ret. while the on-site labor cost amounts to 22% of the original
development and construction costs. Therefore the Kaiser Committee concludes
1lhat the on-site labor cost for such an almirtment amounts to 9.2% of the monthly
rent. Allowing for a small increase to account for architet's fees an( other mis-
cellaneous costs, the committee estimates that "approximately 10% of monthly
rents are attributable to the costs of on-site labor." It follows, then, that a 20%
('lit ill Inihling trlbs WIages---or a 2()'/ cut in) theo cost of on-site labor through a
substantial technological breakthrough-would permit merely a 2% reduction in
rmuts. Thi. would matn a r('luction from $1WMi a month, for examl)le. to $98 a
n 7m1 h.

3J1--70---69-20
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In tIle light of these and other findings of the Kaiser Coinmittee-which find-
ings, to tile best of Ily knowledge. have not been successfully c(lalhnged-I am
forced to eotlllude that Secretary Roiney's criticism of the boiling trades was
grosly exaggerated. This lieing the case, his stock in the labor movement is
vurrein tly-and quite understandably-very low.

Personally, I am rather sorry about that, for on the basis of firsthand experi-
ence over a period of many years I have developed a certain degree of respect
for the Secretary's savvy in the field of labor-management relations. In any
event, he could probably make a comteback if le were to start all over again and
prlq)se that the President convene a so-called White House conference on Ilulld-
itig costs-a conference made up of all of the parties involved in the building
industry, including contractors, tn ions, bankers, realtors, architects, aid the

nmnufacturers of building materials.
I doubt that such a conference would be able to come up with a panacea for the

housing crisis, but I strongly susp'et that it would buttress the Kaiser Commit-
tee's conclusion that "the cost of housing is made up of many bits and pieces"
and that "any progress toward cost reduction must proceed through a broadbased
.iplroach which wouhl I)robe for potential savings in every cost element." In
('very cst element-not merely in on-site labor costs. The New York Times, please
copy. (NC Features).

Senator BENNETT. Mfr. Charles Derr, senior vice president of the
Machinery & Allied Products Institute.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES I. DERR, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
MACHINERY & ALLIED PRODUCTS INSTITUTE; ACCOMPANIED
BY WILLIAM 3. HEALEY, STAFF COUNSEL; AND A. B. VAN DER
VOORT, STAFF ECONOMIST

Mr. DERR. Mr. Chairman, my nine is Charles I)err, senior vice
president of the Machinery & Allied Products Institute, a national
organization of capital goods and allied industrial products nmanu-
facturers. At the table with ine are staff counsel of the institute Wil-
liam J. ILealey on my left; and on my right A. B. van der Voort, staff
economist.

With your permission, I would ask that my formal statement befiled for'the record and I will simply highlight my comments if that

is agreeable with the Chair.
Senator BENNETT. That will be done, and we appreciate your self-

control.
(Mr. Derr's prepared statement follows:)

S'rA'rE.MENr OF THIE MACHINERY & ALLIED PROI)UCTS INSTITUTE, PRESENTED IY
CHARLES I. DERR, SENIOR V'iCEt PIESIIENT

My name is ('harh'les I i)err. I am Senior Vice President of flie Mac.hiiney and
Allied l'roduets Institute. a national organization of capital goods and allied
i dustia I product manufael urers. My associates are Willian J. ihealey. .Jr..
Staff Counsel of the Institute and A. B. van der Voort, Staff Econoniist. We appre-
viiite this oppotullnity to present our views ol the proposed repeal of the iuvest-
ineat credit as embodied ill 11.11. 122)0.

Our statement considers briefly the Administration's case for repeal, the nav-
lire and history of the investment tax credit, its importance to our economy.
reiterates our firm sul)l)ort of the credit's periianency, an( -if cmigress shmul
ultima tely decide to repeal the credit-makes certain reconinendations respe(ct-
ilg le rilhes govern jig t ransitdioi.

TilE, AI)INISTIATION'S CASE FOR 1lEP|E \.

11, li, lnv- igvt (I {'oligress of Aloil 21, president Nixoll rec' lllinelidelIlr pl
it f lit, t l ie illv' llie i lX cr il a it hilh the I t'iol that *hI'l is Suhisidy to business
investtienli, i- iiger li.;s lujility ovlheot leasing mi:al iolnll ueeds." To siuiilar
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v t(t ..--- with one thought ad(h~d--was tie satm ent of Secretary Kennedy to, tile

House Ways and Means Committee on '.lay 20:
"Although elimination of the credit would help curtail the demand for business

c(uipiieipnt-and thus relieve inflationary pressures-that is not the only reason

ftor suggesting its removal. This subsidy to bIsiness investment ranks below
otli(r pressing national nee .d.

"Stated simply, the case for removal of the investment ('redit rests primarily

u1o tie fact that the social needs and economic conditions of the 1970s will be

greatly different from those of a decade ago."
This underlying purpose of the repeal recommendation was, of (oiurse, reaf-

firmed in Secretary Kennedy's testimony before this Committee.
Thus, the Administration's case rests primarily upon a (lholce of program

priorities but with the suggestion that repeal has the added virtue of tending
to moderate our present inflation. This anti-inflationary them has also, of course.
been expressed by tile .Joint Econoitle Committee, by individual members of the
Congress, by political and economic commentators, and is strongly emphasized in
the report of the House Ways an( Means Committee on IT.R. 12290. In connee-
tion with its recommendation, the Administration not only reversed repeated
governmental assurances that the investment tax credit was a permanent part
of the federal tax structure but, in a remarkably speedy turnabout, disavowed
prior assurances of the credit's permanency by leading figures in the present
Administration.

The recommendation for repeal has been adopted by the House and now the
final decision rests with this Committee and the Senate. The decision embraces
a number of very important questions quite apart from the redirection of govern-
mient funds and the suggestion that repeal will tend to lessen inflation. There are
involved here such issues as our international competitive position and the de-
f'ense of the dollar, the moderation of domestic inflation and the wherewithal
to undertake and carry forward sucl governmental programs as those which
are now said to necessitate reveal.

Before engaging these issues, however, let us review briefly the purpose, the
nature, and the history of the investment credit.

TIE INVESrME:NT CREDIT IN RETROSPECT

A\s initially enacted upon President Kennedy's recommendation, tile invest-
imeit tax credit was clearly envisioned as a long-term proposition. This comsid-
erat ion was underlined in a 1961 statement of the Council of Economic Advisers
before tile Joint Economic Committee:2

"Measures to stimulate business investment directly will contribute to our
recovery from the present recession, but that Is not their main purpose. All who
have ('onfi(en('e il the American economy must look ahead to the day when the
slack will be taken up and high levels of output and employment will again be
the rule. The full benefit of our decision to supplement increases in consumer de-
nmiand ow with a higher rate of capital expansion and modernization will then
be realized."

The message was and is clear. The invest ment credit is vital to economic health
because it provides an incentive to continued growth of the nation's produc-
tive capacity and to the modernization and replacement of existing I)roductive
vq lipllp ent.

'hIe lature of tile 'crdit.-Because there appears to be much misunderstand-
ing about the nature of the credit, its scope, the limitations on its utilization
and the character of its beneficiaries, a word or two concerning its nechlanies
may be in order. First, the investment credit is claimable only on the installation
:laid placement Itn service of qualifying equipment. Secondly, It is not unlimited
in amount. It is restricted to 7 percent at the maximum-with lesser anmouits for
certain types of equipment-and must lie earned by actual capital investiiients.
Beyon)nd the percentage limitations, there is a ceiling of $25,000 plus 50 percent
of it( taxpayers tax liability In excess of hint amount which may lie taken ill
any oiie year sulbJect to a limited carryover privilege. It does not apply to build-
lags r their structui'al 'omllonemlts, a point of some considerable signitlcace
sinme f lit Adminiistration has used data oil capital investment which includes
hotb i1i ia ut a1ud Ill ipluilit. Expendables are, of course. riled out and where am
perimi ot itinization of qualifying cqlil)mnc t does not satisfy tile Statlttiry

I"hu American Exonomy In 1961 Prol ,' meni PIciMes," Mairch P, 1961, p. 49.
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scheme, the credit theretofore claimed may be recaptured. In short, tile invest-
ment credit has substantial impact but it is by no means an unlimited device.

As for beneficiaries, the credit is available to virtually every industry in the
United States Including, of course, the farmer. Has it accomplished its intended
goill?

Performance equals promise.-There is no neled to argue here tie (lilet ion
of whether the investment credit has fostered growth in capital equipment. Ini
fact, it is this very point which is employed by those wishing to repeal lhe
cretlit as a pi'\nipal basis for their argument. President Nixon, SVcl'eta ry
Kennedy, and other Administration spoliesnvI have repeatedly referred to
the fact that $404) billion has been invested in plant and equipment since the
early 1196(s. hat is more centrally at issue though is not the amount hilt
the "instabllity of investment" that the credit is alleged to bring al)out.' We offer
in evidence on this point two recent research studies by the Institute." For ihe
sake of brevity, we cite only a few pertinent passages at this point:
"A quick glance at [ monthly orders, shipments, od lock logs ini dollars.

orders as a percentage of shillents. and bck logs ill lllIts' slinlent s tfor
the periolI (1950-19-;) for bIusiness capital eqluilemnt] discloses two disti ht
aid remnarika bly different- periods. In the first, which extends to hite 195S. orders
s\'umgi in major cycles alternately far above and far below shilments., p'odic-
ing in consequence two major sw\ings in the :clicklog. III the lecaole since 19.l)S.
the orders-shipments relation bas beei mich close', with Io clearly deli ned
ba('k cycle. Over fhiis period, there have bItell in fact only two slistaiod
intervals when orders exceeded shiplmenIts by Itiol'(' Iiloan 5 percel't, :Id toilet
whet Il ey 'ell short by thIt ratio.

-ne (olinpa ratively orderly behalvior of equ ililolit lemaiid over the past

decade. awid the generally excellent response of suppl iers, rerl(.selit a remiarik-
able and gratifying ahievement.

"It is a n interesting fNet that the production of 1iushiess capital e1nil iiv,
was more regular and stable over the decade than that of consumers' (luralh
eqiuipnient."

There i- of eirse no Intentiont of attrilitin this renlaka'iltl record to
the investment credit alone. There are addiiontn r(';so, s ftr the relative
stabilization of the orders-shipments ratio such !: the fr"",- reilar flow of
orders over the past decade. We have no desire to ove,..,ate the o:, Our
point is that tle charge that subsequentet events have oo', tla..ulia,-
our fear., that the 'redit would '... ac('e ntiate tie install tty of lntest-
ment..." i4 clearly at odds with the facts.

INFLATION AND 'HE INvEs'i.ME 'r CREli'r

Against the background of this much too brief look at the purpose, the
application and the record of the investment 'redit. let Its now return to the
Administration's ease. We turn first to the lesser of tile two central argll-
ments--the suggestion that repeal of the Investment credit will have an anti-
'inflationary effect.
The estimated increase in capital expenditure.-The peg front whieh thill

argument was first suspended was a Commerce-SEC estimate in March that
Capital spending would rise by 14 percent In 1969. Already, a later Coitierce-
SEC rel)rt o1 capital spending in 1969. released in early June. ha. reduced tile
estimate to 121/ percent and further reductions are widely anti(ipate(l. In large
measure because of a probable reduction in available funds. Even if we assunie
that the adjusted figure of 121/2 percent were to prove correct. one iust bear in
itind that this figure is not adjusted for changes in the price level which are
bound to occur so that in real terms the figure would le much closer to 8 per-
cent than 121/ percent. Moreover, this projected rise is to be compared with
actual increases of 4 percent In 1968 and 2 percent In 1967, or no rIse at all in
real terms. Finally, since the revised estimate represents a sealing downt of an

1 Se, for example, the 1969 Joint REonomic Report. p. 20.
2 "A Remarkable Decade for Business Capital Equljimont." Capital Gooda ReI erl No.

77. Mareh 1969, MAPT : and "Comparalve Variability of Prouhueers' and Consumers' Pixvl
Capital Formation in the Postwar Period," Capitl eGoods lcri'h'n No. 72, Dectembor 1907.
MA Pr.
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earlier estimate and is itself subject tco lhe probalilility of furtlier reduction over
the (,turse of tie year, ole needs to bear in mn1hd that this is(only a forecast, an
estimate, nit a fact. And just how good is tile esliIlate?

As to the perforinace (f .lhe Coninerce-SEC survey over a relatively long
period ',f time, let us quote briefly f' m a recent Institute survey :'

"When forecasting errors are related to the amount of change in the actuals
(from base to reference quarters), they are In most cases relatively large. This is
a point( of major import an ie, for I li 'incipl use of anticipations data is to fore-
(ast flie t'eh nge Ii l.tllilS ....

"4 River tIli, entire period, ilhe average error of both anticilpa tions apljproxihmatIed
50( ]pl('erlit of tlie alverlige clianlge. anditi eveni in th( sect(nd h:if. wheii (lie Ierfoilul-
ilice was better, it was 41 l((l( lit for ilnt, and 4!) percent for lhe ottlhr. Eveii ill
lie Itller period, the tldevili pus eXx t(, 40 percent hi 40 percent of tlhe cases
for first aliticipaltions, and in 57 percent for seconils.

"These observalions are o11ot ii tista ragenent of the ConniercP-Sl'E(' antit'ilca-

tioans series, wlich are ext remely v'lualde not wit list a nuili ng their failure to gauge
act urately Ihe a mount ir degree of cllnge in tile iactuals. This test of perform-
aItce is a brut al one to Impose oin any series, and few caii ulieet it witl credit.
paIr icularly when lie chaliges are as small, relatively. as the quarterly move-
ments involved here. Our Intent is simply to caution against excessive reliance
on the series for tis purpose."
To assuunile, theni, that the estimate will be realized is to Indulge in a dubious

Jissuniption. In any event, we face economic problems which will yield to com-
llete solution only with a high level of capital Investment.
The lesson of suspcnsion.-It will be recalled that Congress temporarily sus-

pendeed the investment credit in 1966-67 on President Johnson's assurance that:
"A temporary suspension of the investment credit will relieve excessive pressures
on our capital goods producers and on our financial markets." The scheme did
not work although this episode had the negative virtue of demonstrating the in-
vestment tax credit's unsuitability for use as an economic control device. The
Institute documented this truth In Capitol Goods Review No. 67, published in
September 1960, and entitled "The Investment Credit as an Economic Control
Device."

There Is no reason to believe that repeal will prove any more effective than
suspension In realizing short-term, anti-inflationary goals. The lag In the Impact
of either suspension or repeal Is so great as to frustrate any such expectation.
Worse yet, that impact may very well be felt at exactly the wrong point In the
business cycle; in fact, it was Just such timing that prompted reinstatement of
the credit in 1967. If the Administration Is correct In assuming that economic
conlditions will have so moderated as to permit reduction of the 10-percent sur-
charge to 5 percent on January 1, 1970, then the delayed impact of credit repeal
could have substantially adverse effects at just the wrong time and could con-
tribute to a more serious turndown or even Zo a recession six to twelve months
hence.

T'hle central cause of current inflationary prcssures.-Recently, the Institute
published a new economic study in pamphlet form entitled "The Inflation Di-
leniuna." Its central conclusion Is germane to this discussion of inflation. The
author of this work, MAPI Research Director George Terborgh, summarizes the
Nvell-documented findings as follows:

"A final comment oii our present predicament. If we are right that the principal
inllationary dynanie of the past few years has been rising labor costs, If exhorta-
tion has failed to restrain them, and If direct controls are out. only one effective
remedy remains: relaxing the labor market. So long as we continue to have a
irunit-tight labor narket in the major wage-determining category-adult males-
the chancece of slowing clown the advance of hourly compelsation, and with it the
advance of prices, is thin."

['he relentless rise of labor costs is directly related to the need for continu-
at ion of lhe investment tax credit. Consider the steep uptrend In tile Index of
liibo" cost lper unit of output in manufacturing. Froni a low of 98.6 in July 19(15
(1 57--5!,=110) ite index has increased to 113.A in May of tills year.

Supl)Ose we exa mine souiie ot her pertinent statistics. Since I!;:3 tlliil)h.isitioln
per ian-hour iii the private s,.tcor has risen by about one-third according to

"Porpeastlh Perforiance of the Qiairterly Conmerce-SEC Capital E.qiendlture Antic.
IpatIons Series,' Capital Goods Review No. 73, March 1969.
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data of the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. During the same period, prices of
producers' durable equipment rose by only 10 percent as revealed by the Depart-
ment of Commerce's Office of Business Economics in the Surviey of Current
Jiusines for July 1967 and May 1969. In our present tight labor market and
with labor costs escalating alarmingly, the continuing improvement of our
industrial capacity by the introduction of cost-cutting productive equipment
would seem to be our only hope. Yet, faced with this crisis-and no other word
adequatley describes our present economic situation-we are told by the
Administration that we should discourage this absolutely essential process by
repealing the investment credit.

Let us conclude our look at inflation and the investment credit by reference to
this excerpt from a commentary by Mr. John O'Riley in "The Outlook" column
on the front page of the "May 12, 1969, Wall Street Journal:

"... Over the long pull. no force on earth has done more to hold down the prices
of things people buy than has capital spending.

"This money goes for factory machinery. And machinery, substituting for
human hands, is the thing that gives maximum production at minilnunm cost.
New and better machines come out every day. The new must replace the old.
If they didn't, the soaring cost of human labor would push the prices on manu-
factured products into the sky. This is readily demonstrable. Factory wages in
this decade have risen more than three times as fast as producer prices on fin-
ished consumer products."

Once again, the moral seems clear. If we are to hold the price line-if we are to
fight inflation effectively-we must continually enlarge and upgrade our produc-
tive plant. The investment credit is a well-tested method of achieving that goal.
But the investment credit is more than simply an anti-inflationary tool. By
providing an incentive to continued growth of our national productive (alpacity
and to the modernization and replacement of existing equipment, the investment
credit helps to ensure that our economy can :

1. Provide the goods necessary to meet its domestic needs--civilian and
defense--and, in so doing, cornbat inflation.

2. Provide the additional jobs and equipment required by an expanding
labor force.'

3. Contribute to (.losing the gap between wage levels and 1)roduclivity
by increasing productivity.

4. Meet the competition for world markets and thus contribute to the solu-
tion of our balance-of-payments problem.

This summary recital of what the investment tax credit can do for the total
economy provides an approl)riate introduction to our commentary on the Ad-
ministration's second-and principal-argument in sul)ort of repeal.

P

THE CONTINUING NEED FOR INCENTIVES TO CAPITAL INVESTMENT

The Administration's ease for repeal consists mainly of a suggestion for a
trade-off :

"The revenues released ly repeal of the cre(lit can be used-beginning ill fiscal
year 1971-to help fund the Administration's forthcoming programs, including
revenue-sharing with state and local governments and tax credits to enouraa,
investment in poverty areas and hiring and training of the hardcore unem-
ployed." IWithout arguing the merits of these or any other Administration programs to
be funded with "revenues released" by repeal of the investment tax (.redti. a
most important question needs to be raised. In its zeal to embark upon new
programs, has the Administration forgotten tlhta such programs depend upon
the health, vigor, and growth capacity of our economy which l)roduves all reve-
lines? A central fallacy in the Administration's position, in our opinion, is to ie
found in the implied suggestion ihat this is a fair trade-off, an exchange of
equals. We would sacrifice a tested, powerful-and. in our judginent. in(lislivisa-
ble-economie generator for programs as yet untried.

Before the Senate accepls the barga in thus profTerd. it seems to us that a
long, hard look is in order. A bit inore history may le helpful in such an
examination.

1 Sie "Labor For'e Growth ,ind Capital Formnation." tapitail (7o18 Rcmieiv No. 61, March
1965. MAI.

0 Statom(,nt of Sicrotary Koinmidy before the Ilouse Ways and Means Conimnitte,
May 20,1969.
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Depreciation and the investien t credit.-Both the Kennedy administration
and the Congress viewed the investment credit as one part of a two-prolged
effort to improve and modernize the productive l)lant of the United States in
order to make it more competitive domestically and internationally. Extensive
evidence was submitted to Congress to demonstrate that with both parts of this
two-ply effort, the United Sates was then at or (,lose to parity with our inter-
national competitors. To now remove one element of this coordinated program of
capital recovery devices would obviously have seriously adverse effects on our
competitive position.

Administration witnesses have responded to interrogation on this point by
generalized references to alternatives to the investment credit now said to be
under consideration. One Infers that one or a combination of such alternatives
may be offered to the Congress or effectuated administratively in the coning
months or years. Liberalized depreciation has been suggested and Secretary Ken-
nedy has indicated that a comprehensive survey of depreciation is now underway
within the Treasury. Reference has also been made to a value-added tax that
could be rebated to exporters.

The fact is, of course, that depreciation needs to he liberalized, regardless of
the decision on the Investment tax credit. An important first step would be the
rescission of the complex and administratively burdensome reserve-ratio test
as a limitation on taxpayer use of the so-called "guideline lives" for plant and
equipment. We are pleased to know of the Treasury's present coalprelhensive
study of depreciation, but we are concerned that such a study-like similar
studies in the past-could take a very long time to complete and implement.
Considering this possibility in the light of the need for continuing encouragement
of plant and equipment modernization, we suggest that this committee include
in its report on the measure now before it a mandate to the Treasury to formu-
late no later than the end of 1969 a program, including any necessary legislative
recommendations, for depreciation liberalization to achieve this objective.

The experience of other countries.-We have been discussing capital recovery
devices now working in tandem-the investment tax credit and liberalized depre-
ciation-which are designed to encourage a continuing high level of capital in-
vestment. Fulfillment of this need is inescapable if the economy is to prosper and
grow. The essentiality of the investment credit in maintaining a position at least
apl)roaching parity with other industrial nations becomes even more evident
when we consider the experience of other countries.

The Wall .Strct Jou-nal of Tuesday. May 13. carried a most interesting fe'l-
ture story on the economic policies of Finland since devaluation. Finnish policy
has included a very strong program and Inducement for industrial modernization
needed to spur exports. The reporter responsible for this article even referred
to union leaders in Finland who argued "rather startlingly" that relatively highi
unemployment is the price that must be paid temporarily for industrial modern-
ization needed to spur exports. The German experience is also relevant. United
Bu.siness- Sorrier, April 7, 1969. concludes: "The real secret of German success
lies in its ability to maintain a high rate of fixed investment in new plant and
equipment."

Consider this quotation from a pamphlet entitled "The Investment Credit"
published by the Boston Consulting Group: "The world's fastest growing e(con-
omy. Japan. is deferring al)l)roximately one third of its potential consuniption in
order to invest in increased capacity and lower cost production facilities. The
current standard of living could be about half again as high if the Japanese were
willing to forego growth. Yet, the deferred consumption is being converted
through investment into a steadily incrca.ing standard of living and national
product-at a rate of 11% per year in real tcrm.v."

Contrast these stories with the postwar history of the British economy as
recouinted in the April 18. 1969 issue of the letter of Rinfret Bo,4on Associates
to their clients:

"In ma iny ways what is now happening in the United States today ha - been
going oit in the U.K. for about twenty years. They have been stiffering from
inflation and have had .a perpetually fully employed economy.

"Every time that the British would run up against a fully employed eonoiy
and generate infia ion there would be ac mioetairy crisis. Imneliatly everyone
would start to look for the sector that could be cut back or pr ,'ented front
i ncrea sing.

"Governmcrnt would always take the position thaft they could not possibly
('ut back because of the social requirements of the people. Acordingly the
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Government would also take the position that no one could cut back consump-
titin under the unwritten law that consumers are voters. It therefore caine to
be that capitall investinenit would be curtailed or held back in order to fight
iullation.

"The answer to inflation therefore was to hold down on capital investment.
It womuhl clearly work -- for awhile. But once the economy started to move for-
wa r'd it would so(n collie to pa:s that the economy would run out of capacity and
t lie Irolbem would start till over again.

"At the present monient optimlisin is rising in the U.K. (see International
,Ecolionlics "The Lion Roars" d'ated iMarch 13, 19W,). The optimismn is based

1mpol the fact that capital investment is rising while consumption and govern-
mient are heing restrained. Tile investments of today are the productive ability
(f tollir(-ow."

An ironic footnote to this account of the British experience appeared in the
May 16 issue of the Wall Strcct Journal. A front-page article attrilwtes to
British workien-ilong accused of low productivity and an "l'in alright, Jack"
attitudte-ihe claim that British productivity is low because of outnioled equip-
ment rather than because of the workers' habits.

From all this, one may fairly conclude that contrary to the Administration's
assertion that there should be a change in national goals with a reallocation
of resources away from stimulation of capital investment, we need an uninter-
rupted national program of plant modernization and, where capacity require-
nients call for it, expansion. This would seem to be the only way the United
States can keep pace with the rest of the world.

Our international comptitiveness.-The extremely kerlous international com-
pietitive position of the United States cannot be overstated. The international
balance-of-payments deficit in the March quarter hit a 19-year high for a three-
month period according to government data. Export pcojections by the Depart-
meat of Commerce ("U.S. Foreign Trade-A Five-Year Outlook With Recoi-
mendations For Action," a publication referred to previously) indicate that the
overall growth of U.S. exports from now until 1973 will fall considerably short
of our balance-of-payments requirements. The fortuitous and temporary cir-
cumstances which produced a modestly favorable balance of payments in 1968
may not be depended upon to produce such a result in the current year, and
lhis is conceded by Secretary Stans in his Nationrl Press Club speech on
March 5, in which lie predicted a very substantial 1969 balance-of-payments
deficit.

Periodically, the Institute prepares for the capital goods sector of the economy
statistics on imports as a percentage of exports in major capital equipment
categories. Every category of equipment has shown a frightening growth in
imports as compared to exports. Totaling those categories of equipment for
which we maintain statistical records, the Import-export ratio for machinery
Ilas moved from 15.9 percent in 1961 to 42.7 percent in 1968. More detailed
statistics are. of course, available to the Committee or its staff.

This problem will not go away; indeed, it may well grow worse. The moral
%vollhl seem to be ti111 til na tioinal iolieies which bear favorably on our intel--
national competitive position siloulh lie strengthened, not weakened. Yet the Ad-
ministration recollmends repeal of the investment credit whi('h supports cash
flow for capital investment and which in turn is absolutely critical to offsetting
hlabor cost inreases all(d to improving our ilernlifitonal competitive position as
well as our domestic productivity.

At least one del)alt ment of government appears to agz'ee with our conclusions
:is they a ffect our foreign trale. A U.S. Department of Colllerce study entitled

'.S. Foreign Trade-A Five-Year ( utlook With Recoiiniendations For Action."
which was i'repar(d by the Bureau of International Commerce. advances this
s-ggestion tit page 76:

"A.n i1 grease in the 1.S. ivestmiieat tax- credit to stimaulate industrial modern-
iz:1t ion a ad grc4a ter U.S. competitiveness Should lie considered.

"llm.rea: -ig t h,,, ivestient tax (redlit from 7 to pmilaps 1-1 percent either
for Iradc-seisitive industries or fol. all industlries would ilrovide 1 lOivei'ftii
.idded incentive to Illodelrnize manufacturing plants 011( could sigilificantly in-
cmtease T'.S. conpl tit iveness ill international trade both o1 the import and (-%port
sides.

"Such a step. however, would have to be carefully weighed against the loss of
1.S. tax revenue and other economic considerations and might be put forward
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when tax reduction becomes possible. If, however, the U.S. trade balance con-
tinues to worsen, the proposal should be given urgent consideration."

IS A. TAX CREDIT BAD PER SE?

One fundamental question remains for consideration. Whatever the merits of
the investment tax credit, should any tax credit of this type be a part of our
tax structure? Important members of Congress appear to feel that the existence
of the investment tax credit establishes an unfortunate precedent for other tax
credits designed to meet such desirable social goals as the elimination of pollu-
tion, the support of education, the financing of industrial training. etc. This is
a central and overriding issue and it requires comment. Regardless of the sue-
cess that this or future Congresses may have in removing special preferences
from the Internal Revenue Code, we have long since passed the stage in our
nation's history when tax policy can be insulated and sealed off from the realiza-
tion of well-rationalized and high priority national goals. The encouragement of
a high level of capital Investment Is such a goal.

To briefly recapitulate arguments already made, the United States is committed
legislatively to a full employment policy which invites progressively increasing
wage rates, and to zn international trade policy based on free trade and the
minimization of U.S. nontariff barriers. Within the framework of these broad
national policies, the Congress and the Executive Branch must continually
reassess what must be (lone to offset increasing costs of production in order to
make and keep us competitive both domestically and internationally. It is our
conviction that continuance of the investment credit in order to support and
encourage a high level of capital investment is essential to our national welfare.
If we do not encourage such a pattern of investment, then we may well not be
aide to afford those programs-and other similar programs--for which the Ad-
minist ration would now sacrifice the investment tax credit.

We reiterate our basic position of coml)lete opposition to repeal of the invest-
meat credit or diminiution of the credit in any way. In the event, however, that
Congress should decide on repeal, we believe that there are some structural
matters that should l)e given very careful consideration, and accordingly. wNe
have set out below certain specific reconlmnendations for the Committee's coli-
sideration.

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATTONS

L'ffectirc date of the proposed repeal.--President Nixon recommended that tihe
investment (redit be denied on all orders for capital equipment placed after inid-
night, April 20, 1969. The House, in approving 11.11. 12290. acceptted the Ways
anld Me .i ('omilittee's re(conlilendation that the repeal should apply to orders
placed after mi(lniglit. April 18, two d.ys earlier. And we recognize that this("olmmittee has already indicated its tentative concurrence with the lioi Oi. I ,0si-
tioll. We asullme that the p'inwry r'vasoni for ltiovilig the credit repeal kick two
Ia ys Was to p(,llal iZ f lt s( \htJ wv4l'e l lr(. leid 1o ha vre (orrectly lit ici t'itted tthe
A(lillinistratioll's proposal for real of tile credit before tihat proposal was actui-
ally ztiale public by tile President on Monday. April 21. It seems to uQ, asstiiiiiiLi
there is to be a repeal of' the investtiient credit, that this is not the best way
to deal with Ilie tiiming 1 robleni. It may he that certainn pur'halses. anac' li1 ill 1,)21
i'tiior or l)ure lUnch. were able to place orders during the we,,kud of April
S9--20. But it seell equally lo-sible that somne may ha.1ve so acted ('veil Ipi'r to
the weekend. Oil the other hand-and of much greater importane-miost comi-
panics, and particularly many smaller ones, may have had no inkling of theAdnilinstrati,,,n's plroposali to repeal the invest nilt credit until l'reifci Nixol's

nniitincement on Monday, April 21. All these companies had heard prior to thal
tinie was that the Administration bad uo intention of urging a credit repeal. This,
you will recall, was the sentiment voiced by Secretary Kennedy. under Secretary
Walker, and Presidential Counsellor Burns. among others, prior to April 21.

The process of capital bulgeling eventuiating ill a 'tlnal ('pitll il ilivi'St.(l.t ill
file form of an order whicl neets the test of 1 ('olltractUlal ('illllitllelit is irc-
qilelitly drawn out over a considerable period of time. Alternatives are coupidered
even after the basic investment decision is made. Negotiations ta-ike place oil ill-
ifividual equipment orders, especially where large projects are inlved. Trhe
AdministratIon's recommendation, therefore, undoubtedly caught a Imber ol'1
('lilpanies either in midpassage in the investnient decision-naking, p'o(ess or on1
fhe verge of placing an actual contractual oillitlient. all of the capital hilldet
1lalning and investment analysis havi'ing preceded tis final event. It seems 41k-
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criimihldtory un(ler these circumstances to draw such a shar) line as midnight,
April 20. or midnight, April 18, for that matter.
We urge that a later effective date for the investment credit repeal be adopted.

For example, the Committee might adopt June 30, the date on which the House
passed the bill, or June 20, the date on which the Ways and Means Committee
reported the hill to the I louse.

.1 gradual e1pproah to repeal.-If it Is the decision of the Congress to repeal
the investment credit outright, then, as suggested above, we recommend that the
date of cutoff be set forwardin the manner and for the reasons already suggested.
Aitermitively, and preferably, we think there is merit in the concept of progres-
sively reducing over tine the availability of the investment credit once a decision
Ihas been iiade to repeal It. This could be done through a gradual reduction in
the rate of the v.redit over the next few years. For example, the full 7-percent
.rerlit might be made available with respect to orders through the full taxable

year 191)(, vith a reduction to 5 percent during 1970, 3 percent during 1971, 1
percent during 1972. and complete repeal to take place at the end of that year.
Sch a1 llase-out would substantially ease the impact of the credit repeal on
inlvestlument de(i.-ions made during the balance of tie current year and within
tlimt next few years. Moreover, it would have the merit of leaving the investment
credit in sonje form oil the statute books for the next few years. On the basis of
past experience, we venture to predict that within that period of time both the
''reatsuiry an( the Congress will have reason to turln to the investment credit
gain as a desirable investilent-incentive tool.

The "binding contract" approacli.-If the investment credit is to be repealed-
regardless of whether it is an outright repeal or a gradual one such as we urge--
the question of credit eligibility is going to depend on the date an order Is placed
or construction is begun. Under the House bill, the credit wol( not be available
with respect to property otherwise eligible for the credit, if the physical con-
struction, reconstruction, or erection of the property is begun after April 18,
1969. or if the property is acquired by the taxpayer after that date. However.
this cutoff does not apply to the extent that the property was constructed. re-
constructed, erected, or acquired pursuant to a contract which was, o April 1R.
1969, and at all times thereafter, binding on the taxpayer. The House NVays and
Means Committee report makes it clear that, generally speaking, the rules of
Code Section 4S(h) (3) relating to the "binding contract" concept in connection
vith tie investment credit suspension in October 1966. would apply in this eas,.

This, we think, is desirable so far as It goes. However. we have some rather
serious reservations on whether the crucial issue of the cutoff date for the
credit on otherwise eligible equipment ought to rest solely oil a "binding Coll-
tract" basis.

We concede that to some extent the explanation included by the Ways and
Means Committee in its reports on the 1966 "suspension" legislation helps to
relieve the "binding contract" concept of some of its harshness. Nevertheless.
there are a number of problems and special circumstances involved in tlle sale
of capital equipment-and which may in the individual case not satisfy the
"binding contract" rule In a legal sense-to which we urge that consideration
l)e given by the C'ommittee. Some of these problems are taken care of by tile

special transition rules, such as those relating to "equipped buildings." "plant
facilities." and "machinery and equipment." There are other problems, however.
which do not fall within the scope of these rules.

Tile real solution, it seems to us, Is to depart from the narrow concept of a
"binding contract." The entitlement of the taxpayer to the investment credit on
Tiro.iect in work or then pending on the basis of established plans should be
made to turn not upon the existence of "binding contracts" but rather, to the
degree praeticable. upon the fact of either a flrm commitment for goods or serv-
ices existing on the cutoff late or an economic commitment by tie taxi)aver
existing on that same date from which he could not thereafter withdraw with-
out substantial injury to his position. An administrative precedent for the 11se
of silcil a standard exists in Section 722(b) (4) of the Revenue Act of 1942 (tIle
World War IT Excess Profits Tax law).

Tf the Committee decides to retain the'"binding contract" concept, It sbllid
lay down clear guidelines so that taxpayers would not be confronted with narrow
and lezalistie administration of this very difficult language. We also urge tlat
tie Comnittee make clear Its Intent that regulations concerning the repeal are
to be written, and the administration of such regulations is to be conducted, ill
tie spirit of equity and reasonableness.
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Phase-out rule for credit repeal.-Under the House bill, in cases where the
investment credit is available because eligible property is acquired or constructed
before April 19, 1969, or is covered by a "binding contract," or one of the special
transition rules, it must be placed in service by the end of 1970 to be eligible for
the full 7-percent credit. If the property is placed in service after that time, the
credit would be reduced 1/10 of 1 percentage point for each full calendar month
after November 1970, and before the time the property is placed in service. The
investment credit would be wholly denied for property placed in service in 1975
or in later years.

We are opposed to these provisions. If the full investment credit is to be avail-
able for an investment because the order was placed before April 19, 1969, or
a commitment was made before that date that is covered under one of the special
transition rules, the full investment credit should be available, regardless of
when the property covered by the Investment Is actually placed in service.

Special transition rules.-We are pleased to note that the House bill Includes
most of the special transition rules which were approved by Congress in con-
nection with the investment credit suspension in October 1966 and the adoption
of which was recommended In the Institute's letter of May 23 to the House Ways
and Means Committee. These rules, Incorporated in the House bills over Treasury
objections, include the "equipped building," "plant facilities," and "machinery or
equipment" rules in substantially the same form as they were adopted in connec-
tion with the credit suspension. We favor these provisions of the I-louse bill. We
think, as we have indicated above, that it would be preferable to make the credit
available for firm commitments and economic commitments in existence before
April 19. 1969, as well as for binding contracts placed before that date. However.
in the absence of broadening the "binding contract" concept in this manner, we
think that the special transition rules serve a useful purpose and should be ap-
proved by the Committee.

There is one significant change, however, that we urge in the transition rules.
Section 4(a) of the House bill would add a new Section 49(b) (6) to the Code
which would extend the credit in certain situations where a binding contract or
lease is in effect on April 18. 1969. obligating a lessee or lessor to construct or
acquire machinery or equipment. This provision recognizes the fact that the
les.sor of property in many situations may not be the person who will construct or
supply that property.

This provision is apparently based on Section 49(h) (8) of the Code which
applied to certain lease and contract obligations in connection with the credit

puspension. However, there is one important difference. Under the House bill.
unlike the 196e. suspension provision, there is no coverage for a binding coeitra,
entered into before April 19, 1969, under which a party agrees to buy substanti:l-
ly ,)ll of the output to be produced b7v the other party from a property to be
l'ilt ill the future, for a substantial portion of that property's estimated useful
life. The 1960 provision would, for example, extend the credit where a partv i
obligated under the terms of a contract to build an oxygen plant specified ill
the contract for the purpose of supplying oxygen for use in a steel ccnipaiiy'
oxg en furnace.

1

We think that this coverage should also be available in connection with a
credit repeal. For that reason, we urge that the following language, based ub-
stantinlly on the existing text of Code Section 48(h) (8), be added to the pro-
posed Code Section 49(b) (6) in Section 4(a) of the bill :

Where, pursuant to a binding contract in effect on April 18. 1969. (i) tle
taxpayer is required to construct, reconstruct, erect, or acquire property
sneeified in the contract, to be used to produce one or more products. and
(ii) the other party Is required to take substantially all of the iroduts
to be produced over a substantial portion of the expected useful. life of the
property, then such property shall be treated as property which is not
suspension period property.

We have presented these suggestions for overcoming transitional problem':
incident to repeal on the assumption that Congress may well repeal the invet-
ment tax credit. Nevertheless. we conclude by reiterating our firm support for
the credit's permanency and our opposition to its repeal on any basis.

I Senate Report No. 1724. 9th Connress, 2d Se .ion, October .. 1909, p. U.
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Mr. DERIR. Thank you, sir.
I invite the attention of the chairman and Senator Miller to the

summary of our statement which appears on the face sheet. I would
like to comment briefly on each of those points.

Point No. 1, the investment credit was conceived and enacted on
the recommendation of President Kennedy as a permanent incentive
to capital spending deemed necessary for the continuing growth and
vigor of our economy.

I think there can be no question that the original proponents of
this bill intended that it be permanent. Moreover that was reaffirmed
by leading spokesmen of both the prior administrations and in fact
by leading spokesmen of the present administration before the turn-
about on April 21 when the administration recommended repeal.

The administration's case really consists of two points: One the
necessity for reordering program priorities that can be redirected to
other programs.

Secondly, and rather equivocally, the anti-inflation argument whih.
of course, has been strongly emphasized in the House lWays and
IMeans Committee report.

Point No. 2, the investment credit has met its objectives and, be-
cause there is a substantial and continuing need for a high level of
capital investment, it should not be preempted by other national goals.

There can be no question that credit has done the job for which it
was designed and, in fact, those who now recommend its reljeal
w,ld say it has worked too well.

As a matter of fact, the members of this committee will remember
there was a two-pronged effort propounded by the Kennedy admin-
istration involving on the one hand, the investment, credit land on the
other hand liberalization of the depreciation in the form of guide-
lines intended to put the Tnited States at or near parity with our in-
ternational competitors. Now we proposed to remove one of the two
horses from that team.

We believe very strongly that there is need for some alternative to
the investment credit. W1e'understand that the Trea nnmv Depa rtient
has now undetway a comprehensive reexamination of depreiation llit
we believe this committee and the Congress ounlit to call upon Ihe
Treasury to present an alternative to replace the investment credit
probably y in the form of liberalized depreciation no later than the end
of 1969.

Point No. 3. the repeal of the investment credit. would have little
or no effect on inflation in the short run, and its impact might in fact
crest at )recisely the wrong moment in the economic cycle. In the
longer run, capital investment-which the investment credit encomr-
ages-is one of the most effective counterweights to continuing price
inflation.

In the short, run it, certainly is true in the fight against inflation that
the repeal of the credit would have little or no immediate effect be-
cause, as you gentlemen understand there is a lag in its effect. You can-
not claim the credit until the capital gocds are installed. As a matter
of fact, as I said before, it, might impact at just the wrong time. The
administration has indicated that economic forces now at work will
bring us to such a point that by the first of January we can reduce the
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surtax to 5 percent. If that turnaround occurs, as this would seem to
imply, then it might well be that 9 or 10 or 12 months out when the
impact of the investment credit repeal is felt would be precisely the
wrong time. We had a bad experience with it at the time of suspension
which is documented in my full statement.

Over the long run, capital spending is anti-inflationary, as I believe
you recognize, because it decreases costs by improving production
methods, and enlarges the supply of goods by increasing capacity.

One of the real sources of inflation that was not mentioned promi-
nently here this morning is rising labor costs. Since 1963, compensa-
tion per man-hour in the private sector of our economy has risen by
about one-third according to statistics of the Bureau of Labor Sta-
tistics, and during this same period prices of producers durable equip-
ment rose by only 10 percent or less than a third according to the U.S.
Department of Commerce's Office of Business Economics.

Given this disparity the introduction of cost-cutting machinery
would seem to us to be our only hope of controlling inflation.

Recently the Institute published a book entitled "The Inflationary
Dilemma" which is an examination of the distasteful and inescapable
trade-olf between uneml)loyment on the one hand, and inflation on
the other.

Given our national commitment to a full employment policy, and
the certainty, in my judgment, there will be no (iminution of this
(lilemnia, it will continue to stay with us, again it would seem to us
that a high rate of capital investment such as is encouraged by the
investment credit, is very necessary if we are to control inflation i'n the
future.

Point No. 4, foreign experience suggests the necessity for a highlevel of capital sending as a prerequisite- to economic growth and
health. Repeal of the investment tax credit would remove an import-
nt inventive for installation of cost-cutting productive equipment and
tils tend to further endanger an already precarious competitive posi-
tion bot h at home and abroad.

Our discou'aging trade balance grows worse. The Institute has
for years maintained statistics oin tme" ratio of imports io export,; that
i,. imports expressed as a .)ercentage of exports. We find in the ma-
(ih inery cat egories with which we are concerned that the imlport-export
rat io has risen from 15.9 percent in 1961 to 42.7 percent in 1969. The
(diflicultv is tlat our ex ports have not kept pace with rising imports.

Ie ll Depart miment of ( commerce's export projections indicate that time
gI,'owth of U.S. export s through 1973 will fall rather considerably
short of what is required for our balance of l)ayments.

If we are to maintain and ho )efully to improve our international
competitive position we 11nst aciieve and maintain the most efficient
and prodlctiv(e industrial plant possible. This means continuous re-
neval and modernization which, in our judgment, requires continu-
ance of the investment credit.

We (1o not believe you can simply say, as the administration (does,
tlat there have been 14t0 billion invested in capital equipment simce
I lIe investment credit was adopted or as the House Ways and M':11's
(ommnitftee said that tel credit has outlived its usefulnIess. The fact
is fllt modern technology is so ,y1mii nie, it is So relentless in, it: 4i 'vi
aI(IVii('e that we dare not rest on our oars and assume that tim ilmt'-
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national competitive race is over. It nver ends and'the stakes are very
high.

So we believe that the investments tax credit should be retained as
a permanent feature of our tax program.
We have a number of technical suggestions to make with reference

to the bill now before the committee. I renew inv suggestion that we
believe it should be continued but in the interest of conserving the
committees time I will not take time. to deal with those suggestions
but rather throw myself open to any questions you may have.

Senator BENNE'xrr. Any questions, 'Senator Miller I
Senator MILLER. 'hank you.
Since 1964 our favorable trade balance has taken a very sharp down-

turn. As I recall it was about $7 billion in 1964. it is down to a deficit
the last year.

Mr. DERRi. Yes.
Senator MiLLata. I believe you are in substantial agreement on that?
Mr. DEm. Substantially.
Senator MILLER. During that period of time we have the investment

tax credit which enabled people to improve the efficiency of their plants
and still with that the trade balance went down, so apparently that did
not work.

Mr. Dbat. I suppose the prol)er answer to that is, Senator, that with-
out the investment credit it might be worse.

Senator MILLER. We do not know whether it would have been worse
or not but we know a favorable trade balance of $7 billion has gone
out the window in the past few years.

Mr. I)Emit. Unquestionably 't did, and if I may lead you back to a
point I made in my oral remarks, I suggested that probably the most
significant factor in the inflationary push is labor costs, and Senator
Bennett made reference just a few minutes ago to the rise in labor
costs in certain elements of our economy.

Senator MILLER. What has been the foundation for the increase in
labor costs, do you suppose generally?Mr. DERE. 1 ei, I think, probabl-I am not an economist and per-

haps I should not essay an answer'but I will attempt to, Senator-I
think the root problem is our national commitment to a full-employ-
inent policy. It becomes the burden of the U.S. Government by fiscal
and monetary and other means to insure that we are as nearly as pos-
sible fully employed. This leads us back to the inflationary dilemma to
whiph I referred a moment agro. The lower the unemployment. the
higher the rate of inflation. It seems to be inevitable. It is well docu-
mented in this country.

S senator M1F11. Mr. Dorr, T am sorry you say it seems to be inevita-
ble because we have a national commitment for a stable dollar, too.

Mr. Pr.n. Precisely. They are in uneven and uneasy contradiction
o each other. T am afraid.

Senator MI:LrR. We have had testimony from spokesmen of this
administrTtion that there is no reason whv they both cannot be at-
tained. T do not, know why you say it is inevitable they cannot be at-
tained. When Co~nress passed the'Emnlovment Act of 1946 thev said
both are there, and let's get goina, and the Congress did not say it is
inevitable that you cannot attain both of them at all.
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Mr. DEftI. Well-
Senator AMLLEm. The poiilt I want to make is--I will grant yoI wa'ge

increase's have had a lot to do with O1i-lhs t why are they going ip'?
Aren't they going up beeaiise'of inflation ? And you will find inflation,
ii may hve dipped in oiler nations, but still comparing inflation
rates between the United States and our overseas coml)etitors,. you
will find that tfhley may have a ligler r'ate of inflation over hejre tlan
we have had u p until this year.

Mr. 1)Emi. U'ni il the Ilst 2 years, I believe.
Senator Mm.EI. But even though going back to 196.5, 1966, or 11967

when thev had, most of them had, lower rates than we did !)evaiise we
]had a high-wage base and they had a low one. and they could decrease
theu' inflat ioll and we slil)e(l-)ebhind iii cOml)etitivo rates. So it seems
to me the nmnber one thing we have to zero in on is doing something
alout inflation.

Now, if that is so and if in order to do a job on that we have to do
something about coming out with a reasonably balanced budget, and
if by not repealing the investment tax credit we wonit, what (1 you
advocate that weIn l way of taxation to fill tlhe void ?
Mr. DEA.ir. First ot all, so far iU..t UI'tax is ('oncerned, although

we are not lere to testivy , certainly dI have to support its
colitiniation. Senator ;t 'here is n'o question about th't

Senator MILLER. Yes, but you see one reason why" (goes downi to5 percent ibeginitg next ye'ar is befaIe t he invetme tax cre(lit

relwal is part o tihe package.Mr D,:,,,,. Well
Senator MA . I f we don't r l)eal tre i,,v.'vfieiit tax cred) we are

going to hab ia void iherend wl at d(u1v Ntld u advoeateol-\
Mr. l)imu. I would advocate I itor, very, v el,'igid p~run~ig of

the budget, I think that attena relrea, bei g 1m1 e in that irec-
tion and congresss did l m f job asty yreut it seems to in still
More COi anld shoITdbe do . at -

Senatoj MILLIr. Let's-,s.v, wr_'( c -7lt d1ut we will ~ee(l
more reve me. Are you goii to harv J4 percent surcharge?

Mr. J)ERn .I am sotrv, sir. -. "
Senator ITL,4 ER. I say we pf'Nlle tQhbt ' t -e still need morerevenue in (r(ler to avoid a deficit.>A u 0mg to lIvC a 12-1i'ent

su rchiarg~e? 
_"Mr. DEmR. Well, I simply have to le ve ti ht que ion to pe I)le who

have the figure. at their finertips.
Senator MILL ?. You a voe6te filli the gap though make sure

ye balance out. on eenue and expenditures?
Mr. D ,R. As neai y as possible, Unquestionably ne of the great

causes of inflation is "the, continuous deficit ' g of the Federal
Government.

Senator MmLER. Thank you.
Senator BEN Nm-r. Thank you very much, Mr. Derr.
Mr. Drm. Thank you. -
Senator BENNEr. Mr. Peter Nevitt, senior vice president GATX-

Armco-Boothe.
Mr. Nevitt, I find you and I are alone.
Mr. NEvxTr. Yes, sir.
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Senator BENNE'T. You remember the old story of the man who took
a load of hay to feed his cattle and then when olly one cow showed u)
somebody said to him well, you don't dump the 'whole load, (o you?
Do you have a. statement?

STATEMENT OF PETER K. NEVITT, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, GATX-
ARMCO-BOOTHE, ACCOMPANIED BY LEONARD L. SILVERSTEIN,
SPECIAL TAX COUNSEL

Mr. NEVrr Yes, sir; I have a statement, and in the interest of tilen,
the hour is late, I have submitted the statement and I will make my
remarks rather brief and summarize the statement.

Senator I,',rU'r. Yes. It will be put in full in the record.
Mr. N1v1rr. Thank you.
SMly name is Peter It. Nevitt. I ap ear before you today in my cal)a-

city its senior vice president of GA'IX Armco-Boothe, to testify with
respect to certain provisions contained in H.R. 12290 relating to the
proposed suspension of the investment credit. I am accompanied by
Leonard L. Silverstein, special tax counsel.

GA.TX-Armnco-Boothe is a partnershi) located in San Francisco,
Calif., which is engaged in the purchase and lease of aircraft and other
major transportation equipment to airlines and other users. GATX-
Arinco-Boothe arranges for the lease of such equipment as a method
of financing the acquisition thereof in situations where the airline or
other user is unable to obtain the necessary financing to make the ac-
(lisition directly.

There are two points that I wish to address to the attention of tihe
committee. First, we urge that the committee retain the so-called bind-
ing contract rule and the other transitional rules, particularly the rule

certain leaseback transactions as l)roposed in section 49(b) (5) of
the Internal Revenue Code as provided in section 4(a) of 11.11. 12290
aspassed by the I-ouse.

Further, we would like to especially (lraw to the attention of tim
committee that we urge the elimilatiol5 of the proposed section 4(d)
of I[.R. 12240 to phase out the investment tax cre(lit for 1)roperty
placed in service after December 31, 1970. WVe believe that the phase-
oui, i'le is (liscri'iitnatovv in nature as the airline industry and other
industries where property requiring a long leadtime for manufacture
is involved.

We believe that the phaseout rule is inequitable and inconsistent
vith the reasons underlying the desirability of adoption of the ,various
ransitional rules, including th at covering the leaseback transactions

proposed in section 49 (b) (5).
Senator BENNETr. )O You suggest the elimination of that section

rat her than modificationn"
Mr. Nm'rr. Yes, the elimination of the section, sir.
Senator Jlm:',' r r. That is fine. Thank you Iery much. Your full

statement will be in the record of the hearings, and we appreciate your
coming.

Mr. NiwirrT. Thank you very much, sir.
(Mr. Nevitt's prepared st at ement follows:)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF PETER K. NEvrr', SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT GATX-
ARMCO-BOOTnE

My name is Peter K. Nevitt. I appear before you today in my capacity as
Senior Vice President of GATX-Armco-Boothe, to testify with respect to certain
provisions contained in H.R. 12290 relating to the proposed suspension of the
investment credit. I am accompanied by Leonard L. Silverstein, Special Tax
,Counsel.

GATX-Armco-Boothe is a partnership located in San Francisco, California,
which is engaged in the purchase and lease of aircraft and other major trans-
portation equipment to airlines and other users. GATX-Armco-Boothe arranges
for the lease of such equipment as a method of financing the acquisition thereof
in situations where the airline or other user is unable to obtain the necessary
financing to make the acquisition directly.

The provisions of H.R. 12290 of specific interest to GATX-Armco-Boothe are
the following:

1. Trantitional Rule for Certain Lea8ebaCe Transactions.-(Proposed section
49(b) (5) of the Code as provided in section 4(a) of the Bill.)

I urge that this Committee retain the rule proposed as section 49(b) (5) of the
Internal Revenue Code provided in section 4(a) of H.R. 12290 as passed by the
House. Under this provision, where a person who is a party to a binding con.
tract transfers rights In such contract (or in the property to which such contract
relates) to another person but a party to such contract retains a right to use
the property under a lease with such other person, then to the extent of the
transferred rights such other person shall succeed to the position of the trans.
feror with respect to such binding contract and such property. The application
of such rule would permit GATX-Armco-Boothe as a lessor to claim the invest-
ment credit with respect to property leased after April 18, 1969, where the lessee
was obligated to purchase such property under a contract for the construction
of su(.i property which was binding on the lessee on April 18, 1969, and at all
tines thereafter. This rule would apply only if a party to the contract retains
the right to use the property under a lease for the term of at least one year.

The desirability of permitting the investment credit to be claimed by the
lessor in the above lease-financing situation where a binding contract was in
,existence between the aircraft manufacturer and the airline before April 19,
1t1u9. is based on two grounds. First, it is desirable on the grounds of equity.
In this situation, the airline would, by reason of the existence of a binding con-
tract on the effective date of the repeal, qualify for the investment credit if it
were lble to arrange financing for the purchase of the airplane directly. Since,
upon the exercise of sound business judgment, the airline later determines that
It is unable to secure the financing necessary to purchase the airplane but instead
agrees to lease it in the manner described above in order to secure the long-
term use thereof, the lesser should succeed to the position of the transferor
airline with respect to the binding contract to acquire the airplane.

That such rule is Justified is indicated clearly by its adoption as section 48(h)
(7) upon the enactment of P.L. 89-800 which suspended the investment credit in
1966. The important factor, as Indicated in the legislative history of the suspen-
sion, is that in such cases, "the person entering Into the purchase contract [here
the airline] initially is committed to purchase the article." It is clearly inequita-
ble to preclude the user of such airplane, which is initially obligated to purchase
the airplane from the manufacturer prior to the effective date of the repeal of
the investment credit, to transfer less than its full rights in such contract to a
lessor at any time prior to the date the airplane is placed in service or use.

The second reason for adoption of such rule Is the adverse effect which the
denial of the investment credit in such situation would have on the economy. The
airlines may be required to cancel, at the cost of forfeiture of progress payvments
made with respect thereto, the contract for the purchase of such needed aircraft
in view of the inability to arrange the necessary bank financing. Without the
availability of the investment credit, the above-described lease financing would
no longer be available to permit the airlines to acquire the aircraft. The acquisi-
tion of new aircraft is necessary In order for the airline industry to keel) pace
with technological development and meet the demands of its passengers. The
denial of the investment credit in such situation would thus have an inflationary
effect by causing an increase in the costs to passengers for utilizing obsolete air-
planes as a method of commercial transportation.

81-701-69- 21
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2. Rfate of (,rcdit Where Property is Ptecd il Serrhe After 1970.-(l'rolosed
section 41)(d) of t' (Thte aode provided in secti on I (It) of tit, illl.)

I urge that tis Cotniiit.te reject the ilrop'osed st hm .19(d) of tie ('ode :is

provided in seetioin 4(a) of the 111 as itsssed iby te Ililse to pilise-olf Ote

Ilvestmet. credit otherwise available where flit' property Is pliit'tI it servi'te

after 1970. Proposed section 49(d) UIs iased by tile biise provides tillt it' lil-
v¢estmlent crvidll othlerwise Ilti ieillllt thle casle (it propertyv 111hcedl III str\'h' little

197 [getieralily letaus'e the property ttiimil tll uler t lieuilldiig votuiit'et or"

other traiislilotit l rules proposed III lit' 111111 is to be reitliee(l by olit1-t fi t'

ott Iiert'elftige itollut for eaeh full calendar littmo lia't' r Nov'iibl'. 11170, mlid

befor'o ile time whent tht lrolerty is phllted lit Servie. 'l'he Ilelirt of tit', li in' ,

Wiys find MAt'tiii Ciiollilittee i'ovides, its fin illi rurlalot of' tf lil tililtli ut of'

this rule. tim( Iin flit' east of plrolerty limited lii ert'vie lit Oioler, 11)71. it ; pter-

(ent erttIt rah lii li the fltli 7 pvtreetl Nvoilld bte tillotniltl' shit'e there li'

ten full t'iileiidlr iiitlifIs between Novetmiabe', 1970. ill )tltltr. 1171. No ertutft
wold be allowalie under tis provisions for p~rolperty lpliltied lill ,ervivte litt'lr 197-1.

It Is suliilited tliat elitietilleiit of' flit' proposed liliseoiit of flhe It'tves imtiif

credit, woutl itllat11111 ' allyii te I le eff'et.t tif adopt in tit titi lding olltmtlrl

an tl ill ofher transifltiii h Iilt's where properly ret Illllltg it stbsatlltllhii pi'riol
of t itle for ;i iii'iit' tir t' or t'tlf rt'lt iiol Is Iivolved.

As I liirt'vttisly Iilleait'td, atlolit l t tfit' flit Iraisllf li llti rltt fii eo 'i' lea 1, tm'il(
trtiisiit'ltm4 I ast, Isd bo t 1011 it' t'i l itl tt' -t11 1 f fy a4 t111 %li tlt l l 'erst' etf''tf
wih li dvilllil of, flip iltvi'slitutnl el-vilt Inl fh llit-~ 111111111ol\'hng tile' Il'els'blek

of liliit'irfl to 2iirillut'1e4 iVOiiltd li ve til tilit ee llolly. If Is oilliviely e tif l'ry to
tive Ireasmit i ttde'rlyhlig tilell ftIll A I11 rilte to 11rOVie liltfe tSSoi' wllth fle ()I)-

porl titlty t01liii lt'e Investm nt l ltti r\i'iv Ie4t' a i iIlli lt ' o the lirta ille ill

t tillie liid 1liii Iietl deny ill or it sili.stnll1l portion tler'eof to such lessor

solely 1by rt'niui ol t, fi t thill the irterly itl utstfo ttl irt's ii long t id tInll
for inn ufactuii''. If' It Is delrsl,. t, as it 1 t tioft' If 'o it'm t fit%' 4t of

fil f l itle, ' lIh i i It a11'lllY oliga ted to liiiut' e 11it'l l, dii tv fi'oil fi'e ma nti1-
fClat irer prior to flit' ef'etiv'e Itle It' Ihe re' f'liti o tifl iivt nit credit, to t i'alls-

'tir itH CIll rights lit Sut'l i miotlf'l ,, Iili llig lit'i1e itl'e.itit'itt ert'dIt wIIi resitet

tiit't'o, to if lessor at iiny tite prir to tit, dt Itelit' ali lalte Is pilaved il serv'it'e

or us, thn i It I I t n V113' lit'tiii t o deliy flit' t'iied it holt it thi flie

ie'sor solely iy' vii'fitt ' tif e f it' iitt titit file Ililliiliit'te il ' of St'i il r-iiCff t-11u111it
iet lt' i tt' i ii fti, pro lerty p~iii ll t' lt elt'1 ' eItt ti t I ler 19 0. Ilt flit' , fill ht-

a, till iht'i' itlt-i visionn would lit ,il,llrltyt Ii derf lti ory isiltiIte lit' li'le
andli other litllit ev Inl with tilt pl'odutet Ili qlestit re~quiresq it longK Ipelld tii,,

for 11' lilllt fli't It re,.

'lie Ileirl of lie llouso Ways ait(] Mau (1)unntlrtu tt'e Inuhllt,a 1111t fie easilyl
for tlie io'OStd plhae-ouit o the tredilt wais to

'* * * reduce t lilt illtity tit artists ietweeni tlxlpyers belti iste different letd.
tIites for flit' iiletded eqtlitlientlt t'lernlnet wlefther a1 firii li .il sgnt'(,d it Itl II g

t'olfrat'f; ie'for' Apill 19, 1969. l'or (Xallilt', even thotlgh two anilllifilletiirel's
plinllived to place machlinlery In 14ervhe onl tile Slilel date. one or' flilell woumld h1'.vp

entered into a hlindling contract before April 11), 1911, sinplly Iteause' ronstrile-
lion (if tihe mlitchilnery required that lfIit order lIe( Iplaed 2 Yeallr, before uise witsq

l)htitIt a1s4 ttmiiprtd wil t It moItsli for tie otlier innlium (f iirer * * *,, I

it is suluilfted, however, that tlie ahov-deserlhlt' reasoning uindeulylng the

irolosed plinse-out in fiet. would result In reverse dierhilinllatlon where the irop-
erty liy its nitafr rolulreR a long lead time for the mntufaetuite or eoIsfirutou
thereof. In tile leasti'bck situatioii under consideration, the airline llnateel ilt
order with a ntuiftuctrer for tle constrtetion of flt nlreraft well before April
11), 11)II), for retons motivated solely by the projection of its I)Iuiless nt''ls for
such aircraft. The placing of such order was wholly unrelated to the alVIlhillfty
of the Investment credit to the airline but was Iistead I med lI lon tle iecessity
for mueh airline to kee pace with teehnologleal tlevelolment and m et thle ie-
iiuiitlds of Its linsstengerts. It Is clearly dIscrimlnntory to ritnalize the aIrlIn, (find

the lessor) stlely i cause the aiurplano takes a long tinie to construet nnd the
1971 needs of the airline required that the order therefor lie plnted in early
11)09. rhe enactment of sicith rule, Intended to prevent dlserhnitatlon agiliqt teit
user of ia product re(lring a short ltad the for mitiniifacttire or eonmtritetlon,
woull Il fact have tlulte the Opp)MIte effect of diferhlnnating ngaint a user of
proilerty which requires a long lead thne for nianufaetume or eonstruction.

il Iti,ept. 91 -:121, at p. 14.
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I therefore urge that elimination of tie proposed section .49(d) to phase-out
tle Jivestwnt credit for property placed In service after )ecemiber 31, 1970,
which i. (1Ilserliillll tory III li tire its to (e ailine111 and other iiid(Istrih's within
lroprty reqirll g iong alend I hutt's for nut 12ilcfh'lle,. 1s leltig Itl(Illilillt' aid Ill-
('(olist(lnt. with tile rtl 2lis ll l |erlyiiig tle (e-,lrabli lty of adoption of tit(, vaI r' i s
Itratlst tonal rules, Itio'ltdhiit that covel|ig tile leaseback ,ra lll2t uls proposed
III sect ii .19(b) ('5) whh I have previollsly discussed.

I IP)pliI t(
C

'thl tlIA t0l)IMtt lility to eXpress lily I'iwN to the collil1titee.

SeIIat or I NI.NNt'. 011r last witless is All. Rosce 1A. VAgge -, Jr.,
represent ing the U.S. Cliaiber of ('omnl.re.r

STATEMENT OF ROSCOE L. EGGER, JR., TAXATION COMMITTEE OF
THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES; ACCOM-
PANIED BY ROBERT R. STATHAM, TAXATION AND FINANCE
MANAGER OF THE NATIONAL CHAMBER, AND DR. CARL
MADDEN, CHIEF ECONOMIST OF THE CHAMBER

Mlr. 1'(lori. Ny na e i Roseo, L. Egge', Jr. r III)1 i lliller of tli
taxation comlilitteO Of the ('iulkie1 ,1'Of (T(' of t ie I iikiltel Stales.
I fill It-15( It lflrtM1,1 le|' ill tile tt'COllli i ig fIllI ofI Pl'ivo WriI lollss o  & ("'o.

I am c-olmnpan ind by Robert It. stitl1, taxiI tiol 111141 fiahlice t n n-
ager of the uitional cltlliir, and I )r. (0t'l Maduhli, ellief e'OIiOlliist olf
the chiamiber.

Mr. Chairnlaii, tihe mtt ional chiil)er Il)lreeiates this opport uil it y
to express its views on 11.1. 12'290, wi h woIi 11 exteld tl il'{olnm
tax surcharge and reveal the investinnt. tax credit.

In stlniniary, the position of the national chamber is as follows:
(1) T 1he ehalber supports the eontinualion of the invoin tax stir-

char'ge at. it 10-pereent rate through! the calendal, velll' 19611) alid 6'
percent through *|tuno 1970, lit whichlt illt tile Stltrtllrgo slotuldl be
terminated.

(2) The clilialber uI'ges contituilned elleotis to) colatrol illatioiary
pressures through the achievement of t subst antial Felderal budget,
sur)Iis in tiseal year 1970. 1irst eiliphasis sholild be placed oi tile
fort her reduction of Federal expenditures to a level significantly below
le present budgeted figure.

(3) 'lho chamber supports the elimintion of Ile ilnvestiittnte tax
credit, prove ided-

(a) Fair transitional rules are adopted to assure equitatle
treatent for till taxpayers economically collilitled to expausioin
and modern izat ion prognams; and

(b) 'here is a firm ('ominitlient now on the part of both the
executive branch and the Congress to a tax structure, which
through 1nore liberal depreciation provisions and reduced taxes
on business income, will insure the continued modernization of
American in(lustry, and enable us to compete moro effectively
in world markets.

It, is the view of the national ehaliber that the income tax surcharge
should be extended at a 10-pereent rate through the calendar year
1969, and 5 percent, through Juno 1970, at which time the surcharge
should be terminated. In addition, the chamber strongly urges that
additional efforts be made to control inflationary pressures by the
achievement of a substantial Federal budget surplus in fiscal year
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1970. Endeavors should be made to attain a further reduction in Fed-
eral expenditures to a level significantly below the present budgeted
figure.

Everyone abhors high taxes and it is not easy to ask for an exten-
sion of this tax burden. However, the worst tax of all is inflation.
Inflation may strip away 6 cents from every dollar earned and saved
this year. Unless we bring under control the current surge of rampant
inflation, the taxpayers of this country will surely lose far more
through increased prices, higher interest rates, reduction in the value
of savings, and the many other ill effects of inflation than is being
extracted by the 10-percent surcharge. If we do not use the avenue
of tighter fiscal controls by Government, we will have to rely on more
monetary controls by the Federal Reserve. The latter course will
result in tighter money, higher interest rates that restrict business
activity, critical new problems for the construction industry, reduced
employment, and many other economic and social difficulties.

The national chamber is in favor of coordinated and complementary
economic policies which include the extension of the surcharge, vig-
orous efforts to control Federal spending, and appropriate monetary
restraint. All of these courses are needed to combat inflation. At thi's
crucial time both fiscal and monetary policies are restrictive to remove
the steam from our overheated economy. It is imperative that these
restrictive policies not be relaxed on either front-fiscal or monetary-
until the powerful inflationary psychology built into the economy hmas
been dissipated.

The real growth rate of the economy has slowed fronl an usmiatMM I-
ably high 6-plus percent in the second quarter of last, year to 2.9 percent
in the first quarter of this year. Moreover, some economic indicators
are either growing more slowly or actually declining. These include
industrial production, disl)osable income, detail sales, housing stats,
and stock prices.

The current tight money policy is exerting more intense pressures
on commercial banks than thly felt in the "credit crunch" of 9(6.
Their net borrowed reserves fro0m the Federal Reserve have clinbed
to a record $1.3 billion compared to the peak of about $600 million in
1966. Interest rates have risen to 60-year highs in umy instances. 'T he
current month will be a critical one tor savings institute ions which may
suffer a stepped-up outflow of funds as depositors seek higher interest
rates.

Consumer prices have been rising at. annual rates well above lIst
year's 4.2-percent pace. Braking the price rise will be a slow process,
due in part to accelerating wage demands. The collective bargainingg
schedule for the next 18 months is heavy. Cot "acts will com0 U) for
renewal covering almost 7 million workers in key indlustries-. i ill ion
in the second( half of this year and 5.8 million in 1970. The 1970 scled-
Ile ineliides the teamsters, railroads, autos, rubber, farm machinery,aerospace, communications, garment workers, and meat packers. R-
cent agreements suggest the demands to come-mar itine workers I1ave
won a 3-year contract providing for average annual increases of close
to 11 percent; some cement workers will receive about a 12-1)ereent
increase anmmally over a 2-year l)eriod.

Progress is being made in the fight against inflation, as is indicated
by the slowdown in real growth of the economy. But inflationary pres-
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sures are still strong. It would be a tragic mistake for the Congress
not to extend the surtax in view of these pressures-a mistake com-
parable to that of the Federal Reserve when it eased credit following
passage of the surtax in mid-1968. Failure to extend the surtax would
force the Federal Reserve to invoke an even tighter credit policy than
is now in effect. This could force the construction industry and, ulti-
mately, the whole economy into a sharp recession with its attendant
rise in unemployment, especially among the poor.

The latest estimates indicate receipts for the current fiscal year will
be $199.2 billion and that outlays will be $192.9 billion. The result will
be a surplus of $0.3 billion. much now depends on what action the
Congress takes in this regard. It must be clearly understood that the
surltharge is not a substitute for needed expenditure reduction. A rigid
spen(ling discipline is essential to the maintenance of public confidence
in the integrity and responsibility of our fiscal system. For ths rea-
Rln, the national chamber urges that primary emphasis be placed on
the further reduction of Federal expenditures to a level significantly
below the present budget figure.

We do not believe this request for additional spending reductions is
unreasonable. If the situation is as serious as the administration and
those in Congress contend, and we believe that it is, then meaningful
reductions in spending should be made in conjunction with the exten-
sion of the surcharge.

The efforts of those in the executive and legislative branches of the
Federal Government who have made it possible to anticipate a $6.3
billion surplus iii the current fiscal year are commendable. The cham-
ber urges cont inued efforts for the achievement of a substantial Federal
surplus in fiscal year 1970. Early announcements of additional efforts
to a ten in this regard would help reduce the inflationary psy-
chology. Assurances there will be this additional spending restraint
and resulting increase in the anticipated surplus would assist
materially in meeting the current crisis.

What is being proposed in H.R. 12290 by way of tax burdens on
business and American taxpayers generally results in a substantial
sacrifice for many, even in an era of prosperity. The taxpayer who
makes this sacrifice should have the assurance that efforts are being
made by those in the Government sector of the economy to reduce
spending, and that the revenues from that sacrifice are not being used
for additional spending.

The national chamber has repeatedly urged meaningful depreciation
reforms and reduced taxes on business income to insure the continued
modernization of American industry, and to enable us to compete more
effectively in world markets. The chamber will support the elimination
of the investment, tax credit if there is a firm commitment on the part
of the executive branch and the Congress for more liberal depreciation
and reduced taxes on business income, and if fair transitional rules
are adopted. However, absent, such a commitment, tme national
chamber cannot support the elimination of the credit.

The position taken here in consistent with the views expressed by
the chamber since the credit was proposed in 1961. In testimony on the
suspension before the House Ways and Means Committee in September
1966, the chamber detailed the history of its position on the credit:
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When the credit was first proposed in 1961, it was a complicated, unworkable
proposal which was presented as a substitute for the inuch-needed and long over-
due depreciation reform that the chamber had been urging on the Treasury and
the Congress for ninny years. It was also quite frankly proposed In the beginning
as a counter-cyclical subsidy device that couli be turned on and off to manipulate
the economy. The chamber, thus, opposed it as originally presented.

The chamber wanted the equivalent in a permanent depreciation reform
Integrated into the existing depreciation structure, and not a subsidy, or a carrot
on the stick unrelated to depreciation, that would be vulnerable to repeal or
suspension at tile first change in the economic climate.

As a result of the objections and criticism of tile chamber and others, the
Treasury catte back in 1902 with a simplilied credit which they assured us,
over and over again, would be a permanent part of our tax structure, and not
Just a spigot to be turned off and on as a selective tax device of fiscal policy. * * *

The Goverment also ilade It plain in 19)2 that the credit plus tile depreciation
guidelines would be the only depreciation reform we could expect or get, and
we had better take that than nothing. They rejected our proposal to Include the
equivalent, of the credit inI the form of an lulilIal allowance as an integral part
of the depreciation structure. They also refused to adopt the permanent and
wore stable and ei)entdable Canadian system.

Thus, left with what was in our opinion a Hobson's choice, we took the credit
for bett or or for worse.

11 11)(2. industry and the national coonony were desperate, 11s Presilent
Kennedy and everyone else recognized, for a realistic and adequate capital re-
covery lax structure. Anld so, as I say, we had no choice but to take tile credit.
We ,iight have colltilued to press our objection in 1902 If we had known then
what we know now, that tile Treasury's assurtonices is to Oriilanee were not

to be relied on, and that iln four short years i liet, iiiiiinlstration would forget its
promises and be urging suspension, Just as we feared.

It' this comintl tee and the Congress woul enact Into law the kind of pernnent
capital recovery tax system this Nation really needs, then we would be tile
first to say that this uncerlaln, undependalble tax credit device should not only
be suspended but be repealed.

It, now appears that a main eull'- in the retooling of our indust'ial
mIlacIinery uay 1) e renloved withollt any sort, of replacement readily
ava liable.

The United Staltes cannot afford to fall fal'ther behind our majort rade 'onipetitor's 111( st ill ]ile to r'e(:o e' fr'omi our1 prec0ari0ous balan'ce-

of-I)ayents positiol. We cannot a ffird to further handicap American
blsin;,ss at it time when modernization and expansion of our produc-
tion factors are so necessary to colmibat inflation. Until the time that
the IUnited States caii close the gap between the systems of capital
'eovery1' used by our compete itors and Ihat. which is allowed by our

own tax syst eni, there will be little chance for increasing exports and
redoing ii ots.

With wages already out pacing productivity, there can be only one
practical course of adjustment. Since wages cannot be lowered, produc-
tion 11il1st. be increase(, 1111d to (to so requires that 1111 adequate capital
recovery system be permanently worked into our tax structure.

Tile invest ent credit was designed to close the obsolescence gap.
Mr. Stanley S. Surrey acknowledged this a speech on March 12, 1962,
in winch tile former Assistant Secretary of the Treasury said:

The investment credit, coupled with realistic depreciable lives will make the
tax treatment of investment In the United States comparable with that offered
by our major comnpetitors in Western Europe, Canada, and Japan. Tile invest-
ment credit thus takes its place along with the variety of Western European de-
vices such as tile tIncentive allowances afforded in addition to depreciation In the
United Kingdonl, Belgium, and tile Netherlands. or the first year additional de-
preciation allowances permitted in the United Kingdom, France, Italy, and the
Netherlands.
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The administration is aware of these problems. President Nixon has
asked that Ihere be at study of tie value-added tax, which might serve
as an incentive to capital andl exports. With all the Connon Market
countries movingto a vailie-added tax, there will be increased pressures
on our tax system to ofler an incentive to capital. This form of taxation
is rapidly becotiing the major revenue producerr throughout Europe.
Since tlhe tyl)e of value-added tax which is being adopted is the "con-
simnption ty)e," which means that the cost of capital expenditures are
deducted in the year of purchase, a continuing surge of capital invest-
meitr can be expeted by b)usiness competitors in Europe.

'The cliaml)er urged such as st udy of the value-added tax as a means
of correspondingly reducing the. income tax and improving the Na-
t,ioiis interitat ionAil balance of payments.

The enactment of the credit was the reason given for not reducing
corl)orate income tax rates in the saine degree as individual rates in
the Revenue Act of 1964. TIhus, the credit wits also a substitute for a
fair reduction in tax rates for corporations as well as meaningful
depreciation provisions.

The house Conmmit tee Report No. 749, September 13, 1963, page 27,
stfited:

Thi. tax et for corporations. whon fully effective, will amount to $2.2 billion
a year. It should, of couirse, be viewed III vontiectio with the rtluction provided
by .'oIgress last year III ti form of all Investment credit and the reform pro-
vhled last year iI the. depreciation guide lines. These tiaken, together, provilo
('lpoij llmios with i tax reduction of alI roxillilmely $41/ billion.

And this committee's Report No. 830, January 18, 1964, page 8,
stated:

"rhis hill provies a ltaliced reductiloii betweeii n(ividuatls fill(] business firins.
It this respect, the bill will reduce Individual income taxes by $9.2 billion and
will reduce eorlorate taxes by about $2.4 billion. These figures must be evalu-
ated along with tile effective tax reduction of 11)112 through the investment credit
and (depre(iation reform. the largest slare of whihh went to corporations. Taking
the 1962 mid 1964 programs together, the share of tie reduitlon going to Individ-
uals is about two-thirds had to corporations about one-ttird, which Is approxi-
nautely the present relative shares of individuals and corporations in Income tax
li lilities.

To eliminate the investment tax credit, would result in a discrimina-
tory tax increase for corporations, unless other appropriate adjust-
ments were made in the tax structure.

We recognize the need for certification of water and air pollution
control facilities for which i 5-year amortization deduction is sought
under the provisions of H.R. 12290. However, we are concerned at this
time over what we believe are some ambiguities in section 5 of the bill
which, if not resolved, could lead to differences in certification require-
ments between State and Federal governmental agencies.

It would be possible by the application of the proposed dual certifi-
cation process prol)osedin H.R.. 12290 that a company could not
qualify for Federal certification for the amortization deductions, even
if its treatment of waste complies with State or interstate standards
approved by the appropriate Federal agency. The proposed certifica-
tioj process would appear to conflict with the previously expressed
congressional intent ti both the Water Quality Act and Clean Air
Act of allowing for State rather than Federal control and enforce-
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ment. It was never intended that the Federal Government be permitted
to set uniform treatment standards.

H.R. 12290 should be amended so as to provide for certification only
by the State or regional regulatory agency concerned, except in
instances where water and air quality standards have been promul-
gated by the Secretary of the Interior or the Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare, pursuant to section 10 (c) (2) of the Federal
Water Poilution Control Act as amended, or section 108(c) (2) of
the Clean Air Act of 1967, as the case may be, or where the State or
interstate regulatory agency lacks authority to issue certification. In
the latter two circumstances, the necessary certification would then be
obtained from the appropriate Federal agency.

The chamber will submit to the committee a further statement in
regard to its recommendations concerning the tax treatment of pollu-
tion control facilities.'

As a part of this testimony the national chamber submits a memo-
randum on the transitional rules it views necessary to assure equitable
treatment of taxpayers in the event the credit is repealed. The memo-
randum follows and we request that it be made a permanent part of
the record.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes our testimony. May I once again voice
the appreciation of the national chamber for this opportunity to
testify on these important matters.

(The memorandum referred to follows:)

MEMORANDUM ON APPROPRIATE TRANSITIONAL RiULES IN THE EVENT OF REPEAL
OF THE INVESTMENT TAX CREDIl'

This paper considers what transitional provisions should be included in any
repeal measure. In particular, consideration is given to the circumstances in
which the credit should be allowed in respect of property acquired or begun
to be constructed subsequent to the effective date of repeal, in the interest of
fairness to taxpayers who undertook programs or made commitments in reliance
upon the continued availability of the investment credit in the future.

SUSPENSION TRhNSITIONAL PROVISIONS NOT ADEQUATE FOR REPEAL

We believe that to adopt a stringent repeal measure would be extremely
unfair to taxpayers who have been advised time and again, by officials of this
Administration and its two predecessors, that the credit was a permanent part of
the tax structure so that its continuation could be relied upon In business and
financial planning. The fact is that there is a need in these circumstances for
far more effective transitional rules than those which Congress was able to work
ont under great time pressure in 1966.

Transitional considerations were given limited recognition in connection with
the 1966 temporary suspension of the investment credit. That limited receogni-
tion took the following form:

First, there was a series of specific exceptions to the definition of "suspension
period property", property acquired, ordered, or begun to be constructed after
the suspension cut-off date, designed to protect the credit for those who could
establish certain specific forms of pre-suspension-date commitment to acquire or
construct machinery or equipment. These exceptions were for: (1) Property
acquired pursuant to a contract which was legally binding on the taxpayer on
and at all times after the suspension date; (2) Property constructed or acquired
by a taxpayer pursuant to a lease or contract with a third party such as a shop-
ping center tenant; (8) Property used in or incidental to a building or plant
facility under construction or more than 50% under contract before the sus-
pension date; and (4) Machinery and equipment constructed more than 50%
from parts and components on hand or under binding contract before the sus-
pension date.

See p. 489.
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Second, there was a specific exemption for air and water pollution control

facilities, added to the suspension measure on the floor of the House.
Third, there was a $20,000 special exemption for any suspension period

property.
Finally, there were provisions to ensure that the credit would not be lost as

a consequence of post-suspension sale and leaseback financing and certain trans-
fers within a related group.

There appear to have been several reasons for this limited transitional relief
in the case of the 196 suspension. A comparison of the circumstances surround-
ing the 1960 suspension with economic conditions today in the light of the expe-
rience gained from the 1960 law demonstrates that more adequate transitional
measures should be adopted if the investment credit is repealed at this time.

First and foremost, the 1960 suspension measure was conceived as an effort
to control a temporary credit crisis. To achieve this goal the Treasury Depart-
ment felt that the suspension had to have maximum Immediate effect. Hence,
only the most basic and limited transitional rules were contained in the sus-
pension measure as it was introduced. While these transitional rules were
broadened somewhat as the measure proceded through Congress, it was gener-
ally recognized that they fell short by a wide margin of providing equitable
treatment for business.

Second, and somewhat related to the first point, the 1966 suspension had a
two-fold objective. It sought not merely to slow expansion by removing an incen-
tive, but to shift order-taking forward to a later point in the business cycle.
Thus, the suspension had a definite ending date and business was assured that
the credit could be restored even before that time, just as soon as conditions
would permit. On the other hand, orders placed during the suspension would
cause the credit to be sacrificed even if the acquisition was after the period ended.
With this type of counter-cyclical measure, fully adequate transitional rules
could not be adopted.

Third, the suspension law was put through the Congress on an emergency basis
under great time pressure. Congress was told that the measure would have little
utility unless it was adopted almost overnight. With such a brief opportunity to
review the measure, Congress could not fully take Into account transitional
problems.

Fourth, while the suspension was a serious blow to the business community,
It was temporary, and fortunately proved to be even more brief than most had
anticipated. Hence, the full seriousness of the transitional problems never fully
emerged. Although it probably still is too early to appraise the audit experience
of the 1966 suspension, it is probable that it will reveal only a small portion of
the problems associated with an outright repeal of the credit. The issues simply
are much smaller on both the government and private side.

Today, Congress faces a very different situation.
First, we are confronted with a proposal for outright repeal of the Investment

credit. The loss of this credit will be felt deeply, particularly in the capital.
intensive industries such as steel, machine tools, and transportation. There is no
question today of preserving the credit by deferring orders or deliveries for a
few months to suit the business cycle. The credit will be lost, if repeal occurs,
except for whatever temporary relief transitional rules may afford.

Second, It is recognized that repeal of the credit will not be effective as an
anti-inflationary device. The suspension experience of 1966-1967 demonstrates
that the credit is wholly unsuited to short-run manipulation of this character.
Council of Economic Advisers Chairman McCraken emphasized in May in a
speech before the Federal Statistics Users' Conference that the repeal proposal
is not "business cycle oriented". Secretary Kennedy acknowledged as much In
his May 20 testimony before the Ways and Means Committee in which he said:
"Stated simply, the case for removal of the Investment credit rests primarily
upon the fact that the social needs and economic conditions of the 1970's will be
greatly different from those of a decade ago."

The Administration's justification for repeal is that the revenue thereby saved
or generated, beginning in 1970, will permit an earlier end to the income tax
surcharge than otherwise would have been the case. Others have said that repeal
is a political expedient to get surcharge-extension support of legislators who
regard the credit as a business subsidy. In either event there is no compelling
need in these circumstances for the kind of abrupt cut-off which was attempted
In 1988 in the name of economic fine tuning.
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Third, we have had the benefit of experience with what happens when the
effort is made to legislate basically tough transitional rules, the experience of
the 1966 legislation. Inevitably, special exceptions and rules creep in to take care
of the most deserving or most persuasive hardship cases. These exceptions pro-
liferate and become ever more complex. The result is a piece of legislation which
few can appreciate or understand. Of course, this is preferable to a law which
is harsh and unresponsive to equitable considerations. But it is far less satis-
factory than a law with broad and fair guideposts.

SUGGESTED TRANSITIONAL RULES
1. Pha~se-Out Repeal

Congress should consider carefully the practicability and fairness of a gradual
as opposed to a one-step repeal of the investment tax credit. For example, the
credit might be reduced in stages from its present 7% level to zero over a period
of several years.

The principal difficulty with a gradual repeal Is the concern that it may lead
to anticipatory orders in an effort to ensure maximum credit utilizaton. To
lessen this risk the phase-out would have to be gradual and take place ovr a
substantial period of time so that business factors other than slight future drops
in the credit would beconw more importmit in order placing. Our suggestion
would be that the phace-out occur over at least three years.

It is a fundamental principle of tax reform that where the elimination of
a provision generally favorable to taxpayers will cause hardship because arrange-
ments have been made or actions taken in reliance upon the provisiom, a reason-
able phasing-out of the provision is appropriate, absent compelling considerations
of public policy to the contrary. This principle is illustrated repeatedly In the
current tax reform proposals of the Administration:

The proposed 50% Limit on Tax Preferences would be gradually put into force
over a three-year period.

The required Allocation of Deductions between taxable and nontaxed income
would he phased in over two years.

The proposed limitation on foundation control of business corporations in-
corporates a five-year transitional period.

The multiple corporation surtax exemption disallowance would also conie in
gradually over five years.

And there would be a three-year adjustment period for the taxation of public
utility dividends pail out of accelerated depreciation reserves.

The fact that the Administration has chosen to associate the credit repeal with
an extension of the tax surcharge does not alter the fact that repeal is a pernia-
nent change In the tax structure which amounts to "tax reform." As Secretary
Kennedy's May 20 statement says, the removal of the credit is designed to shift
economic resources "to meet pressing needs for housing, to aid state and local
governments, and to improve the lot of tho poor." This is the language of "re-
form." And repeal of the credit is a type of reform which will cause economic
hardship to taxpayers who have relied upon Its continued existence. Clearly, this
is the type of measure which should qualify for l)hase-out treatment.

Such a gradual phase-out would be entirely Justified in teris of fairness to
business. Business has been assured on countless occasions over the years, from
the days when the investment credit was first proposed, that this was intended
to be a permanent part of the capital recovery tax structure of the Internal
Revenue Code. Business plans have been laid on this foundation. Even a liberal
commitment rule cannot fully do Justice because of the great practical difficulty
of producing documentation of the commitment in such a way as to satisfy an
examining agent of the Internal Revenue Service. A graduated repeal will help
to alleviate this practical problem.

Moreover, a gradual phase-out would afford time for Congress to consider and
adopt appropriate changes in the depreciation provisions or other capital recovery
elements of the Code to ensure long-run economic growth and greater efficiency
before the loss of the credit has had too great a depressing effect. If and when
such capital recovery provisions are adopted the credit could be phased out more
rapidly, perhaps in a single step.

Gradual elimination of the credit over a period of time would not be inconsis-
tent with present and future economic circumstances. As we have previously
noted, eveit a one-step repeal of the credit now will have no material effect on
government revenues or purchasing decisions for a considerable period of tine-
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until 1970. We know from the 1966 suspension experience that the credit cannotbe mnnipulatel successfully as a counter-cyclical economic control device. By thetime repeal takes full effect it is probable that the state of the economy will bequite different from what it is today. Indeed, the credit repeal could operate toincrease the risk of a serious business recession a year or more from today. Grad-utting the repeal will lessen this risk.Finally, a graduated elimination of the credit would mitigate some of themore troublesome features of the proposed repeal. First, there is involved theextremely difficult problem of attempting to identify and define those deservingsituations in which the taxpayer has inade a sufficiently meaningful economiccommitment to warrant exception. This seems particularly significant In the caseof smaller business organizations whose plans tend to be somewhat less form-alized than is tie case with the larger companies. Second, there is the Inevitableproblem of the choice of the effective date. Where the question is qualifying ormot qualifying for the full 7% credit, the effective date and the cut-off provisionsbe.oime critical. T') bar anticipatory orders the proposed measure has an effectivedale of April 18 which is two days before the dlate recommended by the Treasury.One solution to these problems is, of course, to move forward the effectivewhitee froin April 18 to the dale the bill was Introduced, reported out of coin-unitfe (ir eniteted. We feel, however, that graduated repeal would be less dis-(:rininatory and more consistent with sound tax legislation principles than anyarbi rary ctit-off feature.

2. RuisneRs Commitment Rule
The exceptions to the doeiltltion of "suspension period property" In the 196investment credit suspension legislation gave limited recognition to the fact thatproperty placed In service after the suspension period commenced but as to thentequlsltion or construction of which the taxpayer had been committed prior tothe suspension should not be disqualiled for tile credit. The binding contract,thilrd-lparty lease or contract obligation, machinery completion, equipped build-ing ai1d plant filllty exeniptions to the definition of suspension period propertyall stenimned from the recognition of tile principlle that changes in the tax lawshould not affect prior comitments to any greater degree than necessary.The bill contains l)rovisions recognizing tile principle that the repeal shouldhave minimal effect on prior commitments and that such comnmitments shouldnot be disturbed to any greater degree than is necessary. These exceptions whichare patterne(d after the 1966 suspension rules are at least a logical starting l)ointfor the consideration of transitional rules associated with repeal of the credit.But at tile outside they represent the minimum transitional relief which anyrepeal measures should contain. As Indicated earlier, the need to give recognitionto economic comnmitients made in reliance upon continued availability of thecredit is much more acute in the case of repeal than in tile case of suspension.Practical and understandable commitment tests can and should be a part ofany repeal measure. The credit should continue to be available for machineryand equipment placed in service after the effective date of repeal if the tax.payer can demonstrate, by appropriate records or consistent business practice,

either: (1) That the particular machinery or equipment (or like machinery orequipment) had been ordered for acquisition or scheduled for construction inthe business sense prior to the effective date of repeal; or(2) That the machinery or equipment constitutes part of a plan or pro.grain which, prior to the effective date of repeal, had been adopted or ap-proved by the board of directors, executive committee, ia nagement orother officials of the taxpayer responsible for making decisions In respect ofsuch plan or program.The credit should also be available if the taxpayer can demonstrate that, priorto the effective date of repeal, it had made a significant financial commitmentregarding the particular item to be acquired or constructed or to the programinto which the machinery or equipment will be incorporated, even if this programhas not been formally adopted or approved. A financial commitment would in.volve, for example, the borrowing of funds or raising of equity capital for anexpansion program, the purchase of land on which facilities will be constructed,the entering into of contracts with third parties and the like.Clearly the drafting of precise language to cover equitable commitment pro.visions such as these is not easily accomplished. It may be necessary for Con.gress to lay down fairly broad guidelines, leaving their practice implementation to
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the Treasury. It would be tragic If fair transitional commitment rules were
sacrificed on the basis of expediency.

In the absence of the type of broad economic commitment test we have recom-
mended, the proposed specific commitment exemptions which are Included in the
bill should be modified so as to give greater recognition to difficulties of appli-
cation and administration as well as the potential inequities.

The binding contract exemptions should be broadened to include orders placed
with a manufacturer or distributor in accordance with the taxpayer's customary
business practices, even if these do not constitute "binding contracts" in the
strict legal sense. Post-repeal-date modifications of pre-repeal-date machinery or
equipment orders, including the substitution of similar property acquired from
the same or another supplier, should not defeat the credit. Similarly, a right to
cancel the order should not cause the credit to be sacrificed if, in fact, the order is
filled. These modifications of the "binding contract" exemption would permit
business transactions to go forward without being artificially "frozen" by the
fear of a lost tax credit. Finally, if a particular taxpayer can demonstrate that
an order would have been placed before the repeal cut-off date but, for circum-
stances beyond the control of the taxpayer, such as a delay in some required
government action, the order was delayed, the property ordered should qualify
under the exemption.

This broader version of the binding contract exemption should be incorporated
into the three "project exemptions" which were adopted in connection with the
1966 credit suspension, and should be included in any repeal measure-the
equipped building, plant facility, and machinery and equipment construction
rules--so that property in this order-exemption category will count toward the
pre-repeal-date percentage requirements of the project exemptions. In addition,
setting the project exemption percentages as high as 50%, as under the 1966
suspension law. would not afford adequate recognition to what constitutes a
genuine commitment. A 20% test was used as a measure of commitment in con-
nection with the repeal of the tax exemption privilege for industrial develop-
ment bonds and we would recommend a percentage of that magnitude in con-
nection with these credit repeal project exemptions.

8. Credit Utilization
The bill recognizes that the repeal should be aimed at curtailing future eligi-

bility of property for the credit and that the utilization of the credit already
earned should be generally preserved.

Certainly this is a fair transitional approach. However, the provisions in the
bill dealing with this matter of utilization of carryovers will result in inequities
in certain cases and requires reconsideration. Under the proposal, the general
50% of tax liability limitation Is retained and, in addition, a special limitation
is provided which would limit the allowable credit attributable to carryovers
in any year beginning after 1968 to 20% of the aggregate amount of unused
credits which would otherwise have been available as carryovers to each such
year after 1968 or any prior year following 1968.

Under this arrangement a taxpayer could lose credit carryovers solely be-
cause of the 20% limitations when such carryovers could otherwise be utilized
If there had been no change in existing law. There seems no Justificaton for
taking away the taxpayer's right to use the credits already earned.

This provision was inserted in the bill apparently to minimize the economic
effect of accumulated carryovers In the first year following repeal. Moreover,
there was the intention to avoid the possibility that a taxpayer could achieve
a greater advantage from the carryover than would have been the case had
there been no repeal.

A much more equitable approach to the use of the credit carryovers might
be to limit the amount allowable in any one year following 1968 to a maximum
of 20% of the total dollar amount available at the beginning of such year or
any prior year subsequent to 1968. but without the limiting effect of the existing
carryover period as Is Incorporated in the proposed version.

Admittedly this might permit credits to be utilized which might otherwise he
lost, but it seems a small price to pay in light of the necessity to stretch out the
economic consequences of the accumulated carryovers.

Although some argument can be made for the further limitation on the basis
of the so-called "simulated" credit, the burden of record keeping, to say nothing
of the problems of administering this further complexity, would greatly out-
weigh any need for precise symmetry.
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The provisions of the bill should assure every taxpayer that his credits al-
ready earned will not be taken away. At the same time, the business community
as a whole should not be saddled with administrative burdens disproportionate
to the objective of protecting revenues.

SUMMARY

Appropriate transitional rules are essential to alleviate serious hardships and
inequities which are threatened by any repeat of the 7% investment tax credit.

Congress should consider carefully the practicability and fairness of a gradual
as opposed to a one-step repeal of the credit. For example, the credit might be
reduced in stages from its present 7% level over a period of years. This would
ease the problem presented by the use of an arbitrary cut-off date for the credit
repeal.

Any credit repeal provision should contain a broad and understandable pre-
repeal economic commitment exception which Incorporates but extends beyond
the limited, specific commitment exemptions of the 1966 credit suspension law.
Machinery and equipment ordered for acquisition, scheduled for construction or
within the scope of a plan or program adopted prior to the repeal cut-off date
should qualify for the credit.

In the absence of a broad economic commitment exemption, all of the specific
limited commitment exemptions of the 1966 suspension law should be adopted
as part of any repeal. These Include the binding contract, equipped building, plant
facility, machinery and equipment completion, and third party contract exemp-
tions. These exemptions should be modified to cover gaps In the 1966 provisions.

Any repeal measure should ensure that investment credits earned prior to re-
peal, including carryovers, and credits within the repeal laws exemptions can
be fully utilized.

Senator BENNETT. Thank you very much.
This concludes the list of witnesses for the morning so that the com-

mittee will stand in recess until 10 o'clock Monday.
Thank you.
(Whereupon at 1:05 p.m., the hearing was recessed to reconvene,

Monday, July 14, at 10 a.m.)
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Supporters of the income surcharge have urged that. extension is
necessary to prevent a runaway inflation in wholesale and consumer
prices. I think we can apply a much more effective bral e to the cur-
rent inflation than the continued imposition of i regressive sura, x,
which extends and often aggravates the present inequities of our
Federal tax system.

An emergency tax on excessive corporate profits would be a more
al)lropriate and effective device for controlling the war-iniwedinflation we tire now exp~eriencing.

The way to eliminate this Idnd of inflation-short of ending the
war--is to minimize the efleets of tihe defense dollar on aggregate
demand, by drawing off some $10 billion a year of t le excessive prolit
yield in a special corporate tax. This would be the imiiediate imnl)act
of the excess war profits tax: a cooling ot' of the economy at its
most overheated sector.

But there would be a, secondary effect of great significance in the
effort to halt inflation. To date, fiscal policy has proved inadequate to
combat inflation, hirgely because in lit ary expenditures, tlie great bulk
of Federal spending, have continued to grow. And with this growth
has continued the exl)ectat ion that military demand-and prolit
levels-will remain high.

Enactment of t he Excess War Profits Tax would dampen the infla-
tion psychology in the no-risk, guaranteed-profit defense industries.
And action which restrains the exl)ectation of high profits can have a
profound effect in curbing in flat ion.

Elnactment. of ilie Excess Profits Tax is also recominended by reaswNs
of fairness and equity.

It, has been the consistent policy of this country to see that no One1
makes unrealistic profits from war-while thousands of our young men
are dedicating an important. portionn of their lives at inconsequential
pay.

this was the policy for World War I, for World War 1I, and again
during the Korean war. On, each occasion, Congress enacted an excess
war profits tax, transferring a fair measure of the wartime increase
in net corporate profits to the war effort.

We should be following this tradition today, when the increase in
corporate profits is the most dramatic in our recent economic history.

From 1961 to 19064-the base period for computing excess profits
under the amendment-the average yearly level of corporate profits
before taxes was $57.8 billion; after taxes , the average retention was
$32.5 billion.

For the post-Vietnam-escalation years, 1966-68, gross profits have
soared to an average of $84 billion )er year, and after taxes to an aver-
age of $50 billion, some $18 billion a ove the l)re-1.65 period.

This quantum jump in corporate profits represents an increase of
$18.5 billion or 53 percent front the base period average.

The amendment, I am proposing would impose on the taxable in-
coins of every corporation, a special levy equal to 37 percent of tlie
excess profits taxable income: that part of tei income which exceeds
the deduction adjustment for tax years 1969 and 1970.

This deduction adjustment,, computed according to the 1950 Tax Act
formulas, approximates that amount of income which is not attriblut-
able to special wartime spending levels. The taxpayer may either do-
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duct the average annual intake for the 4-year base period, 1961-64.
Or he may deduct a normal return oil invested capital, as calculated
on the graduated scale of ,the 1950 act.

In any event, no corporation with excess profits under $25,000 per
annum is liable for the ext ra tax under this bill.

Special relief for corporations experienicitig abnormal growth dur-
ing the emergency period is provided by section 1906(a) (3) which
elipowers the Secrelary of the Treasury to make rules coml)arable to
provisions of th 1950 act. 'hese rules would prescribe certain special
modifications for nolefense growl h1 ili(lust rics, for corporal ions which
installed new product lines or new factories during the base period,
and for corporations which experieneed damaging fires, long-term
labor strikes, or other severe abnormalities during the base period.

These Special adjustments are designed to focus tie excess profits
tax as precisely as possible on the war-created increment of corporate
income. It is a "surgical strike" taxation scheme; were are not inter-
ested in those profits which are a normal yield on capital and ingenuity.

Ive all lay that the stPaemate i Pars will be lwroken, that tile kill-
ing will end, and that Americaun troops will be returned to our own
shores. But for now, the war goes on and its costs continue at it very
high level, which is the reason this tax matter is now before us.

I think it is time now to shift more of that, cost to those industries
that are deriving the greatest profits from the war.

Then moving on, Mr. Chairman, to the second proposal that I would
like to call to the attention of the committee, it would modify the in-
vestment tax credit, proposal alog the lines suggested not only by
myself but by the chairman of the Select Commitiee on Small Busl-
nes, Sonato: Bible, and the ranking minority member of that com-
mittee, Senator Javits.

I would like to file with the committee a draft amendment which
would retain the credit for investments below $25,000 as the chairan
knows, that was a matter that was very seriously discussed in the other
body, and as I understand it, it was almost adopted after considerable
debate by the House committee.1

As you will recall, this prol)osal is quite similar to the approach em-
ployed in 1966 when the credit was suspended temporarily. At. that
time the Senate wrote in a $25,000 exemption and the conferees settled
at $20,000. It is substantially the same proposal that I am making here
today.

This amendment is offered in the belief that Congress has the
ability to write tax laws with enough precision to insure that they
will not work contrary to other national policies. I believe the case
at hand is an extremely clear example of the need for such precision,
for repeal of the investment tax credit without some provision for
small businessmen and farmers would, in one large area, interfere quite
seriously witch the very motivation which underlies the admiuistra-
tion's proposal . It would damage other important public purposes
as we I

Administration spokesmen have left little doubt as to the reasons
for repealing the credit. Secetary of the Treasury David Kennedy
spelled them out before the House Ways and Means Committee on
May 20, noting that:

--ee p. :121-
:hm!--71fl9-22
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More than 8 years of inflation have distorted our economy, robbed the thrifty
of part of their savings, and eliminated our favorable trade balance. A continu-
ation of the inflationary boom ultimately is likely to lead to a sharp contraction
in economic activity, accompanied by a painful level of unemployment. Inflation
must be stopped-and it can only be stopped by continuing fiscal and monetary
control.

I heartily agree with that objective, and I agree as well with the
premise that the investment tax credit is an appropriate place to start.
The credit was created in order to stimulate capital investment, and
it has certainly been effective in achieving that purpose.
American business has spent some $400 billion in capital outlays

since the early 1960's. But we no longer need that stimulation, particu-
lar y not for giant industry. On the contrary, the capital goods sector
is the area where inflationary pressures seem to be most acute. The
anti-inflationary effect of each dollar removed from this sector of the
economy will, as noted by the Chairman of the Council of Economic
Advisers, be greater than the effect of each dollar of surtax revenue.

Nevertheless, I am convinced that the broad brush approach, or
total repeal of the investment tax credit is not desirable. Its effect
will be to exacerbate the squeeze on a large number of those who have
suffered most from rising costs and tight money. It will attack victim
and villain alike with the same blow.

Senator Bible has recently described the "triple credit squeeze"
facing small business. The disastrous rise in interest rates, particularly
since December, creates the most crushing burden upon those least
able to pay. The prime rate is, of course, reserved for the most reliable
and largest borrowers, who also have methods of avoiding the squeeze
in credit which are not available to smaller operations.

On top of this, we have noted that the administration reduced the
fiscal year 1969 business loan program of the Small Business Adminis-
tration by some 58 percent, further restricting their access to capital.

Addition of a third pressure, elimination of the investment tax
credit, will force economic ruination in thousands of cases, all in the
name of inflation control.

A similar situation exists in agriculture. Inflation has driven the
necessities of efficient food and fiber output to the highest levels in
modern times. Jnst this last week I had lunch with an implement
dealer from my State, who told me that an ordinary combine of this
kind that is in common use in the Dakotas today now sells for some
$21,500, which is five times greater than the price of a comparable
machine 15 years ago.

Production expenses rise by almost $1 billion in 1968 for farm fami-
lies, and prices paid for implements, interest, taxes, and farm labor
were 3-percent higher than in the previous year. Farm liabilities, ex.
eluding claims of the. Commodity Credit corporation , increased by
some $4.1 billion in the 12 months preceding January of this year,
and a large share of that debt was incurred to offset operating losses.

As is the case with business, these rising costs weigh most-heavily
upon smaller producers. Meanwhile the prices they receive have re-
mained relatively constant. Farmers have no way to pass increased
costs of operation on to the consumer.

At this time many operations are being sustained only because of
the favorable market for livestock. When that cycle turns down, as
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it always has in the past, we can be assured that the cost-price
squeeze-with the intolerable interest rates, mounting production costs,
and dismal price prospects-will continue to smother family farm
agriculture.If we eliminate the investment tax credit in the case of small farm-
ers we will hasten that process, removing the economic viability of
many existing farms and accelerating tile migration from rural
America to overcrowded cities.

We can easily afford to be somewhat selective, recognizing that if
the 1960 need to stimulate plant and equipment investment no longer
exists across the board, there are still areas where we should encour-
age or at least prevent any rise in the costs of such investments. Agri-
culture and small business are prime examples.

Over the past several decades our agricultural programs have spelled
out a firm national preference for efficient family farm agriculture.
We have been concerned about the rapid decline in farm numbers, the
crowding of our cities as a consequence of that process, and by the
prospect that our food and fiber supply will eventually be under the
control of a few large producers.

At the same time, we have evolved a policy, declared in the Small
Business Act of 1953, calling upon Government to "aid counsel, assist
and protect, insofar as is possible, the interests of small business con-
cerns in order to preserve free competitive enterprise * * *11

I believe these twin policies for agriculture and Small Business re-
main entirely valid, and that they supply ample reason for maintain-
ing the investment tax credit up to $25,000. We should continue to re-
ject the view that bigness is either naturally desirable or inevitable,
and we should continue to embrace the concept that entrepreneurship
should be widely dispersed and readily accessible.

The revenue cost of continuing the credit up to $25,000 I tried to
determine by calling for assistance from the legislative reference serv-
ice at the Library of Congress. They estimated that it would deprive
us of about 9 percent of the $11/2 billion that repeal of the investment
tax credit is supposed to bring in, in other words somewhere around
$150 million would be lost in revenues if we adopted this amendment
I am proposing to exempt the first $25,000.

I urge the committee to act favorably on this amendment, in the in-
terests of many thousands of small 'business and farm operations
across the country.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask that the text of the amendment
be included in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. All right.
(The proposed amendment referred to follows:)

[I.R. 12290, 91st Cong., first sess.)

AMENDMENTS intended to be proposed by Mr. MeGovern

H.R. 12290, an Act to continue the income tax surcharge and the excise taxes
on automobiles and communication services for temporary periods, to terminate
the investment credit, to provide a low income allowance for individuals, and for
other purposes. viz: Page 8, line 15, after "property" insert "and property to
which subsection (e) applies".

Page 20, line i1, strike out the closing quotation marks and after line 11 insert
the following:

"(e) Small Business Exemption.-
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"(1) In general.-In the case of section 38 property (other than pre-termi-
nation property)-"(A) tb physical, construction, reconstruction, or erection of which

is begv:i after April 18, 1969, or
"(T_) which is acquired by the taxpayer after April 18, 1969,

and wlich is constructed, reconstructed, erected, or acquired for use in a
trade or business, the taxpayer may select items to which this subsection
applVes to the extent that the qualified investment for the taxable year at-
tributable to such Items does not exceed the small business exemption
i'itation (as determined under paragraph (2)). In the case of any item so

,.elected (to the extent of the qualified investment attributable to such item
taken into account under the preceding sentence), subsections (a), (c), and
(d) of this section, and section 46 (b) (5), shall not apply.

"(2) Small business exemption limitation.-For purposes of paragraph
(1), a taxpayer's small business exemption limitation for any taxable year
is $25,000, reduced by an amount equal to the amount by which the tax-
payer's qualified investment for the taxable year (determined as if subsec-
tion (a) did not apply) exceeds $25,000.

"(3) Special rules.-
"(A) Married individuals.-In the case of a husband or wife who files

a separate return, the amount specified in paragraph (2) shall be $12,500
in lieu of $25,000. This subparagraph shall not apply if the spouse of the
taxpayer has no qualified investment for, and no unused credit carry-
back or carryover to, the taxable year of such spouse which ends within
or with the taxpayer's taxable year.

"(B) Affiliated groups.-In the case of an affiliated group, the $25,000
amount specified in paragraph (2) shall be reduced for each member of
the group by apportioning $25,000 among the members of such group in
such manner as the Secretary or his delegate shall be regulations pre-
scribe. For purposes of the preceding sentence, the term 'affiliated group'
has the meaning assigned to such term by section 1504 (a), except that-

"(I) the phrase 'more than 50 percent' shall be substituted for the
phrase 'at least 80 percent' each place it appears in section 1504 (a).
and

"(ii) all corporations shall be treated as includible corporations
(without any exclusion under section 1504 (b)).

"(C) Partnerships.-In the case of a partnership, the $25,000 amount
specified in paragraph (2) shall apply with respect to the partnership
and with respect to each partner.

"(D) Other taxpayers.-Under regulations prescribed by the Secretary
or his delegate, rules similar to the rules provided by sections 46 (d),
48 (e), and 48 (f) shall be applied for purposes of this subsection."

The ChTAIRMAN. It seems to me at one time I may have voted for
both of your proposals.

Senator McGovERN. I think that is right, Mr. Chairman.
The CHATUMAN. They will certainly be considered when the com-

mittee gets to it.
Senator McGoVERN. I appreciate that.
The CHAIRMAN. Any questions?
Senator WILLIAMS. Senator, I understand that you are advocating

supporting the repeal of the investment tax credit with the-exception
of an exemption for small business farmers. Is that correct?

Senator McGOVERN. Up to $25,000, that is correct.
Senator WILw.xs. Do you think that the administration made a

mistake last year when they reinstated the investment credit at that
time? Do you now consider that a mistake?

Senator MCGOVERN. I think it probably was, I will say to the
Senator.

Senator WILLIAMS. That was one of the thoughts I had at the time.
that this was not an anti-inflationary movement. In the past, I believe
it was during the Korean war, we had an excess profits tax, and I sup-
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ported it at that time. When the war in Vietnam broke out, I suggested
then that we should take measures both to control our domestic spend-
ing and also to examine oijr tax policies. I notice that you are label-
ing your proposal as an excess war profits tax. Right at this moment,
we are all lopmg that we are going to end this war.

Senator McGovr.R. Yes.
Senator WILLIAMS. Isn't this a little late to propose an excess war

profits measure, or have you given up hopes of ending the war?
Senator McGovERN. I haven't given up-hopes. I share the Senator's

earnest desire that the war com to an early end. I have been advocat-
ina that for some time.

Senator WIMLIAMS. I know you have.
Senator MCGOVERN. I have also advocated this tax for some time.

I tried to get the Senate to act on it last year. The chairman of this
committee voted for it, as did ti majority leader of the Senate and
a number of other Senators, but I do not think any one of us can legal-
lypredict the length of this war.

What we do have before us is the urgent request of the administra-
tion to meet an emergency situation that is highly inflationary, and
the war cost does not continue at least for the foreseeable future.

I do not know what that cost is, I guess somewhere between $25 to
$30 billion a year, and it just seems to me that if we are going to act
on that administration request to deal with the inflationary problem,
that tle President gave us some guidelines in his tax message, when
he said that we ought to have the capacity to raise taxes to those that
are not paying enough, and lower taxes to those that are paying too
much. I think that enacting a surtax on everyone at this time or ex-
tending the surtax on everyone across the board, without reference to
that, principle, the President spelled out, does not come as close to meet-
ing the situation as this excess profits tax does.

Senator WILLIAMS. Are you recommending the excess profits tax as
a permanent fixture of the law?

Senator MCGOVERN. No.
Senator WIll.IAItS. ,Jlust for the duration of the war?
Senator McGovwRN. No, I would hope that it would be a very tem-

porary proposal I will say to the Senator, along the same lines as the
surtax. It is to meet an emergency situation, butl would hope we could
very quickly repeal it, in the event the war comes to an end and spend-
ing tails off.

senator WxLLIAM S. Let me ask your opinion on one other matter. I
realize we don't, have it before us today, but it has been mentioned for
some time. As to the depletion allowance, do you think that should be
changed too? )o you think that it is due for a revision?

Senator McGovERN. Yes, I do.
Senator BENN.E n-r. No questions.
Senator Crirns. In reference to the investment credit, you men-

tioned that certain machines cost around $21,000 at the present time.
Senator McGoVERN. Yes.
Senator CURTIS. The 7 percent investment credit would be a credit

for someone who buys one of those on their tax bill of $1,470?
Senator McGovERt. Yes.
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Senator CuRTIS. Now you are aware, are you not, that if that farmer
sells that machine, even turns it in on a new one, before the end of 4
years, that the Treasury will recapture the $1,470?

Senator McGoVRN. I was not aware of that.
Senator CURTIS. Yes, they do, and he has to hold it for 8 years to

the full benefit, between 4 and 8 it is on a graduated basis. Now if that
goes on forever, what happens is that when they trade in for a new
machine, they get a tax credit on the new machine, but they would
lose it because they had not held the old machine for the full 8 years.

Senator MCGOVERN. Does the Senator say that if they uise the mia-
chine over a 4-year period they do get some permanent be'netit from the
tax writeoff ?

Senator CuiRs. Unless you have a full 4 years, you have to repay tI le
entire tax credit.

Senator McGovERN. I see.
Senator CURTIS. And one of the reasons that I did not support the

investment credit when it was first proposed was that the individual
who had already purchased some equipment or was unable to purchase.
equipment got no tax credit. The operator who could buy a great deal
of the heavy equipment got the most from the investment credit.

Now in reference to the surtax, are you aware that low-income people
are exempt from the surtax?

Senator McGovERN. Yes.
Senator CURTIS. I think you will find that a family of four would

have to have an income of over $5,000, which, of course, is not much,.
before they would be subject to the surtax?

Senator McGovEN. That is my understanding.
Senator CuRTis. But you are opposed to the extension of the surtax ?
Senator McGovERN. Yes. I would favor the formula we used in the

Korean war and in World War II, which is essentially the proposal
that I am making here today as an alternative.

Senator CURTIS. For your excess-profits tax would you apply it to
all corporations?

Senator McGovERN. Yes.
Senator CURTIS. Regardless of size?
Senator MCGOVERN. Well, it exempts corporations-it does not

become operative for a corporation that does not show more than a
$25,000 gain in the excess-profits formula under the tax.

In o ther words, some $25,000 in what could be classified under this
act as excess profits could be secured before the act would become
operative.

Senator CURTIS. And what would be your base period?
Senator MCGOVERN. The period from 1961 to 1965, which is the

period prior to the real escalation of the war.
Senator CURTIS. But a corporation that had exceedingly high or

just high earnings from 1961 to 1965 could continue that same rate
of earning and pay no excess-profits tax, is that right?

Senator McGovFN. That is correct.
Senator CURTIS. Now, suppose that a smaller corporation or any

kind of corporation that did not do too well from 1961 to 1965, or
was a new business; they would pay an excess-profits tax on the
profit that they made over this base period, the base period plus
$25,000, they would pay the excess-profits tax on the balance?
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Senator McGOVERN. Senator, there is an alternative that is open to
a taxpayer in that category, or open to anyone under this act. He
could either deduct the average annual intake for the base period
1961 to 1964 to determine what tax he would pay, or he could deduct
the normal return on invested capital, and that is calculated under a
graduated scale that I took from the 1950 Excess Profits Act that the
Congress enacted during the war, so it does provide for that kind of
a contingency, and gives the taxpayer an alternative arrangement?

Senator CURTIS. Theoretically, it does. It has never worked out
that way.

Senator McGoVRn. I think, if I could say to the Senator, that it
could be administered. I recognize, I have been told this by a number
of people who are familiar with the previous act which doubtless the
Senator is, that there were some administrative difficulties with it;
but I think the principle is a sound one, and that based on some of
the experiences we have had with the act in the past, that those diffi-
culties could be minimized.

I think there does have to be some leeway in the act to take care
of situations of that kind, and we have provided for that contingency.

Senator CURTIS. I think you will find that an excess-profits tax will
be very rough on concerns operating in an agricultural State, because
of the base period primarily, the difficulty of switching to the alterna-
tive, or even using it. It means that the highest earners in the base
period pay no tax. Would you apply this to individuals?

Senator McGOVER-N. No; only to corporations.
Senator CURTIS. Only to corporations. You would not apply it to

Senators?
Senator McGOVERN. That is correct; especially not Senators.
Senator CURTIS. I think there is something to be said, making it

across the board. If we have inflation and we have a deficit, some seg-
ments of our economy are making a lot more money than they did be-
tween 1961 and 1965, I would suggest that for your consideration.

That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Jordan had been here for a while, and if

it is all right I will recognize him and come back to you, Senator
Miller.

Senator JORDAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I only have one or two
questions, Senator. If I understand your position, you are opposed to
the extension of the surtax at this time ?

Senator MCGOVERN. Yes. I prefer the substitute proposal, the ex-
cess-profits tax.

Senator JORDAN. And that, is very similar to the one that was pro-
posed during World War II?

Senator McGOVERN. Yes.
Senator JORDAN. The Korean war?
Senator McGOVER. That is correct.
Senator JORDAN. At that time we had wage and price controls too,

did we not?
Senator McGOVERN. That is correct.
Senator JORDAN. Are you suggesting that we have wage and price

controls now?
Senator McGOVERN. No; I am not proposing that.
Senator JORDAN. Why not?
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Senator McGovERN. Well, I think that if the war were to continue
over an extended period of time, I might come to the point where I
would feel that was essential; but at the present time I think the com-
mittee can move along satisfactorily without it. I think the excess-
profits tax will do a great deal to adjust some of the inquities in our
present tax situation. I will keep an open mind on wage and price
controls, but I am not advocating it at the present time.

Senator JOR)AN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Miller ?
Senator MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My colleague, when you advocate an excess-profits tax, I am

reminded of the story that they told about the excess-profits tax that
was enacted during World War II; a very complicated piece of legisla-
tion. When the Infernal Revenue Service was given this to administer,
they immediately checked through their files and managed to find 10
geniuses who were on board, sent them up to Harvard to take a 2-
month course on the subject.

The story is, that after 2 weeks two of the 10 had dropped out; after
a month two more had dropped out, after 6 weeks there was only one
remaining and he took the exam and flunked.

I have had some occasions to work on this after the war. I think I
can tell you it took me about a year to get a pretty good feel of it, and
it is a horrible administrative and compliance problem that causes
many people to shrink from going back and getting into this thing
all over again.

I think everyone is opposed to excess profits generated out of the
war. I don't think anybody in the United States would object to that
aq a general statement of policy. But I am wondering why you would
not be content to let the Contract Renegotiation Board handle this
problem. As you know, they are supposed to renegotiate contracts to
eliminate excess profits.

Senator McGOoVRN. Well, if that is their function I will say to the
Senator they have not been carrying it out very well, because the
excess profits continue. I described in my statement here an increase
in profit levels for a number of different corporations over the last
4 years, Boeing Aircraft up 65 percent, and United Aircraft up 56
percent.

I do not quite understand why this renegotiation matter does not
work better than it has, but, I will cite the same evidence the Senator
cited about the World War II act, to say it has not done the job.
We did, in World War II with all the administrative difficulties, we
did manage to raise $40 billion with the excess-profits tax which was a
tremendously important part of our revenues but in maintaining the
equities of that tax structure. For whatever reason the renegotiation
approach has not worked very well at least during the Vietnam war.

Senator MLLEra. I want to'be fair about it. Of course, it would be
very easy for me to point out who has been in control of that Coatract
Renegotiation Board. But, I want to be fair about it and point out
we had testimony herein the Finance Committee about a month or so
ago indicating that they were about 2 or 3 years behind in their cases,
so you have got a backlog there, and I do not think you could make a
fair evaluation of what the Contract Renegotiation Board has done
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regarding excess profits until maybe 2 or 3 years from now, because it
just takes a long time to handle these cases.

They have been somewhat shorthanded. They have got a horrible
backlog there. It may be that Boeing ends up with 65 percent profit,
but it may be that that will be chopped down by the time that re-
negotiation is reached. I assure you there will be a worse setup under
the excess-profits tax, because I think that well into the 1950's there
were excess-profits-tax cases kicking around, so T would just suggest to
you that the Contract Renegotiation Board be given a fair chance to
perform, as far as the Vietnam war case is concerned.

Senator McGovERN. I am glad the Senator endorsed the principle,
and I know he does, but I think it is fair to say that the formula that
I am suggesting here did work successfully enough in the Second
World War and in the Korean war so that it brought in substantial
revenues.

I really do not understand why we have to wait for a period of 2 or
3 years to renegotiate these excessive profits. I think that the commit-
tee can draft language perhaps greatly improve on the proposal that
I made here, but could draft language that would be workable, and
I think that if some flexibility were given to the Internal Revenue
Service, that they could administer a proposal of this kind in such a
way as to recapture a reasonable amount of what could be described
as excessive profits, without great delay.

Now the Senator is an expert on tax matters. Would he not agree
that administrative rules could be worked out to simplify this matter
and recapture from industries that are making a high profit on war
or during the war recapture a reasonable amount of that tax through
the regular tax procedures, rather than waiting for 2 or 3 years to
renegotiate these matters.

Senator MILLER. To the best of my knowledge, if the EPT was
adopted it would not be made retroactive before the first of this year,
and there you have an awful lot of years involved which are still go-
ing to have to be handled by the Contract Renegotiation Board.

I want to assure you that because of the complexities of administra-
tion and compliance, it is going to take a long, long while for EPT
cases to be handled if this shouldg into effect. My only point, Senator,
is that if the Congress does a job in staffing that Contract Renegotia-
tion Board, I think we have the vehicle there to do the job.

You mentioned that you cannot understand why it should be 2 or 3
years behind. You talk to the people over there, they will tell you
why. They will say "We just have not had the manpower to do the
job," and I think because of cases necessitated by the Vietnam war,
the Congress could well give them better anA increased staff.

Senator McGovERN. I would support that. f think we still need the
excess-profits tax, but I would support an effort to strengthen the
hand of the Renegotiation Board.

Senator MILLER. My point is that we already have a vehicle on the
books, and if it does the job and is properly staffed by the Congress I
would hope we would be able to avoid what I regard as one of the
most complex, difficult pieces of legislation ever put on the books for
compliance and for enforcement. It would take years to train the
agents to do the job, and then you would have a backlog on audit re-
turns. Some of these things would be open for years. But as I say,
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there is not a soul in the United States that I know of who does not
advocate doing away with excess profits generated out of a war or
I would say excess profits as far as the Federal Government is con-

cerned in war or peacetime.
Now on the investment tax credit you suggest you cut off the $25,000.

I can understand the desirability of helping small businessmen and
farmers out on something like this, but I believe we had testimony here
just a couple of days ago from somebody representing the National
Federation of Small Business, and the Senator from Nebraska pointed
out or drew out the recognition that of all the membership that were
represented, only about 25 percent at the most, or not that many-I
guess it was the Senator from Utah-only about 25 percent of the
membership had derived any benefits. With respect to the bulk of the
small business people, you might say there was sort of a discrimina-
tion.

Now getting into the farmer area, I would say that most of the
farmers in Iowa who would go up to $25,000 in their investments do
not need any help. Those are the big ones. They are all right. They
have got capital financing. They do not have any problems.but I am
concerned about those operating on 160 or 240 acres, and I suggest to
you that $10,000 would be more than ample for the great bulk of those
people, $10,000 investment in 1 year.

Senator McGOVERN. I appreciate the fact the committee may want
to adjust this figure. I am trying to establish a principle here though
that we ought to be selective in applying the repeal of the investment
tax credit. There is nothing magic about the figure of $25,000. As I
said in my statement, the Senate approved that in 1966, and then when
it went to conference it was set at $20,000, and there is room for com-
promise here. I do think that with a combine costing over $21,000 to-
day though, that it is quite conceivable that even an ordinary commer-
cial-type farmer would need this provision to expand his operation,
or even to carry on his present operation.

I do not think it is an excessive figure.
Senator MILLER. How many farmers in your State would have the

capital and have the requirements to make'that size of an investment
in I year?

Senator McGovmEx. I think it would be a rather small percentage,
but the $25,000 figure is the maximum, not the minimum figure.

Senator MLLER. But-
Senator MCGOVERN. You would cover a good many farmers on a

scale below that figure. It would cover a sizable percentage of our
commercial farms.

Senator MTLLR. You see, we have a bad public reaction among many
farmers, and I am sure this happens in your State, when they pick up
the newspapers and read that under the'present feed grains and wheat
programs there are some big operators receiving in excess of $20,000 a
year of Government payments.

Now those are going to the so-called big operators, and those so-
called big operators are the very ones that would be getting this maxi-
mum tax credit under your ceiling, whereas the bulk of the Peo-nle are
down in the area where T would guess if they put in $5,000 to $10,000
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in equipment in 1 year that is doing pretty well, and that would not
happen from year to year.

I think that we ought to take into account the area of need. I would
suggest to you that the higher up you go the less area of need there is.
That is why this concern over the amount of payments going to these
big operators.

Senator McGovER-. If we could get any percentage of this $25,000
figure exemption approved I would consider it a substantial victory.

As I say, I am not wedded to any one amount.
Senator MILLER. Thank you.
No further questions.
The CHAIRMIAN. Senator Fannin?
Senator FANNIN. Senator McGovern, one of the principal reasons

for approving the investment tax credit was to enable us to modernize
our plants so that we could better compete with some of the foreign
countries where there are lower wages and lower manufacturing costs.
Do you feel that any incentives should be given in this regard, taking
into consideration that we are exporting jobs each day?

Senator McGovEmN. Yes. Well, I am concerned about that I will
say to the Senator. That is the reason I supported the investment tax
credit proposal originally. But I do think we have an even more serious
problem than that now, which is the inflationary problem in our own
economy, and I do not know how we can deal with that any more di-
rectly than by at least temporarily setting aside this investment tax
credit for our better established and larger businesses.

Senator FANNIN. If we have inflation as a result of supply and de-
mand, or in other words, our production is not sufficient to take care
of the demand, prices are consequently bid up. Are we not then defeat-
ing our own proposal by doing away with the investment tax credit?
If we can increase the efficiency of a plant and increase productivity
and better compete with other countries, and here we are as I say ex-
porting jobs each day, are we really accomplishing the objective you
are talking about by doing away with the investment tax credit?

Senator McGOVERN. I would say this, Senator. I think all of these
proposals, the surtax, the excess profits tax that I have suggested, the
repeal of the investment tax credit, they are all temporary patchwork
devices that are not really going to in the long run do the job.

The only real way to have the resources available that we need to
expand our plants and modernize our plants and do the things we
need to do on the public side is to end the war. But given the present
situation, I have made a judgment to support the repeal of the in-
vestment tax credit, because I did think that it might provide at least
some temporary relief from the inflationary pressures that are caus-
ina so much difficulty.
ISenator FANNIN. Secretary Kennedy when he was here a few days
ago stated that he thought that we could give an incentive to manu-
facturing concerns better through some other means than through the
investment tax credit. There are many different programs used in other
countries of the world where they practically subsidize some of the in-
dustries so they can utilize their raw materials and better compete with
other countries.
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I am wondering if you have any thoughts as to what other program
might be utilized'rather than the investment tax credit to accomplish
this objective, keeping in mind that we must have employment for our
people, and that each time that we export a job, we are creating an
additional problem.

Senator McGovERN. I do not have any specific alternatives to pro-
pose now I would say to the Senator.

Senator FA NNIN. Do you know that the Japanese and many other
countries do have special incentive programs ?

Senator McGovERN. Yes.
Senator FANNIN. I am wondering if you had any thoughts as to

what we might do other than the investment tax credit, that would
not result in an inflationary trend.

Senator McGovERN. I am not opposed to us trying to find some bet-
ter way of doing it. I am concerned about the problem, but. I am not
prepared at the present time to suggest an alternative.

Senator FANNiN. One of the great problems of course is that in-
flation is brought about by higher wages and that they are not tied toproductivity. I regret I was not here to hear your ful testimony, but
Understand that y ou stated that you are against wage and price con-trols. Do you feel we should call upon the industries and on the unions
to voluntarily control wage and price increases?

Senator MCGOVERN. Yes, I do.
Senator FANNiN. But that this should be done voluntarily?
Senator McGovuN. As I said before the Senator came in, that if

the war were to continue indefinitely, and this problem worsened, wemay have to go to wage and price controls and rent controls as we
did in previous wars.

I would not be prepared to recommend that at this time.
Senator FANN'N. Thank you, Senator.
Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Tile C6TATWrANT . Thank you very much.
Senator MCGovErn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Members of the committee, before we call on ournext witness, T would like to point out that we have eight witnesses to

hear today. and they are all very interesting witnesses. Senator Mc-
Govern was a very a ling witness. By the time we got through in-terrogating Senator McGovern, we had used up an hour. That means
that somebody will not. be heard or will have to be postponed until later.
I would hopethat each member would try to limit himself in examining
the witnesses to the thins that, he finds essential, so that we might hear
the witness' views, without necessarily requiring that each witness
know what. we think about these various matters that they are testify-
ing to.

Those of us on the committee can make our positions known to one
another, and our views can be understood after we get into executive
session. Of course if a member wants to testify in public session he
can, but I am hopeful that we can hear as many of our witnesses as
possible in the morning session while the press is here and there is
better representation.

Now T will call Mr. Henry S. Reeuss, the Representative from
Wisconsin.
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I am happy to welcome you here, Mr. Reuss. We are always pleased
to know your views about this or other matters. Your views are usually
very profound even when we do not agree with you.

Will you proceed, sir.

STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY S. REUSS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF WISCONSIN

Mr. REuss. Thank you very much for your kindness, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate being here. I heard what the chairman just said about
time. I would like to submit my statement in full and to summarize
it briefly hitting the high spots.

The CI1AIRMAN. I see that you are somewhat familiar with the
house 2-minute and 5-minute rule.

Mr. REuss. I have just two points to make, Mr. Chairman. One is
that I as well as the Chair believes that a meaningful tax reform ought
to be arranged proml)tly. I am delighted to read that the chairman
has asked lis collegues in this body to submit their loophole plugging
proposals I believe this Friday. 1 am delighted to know that many
such will be submitted.

My own Senator, Senator Proxmire, told ine just this morning that
he has some nicanitngful proposals to make.

Then I want to say, secondly, a word about two or three unfortunate
new loopholes which appear in the bill which we in the I1ouse sent
over here the other day.

First oi the litnin of the surcharge and meaningful loophole plug-
ging-while this is tfo position of a great number of Me e'brs of my

od3y in the Ifous-unfortuately tim administration seems to be
saying this; "Disaster impends if we do not immediately extend the
surtax for a year, and if we will but do that now, meaningful tax
reform proposals will be coming up presently."

I have a little diliculty with both those 1)ropositions. I think what
the clairmam has said about. the way to handle it. is just excellent,
namely extend the withholding for a reasonable period, I think Sep-
tember 30 is the date niitioed. 'hat. will let. businesses 111(d tile
TIreiasury know just- wiat is bnppenimg. On the administration's in-
flat ioiy arguineiit,it will satisfv that by abstracting from the income
streali this extra money, and as far as tile investment tax credit goes,
siim.e the diate there is April 18, 1969, a temporary extension while we
grapple with loophole plugging is I think very possible and desirable.

On tie second question of whether it, really is good loophole plug-
gi,_," tactics to pass tlhe surtax 1now anid hope that the administration
wilfcomle in, perhlals next November with a meaningful program, I
have come to tile regretful conclusion that so far the admiinistrationl's
coinimlit mellt to hol)hotle pluggiilg seems slightly less than total ill these
Critical areas, like mineral depletion allOwan(e .tax exempt, local iids,
capital gaills at death, stock ol)tions, accelerated depreciation on specu-
lative real estate, one looks in vain for any administration loophole.
plugging prol)o1sals.

It is fasiliollable to say onie man's loophole is another man's justified
exception, hut tile public knows what the loopholes fire, amld it hopes
that the admiiistrat ion is not going to consider those as the legitimate
exemptt ionls.
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Just take the oil depletion allowance. I come from a State which
gets mineral benefits on clam shells, sand, gravel. I am quite ready to
give those up. I would hope that re )resentatives of t he great petroleumin
producing States could take a sinlar view.

It is not easy, because l)ack on November 1, Mr. Nixon, in a cami-
paign speech in Texas, in fact in a series of them, promised that he
would never tanper with that 271 -percent oil de Iction allowance.

Or take tax-exempt bonds. Attorney General Mitc ell was a leading

tax counsel for most of his professional life for the issuers of these.
tax-exempt bonds. Since becoming Attorney General, he has said the
taxing of income from such bonds would be unconstitutional.

I do not know what, he is going to think about. my colleagues on the
Ways and Means Committee, who I am delighted to say propose to
tax such inconie in an amedment, they reported out just last week.
But both Attorney General Mitchell and Vice President Agnew have
been campaigning against doing anything with regard to tax-exempt
municipal l)onds.

In the capital fains area, Dr. Arthur Burns, President Nixon's chief
economic counsel, not only does not want to close the capital gains at
death loophole, but. believes that capital gains should not be taxed at
all. It is recorded that Dr. Burns' influence has kept any change in
capital gains taxation out of the April administration tax package.

moving 011 to stock options, it was before this very committee that
Secretary of the Treasury Kennedy earlier this year negotiated Suc-
cessfully to take advantage of the stock option loophole with regard
to his stock in the Continental Illinois Chicago Bank. He disposed
of his stock before August and the bargained for tax benefit turned
out to be unavailable.

Take the loophole allowing the accelerated depreciation onl specu-
lative real estate. There we find HUD Secretary George Romney
arguing no changes should be made in this because he said it ll
do irreparable harm to low- and moderate-incone housing despite
the fact that only 6 percent of the benefits of that accelerated aeprecia-
tion provision go to those investing in low- and moderate-income hous-

inn fact, the reason for the marriage of loophole plugging and the
extension of the surcharge is that in my judgment loophole plugging
cannot pass without Republican votes. The administration and its
congressional leaders did a remarkable job in bringing out 154 Re-
publican votes for extending the surcharge a week ago Monday, and
I congratulate the President and his leaders on their persuasive skills.
But we need similar persuasive skills exercised on tax reform, and
once the opportunity to link it with the surcharge extension goes, I
am very much afraid on this record that those persuasive skills just
are not'going to be exercised.

So I conc ude by saying that the only way to keep up outsidepres-
sure is to say to tile administration: No surtax without tax reform.
No taxation without reformation.

Now a word on the investment credit repealer, which set up the
general rule that the credit will be disallowed after April 9, 1969, un-
less the expenditures are made under a binding contract in effect on
that date. That is a good general rule, but unfortunately three see-
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tions crept ill inbeklnownst to many of us, which cover only a few
colI)anies, and really destroy the principle of equality.

T he first of those i's designed to help some 13 pipeline companies save
$14.2 million in taxes. It would enable those companies to take the
investment. credit, on pipelines, which they have not yet bought, but
for which approval wits sought before the PFederal Power Commission
before April 19, in some cases just a day or two before.

Well, there are so many thousands of other legitimate business-
men who did not. have a firm contract for whatever equipment it was,
because they were waiting for commitments from the ICC, or the SEC,
or the CAB, or the SBA, that I think it would be very unfair to write
il ai y speciicexemptions.

Simiilarl.y, another special interest exemption was made in the regu-
lar transition rules for three shipping companies with respect to
barges to be carried on new types of seagoing cargo vessels, and a
third special provision was made for the Lockheed Aircraft Co., which
was given until 1972 to get the benefits of the credit.

I would hope that these little excrescences on what was otherwise a
sensible repealer could be fixed up in this body, so that the benefits
could be extended on an equal basis to all and not on the special inter-
est basis which has unfortunately in the past so often vitiated and in-
validated good tax legislation.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. My point, I summarize, is
that I hope you can fix up those additional three loopholes of the in-
vestment tax credit re dealer and above all I hope that our two bodies
can enact a meaningful and revenue-raising plugging of the impor-
tant loopholes. If we can, I am fully prepard to vote for such an ex-
tension of the surtax on the moderate income taxpayer as is necessary
to pick up the interim revenues, so that we can do an adequate job of
fighting inflation.

(Tihe prepared statement of Mr. Reuss follows:)
STATEMENT OF HeN. HENRY S. REUSS A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM

TiE STATE OF WISCONSIN

SUMMARY

I. The surcharge should be tied to tax reform.
A. Delay in passing the surcharge will not have serious consequences as

long as withholding rates are extended.
B. Pressure on the Administration for tax reform must be kept up in order

to offset anti-reform pressures from within the Administration.
II. The special transition rules in the investment tax credit repealer which

allow a favored few companies to benefit from the credit after the April 18, 1969,
cut-off date should be dropped.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman, I applaud your intention that any proposal to extend the income
tax surcharge be considered simultaneously with recommendations on mean-
ingful tax reform.

My testimony this morning makes two points:
(1) how very necessary such a marriage between the surcharge and tax re-

form is if we are ever to get tax reform; and (2) a warning about some new
loopholes which, strangely enough, appear in the surcharge-investment tax credit
repealer bill before you.

The position you have taken on the surcharge and tax reform is supported by
a very large number of House members. Unfortunately, it seems not to have
found favor with the Administration. The Administration's position is: "Dis-
aster impends If the surcharge extension Is delayed. If you will but pass the
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surcharge now, tax reform in abundance will be forthcoming by the end of the
summer."

I have my doubts about both of these Administration claims. I am not con-
vinced that doom will be upon us If we merely continue to extend withholding
rates without extending the surtax. Nor am I convinced that the Administra-
tion's professed ardor for meaningful tax reform will survive passage of the
surtax.

If we extend the withholding rates each month to give Congress time to com-
plete work on tax reform, there will be no great administrative burden on busi-
ness men or on the Treasury. Taxes will continue to be withheld at the same
rate as they have been in the past.

If we grant the Administration its argument that this tax revenue must be
taken out of the economy in order to lessen inflationary pressures, extending the
withholding rate will do this as well as an extension of the surcharge.

If we are concerned about the inflationary effect of delaying repeal of the 7
percent investment tax credit, we should recall that repeal, when passed, will
be retroactive to April 18, 1969. Since businessmen know they can no longer
count on the investment tax credit, a few months delay in enactment will not
affect their investment plans.

As for the Administration's commitment to tax reform, there are signs that
it is less than total. In such critical areas as the oil depletion allowance, tax-
exempt state and local bonds, capital gains, stock options, accelerated deprecia-
tion on speculative real estate, and payment of estate taxes by the redemption
of government bonds at par, one looks in vain for Administration loophole-plug-
ging proposals. The reason, I suspect, is that there are strong anti-reform voices
within the Administration blocking action in these areas.

Take the 27.5 percent oil depletion allowance. In a November 1, 1968, campaign
speech in Lubbock, Texas, Mr. Nixon solemnly promised that he would never
tamlper with that sacrosanct loophole.

Or tax-exempt bonds. Attorney General John Mitchell was a leading tax counsel
for the issuers of tax-exempt bonds for many years. Since becoming Attorney
-eneral, he has said that taxing income from such bonds would be unconstitu-
tional, even though the great weight of legal authority Is to the contrary. Vice
President Spiro Agnew is another Nixon Administration figure who opposes tax-
ing the interest from these bonds. Agnew, a former Governor and county execu-
tive, has reportedly been urging state and county officials to lobby against any
proposals for tax reform in this area.

In the capital gains area, it has been reported that Dr. Arthur Burns, Presi-
dent Nixon's top economic advisor, does not believe that capital g,ins should
be taxed at all. It was the influence of Dr. Burns, it is said, that kept any changes
in capital gains taxation out of the April Nixon tax package.

Moving on to stock options, we find that Secretary of the Treasury Kennedy.
earlier this year, negotiated successfully with the Senate to take advantage of
the stock option loophole with regard to stock in his Chicago bank. Because he
disposed of this stock before six months had passed, however, the bargained-
for tax benefits turned out to be unavailable.

With regard to the loophole allowing accelerated depreciatien on speculative
real estate, we find Housing and Urban Development Secretar George Romney
arguing that no changes can be made in this provision without doing irreparable
harm to programs for low and middle income housing--despite the fact that
only 6 percent of the tax benefits from this provision go to those Investing in
low and moderate income ho'.sing.

It should be clear from this that the Administration's commitment to "prompt
and meaningful tax reform" would be strengthened by strong pressure from the
outside. The only way to keep this outside pressure strong is to say to the Admin-
istration: No surtax without tax reform I No taxation without reformation!

Tax reform cannot pass without Republican votes. The amassing of 154 Repub-
lican votes for the tax surcharge in the House on June 30 demonstrates the won-
ders that can be worked when President Nixon and his Congressional leaders
apply their persuasive skills.

Turning briefly to the investment tax credit repealer, the transition rules
adopted by the House in connection with the repeal in at least three instances
grant special privileges to individual companies which are very difficult to justify
by any objective standard.

The transition rules generally allow the credit for expenditures after April
18, 1969, if the expenditures are made under a binding contract In effect on that
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date. In addition, the credit is allowed for an entire facility in certain cases In
which, prior to the cut-off date, there is an economic commitment evidenced by
expenditures constituting more than half the cost of the facility.

But there are three sections, tightly drawn to cover only a few companies,
which allow the credit in situations not covered by the general transition rules.

The first, designed to save thirteen gas pipeline companies some $14.2 million
in taxes, would enable these companies to take the investment credit on pipeline
which they have not yet bought but for which approval was sought front the
Federal Power Commission before April 19 (See. 4(a) of the bill and Sec.
49(b) (6) (B) of the code). The theory is that the companies should not be
petnalized for delay by a Federal agency. But there are a great many other
analgous situations in which a company must hold off entering into a binding
contract while waiting for a Federal agency to act that are not covered by this
provision. iIow about the thousands of legitimate businessmen who didn't have
a flhin contract because they were waiting for commitments from the Interstate
Commerce Commission, Securities and Exchange Commission, Civil Aeronautics
Board, or the Small Business Administration? The provision Is very carefully
drawn, however, so that only the thirteen pil line companies can benefit. If there
is so much merit in the pipeline companies' argument, why Isn't similar largesse
extended to everyone in the same position?

Another polnt--if it is the possible tardiness by a Federal agency which
Justities this exemption from the general rule. why Is it made available, as it is,
to co ipanies that sought Federal Power Commission approval only a day or two
before the April 1i) cut-off date? Surely these companies could not have expected
act ion on their application within the space of a few days.

Finally, many economists have argued that the investment credit should never
have been extended to utilities such as these pipeline companies in the first place,
since they already recover all their Investment costs plus a reasonable rate of
return under the rates set for then by regulatory commissions.

The second sp1eeial interest exception to the regular transition rules is de-
signed to aid three shipping companies and would have them an estimated $3.5
million (see. 4(a) of the bill and sec. 49(b) (9) of the code). The provision ex-
tcnls the investment credit to unordered and unbuilt barges which are to he
carried on a new type of sea-going cargo vessel. The barges are made eligible
for the credit if the ships which a'e to carry theinti are eligible, even if ti
largeq have not been ordered before April 19. A general transition rule would
make these barges eligible if they represented less than half the total cost of
the ships plus the barges, but the special rule makes tlem eligible irrespective
of this general provision. Again. the special exception is carefully drawn so that
(lily the favored companies call benefit from it. leaving others In analogous
situations to complain about the unfairness of the legislative process il
Washington.

The third special provision is designed to aid the Lockheed Aircraft Corpora-
tion (see. 4(a) of the bill and see. 49(b) (10) of the code). The provision is
tightly written to cover a contract Lockheced mllade last December with several
conlianies for a new commercial plane. The planes Will not all be delivered until
1973, and Lockheed has not yet bought all the tools needed to produce then.
The provision would extend the credit not only to these tools, but to "all tangible
personal property placed in service by [Lockheed] before January 1, 1972" which
is required to carry out the contract, irrespective of the normal 50 percent rule.
Once again we have a provision drafted in general terms which In fact applies
to only one firm and which cynically excludes all others in similar sitiqations.

My point, Mr. Chairman, is not that the Committee should seek out all others
in similar circumstances so that the benefits unjustifiably extended to some are
extended to all. Rather, I would urge the Committee to strike out these special
interest provisions and leave these companies to be dealt with under tit( general
rules that apply to everyone else. The Treasury Department has made a con.
scientious effort to draft transition rules that are as fair to everyone a. possible.
There will of course always be companies who are denied the credit under these
rules whio can plausibly claim to be entitled to it, but Congress is not well
equipped to deal with these individual cases. The Congress should draw up
rules which are generally applicable, leaving to the courts the task of applying
them in individual cases. Once we get Into the business of drafting special laws
for special People, we slitlily compound the inequity of the laws we pass, while
fostering cynicism and disillusionment among those who are excluded from the
special benefits.

31-701-69-- 23
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The C11AR-M. N. Senator Fannin ?
Senator FANNIN. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Jordan?
Senator JORDAN. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Miller?
Senator MILLER. I am always happy to see my colleague from the

Joint Economic Committee. I do think that I ought to mention a
couple of thing that keep matters in perspective. I note that you
refer to a speech during the last presidential campaign. I think that
it is only fair to point out that in Business Week, I cannot think of
the exact date, but it was during the presidential campaign, both Vice
President Humphrey and candidate Nixon were as about their
views regarding the percentage depletion on oil and as, and both of
them, not just Mr. Nixon but Mr. Humphrey as well, indicated that
they were opposed to tax changes. I want to put that in the record.
My point is that both candidates made the point, both Vice President
Humiphrey and Dick Nixon, in stating their opposition to it, so there
must be some pretty good reasons, and there are, as the Senator well
knows.

This does not mean that this item is sacrosanct, but I just want to
put that item in perspective.

Mr. RFUSS. Could I comment on that, Senator?
Senator MIrai:n. Yes, you may.
Mr. REuss. I weep for Senator Humphrey. I think both the gentle-

men were wrong, and I have before me a release of the Republican
National Committee dated "immediate release, November 1, 1968,
statement of Richard M. Nixon, Lubbock, Tex.:

Who can you trust? When we are in Texas I think it is right for me to bring
up an issue of importance to Texas that indicates the great gulf of difference
between Hubert Humphrey and Richard Nixon on the issues. On the question
of the oil depletion allowance Senator Hubert Humphrey voted to reduce that
allowance, and Vice President Hubert Humphrey said the allowance could stay
as it i4. As Senator, Richard Nixon supported the oil depletion allowance at Its
current level. I supported it as Vice President. I will maintain it. With Mr.
Humphrey's waffling on this issue, Texans ought to ask themselves when they
go to the polls on Tuesday who can you trust?

I think that gives the accurate historical record, and as the Senator
from Iowa correctly reports, there did not seem to be an issue between
the two presidential candidates as of last November 1. There was,
however, an enormous issue between the people in this country who
want fair taxation and those who for one reason or another have
swallowed the unconscionable claim of the oil companies for their
271/2 percent depletion allowance.

Senator MILLER. Of course, whether there was such an issue and how
the votes went is something for the historians to write about. All I
want to point out is that between candidate Humphrey and candidate
Nixon they were on key on this point, and I just thought we ought to
make the record clear'on that. All the Republican campaign adver-
tising down in Texas was designed to do was to show that candidate
Humphrey talked out of both sides of his mouth, but be that as it
may, the point is that they were both together as far as that- is con-
cerned.
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Now with respect t o tax-exempt bonds, I certainly have never had
anything to do with representing irun icipal ities or school* boards, but
I must tell my colleague from Wisconsin that I receive an awful lot of
mail, phone calls, and many exp~ressions of dee pest concern from local
school districts, school board members, teachers, members of the
League of Municipalities stating that, it would be disastrous if they
were iiade nonconljpetije I)y hating tax-exmpt loyal )nIds mIa(le
taxable.

I do not think that we ought to just concentrate on Attorney General
John Mitchell. I believe much more can be done in consent ratio ng on the
school board members, teachers, and members of city councils from
myState.

finallyy the Congressman said that it was the influence of Dr. Burns.
I do not know who said that but he says it was the influence of Dr.
Burns that kept any changes in capital gains taxes out of the April
Nixon tax package. to my recollection it was not kept out. It was ver-y
much put in, and it was inclu(ied in the treatment of so-called limited
tax preferences. So I think again we ought to make tile record eminent-
ly clear on that point. I never talked to Dr. Burns. T do not know what
Dr. Burns' views are on the subject, but be that as it may, we have the
recommendations from the administration to have a taxation of what
are called limitations on tax preferences, and capital gains as the Con-
gressman knows are included in that package.

That is all I have, Congressman.
Mr. RR~uss. T would say to the Senator from Iowa that no me would

e happier tha I if I have nnwittingly llisIel)resented Dr. lirns,
and i he were to come vigorously tomorrow to the aid of the cause
for taxing capital gains at death and making other reforms. My
author-ity waq an art cle iii the New York Times by Eileen Slianahan1
(late ,uly 6,1969, where it said:

One of the Presideit's closet advisers, Dr. Arthiur F. Burns, (lops oit believe
that capital gains should be taxed at all, not even at the current maximum rate
of 25 percent for property owned at least 6 months. Dr. Burns had sufficient In 0
fluence to keep changes in the taxation of capital gains completely out of the
starter set of tax reforms that Mr. Nixon recommended to Congress in April.

If Miss Shanahan has spoken inaccurately of Dr. Burns, I am sure
lie will set the record straight, but that is my impression, too.

Senator Mi,LER. May I say with all due due deference to Miss
Shanahan, I am much more impressed by what the President of the
United States through the Secretary of the Treasury sent over to
the House, and he sent over the recommendation for taxation of capital
g.ains through the proposal of a limitation on tax preferences, so
apparently Dr. Burns one way or the other did not have much impact
on that, and that is the one that counts.

Ir. Rrmss. T did not think, however, he said anything about the
enormous capital-gains-at-death loophole which alone causes $2.5
millionn a year to escape taxation.

Senator MILLr., The limited tax preferences would do a pretty
good job, I suggest to my colleague.

Mr. RRt s. My impression is that it raises about $85 and a cigar
over a year but I could be wrong.

Senator MILP.. I think the Congressman will find that the Joint
Committee on Internal Revenue estimates a considerable amount of
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revenue from the taxation and limited tax preference approach. My
point to put it in perspective again, I personally could not care less
what Dr. Arthur Burns has to say and whether he thinks capital
gains should be taxed or not. What, counts to me is what does the
administration through Secretary Kennedy recommend, and when
they recommend limited tax preference treatment, I suggest that we
ought to recognize that. I just want, to [)lit it ill perspective.

The CTAIRMAN. Thank you, very much.
Mr. Rzuss. Thank you, M4r. Chairman.
[ie C I ,IMAN. T'he next witness is Mr. W. Gullander, president

of the National A.-ociation of Manufacturers.
W1e are pleased to have you here today, Mr. Gullander.

STATEMENT OF W. P. GULLANDER, PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS

Mr. OTrru,ANmR. Mr. (Chlaiarni and members of the Comnmittee on
Finance, my nmle is W. 1'. Gillander. I am president of the National
Association of Manufacturers and on behalf of the association I
express it appreciation for this opportunity to present its views on
H.R. 12290.

At the risk of repeating myself but for the purpose of emphasis,
I want to point out to this committee that the NAM is greatly con-
(('rued about the problems of inflation. As a result we strongly support
extension of the surtax for a year together of course with adequate
expendit ure controls, and we commend the Congress for having estab-
l ished a ceiling for Federal spending for fiscal 1970.

Gentlemen, our credentials on this subject are pretty good. rwo
years ago I was the first public witness before the Ways and Means
Committee to support the surtax, and therefore we are not newcomers
to this business of recognizing that although we dislike taxes, that
we dislike inflation more than we dislike taxes. So in hearing m,
testimony I hope you will do so with this clear understanding that
we are in favor of the extension of the surtax.

'[iie NAM is opposed to the enactment of T.R. 12290 in its present
form,, which links extension of tle income tax surclharge to repeal of
the 7-percent investment credit. We feel strongly that this is inap-
propri ate, inequitable, and economically unsound.

The Iusiness community has been asked to support the anti-infla-
tionary object ive of the sluleharge extension anad in addition, accept
the loss of the investment ere(lit. The NAM Ait concede to no one
greater concern over the problems of inflation today. Consistently. we
have sppl)orted sound public policies to reduce ijiflationary trends.
The NAM was among the first of business organizations to'back tlle
imposition of the income tax surcharge and I was the first, of the pul-
lic witnesses to testify in support of this unpopular course 2 years ago.

However, we cannot now endorse a bill which ties a short-term fiscal
policy measure to a permanent and, in our opinion, unjustifiable addi-
tional tax burden on the business community.

Therefore, we urge this committee to reject this approach and to
consider the surcharge extension on its own merits as a separate piece
of legislation and to recommend retention of the 7-percent investment
credit.
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Before considering tile issue of the investment credit, I would like
to iiilln t briefly on the fiscal policy decision to be made.

1 SCAI, 1O1 POL (IY OUTLOOK

Tile Revenue antd EXl)enditure Control Act of 1968 was enacted in
lie shadow of the iiost, massive Federal budget. deficit since World

War II and in the nidst of accelerating inflation throughout the
ecolilny. At tie, tinie, i1iany tlioulit tllat the surcharge wouhl serv'Xe
as a quick brake oin inflat ion;. But even aftri' niakifig a generous allow-
ailc, for the adinit ted lags lietween liscal 1)olic initiation and its |i-
pact, the income tax surcharge appears to have been a very imperfect:111(i-inflhatiollatry WNealpon.

Perlals this siloldh not, be too sliprising (onsiderin g tle exlellt to
wvlihi ll ighie r taxes are i heleieli ts oft cost. \\liell ibotll Il isilless tlld la l .r
seek to offset tlhrollgh i lligher pries or hiigh(er wage deiaids.

Wliawt Otie surilllarge clearly has done and whiat ill 0111 Opliioll oist i-
lied its iniositio a Year ia'g,) hii, hemeli to set tle stage for etl'e. 'ii'
illlil l pv 1)01 ic" rest rai li. Tie el iniill iat 1)i1(1' I lie hiiie blel tern 11 d t
deficit oVer it l p es a ye 1 has 'iven ile iolielitary an illia t ies Ilie ()I-
I frlillir t pur1 thOle obji'eive of )rerly a niid rest iiiliedl gi'owt ll in
Ilie iilloey supply. denitdel by present econoimi condil ions. It is iiii-
t'orm uillt li h ere was a half yeai delay, after last year's fiscal lexis-
ilt ill, ill ('s ablishig slch a iOlleaiiry i)olicy.

Ill fiscal 1970, if Congress approves tlie administration's spending
plans generally as proposed but, allows the surcharge to expire, there
would be a budi(lget deficit of at, lh'ast, $- billion. [ile adininist rat ion
contends that this woili Ie ent irely ina appropriate during such a
period of inflation, aid the NAM ages wil 1ithat Coil('llsioii.

The, association does not believe, however, that le. Nation is ready
or" willing to tIccept a perililently higher level of taxation as a
llealls of supporting a permlanlelintly higher level of ('overnmelit ex-
penditures. Tlie widespread in Iloiulariy of the present 10 percent
surcharge is convinciiig evidence of this.

Therefore, the ultimate solution must he sought, not. ill tax action, "
bit, in the control of spending, which both theory and experience
indicate is the fiscal policy most, el'ective against inflation. 'The NAM
believes tliat, given suifficient, determinate ion, total outlays for the
coming fiscal year could be reduced significantly below the proposed
total of $192 billion. Such efforts niay be painful, but. the American
people find the alternative of additional taxes even more laiinful.

However, lhe NAM would endorse extension of the surcharge for
1 year provided it were acconipanied by i maximnn effort at Govern-
ment, economy and not coupled with repeal of the investment credit.

LEGISArI'V LTISrOiRY OF THIE INVESTMENT CREDIT

Throughout its brief history, there h|as been i tendency in sonie
quarters to consider the 7-percent investment credit as a ;iubsidv to
business-in the sense that business was receiving it special I)ri'ilege
not available to others. Anticipation of this attitude was one of the
reasons that business did not wholeheartedly endorse the credit in
the first place. Many organizations, including the NAM, would have
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preferred a lower corporate income tax rate to stimulate capital
formation and long-term growth.

However, industry was assured that the credit was to be a peria-
nent feature of our tax system to help counter inflation of equipment
costs and to help equate our system with liberal tax pract ices overseas.

The Revenue Act of 1964-one of the most important single
domestic economic measures of the last 20 years-reduced individual
income tax rates by an average approxinmating 20 percent. about two-
thirds of the reduction becoming effective in 1964 and the remainder
in 1965.

Corporation rates, however, were not reduced 20 1)ercent-they
were reduced less than 8 percent, specifically from 52) percent to 50
percent for the year 1964 and 48 percent for 1965 and subsequent
years.

The committee reports accompanying the Revenue Act of 1964 ex-
plained fihe disproportionate rate reductions as between individuals
and corporations, pointing out that in 1962, corporations had been the
)rincipal "beneficiaries" of the investment tax credit enacted as part

of the Revenue Act of 19612 and that depreciation reform, initiated in
that year as an administrative measure, had also largely benefited
corporations.

Your own Committee Report No. 830, January 18, 1964, page 8,
stated:

This bill provides a balanced reduction between Individuals and business
firms. In this respect, the bill Is much the same as the bill that camne from the
Houqe. When fully effective, the bill will reduce individual income taxes by
$9.2 billion and will reduce corporate taxes by about $2.4 billion. These figures
must be evaluated along with the effective tax reduction of 1902 through the
investment credit and depreciation reform, the largest share of which went to
corporations. Taking the 1962 and 1964 programs together, the share of the
reduction going to Individuals is about two-thirds and to corporations about one-
tbird, which is approximately the present relative shares of individuals and
-fvorporations In income tax liabilities.

Thus the investment credit could hardly be considered an extra
-bonus to industry when it was clearly a part of a package designed to
:arrive at a fair distribution of tax reduction between individuals and
corporations. Repeal of the credit, in its overall effect on corporate tax
burdens, would be roughly equivalent to an additional 7-percent sur-
charge on corporate income taxes.

If someone proposed a permanent increase in corporate taxes in
just that form, we doubt that the Congress would give it serious con-
sideration. In addition, loss of the credit would be of serious conse-
quence to farmers and other unincorporated enterprises.

ECONOMIC OF THE INVESTMENT CREDIT

Members of the Council of Economic Advisers publicly have stated
that the investment credit rel)eal would not have a significant impact
on aggregate demand or inflationary trends in the economy. Neverthe-
less, much of the consideration in Congress, as evidenced by the ma-
jority report of the Joint Economic Committee, has centered on the
alleged inflationary effect of the investment credit.

We fully recognize that, in the circumstances of 1969 with the
labor supply stretched to its tightest point in 18 years and the econ-
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omny still reeling from the effects of past excesses of monetary and
fiscal policies, any increases in spending, whether from the business.
consumer, or government sectors, are to some extent "inflationary."
Wo simply do not have the slack in our resources to take up additional
demand pressures without some overheating.

Does this justify removing a part of the basicc tax structure designed
to make the economy more productive and competitive? We think not.
Strictly from the point of view of controlling inflation, repeal of the
credit would be self-defeating.

It cannot be overemphasized that new investment in capital equip-
ment is necessary not only to expand capacity, but to modernize it,
and, therefore, to ease pressures on costs and prices. In point of fact,
the ultimate anti-inflationary weapon of the U.S. economy is its pro-
ductivity, which must be maintained and enhanced to counter infla-
tionary trends.

More efficient plant and equipment and a more productive economy
are particularly crucial in view of the full or near-full employment
conditions that we have had since the mid-1960's with all their impli-
cations for labor costs. Over even a short span of years, capital spend-
ing by business is a deflationary rather than inflationary force.

-It is perhaps true that the special stimulus to inspire investment
provided by the investment credit is not needed in the extraordinary
boom conditions of the immediate present. But this boom will not last
forever. Booms never do. In fact, the primary objective of the pro-
posed extension of the surcharge is to bring this inflationary boom
to a quick and orderly end.

We should be thinking of the kind of tax system that will be ap-
propriate to the economic conditions that will prevail after the boom
is over. The most optimistic assumption is that they will be similar
to the conditions of the early 19 60's when we had economic growth
wit bout any serious inflation.

It was in that period that the investment credit was adopted and
played a highly constructive role in the economy. If you prefer a less
optimistic assumption about future economic conditions, the invest-
ment credit might be needed even more.

In fiscal 1970, official estimates indicate that elimination of the credit
would contribute only $1.35 billion to Federal revenues. When fully
effective, it would add something over $3 billion a year to the tax
liabilities of business enterprises, but that would not happen for sev-
eral years. In other words, repeal of the investment credit would have
only a limited impact on revenues when anti-inflationary action is
needed most.

It would have its maximum impact several years later when it might
be entirely inappropriate to the economic conditions which will then
prevail. It could well turn out to be "fine tuning" in reverse.

Repeal of the credit also has been urged on the grounds that atten-
tion must be given to other "priorities." Yet all economic objectives
depend on the real growth, productivity, and competitive strength of
the economy. The rate of business fixed investment has been relatively
hiigh since 1962 and, concurrently, the performance of the economy in
terms of real growth has been relatively good.

Most, observers assign to the investment credit a significant, although
not entirely measurable, role in this expansion. In short, the credit has
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worked toward fulfilling one of its important objectives-to raise
productivity.

An allied objective was to make the economy more competitive inter-
nationally, and we have seen progress toward this in some areas. IHow-
ever, because of a number of factors, including the acceleration of
inflation over the last. 2 years, our overall balance-of-trade position
has deteriorated drastically. If ever there was a clear and present need
for measures which improve omr competitive stance abroad, it is right
now. This must be a prime priority for economic policy. 'While the
administration proposes to remove the 7-percent investment credit,
foreign competitors will continue to utilize considerably more liberal
investment incentives and, of course, enjoy considerably lower em-
ployment costs.

The 7-percent investment credit is essentially ai partial offset to the
adverse effect of the corporate income tax on capital formation. With
the credit there would still be great need to assure more adequate
capital supply in the 1970's. Without it, this need would be magnified.

Anyone who has even casual knowledge of interest rate trends
today can appreciate the fact of the worsening capital shortage in
this country and, indeed, worldwide. If the private sector is to con-
tinue to provide the means for economic advancement, not to mention
the additional roles it has assumed or is being asked to assume in at-
tacking various social problems, it must have the capital resources to
(1o the job and a more favorable public policy toward these resources.
Repeal of the investment credit would be a step backward.

Furtliermioie, in view of tihe foregoing, we are particularly (listl'l)ed
that repeal of the investment credit has been proposed in'legislation
which has been repeatedly characterized as of an emergency nature,
without opportunity for Congress to consider the vital issues involved
with the same thoroughness that surrounded enactment of the credit
in 1962.

AMORTIZATION Op POLLUTION CONTROL FACILITIES

H.R. 12290 provides an incentive for air, and water pollution con-
trol efforts in the form of a 5-year amortization for "certified facili-
ties." The NAM is entirely in sympathy with the objective of this
provision and urges favorable consideration of this type of measure by
the committee but, hopefully, in separate legislation in order that all
aspects of this problem can' be examined in depth and considered on
their merits.

In conclusion, we urge the Committee on Finance to strike from
T.R. 12290 all provisions other than those pertaining to the income
tax surcharge and the. excise rate extensions. These provisions can then
be considered, if the committee so desires, in connection with the tax
reform hearings which you have scheduled to begin next week. In this
event, we would favor enactment of H.R. 12290.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bennett?
Senator BENNETr. I will pass for the time being.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Miller?
Senator MILErm.. No questions.
Tie CHATRMA N. Senator Jordan?
Senator JORDAN. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Fannin?
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Senator FANNIN. You talk about the investment tax credit. Realiz-
ing the costs we have in competing with many of the countries of the
world, do you have any suggestions as to what type of depreciation re-
form would be desirable or what incentive might be given to industry
if the investment tax credit is removed?

Mr. GULLANDER. Mr. Senator, I think that is an issue which we
would be prepared with a great deal of technical expertise to discuss
with you at the time that is discussed as a separate piece of legislation.

Senator FANNIN. I think that would be best. I know when Secretary
Kennedy was before us, he did make the statement that he thought
that some other form of incentive would be better than the investment
tax credit, and at that time he stated that his Department would be
studying and making recommendations in that regard. I hope that you
do cooperate with them in that instance.

Mr. GULLANDER. Senator, I would like to take advantage of your
question to state that I think it is important that every member of
this committee and the public, generally, recognize that depreciation
reform, changes in depreciation policy, can be helpful to industry if
they do not reduce the amount of depreciation we can take. It is all a
question of timing. Do you take it early, do you take it late? There is
an advantage to industry. It is preferable to have your tax deduction
early because you in effect get refunds early but you do not get any
rediwetion in taxes over the life that you depreciate. You merely get
the interest back and, therefore, depreciation reform is not the same
advantage as a tax credit. or a lower tax rate. I think this has to be
borne in mind.

You need a great deal of depreciation reform, because all you save
is interest to counteract the loss of what is equivalent to the 7-percent
tax rate.

Senator FANNIN. Thank you.
The CHAtIMANI. That is a very fine statement you have made.
Senator BENNETT. On page 5 of your statement, Mr. Gullander, you

say in the middle of the middle paragraph: "Repeal of the credit
would be roughly equivalent to an additional 7-percent surcharge on
corporate income tax."

Mr. GrLLANDR. Right.
Senator BENNETT. Of course there is no relationship between the

method on which the investment credit is figured, and I just wanted
to make clear that you just did not take 7 percent and add it in there,
because that is the amount of the investment credit.

'Mr. No, we took the number of dollars involved, and of
course I am talking here about society as a whole, not individual con-
panies. You need much more than 7 percent for some companies and
nothing for a company that has no assets that last more than 4 years,
as brought out a little earlier. But as far as the effect on our society
in generating capital to permit us to have more facilities and cut our
costs, that is the effect, the same as the 7 percent.

Senator BENNETT. I just wanted to make the record clear you had
not just taken the 7 percent.

Mr. GULLANDER. No, we have not.
Senator BENNmTT. And added it on.
Mr. GULLANDER. It is a coincidence.
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Senator BENNE'Pr. In 1967, Mr. Chairman, the total corporate in-
comei plus the amount deducted for 7 percent credit was $31.2 billion.
and thte investment credit was $2.5 billion, so in 1967 it was slightly
more than 8 percent rather than 7.

Mr. Grn.rAxzDnan. But over the period of time it comes out to about
7 percent.

Senator BrE N-'n,. Thank you.
The CIATRM~Ax. Thank you.
The next witness is Mr. J. V. Ferguson of Air Products & Chemi-

cals, Inc.
We are happy to have you, Mr. Ferguson, and we are happy to hear

your views. Some of your views on tax matters go back 17 or 18 years.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH V. FERGUSON, AIR PRODUCTS & CHEMICALS,
INC., ACCOMPANIED BY LEON C. HOLT, JR., VICE PRESIDENT AND
GENERAL COUNSEL

Mr. FERGUSON. I am Joseph V. Ferguson of the Air Products &
Chemicals, Inc., producers of industrial-gas. I want to address my re-
marks to the Louisiana operation.

It is not limited of course to air products but is limited to all cor-
porations in similar situat ions.

As the chairman well knows we in Louisiana have experienced a
tremendous industrial development between New Orleans and Baton
Rouge, La., in the petrochemical field.

What concerns us here today is what we consider an inadvertent
omission of determination of the investment credit provisions to the
bill presently pending before this committee.

Air Products in Louisiana over the past 6 years has experienced a
very large growth and expansion, in Louisiana primarily because of
very favorable economic climate, including the presence of various
raw materials which are necessary for its products.

Similar corporations located in other States have similar advan-
tages to our corporate enterprise there would be equally affected by
the termination of this investment credit.

I do not profess to be the expertise on taxation that many of the
witnesses wio appeared before the committee this morning are, but I
would like to introduce to the committee Mr. Leon Holt, who is vice
president and general counsel of Air Products & Chemicals, Inc.,
and who will address the committee in somewhat more detail as to
the effect of the termination of this investment tax credit.

This is Leon Holt.
The CiAIRmMA. Let me see if I understand what you are saying.

Are you saying that there was an inadvertent omission from the
termination of the investment credit. provisions?

Mr. FERUtrSON.. We consider that to be true, Senator. That is the
problem here.

The CTAIRMAN. I do not think the committee is going to be inclined
to vote any special advantage to any particular company, but I do
think that it might be inclined to vote to treat all companies alike.
If somebody has been discriminated against, we will try to act in gen-
eral terms rather than to the specific advantage of any one taxpayer.
I take it that this is what you are addressing yourself to?
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Ali,. I hAT es, sir.
Seliator :111d i Ilei Ilibers of I le Coll Iiit tee, Ihis is tle general provision
il wits ill fili 196(6 St1spensioil \et, 111(I it waS oiltited from H.R.

1-2'290, aind we ae l'eliestliug tihat this provision be restored.
As Mr. Feigisoi said it, does affect our industry. I would expect

I hut it it, til'ec't s several ol ier ilidist ries as well.
Senator BEN N .'rr. Mr. (Iairinan, 1my 1 inter'ulp ? Ihis is the same

problem tlhat wNvs ireseiied to us by a witness from the coal industry
a little earlier.

Mr. Iou'. I have seen their statement. It is very similar to the
situation which was presented for them. 1 might explain that one of
the lriticilal lines of l)usintess of Air l'iodhts & Chemicals is the
oiisite Stiplly )lof industrial gas to major vonlsumlel's such as steel Col-
panies at] chIemiical companies. This onsite supply involves the con-
struction of a major facility on, or adjacent to, the site of a customer,
pursuant, to a lontg-term contract. under wItich the customer agrees
to buy its total requirements and it agrees to take or pay for a fixed
amount of gas it lixed prices.

Prior to tile cutoff date, or suggested cutoff date, April 18, Air
Plroduts lid entered ito 0 (liffeliit coitriets to build onsite facili-
ties. These plaints would involve tilt investment of al)prox imately $12
million. iitle'r 11.R. 12290---111A I should say that these contract s were
eiltere(I into chase on the assumption tHtt the investlenI tax credit
wvoulld 1te aailale--Tuder IH.R. 12-129, it appears that it will not be
availalle exeep)t to le extent that chst r letioil hias comle'e(l or
sul)stafl ial onders have he1en placedl. With these large facilities, there
is a. tile interval f'r enginleerilig of at least 6 months to iuI these
facilities into being. It requires about 18 months, so a transitional pro-
visioli of the nature that was in the 1966 act is very necessary to cover
this type of situation.

Werd understand that it, was omitted inadvertently. We would like to
see it restored.
1e have seen, the statement that Senator Bennett mentioned of the

coal industry. We think that their provision would cover our industry
as well, antI in fact in our prepared statement. we have suggested some
language for consideration that would cover we think both.
f sh(;ult say that we were satisfied with the 1966 provision as it was

written.
The CIAIMiMAN. You refer to a, "take or pay" contract. I think I

understand what you are talking about, even though it is not too clear.
Does that mean that you pay for the gas whether you get it or not,
is t lint what it amounts to?

Mr. I1oL'r. Yes, sir. The essence is that the contracts provide for a
fixed streak of revemes over the term of the useful life of the equip-
meut, normally in our case it is 15 years.

Senator BENN,\-m-r. Mr. Chairman, that is another side. You furnish
tle gas even if you have it available or not, is that not right?

Mr. IhOuT,. Iliat is frequently in such contracts.
Senator Axinsnx. You state that something was inadvertently left

out by the House. Wi hat was is? Did Mr. Mills say it was inadvertent?
Mr. HIOLT. No, sir; I do not think so.
Senator ANDE5RsON.Who said it was?
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Mr. florT. By inadvertence I believe one of tlhe earlier dra fts con-
tained this provision and it was broadened and the broadened provi-
sion was omitted, and it was felt that certain facets of this particular
provision were covered ly others included in the a(ct. That, is what I
meant by it. It is clear that it was not that. this provision would hvIe
to be included to cover this kind of situation.

The Cn.%im,%N. Senator Miller.
Setiaior MILEr. With respect, to the l)ortioi( of tha1t provision oliit-

ted which you have oi page 1 of your statement I note the last sen-
teiice says "Clause (ii) of the preceding sentence shall not apply if
a political subdivision of a State is party to the contract and is required
by tlie e('onftac to mllake sblista ntial expinditures which benefit the tax-
payer."

Nay I say I thin one of tlw limost iorinenting words from the stand-
point of the Internal Revenue Service is the word "substantial.;' And
after having been in practice myself and living walked with the
other side oil ianv oc(,asions over iliat word, I have a, rather abhorrent
reaction to the use of such a word in legislation. What do you have in
mind ? What is substantial ? (Gi,'t il, an example of what voi are talk-
ing about.

Mr. 1O1Tr. lVell, I believe tis provisiol also trolibles lus at, times.
It is hard too--I believe the Seiiate report in 1i(6) referred to slib-
stantial as being 80 percent.

Senator MfILI'II. litig what?
Mr. I-Tor. 80 percent I believe was (leenied sulbstalntial in tile Senate

report.
ellator Air.l!. Give aIn exaille of aln S0-pe'cent expenlditnre

which would benefit the tax)<ayer.
'i'. -ToiT. T aim sorrv. senator. 1 misuiderstnod Voylir question. I

thought you were referl:ing to the lie of the word "Substant ial" ill the
pr'ior part.Senator MInArlrl. Yoi slioioested tflint we add laIglae which will

be What T read, and I am asking) \*onl i von live that lainaglae to
offer to lus, what would vlu luse as all e.vxalle, a situation in which
1mndelr a. contract the political subdivision, let us say a city or mneici-
palitv, is to make substantial expenditures which benefit the tax-

Mr. Hotr. 1 would have trouble auswerinrl wh1:t is substantial under
those c;rcumsthnees. T mu5t eo fcss I do not know why this provision
was inserted in the 1966 act. I do nol understand the baekxromnd. and
it is not essential to our situation.

Senator wtuLLm. It may hoft be esselntial to voulr situation, hit if you
include all of it, it is going to provide for all exception to the situation.

M[r. IOTT. Yes, sir.
Senator MiLrIt. And I am trying to figure out whalt kind of an

exception that would be.
MNr. HOT,'r. The only type that I could tlink of is where perhaps anI

industrial development'corporation had contributed funds for the in-
stallation or the facility.

Senator MILLEiR. Contributed a site, for example?
Mfr. HOLT. A site or something of that nature. But I must say it, is

speculation on my part. We would be happy to have that provision
deleted. I do not know what it really adds.
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Senator MILLER. Well, maybe you would be happy to have it deleted

but I am sure that the reason it was put in there originally was so

that a taxpayer would not get a double (lip, so to speak.

Air. ITOLT. Yes.
Senator MILLEIR. A (lip from the Federal Government and ,it dip from

the local government, and so this would tenl to reduce the coverage

of what you are advocating. To this extent I SuploSe it is adv tageois

to the revenue. but I mnust say I have diliculty regarding the meaning
of that word "substantial." I can see where ai site acquired by a loval

corporation such'l as you mentioned might. be deemed a substantial ex-

penditure. I do not know where we draw the line. It is a l)rel ty nebu-
lous thing. If you have any suggestions-

Mr. I OT1i1. 1 do not have any immediate stuggestionls. One thought
cross my mind w~ouIld be an almounit whichl w~ouIld exceed thle invest-
iiient credit, wbich would be available within respect. to at facility. Thiat
would be one fair way of looking at it.

Senator miIEIt. Thank you very milchm.
The Cj r.U mijXAN. Thank you.
Mr. FERiGUSON. Thank you very much.
The Cl[.u wt N. Without objection, I will ineuide in tile record at

this point a telegram I received front Mr. George S. l)illon, president
of the Air Rieduction Co., Inc., and a letter of Mr. iolt's dated July 8,
1969.

(The communications referred to and the prepared statements of
Mr. Ferguson and Mr'. Holt follow:)

S'TAi'r iE..NT of,' JoSEI1I V. EImUS()N, AT'I'TRNEY, ON 0'II.I.F 1'
.Ait PIROI7(j'TS AND CHEMICALS, JNC.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am Joseph V. Ferguson, an
attorney in New Orleans, Louisiania. I appear before this Committee on behlllf
of Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. Air Products is concerne(I with what appears
to be an ina(vertent omission from the terminal tion of investment credit transi-
tion provisions. If the omitted language is not restored, Air Products will not
obtain investment credit on facilities which. lrior to April 19, 1969, Air Products
was under contract to construct and operate.

One of the major facilities involved will be located at Geismar, Louisiama,
which will supply the Wyandotte Chemicals Corporation with its requirements
for large quantities of industrial gases.

Air Products has expanded rapidly in Louisiana. It recognizes that Loulsia nt
provides ideal ('ondititons for ceminical COl01na ies which are important Vhs-

liomers for industrial gases produced by Air Products. Air Products recognizes
that Iouisiana has created and maintained a favorable tax climate which has
an( will continue to attract the chemical and other industries to Louisiana. It
recognizes the illportaice of availability in Louisiana of raw materials, such
as natural gas, required by chemical companies. Air Products also recognies
the importance to the chemical industry of the inexpensive water transportation
available in Louisiana.

Air Products has contributed substantially to tile economy of Louisiana through
Its investment in Louisiana based facilities which most chemical and other in-
dustries require in great quantity. The availability of industrial gas at known
cost has been a substantial factor in attracting industry to Louisiana. The Gels-
mnar plant will be Air Products' fifth industrial gas facility in Louisiana. From
a small investment prior to 1964, Air Products. on completion of the (8Phimar
facility, will have invested approximately $40,000,000 in the State of Louisiana.
On a book value basis, on completion of the Geismar plant, Air Products will
have invested more in Louisiana than it has invested In any other state.

The Industrial gas industry requires substantial capital investment. The avail-
ability of the tax credit is an important factor in establishing prices to cus-
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toniers. The withdrawal of the credit on facilities . that Air Produfcts was required
to construct under contracts in existence prior to April 11) will represent a sub-
stantial economic loss to the Company.

Mr. Leon C. Iolt, Jr., Vice President and General Comisel of Air Products.
will briefly outline for you the nature of the problem that Air Products faces on
withdrawal of the credit.

STATEMENT OF AiR PRODUCTS AND CHEMICALS, INC., PRESENi'ED ity L:oN C.

HOLT, JR., VICE PISIDENT AND GENERAL COUNSEL.

SUMMARY

The investment credit termination provisions of H.R. 1 2M omit it transition
provision contained in the 1966 suspension period act related to binding contracts
entered into before the effective date under which a taxpayer is required to con-
stiuct or acquire a facility, and the other party to the contract is required to
purchase substantially all of the products to be produced at the facility. This
provision was intended to protect the taxpayer which had contracted to supply
the output of a plant under long-term contracts at prices which were established
under the assumption that the credit would be available on the facility to be
constructed. It is requested that the Committee cause the omitted language to be
restored to H.R. 12990. The language involved is contained in Section 48(h) (8)
,of the Internal Revenue Code and is quoted on the next page of this statement.

STATEM ENT

The investment credit was suspended effective October 9. 1966. anl was re-
stored effective March 9. 1967. The transitional provisions of 1I.R. 1229,0, relating
to termination of the investment credit, generally follow the language of the
transitional provisions of the 1966 suspension period act, with some new provi-
sions added. However. the fourth and fifth sentences of Section 48h) (8) coit-
tained ili the 1wt06 act are timitted front the corresponding provisioi or 1I.R.
12290. Section (48) (h) (8) is quoted below. The omitted language is italicized.

"Where, pursuant to a binding lease or contract to lease ii effect on (h,totber 9.
1966, a lessor or lessee is obligated to construct, reconstruct, erect, or acquire
property specified In such lease or contract, any property so constructed, recon-
structed. erected, or acquired by tile lessor or lessee which is section 38 property
shall be treated as prol)rlly which is not suspension period property. In the case
of any project which includes property other than the property to lie leased to
such lessee, the preceding sentence shall he applied, in the case of the lessor.
to such other property only if the binding leases an(l contracts with all lessees
In effect on October 9, 1966, cover real Iroperty constituting 25 percent or more
of the project (determined on the basis of rental value). For purposes of thw
preceding sentences of this pamagraph, in the case of any project where oe, or
more vendor-vendee relationships exist, such vendors and vendees shall be
treated as lessors and lessees. lWherC, pursuant to a binding contract in Cff('ct
on October 9, 1966, (i) the taxpayer is required to construct, reconstruct, erct,
or acquire property specified in the contract, to be used to produce one or fflre
products, and (it) the other party is required to take substantially al of the
products to be produced over a substantial portion of the expected u.cful life of
the property, then such property shall be treated as property which 1 1 not sutspcn-
eion period property. Clause (ii) of the preceding sentence shall not apply if (I
political subdivision of a State is the other party to the contract and is required
by the contract to make substantial expenditures which benefit the taxpayer."

The portion of Section 48(h) (8). relating to lease obligations, which hIrs hbeen
carried over from the 1966 act Is contained in Subparagraph (A) of Section
49(b) (6). A Subparagraph (B) has been added which relates to property used
to transport products. It is understood that an additional subparagraph to Spv.
tion 49(b) (6) was contained in a Ways and Means Committee draft of the bill.
This additional subparagraph carried over, In modified form. tie lnnzuaz, of
the 1966 act quoted above. It is understood that the modified version would have
had the effect of extending relief to situations which did not qua lify under the
1966 provision. Apparently. the Ways and Means Conimittee did linot desire to
broaden the relief and voted to strike the subparagraph without realizing that
it had removed a provision which had been contained In the 1966 act.
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Prior to April 19, 1969, Air Products and Chemicals, Inc., had contracted with
various users of industrial gas, such as steel and chemical companies, to supply
substanitlally all of tile output of certain faciliites to be constructed and operated
by Air Products. Because the contracts involve an agreement to supply product
under which Air Products is required to build and operate facilities, rather than
a contract to sell or lease the facilities, relief is not available under the pending
bill, except to the extent that construction had commenced or substantial orders
had been placed prior to April 19, 1969. We estimate that Air Products was con-
tractually committed prior to April 19, 1069, on projects Involving capital ex-
penditures hi excess of $10,000,000 which will not qualify for credit under the
pending bill. The decision to enter into these contracts was made under the
assumption that the credit would be available. The prices established in the
contracts reflect the expectation of the availability of the investment credit. Pro-
vision is made for escalation of the price to reflect changes in major operating
costs, such as power and labor. No provision is made, however, for an increase
in price because of loss of the investment credit.

The Iin contract to supply situation differs from the taxpayer which ha.- de-
vided to build a facility without advance commitment as to sahls price of product
to be produced. The taxpayer building the facility wiI be free to adjust prices
for the product to comnla'nsate for loss of tMe credit. The taxpayer building i
tavility pursuant to a firm long-term pI'ice contract vill not be able to adjust
pri'ices to compensate for loss of the credit.

In I, ti1, Congress phiced the binding contract to supply situation in the sanie
category its binding contracts to lease, under which the lessor was required to
construct or erect the facility to be leased. Both cases were covered ill the 19,36
transition provisions in a paragraph entitled "Certain Lease and Contract
Obligations."

The transition provisions of 11.1t. 12290, in proposed Section .19(b) (6) (A ). car-
rled over the provision relating to contracts to lease. We believe that, economni-
cally, tht AIPCI contract to supply situation is equivalent to a contract to lease.
under which the lessor contracts to construct property to be leased. We base this
posit ion on the following facts:

1. The AIICI plant is constructed oin or near the site of the customer's
plant. The gas is delivered directly via a pipeline from tile APCI plant to
the customer's plant.

2. The contract to supply the customer is for a period of about fifteen
years. which is approximately the life of the plant.

3. The APCI plant is designed to meet the customer's specifications as
to purity, pressure of gas at delivery point, and quantity. a,

•I. The customer agrees to pay APCI a guaranteed iniinium rate which MW
assures recovery of cost, plus profitt.

It is requested that the Committee approve the restoration of the contract to
supply language contained in the 11961 suspension period act.

it is understood that the Committee has been requested bly other taxpayers r
to add a transitional piovision which would have the effect of restoriiig the con-
tract to supply provision ii a broadened form. Should tile Coninittee favor the
broadening of the contract to supply provision, we feel that the language set
forth in Attachment 1 would be more appropriate and easier to understand than
that which has been proposed to the Committee by other taxpayers. 4:

As a technical drafting matter, the provision relating to contracts to lease
now contained in proposed Section 19(b) (6) (A) of 11.11. 1221W) and the Air
Products long-term contract to supply situation are closely related to the "binding
contract rule" contained in proposed Section 49(b) (1). Perhaps consideration
should be given to broadening Section 49(b) (1) to cover binding contracts to
lease and supply, as well as contracts to purchase. Attachment 2 contalnsq lan-
guage which we believe would accomplish a consolidation of these provisions
without a great deal of complication. Consolidation in one paragraph of the
clauses dealing with the various types of binding contracts should serve to sin-
plify ain already complicated provision.

In making these technical drafting suggestions, it should be emphasized that
Air Products would be satisfied with the restoration of the 1966 language.

Economically, the Air Products long-tern contract to Supply situation is no
different than a contract to lease under which the lessor undertakes to erect the
facility to be leased. The pending bill would grant the credit in a lease situation,
but not the Air Products long-term contract situation. If Air Products' customers
had contracted prior to April 19 to purchase the plants, rather than the produc-
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tion of the plant for its useful life, the credit would clearly be available under
the pending bill. Its availability would have been reflected in the sale price of the
plant. Where the underlying economic substance Is the same, the credit should
be granted on an equal basis.

ATTACHMENT I

49(b) (6) (C) Where pursuant to a binding contract in effect on April 18,
1969, (1) the taxpayer is required to construct, reconstruct, erect, or acquire
property which is either identified in the contract, or which is identifiable from
the terms of the contract relating to geographical location and product
specifications, (1i) the l)roperty is to be used to produce, one or more products
under such contract. (iMl) the other party to the contract is required to take
subst:utially all of the products to he produced over a substantial portion of the
expected usual life of the property, and (iv) the contract for sale of the product
or products does not contain provisions permitting a price change as a result of
the termination of the investment credit, then such property shall be pro-
terminititon1 property. Clause (iii) of the p)rece(ling sentence shall not apply if
a political subdivision of a state is the otber party to the contract and is required,
by tie contract, to make substantial expendittures which benefit the taxpayer.

ATTACIIMENT 2

49(b) (1) Binding Contracts to PtrchlstC or Stipply
Any property shall be treated as pre-termination property to the extent that

such property is constructed, reconstructed, erected, or acquired Iursuant to a
contract, with any party. including, without limiting the generality of the fore-
going, it contractor, su1))lier. vendor, vendee. customer. or lessee which wv:s. on
April 1S, 1969, and all times thereafter, binding on the taxpayer.

[Telegram ]
AIR RE,)ITCTION Co., INC.,
Nciw York, N. Y., JIu ly 10, 196;f9.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
U.S. Senate, Washington, I).C.

The Nixon administration'ss bill continuing the 10-percent Iicoine tax sur(charge
and repealing the 7-percent investment tax credit-as recently passed by the Holues
of Represetativs-omitted an important feature. This is a provision providing
relief for companies which have entered Into bin(ling contracts with customers
prior to the repeal (late of April 18, 1969, that require the construction or a(quisi-
tion of machinery, equipment or buildings to be used In the production of prod-
ucts to be sold under the terns of those contracts.

Three years ago, when the investment tax credit was suspended, the legisla-
tion which suspended the credit provided, uider Section 1(;7(1) (1 ) of the Invest-
iment Credit and Accelerated )eprceciation Act of 1936, Internal Revenue Code
section 48(H) (8). That companies bound by contractual commitments were
entitled to the investment credit oln property contru(.ted, reconstructed, ere('cted,
or acquired to fulfill their obligations.

11.11. 12290, whlih re('eived a 210 to 205 approval in the ouso on June 30, does
not contain a similar provision. Omission of this feature, we feel, will result in
substantial economic losses for any companies unless this provision Is restored.

The Senate, we submit, could acknowledge the need for equity in such situations
by adding to section 4(b) (6) (b) of the House version of this act the following
provision:

"Where, pursuant to a binding contract In effect on April 18, 1969, (1) the
taxpayer is required to construct, reconstruct, erect, or acquire property specified
In the contract, or extractive property, the general specifications of which are
readily ascertainable from the location and characteristics of the mineral prop-
erties (specified in such contract) from which the product is to be produced,
(2) the property Is to be used to produce one or more products under such con-
tract, (3) the other party to the contract Is required to take substantially all
of the products to be produced over a substantial portion of the expected useful
life of the property, and (4) the contract for sale of the product or products
Is a fixed-price contract (except for provisions for escalation under which the
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loss of the investment credit would not result in a price. change), then such
property shall be l)retermination property. Clause (III) of the preceding sen-
tence shall not apply If a political subdivision of a State is the other party to
the contract and is required by the contract to make substantial expenditures
which beneilt the taxpayer."

Such a provision should be added to the bill now before the Senate, we believe,
in the interests of consistency. If it was equitable In 1966, it is equally equitable
DOW.

Your consideration of this matter and your support of this remedial suggestion
will be deeply appreciated.

GEOIIiE S. IfLJ.LON, Presidcnt.

Ain PRODUCTS AND C EMICALS, INC.,
A n/1(,town, 1'a. Ji1ly 8, 1969.

The HONORABLE RUSSEL B. LONG,
Scuate Officc Buildig,
Washington, D.C.

DEAu SENATOR LoNo: From discussions with various congressmen and their
staffs, we believe that the Ways and Means Committee inadvertently omitted
language from the investment credit transition provisions of 1I.R. 12290 which
had lwebn contained in the 1966 suspension period transition provisions. The
omission could have the effect of causing Air Products' new (heismar. Louisiana
plant to not qualify for the investment credit even though Air Products was under
contract prior to April 18 to construct, operate, and sell substantially all of the
product to one customer, Wyandotte Chemicals Corporation. The binding con-
tract rule, contained In H.R. 12290, applies to purchases of equipment versus a
contract to construct and supply. As detailed in the attaclh(l, the contract, in
effect, has the same economic effect as if APCI had emitracted to lease the fa-
cility to Wyandotte, or to sell the facility to Wyandotte. Wyandotte would have
qualified for the credit under the transition provisions of H.R. 12290.

As developed more fully in the attached, we believe that the Ways and Mean.s
Committee did not intend to omit the provision. Your support in restoration of
the I)rovision would be appreciated. Inasmuch as APCI has a similar problem
with a larger plant being constructed in Burns Harbor. Indiana, we have also
requested Senator Hartke's support of an amendment which would restore this
provision.

Yours sincerely,
LEON C. HOLT, Jr.

II.R. 12290-EFFECT OF INVESTMENT C REDIT TRANSITION PROVISIONS ON INDUSTRIAL
GAS INDUSTRY

Modern steel and many chemical plants require vast quantities of industrial
gas, such as high purity oxygen and nitrogen. The most economical method of sup-
ply is through (onstruction of it gas generating plant on or near the site of the
customer. The gas is delivered via a short pipeline from the gas generation plant.
The pattern in the industry is for the industrial gas company to construct, operate,
and supply the output of the plant to the customer. In some situations, the plant
is leased to the customer.

A binding contract, entered into before April 18, 1.969, under which an
industrial gas company is contractually obligated to build a plant and supl)ly
substantially all the output to a steel mill or a chemical company, will not
qualify under the "binding contract" exception contained in the Investment credit
repeal transition rules of pending H.R. 12290 as passed by the House of Repre-
sentatives. The 1966 transition rules contained a specific provision which would
extend the credit to a plant constructed pursuant to such a contract to supply
If the contract was in existence before the effective date. This provision was
contained in the fourth and fifth sentences of Section 48(h) (8) as follows:

"... Where, pursuant to a binding contract In effect on October 9, 1906, (1)
the taxpayer is required to construct, reconstruct, erect, or acquire property
specified in the contract, to be used to produce one or more products, and (i)
the other party Is required to take substantially all of the products to be produced
over a substantial portion of the expected useful life of the property, then such
property shall be treated as property which is not suSpensioa period property.
Clause (i) of the preceding sentence shall not apply If a political subdivision

31-7V' -- fl!) --- 24
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of a state is the other party to the contract and is required, by the contract, to
make substantial expenditures which benefit the taxpayer . ..

To our knowledge, these two sentences are the only 1966 transition provision
which was omitted in H.R. 12290.

In discussions with Congressman Herman T. Schneebeli and Mr. Lincoln Arnold
of the Staff of the Joint Committee, we learned that Section 49(b) (6) of the pre-
liminary Ways and Means Committee draft of H.R. 12290 contained three sub-
paragraphs. Subparagraph (B) of the draft contained language similar to that
quoted above.

In addition, we learned that new language was added to this Subparagraph
which, it is understood, was designed to provide relief to the extractive indus-
tries, such as certain coal companies which had entered into long-term contracts
to supply coal to utilities. It is understood that the motion to strike Subpara-
graph (B) of the draft bill was made and adopted in the context of a desire not
to grant additional relief to the extractive industries over that which was
available under the 1960' act. Mr. Arnold is under the impression that certain
members of the Commnitte, believed that the portion of the Subparagraph,
carried over from the 1966 act, which Is quoted above, was no longer necessary
because of the addition of Paragraph (b) (10). relating to certain newly designed
products. There is no question, at least in our minds, that this is not the case.

Prior to April 19. 1969. Air Products had contracted with various users of Indus-
trial gases. such as steel and chemical companies. to supply substantially all of
the output of certain facilities to be constructed and operated by APCI. The
contracts require APCI to construct the facility and require the customers to
make fixed minimum monthly payments over the life of the contracts, which
run typically for a minimum of fifteen years. Prices were established, In such
contracts, under the assumption that the Investment credit would be available.
Under the bill, as presently drawn, the credit will not be available on facilities
erected pursuant to these contracts. Economically, however, the situation is
no different than if the customers had contracted to lease or buy the plants
from Air Products prior to April 19. in which event the credit would be available.

We feel that the above-quoted provision was removed largely due to in-
advertence and lack of understanding.

Arm PRODUCTS AND CHEMICALS, INC.'S GEISMAR INVESTMENT

Negotiations which commenced in November, 1967. resulted in a binding con-
tract prior to April 18, 1969, between Wyandotte Chemicals Corporation and
Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. under which Air Products and Chemicals,
Inc. is to build a new 450 ton-per-day Industrial gas generation plant. The plant
will be erected on land owned by Wyandotte at the Geismar location.

Air Products and Chemicals. Inc.'s investment in the plant will be approxi-
mately $5,000,000. The plant will employ six to seven employees. In addition to
the Geismar plant, Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. is under contract to con-
struct a number of other gas generating plants which also have an uncertain
status under the transition provisions of pending H.R. 12290. The principal plants
involved will be located In Indiana, Illinois, Ohio, and California. Each of these
plants, including the Geimnar plant, Is engineered to meet the specific require-
ment.q of customers In accordance with contractually established purity, pressure,
etc., requirements. Under a typical contract:

1. APCI undertakes to supply the gas requirements of the customer for
fifteen or more years, which approximates the useful life of the plant.

2. The customer Is required to pay APCI a minimum amount, even though
the plant Is shut down, as a result of natural or other disaster or mal-
functions.

3. The price of the industrial gas to the customer is subject to niodifica-
tion based on changes In power and water costs, but not for changes in
APCI',s income tax liability.

The economic effect of these arrangements Is the same as If APCI had leased
or sold the plant to the customer, In which event the credit would be available
under the transition provisions. However, since the price of gas to these customers
was set under the assumption that the investment credit would be available,
APCI's after-tax margin will be reduced by 7 percent of the cost of the plant
if the plant does not qualify. With respect to the Geismar plant, this is the
equivalent of incurring unanticipated pre-tax expense of $700,000.
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The CHAIR-MAN. Our next witness Will be Mr. Edwin A. Locke, Jr.,
president of the American ]a per Institute.

STATEMENT OF EDWIN A. LOCKE, JR., PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
PAPER INSTITUTE

i1ir. LOCKE. Chairman Long and distinguisled members of the
Senate Finance Committee, Ii E dwin A. Locke, ,jr., president of the
American Paper Institute. The institute represents the pulp, paper,
and l)aperboard pro(ucers who comprise one of the Nation's 10 largest
industries. We greatly apl)reciate the opportunity you have given us
to testify on the proposal to repeal the investment credit. I will say
at once that our industry, as a heavy user of capital assets, is without

qualification against the proposal. All the evidence we have examined
has convinced us that repeal would expose the economy to grave and
un necessary damage.

I should like to-make it clear that we do not dispute the urgency
of the fiscal and monetary problems confronting the administration.
We recognize the need for tax legislation that will provide added
revenue for the Government and restrain spending. If the proposed
bill called for a brief suspension of the credit, instead of repeal, our
industry would regard it as regrettable, rather than disastrous. But we
are convinced that repeal would be an economic error of the first mag-
itude-that it would aggravate the long-term inflationary danger, do

major harm to the Nation's competitive position in foreign trade,
and weaken our economy dangerously.

In making this statement, I am fully aware of the arguments ad-
vanced in favor of repeal by the House Ways and Means Committee
in its rece. it report (No. 91-321) on the tax bill now under considera-
tion. I have read that report with close attention, especially the section
headed "Repeal of the Investment Credit" (pp. 10-15), and I have
found it a good deal less than convincing. Knowing the great abilities
of the Ways and Means Committee and its staff, it seems to me that
they must have strained to reach the conclusion that re eal is desirable,
for that conclusion certainly does not emerge from the evidence pre-
.-ented.

For example, in the very first paragraph, (on p. 11) a key sentence
reads as follows: "The evidence of present heavy expenditures in the
;nvestment sector of the economy sugge8ts that the removal of thiq
speciall inducement to spending will be of special assistance to bringing
;uflation under control." The same thought appears elsewhere in the
report. Now there is no doubt that removal of the credit would have
a depressing effect on the economy. The real question is whether that
depressing effect is going to be wanted when it comes. In arriving at a
firm judgment on this point the matter of timing is crucial. " he House
report fails to mention that the full impact of the removal of the
credit would not be felt until 1970 and 1971. By that time, there is
good reason to believe that further depressing influences will be highly
inadvisable. Extreme pressures of other kinds are currently being
brought to bear to restrain inflation. According to a statement made
o1n June 23 by Secretary of Commerce Stans-

We expect Inflation control to begin to show substantial results in 2 or 3
months.
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In other words, the economy is almost sure to be considerably sJowed
down by the time the depressive effect of repeal of the credit begins to
be felt. In that event the additional downward pressure on the economy
resulting from a drying up of new investment will be dangerous. Just
how dangerous is indicated by the speed at which plans for new in-
vestment are already being whittled away.

At the beginning of this year it was estimated by leading authori-
ties that capital expenditures for new inve-stment, measured in do]-
lars, would be 14 percent higher than last year. Now at midyear it. is
obvious that nothing like that figure is going to be reached, that the
reality will probably be 7 or 8 percent. It must further be considered
that currently rising prices of equipment, machinery and construction
distort the picture. In terms of constant dollars, the. present expecta-
tion for an increase in capital expenditures this year is probably in the
neighborhood of no more than 4 percent. This is a far cry front the 14
percent figures which sparked the agitation for repeal of the credit.
An increase of only 4 percent in expenditures for plant and equip-
ment is ominously low, relative to the requirements of our society.

This aspect of the problem is not mentioned in the House report.
The report says (p. 11, par. 3). "repeal of the rred tis parimdarby de-
swrable at this time." But the time referred to is obviously the time at
which the report was prepared. the first half of this year. The situa-
tion is now changing sharply. If in 1970 the economy is'al'eadv slowing
down, the delayed impact, of repeal could trigger 'an economic down-
turn of major proportions.

Surely the uncertain situation that we now face does not call for
rigid policy, but for flexibility. Whatever useful effect the advocates
of repeal may expect from removal of the credit, that same effect could
be achieved merely by temporary suspension. say to the end of this
year. Then, if it turned out that the effect. of removal was negative,
the administration would at least be able to count on quick restoration
of the credit. But repeal, practically speaking, would be an irreversi-
ble commitment at a time when options should be kept open.

An even more misleading assumption of the louse report is that
capital expenditures by industry in recent years have been excessive.
For example, the report (on p. 11, par. 1) speaks of "heavy expendi-
tures" in the investment sector of the economy. It points out (in par.
2 on the same page) that. since 1962 business has spent $400 billion
on plant and equipment, implying that this is an ample or excessive
figure. It states (on p. 12, par. 2) that at the end of April of this year,
machine tool manufacturers had an order backlog of 9 months, with a
distinct, implication that, this, too, is excessive. Such statements lose
sigrht of the economic realities.

The -fact is that in real noninflated terms, our private capital in-
vestment did not, rise from 1966 to 1968, and the real rise in 1969 is
going to be small! ' The fact, is that the $400 billion expended by in-
dustry for capital investment in the past 7 years at rising prices has
not purchased enough modern plant capacity to meet the require-
ments of the economy. The fact is that a 9 months backlog in machine
tools is far from excessive, and a sharp shrinkage in the backlog would
be cause for alarm. The facts are that what the economy is now suffer-
ing from is a deficiency of productivity, and that if the Government

Pierre Rinfret, on Apr. 28, 1969.
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discourages capital investment by removing the investment credit, it
wi,be adding to that deficiency.

This country's productive capacity is so large compared to other
nations' that the mind tends to resist the concept of a deficiency in
our productivity. Yet all the evidence shows that the deficiency exists.
Industry in this country as a whole is faced by a shortage of skilled
manpower. Under such conditons wages are bound to rise and keep
on rising much faster than productivity, thus worsening inflation.
High interest rates on noney and tighter credit may prod uce a tem-
porary slowdown, but the fundamental inflationary pressure remains.

In order to overcome that situation, we need much more modern
plant than we have. By speeding up the acquisition of more efficient
equipment, industry could ease the skilled manpower shortage. If
the productivity of labor rises, and producers find themselves with
an excess of eficient capacity over demand, they would soon adjust
prices in order to maintain their competitive position. In other words,
the best long-range defense against inflation is more investment in
increasingly efficient facilities.

There is every reason to believe that the stimulus of the investment
credit is going to be needed even more in the years ahead than in
the past. Without the credit, the deficiency in productivity and the
skilled nmanpower shortage are likely to be permanent features of our
economy. Indeed, if the Government wants to check inflation over
the long term, it could hardly do better than to double the amount
of the investmeent credit-.

A particularly (1istirl)in feature of the Hoise report, it seenis to
me. is the assuniption t-hat industry does not need a tax incentive in
order to expand and modernize its plant. This is what the report. says
(on p. 1f. par. 2) : "(ont;+nuously expafldwnq markets ald /iq/ profit
ler ,b .qlould provide xuffeccnt investment incwnf;b'e in tlhe future
even without the investnwnt credit." That might be true in a rela-
tivelv isolated society with a modest rate of l)opulalion growth, an
ample supply of skilled labor and a slow-nioving technology. But it
is not true of the United States of today, with a soaring population,
a shortage of skilled manpower, a technology explosion, and a big
stake in the world market. The experience of t e country in the
decade before the investment went into effect is highly significant.
Without the incentive of the credit, new investment by industry
lagged badlv. The outlays of capital required to expand and
modernize to the extent needed were so great that to undertake them
wit hout the credit was sinl)ly not financially feasible for most
industries.

If the credit were to be repealed, and no comparable incentive pro-
vided in its place, industry might well slide lack to the slow and
wh)lly inade(Imle pace of the 19,50's in plant expansion and modern-
izationi. Such a development would be catastrophic, and I do not use
the word lightly. It would point directly to runaway inflation, even
while our rate of real economic growth fell farther and farther behind
that of other countries. It would mean that foreign competitors with
technologically superior facilities would cut the ground from under
us in foreign trade. It would mean a worsening of our position in the
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balance of payments with further sapping of the Nation's monetary
strength.

Tle. plain fact is that we are up against intense foreign competition.
often backed by government. Under such conditions, how is this coun-
try, with its high labor costs, going to retain an adequate share ofthe world market? Surely it is evident that our industries must be
given strong incentives to replace outmoded facilities and production
methods by the most modern equipment and techniques, and do it
soon. The situation is becoming even more acute as a result of the last
Kennedy round tariff agreement. Not unless we keep prices competi-
tive and constantly improve product quality will be able to hold our
own in foreign markets and maintain a healthy export-import balance.

To prevent ourselves from being swamped by foreign compeition.
we will have to pour many billions of investment capital into new
facilities, new processes, automation, computerization, and where nec-
essary, relocation of plant to reduce transportation costs.

The investment credit was never more needed than it is right now
to strengthen our competitive stance in foreign trade. It is an indis-
pensable factor in oir worldwide economic position. I think it is un-
mistakable that repeal of the credit would mean even more serious de-
terioration in our balance of trade and our influence abroad than we
have already experienced.

I cannot leave the subject of the House report without referring to
a sentence which, it seems to me, unintentionally destroys the entire
argument for repeal. The report states (on p. 14, last paragraph)
"Even. though an. investment credit may have been umefu2 in the pa..qf
/?f indwlg investment in periods when there was a large defwlieny

of inve.q tment, it is not clear tmatwe will be faced with the same type
of problem in the f tture." Surely we must ask ourselves whether it is
wise to base a proposal of such importance on a premise that is "not
clear" even to its advocates. Moreover, it is becoming abundantly clear
that the deficiency in investment remains, and if the credit incentive is
removed, that deficiency becomes more and more acute as our society
grows and living standards rise.

Since the end of World War II this country has not made enough
progress in the productivity of its plant, to prevent inflation. If we
are to overcome inflation and maintain our position in foreign trade
we will need to avail ourselves of every means to expand capacity and
introduce cost reducing facilities. To repeal the credit would 'be to
exchange our best long-range prospects for a highly uncertain chance
of temporary benefit.

Many people seem to have forgotten that the investment credit was
established in 1962 because the administration and the Congress per-
ceived an urgent need to stimulate the rate of capital expenditure for
new plant and equipment. Since then the credit has grown into and
become an integral part of the Nation's economic structure. It helps
to generate and maintain a strong flow of capital to the economic areas
where it is most needed. In one way or another, the constructive in-
fluence of the credit is felt in almost every aspect of industrial opera-
tion. It is intimately linked to financial policy, marketing policy, and
production policy in thousands and thousands of enterprises, large
and small. It, cannot simply be yanked out like a tooth or clipped off
like a long toenail. To remove it would be an act of major surgery per-
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ness of the immense complexity of the problems attending repeal. A
long passage (p. 14) describes some of the involved measures required
to phase out the credit. After reading it, one can have little doubt that
the tremendous administrative burden imposed )y repeal constitutes
yet another good reason for leaving the credit alone.

The essential point in my view is that summary removal of the
credit threatens to impair the health and growth potential of the
economy for a long time to come. It would have an especially pre-
judicial effect on heavy industries which because of their fundamental
character, must continuously invest new capital as the society expands.
On such industries, including the paper industry, repeal of the credit
would impose a penalty of the order of 8 percent on top of existing
taxes. This additional burden would have a permanently crippling
effect on many coml)anies requiring expansion and modernization of
plant.

The four main grounds on which we oppose repeal of the credit
are, we believe, valid and significant. Repeal could well l)roduce a
major downturn in the economy. It would lock the Government into
a rigid policy at a time when options should be kept open. It would
cut away investment in modern industrial facilities that, are urgently
needed to bring costs under control and to check inflation. It would
seriously injure our competitive position in world trade, with grave
consequences for our balance-of-payments and monetary stability. For
these reasons, the industry I represent respectfully requests this dis-
tinguished committee to reject the proposal for repeal of the
credit.

With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would like to file without
a recommendation on some of the more technical aspects of the bill
before you.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. I think it would be well to order printed at this

point in the record the suggestions that you have made with regard
to amendments that you think ought to be a part of this measure in
the event that the commitee sees fit to recommend them.

(The suggestions referred to follow:)

MEMORANDUM ACCOMPANYING STATEMENT PRESENTED 1BY EDWIN A. LOCKE, JR.,
PRESIDENT OF THE AMERICAN PAPER INSTITUTE

RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING INVESTMENT CREDIT TRANSITION RULES
CONTAINED IN I.R. 12190

The American Paper Institute strongly supports retention of the investment
tax credit as a basic part of our tax law. However, if. contrary to our recom-
mendation, there is repeal or suspension of the Investment tax credit, industry
will be faced with serious inequities unless very careful attention is given to
the transition rules in H.R. 12290. Our review indicates that the transition
provisions in H.R. 12290 do not provide for equity in all situations.

To correct these deficiencies we recommend the following:
1. The "phase-out" provision should be eliminated entirely, or at the very

least modified by advancing the phase-out date from December 81, 1970 to
December 31, 1971. If the "phase-out" provision is eliminated, it would enable
companies to claim full credit for all property qualifying under the binding
contract or other transition rules, regardless of when such property is placed
In service. If the "phase-out" provision is modified by advancing the phase-out
date from December 31, 1970 to December 31, 1971, it should be coupled with
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an advance of the termination date to l)ecember 31, 1975, or December :1, 1976,
thus allowing all property placed lit service before this latter cutoff date to
qualify for at least at partial credit.

2. Ili addition to the "binding contract" provision, there should be further
tests which would qualify projects for the credit. Experience iln our industry
shows that major engineering and feasibility studies are completed well i
advance of formal commitments. Under such circumstances a taxpayer should
be able to show through "facts and circumstances" a "substantial commitment"
prior to the effective date of repeal. Among the facts which could be used:

(a) Substantial sums have been expended for engineering and/or feasibil-
Ity studies,

(b) Loan agreements have been negotiated,
(c) Official authorization by the iiBoard of Directors has been granted.
(d) Construction started and project completed within it reasonaible I line.

Attached is an outline, developed with assistance from engineering and financial
people in the industry, of the various steps taken it connection with i niam.r
capital project and the stages tit which commitments develop. We believe it
will be helpful in visualizing the problems and inequities Involved for our
indust ry under the transition provisions in IT.R. 12290.

3. With respect to the equipped building rule, the plant facility rotle. alid
the machinery and equiplment rule, it is suggested that 25% rather than 0%
of the "aggregate adjusted basis of ill the property .. ." be considered smmiilent
to qualify for the credit. Certainly 25% of total cost represents a smibstaiail
colen nitment, especially when the commitment was made under the assnliptlli
that this project would quanify in full for the credit, without restrictions such
as the "phase-out" or new "carry-over" limitations.

4. With respect to the amortization of pollution control facilities, if iN
suggested that taxpayers be permitted to elect a one to tive year write-off instead
of the proposed five year amortization period, to encourage companies to increase
their pollution control expendiltures nd tiums advance fh dat' of their comilil-
once with Federal pollution control standards.

Moreover. In the interests of both equity considerations an( simlilitha ifot
of procedural rules, the "prima ry purpose" of investment in any facility sliold
determine its eligibility for amortization deduction. if the printary iirlio'oe for
constructing a facility is pollution control, the entire investment should qualify
for rapid write-off regardless of any costs recovered through by-products derived
from operation of the facility.

5. With respect to the eeritilleition of pollution ionIrol faeliltis reiluired to
establish eligibility for the sixty-molh aimortiza fion dedutlhu. it is, suggested
flhit there be one certifying a thorlty rather than two. nd that this authority
be the state, interstate or Federal agency wihlch has established Federally
approved water or air quality standards applicable to the subject faellity pur-
su.nt to the Federal Waiter Pollution Control Act or the Federal Clean Air Act;
that the performance standa id withi the pollution control f iellity nluist meet in
order to qualify for the iliaorlt za tion'deduction slll be conformance with appli-
eable wia ter or air quality staiii ardm' nti tit lie priiosied grant of authority
to the, Secretaries of Interior and of Health. Education, and Welfare (Section
9I (e) ) to "promulgate iniimun performance standards" for the itrposes of

Stlbsection (d) be deleted from the bill (11.11. 12290). The proposed system of
d(1al eertifieation, based in litost eases oil two different sets of performance stand-
ards--(1) those set 1iy state or interstate agencies and approved by the appro-
riate Federal delirtmi nt under the applicable Federal W-ater Quality or Federal
Clean Air Acts, and (2) those set by the appropriate Secretary (Interior or
hIII'W) under tilie provisions of this bill (11.11. 12290)--will, if adopted. delay and
ald colflus ioll 1111 cost to tie anti-pollul ion effort of industry and of the Federal
aid State C(overnnents boeise the two sets of standards will either be tihe samie
and therefore redundant or different and therefore clearly in conflict. We recont-
uend that this bill (H.R. 12290) require but one certification, Issued by the state.

interstate or Federal agency that establishes the water or air quality standards
that apply to the facility involved In the application, and that the performance
standard required of the pollution control facility be that it meets the water or
air quality standards which apply to the facility.

0. The special limitation on the amount of unused credits which may be used as
carryovers to the taxabhe year should be eliminated or iiodified, because tite
Incidecte of this provision falls most heavily ott companies with a fluctuating
profit pattern and high carryover. These firms may lose much or at least a por-
tioti of the tax credit for whict they have qupalifled under all other provisions.
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7. The effective date of this bill should be advanced to the dale when Congress
enacts such legislation. Any earlier date would be inequitable InI view of the
many uncertainties surrounding provisions of this bill and their interpretation.

STEPS IN A TYPICAL MAJOR CAPITAL PROJECT IN TIlE PAPER INDUSTRY

1. Fca.ibflitly Studies
The first steps taken inI any major capital project Involve a number of feasibil-

ity studies. rhe first step in determining the feasibility of (lie program is a study
of the Ieed anid tile value of tile program front the point of view of marketing.
'l'hest st studies Include analysis of the competitive position of the company as to
inill location, Source of supply of raw materials, and similar consideration. A
sevolid step will involve engineering studies inade to determine construction costs
andl mill prolitability. These steps are conducted in some cases internally and
in others by outside contractors and consultants. In the latter connection, It Is

likely that contract coiininitents will be undertaken at this stage for the perform-
alll of these st'rvices.

lilul t lie petrii,il ibefore tlloIlltIen t, Ill to twelve llolitlIs hefore a inoicllee-
Itietit, substantial efforts must be lnade to nmanke sales coiffiitnent.s for (he prod-
uets to be manufactured to Justify the project. As a result of these efforts, long
term contract cominltnents nay be made with prospective customers. Up to (0
to 70(1 of lhe production mnay be committed In order to provide a firm economic
base for Ihe project. These contracts call for delivery of the product upon specific
dates rega rdless of whether the project goes forward or is completed.

Prior io i1iitolieenlent. a whole range of other comnmitents nay have beemi
mItllhd delendling uion tile pt'ticilir 'ase Invov'ed. For exanlhe, ol)tions nlaY
have Teei entered Into In connectiom witlh the acuisitiom of the planet site or land
purchase agreeitents may have beon executed. Also, a iniuber of arrangements
some Involving eonititllttents, will have hIeen ilade with nenibers of the local
eomnunily ehos'en for the site. Licenses and zoning changes tay be Initinted.

2. lriard A uthoriz-ation and Public A nmiouneement
Assittinig the feasibility studies of the project are favorable, budgets will he

develolwed antid specille irol)osals will be submitted to and adopted by the Board
of Directors. These IrOposals tire iti sit iatinilal detail, Iniluding long-range fore-
clasts of sales and ili'llgs altd substantli supporting operating dath listing the
speilh, tyles of equipment and estiated costs. Naturally. t li tlimnial data In-
'luded it le pI'oposals tire based oil the ahllowainee of Inivestlli l credit. eltler ts
it illiect rediition of the project cost, or i lthe proJeel cash il(,w let'e( for li-
naticing the project.

Important practical commitments may flow front the public announcement of
such a pt'ogralli. Front tlie point of view of v'oipetiltion, otte i(le atittounttietit
Is titade tile Itient of the t'ollplitly is itliown ats to the it ylle of ptrolhet, (lie ("Il aeily
and the mill location. At this point. more efforts wll I, e iti to vouinilt tht
portion of the faellity's production which has not vet ieel omit raced for.
3. Finanhi

urgingg the initial stages. one of the considerations will lie ihe flnaitlig of lie
project. If outside tiitci iig Is required. comnilimiteits will lie utmile mtild hloIn
agreements negotiated. It is possible it many cases thai the loan agreement
will be closed prior to the start of physheal construction. Fianeing arrange-
mients are based oi tile cash flow generated by the project. To tite, extent
that the capital expenditures tire internally flnm'ed, they alIso rely heavily on
the cash flow generated by the Itproject. Cash flow projectlons Include Ihe benefits
which restill frollt the Ivestmnett credit as well as accelerated del'e'iat tli. If
these benefits are removed anld It Is necessary to proceed with tile prograit il
atny event, outside flnanciig may then be necessary to make up tie tlfferenice. If
the neel for outsihle tinancing as a result of the loss of these benefits becolOies
evident after the program is approved, hlrger costs iniy be Involved, at1d Ilte
programs penalized. For obvious eoitpetitive reasons, this penalty cannot be cont-
peusated for by an adjustment in prices.

$. Construction of Project
Construction itay progress In many different forms. Depending ont company

practice and the type of project, work may be done completely on tlue basis of
one contract, it may be done under multiple contracts executed at different times
as they are needed, or work may be done internally.
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Within three months following the announcement of the project, steps are
normally taken to place equipment orders. In some cases, construction contracts
are entered into and work begins on the preparation of the plant site.

A. Machinery and Equipment.-Immediately after orders are placed with large
equipment manufacturers, they will enter into agreements with their suppliers
and sub-contractors. Normally these will be based on contracts and other busi-
ness arrangements with the suppliers. These will result in the accumulation of
substantial commitments prior to the actual manufacture of the machine itself.
Upon placement of the order, the manufacturing cycle begins and expenses in
connection with engineering, purchasing and manufacturing will be incurred
by the equipment manufacture. Depending upon the size of the equipment in-
volved, the manufacturing cycle will be from 5 to 18 months. Because heavy
equipment makes up the largest part of our capital expenditures, the longer
cycle is more typical.

In general, installed equipment represents approximately 76% of total mill
costs. (The remaining portion is made up of buildings, overhead, etc.) Approxi-
mately 43% of total mill costs represent the cost of equipment before installa-
tion. The remaining 33% represents installation costs of which labor is the major
component. While most of the basic long-lead-time equipment of the mill will be
on order at the very initial stages of a project, the installation costs, constituting
about one-third of total costs, will be expended over the entire period of con-
struction. The heaviest expenditures in this category occur in the first 6 months
of the second year of the project. In many cases, expenditures relating to the
installation costs will not be committed until the expenditures are made. It i.
with regard to these expenditures that informal and oral orders and other com-
munications, which are of doubtful binding effect, number in the hundreds on
major projects.

B. Plant Cons tructio n.-Coincidental with the manufacture of the equipment
by the machine supplier, construction of buildings and equipment foundations
is proceeding. Where construction on a whole mill is involved, this work may
involve substantial long term contract commitments under which burdensome
penalties would be incurred if the project were delayed.

.%s already indicated, multiple contracts may be used, and these are negotiated
and concluded from time to time during the long construction period. Finally, the
construction may be handled internally without any contract, the work being done
and properties acquired as they are needed.

C. In8tallation.-The first deliveries of major machinery and equipment will
begin approximately 12 to 15 months following the approval of the project.
Delivery will normally be over a period of about 6 months. Completion of the
project normally occurs 2 years from the date of approval. The suppliers may
install the equipment. it may be installed by others under separate contract or
It may be installed Internally.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Locke. I think you
have made a very fine stateha-ent.

We will next bear from Mr. Albert. Lannon, Washington represent-
ative of the International Longshoremen's & Warehousemen's Union.

STATEMENT OF ALBERT LANNON, WASHINGTON REPRESENTATIVE
OF THE INTERNATIONAL LONGSHOREMEN'S & WAREHOUSE-
MEN'S UNION

Mr. LANNON. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. I am very appreciative
of the opportunity to testify this morning. My name is Albert Lannon.
I am the Washington representative for the International Longshore-
men's & Warehousemen's Union. On behalf of our union's 65,000
members, I want to express our unreserved opposition to extension of
the surtax. Our delegates from Alaska, Hawaii, Washington, Oregon,
California. and British Columbia, at our April biennial convention,
unanimously voted for an end to this tax on a tax which working
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people have had added to an already staggering burden. We favor, in
its place, immediate and meaningful tax reform.

We do not see the surtax extension merely as a lever for tax reform.
Closing of millionaire and corporation tax loopholes-such as oil and
mineral depletion allowances, cal)ital gains, investment tax credits,
et cetera-ought to raise even more revenue than the surtax, ending
any justification for its continuance.

The argument that the surtax is needed to pay for the disastrous
war in Vietnam could well be handled by enactment of S. 2277, the
excess war profits tax. Working people are paying for the war with
the blood of their sons; they ought not to bear the cost. of bankrolling
it, also.

The surtax wais supposed to halt inflation; it clearly has not, and
there is nothing except, verbiage to suggest that extending it would.
Rolling back interest, rates, which have reached unprecedented and in-
tolerable levels, seenis a more sensible way to aid the economy.

There is a "tax revolt" sweeping the country. Teabags to Congress,
petitions, and pickets opposing the surtax are but one manifestation.
Another, potentially critical manifestation of taxpayer rebellion is
the defeat of school'bond and other vital measures in towns and cities
across the country. Unless working men and women obtain concrete
tax relief-and ending the surtax would be a good start-communi-
ties face impairment and crippling of essential services.

The members of ILWU cover a wide range of jobs and earnings;
frn)m $2 an hour curtain makers to $20,000 a year skilled waterfront
W IIkers, from field workers on sugar and pineapple plantations to
coni~puter operators. They are all hurting and becoming increasingly
voc;d about it. They are tired of being bled to finance the apparently
eldless tragedy in Vietnam, of being bled to finance boondoggles like
fhe ARM. ,ainv hard-won wage increases have beeni virtually de-
st roved by the plice-tax squeeze.

Our nenil)ers, and working people generally, are, we are convinced,
willing to pay their fair share towards the cost of running govern-
ment and providing necessary services. But today they see a situation
where those in the lower income brackets pay a higher proportion of
their income in taxes of all kinds than do those in the upper income
brackets. They see a Congress granting itself a 40-percent wage hike
and then talking about wage controls. They see those who enjoy tax
loop)holes accepting the surtax with equanimity, for 10 percent of
nothing is still nothing.

Tax reform, tax justice-call it what you will: the loopholes must
be closed. Defeat of the surtax extension would be a far more power-
full "'lever" for~ real tax reform than merely seeking to ad a few re-
forms to the package. Defeat of the surtax extension would be a vital
fir:t step toward reducing the burden on overtaxed working people
and heading off a revolt with potentially devastating consequences to
our communities, our educational system and our economy.

Concrete tax relief for working ieople-short of overhauling the
entire tax structure-ought to include, in addition to abolishing the
surtax, an increase in personal exemptions from $600 to $1,200. It
ought to include also a raise in the standard deduction to 15 percent.
with a $2,000 maximum. Each of these three points would provide di-
rect and immediate relief for the wage-earning taxpayer by lowering
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the Government's take. As alternative sources of revenue, we offer a
minimum loophole-closing program, adopted by our convention:

1. Repeal the capital gains provision.
2. Recover the taxes on capital gains are lost at death.
3. Tighten the regulations on charitable deductions and crack

down on the tax-free foundations.
4. Eliminate or reduce the oil and mineral depletion allowances.
5. Repeal the 7-percent investment tax credit.
6. Eliminate the tax break for a corporation's subsidiaries.

This is a minimum program; we also support higher corporate in-
come taxes, tightening of the tax rules on stock options so that such
earnings are taxed like wages and salaries, cracking down on "gentle-
men farmers" who invest in farms on the side so as to enjoy the tax
writeoffs for farm losses, taxing the earnings of churches and social
clubs which engage in business ventures unrelated to their main pur-
pose, ending tax advantages for conglomerate, mergers. These are but
a few of the loopholes which the Treasury Department estimates costs
for Government-and the working taxpayer-soine $50 billion each
year.

The House of Representatives, by a five-vote margin gained through
widely reported political pressures, passed the surtax extension. It is
now up to this body to right that wrong. We urge you to reduce an
onerous tax burden with tax relief, to end the surtax and pave the way
for reforms in the tax system which will make it equitable and pro-
gressive in fact, as well as name.

Thank you.
(An attachment to Mr. Lannon's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF POLICY No. 6, FEDERAL TAX REFORM

[18th Biennial Convention, Los Angeles, Calif., April 7-l, 1969]
The cost of firing government is enormous. As Americans come to expect

more in service, and better schools, housing, medical care, and transportation
among other things, the costs are going to keep on rising. Working people--are
willing to pay their fair share, but they have been burdened with the heaviest
share of the tax load while special interest groups enjoy a wide range of nioney-
saving amendments to the tax laws.

Instead of a progressive tax structure--in which the tax load Is supposed to be
distributed according to ability to pay-those in the lower earnings brackets pay
a higher proportion of their income In taxes than do those in the upper brackets.
The average working person now puts in at least a day-and a-half out of each
five-day work week just Io pay his taxes.

A radical change to make our entire tax structure truly progressive Is long
overdue.

We recommend basic reforms which attack the most flagrant inequities in the
systein :

1. Abolish the surtax.
2. Increase the personal exemptions from $600 to $1.200.
3. Raise the standard deduction of 10 percent with a $1,00() maximum to

15 percent with a $2,000 maximum.
So-called tax loopholes cost the government from $50 to $53 billion a year.

These billions are ultimately passed on to the taxpayers who do not benefit from
the loopholes, meaning most of us. The special privileges and loopholes must be
closed. A inilnmum program to do so follows:

1. Repeal the capital gains provision.
2. Recover the taxes on capital gains which are lost at death.
3. Tighten the regulations on charitable deductions and crack down on

th(, tax-free foundations.
4. Eliminate the oil and mineral depletion allowances.
5. Repeal the 7 percent Investment tax credit.
6. Eliminate the tax break for a corporation's subsidiaries.
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The (CIAlIRMN. 'hank you.
Senator Anderson?
Senator ANDERSON. I want to compliment hie witness on a good,

clear statement. It is concise and straightforward. Thank you very
much.

Mr. LANNON. Thank you.
ThoCHAIHMAN. Senator enett.?
Senator BFNNmi-r. I join in that compliment, but I have no questions.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. John R. Allen, vice presi-

dent, eastern region, McDonnell Douglas Corp. I am told that
MeDonell Douglas is going to submit a statement and we will be glad
to print their statement in the record at this point.

(The statement referred to follows:)

STATEMENT or MCDONNELL DOUGLAS CORP., SUBMITTED BY K. C. ELXASBEBO,
TAX COUNSEL

McDonnell Douglas Corportaion offers the following amendments regarding
the proposed elinination of the investment tax credit as contained in the pro-
visions of H.R. 12990.

NEW DESIGN PRODUCTS

Section 4(a) (10) (Proposed Section 49(b) (10) (A) of the Internal Revenue
Code) of H.R. 12990 represents Congress' awareness of, and response to, the
problem of the taxpayer who has incurred substantial costs in furtherance of a
production program Involving a product of new design. It provides as follows:

"(10) Certain new-design products, where-
"(A) on April 18, 1969, the taxpayer had undertaken a project to produce

a product of a new design pursuant to binding contracts in effect on such
date which-

"(1) were fixed-price contracts (except for provisions for escalation
in case of changes in rates of pay), and

"(ii) covered more than 60 percent of the entire production of such
design to be delivered by the taxpayer before January 1, 1973 .... ,

The Mcl)onnell Douglas Corporation applauds Congress' desire to respond to
taxpayers in this position. Our company also is in general accord with the ap-
proach taken to provile such relief, i.c., a specific provision for new design
products. However, we believe that the measure in its present form, Is needlesly
narrow and woull iore equitably serve its Intended purpose if slightly modified
to i ncorl)orate the amendments discussed below.

Mcl)onnell )ouglas Corporation offers and urges the adoption of the followi-i
proposals, both of which are in complete harniony with the purpose behind lhe
new design provision:

(1) 7'he 50 Perecnt Rcquireincnt.-As presenly drafted the only costs
that would be covered are those incurred in a situation in which binding con-
tracts In effect on April 18, 1969, cover "more than 60 percent of the entire
production of such design to be delivered by the taxpayer before January
1, 1973." We respectfully request Congress to alter this Iercentage require-
mant to one of 50 percent. It is our view that this change in no way detracts
from the purpose behind Section 4(b) (10), which is to partially protect the
credit for a manufacturer who, on the proposed credit cit-off date, was
firmly coniitted to the production of a "new design" product. Not to make
such an adjustment would be to needlessly work a substantIal hardship
upon our company.

(2) Prfce Esoalation for Inerased Costs of Materials.-As Presently
drawn, the Bill allows of price modification with respect to contractual
changes attributable to increased labor costs. Again, we believe the Bill to
be too narrowly drawn, and we respectfully request that it be amended to
Include increased costs attributable to material. Our contracts incorporate
an escalation feature which embraces both labor and material, and we are
aware of no reason to prefer one over the other. On the contrary, the escala-
tion feature is controlled by various price indices and are not regulated by
any volitional act of the taxpayer. Increased material costs are as much
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the product of inflationary factors as are those attrihutable to la)or. Acclrd-
ingly, we urge the incorporation of a provision dealing with a price (,sca lh-
tion feature attributable to an increase In the cost of materials.

The "new design" product exception to the repeal legislation is an effort tit
partially protect taxpayers who had become committed to a program to prodl'i'e
a new product in advance of the Administration's repeal proposals. It has )uilt
into it all the equity and certainty that is present In the blnding contract siti:m-
tion: that is economic and( legal commitments undertaken prior to any indle;'-
tion of the Administration's proposals to repeal the credit. Not to allow the credit
in both situations would be Inequitable.

McDonnell Douglas Corporation is firmly conunitted to 'the production of tie
DC-10, a 300 passenger Jet aircraft which is exactly the type of product con-
templated by the "new design" provision. Unfortunately, the provision as pres-
ently structured, does not cover our situation, and we offer the two amendments
set forth above to assure such coverage.

Moreover, we wish to point out and to emphasize that unless these amendments
are adopted, the "new design" provision operates to place us at a substantial
competitive disadvantage with respect to a major competitor on this product.
whose situation Is presently described therein. As noted, there are no arguments
that can be offered with regard to the present provision that are not equally
compelling in the case of the amendments we now offer. On the contrary, we
believe these amendments are In complete harmony with the reasons for the
"new design" provision.

LEASE-BACK PROVISIONS

Section 4 (a) (5) of the House Bill provides for the retention of the investment
credit in a situation where the purchaser under a binding contract on April 1.
1969, subsequently assigns his interest in such contract to another party pro-
vided the original purchaser leases the property back from such other party for
a term of at least one year. The language of the section goes on to provide, how-
ever, for a recapture of the credit by the lessor "at such time as the lessee [the
purchaser under the binding contract] loses the right to use the property."

While the House apparently recognized and attempted to safeguard least finam-
cing as a proper method of obtaining various types of equipment such as aircraft.
unfortunately, the quoted language may be so broad that It could very well
vitiate the efficacy of the section and substantially limit the availability of lease
financing for binding contract aircraft. This is because, unlike I)resent law.
the lessor of property would be required to recapture all or a portion of the
credit in the event he repossesses the equipment pursuant to a bonafide financial
default by the lessee under the lease within eight (8) years from the time the
equipment is placed in service. In our view this is an untenable concept and we
perceive no valid purpose in changing the status of current law.

At first blush it would seem arguable that the change in the law designed to
place the lessor in the same position as the purchaser of equipment who has a:r-
ranged for mortgage financing. In the latter situation, if the purchaser defaults
(luring the period of the mortgage and the Investment credit property is repos-
sessed, the purchaser may lose all or n part of the credit. However, upon analy-
sis, it becomes apparent that the purchase-mortgage situation is quite different
than the lease financing case. In the first place, in the purchase-mortgage situa-
tion only one taxpayer, the purchaser, is concerned with the availability of the
investment credit; the terms of his financing are not affected by its availability.
As a result, the mortgagee's repossession because of the mortgagor's default
affects only the mortgagor. Where however lease financing is used, the lessor
retains the credit and passes on to the lessee the economic benefits thereof
through a reduction in rental expense. Accordingly, any risk to the lessor of a
later loss of the credit because of bonafide financial problems of the lessee will
affect the lessor's willingness to pass on this economic benefit to the, lessee.

In the second place. sin-e the ptrchaser-nmortgigor Is the only taxpayer ,'m-
cerned with the investment credit's availability where he is simply a mortgagor,
he need not concern himself with time problems of the loss of the credit until h
defaults. In the lease financing (ase, however, the lessor must, at tile time ,

the transaction, contemplate the possibility of recapture. In such case, while
it is arguable the lessor may increase the rentals for the first four, six and
eight years to take into account the risk of the lessee defaulting and the: redum..
the rent when the risk of repossession has expired, such device runs direvi-ly
afoul of a major advantage in lease financing; namely, the savings in cash,
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flow to the lessee. The cash flow for an airline is especially significant at tills
time considering the quantum of filnancing which is presenJtly required with the
advent of the new generation of jumbo jets and whea tile interest charges on
mortgage financing are the highest in our nation's history.

Additionally, we believe It would be most inequitable if Congre.s were to
limit tile availability of the investment (redit where lease financing is required
in a situation, where is often the case, an airline has c-ontra(cted to purchase
an aircraft at a time when the investment credit was thought to be an integral
part of the Internal Revenue Code. Moreover, we note that when Congress
suspended tile credit In 19W6, it les'ted not to penalize tile user (if equipment
un(ler a long-term lease and we see no reason to deviate from this philosophy
which was calculated to minimize the economic Injury to a taxpayer who had.
prior to such suspension, firmly committed himself to the acquisition of equip-
ment.

If Congress really intends (and we doubt that it does) to limilt the long-term
lease as a viable equipment flmancing device, It should say so In no uncertain
terms. It should not, however, take such action by qualifying a section which
purports to respect and encourage the financing of equipment by lease. Accord-
ingly, we respectfully urge the Senate to amend the House Bill to eliminate the
recapture of the Investment credit where a lessor repossesses leased property
pursuant to a bonoflde financial default on the part of the lessee.

PHA1sE-OUT REDUCTION PROVISION

Proposed Section 49(d) provides for phase-out of the credit with respect to
Section 38 property placed in service subsequent to December, 1970. Under the
phase-out the seven percent (7%) credit will be reduced by 1,jo of one percent
(1%) for each month after December, 1970, before the equipment is placed in
service, and the credit will not be available for equipment placed in service after
December, 1974.

We believe that this provision, rather than eliminating an inequity, creates
one, and we urge Its elimination. To illustrate the inequity, we offer the follow-
ing example. Two purchasers place orders for equipment on January 1, 1969 (a
date on which the repeal of the credit would not have been contemplated by
either) ; because of the different lead times involved in the production of each
Item, one Is delivered in November, 1969, and the other is not delivered until
June, 1971. The purchaser of the second item would be denied a portion of the
credit.

This appears to involve no less an inequity than that involved in the situation
described In that part of the Ways and Means Committee report addressed to
the phase-out provision. On the contrary, it involves a greater inequity since
it is one that Congress has specifically created with respect to taxpayers who
contract for long lead time items. That is, the inequity which results from
providing disparate treatment to taxpayers whose case falls on different sides
of a revenue measure's effective date provision is one inherent in the taxing
process. It reflects no desire to penalize specific taxpayers, although it may
operate to do so. The Inequity which results from, in effect, providing a differ-
ent effective date for different taxpayers (based on the lead term periods which
each requires to make delivery of his product) constitutes a specific congres-
sional effort to discriminate between taxpayers, and, thus, Is an even greater
inequity.

The CHAIRMAN. That concludes this session for today. We will be
back in session at 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.

(Whereupon, at 11:55 a.m. the committee was recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Tuesday, July 15, 1969.)





PROPOSED EXTENSION OF THE SURCHARGE AND
REPEAL OF THE INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT

TUESDAY, JULY 15, 1969

U.S. SENATE,
COmmI'i-EE ON FINANCE,W~ashington, D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:10 a.m., in room 2221,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long (chairman)
presiding.

Present: SenatofV Long, Anderson, Gore, Talmadge, -McCarthy,
Williams, Bennett, Cuiis, M' 11

The CHAIRMIAN. The hea g- will come to order. "ao f
Is the Honorable J Spark an, the distinguishe senator from

Alabama and chair n of the Bankin and Currency ommittee,
here with us?

Senator TALM E. I un d e , r Chairm n he was tained
and he had a St t ent e ould s T for the cord in lieu f his
oral tAtimony (

The CHAIR AN. That i fi a want to o ider Sen tor
Sparkman's questions.

(Senator par man's statem it cover getter ollows:)

1a8~ ton, D. . July 15, 196
Hon. RUSSELL . LONG, 

y 15 1 .96

Chairman, Fin nce Comm ttee, U. . senate ,
TVashingtov, D. 4_/ S

DEAR RUsSEL As you k made a on uly 14 for e contain nce
of the investment tax credit for small. bu firms, designat( as Amen. ent
No. 71.

Unfortunately, I ust be abs during tme C mittee on nance
Will take oral test y on HR. 90. vry uch ecate the w lingness
of the Committee to s aside time for m ent my views in con ction with ....
this amendment. I won have welcomed the opportunity to appe . In lieu of
an appearance, my stam t is enclosed herewith for the Com e's consider-
ation.

With best wishes,
Sincerely,

JOHN SPARKMAN.
Enclosure.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN SPiRKMAN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF
ALABAMA

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: I appreciate the opportunity

to appear before you this morning as, for the third time in seven years, the

(375)
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Congress considers the merits of the investment tax credit generally, and its
particular application to small business.

In 1961 and 1962 Congress considered and enacted the 7% credit. This was
accompanied by administrative revision of the depreciation guidelines contained
in Revenue Proclamation 62-21. The advent of these two measures brought the
United States abreast of the tax structures of other industrialized countries,
which were already combining both incentives together, with an eye to improving
their balance of international payments.

In 1966 it was proposed that the tax credit be suspended for inflationary rea-
sos. I am glad to say that the Finance Committee voted to continue the credit
for small business at a level of $25,000 of investment, because of the special
vulnerability of small firms to the tight money and credit conditions.' A similar
amen(ment, at the $15,000 level, was attached in the House. As you recall, this
was settled in conference at $20,000, which was the figure written into Publi(c
Law 89-800.

As far as I know, the considerations underlying these decisions have, if any-
thin,,, become more forceful with the passage of time.

When this issue arose again at the beginning of this session, Senator Bible,
as Chairman of the Select Committee on Small Business, took the initiative in
putting the previous Senate position before the Committee on Ways and Means
on May 20.2 In an effort to further assist the House of Representatives, I placed
in the Congressional Record the discussion of the serious balance of payments
factors which I believe would justify the retention of the credit at the $150,000
level of investment. These remarks will be submitted as Exhibits for the con-
venience of the Committee.3

My best information is that the Ways and Means Committee (lid not come to
a vote solely on the question of a "small business amendment." As I understand
it, the Committee vote was taken on two combination proposals, both of which
embraced not only a small business continuation at $15,000 for small firms,
but substantial credits for other types of property as well.4 It is thus no surprise
that, when the Treasury Department came to cost-out the proposal actually
before the Ways and Means Committee, their estimates of the revenue involved
were sizable.

I would therefore think that we in the Senate could advance this matter by
a clear test on the question of continuing the investment tax credit as limited
to small business firms, and I believe the sentiment of such a measure is quite
strong.

My reasons are the following:
First, the small businessman in 1969 faces what Senator Bible has been describ

ing as a "triple credit squeeze." He is caught between the record interest rates
in the private money markets, the 581/2.% cut-back ill Congressionally approved
SBA loan funds by the Budget Bureau, and the possible cut-off of the tax
credit.

Secondly, the family farmer is in a parallel dilemma, as Senator 'McGovern
has aptly informed the Committee in some detail.

Thirdly, there is increasing evidence that the capital investment and borrow.
ing policies that may be contributing to inflation from the business side nre
concentrated among the largest corporations. Nearly three-fourths (i.e. 73.4%)
of the total investment tax credit in 1965 was taken by the 2,647 biggest com-
panies. More than half was absorbed by the laTgest 377 companies.

Similarly, in the loan field, about 1,000 loans a month, of $1 million or more
each, generally account for more than one-half of the dollars loaned.

I would conclude from these statistics that small businesses are not the agents
of inflation, but its victims. It seems unfair to me to penalize the overwhelming

See statement of Senator Snarkman, "Suspensions of Investment Credit and Accelerated
Depreciation," hearings on I.R. 17607, Committee on Finance, 89th Congress, 2d Session,
October 6, 1966, p. 314 et. seq. Also see Senate Report 1724 of 1966.

2 Statement of Senator Alan Bible and Senator Jacob Javits. "President's Proposal to
Repeal Investment Tax Credit and to Extend Tax Surcharge, etc.," 91st Cong., 1st Sess.,
May 20, 1969, 1). 130a.

a 'The Inves tent Tax Credit-It's Relation to the Balance of Payments and Small Bus'
ness." remarks on the Senate Floor: June 12. 1969, p. S6280.

4 The "Statistics of Income, 1965," under the heading "Corporate Income Tax Returns,'
Table 13, page 146, reflect the following general distribution of the credit among types ef
activity corporationss only) Agriculture .05% : Mining 1.8%; Contract Constrution
2.4% Manufacturing 55.1% : Transportation. Communication, electric gas. etc. 27.3% •
wholesale trade 2.0%; Retail trade 5.0% ; Finance, Insurance and Real Estate 3.2%;
Services 2.7%.
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majority of small firms for consequences preponderantly caused by the few firms
of great size.

Fourth, as is well known, small business has special problems in raising
capital. Newer firms traditionally have restricted access to bond markets, con-
inercial paper, and equity financing, and now suffer d iminished access to com-
mercial lending institutions as well. They must therefore rely more than ever
upon funds that are internally generated. It is estimated that the share of in-
vestment capital made up of "retained earnings" may be from two-thirds to as
high as four-fifths of all business capital.5

Accordingly, tax policies affecting cash flows are of disproportionate import-
ance to small firms. Such measures as the investment credit allow them to retain
the capital they need from funds which they have already earned.

To summarize, I feel that the investment tax credit should be continued for
small firms, basically because it was sound tax policy when it originated, con-
tinues to be so today, and will be increasingly Important to small firms and
the economy in the coming years.

My proposal is to permit $150,000 of qualified investment, ith an additional
allowance for "small business" 6 in connection with the purchase of certifiable
air and water pollution equipment, crime prevention facilities, and nmoderniza-
tion required by health and safety statutes under federal deadlines. Affiliated
groups of corporations would be entitled to a single credit, and would be able
to apportion it as prescribed by Treasury Department regulations.

The figure of $150,000 in investment, or $10,500 in credit, is chosen with refer-
ence to the average credit taken in the manufacturing segment of the economy.
In 1965, this figure was $9310 per firm.

In 1962, Secretary of the Treasury Dillon advised this Committee that:
"Administrative modernization of depreciation [alone] simply cannot do the

job . . . the combination of both [this] and a special incentive such as the in-
vestment credit ... is needed if U.S. business firms are to be placed on a sub-
stantially equal footing with their foreign competitors." 1

The wisdom of these words is evident in view of the steady deterioration of
the U.S. trade surplus from $6.7 billion in 1964 to a trade deficit of $68.1 million
in the first quarter of 1969.'

The future prospect is even more aggressive competition, not only in world
export markets, but here at home as foreign-produced goods come into this
country as imports. This situation, it seems to me, argues powerfully for a
150,000 figure, or one equally meaningful to U.S. businessmen trying to compete.

May 23, 1969, p. S5503.
It further seems to me that the bulk of the small business firms, in whole-

saling, retailing, and service, have no foundation for immoderate expansion of
their investments. Accordingly, the impact of such a measure would be on small
firms across the spectrum of manufacturing. This is the heart of the economy
and the place where the benefits of continuity of the credit for smaller and
independent firms will do the most good. My estimate is that about 20% of the
present corporate credit would be involved under my proposal, so that some 80%
of the revenues would be restored to the Treasury, and 80% of any inflationary
effects of the existing credit would be relieved. There is, in process, a formal
request to the Joint Tax Committee to cost-out both my and Senator Bible's
proposals.

The copy of my bill will be submitted to the Committee herewith. It will also
be introduced on the floor and printed in order to be properly available to the
Committee, as requested in the Chairman's notice of these hearings.

I would like to commend the efforts of all the Senators who have asked
for a small business amendment before this committee and the House. I believe

0 Finance Committee Iearings, loc. cit. p. 314. Estimates are quoted from the testimonyof the Machinery and Allied Products Institute at hearings of the Ways and .Means Comn-
nmittee on IR. 17607, Sept. 12-16, 1966, at p. 63.0 As defined pursuant to the Small Business Act of 1953 and the applicable regulations.

7 Finance Committee Hearings, loe. cit.. page 83.
8 "The Serious Condition of the U.S. Balance of Payments," remarks on the Senate floor:U.S. merchandise export account

[Net, in billions of dollars]
Year:

1964 --------------------------------------------------- -6.676
1965 ---------------------------------------------------------- + 4. 772
1966 ---------------------------- ----------- 3.6581967 ---------------------------------------------------------- 3.483
1968 --------------------------------------------------------- -+1.029

1 Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1968.
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there is merit in each of the proposals. This Committee is in a position to do
a service. It can-in the exercise of its independent judgment-reconcile these
various provisions into an appropriate committee amendment. It will then
have taken the Initiative in enacting a measure of fundamental significance
not only to small companies, individual businessmen, and farmers across the
country, but to economic justice In our economy, and to the U.S. balance of pay-
nients position.

The CIIAIRM 1AN. Now we will call Mr. Don Magdanz, who is executive
secretary of the National Livestock Feeders Association, and he is
accompanied by Mr. G. L. Hladley, president of the association.

We are happy to have you here, Mr. Magdanz.
Mr. Magd anz, we are" going to offer you an opportunity to testify

about what is in this bill. I regret to say that we cannot oier you the
opportunity to testif) about what is not in this bill. I am sure you
read the press nowadays and you are familiar with the fact that we
are supposed to suggest other ways of taxing your livestock people
which :at the moment is not before our committee.

We shall be glad to hear from you, sir.

STATEMENT OF DON MAGDANZ, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, NA-
TIONAL LIVESTOCK FEEDERS ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY

G. L. HADLEY, PRESIDENT

Mr. MAGDANZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the com-
mittee.

I can assure you that we will confine our remarks to provisions of
the bill.

The CHAIRMAN. That is the best we can do for you. I just do not
know what the suggestions will be to further tax your people. If you
do not get a chance to testify on these other measures, we will be glad
to receive a letter from you explaining what your attitude is about
further suggestions.

Mr. MAODANZ. As our statement will indicate, we are here entirely
on the investment credit, which is a part of the bill.

The CHAIRMAN. If you could defend yourself against what is in
this bill you will be doing pretty well, much less the other suggestions
that someone is drafting for you, not that I am doing it or the mem-
bers of this committee are doing it. You understand that.

Mr. MAGDANZ. We are of course not sure what the outcome will be,
but we certainly will try to defend ourselves within the framework
of what we have to say.

The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead.
Mr. MAGDANZ. For the record, as has already been indicated, I am

Don F. Magdanz, executive secretary-treasurer of the National Live-
stock Feeders Association with headquarters in Omaha, Nebr. With
me today is Mr. Gilbert L. Hadley, president of our association, an
actual and prominent livestock feeder and farmer in the western part
of Illinois. As president of the National Livestock Feeders Associa-
tion, Mr. Hadley has also distinguished himself in numerous capaci-
ties over quite a number of years in local and State groups as well as
the national organization.
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It is his preference that I present our statement today. However, he
will respond to any questions that members of the committee may di-
rect to him.

Very briefly, the National Livestock Feeders Association is a trade
organization of persons engaged ini the business of finishing live-
stock-cattle, hogs, and lambs-for the slaughter market. Our mem-
bership is most prominent in the midwestern part of the United
States, an area that still feeds about 62 percent of the cattle and raises
about 75 percent of the hogs produced in this country.

It may be somewhat of a surprise that about one-fourth of our
members also have beef cow herds along with their feeding and farm-
ing operations right in the vast grain producing area of the country.

As a group formed to determine policy of tle membership as well
as to perform certain services, we appear here today to object to one
provision of II.R. 12290. Our comments are almost entirely confined
to the section repealing the investment credit of 7 percent. We are not
commenting about the extension of the income tax surcharge, excise
taxes on automobiles and communication services, or the low income
al lowance for individuals.

We submit to the committee it would be a mistake to terminate the
investment credit completely. We firmly believe the investment credit
of 7 percent should be continued, but recommend its application be
limited to purchases of depreciable property in the amount of $25.000
per year. Such a provision would be most meaningful to small busi-
ness, to farmers, and to livestock operators.

While proceeding with arguments to substantiate our recomnien-
dation, we are presenting a few comparative figures relating to profits,
numbers of farms, prices, and personal income.

It is evident that agricultural people, at least, have not shared
equally in the economic and profit growth of the country. From 1960
to 1968 the annual rate of corporate profits after taxes rose 91 percent
from $26.7 billion to $51 billion. Comparing the same period, the
annual rate of net farm income, including corporations engaged in
farming, rose 27 percent from $12.1 billion to $15.4 billion.'

It is true that during this 8-year period the number of farms de-
clined from 3,962,000 in 1960 to just a little over 3 million in 1968-
the 1967 figure was 3,146,000-nmeaning fewer farm operators were
sharing the total farm income. Net income per farm rose just 40 per-
cent from $3,505 in 1960, to $5,035 in 1968.3

Over the same period of years, prices received for all farm products
went up from the index figure of 99 in 1960 (index, 1957-59, 100) to
108 in 1968, an 8-percent increase. On the other hand, prices paid by
farmers, including all items, interest, taxes, and wage rates, rose 20
percent from the index of 102 in 1960 to 121 in 1968.'

Nonagricultural personal income rose 72 percent from $385.2 billion
in 1960 to $665.4 billion in 1968 while, as mentioned prex-iously, farin
income increased 27 percent. 4

' United States, prepared for 'the Joint Economic Committee by the Council of Economic
Advisers. Economic Indicators. June 1969,pp. 6 and 7.

2 U.S. Department of Agriculture, Farm Income Sitiation, FIS-211, July 1968, p. 46.
3 United States. prepared for the Joint Economic Committee by the Council of Economic

Advisers. Economic Indicators, June 1969, p. 28.
'Ibid.. p. 4.
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I1967 giriss ni cuapitaul ex penlditures for n11iulierV, eqaui pmenit, and
mlotor veltiies f0or fairm business~ use I otiled $41.81(.i bill ion."0 If the 7,
Ipercentf invest iieiit. credlit Uwere applied to all such purchases, Which'l
could not, be, the case." t lie tax saivinga inl t hat, year -would hauve 1iuiiouin1ted

lo 337j.33 nulil ionl. A more, reasonable figurev, however, iiiilit.l well be
$204) to $,225 min il 01 grictilthiru.I pllilses onily.

Evenl so, we sulbmit it i.- suaCe to sny the redluet 1011 inl revenue would
0iilv be a tracttionl of thle allt-,ivip)t4d increase il Trasr receipts
()f $ 1.3.5 bill ion ill tiscal 1970 an d a nit m le r il vI percent ge of the$2.6
billion expected ill fiscal 1971. Tho reduction would be a very small

Ibi0d.
Ibhid., 1). 1.5.
Mbd.. p. 3.
IT. U.A. IBeptnhment of Agriculture, lEoornt lRetearciI Service, Parmi Income Situlation,

VIS--211,. Jul y 1908, V. (10.
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portion of the total gain ill reveiuie expected from all provisions of
H.R. 12290. In contrast, this amount of tax credit would be meaning-
fill to agricultural leOle-farll and livestock opelraters---as well as
snall 1)usilessmilen.

In order to continue their operations as efficiently as )(ssile an
try, at, least, to produce additional profits, farriers and livestock op-
erators need an increasing amount of new aml larger equipment. Much
of this machinery is in the nature of rep)lacenent of ol. simIaller. 01'
less mo(lern equipment. It. has been increasingly difficult, to l)irclnlase
such nini'hinerv )eca use o i grossly inflated costs, and will he eve llore
difficult to finune if the investment credit is terminated entirely.

Not only are farims increasing in size, but the labor force av.ailable
for agricultural operators has heen declining rapidly, thus making it
necessary for newer and larger machines to take the )la ce of farl
labor. At the sainte time, nonagricultural employment has beIen inerteas-
ing as the attractiveness of urban and manufiaicturing jobs has lured
many people from farms and rural areas.

From 1960 to 1968 civilians emlployed in noilarric',ltuiral jol)s went
ul) 20 percent from 60,318,000 persons to 72.103,000. Daiiring the same
8-year period, the agricultural labor force declined 30 percent from
5,458,000 in 1960 to 3,817.000 in 1968. Hired farmnworkers in 1960
totaled 1,88.5,000 persons. By 1967, this figure had dropl)ed 33 p)er-
vent. to 1,253,000 persons. Early quarterly figures in 1968 imlicate that
for the year the figure had declined fiurther to just a few over I
million."

With agricultural production at least stable in me'any in.st lines, anl
higher in others, the necessity of further investment, in agricultural
machinery and equipment is correspondingly evident.

In conclusion. Mr. Chairman, we graciously submit these facts and
argiments for the retention of the investment credit on animal pil-
chalses of eligible equipment ul to $25,000. To withdraw tie credit
completely would work a, hardship on farmers, livestock operators,
and small businesses while contributing little if anything to halting
inflation. At. the same time. continuing the credit with a modest maxi-
mum limit will be meaningful to agricultural people and proprietors
of small l)usiness firms.
The CHAIRA31AN. Thank you.
Mr. MAODANZ. "e do al)l)reciate the opportunity to appear and dis-

cuss our position with you.
The CiTARMN. Thank you. sir. As you know, we have a mmmnbe'

of things in the statute books to help agriculture, and. of course, I
want, to put. some other things on there to help. agriculture. I don't
think we are doing enough for agriculture. but this particular measure
here is costing the Goverinment about $3 billion a year in revenue, and
it occurs. to this Senator that we miughit find something we could do to
hel) agriculture that would help it more than this investment tax
credit.
, re vou uiware of some of those things we might be able to do that

miflht help it more thai) the investment tax credit?
Mr. Mw.)x-z. You mean in the particular tax area, Mr. Chairman?

1U.S. Department of Commerce. Statistical Abstract of the United States. 89th edition,
1968. p. 215, and United States prepared for the .Tint Economic Committee by the Council
of Economic Advisers. Economic Indicators. June 1969, p. 10.
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Tile ('Well:.L.N. Wel no. 1 am just covering the all-out-doors.
Mr. .(;.xz. You mean in the overall agricultural picture?
'I'le (l tmi.x. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. M.\I.\z. Well, of course, lhe, pwice matter is the thing that,

has been pla.guling agriculture for a long time, and even though we
IIe proceediiig with stable production, we are blessed with the aI)ility
to overi-Podlee, and we sometimes do this.

Wel have the prospect. of collrse, of tryingg to raise farll inconle
throul'] lli,,ler prices whiell we hope can ho brought about through
soome nianelr Of means, and tlie Congress, the Senate, tile I o1se, and
all tihe trade groups and everyone else hlave beell working Oil this for
year,.

I think we would h'ave to say we have not yet come llj) with a satis-
factory answer and I am not) prepared today to tell von what that
light he.

Now yon nentioned though the figure of loss of revenue to the
Federal'Govermnient in tile amount of $3 billion.

The CI.\N . $3 billion.
Mr. M.Awnamxz. Unless the investment credit is terminated. I did not

have those figures. The most that we have is the total of $2,600 mil-
lion in fiscal 1971, but this would be circmnstances where thee invest-
mnelt, credit wa, terminated entirely. Ve are speaking of retaining it
on, the iliode4 amount of $25,000 and I do not. believe that as far as
we were ale to determine at least. that this would reduce Federal
revenue by any more than a fraction of the $3 billion.

The CHAIw MAN. You understand our problem though, that if we
keep tile ilvestmnent tax credit for farmers, then small business conie
in and makes an equally logical argument.

Mr. M1AGDANZ. Yes.
Tile Cu.\mi.t.x. Even though they might not be as badly distressed

as the farmieu. Many of then are in need of some help. And then
various an(1 sundry other groul)s come in and say the bill is not
equitable. If you are going to do that for them and leave us out, we
need some help to modernize and improve our situation.

So the fabric just begins to unweave and as each thread comes out
of it the first thing you know it won't hold together. Now the thought
is can we do it for you without being guilty of discriminating against
a lot of other 1)eol)le by favoring you.

Mr. M .XZ. z r'Chairmai, we are asking merely for the reten-
tion of $25.000 for all business, not, just farmers, and'it would apply
to small businessmen. It would apply to large Wlsiness orizanlizations,
firms, and corporations. We are merely suggesting the $25,000 across
the board.

The OHAhMAr. How much would that cost us in terms of revenue?
I will accept your figure of $2.6 billion. I was just rounding the figure
to the nearest decimal point but I must admit that is a. fairly good
correction: $400 million is a substantial amount of money. How munch
reveilue would it cost to exempt up to $25,000 of investment?

Mr. MAGDANZ. Our educated estimate of this for agriculture alone,
as I indicated, was $200 million to $225 million. How much additional
would arise out of other business I am hardly preparedd to say.

Tihe CIIA\M . Wouldn't you have a lot of this thing of corpora-
tions electing to rent a piece of equipment so that someone connected



with or friendly* with lhe (o'rlorat.i~tion could bliy the pivve of v('li!-
Iient and then lev'1e it, back to tih eor prltiol "l, whereby he gets the
7-perceit. i'ivest-iiieut credit, and lie perhaps is able tlherel)v to lease
it. for a cheaper price tI11ii the corporation could buy tile kc(lliplilelt
itseI f ?

MrV. MACDANz. TI s, of ('0lirse, is i po ssibilit v ; yes.
The (il.mIm\N. So you see, you gret. into all Ilhat wien you inhae tlit

across ihe hoard. Yoli have1 1ii1do a fine stal'illent of * vour position.
Thlnk you very much, sir.

Mr. AL[,DN/.\z. Thank you.
Senator Williams.

eliai or WVIIi.iMs. Just. oW( quest iOll.
What. would be your opinion instead of extelding tihe invest mliii

cre I it, wouldn't lie farmer anld agricultlire be bet e Served if I hey
juslt hand a Iliore rapid acceleration of depreciation itself, more lenient
giiideli ies of depreciation ?

Mr. MA MANZ. This, of coiur'Se, (ali lie U helpful Ihi.in ' , Setiator' Wil-
lianis. It, wmold depend I think on how rtpid the delweciatlion was. Of
course the 7 percent, amounts to a delpreciation equivalhet to II yeca rs
except tlt tle depreceiat ion is figiulied into the expense be fore ilie tax is
figured, whereas tlhe tax credit is an aotn iaken directly off the
illcoilie tit.

S01111t01 WILIAMS. I realize that, but, the investment credit, is the
equivalent of delnreviatling 111 lerceti of the cost, is the eqiiUPiict,
\V hereais ill it) deireciition rtes them, l1eSAA\s you would only ,iet
100 percent. lt 1 woBut, I if a lot of your' slun ll f:mlruier, it' dint
is what, you are talking about, al that, is we are all placi U eM-
pliasis oi, wIotildt he bett er served if thev hald a depreciat ion S'cl d-
ido which thev Could understfild without living to employ high-priced
imcoilaitauts to figuii'o out. your investment. credit.. Undei' tl , vears

they have got, to keep pai't. of it. to get their t ax reduct ion under .i or 5
years anl many of the small ones do not, like it, ms you realize.

NMi'. MIAN.nz. I thilk without, doing sonic calculation, Senator, tlit
the investment credit would he more meaningful to then than more
rapid delpreciation.

Senator Wm,Aits. I agree with that.Ifr. N,\mm.%.Nz. Yes.
Senator Wl,miTts. Because time investment, credit is iin effect, the

Govotment, ayt.aing for 7 percent of tlio cost, of the mclhime s. We
rea-lize that. 'llit. is the reason we are talking about repeal.

Mr. MN GMAnz. However, I also would say this. MAny of tle nricul-
tural pepIle today, eveil smaller olperato's, are employing time. serv-
icve. of certieled public accoitmtnt, in the prepm'ation of their returns,
and I do not believe we encounter any particulau completion there.
iln fact., th clmnge iin depreciation might be more comjl )icated than
the investment, credit.. I merely offer thlat, as a possibility, not as a
sItatement. of faet.

Senator WrNIt.Tts. Yes. rimnk you.
The Cim\imAN. Senator Cirtis
Senltor Cui'rs. Mr. Chairman, I would like to have, the record show

that Mr. MAagdanz is one of our prominent and well-informed citizens
of Nebraska annd we are delighted to have him before us. In this dis-
cussion here he has made a distinct contribution.
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Mri. 11[mil)AX'm~ Th'lank vou, sir.
Sen ato 01' ( i an. Is it- Nour 1' feti ng 1 ta riii eq u im nit- rv li

01.1lt. whiichi N% e likiowii ill tie ptist, hniltS ot, l)(ll it Comiplete coi-
pelisti oll to the fI rier for' is eXplhse of gettIing~ '(Illipliit ?

Mr. AmI)ANz. I Nvoild naree With Ii il ('lt irely Seittor Curitis, aid
Mi'. e In% 11(k wia lilt to eooiilieit .1t little bi oti l that. That is that., wo

(1t) not tilia farmn niaetiilivry hiav~i ng a. very long wuseriil life, which,
iiiaiis that al ftei' o01 owner was finlished withi it lit. the enld of .1, "' or,
6 wa~irs, Oulit, it- iiiight. have liiothter 5 or- 6 yeaims for anot01her farimner. mnd

so; fori i. mucii of our. farmii mlac'iiinel'V aictuially wears (lit. rather

Now, T do niot miii 10 say tlif. some, of it won't last 8 or- i) years,
biut it. wveal's out rath (leqickly, anld I t Junk that., your observat'ionl is
(q1it C right, t hat, it is mnore ill ihe llailre of all ra'ithier thanl ill
thI In iitI Ire o)f t=

Se nat o I r 1,;'l. 0 a v'a I Ital I inIIproveiiienlt?
NMIr. M1L . 1) k N7. A cap it fin i iI Ivest I Ileit. tItI I (Itk IS ('la;efnssi 1ievd a1s al ('ihIli tlll1

invest iliit . ay I ask Mr'. I ladley if lie V'olo1 like to ('oiillilIilt. Oil
that ?

Mir. T d~u:.IIililk tbat is v'ery plossile that. tI Ihis illiigit, be tit(- Case.
We (10 finld t hat wit hi Ih li ilreasedl Size of mach inem, that is flow being,

: llplovvd iilii I 1'far opiertioll, Wii(Ollill ied by t1 he great ile'else Mn
('(st, a lot of thlese pi'obaly , v have Imny imore uiseful Ilioi's ill thieml.

Svenato0' CvI'i:i. But1 \.)I are facedl with this proposit ionl. A great
iIIall ,i~ \, s blhelfSs concern's 1 ui ug a nllach i ie, thley' are aIble to luse it- (every

Mr I fht)xY. Yes.
Seiiatol 01 "an.eciiuiso of the( iiipossibilityv to hire fai1 labor, anld

bc('alse oif the faict youl never i'all tilii'n progr'ess baekwmird, noiiultui'e
hll' tobiiiy ext eliiSvt 11hlil les. 1ld'ilias i i t) ge -ail iulil i ehve
to biii anl expenive Imachlilme, alid lit hest it is a11,Isdi very small
p~ari'to te iw is, tihat true?

Mr'. "MmIDANZ. Tlhiis is tabsolut clv eoi'iet't. Normally travel ors01 a
farni may be lisp(] quite a number of Ilrs thrlouighlout thle year. anld
We hanv '('rtaiil 1iarvest-iiiir nlach'lles nlow lil, lire aldaptalhe to small

&nailcrops, soybeans, anld evenly to corti harv1es'tinig, So thiat they ('11ii
h~e used niore days ttirourhit the year, but let us take a, corn1

Seniator' (1 varris. 111t. ev(en at that they are pl'obllblyN idle 300 days.
,Mr. mIOANz. rthis is correct. riiev'would be idle 300 days, but

('olitI'illst thuls to aI corn pllmit ('1. Mi'. 1Ili~lloy, 'or'iet lie if I do n;ot give
ail exact, figure, filml IcITil'It figure llere, but it large, miodem' conr
plamiter, with lillt ile afttachints today, maty cost ini the neighbloi'hood
o f $41,ooo.

Mr. 'MwADAz Anid f he fa rmler nIla' liseflst ln /hel1111
of hiun1d red acres of ('ol'1,il, 11( it 1ill, ' takce 11m il 1 , 5, or 6 days, (lepell-
ilg on) how ima1ny hours it. rus,111( foir 111( i'emillihfig 36~0 days, this

$'G,000 ilt'est-lli('lht is 1)11it ito the shied or- t.1le flutlclillo bain.
Senator ('virrus. And w~it h the pl'eseit level of farmn prices, it has to

lie ai sizable olper'ation to blu'ui evenly' isi't thait, trule?
Mr'. Ymmal)N'A. Thlis is very fiue.
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Senator Ciwris. You cannot have a sizable operation without. this
expeilsive equil)iielt, even though it, may not be used iiore than 25
percent of the time, and in some Instances less.

Mr. M;AN.AZ. Tis is correct.
Senator ('ulrs. I (to not know what the conmuiittee will be able to (to.

1 do not know wvhat type of anieinienit would lave tie greatest, coi-

sideration. In the event that this was provided, lot for all purchases
ulder S'25,000 but iin the event, it, was confined to agriculture, I would
like to have an expression of our view on what would be a reasonable
illterpretat ion of agriculthiial usage. arllillig is tteid in I lie Iitelliaill
Rev-enue Code. 1 hml(Ierstald(, the stall tells ue., tIhat. fatrl equ iluuiit is
not defined. Let, us take the case of an individual who operates a, busi-
fless ill town. lie also operates a farm. Ie buys a truck ad . it, in
both activities. If an alielidiieient were to be a(lvaiced extendi g this
limiited i'ivestnielnt credit to agriculture oily, would( Volt think that a
mile that it be sulistalitiallv lised ill agrvieultllre, tila it l be use, 1 75
pereelit. of the tiluie, which ii, is used in agricultuitre, would be a reason-
aible rule.

[r. Mfmna).N Z. 1 f I ulderstanld yon-.
Senator ('Uwris. Beca use after'all I le I tractors, lhe coin l- lai eu's. a ld

so on would have 100 percent. use, anid in order not to get into prol)hems
oit oil tie NiN''ge where there wNould be a wide pmrchase of e('lipiiit
that would Iw ilcsed fo' noiia'ri'iCiltural l)iipl)os('S
Mr. MAUDANZ. Your question does not. involve any problem wvith

strictly fall llitachillerv such ais a trat('or 0' oCollibille.
Selitor CI['rls. It is kased oil that llSSlil!tioIl. I aiI1 [lot. asking von

to endorse an amendment. that would limit this to agriculture alone. I
say if the committee did Iiinit it to agricultlire eqipm )ient alone, wouhi
Vol feel that. a mae hine for the da.vs that. it is used would haxe to he
used 75 percent of lie time in the business of farming to be a reason-
able rule ?

Mr. Atm.z. I would say yes, it would be reasonable, and I think it
would be necessary for us to dwell on that a little bit more before we,
could give a positive statement that, yes, that, would be the right per-
centalge, but some such criteria could be established for the use of these
nwhim's that, ittigiht 1)3 used partly ill aogricult'lure aad pa rtly ill other
business. I do not think there would be ally qostioll as to ih1e alpplica-
tion of investment credit against those agricultural pieces of equip-
nuent that were used entirely in agricultural pro(ution, even though
this man might lll,\,e alotller business in relation to agriculture. I (1o
not, believe' that we could rule him out on that basis.

Senator Cuui's. No, I think agriculture stands as a rather unique
position. I have Iiale no survey. I know of no available statistics
to show that a nminufaeturer buys a machine or a printer buys a print-
ing press or some. otlhet' business concern buys a piece of equipment,
what portions of the year that stands idle. I do know a farmer has
to have this expensive equipment, and lie has to own it for the full
year, evyen though the number of days that lie needs it is very limited,
biut if' he did iiot have it for those limited days, lie wolild be out of
business.

Mr. ,M..x'z. This is absolutely correct.
Senator CuiRuis. Fhat is all, M'. Chairman.
,[he ('i.\mmm.\y. Senator Miller?
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Senator Ml.ia',. Good morning, Mr. Magdanz.
Mr. MAGDANz. Good morning to you, Senator.
Senator MimLER. It is good to see you before the committee.
I have two questions.
Number one, I do not think we need to worry too much about the

so-called large operator, because ordinarily the large ol)erator has
adequate capital. I do think we need to concern ourselves about the
so-called mediumn-sized family farmer.

I would suggest to you that the income tax returns of the say 240-
acre to 300-acre operator rarely show an investment in 1 yrear in
equipment in excess of $10,000. I am wondering if $10,000 might not
le more appropriate than $25,000, if we are really talking about the
area of need. We have been having a lot of criticism, as you know,
Ul)olt. the payments from the Government programs in excess of
$20,000 or even in excess of $10,000. There was an amendment filed over
here last week which would have limited the payments to $10,000.
I think the philosophy behind that was to try to get in the area of
the medium-size family farmer, who is an efficient man but neverthe-
less is not, overly capitalized.

It seems to me that when we start going up over $10,000, we can be
criticized for favoring the large operator as against the medium-size
opera tor.

Now, before I came downl here I made out a good many farm tax
returns, and there were a few of them of what I would call large
operators. They were pretty well capitalized, an(l sometimes their
investment in farm equipment would exceed $10,000, but the o-reat
bulk of the farmers whose returns I saw and prepared certainly would
]lot have Come u) even to $10,000 investment in 1 year. We are talk-
illg alout an ammnual amount here. Do you have any'comment on that ?

Mir. MA:DANZ. Yes, you do make a point, Senator. I would say this
to you. That we would not be very argumentative over a maximum
limit of $20,000 instead of $25,000. I think perhaps that a figure of
$10,000 in this day and age, because the small farmer is no longer as
small as he used to be, and the mid(le-size farmer la-rger than he
us,,d to )e, I think that a figure of $10,000 might be, rather too low.

Senator Mfmii-it. As I understand it, the average size farm in my
State is about 240 acres, prol)ably a little larger over in Nebraska. Of
course there are sonm that are .onsideral)ly larger than that, but you
take a. 240-acre or 300-acre farm, or even 320, 1 would suggest to you
that it. womld he rather rare for that. individual to plank dtown more
than $10,000 in equipment. in any one year.

M1r. ,I)LET°Y. Senator, might I sav this. That if the $10,000 limit
would apply, we certainly would walit the privilege included to carry
forward this credit to other years. An actual investment of $10,000
per year over a 9-year period wouhl )e considerable as you say I
believe for the average farimnr, so I think that we can be reasonablv
sure that. this credit. can he forward and backward, it. might be given
imore favorable consideration.

Mr. M ,-,xz. certainly this woulh be more helpful than the im-
nediate repeal of the credit, Semator Miller. However, I would point
out merely to exemplify what, the situation is that. today a $10,000
purchase may 1,e represented by only one tractor.
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Senator MILLER. I understand that. My point is though that the
basic operation of the average farmer simply won't stand for more
than that in 1 year. They may be putting in a tractor in one year
11nd a cultivator or something else the next year, as a matter of being
able to stand the capital requirements.

Mr. MAGDANZ. That is true.
Senator MILLER. And I must say that I try to think about the

average size farmer more than I think about the big operator, because
the big operator generally can get along pretty Well.

Mr. MAGDAXz. This is usually the case. We made our presentation
on the basis of $25,000, but we would certainly be delighted to leave
the exact figure to the wisdom of the committee and the Congress.

Senator MILLFI.. Now the second question I have is this: I do
not need to tell you how difficult it is to start making exceptions to
repeal of the investment tax credit. You have got all kinds of activi-
ties. Suppose it is in effect repealed. Now the question is what can
we do which will meet the needs of the agricultural industry.

You may recall that a good many years ago, long before I came
down here, the Congress was faced withi the problem of a lack of grain
storage facilities, so the Congress in its wisdom set up the provisions
in the tax law providing for quick amortization of grain storage over
5 years. Whether it lasted 15, 20, or 25 years, owners were allowed to
write them off in 5 years.

Do you think something like this would be helpful? Let us say
that tle investment tax credit is going to be revealed. What can we
do to replace it that would be helpful, and which would at least par-
tially solve this problem? It seems to me that perhaps a reversion to
the grain storage amortization approach might be one approach that
we could use which would be helpful.

Mr, MAOGANZ. There is no question but what. this would be helpful.
However, an amortization program, more rapid amortization program
or depreciation program would not be nearly as meaningful in our
opinion as continuation of the investment credit at a reasonable level.

Senator MMLER. That is right, because take, for example, on a
$6.000 item, 7 )ercent would be $420 less of a tax bill.

Mr. MAGDANZ. Yes.
Senator MrILLER. Whereas if you allow that to be amortized off faster

than ordinary, you would have a tax deduction which would give some
benefit, not as much as a straight tax cut, but it would be a benefit.

Mr. MAGDANZ. Yes.
Senator MILLER. And it would be helpful.
Mr. MAGDANZ. This is correct, and we would agree. Now as far as

other things that might be done for agriculture, we are into that prob-
lem right now, as you know perhaps better than we do, and various
ideas are being proposed, and I am sure there will be hearings and
consideration over in this body before too long. They are just starting
today over in the House on what can we do with this agricultural
program which everybody knows needs to have something done to it,
but we are not sure just what it ought to be.

Senator MruuiR. Then finally to me the No. 1 thing that we can do
for farmers is to put a stop to inflation.

Mr. MAGDANZ. We agree, completely.
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Senator MILLER. The inroads of inflation, especially to the tenant
farmer, have been far worse than any offsetting benefit of the 7-percent
investment tax credit, far more. It seems to me the very thing we ought
to do is to put a stop to inflation, and that is the best thing we can do
for the farmer. And then from that point on let us see what we can do.

'Mr. MAODANZ. We agree wholeheartedly, and this is the reason, one
of the reasons at least that we are not here before this committee sug-
gesting that the surtax matter be repealed, taken off, or anything of
the sort. We make the contention that we do for the investment credit
because we feel that the retention of this in a modest amount will not
materially affect efforts in curbing inflation.

Senator MILTLR. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIR-MAN. Senator Fannin?
Senator FANNIN. Mr. Magdanz, Mr. Hadley, first, our objective is

to obtain lower food costs, fiber costs, and also give the farmer a return
on his investment. He has been at the lower end of the totem pole, as
far as getting consideration, over the years. We hear a great deal about
the amount that is involved. As for the $25,000 or whatever the figure
might be, in one State $25,000 may appear to be a tremendous figure,
and in another State, for instance in my State of Arizona, where we
have large ranches in the livestock industry, feeder operations, and
many problems, $25,000 is not an appreciable amount, as you realize.

I do not think that size should be the criteria. What we are seeking
is lower food costs, especially when we are talking about your partic-
ular industry. Arizona, of course, has a problem because we do have a
serious labor shortage in many of our areas. We do not like to displace
labor. What we would like to do is to be able to utilize labor perhaps
on a higher scale where it would be more of a trained labor force, and
to do away with our stoop labor, but we have some very serious prob-
lems as far as equipment cost is concerned.

Do you feel that you can just say it would be all right to go below
$25,000 since when you go below the $25,000 you would be affecting a
great number of people in my State, whereas in Iowa you may be af-
fecting only a few.

Mr. MAG D)ANz. You are correct, Senator, that there would be no way
to equalize this thing between the States, between areas, other than to
set a figure that was reasonably representative, because you do have
many large operations in your State, they have them ini California,
where $25,000 would not nearly cover their annual investment in new
equipment per year. But frankly we hardly know any other way to do
it than to set it, arbitrarily, rather than a i)ercentage of operations or
something of that sort, which could become terribly involved.

Senator FANNIN. I realize you are seeking something that would
be fair and equitable to the greatest number possible, but one of our
objectives has been to lower food costs and lower fiber costs, and we
are not going to be able to compete with the other countries of the
world unless we do. Certainly we cannot compete with synthetics unless
we lower costs on some of the fibers that we produce. o I am saying
that when we have a set figure here, such as the $25,000, we do curtail
the opportunity, in many instances, to lower those costs.

Mr. MAGDANZ. You would not have this would you, among your
larger operators, if they had the advantage of investment credit on
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up to $25,000. This would at least be hell)ful ,to them. Their lower 1ro-
duction costs as compared to a smaller operator could come about in
part at least by their increased efficiency, and the fact that ,they might
be able to use a machine that costs no more than one would cost. a small
farmer but uses it on many more acres and of course it would be more
efficient for him.

Senator FANNIN. Of course this would be better than losing it all,
I certainly grant you that, but we are trying to curb inflation to a cer-
tain extent, I will not say to a certain extent, it is our goal.

I look at it from the standpoint that if we have greater productivity,
that alone will help curtail inflation. Certainly we know that as far as
production of either the livestock or production of, for instance, vege-
tables in my State, or whattever it might be, if we can increase produc-
tivity we have a good chance of decreasing the increase in price.

Mr. MAGDANZ. If we can increase productivity without further costs,
and put ourselves in a position where we are more efficient, whether
it is farming, manufacturing, or anything else, products can be 1ro -

duced cheaper.
Senator FANNIN. And that is our goal as far as I know.
Senator McCARThY (presiding). Thank you.
Does that finish your statement?
Mr. MAGm.\xz. Yes, it, does, Senator.
Senator MCCARTMnY. Thank you very much.
Mr. MA.GDANZ. All right, sir; and thank you and the other members

of the committee.
Senator MCCARTHY. The next witness is the Reverend William T.

Itogan, professor of economics, Fordlham University.

STATEMENT OF REV. WILLIAM T. HOGAN, PROFESSOR OF
ECONOMICS, FORDHAM UNIVERSITY

Father HoGAN. My name is William T. hogan, S.J., professor of
economics at Fordham University in New York City.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this committee to
express my views on the 7-percent tax credit.

As an economist specializing in the economics of heavy industry in
this country and abroad, I have been concerned since the'middle 195 0s
with the subject of tax depreciation and the replacement of productive
plant and equipment. As an early proponent of tax reform to assure a
modern and competitive industrial sector in the United States I had
an opportunity to be closely involved in the deliberations and proposals
which led to the depreciation reform section of the Revenue Act of
1962.

On a number of occasions in the past, I have been accorded the
privilege of addressing Congressional Committees on the depreciation
aspects of the tax law, and I am here today to express my concern
that the proposed repeal of the 7-percent investment tax credit will,
if enacted, seriously affect the continued growth and development of
the industrial segment of our economy.

In 1962, and indeed for several years before that time, many were
interested in depreciation reform so that the tax treatment accorded
capital investment would encourage our industries to replace and
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modernize plant and equipment and thus remove the disadvantage that
they faced in comparison with a number of industrialized nations
which had more liberal depreciation practices.

A number of plans were proposed for depreciation reform. From
these the administration selected the 7-percent investment tax credit
coupled with a change in the guidelines whereby the length of time
over which a capital asset would be written off was shortened. The
combination of these two items represented depreciation reform.

The Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Dillon in testifying before your
committee stated at the time thatr-

A combination of both the forthcoming modernization of depreciation guide-
lines and a special Incentive such as the investment credit contained In the bill
before you Is required if U.S. business firms are to be placed on substantially
equal footing with the foreign competitors In this respect.

Thus the 7-percent ivestment credit, a vital part of depre(iationI
reform, was not considered to be a device for stimulating the economy
nor a tool for its management. In this respect, Secretary Dillion also
stated the tax credit "must be a permanent part of our tax code," as
opposed to "a temporary remedy for recession.."

Since the establishment of the 7-percent investment tax credit, in
19(;2, American industry has spent over $400 billion for l)lant and
equipment. This is indeed an impressive total, and although the amount
induced by the credit. cannot be ascertained with precision, it is ad-
mitted by all to be substantial. The magnitude of investment indicates
the effectiveness of the credit, but this aggregate figure, however large,
should not lead us to believe that the problem has been solved.

Modernization is and must be a continuing process. No nation has
a monopoly on technology, and the worldwide pressures for constant
ii1provement to industrial processes are relentless. Thus it is impos-
sible for any one nation, no matter how strong industrially, to cut
back even temporarily its investment in plant and equipment if it
wishes to remain in the competitive race. Thus, the investment record
of the past 6 or 7 years cannot justify complacency at the present
time.

The $400 billion expended since the introduction of the credit rep-
resents a nationwide figure covering many industries and many com-
panies. However, its effectiveness must be considered on a company
basis since the company is the producing unit that invests in facilities.

Many companies, although they have made substantial investments,
have not yet balanced their facilities to derive the full benefit from
modernized equipment. Two examples will illustrate the point:

First. A steel company, which is one of the marginal producers,
recently invested $94 million in a continuous hot strip mill. This was
a decided improvement over the replaced facility. However, in order
to take advantage of the new mill much larger slabs had to be pro-
vided, and thus it was necessary for the company to consider the in-
stallation of a slab mill which would cost approximately $60 million.

Second. Another company installed a, new basic oxygen plant for
making steel; however, its blast furnace capacity is not modern nor
adequate enough to provide the molten metal necessary to run the
new oxygen process efficiently. Thus, although considerable investment
has been made in both the hot strip mill and oxygen furnaces, fur-
ther investment must be made in a slabbing mill and in blast furnaces

31-701-69-26
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if the full potential is to be realized. These are but two examples, yet
they illustrate the need for balanced capital investment at the com-
pany level, and a great deal remains to be done in this respect.

The need for balanced facilities is one major reason why companies
must continue to invest in plant and equipment. It cannot be deferred
because of the ever increasing degree to which businessmen have
found themselves living, working, producing and selling in an in-
ternational economy.

They must compete against their counterparts int foreign countries
where the latest industrial technology has been installed with gener-
ous Government assistance. American business has come to the realiza-
tion that it is no longer possible to operate in a nationalistic vacuum
and it is unrealistic for the Government to formulate its antiinflation-
ary policy as if such a vacuum still exists.

Competition from abroad is severe in the automotive, steel, textile,
and electronics industries, to mention a few. Business today can serve
the best interests of this Nation by its ability to compete effectively in
the world market and this should be recognized in the tnx system
and in our policies to control inflation.

It, must, be recognized that although our investment has increased
we have spent far less proportionately on capital equipment than the
other industrialized nations. A survey of the major industrialized
countries indicates that between 1960 and 1968 they spent a greater
)ercentage of their gross national product on plant and equipment than
we did here in the United States.

Our average for the 8-year period was 16 percent while that of Japan
was 33 percent ald Western Germany's was 25 )ercent. This dlemon-
strates beyond question that our competition is not slackening its efforts
in the construction of new facilities.

duringg the past few years I have had a number of opportunities
to inspect, industrial installations in other countries. I was particularly
impressed by developments in Japan where expansion and moderniza-
tion are moving ahead at a feverish pace. This nation holds the uids-
puted leadership of the world in shipbuilding.

It is second only to the United States in the production of automo-
)iles and ranks third in the production of iron and steel. Plans for

expansion in both the auto and steel industry indicate that we can
expect an even greater degree of competition than heretofore.

Japan's exports of automobiles in the United States rose from 70,000
units in 1967 to 170,000 units in 1968, ,and will mot, probably be in
excess of 250,000 this Year. In respect to steel, Japas exports to the
United States increased from 4,700,000 tons in 1967 to 7,500,000 tons
in 1968. They will be somewhat less this vear heroause of the voluntary
quota. However, the Japanese steel industry will be prodlucing in excess
of 100 mill ion tons of steel a year bv 1971.

They will have at least four individual mills capable of producing
11 million tons of steel each. We in the ITnited States will not. have
a single mill in this category by 1971. Further, their equipment repre-
sents the most modern technologv.

In the face of such competition' it would seem to be folly for industry
in the United States to cut back its capital programs' designed for
modernization and low-cost operations.
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In recommending the repeal of the 7-percent investment tax credit
some concern has been expressed by the administration that the current
rate of business capital expenditures will (1) increase inflationary
pressures and (2) may lead to a problem of excess industrial capacity
in the near future.

With respect to current inflation, repeal will not materially reduce
capital expenditures this year. Most spending commitments were
made before the April 18 deadline and, consequently, will be carried
out. Curtailments will be minor in relation to the total.

In regard to excess industrial capacity, concern over its likelihood
does not reflect very much confidence in the growth potential of the
American economy. Rather, it smacks of what traditionally has been
a shortcoming of many economic forecasts; namely, that they tend to
underestimate our potential growth.

It would seem that a greater potential -hazard for the future in
terms of inflation would be to choke off investment and run the risk
of inadequate industrial capacity which, in great part, will be either
obsolete or out of balance, thus creating a situation of short supply,
high-cost, production, and higher prices. In short, io curtail productive
investment now is one of the surest ways to guarantee inflation in the
years ahead.

Capital investment is needed if we are to maintain the increase in
productivity that has been a longstanding feature of the American
economy. There has been some dispute about the rate of growth in
produictiity; the Council of Economic Advisers once placed it at 3.2
percent per year. Others have cleustioned this and claim a lower rate
of gain, but whatever the rate is, it does not come automatically. It
comes l)rincipa lly through the constant replacement and moderiiza-
tion of industrial plant and equipment.

If at all possible we must maintain an increase in productivity of
between 2 and 3 percent a year. This is substantial considering the
base on which it is calculated. However, it is necessary if we are to
control inflation and assure our country of real economic growth.

Increased productivity stems in the main from investment in new
technology and is the basis of an increase in real wealth for it means
that we are operating our plant more efficiently and effectively. We are
getting more output per unit of input and this is the greatest possible
l)rotect ion against infation.

In addition to increasing productivity and controlling inflation,
in the long run, capital iny'estmucnt will be required in the decade -aheadl
to create. additional jobs. Eimates 'have been given that. an average
of 1.4 million new jobs will be required annually during the 1970's;
thus, 14 million newv Jobs must be created and equipped during' the
coing decade. This in itself is a gigantic task and will require amuge
capital investment. Nevertheless, it must be undertaken if we are to
maintain a high degree of employment in the future.

In view of the importance of capital investment to the American
economy, it, is unthinkable that, the repeal of the tax credit would be
considered by the administration much less proposed to the Congress
without, at least offering some alternative. Three such alternatives
would be-

(1) The suspension of the investment credit for a limited period
of time;
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(2) The reduction of the rate of the investment credit to 4 or
5 percent; and

(3) The continuation of the credit as it. now stands with anuor-
tization of the total amount over the life of the asset.

If the investment tax credit is repealed, something must be )lut in
its place to avoid grave damage to growth in our capital structure.
Increased productivity is at stake, the ability to provide jobs is at
stake, the ability to compete with foreign manufacturers is at stake,
as is the achievement of a higher standard of living.

Senator xfCCARTHY. Father Hogan, you say t iat the suspension of
the credit would have no effect on 1969, or very little effect. Yet von
propose suspension of the credit for a limited period of tinie. flowv
would you propose to have that apply, through half of 1970? As analternative, I understand you are against our doing anything about

it, but you offer an alternative, which seems to me a kind of conitli-
diction of your general thesis. How would you recommend that we
proceed, if we decide to suspend the credit for a limited )eriod of time,
since you said it would not have any effect in 1969? I assume you would
want to have some effect in 1970.

Father IlocxN. When I say it would not have an effect, I am talkiiig
about the major capital investment that is being made by large indl.:-
trv. It will have an effect in respect to what we call shelf itelms, items
that. can be bought that are already constructed, automobiles, certain
office machinery, and so on. These could very well b3 postponed, so
there will be some effect in regard to total investment, but as far a
major industries are concerned, they have committed their 196!) cal)ital
expenditures.

My interest in this, Senator, is to maintain the investment credit
on the books so that it can be reinstated and not completely lost. This is
the point I want to make. It was suspended once before, bt it was held
in suspension so that it might be put back into operation at, a future
date.

I fear that if the investment credit is repealed completel., that its
reinstatement will be a very difficult. 1)plpositionf, and therefore the
suspension would be an alternative, not a particularly desirable one,
but an alternative, because it still would be held on the 1)o,1(s and
could )e reinstated at a time perhaps when it is needed in the econ-
omy, although I do not look on the investment cred it as a tool for einm-
aging the economy. I look on it as part of deI)reciation reform, which

in(lecd the administration signified it was back in 1962 when it, was
put into operation.

Seinator MCCARTHY. Do you think 7 percent is too high ? Is the redle-
tion to 5 percent a compromise on your part? Do you feel T p1er(ent may
be too high ?

Father IHoc.hN. No. Again, Senator, it is not a, question of being too
hiigh. I feel that there is a definite mood to repeal the credit. I do not
think the credit should be repealed. I amni looking for some alterna-
tive, for some compromise so flint the credit (an l)e s11tained it a
lower rate and it' iecessarv in the future (a 1,be moved back ul to 7
Ie reent or perhal)s higher if necessary.

Senator McC.\u'rmI'. From 'mi administrative p)int of view :and from
a business management poilt of view would it )e easier to a(ljust by a
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ci'aiige in tie schedule of amortization than modification by repeal of
tle investment credit?

Father HOGAN. You mean something like rapid amortization that
would allow you to write oil plant?

Senator M(CCXiITn'. You suggest liat the amort izat ion schedule-
Father IhoGN.. The amortization would be this, th'at the credit would

be taken as the asset wears out.
Senator McCmU'Ij [. Instead of accelerated?
Father h(,AX. Yes.
Senator MCCARIITHY. Fron an administrative point of view
Father I [lGAN. I think it wOuhl b)e easier, yes, to adjust to amortiza-

t ion rat her than to an off-again on-again Iroposl ion.

Senator Mc'C.x\'wrii. For management to adjust to the amortiza-
t ion change?

Fatler IFlOGAN. Yes, because, Senator, this way they would be cer-
tain that, they had the 7 percent whereas otherwise they are not certain.

Senator M'C.xzrnry. You use the 1( percent of gross national prod-
uct as the basis of comparison with investment in other countries. Is
(r,'ross na: ional pro(lu't really an adequate base for comparing our in-
vestment rate with that of Japan or Europe, for example ? Components
of oiur GN are quite (iferent.

Father HOGAN. Yes, that is true, it is quite different, but it is one
'OnaIlparison that has been made and I think it is a valid comparison,

I e.ause it indicates the proportion of the wealth of the economy that
is going" into capital investment.

Senator ikcC.\%'i'ny. It is the only one we have. It is not really very
good, is it? As a. base it does not give you a solid basis for comparison*?

Father IHoc xx. It does not give you the full investment. It does not
('0o1ipare the dollars and cents investment, but it is a relative compari-
so9n, and in relation to the size of the West German economy and the
Japanese economy with respect to ours I think it is an indication of
activity.

Senator 'McC.%i'riiy. What would you propose we do by way of
changes in tax law to try to control iiiflation? Where can we concen-
trate ?

Father IIoAx. The point I am making here, Senator, is that I feel
that----

Senator kcC.%irtUy. Repeal of the investment credit, would not
really 1e helpful to controlling inflation in your judginent.

Father HOGAN. That is right. I think we have two things to look at,
Senator. We have the shortrun and the longer run, and certainly in
the long 'er run I think that investment in plant and equipment, which
would give us a modern plant and allow us to increase productivity or
to keep our productivity pace going as it is would be a great safeguard
against inflation. l)ecause if we fall behind in our 1)roductivity, if we
fall behind in our plant capacity, we are going to come u1) against the
situation where goods are relatively scarce, and this will put the
inlflationarv pressure on I think rather severely, so I think that invest-
i)(]nt in molernized i)lant and equipment is one of the best ways in
which we can safeguard against inflation in the long run.

Now you do have shortrun propositions too, and there can be other
means taken to govern inflation in the sbortrun, but I am interested
lere in the longer run. I do think that as a result of the $400 billion
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that have been invested since the enactment of the. credit, that, we have
greater productivity here in the United States industrial sector, and
that our prices are certainly lower than they would be if we had not
done this.

Senator MCCARTHY. Is it your opinion that we ought to proceed by
way of increasing taxes so as to reduce consumer demand?

Father HIoc,:N. I would think that if consumer demand can be held
in check, it would be a more effective way of a, shortrun approach to
control inflation.

Senator McCAUITHY. I think those are the only questions I have.
Senator W LIAMIs. No questions.
Senator BEN.NjETTiv. No questions.
Senator McCARTmY. Senator Curtis?
Senator CuirIS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to inquire.
You made reference to the foreign industrial countries. Can you

briefly tell us what provision in t heir tax law or otherwise they have to
encourage new plant expansion ?

Father ItOG,\AN. In the first place, Senator, in the tax laws of many
foreign countries during the past 10 to 15 years, they have r'evalued
their plants and equil)ni;ent in terms of current. dollars. In other words,
they have corrected for iHIfat ion in many countries, so that deprecia-
tion is taken on a current basis or a revalued basis, not the original
cost basis.

Senator CUrTIS. 'More a factor of replacement cost?
Father lIo i .- That is correct.
Senator CURlTIS. Rather than existing?
Father Hoe, AN. That is correct, many of them have done this. In

some countries, like the United Kingdm, they allow a company to
write off 120 1)ercent of the assets, valutie, giving'them a sort of a )o11ls
to write off against.

Sejnator CUrris. The United Kingdom does that?
Father Ioo.N. Yes, the United Kingdom. In other countries, such

as Germany, they have allowed in one other respect something which
I think we should give a great deal of consideration to in this country.
They have allowed equipment that is used against air and water pol-
lutio')n to be written off quickly, 50 percent of its cost can be written
off in the first year. This is a substantial incentive for the campaign
against air and vater pollution. I think this is something we well might
consider in this country too.

In France another device has been used. The steel industry for one
has been granted $600 million in loans at very low intere-st rates, about
3 or 4 percent, and this interest does not start until about 2 or 3 years
after the loan has been granted. And when the $600 million runs out,
there is to be an additional $900 million granted, so these are some
of the things that are done in foreign countries.

Senator Cii'ris. But on basing the depreciation :llowan'ce on cur-
rent, value yout would have a sit at;on something like this, a tractor
costs $8,006. It. is depreciated for 2 or 3 years. But its replacement
value maybe is $14,000. They would take that new figure for the
renlai)der" of tihe yea rs of de)'eeiation. Is that somewhat the )riiiil)le
that is involved? f

Father IIoa.%x. Senator, what I would suggest on this is a svstemn
whereby, by means of an index, you reevaluate your equipment every
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year, so that if you are taking depreciation on $8,000 the year you iy
it, and tile next year let us say tie tractor was worth; $9,000, you
take del)reciation on $9,00) or w'vhatex'er the figure wouhl he, so that
you move up to the (lel)reciation cost, of the replacement unfit, which
might l)e $14,,00.

Senator CRVIrs. But you would have to have an across-the-board
increase figure. anl not, have it vary.

Father IhO'.. ()h, absolutely.
Senator CuRris. As to ditreent business and types of machines.
Father IlO(GAN. No quest ion about this, Senator. Some index would

have to l)e (letermine(I, and this would be applied across the board, so
that we would know where we stand ol these things.

Seanlor (uirITl:. Are there any foreign countries that have an invest-
emint. credit anywhere near like that which was enacted in 1963?

Father NOGAN. Not as such to my knowledge, but they do achieve
l)retically tiie same result by otler incentives.

Senator C(urris. There are some l)rol)lems in connect ion wit It invest-
nment credit. Anything that is a credit, against a tax decreases the
revellue?

Father Iloa.x. Yes.
Senator CURTIS. BecauSe Most, officials get enthusiastic about their

programs an(l want to finance it by tax credit.
Father IhOGAx. That is right.
Senator (Y'ris. Pretty soon there is no revenue left as they whittle

away. Another problem with the investment credit back in 1962 waq
Ihat. investment creditt really is quite a direct subsidy. The end result, is
just the same aIs if the taxpayer pays his full amount of taxes and got
a check back from the Government for 7 percent of what l ae ha( spent
on equi pumenit, is that not right.

Father lfo(;.N. Senator, may I respond to your first point
Senator Cun'IS. Yes.
Father hOGA-. You say that investment credit. is a loss of revenue.

On a direct, i)asis that would appear to be true, but if the investment
credit stimulates investment in plant and equipment, and more money
is spent for plant an(d equipment than would have been spent then
'ou have more revenue expen(led wiceh can be taxed. because the
income of the equipment humilders is going to expand, and the employ-
ment in the equil)ment bIuillers' plant will expand, and you will hav'e
a broader tax for individuals and corporations there.

Now you can look at the 7-percent credit as a subsidy. This is cer-
tainly one way of looking at it. But historically if we go back to the
inception of it, it was decidedly placed on the'books as depreciation
reform and not as a stimulus to the economy.

Many of us worked for depreciation reform such as price level
depreciation which we just discussed a moment ago, or some other
means, but this was decided by the administration, it was to be a
7-percent credit plus a shortening of the guidelines, and this was de-
preciation reform as they stated it. So it was not. considered at that
time to be a subsidy, although certainly anyone is within his rights
to consider it as such if he wishes.

Senator Cuiris. In the realm of small business, it does not have a
universal a)Llication. A business that had made substantial plant
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eXpallsion just prior to 1962 did not get the benefit, of it. Their com-
l)etitor might have l)enefited. When it was suspended, you had some
eo1)le on the inside and some people on the, outside. Also some small

businesses, due to a family situation or a limited market, substantial
expansion. renewal of plant is not. the wise thing and has not been the
wise thing for mally years. It. does not give any tax relief to them.

It. is tax relief tlat. is denied to those segments of our economy tlat
might need it, the most.

Fat her I [oc.\Nx. Senator, I can agree with you heartily, blit, 1 (10 thi rik
that wve need .,soIlethi ir to e'uira(e t invest meat in 1lhant, and equip-
ment in this coinitrv to keep our plant and equipment nIodern and up

to (late. 1 evnse I thiink this is the greatest glrauitee we have against
inflation. lind the greatest )otent ial we have for competing with
toreian )r(llcers, So that we Can devise almost anyiiing, ('ill it a
I-percell 'edit. ('n1l it lep)leciation reforitii, whi ell I voull(l prele' to
tie 7 -perellt 're(tit, bult it Seens as ItholighI this ANill require ia lolig
stll *v that is noW lrestlliiiily lliervai, ail it may take solie tilie
be lore it (,01ll.t Ul l (,n lltsiOli.

Biut I'lli(alneutalll" we have to (o soliletnil"n a1)liit providing joI)s
in the I 97i'S, 14- ,illiii of them, aini( it costs a lot of miioniey inl capital
to pIovide jobis. We have to o( Soilethi ,ig, to keel) increased prodli-
tivi v-. INe hive to d1 Soiieiimig which will control inflatlolln, :and1 w\e
Slave I I ( I( i iet oii i ji et, tol'e iglil (-()iiI petit 1011.

III other words, I al looking" for the end here anlid the Inleamisi to it
(cil1 be varied. hu1t I ai hooking for -o1ie result that will achieve
I hie e th]i ng.

Senate' ('iris. Every tine we update olr ldepreeiation nllowanlice
laws, we htelp oit at that' particular time. I think vol would agree the
code of 1951 when lthe deliliigy balance was intro(htied for the first
t linias Olit'iasted( to the level ra'f then it, vis-

1Fther I h ril. The t'ail]t line rate ?
seiitor (-'uil'. riwThen it was a decided Spulir to fh luurchase of new

e(llluent.;iceomilt.
FIather' I es. Ye.
Seliator Cul'-I. A(nd after one of these things i5 elilmie(1, it is a spui'

to ili'reased. plant, renewal and expaision alnld ie\\- e(luuillnent.. and
then after I period of time, it hecollies lhe nll'ili,1il and it takes -0oe-
tliinr new to give it a new incentive. is that, not right?

Father TIhis.'lu is true, aind the. Iesoli basically for it was the
(oinulied ilicrease ill inflat-ion, wlicich (rode(l tie dolial." neesal:urv to
reliaee 1)1n1. anhd equiipuient just, to staiin( still. ie lI lrhas'uing l)0over.
as far as construetioll is conl(erne(, of vonlu J!)( )(If) la r is Tboull 50
lercent (1 vonll' 19I-15 o- 194( dollar, so tIt, with this Olililiuled inflia-
lion, an(1 1dm1nittedl v this is a ditllultl problem. you have to find ways
iid lili s ol reila'ilig, modernizing p lian(i lpllleliieit. I n firlnl-
I , (on\'illee(l that inodernizatioln of )lanit has lielpj1ed il lie fi ,ght

('ia list iiiflation. Granted vwe still lini\ye iiiflatioli, hut. I think it wn-ld
iav ye bee in( nioie ramiiipa it, h weh iot li:in1 the iore piodhi('tive
jilait. niid equipieit.

,eilimtol' Culr's'ls. It seeis so 10 e uthat, olle of the ii)s l)otelit. ('1i1I us
o U iifl(tion is One that is iiever ieiitioned, never llelitiolied ill plicic
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beyond a whis)er, and that is the wage level. You can have all the
l)lint, equipment in the world. If the Nwage level increase in greater
than the increase in productivity, you are going to have inflation.

Father louAN. This is definitely true.
Senator CuI rtis. Rilht. no\v there are Igns posted in the Safewav

market's here iII Washington that, some 8() drivers of dairy trucks haul-
ing dairy products drav in excess of $17,000 a year, and now they
are tying u ) the markets and keeping about 1,100 people from going
to work. It very definitely is the unspoken fact, wit'h reference to i-
flation but probably the most, persistent and the most potent one of all.

Thank you.
Senator MCCAiLri Y. Senator Miller?
Selatalor MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chlairman.
Father Ilogai, of the alternatives which you suggest on page 9. do

I deduce that you would prefer the third one
Father Ilo(,AN. Yes.
Senator Miuaui. Namely a coat inuation of the credit,?
Fatlier HOGAN. Yes, I would.
Senator M WiLr. 'Vith anioirtiza tion of tlie total amount over the

life of the asset?
Father hIlou..m. I believe, Senator Miller, this would insure the credit

so that business could plan on the credit, even though it amortized tlhe
asset, that is the amount of it over the life of the asset.

Senator MIE.m.. That is one point oin which I am not elear. What
do ' o ineail by amort izat ion of the amount over the life of the asset?
l ct us take an examlule. A piece. of equipment costs $10o.00) and has
a 10-vear life, and gets a S7,000 investment tax credit. Nlowv would you
handle this aiiortizal ion?

Father I lO .N. $7,000 wohl' 1he written off over the 10 years instead
of takeii immiediatel vat the start.

Senator AmuIt.'.So that for the 10 year period there would be
$700 a vear deduction ?

Father Ih.IAN. hmiat is right.
Senator BNNI"T. It would be 107 percent of the value of the asset.
Father 1loc.m. ,riiis is one way of doing it. Or you can work it out

to he 100 l)ereent. lhis is a. matter of the mechanics of doing it.
Senator BENNE'mTT. It, is only 100 l)ercent, -\oil have no tax credit.
Fat her hO(AN. I am sorT. I beg your pardon.
Senator MI xn,. I think I understand what your 1)oint is.
Father I (x;,\. Yes.
Senator MAI'tmu. Instead of letting the taxpayer charge off or write

off the ,7,00t) against his tax )ilh in 1 year, le vould lve t4) write it
oil' :11 t lie rat, of $700 a year over the life of the asset for 10 yeais

Fat her lito iA . That is right.
Sevtmor Mhu .:I,. If this credlit is continued, as it is. writ i n, it oil

ill I year. in tile example I gave you, you would have the taxpa,1vi's
]MV C o',t of that item of $93.(00, because he would have $7.000 to take
oIf' hlis tax bill. o)o voln think it vould be fair to allow him to amlortize
01 del)ie(iate only that rem iing" 9l,00) oIf. or wolld volt c,,ftitue
it as it is now. a so-,alled double dip?.+
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In other words, he gets $7,000 off his tax bill. He has got a true
cost of $93,000, but he turns around and takes depreciation or
amortization on $100,000.

Father Hoc.AN. Senator Miller, as you recall, this was done at the
beginning of the credit for about a year or so, by Senator Long's
ameindih,,nt, which was made to the proposition and it could be restored.
My problem is one of trying to keep, something that will allow us to
stimulate and encourage modernization of plant and equipment. lie
mechanics of this certainly are up to the wisdom of this committee
and the wisdom of the Congress to work out, but some alternative I
think must be there, if we a're going to repeal the credit. This is pre-
cisely why I offer several alternatives. I favor one slightly above the
others but. I would like to see something maintained.

Senator MILLETI May I say that I am surprised that you did not
list a fourth alternative, and that is a reduction in the tax rates. You
aire, looking for capital formation.

Father 11o..-N. This is another possibility.
Senator MILFER. Then why not reduce the tax rates, and stop

getting into the thicket of some complicated provision. I must tell
von that some of the accountants and lawyers that work on the invest-
ment tax credit on the enforcement side for the Internal Revenue
find it, is pretty rough, especially when there is a sale of the equipment
after 2 or 3 years. Whv not just a reduction in the tax rates?

Father Illc..\N. Senator, this is also a possibility, but basically I
hiave always felt if we had what we like to call depreciation reform,
if we are able to revalue assets and charge off the true cost of wear
and tear on those assets, we would be much better off across the
board, but we have this 7-percent credit as an institution now, and
it has provided an incentive to modernization of plant and equip-
ment. Blot as I have testified before committees previously the other
type of depreciation reform I think is far preferable. I have always
thioualit it far preferable, because tlat would be something permanent
in the tax laws, whereas the 7-percent credit has in the past. been
nsed as a tool to manage the economy, and I might say not-with tre-
mendous success, and I certainly would prefer the otller if we are
going to have true depreciation reform but how long would that
take in coming.

Senator rMILLER. You are getting into so-called price level depre-
ciation.

Father ThoG.N. That is correct. Senator.
Senator fMIF . Failing that though you recognize the tax rate re-

(hliltion would give you capital reform?
Father H1,OGAN. Yes, Senator;,that is true.
Senator MILLER. I want to ask you a question about that price level

depreciation. Here you sune~ t that an index would have to be pre-
pared. I can see an awfully thick volume. It might make the Sears,
Roebuck catalog look small, and when I multiply the problems all
(ver the JTjnitr'd States, the problems of enforcement on the part of
thw Internal Revenue Service, the problems of the people who have
to work up that index, it alarms me.

I am wondering why it would not be feasible to just simply take
tle annual depreciation in the purchasing power of the dollar.

Fatler Ho,.AN. No problem at all, no problem whatever.
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Senator MiLLER. Instead of an index.
Father 1o0GAN. Any index which is a reputable index indicating

the erosion of the dollar's value, because of inflation, would certainly
be acceptable.

Senator MiLia, r. In other words, every year as of December 31
Treasury could put out the amount of depreciation in the purchasing
l)oNNver of the dollar.

Father HOGAN. Exactly.
cnator MILLER. And that coull be applied to the depreciation base.

Father HOGAN. There are several indexes existing now, Senator,
voa know, the Consumer Price Index, the Wholesale Price Index, Engi-
neering News Record Index which is a private one on construction
costs. These are all there. 1 don't suggest that we develop a new index
necessarily if we could agree on one of the existing ones. This would
be splendid.

Senator MILLER. So that we could avoid a compendium of all kinds
of prices on equipment?

Father HOGAN. Absolutely.
Senator MILLER. Now on this subject of capital formation, we have

had testimony here a couple of days ago from representatives of the
AFL-CIO claiming that there have been alltime record profits on the
part of the corporations in this country. Now if they are correct in
that, there seems to be an area for capital formation, if there are in-
deed alltime record 1)roits. Do you have any comment on that?

Father hOGAN. Well, the question of alltime record profits I think
1,ears examination as to particular companies. You can take aggregate
figures and that is one thing, but I think you have to consider tle profits
of individual companies, which is another thing, not as easy to do of
course as taking an aggregate figure, but we should consider the com-
p)any and not the economy. The economy in a sense is an abstraction.
The company is the one tlat lives or dies on the basis of its profit, and
I th ink this bears investigation.

I will say this. That the installation, the continued installation of
plant and equipment that is up to date is a necessity if we are going
to maintain a profit level, if we are going to maintain a productivity
level that will allow us to pay wage increases.

Senator MiLLER. You see'what they do, they come in here and they
advocate an increase in the corporate tax rate. They do not advocate
a decrease, and I don't recall if they said anything about capital forma-
tion ,nd buying more equinment,'but they iust say corporations have
an alltime record profit. We advocate putting on a 100-percent tax
rate.

Father TTo(xx. Senator, T can point to a number of corporations
that are by no means at an alltime record profit, in fact have not
reached their profit, levels obtained in 1955 and 1957 and these compa-
nies a re not basking in the light of alltime record profits by any means,
and they are companies hard pressed in every labor negotiation to
colie up with a wage, increase. This wane increase should not come
through higher prices but through greater productivity. T pointed out
in my statement that a lot of the facilities that. have been puit in are not
vet roun(led out and balanced, so companies have not obtained the full
henefit of this cost reduction as yet.. Unless they have it, there won't
he the money forthcoming to increase wages.
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Senator MiLLER. Then are we getting into ani area where there needs
to bxe a changing of the tax rates according to percentage of profits or
something, so that some company that is not doing too well, it. may be
operating efficiently but it has a different set of competitive factors,
would have a decrease in its tax rates, and another company that is
making alltime record profits, which the AFL-CIO representativesare rferring to, is going to have an increase in tax rates?

Father o.GAN. SenatOr, this is a very complex subject and 1 am1
not l)re' ared to discuss the question of differentiation in tax rates.
.I came to talk about one particular phase of this legislation-namely,
the 7-percent credit which was an incentive to iml)roving plant an l
equipment, to give more efficient plant and equipment, and this isall to the good for any company, no matter whether it is marginal
or whether it is very profitable.

Senator MILLER. What I am suggesting to you is that when we start
getting~ into alternatives, tax rates, we are talking about Capital forma-
tion. Tax rates I think traditionally have been recognized as:. having
an .impact, a very deep impact on capital formation.

Father T-oc,.\-. No question about it.
Senator MITE,,R. And then when we get. into the tax rates, we get.

into this problem of what the testimony is that has come in here
from the AFL-CIO people, what that shows, and it ,makes, it ,-ery
difficiilt for somebody like me to decide which way we are going to go.

Let ine ask you this question. You referred to competition, especially
in the steel industry from Japan. Would it not. be true that the best
thing we could possibly do-if Congress could waive a wand and do
any one thing which would improve our competitive position vis-a-vis
Japan-Awould be to put a stop to inflation. FTasn't the inflation factor
1)een the single biggest factor in reducing our competitive position
during the last few years?

Father HOGAN. Yes, no questions about it. Our increasing costs have
put us in an inferior position competitively speaking.

Senator MILLER. IN ould you say the comparative wage rates have a
great deal to do with this?

Father HOGAN. Senator, wage rates, dollars or cents per hour in
themselves do not tell the story. The story is told by the amount of
labor cost in an item, in a unit, the -amount of labor cost in an auto-
mobile, the amount of labor cost in a ton of steel. This is the important
thing rather than the actual dollars per hour, so that if we are twice as
efficient as somebody and pay twice the wages they do, we are still
all right. We are even with them. So it is our efficiency that counts
here in the use of that labor, tle number of man-hour., that o-o into
a unit. This is precisely what should be reduced, the numel)r of man-
hours in a unit, and tfis will be reduced by the installation of more
effective and more efficient and more productive equipment.

Senator MILT,ER. But as I understand it when it comes to steel, Japan
ha, abont the latest technoloa-v available. and our l)ro!)lem is appar-
ently not necessarily to go ahead in technology but to even keep 1):lc
witl them.

Father ITo..x-,. *Well. they have the latest technology in certain
phm.e.s of the steel industryI senator. In the initial phmwes. the bla.st
frnnee, they- are the hest in the world. They are the !ifzgfest :n(l the
l'e,4t operators of bl-ist furnaces. As far as oxygen general converters
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ar. concerned they are second to none. But when you move into the
rolling mill as)ectS of the steel industry, the United States is second
to none in technology, am, of course, they use huge bulk cargo carriers
to lbrifll ill tremeiidoiis tonnages of raw materials at cheap prices. Thus,
they do have a cost advant age in their initial stages of steel production,
so In some respects we have some catching up to do in our blast furnace
segment and perhaps the, oxygen steelnmaki ig, blit here we are certainly
equal to them. Blast furnaces are an area where they are ahead and we
will have to catch ill) in this respect, because there are dollars to he
saved in this sector of the steel industry.

Senator 1tLLER. Let me ask you one last question. Former Under
Secretary of the Treasury Joe Barr is quoted when lie wrote about his
tril) to Japan as follows:

Anyone who keeps his eyes open as he travels the western rim of the Pacific
today will inevitably wonder how we can compete in the next generation. Watch-
ing the (lhinese in Singapore and the Japanese in Tokyo working around the
clock, you can understand why I was stunned by the investment credit
a a1n ollncenent.

Have you visited Japan?
Father HOGAN. I have, yes; very recently.
Senator MNLLER. Do you subscribe to Mr. Barr's concern?
Father Iloc.\ .Oh, yes; without. question. As I mentioned in my

statement, their steel miills are outstanding and they are constructing
four of them at the present time, which will have an 11 million ton
capacity each; their automobile industry now is second only to the
United States. They have passed Great Britain and Western Germany
it 2 successive years, and they are goingto move far ahead, and they
are going to export more an(1 more automobiles. In fact, the steelmake-s
are interested in exporting finished products rather than steel, because
there is more labor involved in the finished product and there will be
more profit involved. I can share this concern without question, having
witnessed the Japanese industrial development firsthand within the
last, -2 years.

Senator Mmrx. Thank you very much.
Senator FANXIN. Father Hogan, your statement is very clear and

concise, and I certainlV share, your concern about the futures especially
as to whether or not 'we are going forward with studies to meet tle
problems that will be with us. At, the present time we have a good per-
(entage of our plant capacity occupied with defense production. Do
You feel that the removal of this 7-percent investment credit will affect
our ability to continue the modernization that will make it possible
for us to be in a. better competitive position at the time that we do
close off to a certain extent our defense production after Vietnam?

Father -hoG..N. I do; yes, sir.
qenator FNNIN. Do you know of any studies that are going for-

ward in this respect? I certainly am concerned because I feel we are
exporting jobs daily. If we are not prepared when we have that
downturn, and our'plants are certainly not modernized from tile
standpoint. of competing with many of the other plants throughout
the world, we will have a shifting over of production, and with that
si rating we probably will lose efficiency because many of the plants
were not built for those particular functions. Is that a concern to
you?
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Father HOGAN. It is. Any conversion that takes place from one
type of product to another n a company is a matter of cost, it is a
matter of time, and it certainly is a matter of concern that this
company slioull get into some other line or back into its original
line as quickly as possible, so that jobs are not lost or jobs are not
suspended.

Senator FANNIN. Don't you think that now we are being rather
lackadaisical about some of our modernizing while we do have this
plant capacity, we do have the employment, because of the defense
demand. Consequently we are falling further and further behind,

Father IoT AN.. I feel, Senator, that this figure of $400 billion which
has been advanced and which is an accurate figure is much too com-
forting to some people. You take the figure $400 billion, it is almost
astronomical and some say, "Fine, it looks like we have done the job."

I submit we have not done the job. We have not rounded out the
modernization of plant and equipment as it is today, and in 2 or
3 years the plant and equipment that was put in in the 1950's will
become somewhat obsolete, and as I said, no nation has a monopoly
today on technology, and other nations are moving ahead and moving
ahead rapidly and keeping as modern as they possibly can and I
think it behooves us to do the same.

Senator FANNIN. Father Hogan, there are many questions I could
ask you but time does not permit. We certainly appreciate your testi-
mony here this morning. It is very sound and I juIst' hope that these
stu(ldies that we are talking about will go forward because I think
we are facing emergencies if we do not.

Thank you.
Senator WILI.\X s. The next witness is Mr. Herbert B. Cohn.
The chairman had to leave to go over to the floor and he asked

us to continue these hearings. I point out we have 11 witnesses on
the agenda and we have just completed two. At this rate we will be
here until about midnight and I wonder if the witnesses could con-
dense their statements and maybe the witnesses could confine their
statements to not exceeding 5 minutes, otherwise I do not think we
can get through.

STATEMENT OF HERBERT B. COHN, ON BEHALF OF EDISON ELEC-
TRIC INSTITUTE; ACCOMPANIED BY MAYNARD E. SMITH

Mr. Couix. My name is Herbert B. Cohn. I am executive vice presi-
dent of the American Electric Power Services Corp., and chairman of
the Edison Electric Institute's Committee on Cost of Money and Taxes.

Senator IVILLIAM3rs. If you wish to summarize your statement we will
put it in the record as though read.

Mr. Comix. I would appreciate that, sir.
Senator WIVLIA.\iS. Yes; it may save a little time.
Mr. CoiIN. I am appearing here today on behalf of Edison Electric

Institute, which is a national trade association of the investor-owned
electric power coml)anies. Its 181 member coml)anies serve approxi-
1mmtelv 78 percent of all electric customers in the United States.

Our statement is directed to Section 4 (a) of H.R. 12290, dealing with
repeal of the investment credit, and to Section 5 of the bill, authorizing
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60 month amortization of certified facilities for air or water pollution
abatement or control.

I have with me Mr. Maynard E. Smith, a recognized authority on the
abatement and control of air pollution. Mr. Smith has prepared the
portion of our presentation dealing with the technical aspects of air
pollution abatement, and will speak briefly on that point.

Specifically, we urge that this committee make the following changes
in the bill:

1. With respect to the investment credit, we urge: (a) The deletion of
t e proposed new section 49(d) of the Internal Revenue Code, which-
even where propertyy is under a binding cont ract in effect oil April 18,
19691-would progressively reduce the investment credit for such prop-
erty if l)laced in service after December 31, 1970, and eliminate the
credit entirely if placed in service after December 31, 1974 (b) The
substitution of the concept of property "ordered" on or before April 18,
1969, as defining pre-termination property, in place of the "binding
contract" concept which appears in section 49(b) (1). We suggest that
this be accomlplished by amending section 49 (b) (1) to read as follows:

(1) Orders.-Any property shall be treated as pretermination property to the
extent that such property is constructed, reconstructed, erected, or acquired
pursuant to an order placed by the taxpayer on or prior to April 18, 19069.

2. With respect to amortization of pollution control facilities, we urge
that the committee clarify the definition of a "certified pollution control
facility" in the new proposed section 168(d) (1) of the code so as to
make it clear that such portion of a high stack at a generating station as
is constructed solely for air pollution al)atement may qualify for accel-
erated amolization. We suggest that this clarification can be achieved
most simply by inserting in section 168 (d) (1) the words "dispersing,
diffusing," aft6r the word "disposing."

I. TIE INVESTMENT CREDIT

A. Section 49(d), providing for the so-called plhaseout, of the in-
vestment credit, should be deleted: The investment credit repeal pro-
visions give general recognition to the inequity of disallowing the
credit on property which was ordered, or whose construction was be-
gun, in the reasonable expectation that the credit would apply when
such property was placed in service. Section 49 (a), (b), and (c), pro-
vide that the credit will continue to be available for property.under
binding contract on April 18, 1969. The transition provisions in sec-
tion 49 (a), (b), and (c), are generally similar to those included in
the 1966 legislation suspending the tax credit. They recognize that
prudent manager .,nt orders substantial equipment and embarks on a
substantial project only after an economic evaluation of the benefits
and costs of such equipment or project and of possible alternatives.
In such an evaluation the applicability of the tax credit may play a
very substantial part; and its retroactive repeal may well have "the
eWfect of destroying the validity of the economic evaluation which was
used as the basis for the judgment to go forward to order the equip-
mint or begin the project.

'rime underlying reason for the transition provisions is that it would,
therefore, be most unfair and inequitable to apply the repeal of the
tax credit to property ordered prior to the cutoff date and in the rea-
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sonable expectation and understanding that the tax credit would be
applicable to such property.

But, after including such transition provisions in section 49 .(a),
(b), and (c), to eliminate such inequities, there was then inserted in
the bill an additional and brandnew provision-unlike anything in
the 1966 legislation-section 49 (d), which, in many cases, will nullify
t he transition provisions and create the precise inequities the transi-
tion provisions were intended to eliminate.

Thus, section 49(d) provides that, in the case of property placed
in service after December 31, 1970, the 7-percent credit figure will be
reduced by one-tenth of 1 percent for each full calendar month be-
tween November 30,1970, and the date on which the property is placed
in service, and that there will be no credit whatever for property
placed in service after December 31,1974.

The House committee report makes it clear--page 2-that the
,%credit is to be so reduced or eliminated even in the case of property

which was under binding contract before April 19, 1969.
The House report states-page 14--that the committee-
Decided to phase out the Investment credit to reduce the Inequity that arises

between taxpayers because different lead times for the needed equipment de-
termined whether a firm had signed a binding contract before April 19, 1969.

But, having in mind that equipment ordered before April 19, 1969,
was ordered in reasonable reliance on the availability of the credit-
which may have materially affected the economic basis for the judg-
ment; underlying the placing of the order-it becomes clear that the
so-called phaseout in section 49(d) would create a most serious in-
equity, rather than remove one.

There is a long Ieadtime from the inception to the ,inservice date of
complex equipment or of a large construction project, not because of
choice but because of the complexity and scope of the construction,
and because of the size and variety of the equipment which must be
designed, ordered, manufactured, and installed} at such a project.

A major project involves a very large number of different items of
equipment. A long time elapses between placing under contract large
and complex items of equipment and the time installation is completed.
The whole project cannot be placed in service until all of the numerous
items of equipment, large and small, have been installed, and tested,
and all "bugs" have been eliminated.

Contributing factors to long leadtimes are (elays associated with
equipment of new and different design, und manufacturers' backlogs
of orders.

Long leadtimes are common to the electric utility industry but they
are. by no means unique to it. Similar leadtimes exist in many other
industries where complex equipment is involved. At the present time
our industry has on order much equipment which cannot be in service
within the next 18 months. Much of this is equipment ordered in 1966,
1967, and 1968. '

1n the last several years, for example, many orders have been placed
for nuclear reactors for the production of electricity which wre much
larger an(d of much greater capacity than the earlier generation of
experimental reactors. The time between the placing of the order and
the date when these units will be ready for commercial operation is
turning out to be considerably longer than was at first expected.
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Many orders have also been placed for conventional units of much
larger capacity than those installed a few years ago. The combination
of size and the number of orders have taxed the capacity of the few
manufacturers of such equipment.

Similarly, the industry is engaged in the construction of extensive
transmission lines, with complicate related equipment, to transmit
energy at unprecedentedly high voltages. Such projects take many
years to plan and build.

Such generating and transmission facilities involve huge capital
investment and the assumed applicability of the investment credit cer-
tainly played a substantial part, prior to April 19, in the underlying
economic evaluations and in the Judgments reached in placing orders
for the necessary equipment.

Moreover, the passage of a long period of time from the beginning of
planning and design until such a project is ready to be placed in service
entails heavy carrying charges, such as engineering overheads, in-
terest, and taxes. Frequently, in the case of large and expensive equip-
ment, tio manufacturer requires advance payments from time-to-
time, commencing l9 &uipment is delivered.

Senator BE yr. Mr. Cohn, I th0ng~lt you were going to sum-
marize you atement. There are six orse vpn other witnesses behind
you, and had hoped that you could give us summary rather than
a wor y-word reading, te ou were tol that the statement
would be in the rae6i: l as it had bee read , so now the
record will shgwa that he s atement was presente twice. I do not
thi k you arpmaking ny fr ends i the committee by ignoring our
request. ' - - ,"

Mr. CoH]U. Senato6r asor sir, t'nd X apologiz . I will do my
est. It is rather di SIt oh this .h o notice to try pick out the
aragrapkh-tlat ini 1ft be.ot parti ltr signifcance,-b I will do myst _ \ ... L _ I _ °
Snaror\BENN'. A-e thFo-l 4r witnse' also goin to read their

tatementsiall the throuj - -T
-Mr. Co&. Sir w have ir the of our presen ation only one

o er gentlemp6d. Tha Mr' His cement i very brief and
I Im sure h6 will Pay egar tothe re uest of e committee.

nator BENNEI>T -thin you like al other w' nesses were told
you ad 15 mingtes. If o. read all ur state nt, you will take
prett3\close to 25- and-tls i a sen elso is a vi ation of the invita-
tion under which you caiie.

Mr. Co. Senator, I ai sure that is corr t. I may say that if the
committee supggested that I had to be copfied to 15 minutes I would
have done so, bb-t-hre is another winess on the agenda who has
indicated to me that ifT necessary he would concede some of
his 15 minutes to me. I will do my best to confine my remarks to the 15
minutes. The other witness is Mr. Poth.

Mr. P0Th. I will be very happy to give 10 minutes or more of my
time to Mr. Cohn.

Senator BENNEr. I do not think it is quite that way. I think it is
assumed that each witness would summarize. The chairman asked you
all a minute ago to do this. It. is 5 minutes to 12. The Senate is in
session. We should be over there. Maybe I am beating Mr. Cohn

31-701-O6't-27
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over the head for the benefit of the other witnesses. But Mr. Cohn,
this does not make many friends among the committee.

Mr. COHN. Senator, I will do my very best to pay due regard to
the request of the committee, and I will iow introduce Mr. Maynard
Smith, a recognized expert in air pollution control techniques.

Mr. Srrn. I am appearing before you regarding the inclusion of
tall stacks as certified pollution control facilities under section 5 of
H.R. 12290.

I am a ineteorologist, having received my educational background at
Princeton University, New York University and the University of
Chicago. I have spent 21 years engaged in research on atmospheric dis-
persion at Brookhaven National Laboratory, and I have also served as
consultant to various governmental ai)d pi vate agencies on problems
involving air pollution. I am, for example, on the Steering Committee
for the large powerplant effluent study (LAPPES) project of the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare; I am chairman of the
meteorological advisory committee for the New York City Department
of Air Pollution Control; and I was chairman of the task group which
prel)arel the "Recommended Guide for the Prediction of the Dis-
persion of Airborne Effluents for the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers."

The historical reason for building a smokestack was to provide an
enhanced natural draft for combustion, whether the stack served a fire-
place or a large industrial plant. Recently, however, stack design has
undergone a fundamental change, and virtually every major stack, both
here and abroad, is now designed primarily as an air l)nollnton .lb.tP-
ient device. It would be far easier and cheaper to use a 50-foot vent
pipe with induced-draft fans to accomplish combustion, but I assilre
you that, there would be no more vehement objectors to such a design
than the Federal and State air pollution officials, because they are fully
cognizant of the necessity for good stack design.

Ideally, everyone would prefer that a major industrial facility pro-
duce no dust and no gaseous pollutants, and it is perfectly legitimate
to stress the importance of reducing pollutant emissions at the source.
A large modern combustion facility would, however, be an intolerable
neighbor without a stack, even if current efforts to reduce dust and SO.
emissions were completely successful. The other constituents of the
stack gas, such as carbon dioxide, the oxides of nitrogen and heat would
still have to be dispersed at a high elevation to maintain ground-level
concentrations at reasonable levels.

There is no dispute that a well-designed stack reduces the concen-
trations of pollution over an area ranging up to 50 miles from the
source, and this reduction may be a factor of several thousand over
concentrations that, would exist, without the stack. Neither is there any
question that, unlike most source controls, stacks reduce the concen-
trations of all pollutants simultaneously by approximately equal
amounts. For some pollutants, it is true that stacks accomplish no
reduction in the general atmospheric burden, but there is increasing
evidence that stacks may in fact effectively reduce the total amounts of
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certain reactive pollutants before they return to ground-level, simply
by providing extended time for atmospheric conversion processes to
operate.

Returning to my initial point-that stacks are built primarily as
pollution abatement devices rather than combustion aids-it is impior-
tant to observe that industries which use electricity as a heat source,
and therefore have no combustion processes, still invest millions of
dollars in tall stacks to reduce local air pollution. It seems abundantly
clear to me that, until we reach the ideal state in which no )ollutants
are emitted, the tall stack is just as surely a pollution control facility
as a dust collector or SO2 removal process .

Attached to my statement is a more detailed description of how and
why tall stacks do, in fact, abate and control air pollution.

(The attachment referred to follows:)

HOW AND WuY TALL STACKS ABATE AND CONTROL Ait POLLUTION

Tall stacks provide for better air quality in a number of different ways. all of
which are fully In accord with accepted aerodynamic and meteorological
principles.

1. 'le tall stack avoids aerodynamic downwash of the stack plume into the
lee of the power plant structure. This prevents the occurrence of very high
concentrations of various gases close to the plant.

2. Because the gas from a tall stack is release(l into a far less turbulent wind
flow, its heat energy is conserved, and it rises considerably higher above the
stack top than if it had been discharged from a stack closer to the ground.

3. Since the stack height and the thermal rise of the plume are greater, natural
diffusion and mixing of the gas has longer to occur before the plume reacles
ground-level. Tle result is signllificaltly lower gas 1' cItltintaious downwind of
the stack.

4. A tall stack converts what would normally be the least favorable meteoro-
logical condition into the best one for controlling ground-level concentrations.
During well developed temperature Inversions, gases emitted from short sta(ks
tend to be held close to the ground. In contrast, gases released from tall stacks
are frequently discharged above the inversion layers, or have suffich iit energy
to pierce the few remaining layers above the stack top. In any event, they will
experience no downward diffusion. Thus they will never contribute to the
ground-level concentrations at times when such concentrations are most likely
to be near maximum from low level sources such as motor vehicles.

5. While It is true that for some pollutants stacks accomplish no reduction In
the total, overall atmospheric burden, there is increasing evidence that stacks may
in fact effectively reduce the total amounts of certain reactive pollutants before
they return to ground-level, simply by providing extended time for atmospheric
conversion processes to operate. Where such processes are important, as is be-
lieved to be the ease with SO2, stacks can be said to accomplish actual reduction
just as source controls do.

6. The tall stack exerts Its beneficial diffusion action equally on all of the
gases being discharged.

7. Finally, the stack is never bypassed or taken out of service when the unit is
operating. It thus provides a high degree of in-service reliability.

Mr. SMrrii. Thank you.
Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Cohn?
Mr. CoHN (continuing prepared statement). The various carrying

charges more than offset the investment credit. But, in evaluating the
economics of such projects, the presumed availability of the investment
credit was one of the factors making the project feasible and leading
to the decision to proceed.

Availability of the credit for property placed under contract before
April 19, 1969, does not discriminate in favor of the purchaser where
the leadtime is long. Such a leadtime is not of his choice. It is simply a
fact of life from which he cannot escape.
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It is also likely to be -tile fact that such a )ulAser will have less
equi)ment. on order with short leadtimes and, in that context, it, can
he, argued that section 49( d) creates still at further inequity by dis-
criminatting inl favor of im~ ristries with short leadtinmes.

Like everyone else, the purchaser with a long leadtime will not get
the investment credit on property ordered aftor April 18, 1969. Like
everyone else, he should get the credit on property ordered by that
date.

The purchaser with a long leadtime made commitments in th rea-
sonable expectation that the invest rent credit, would )artially offrsot
his carrying costs. In the. circumstances it, would be highly rnequit-
able to deny him part or all of the credit.

W e urge" that proposed section 49(d) 1) eliminated from the bill.
B. Property Orlered by April 18, 1969, Should Qualify for the

(rdit.-\1e believe that fairness and equity also require that, in
dining preterminiation projlerty, the concept of p)lhcnmg an order
l)rior to tile cutoff date be substituted for the hidingg coitl ract" coil-
pel)t. Ini making this suggestion, tile terlnr "order" is inlti ded in tile

same sense in which it 'Was used in Public Law 89--900, which surs-
penrdhl the investment credit in 1966.

The House Committee Report (No. 2087) on the 1966 legislation
states (page 30) that-
Any directive, written or oral, to another person reasonably designed to effect

the acquisition of i)roperty art a later (late, constitutes r order.

A requirement that property, to be eligible for the credit, must be
under blinding contract ,by April 18, 1969, would dely tlle credit tW
niny taxpayers who are ii filt committed to lroe('edi g with a l)roject
on which they embarked in there reasonable expectation that the credit
would ie earned.

A large project, such as, for example, an electric (enera ing station,
involves many step)s in addition to tire ordering ofequilment. 'rlese
include initial planning and engineerig design work; the acquisition
of hind for the plant site, and land orland rights for related trans-
nission; and, in many instances, obtaining the approval of one or more
regul story commissions.In tIhe ineanitimre, manny orders a re pla rced for equ ipinent, l)atrcl arly

the major items. While some of these orders may not technically meet
the strictest test of a binding contract, the taxpayer has incurred large
exienditures in reliance on the availability of the investment credit.
lie is, in fact, fully committed to the project provided all necmssarly
regulatory approvals are obtained.

A binding contract requirement is also inequitable where tie tax-
payer has entered into a Em contract for one or more units of equip-
ment, such as a boiler or turbine for thie generation of electricity of
new design and larger capacityy than units their in operation, arid in
the same contract places orders for additional units of tim srme equip-
meit which may riot be regarded as meeting the test of a bindlti r con-
triiat until there is Op)portunity to test the first. unit and it is foluud
to be satisfactory.

Tire tr.xpriyer expects to acquire the additional units and has evalu-
tted suh(1 a contract, in the context, of the availability of the tax credit,
.is a single packrge. Before acquiring the additional units, however, lie
desires thorougiiy to test the first unit to insure that it will operate
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satisfactorily. Bit, it, is clear that the e(,)ionli, evahltittiol of tho ortler
for till of the eIlqipieit, wals Ised o1 the reasonable expectation t hat
tle credit. would e available.

Accordingly, in fairness and equity to taxpayers who have, plavd
orders, and hav e, in facet, itade a subsiantial eclooi Ic (olni iit menii, in
reasonable reliance on tim availalbility of the itivestineit, credit, the
word "order" should ieo substituited in section .19(b) (1) for he biIlin I).
contract langmge. This will involve a. Ttilmber of conforming amlnd-
mont s, which a re shown on the attached appendix A to this st atement.

Ir. AC(CEI E A'I'I AMOITIZA'I'ION OF PO LTU'I'ION ('C N'I'IT(RO, FACILITII.'5

A. ''he definition of "Cerli ied Pollution Conterol Facilitv" should
be claritied to niale it, (lear that any portion of a ,high stack which is
constructed solely, to abate or conltroi air pollution may qualify for
accelerated 1iiiiotizatioi.---A polltIion control facility'is defined in
section 118(d) ( 1 ) as l rol-ei'tY used to abate or control water or atmos-
pleric pollution by removingn, altering, disposing, or storing" of
pollutant s.

Section 168(e)(2) excludes property which would he constructed
or orecte , without regard to the need t; abate or cont rol pollution. Thie
*ays and Means Comnniiee Report. states (page 37) that this exclui-
sion applies to a. smokestaek installed for the ef'e'tive ol)eratio of
the plant, either than for pollution control lIll-poses.

This indicates that. the cost of that ort.ion of a stiaek installed solve
for pollution control purposes qua.lifies for aceelerated amortizati.i')u
Wo suggest. tlat, it. would be desirable, however, to maiitke this ")l-
chusion completely clear by adding the words "dispersing" and "diffus-
ing" to the definition in sect ion 168 (d) (1).
Some form of a stack is necessary for the efleetive operation of a

(eoal-til'43 generating station. But, a stack for this purlpse is a low
stack, usually of metal and mounted on the roof of the boiler strue-
ture. The cost, of such a stack is only a, very small part. of the cost of
a free-standing concrete slack many ltnd'reds of feet. high.
Tlt, )Ortion of the cost. of a, high stack in excess of the eost of a

low roo-tmounted slack is inemred for the sole, purpose of ahating
and controlling air pollution, and should clearly qualify for aeeeler-
ated amortization.

Section 168(f) already recognizes that ther may be certification of
less t11an1al of a facility', so that. it is necessary o;nlv to make it clear
beyond question that sutch portion of a, high stalc 'vhich is solely for
the I urpI ,ose of albat ing and eontrolling air pollution may he ceriied
as a pollutet ti cont rol facility."
In conelbusion, for tile reasons stated in our presentation, we urt,:
(1) WitI respect. to the investment, tax credit:

(a) he deletion of the so-called plimseotit provisions of section
49(d), and

(b) The smbstitution of the concept, of property "ordered" on
or prior to April 18, 1969, as defining pretenninattion property,
in place of the "binding contract" concept.

(2) With respect to the aeelerated amortization of pollution con-
trol facilities: Clarification of the fact that, the portion of a high stack
which is constit'teted solely to abate or control air pollution may
qutali fy for accelerated aimortization.
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We very much appreciate the o)portuuity to appear before the
conmittee.

(Mr. Cohn's attachment follows:)

APPENDIX A
CONFORMING AMENDMENTS TO SECTION 4 OF H.R. 12290, RELATED TO SUBSTITUTING "ORDER" FOR BINDING

CONTRACT IN SECTION 49(bXl)

[H.R. 12290 references

Page Line Delete Substitute

12 18, 19__ a bInding contract which was In effect an order which had been placed not
on such date later than such date13 2 ............-- - a binding contract an order

13 3 ............. contract order
13 4.... . contract order
13 5 contract order
13 10 ............. binding contract order
13 14 ............. contract order
14 22, 23 .. . a binding contract or contracts air order or orders
15 4_ __ -........ . contract or contracts order or orders
15 12- -------------- a contract an order
15 2? contract order
16 2 .. a contract air order
16 24 ...... .. ........ entered into a binding contract placed an order
17 2 entered Into a contract placed an order17 II, 12, 13. ........ a contract between two menrthers of an an order placed by one member of an

affiliated group shall not be treated aftillated group with another member
as a binding contract as between of such group shall not be treated as
such members a ai1 order

Senator Mnaxi.. MIr. C(hairiliall, will we have the ol)portillliiy to
ask any questions?

I have at coli)lo of brief (Iltetions.
Mir. Cohn, (i) I understand you to sILy in effect that(, an order placed

is not t. Itinding contract?
Mr. COhN. It mty not be., Senator, under certain eireunsances.

Our uziderstandllng is flat the (-onsent of a b)iditn( contract means
it c -otraet which is under state law completely binding. The distinic-
tion I an making relates to an order which iiay be Iuide which may
e a firill conimiit.ent from the poilit of view of the purcha2ser which

he may fully intend to carry out but which may have some kind of
an out. for him.

Senator MAr,a. For him?
Mr. CO(IoN. For the l)rchiase'; ves, sir. Fo' example, the kind of

an order which would involve sonvo highly sophisticated equipment
of advanced design, of a boiler, let us say. I'he purclillser wants to
be sure that, the boiler will in fa(t work. The design does not pan
out and he has to buy other. lie neels to have sontic kind of an out,
if the )oiler does not pan out. [his may not l)e a binding contract,
but it would certainly be at firm commitment that the purchaser has
nade to buy i boiler.

Senator Mi,LHR. I can see where it would be a firm commitment,
but we are talking about at legal commitment. That seems to be the
shde of ditrerenco you are talking about.

Mr. ConN. That is correct, sir.
Senator MLER. Would that be subject to renegotiation on a price

basis too, if it is that loose?

, ,j IN11111- '. "I
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Mr. CoiN. It might conceivably, although even here I think the
legislative history suggests a binding contract might be subject to
some adjustments in eswpmt to prices.

Senator MILLER. You reterred to economic evaluation and indi-
cated that the economic evaluation in some of these programs would
inIlude3 or wouldI have possibly included the onitimiio of the 7-
percent investment tax credit?

Mr. CoiN. That is right, sir.
&nator MALLA.Er. Would it also have included possibly the contin-

uat ion of the 10-percent surha rge .
Mr. CouN. I think porhalps not in quite the same respect. When a

utility (,ollip.nV, for exanplle, which is the iusines-s that I think I know
best, ilecid(&s to' i)1t ii 1 I)oNveildanit, i. here may be a choice of alterulit-
tives. There freoiuedt ly is, the most, obvious beiig these days between a
nuclVlear 11il(l t couvll mi I1)oWerplalnt.

In making that (hetermination, there will be economic evduation,
primarily of investment cost, and the t'ax credit has been considered
to 1h as sociated with investment cost.

Now sure the tax rate into the future is a cost of operations, and
may )e taken into account also, but much less so than those costs
wlicli are associated with the investment.

Senator MILLEI Well actually the investment tax credit, all it is
is a. reduction of the overall tax bill?

Mr. Com iw. Yes, sir.
Senator M iLIR. A il it seems to me what you are interested in is cap-

itfll t'r1uulition, and I wvoldhl certainly thilik tile Federal ineome tax
rate would be a factor in this economic evaluation.

Mr. ConN. It would be a factor, that is right, sir; but what it, comes
down to is this. In looking at t1he. alternative', convention plint
as c(ompared with a mulear plant \vill have less cal)ital cost, 1111(1 there-
fore the investment credit associatedl with the nuclear 1)lal will be
greater.

Senator MiLtEr. My last question is on this amortization of pollu-
tion control facilities. Would it, he feasible to take your language of
•(ldin g disbursing an(l (litlising after the word disposing, and a(ld
a fur ier ph rase "as required by law" ?

Mr. COHN. We would have' no dilicultv with that, Senator.
Senator Mmtt.m. Because I would guess that local municipal ordi-

nances or State law would require the construction of these high stacks
in most. cases. To the extent that local law requires you to build a
higher slaek, over and above what Would be necessary for simple get-
ting rid of the smoke from a. boiler or a generating llant, then that
wouhl be the portion t-hat would be amortized '?

Mr. CojiN. I had not. understood your question, Senator Miller, in-
til you elaborated on it. I think that I would not agree with that
interpretation.

It does under the bill, any pollution facility (loes umiler the bill have
to accord with the State program. There is a requirement, for a, State
(ertifieation and a Federal certification which requirest that a faility,
involved accord with the State programli o the one hand and the Fed-
eral program on the other. T think that Mr. Smith may be able to Add
something on this. I am sure hle cu't.
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Senator MILLER. Let me just make this clear. The other day we had
the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Cohen before us, and
I was questioning him on this point, and he indicated that they would
keep an open mind on this subject. But what I was trying to point
out is that in a given situation having an engineering need to con-
struct a stack only 100 feet high, but to meet the requirement of a local
municipal ordinance you may have to construct it 300 feet high and
to that extent you would hav;e 200 feet of that stack which could fit
within this ide4 of ajir pollution control, and would be susceptible to
the evidence necessary to approve the deduction. That is what I am
getting at. But if you just gratuitously, without any requirements at
all, decide to construct a stack 500 feet tall or 400 fet, I would have
some difficulty with t hat.

Mr. SAM1[. Senator, the flaw in the reasoning in this is that there
are a lot of pollutants that are not even under control at the present
time, and moving out of the electric power industry, which is more gen-
erally affected because the regulations for S02, and dust and that sort
of thing are defined.

Look at the aluminum industry for instance. In many instances
stacks on the order of 3 to 500 feet are built in the aluminum industry
without any regulation whatever necessary for th is other than nuisance
law if you like or damage.

Senator MILLER. Other than, but that nuisance clause would be a
very important factor?

Mr. SM ITh. OK., but you see what I am getting at. There are stacks
being built that do not at present have anything directly to do with
some air pollution legislation or municipal ordinances or something
of that kind that exist, simply because they do not recognize that it
is necessary to do this.

Senator MILLER. It seems to me that if you could show that you
had constructed a stack 300 feet high instead of only 100 feet high,.
because of the local law relating to nuisances, that you would have
a pretty good case, but I think we need to have some standard, and
the standard would be as required by law.

Mr. CoHN. Senator, I do not disagree with what I think is the under-
lying point which you are making. A company with which I am associ-
ated is building a stack at the present time which will cost close to $4.5.
million. The kind of a stack that we would need for power purposes
only would be $100,000. We are putting in another $3.5 million for
no purpose other than to control and abate air pollution, and we think
we can demonstrate this on almost any record at all. I think what you
are suggesting is that we are not entitled to credit or we are not en-
titled to acceferated amortization for that portion of the stack that
is necessary or is used to produce electric power. We agree with that.

Senator*MLLER. Yes, but I am searching for a standard, and a re-
quirement of law is a standard-an abatement of a nuisance, be it a
local pollution control law--that might well be cranked into this
thing, so that we make sure the Revenue Service on the enforcement
side of the tax business will have something in evidence that you (!an
furnish them to show that you could have got. by from an engineering
standpoint on a 100-foot stack, but you had to have a 300-foot stack, to
avoid a conflict with the State or local law.
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Mr. COHN. Senator, I agree that there ought to be a standard. I
think the standard could be a very simple one, and that is to talk in
terms of that portion of the stack which is constructed solely for the
purpose of abating and cofitroling air pollution.

Senator MLLI,. But, how are you going to prove that? You are go-
ing to have to ,oet engineering tiures out, you are going to end up
with a possible conflict )etween your own engineers and the engineer
revenue agents of Internal Revenue Service. Your engineers may
say 50 feet is all that is necessary, their engineering people may say
"We think 100." But if you have got something tied into this thing
that relates to the local law, I think you have got a little better handle
on it.

Mr. SMITn. Senator, I appreciate your concern. It is certainly a
valid one because it is always a hard point, to judge. But I suggest
that you be ext r'emelv careful of this as)ect of it, because in fact 'ou
may end up with a tax law that is ahead" of the air pollution laws In a
lot of the areas, and you may tie it to something that does not exist
in many communities.

Senator Mmmimt. I have no further questions.
Senator WILLTAM.NS. Thank you.
The witness is excused.
Mr. CO N. Thank you, sir.
The CITAnRt:AN. Before we call the next witness I wish to make a

statement.
I thank the Senator from IDelaware for chairing this meeting in my

absence.
I had considered making this statement at, the close of today's meet-

ing, but the witnesses havel been examined so long that I think I will
just make it now and make it available to the press.

In the first instance I want to explain what the view of the Senator
from Louisiana was with regard to the Policy Committee action. I
now ofier for the record the invitation by the majority leader to ap-
pear before the Policy Committee, and m'y statement before that com-
mittee which explains the view of the Senator from Louisiana with
regard to the Policy Committee approach, and which I think started
out in exactly the riarht fashion.

Here is what I said:
I want to applaud the Demioeratic Policy Committee for taking the time from

its important work to discuss the matter of tax reform, and I want to report
on the role of the Committee on Finance in this area.

Then subsequently in my statement I said, "I think the statement
does credit to our committee which has dealt in the area of tax relief,"
and I discussed the matter of timing, and explained that it usually
takes about half as long for this committee to report a bill and to act
on it as it does the House. The House has been working on reform
since the first of the year. We expected their bill about August, if
you want to be optimistic about it, and by that scheduling a tax
reform bill of that dimension would require until December to act on,
if we acted in less than half the time that the House acted.

It never occurred to this Senator that someone was going to insist
that full and comprehensive tax reform be a part of this tax surcharge
measure, which is regarded as being urgent, and I just submit tlie
statement for the record.
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At that particular time the Policy Committee invited me to put it
in the record, which is a conversational courtesy that this Senator
appreciates, and I will just make this available for the record. I will
put it in the record and also for the committee.

(The material referred to follows:)

STATEMENT OF TIE HONORA13LE RUSSELL B. LONG, CirAIRMAN OF THE :SENATE
FINANCE COMMITTEE, BEFORE TIE DEMOCRATIO POLICY COMMITEE

I want to applaud the Democratic Policy Committee for taking time froiii its
important work to discuss the matter of tax reform and I want to report on the
role of the Committee on Finance in this area.

Before giving that report, however, let me state that-except in general
terms-I do not know what will be in the tax reform bill now being drafted in
the House Ways and Means Committee, Certainly, the rules governing tile tax-
exempt foundations are going to be tightened and I am ol)timlstic that a minimum
Income tax will be enacted to do something about the fellow who is lnalloially
able to juggle his Income and deductions in such a way as to avoid paying any
Federal income tax-or )erhaps only it token tax. That sort of exploitation of
the tax law is a direct consequence of wealth. It creates an unfair I)reference In
favor of the man who is fortunate enough to make his money from the ownership
of property us contrasted to people who earn their living with their hands.

Thanks to hard work by peOl)le like Stanley Surrey a minimum tax, which I
have long advocated, is close to enactment in this 91st Congress. It will do
much to bolster taxpayer morale and confidence in our voluntary self-assessment
tax system.

Now, in exploring the role of the Finance Committee in t.x matters I want to
point out that the Senate must operate under a corsitutional infirmity which
reserves to the House of Representatives the power to originate tax measures. We
can't act in the tax area until we have received a bill from the House and then
we can only a lleuld the Ilouse bill.

Thus. if an idea develops in the Senate for :i major tax ehantze the ch:: acvs
are the House is going to get first crack at that suggestion and if It's a good one
they are going to get credit for it. If it's a bad one the Senate is going to get the
blame for not taking it out of the House bill.

The suspension of the investment tax credit in 1966 is a good example of the
first point. I offered an amendment to suspend it in August. ]n Septemlber. the
President submitted a recommendation to Congress that it be suspended. In
October, the House passed a bill to do It, and was widely hailed for easing the
pressures on the money markets and slowing inflation. But the fact remains that
the Impetus for that legislation came from the Senate.

Now. the Internal Revenue Code of If5A and the Revenue Acts of 1942 and
1964 all represent great tax reform efforts.

But in talking about tax reform. we have to understand what we meral. To
some people. tax refon is a process of simplification-getting the law to a state
where common ordinary people aibd businessmen caln read the statutes 'a1d
determine how much tax they owe. Unfortunately. our tax law is too complicated,
and we are always in need of this type of tax reform.

To other people, tax reform is a means of achieving equity between tax payers
with similar Income. Generally, what we mean here is that tax payers in -imilar
lines of business or with similar types of income should pay similar amounts of
tax. Equity can also mean bringing persons with different incomes Into a better
tax paying balanee with each other-relating the tax schedules to ability to pay.
To yet another group, tax reform means additional revenues to the Federal Gov-
ernment-revenues that can be put to work to better the lives of all our citizens.
But, before anyone gets the impression that tax reform invariably means higher
taxes, let me stress that some of the more significant reforms have actually
brought tax reductions, not tax increases. The Investment tax credit in 1962 is
one. The dividend credit in 1954 is another. It was subsequently repealed and the
repeal, too, was viewed as a tax reform. The tax reductions in the Revenue Act
of 1964 totaling more than $13 billion was a major tax reform. And so was the
repeal of most excise taxes in 1965.

Let me make this simple observation about tax reform. Nearly every provi-
sion of the tax law that is the target of today's tax reform was looked on as a tax
reform Itself when it was written into the law. The "reasonable allowance" for
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depletion first granted in 1916 reformed the 1913 law which prevented a recovery
of costs. "DLiswovery value" depletion was a reform when it came along in 1918.
"Percentage depletion" in 1926 was a tax reform in the nature of simplification
of discovery depletion. Now, tax reform of percentage depletion is being discussed
by those who do not understand the minerals industry.

Now the significant point about this is that the first tax reform was in the namue
of equity. So was the 1918 reform. It recognized that what was boeing depleted
was the mineral in the ground. The third tax reform--percentage depletion-
involved tax simplilication. The tax reform now being discussed is raised in the
name of revenue.

Capital gains was a major reform when this liberal tax rule was first enacted
in 1921. It recognized that some income accrues over a period longer than the
taxable year, and it should not be taxed at the high graduated rates generally
applicable to income earned in a single year. Since 1921 a great many features
have been added to the capital gains provision broadening its scope and reducing
the tax onia host of different types of income where some lower rate seemed
apilrolriate. The income averaging rules constituted a tax reform when they
came Into law in but they were not very comprehensive. Congress reformed the
averaging rules again in 111K1 with an overall role which applies all sorts of situa-
tions, except wl're gambling gains are involved. Our efforts since 19064 have
been to disAcourage further enlargement of the capital gain rule, and I might say
we lve been quite successful.

The dividend credit enacted the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 was looked on
as it tax reform responding to the argument that corporation income was subject
to double taxation. Its repeal in 194t was a tax reform move also.

Accelerated depreciation dating from 1954 was a tax reform and the special
rules for recapturing excess accelerated depreciation deductions at ordinary
income rates-with respect to personal property in 1962 and with respect to real
property in l9-i--were also tax reforms. They stopped the conversion of ordinary
Income into tax-favored capital gains.

The investment tax credit was considered a major tax reform by President
Kennedy in 1962 when it was enacted. It was the backbone of the Revenue Act of
that year. Today, in a different climate and with a new set of priorities tax
reform dictates that the investment credit be repealed. I might point out that
once again the imnpetus for its repeal came from the Senate.

In another area it was tax reform motivations which prompted amendments
to foster the development of private charitable foundations. Witness the un-
limited charitable contribution deduction and the tax exemption for these in-
stitutions. Today, tax reform demands that foundations be severely restricted
In their operations and that the unlimited charitable contribution deduction-
a favorite device for avoiding Federal income tax-be repealed.

The system of private pension plans we have in this country developed under
favorable tax amendments specifically designed to encourage employers to
look after the retirement needs of their employees. Indeed social security itself
rests on a tax base. Here tax reform has been adapted to mold and shape a
socially desirable system of pension and retirement benefits, casing the financial
burden on those whose working days are past. Today, the tax purist looks at the
tax benefits associated with pension plans, concludes they are too generous and
calls for reform.

These illustrations demonstrate, I believe, that tax reform is not a phenomenon
of 1968 and 1969. It is a part of the never-ending process of legislating In the
light of changing situations.

While a great deal of attention Is presently focused on the closing of "loop-
holes" I can point to countless provisions of the tax law which prior Congresses
put there to close the loopholes of their time. The personal holding company tax is
one. The wash sale provision which prevents the creation of artificial losses in
securities transactions in another. So are the provisions which deny capital gains
treatment-or prevent the deduction of losses--in the case of sales between
spouses or between a man and his controlled corporation. The tax on Improperly
accelerated surplus of corporations and the provision ignoring the corporate
entity when tax gimmickry is involved are still others.

As a matter of fact one of the principal reasons the tax law Is so complicated
is because we have gone to great lengths to prevent loopholes in the new tax
concessions Congress enacts. A look at the Investment credit provisions with
special recapture rules for early disposition of the property, reduced credits for
short-lived property and for propety acquied by tax favoed organizations, and
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denial of credits for property used outside the United States--all these re-
straints attest to our efforts to close loopholes before they really develop.

Examine the election in Subchapter S for small corporations to have their
Income taxed directly to their shareholders, thus avoiding the corporate income
tax, and you will see the same pattern of concern.

As a matter of fact, we have done such a good job of closing possible loopholes
in new legislation that few of the suggestions for tax reform are aimed at recent
amendments. Most of them are directed at provisions which came into the law
prior to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. And many of them go back to the
period before the depression.

These are the tough ones. As I have already observed most of them were looked
on as desirable tax objectives when they came into the law. For many of them a
strong case can be made that they are still desirable objectives. For instance the
cash method accounting that farmers use dates from an Internal Revenue Ruling
of 1916 designed to simplify tax reporting since most farmers could not under-
stand accrued method accounting. Although we have fewer farmers now than
we had then. and our farmers today are more sophisticated, simplicity of tax
reporting is still a desirable objective. I'd like to offer every taxpayer a simplified
method of reporting his income and paying his tax.

Unfortunately, the extension of capital gains treatment to livestock in 1951,
combined with the favorable accounting rules of 1910, have created a very
generous tax preference that has attracted non-farmers into the farm economy
for tax reasons rather than good business reasons. At the present time there
are at least four separate and different solutions before Congress to modify this
situation in varying degrees and each one of them is heralded as a tax reform.

Now we'll take this farm loss issue and all the suggested solutions in the
Finance Committee and we will study them and come to a decision as to what
we think we should recommend to the Senate. We'll do the same thing with every
other issue involved in tax reform. If we find loopholes in the law I am confident
we will close them, and in the process we will probably also tighten up on a lot
of tax concessions that are not loopholes.

At this point let me offer some comments on the question of timing of a tax
reform bill and then I want to demonstrate why I believe the Finance Committee
is becoming a more dynamic and significant force in the legislative process of
enacting a tax bill.

It is a matter of fact that the Senate acts on major tax legislation in about
one-half the time it takes for the House to prepare a bill and send it to us.
And we are able to do this despite the fact that they act on tax bills under a
closed rule which generally prohibits floor amendments and which usually
limits debate to only four hours. Contrast that with the rule of unlimited debate
under which we operate in the Senate and note that printed amendments to
major tax bills now run over 100-and I mean the substantive amendments that
Senators want to offer from the Floor. It becomes truly amazing that we are
able to act as expeditiously as we do.

Let me relate the time span for consideration of the last three major income
tax bills,--the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 and the Revenue Acts of 1962
and 1964.

We received the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 nine and one-half months
after the House Ways and Means Committee started to work on it. Five months
later the Senate passed the bill and sent it to Conference.

Turning now to the Revenue Act of 1962, we find that the President submitted
his recommendations to Congress in April of 1961. One year later, in April 1962,
the 1)i11 passed the House and came before the Finance Committee. We began
public hearings the same day we got the bill. The hearings lasted 29 days, cov-
ering 5,000 pages of testimony in 12 printed volumes. Despite this lengthy hearing
and the consideration of more than 200 amendments the Senate passed the
1962 Act and sent it to conference in Just four and one-half months--only slightly
more than one-third of the time the bill was under consideration in the House.

The legislative history of the Revenue Act of 1964 reflects the same pattern.
The House worked on it for 10 months before they sent it to the Senate in
September of 1963. Thirty-two days of hearings were held on the bill In the
Finance Committee. Nevertheless, only four months elapsed before the Senate
passed the bill and sent it to conference.

Two significant facts emerge from this examination of the past. First, it takes
longer than a single year to complete the legislative enactment of a major tax bill.
Work on the 1954 Code began in June 1953; the law was enacted in August 1954.
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The Revenue Act of 1962 was initiated in April, 1961, but enactment did not
come until October, 1962. The Revenue Act of 1964 began with President Ken-
nedy's message of January 24, 19U3. It was completed In February, 1964 and I
might say that the assassination of President Kennedy in the fall of 1963 prob-
ably spurred Congress to pass the bill several months sooner than would other-
wise be the cas,. There was a lot of reluctance to cutting individual income
taxes--and revenues-in the face of the budget deficits we were experiencing.

The second fact is that the Senate invariably acts more swiftly on major tax
legisla t ion t ha a lie Ilouse of Rtepresentatives.

Applying I his history to the present situation we observe that the House Ways
and Means Committee has already devoted four nionths to tax reform.

The most optimistic predictions are that they will send us a bill In August-
three niontis away. Assunitig they iaect that schedule and that we begin
hearings in the Finance Committee right after Labor Day (Congress will be
tit recess from A ugust 13 until after Lab r D ay) It would probally lie Decenl,,r
before the Senate passes the bill. Even so it would e a tremendous accomplish-
nent to pass i major tax bill in less than one year.

Now, as I have mentioned. the Committee on Finance and the Senate are ie-
coming more innovative anid effective in Ilie tax legislative processes. For In-
stance, when other approaches had failed, a tax amendment assured the legality
of the merger of tIhe two niajor professional football leagues and fostered the
single player draft, thereby reducing a tremendous financial strain on that in-
dustry. The tax cleck-itff anii,(ltient, by which a taxpayer could direct the use
of $1 of his tax payment for presidential campaign purposes, Is another Illustra-
tion of Senate Innovation In the tax area. Although the tax cheek-off was sus-
pen(led a few months after it was enaeted-and the suspension itself was Senate
motivated-It has focused l ie atte ntiln of the nation oi a problem we tre going
to have to deal with, probal)ly before the next l)rsidential election In 1972.

Indeed the 10 prc' nt tax sandlg tii restraint on Fed(eral spending
in this fiscal year-which has man de possible the first budget surplus In a
good many year.--was enacted as a Senate atnendmient. I wouhll have preferred
a change in the tax ratev. to the surcharge a mmd my own amiendinent to provide
an Increase in the tax rates was at the (desk when the surcharge amendment was
agreed to. The many, nouiiy cottildaints we have had about the surcharge
suggest to me that we would have done better from the standpoint of the public
relations if we had taken the rate Increase route.

In the Revenue Act of 1962 a Senate amendment (which I offered) assured
enactment of the Investment tax credit. It required that the depreciable basis
for the property involved be decreased by the amount of the investment credit
so that there would be no pyrantidiing of tax benefits. A Senate amendment call-
ing for reporting to the tax collector of Interest and dividents payments made
to depositors and shareholders closed off a massive "leakage" in the tax system.
This amendment was offered after It became clear that withholding of tax on
this sort of Income could not be passed.

The tie-breaking vote I cast in the Committee on the question of taxing
foreign Income of United States corporations and their subsidiaries probably
saved those provisions. I cast that vote by telephone from Louisiana after the
case for and against the amendment had been explained to me by Senators
calling from the executive session of the Committee.

In the Revenue Act of 1964 a move in the Finance Committee to substitute an
Increase In the personal exemption for the rate reductions provided by the house
bill was successfully resisted, guaranteeing that American taxpayers wouh(l
realize their first tax reduction since the Korean War.

In another area, one of the important Senate amenminents to the 196-1 Act
deleted a series of Ihous,e provisions whicl would have substantially liberalized
the capital gains treatment for property held longer than three years. This liberal-
ization hadl been linked to a proposal to tax unrealized appreciation in value of
property held at death, but in a last-minute maneuver the House Ways and
Means Committee decided not to change the law with respect to property held at
death. However, It left the provision lowering the capital gains tax In the bill.

We deleted those provisions In the Finance Committee and during the debates
on the bill we demonstrated for the Senate how capital gains have perniltted
many high income individuals to pay Inordinately low taxes. I have observed
that In terms of sheer size capital gains Is the "granddaddy" of all the tax
preferences, and we Just could not justify making capital gains still more
rewarding and we made this attitude stick In conference.
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"More currently, the present move for tax reform really got it. start as a
Senate amendment which we prevailed upon the House to accept, calling on
the Presi(lent to submit recommendations for tax reform to Congress by
December 31, 1968. Those reconiniendations. actually submitted by Treasury
technicians in February of this year are now the backbone of the tax reform
effort underway in the House Ways and Means Committee.

So in a large measure the present tax reform move owes Its momentum to two
significant development,, both of which oeeured in the Senate. First. the enact-
ment of the surtax, which has created a great unrest among taxpayers across the
land, causing a public demand for tax reform. Secondly, was the advance work
on tax reform lone by the Treasury Department in response to the Senate
amendment calling for tax reform suggestions. When the call amine much of
the work was already done.

The CJ,\M. Since that Ci 1e there de-eloped some confion
about that matter, and I had prepared this statement for the close
of this session, lit I tink I will make it now so the press can have it.

Before ending this phase of the hearing on the sirtax bill the ohair-
hlan would like. to make his position on this bill clear if that is I)os-
siI)le. To begin with, I am thoroughly confusedd about whatever it is
that the Demoeratic Policy Committee want.. this committee to do. I
have been a Member of the Senate for more than 20 years and a mem-
her of the Committee on Finance for more than 1G. During those years
I have managed major revenue bills reommended by former Presi-
dents John F. Kennedy and Lvndon B. Johnson. But unfortunately
I bad no such experience with" the present policy of the Teinoeratic
Polie.v Committee because at that time the Democratic Policv Com-
mittee did not seek to provide guidance to the committees and com-
mnittee chairmen alout House reAvenue bills mumcih less lroVide such
guidance before the bills even reach the Senate.

The procedure is completely new to me and therefore I am groping
for an answer just. as the policy committee itself is groping for an
answer to its own policy.

Before this bill came to the Senate the Democratic Policy Committee
asked me to meet with that committee and discuss tax reform sugges-
tions. The Democratic Policy Committee had one expert wit.neo ith
them, a fair, distinguished and able man who is a former high Gov-
ernment official. I was invited back again 2 weeks later without prior
knowledge of the subject to be discussed.

At that meeting the Democratic Policv Committee agreed to a re-
solution as follows, and I simply put it'in the record in the release.
The original text of this resolution used the words "full and eom-
l)rlehensive tax reform instead of "meaningful" as was the published
resolution. It is because I point out to the policy committee that it
could take many months or even years to draft a full and comprehen-
sive tax measure that the word "meaningful" was substituted for "full
and comprehensive" in its resolution.

I explained to the policy committee that tax reform meant different
things to different people. ,.

It was my suggestion that the Committee on Finance should report
whatever bill the committee could agree upon, and Senators could offer
any amendments they chose when the bill reached the floor. It was mv
thought that the Senate would approve those amendments that a
majority of Senators favored and voted down those amendments which
a majority of the Senators did not favor. We have proceeded that way
with revenue bills for the 20 years that I have served here. This is
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an important measure that has been a major concern to the President
of the United States and the Secretary of the Treasury. Both of them
have expressed fear of the utter chaos that could descend upon this
Nation if this bill, which is the only administration measure at this
point seeking to maintain a stable, economic and fiscal condition in
our land, fails to be enacted.

Their concern has been shared by public expression of every living
ex-Secretary of the Treasury including such men as Joe Barr, Henry
Fowler, Douglas Dillon, Bob Anderson, George Humphreys and John
Snyder. All of these financial leaders have deplored the present situa-
tion which jeopardizes the ability of the Federal Government to pay
its debts currently. They deplore the plight of the President and they
deplore the plight of the Nation if this bill should fail.

It would be of the utmost concern to all of them and to the Presi-
dent if the present surtax should not be expeditiously extended. There-
fore as chairman of this committee, I undertook to set a schedule
which would bring this bill before the Senate prior to the expiration
date set by law, July 31.

That is the basis upon which this committee is proceeding. Now it
has been suggested that two bills should be reported by the Committee
on Finance before the first bill is considered. That came as a surprise
to me when it was first suggested as it surprised Senator Muskie, who
is a member of the policy committee. His remarks on the floor yester-
day as quoted correctly in the Record suggested that he thought the
two-bill approach was contrary to the resolution of the Democratic
Policy Committee.

Fortunately for us the task today is simple. We will conclude the
hearing of the public witness testifying on the suspension of the in-
vestment tax credit. Our hope that we can hear Senators next week
who desire to testify on the tax reform proposal that they plan to
offer to this bill, and then I will seek to obtain for the benefit of the
committee further guidance, after which the committee can then de-
cide if it wishes to hear further testimony or commence voting.

As chairman of the committee, I regret that there has been a mis-
understanding of how I intended to proceed with this bill. It was my
intention to satisfy the view of the President, the Secretary of the
Treasury, as well as the Democratic Policy Committee, by promptly
reporting to the Senate a bill which would improve upon the House-
passed measure and add some significant tax reform in addition to
that which is already in the House bill.

I might say that I have often been advised by a President or Sec-
retary of the Treasury or even by my majority leader that a bill was
important or that it had something in it that should not be there, or
that it lacked a feature which should be in it. That is nothing new
to me.

If I had not accepted the guidance of the Democratic Policy Com-
mittee I would have known what to do with this bill. Major rev-
enue measures are no novelty to the Committee on Finance. I do not
presume to speak for the Democrats on this committee, nor do I pre-
sume to speak for the Republicans, except as they authorize me to
speak for them. But in proceeding with the consideration of the sur-
tax bill I am not unmindful of the major tax reform measure being
readied for House action by the Committee on Ways and Means of
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the Hfouse. T['at ('Olhit-t4'e lizis (U4iolite( itscdf to ta1x re'forml and( thli
Pl1t'i deut and1( fli St'wtat-3 iiyof tim rm'C~~iury iii v(. ('01111itte~d tiie ad -
Inin ist-tit-ionl to tax reform11.

',me Sito itself is grippedt with tax reform fever, butt. thi& pi't(\'Zsialg
lblilio flow is to ma itittlin timo fiseal i i'litrh of 011wi Fixieral (4,ov-
eruiiotit tund t'o give, Ow Peresident. the tools tliait lie novds to cotita in

As ('hiairtifll of the Coiitiitttv onl 14i iiilI6, it. is miy puilrp)so to t ry
to bring nit of good will together so thait the,~ duAtL p'als of li.Sveal
pfl ivy an,1d tax rl'etl't f-an bo achieved ini the best. jint ersts of the Na -
tion.A t thought that, was, also theo pitrposo of the 1 euioerat.ie P~olicy
('olmmitt(4.

('['ie w~ release follows:)

committeese' (in rt mm n-e ass rt'lt'se, .1u~ iat) , i 9411)

CON S 1II IaON Ofta a SUw'AX BY TatlE SEaN AlT1

lleft re emli Ig 1itis 1)0t' of hen rings onin it( sut ax ill, the ChianIranii would

Amflatioituighly conuisedt tibotit mWhn ttetr It: Is that f(Ili- e m'iocral Volle'1 iy Coln-
taut tee Willits tills t'oaaatilit ee to (te. I halinc'el i~ti a Iaeaabel. of the Ictillite fo'r an1ore
Ot~h 20. yea rs and it ineiaber of' t he ComitIttee onl intiniie for nmore t hain il6.
P urlaag those yea rs I la y inn anged major revenueo bills reconiaentied by fornu'r
Presidents, Johnla V. Kvienney 11114l Lynidona It. ol o.

l111t: littforiia I Mly. I 11114 nio such exim~rieatce Nvili tile pre'sentplc of file
Dvetioea'n ti1c Policy Coatiftitlo t b.leva use at flint, tilae the I )caocrittic Poliey Comn-
nilf1-tee tid niot s~eek to priadle gutailat'e to Coaiaiilt ei's and ao mm o itttee ("fll rtu
about H luse reveanaeo bill s muc1h0 less pirovidie suich guido tace even before' the bills
remched tile Seta t'. 'I'ii paroced ure Is compaleat ely niew to4 iea a11 l 11 t laa'tei'ore. 1 (Ia 11t
aulyst'if groplintg for fill ii aasweri Just. a1s (lie P'olley ColliittV 11eeISelf 1i4 9gro)[1lng fol'
fili II nSWa'r to its ()Wil 15)1 ic.

Before tilits bill eite () tlie .14vaate, Ih ta'Deatocrate Pclol icy omitnt t' retiuestedl
til'o to 1ate1l wIiii tiht oat oltt t ec anl d isviss tax reforma suggest loaas. rThe D eaao-
catic I ol icy Coanl it t't'4 had oine' vxls'rt %%-lilt (ban a fair, (list itguiliti ain ale
manil who Is it frimier high governimaeint tltil i. I witis hay lied bnt'k aaga hi two weeks
litter N itlout any1 prior' kiowlt'dga' of' thle suibjectt to lie disciasseil1. At fhl. niatd lg
(lit' ianoeraitle Policy Cetuatittet' agreed to a resolut Iion its follows:

NN'tiereas. the So'iiate ttl tJoiiy PolleIy Cotaiati ittee. hafvintg 1a110 anda ctliiaslle
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to different. iietmlt'. Ift Wits anly siaggestil that tile Commaaittee' oil PFlttiai('t shli~ll
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aitt.iorif V of (t'e Setattt tdat not favor. Wa' hlive titoceaded thaltt wayi3 Witlli rt'vaae
billIs for tile t \N'etty years Iflitit. I hinvet ser'vtet heret.

Thkm~ itmportanut tuiut' lit,, lit't'n it major eotiet' to the Presitdent of theo
I t'dm Sttate fill(ta to flit' Seei'ettl ty of the, TIrtetsury. Biofth ol f latau ha "a', ex-

lirtssvdt rtear of the ulttr cltais tit clld tleseeid 11110aa this'. nlationl, If this 11111--
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which Is the only Adtlnistration measure it this polnt seeking to minalin a
stItble.1 eeottotitie a lisCal condition In our land.- -should fail to 1w' euntd.

TheIr neern has lsW'en shared by public expression of every living ex-Secretary
of thie Trasury, Including suteh men its Joe Barr. llen ,y Fowler, )ouglas Dillon.
Iloh Anderson,l George lHumphrey id ,lolm Snyder. All or these tiuancial lenders
have deplored t he present sit ntion which Jeopardizes the ability of the Federal
government to pnty its debts currently. They deplore ili light of ihe president
itutd they deplore the plight of tile lntioll if this bill should full. It wotllil be of
likte ill ltist tolecril to till of 1i1teI anid to the Preshdellt If tile 1iresvill t illx shtul
1lot be expeditiously extended. Therefore. its iChiirnmin of this ('omniltttee, I tder'-
iook to sot t selledlle which wouli bring this bill before the Semite prior to the
expiration datte set, by law--July 3 . That. is tile basis Up1oll which this Coimlit-
Ice Is proceeding.

Now, it lus bee'ii suggestdtl that two bills should Is, rel)rtetd by tilt Coniltte
oill Finimiee before tilt Iirst. bill Is cotnshhvred. That Qtmlile its at urhriso to file when
it wits first. stuggestil, Juls{ its it surprised Semiator Miiskie who w'ts it tiit'lvieir of
ile 1'oli1'y C olmItkl tte. Ills remarks oil the Floor yeste'd:ty siggested t ht le felt
tlt Iwo i11,; lliprouch \VitS cottltrry to tilth resolution of the I teltocratlcv Policy
Commnit tee.

lort tit nt ely for us, t he task today s 1iitllle--\we will now comiclude tit, eell rilg
of the public witllesses testifyilg oil the SUlinsitt of I lite in1VetmSenlt tX credit
I \vOt hI IuIVV. that We Cii hetir Smllkltol's ltvxt I 'v il who desire t fest Iy oil lhe
tatx reform proposals they pIlnII to offer to tills Ill. Thel I will seek to obtain
for t(liet Cotlihittee the beIneilt of further gulhhnce, afttr wIvth the C(onittliet'
cilt lie t'cidte if' it wislies to liell r 1,1t11m" etestimnlloy or comillellev Vollg.

As 'hul irinua of this Conuinlt tee I regret that thore luts beell a InIsuntderst uid-
lng ot' how I hitin l to liroeeed with tilts bill. It ws tly hitct ion to -Itisfy t he
views of the l'residint, Secrtary of lilt Treasury is vell us tile 1D),ilovriit.
Policy Comuiltte, by l)rollptly reporting to the Sete a 1 bill vhich would lilt-
prove u1pon0 tlte IHouste-iiissetd nt tir ad add sorite nieltlulgfutl tax reform lit
addition to that which Is already In the Ilouse bill.

I tiight say that 1 have often ben adv ised by a President or ii Secretary (if
tit, Treasury or evetl by my NI t ItrUt Lader thlt a bill was Import an t or fint if
ad sotueth ig In it that should not be there or thit it lacked a fetailre whih

sholinihl lie in it. That Is nothing iew to lilt'. if I haid not received tilt' guldullltic,
of the hinocrahti Policy Colmittee I would have known whlt to to with this
bill. Mujor revenue Ineasures re iio tiovilty to tilt, ('olmilltittc oil I"llimicc.

I do tit. preusune to speu k for the Detocrutrs oil this 'omlliet Ior do I pre-
squne to sielik for the hIeptblleaIns exept Its te.a itt horize me to sla k for themi.
Biht li lroceeding with the consider tin of tlile surtax bill I lint not unni indfuil of
tile iijor tax reform Ineasutre being readied for Hotse actiont by lie collillittee
oil Wakys id. Menni. That Conilith t,ee has dilt'llittl Itself to titx reform aiid li e
President and tie Secritary of the 'Preasury has coliltted lilt Adlitilstria thi to
tax reform. Tie Senite Itself Is gripped with tax refirmt fever.

But tile pressing lsiniess viow is to mltitiln tite tist-al integrity of tie Fedil
govermlntent; and, give tht l'resldet tht tools lie stys li, leed to cot-itall
itilln t ionl.

As Chalrttittmn of the Committee on Fililmit'e It is iiy lpurpo e to try and briltlg lilti
of good will together so that the dual goals of fiscal policy Iind tax reform t':i i be
achieved In the best interest. of the 11ation. I thought th1t wht s allso the puirposre of
lite resolution of the 1)etuocratic Policy Cormhiiittee.

Senhatol' WIILIAMS. Mr. (' i1ti1111a 1, e wih \i o ha1 tNl pe't'.int

li l i i i ,e ", i t o h h 1a i l t f il l fi s a l i n t e g r i t y o f th e " Gn

J thinkl that ill doing t hi it reuIllres otir Ii'jllce ( ('ommnittvt, which has
jurisdi etion ovetr these reveiltl-poduving tnell ires, to ae ill a t slon-
sihle 111annr. [ r'espt'et the 1 )emoeratie policy committee an1 lie
l)Ositlhi it. holds, it. I most rosl)ect fully suggest th1at t he I)enolmrat i'
poli y (onnittee hretotor has i0evr taken lhe it, jrisdit.ion of i lite
Filnanle , (Co nlit.tee, and i 11 mtmebr of t lie cotmlitvteo, I think t01t, ve
should set. our owh schedule.

I pol-o(illly am, very strongly in favor. oI' a m, an ingfill tax r, fotni.
1 do thinly it. is hllportlat "o remove the unee'rtait-y that, is ill

:1 -701--09.
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the financial community as to what this Congress will or will not do
toward extending the surcharge, and if so at what rate, what we will
or will not do in connection with repeal of the investment credit, and
if we do repeal it the effective date and what exemptions if any would
be contained in the bill. I think that these are major questions which
should be answered in fairness to the financial community, to the coun-
try, and, in the interests of orderly procedure I would suggest that we
should call the committee together in executive session Tl thursday, and
,that the committee itself decide if we want to proceed and report this
bill out, and then can proceed , that we can hold hearings on the major
tax reforms next week. I think that is a proper procedure. And if the
Democratic policy committee wishes to testify, I certainly would be
delighted to hear their testimony. I would even accept an invitation
to go before them and enlioahten them if they need some enlightenment,
or i f they really want to tfie over the jurisdiction of collection reform
I would not raise objection if they want to hold hearings of their own.
I woull most respectfully sugges, that we, having completed the hear-
ings on this phase of our bill, this bill, have an executive session Thurs-
day in order that we can proceed to whatever action the committee
decides.

The CITAIRMAN. Senator Miller?
Senator MI~l. Mr. Chairman, may I say that I thoroughly endorse

the observations and the priorities that the chairman has set forth in
his statement. I am troubled, however, by what occurred yesterday.
Tlhe Senator will remember, because he was on the floor at the time,
that the junior Senator from Montana filed an amendment indicatiir
that he wanted to be sure that this was going to be heard, and I poilte
out that I had previously filed a, bill which covered about the same
subject.

I have some other ideas in mind too for tax reform.
I -personally do not think that I ought to offer them to this tax

surcharge continuation bill, because I think as the Senator from Dela-
ware has said that fiscal policy should take priority. But in order to
meet the chairman's requirements, I am wondering if I file a bill on
a tax reform matter, if I could appear before the committee, or file a
statement at least in support of that, so that if the time comes when the
committee is taking up this surcharge bill, and it is decided to start
tae kiin ol some of these reform proposals, I will be protected in my
position, with the understanding that I will do so only if it seems to b0
the wisdom of the committee to start making a Christmas tree bill
out of this tax surcharge bill, and with the understanding further that
I personally prefer to wait for the House package to come over, and
)ut my amendment on at that time. Would that be agreeable with

the chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. If I may I would suggest that the Senator from

Iowa withhold that at the moment, and after the meeting on Thursday
I think we would then be in a better position, and he certainly would
not lose his position.

Senator MILLER. As I understood it, the chairman wanted to have
these amendments filed-

Senator WILLIAMs. By Friday. We would hold hearings on those
next week.
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0he CHAIRMAN. May I say to the Senator that the bill is not going
to be scheduled anyway, I do not see any particular point in asking
you to have your ainendment printed by'Friday, Senator.

Senator MILLER. So we can wait for the executive committee meet-
ing. And at that time I may file my proposals as an amendment to this
bill, or maybe as a separate bill which could be called up as an
amendment.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator, I would like to ask that committee-par-
ticularly if those on the Republican side of the aisle accord me the
)rivilege if I think it is desirable of inviting the Democratic Policy
Committee to meet with us-so that each group can converse with the
other, because there has been some difficulty in communication here.
I thought they meant one thing and some of them think they meant
one thing and some think they meant something else, and I would
think that it might be desirable, and if they want to, we would be happy
to i tet with them. If they want to instruct the committee what we
should do I think it would1)e well if they instruct the full committee,
because it might be necessary to get some Republican votes to report
this bill. And then after we discuss the matter, and each has a chance
to understand the other one, perhaps we can arrive at a judgment on
procedure or on whether we want to proceed with the bill further at
all, and perhaps get on with some other pressing matters. But if weare not going to act, and the bill will not be scheduled or considered

until the House finishes action on a bill that is still over there, I think
vou will find that a lot of things in that bill that industry would like
to be heard on, then I do not know why we must proceed with such
haste and thinking that there is something of an emergency about the
bill we have before us.

Senat)or WILLIAMtS. Mr. Chairman, that is the reason I suggested
yesterday that we run this in two packages., because recognizing that
every Member of the Senate has his own views as to what constitutes
reform, and it is going to entail some hearings, and I think that that
could be done, in an orderly process, and those amendments relating
to reform such as that can be put in a separate package. That is the
reason that I was requesting that we have this executive session, and
see if we cannot proceed. I have no objection to the Democratic Policy
Committee sitting in if they want to advise. Frankly I might hear
something and who knows they may make some contribution.

The CuAMMAN. We will then hear the remainder of our witnesses
this afternoon, and I will schedule a meeting at 10 o'clock on Thurs-
day to discuss procedure on this revenue bill.

We will meet here at 2:30.
(Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m. the committee recessed, to reconvene

at 2:30 p.m. on the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator ANDERSON. Mr. Harry Poth.

STATEMENT OF HARRY A. POTH, JR., REPRESENTING THE
ARIZONA PUBLIC SERVICE CO., PHOENIX, ARIZ.

Mr. PoTH. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I thini I can be very brief and cut this down to about

3 or 4 minutes. I do not have a prepared statement as such, but I would
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be happy to submit at rewrite or my manuscript to the committee if
that would be helpful later on.

Senator ANDERSON. Thank you.
Mr. PoRii. My name is Harry A. Poth, Jr. I am at partner in the

law firm of Reid & Priest, 2 Rector Street, New York, N.Y.
I am here today on behalf of Arizona Public Sorvice Co., Phoenix,

Ariz.; Minnesota Power & Light Co., Duluth, Minl., and Tucson (iNs
& Electric Co., Tucson, Ariz., to concur in and support the statement
made this morning by Mr. Herbert Colin on behalf of the Edison E, lec-
trict Institute and its member companies.
We also wish to concur in the recommendations for modifications of

the bill made l)y Mr. Cohn. Additionally, I would also like 1o take a,
few minutes of th cIommittee's time to illustrate, by means of a simple,
factual example, time ine(luital)le effect of the proposed p1ha.)uit pro-
visions of section 49 (d) of the bill II.R. 12290 up)n the electric titility
industry.

To illustrate, Minnesota Power & Light Co. has oii order tim alit ion
of a 350-megawatt unit to its Boswell steam electric generating station.
'This unit,, estimated to cost $52 million, is scheduled to go into coin-
mercial operation in May 1973.

I have not had ti te tilie. to ascertain whether all, am I emplmasiz(e all,
the (XIilment. for this unit wa's under l)illding colitract., in the words
of tIe bill, prior to Alil 19, 1969.
But. I (o know that one of the most, important items, the 350-mega-

watt. turbine, was committed as early as ,January 1967, underscoring
tihe serious leadtime problem existing in the electric utility indust-ry
among others.

In fact., I understand that leadtime, and that is exclusive of the
preconmitment studies and planning, is now running 4-5 ye.'4Ps on
conventional thermal plants, and possibly as much as 6-7 year in the
case of nuclear plants.

Under the present tax law, Minnesota Power & Light Co. would be
entitled to an investment tax credit of 7 percent on three-sevenths of
the tangible personal prol)erty included in this additional unit.

If one applies, however, the formula appearing at page 21 of the
report. of the House Ways and Means Committee (Iated ,huie 20, 1969,
the scaledown of one-tentth of 1 percenta re point a month, un(ler the
llmseout provisions of section 49(d), iJeginning in January 1971,
would reduce the tax credit to 4.1 percent, this again, of course'is onlyon three-sevenths of the qualifying l)roperty, by May of 1973, wheel,
as I have said. the facilities are first devote d to public service.

Arithmetically, this is a. reduction of approximately 42 percent in
the investment tax credit available to Mtinesota, wlich, of course,
would onV he in the taxable year 1973.

If the p)ssibility of such a (IifI'erential had been known in late 19(;6.
when the decision" to build Boswell No. 3 was taken, a different. con-
clusion might very well have been reached ms to the construction of
this lmrticular unit at. this time.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I think I have made my state-

meit within the" allotted time.
Senator ANDERSON. Thank you very much. You have (lone a file job.
Mr. l o','. 1 hanic you very 1mch.
Senator ANDtaSON. Thank you.
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Mr. Randolph?
Will you proceed, sir.

'STATEMENT OF JOHN M. RANDOLPH, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,
RANDOLPH COMPUTER CORP., IN BEHALF OF COMPUTER LESSORS
ASSOCIATION, INC.

Mr. RANDOLPH. I am John M. Randolph. I am chairman of the
board of directors and president of Randolph Computer Corp. I aill
appearing today before your distinguished committee on behalf of
the Computer Lessors Association, Inc., in connection with section
4(b) of H.R. 12290, which places a new limitation on the amount of
investment credit carryovers which a taxpayer may utilize in any
taxable year after 1968.

The Computer Lessors Association, Inc. is a trade association comi-
prised of nine of the largest. independent computer leasing coipalsits.
The total cost of the computer equipment l)resently owned by the
members of our association is approximately $1 billion.

The effect of the proposed limitation on the use of investment credit
carryovers on the members of our association will be to deprive them
of more than $3 million of investment credit on equipment already in
use. Moreover, this proposed limitation. will defer, for periods ranging
from 1 to 4 years, the use by membe-rs of our association of at least
an additional $10 million of investment credit on equipment already
in use. The availability of these tax credits and the )rojectionis as to
the timing of their use were central considerations in the decision to
acquire equipment and in the determination of financing terms and
rental schedules.

Tie forfeiture of more than $3 million of investment credit and
the long-term deferral of the use of more than $10 million of invest-
meat credit is not necessary to accomplish the objectives of section
4 (b) of the House bill.

The House committee report states that the purpose of this limita-
tion on the use of investment credit carryovers is to produce a revenue
gain and economic restraint in fiscal 1970. We have no argument with
that whatsoever.

It would be possible to fulfill that purpose by applying the limita-
tion in the House bill only to taxable years beginning before Jamii-
ary 1, 1971. It is not necessary to continue this limitation to 1971 and
thereafter.

In any event, there is no justification for, or purpose served by, apply-
ing the limitation in the House bill in a manner which allows for a fr-
feiture of the investment credit on equipment already in use.

Failure to amend the House bill to alleviate these unnecessary hard-
ships will place into question the reliability of any business planning
which is based upon the use of the carryover of tax benefits.

During the rapid expansion of the utse by American business of com-
puters and related equipment over the past several years, the traditional
means of acquiring the use of computer equipment was to order it di-
rectly from the manufacturer under a contract of lease, which would
laterbe converted into a purchase order.

Subsequently, the user would either lease the coml)uter from the
manufacturer or transfer the right to receive such property to a leas-
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ing company, which would purchase the equipment from the manufac-
turer and lease it back to the user. In certain other instances, the user
originally leased the computer from the manufacturer, and after the
computer had been in use for some time, it was purchased by a leasing
company which leased it back to the user.

The leases written by the leasing companies on new computer equip-
ment have generally been for terms of between 1 and 5 years, with a
2-year basic term being the most common type of lease.

These leases often contain renewal options. Despite the activity of the
independent leasing companies, the great bulk of computer equipment
in use today is owned by the computer manufacturers and leased by
them to the users.

During the past several years, computer equipment costing over $1
billion has been acquired by leasing companies and has been leased in
the manner indicated above. Under existing law, the leasing companies
are entitled to an investment credit with respect to a sigiiilcant portion
of this equipment. The availability of the investment credit and the,
continued application of the carryover limitations of existing law were
crucial considerations in the decision to acquire the equipment. Rental
schedules and financing arrangements in connection with this computer
equipment were predicted upon the assumption that the investment
credit would continue to be available and that limitations on the use of
the credit as a carryover would remain unchanged.

If these rules are changed in midstream, as would be true if H.R.
12290 is enacted, it would be impossible for the leasing companies to
increase rentals to compensate for the loss of the anticipated invest-
nient credit.

Many of the leasing companies have relied upon the carryover pro-
visions of present law as the only mechanism by which they will be
able to use their investment credit. The law now provides that the in-
vestment credit may be carried forward for 7 years and may be used
during such period as a credit against up to 50 percent of the leasing
companies' Federal income tax liabilities.

The leasing companies are, in general, only a few years old. Be-
cause the leases which they have written generally result in their
suffering tax losses during the early years of the life of an item of
equipment, a number of them have not generated taxable income to
date. These companies are able to utilize the benefit of the investment
credit only after their leases have reached the so-called "turn-aroind
point" and begin to generate taxable income against which the credit
can be applied.

Under present projections, substantially the full amount of invest-
ment credit carryover would be utilized within the 7-year carryover
period provided by present law.

The provisions of the House bill unfairly deprive the computer
leasing companies and I might add many other corporations of in-
vestment credit carryovers which they expected would be available.
The House bill relating to carryovers of unused investment credits
goes beyond what is necessary to achieve the desired revemie gain and
economic restraint for the fiscal year 1970. Indeed, as applied to com-
puter leasing the limitation on the use of carryovers represents need-
less "overkill."
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The stated objectives of the carryover provision of the House bill,
will be fully achieved if the limitation now contained in section 4(b)
of H.R. 12290 is amended to apply only to taxable years beginning
prior to January 1, 1971. Un&r this suggestion, present law with
prior to January 1, 1971. Under this suggestion, present law with
and after January 1,1971.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you and the committee for this
opportunity to express the views of the Computer Lessors Association,
Inc. on H.R. 12290. Thank you.

Senator ANDERSON. Thank you very much.
Mr. John W. Scott, master of the National Grange.

STATEMENT OF JOHN W. SCOTT, MASTER OF THE NATIONAL
GRANGE

Mr. Sco'rr. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: I am John
W. Scott, master of the National Grange, with offices at 1616 H Street,

VW., Washington, D.C.
The Grange is a farm and rural -urban conmiunity and family or-

ganization, with over 600,000 members, located in 7,000 communities
in 40 of our 50 States. As such, we have a wide range of membership
interest; therefore, our legislative activities are not limited to agri-
culture, but cover the complete gamut of governmental functions.

The importance of taxation and fiscal policy of the Federal Govern-
ment tothe National Grange is emphasized by the fact that at each
annual session of the National Grange a committee considers resolu-
tions from the 38 State Granges, pertaining to taxes and fiscal policy.
This committee, in turn, reports its findings to the delegate body for
action. The deliberations and debate by the delegates that follows
formulates National Grange taxation and fiscal policy.

SURTAX

The National Grange saw the need for imposing a surtax as early
as 1967 to slowdown the rapidly rising inflation that was eating away
at the small economic gains we in agriculture had been able to make
for the American farmer.

At the 101st Annual Session of the National Grange, held in Syra-
cuse, N.Y., in November of 1967, the delegate body adopted the follow-
ing statement:

If the sum total of the lessons and teachings of the Grange were summarized
Into one word-that word would undoubtedly be responsibility. As this Commit-
tee has considered the various resolutions and testimonies presented to it, it las
endeavored to exercise a high sense of purpose and responsibility. Fiscal respon-
sibility, in this year 1967, is a subject requiring soul-searching decisions on diffi-
cult matters.

Recognizing that the Taxation and Fiscal policy of the Federal Government
has a direct and important impact on the economy of the nation and affects all
citizens, it is essential that these policies be sound and in keeping with the obliga-
tions of the various units of government and the services rendered by the respec-
tive units of government. The tax structure should be so constituted as to fall as
equally as possible on all individuals and all segments of the economy according
to the income and resources of each.

No individual or industry should enjoy unduly favorable or unreasonable ad-
vantages nor should any industry or individual be penalized by unfair tax levies
or regulations. It is generally recognized that deficit financing at the federal level
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is a prime cause of inflation and jeopardizes the ability of state and local govern-
ments to meet the needs of their areas in the future. We, therefore, reaffirm our
position favoring a balanced federal budget at the earliest possible time.

We urge the Congress to review the budget with the purpose of reducing the
budget deficit by eliminating or modifying programs not absolutely essential to
the economy and immediate welfare of the nation. If budget reductions thus
effected are not sufficient to relieve the inflationary pressures now threatening the
welfare of the nation and its citizens, then we favor a surtax levy to decrease the
pressures that would result in high Interest rates, serious and damaging inflation
and the necessity for wage and price controls. Unless this combination is imple-
mented, or a surtax on revenue measure of greater proportions is levied, we face
the certainty of high Interest rates, serious and damaging inflation and the
necessity of wage and price controls. The story of rising costs of interest does not
stop with government; for if government pays more, this excessive interest cost
extends to every citizen and every segment of the economy. The alternative of
wage and price controls is not consistent with our free enterprise system and a
growing and expanding economy.

Herschel D. Newsom, in his final address to the delegate body in
November of 1968, before assuming his new duities with the U.S.
Tariff Commission, charged the delegates with the following:

The historic position of the National Grange, calling for a tax policy predicated
upon meeting the financial requirements of the federal government as those re-
quirements are determined by the Congress--without adding significantly to
the pressure of the federal government in the money markets of the United
States-dictated our policy of asking two years ago for increased federal income
taxes.

Failure to achieve this objective, until just a few months ago, resulted in the
federal government going into the money markets and generated other factors
that resulted in significant increases in the price and wage spiral-OUTSIDE
OF AGRICULTURE. All of these factors, of course, gave to America a climbing
consumer price index. But it gave to American agriculture the double problems
of rising costs from non-agricultural prices and wage increases, but a rising inter-
est rate structure on the necessary capital to finance our agricultural operation.

Let none escape recognition of the significance that farmers and rural Ameri-
cans are seriously devoid of the ability which many other segments of our econ-
omy have of passing along the results of wage and price increases in their own
operation. Farmers, almost alone in our American economy, are not capable
of contributing to the consumer price index upward trend mentioned above. Nor
was there any available mechanism by which we could pass along the increased
costs in our operation from rising interest rates-which, in themselves, were
generated by the imbalanced budget which forced the federal government to be-
come a major competitor in the money markets of the country, thus running up
interest rates on the very essential capital requirements of American agricul-
ture to meet its deficit operation.

In fact, the tax increase came so late that many authorities in the field of
taxation and fiscal policy had become apprehensive, lest a tax increase at such a
late date might do a great deal more than just simply "bring the inflationary
trends under control."

There is apparently increasingly widespread agreement that-until such time
as we are able substantially to reduce our defense requirements and reduce the
level of total expenditures of the federal government-the current level of taxa-
tion should be maintained; and that probably the only realistic prospect of main-
taining fiscal responsibility under current overall budgetary requirements, is to
extend the exising surtax now scheduled to expire next June 30th.

It is apparently rather well agreed that the surtax increase has scarcely been
in effect long enough to make any clear determination of its real effect and value
In terms of inflation control or increasing stability of the United States dollar.
Let us, however, be clear and unequivocable that a major objective of a national
taxation and fiscal policy must be a sort of fiscal responsibility that is predi-
cated upon sound value of the dollar and a favorable trade balance that will,
in large measure, offset our essential off-shore military or other expenditures.
Major consideration in this connection must be given to holding any federal
budgetary deficit to a minimum.
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To fall short of this objective is to increase, rather than to diminish, our
problems and responsibilities in other essential fields of Grange policy and
objectives.

In reaction to the national master's remarks and to resolutions that
were directed to the taxation and fiscal policy committee, the delegate
body adopted the following resolutions at the 102d annual session,
held in Peoria, Ill., in November 1968:

INCOME TAX EXEMPTION

RESOLVED, that as it becomes apparent that reductions in revenues received
from Federal income taxes may be justified by reason of reductions in expendi-
tures, the means employed in achieving -uch reductions should include: First,
elimination of the recently enacted income tax surtax; and, second, a substan-
tial increase in the personal exemption of individual taxpayers for themselves
and their dependents.

BALANCED BuDoET

RESOLVED, that the National Grange (1) approves, as being an appropriate
measure designed to balance the Federal budget, the recent action of the Con-
gress levying a 10-percent income tax surtax, but at the same time requiring a
cut in Federal expenditures: and (2) urges the Congress to take such other
steps as may be feasible to retain the purchasing power of the dollar by elinii-
nating deficit spending wherever possible.

The National Grange, in keeping with its long history of supporting
fiscal responsibility, urges this committee, without further delay, to
report to the Senate, legislation that will extend the 10-percent surtax
until December 31, 1969, and then at 5 percent until June 30, 1970.

In recent weeks we have heard and observed in the press that an
effort will be made to hold back on the surtax extension until major tax
reforms are added to the tax measure. The National Grange, although
strongly in favor of major tax reforms, cannot see the necesity of
such action. We believe it to be the responsibility of Congress to make
it known to the Nation and to the world financial interests that the
United States is willing to take the necessary economic steps to curb
the rapidly increasing inflationary trends that are galloping across
our land.

It is our firm conviction that there is in the country enough support
for major tax reforms that this Congress can pass such legislation
before the August recess without further delay of the surtax extension.
For if this administration and more importantly this Congress, is
serious about more equity in our Internal Revenue Tax Code, you will
not only have agriculture's support, but the support of Mr. and Mrs.
Average Taxpayer, as they are insisting upon major tax reforms.
They are tired of carrying a disproportionate share of the tax load.
Therefore, they will demand such legislation and holding back the
surtax extension is not necessary to obtain the stated goals on major
tax reforms.

EXCISE TAX

The National Grange once again, in keeping with its history of
fiscal responsibility, supports the continuation of the 7-percent excise
tax on passenger cars and the 10-percent excise tax on communications
services.

We appreciate the fact that these taxes were levied during wartime
as emergency measures to help pay for the extra cost of national de-
fense and were to be removed after the emergency had passed. Since
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that time we have found ourselves in one emergency after another,
either at home or abroad, which has continued the heavy demand
upon the Federal Treasury and hence Congress has found it necessary
to continue the excise taxes to meet our military and domestic obliga-
tions.

Each year the delegate body of the National Grange supports the
continuation of the excise tax, asking that it be repealed when the
budget is balanced and our national security is no longer in danger.

TAX REFORMS

We are committed to a comprehensive revision and reform in the
income tax structure and agree with many members of this committee
and other Members of Congress that this is the year the tax overhaul
should and must take place.

The National Grange has been urging Congress since 1963 to under-
take such a study and revision of the Federal tax structure, when the
delegate body adopted the following resolution:

INCOME TAX REFORMS

The Grange is cognizant of inequities and defects In the present income tax
structure, some of which tend to retard growth, invite recessions, adversely
affect employment, and destroy incentives for ftll operation of the private enter-
prise system. The Grange, therefore, should urge the Congress to undertake a
comprehensive revision and reform of the income tax structure.

FNE -PERCENT INVESTMENT CREDIT

The National Grange is strongly opposed to the outright repeal of
the 7-percent investment credit for American agriculture.

Farmers should have a medal for what they have done in fighting the
disease of inflation that racks the country. Instead, we have to stay
alert or we will be clobbered from the back side by the inflation "cures".

The whole idea of the 7-percent investment credit when it was
sl)awned a few years back was to encourage, businesses to keep their
machinery up to date so that industry remains productive and can
com pete with imports.

Now tax reformers want to do away with investment credit. They
sav it's inflationary-raising demand and causing higher prices.
"In our judgment, just the opposite can be argued. Since investment

credit increases productivity and the supply of goods, it tends to lower
consumer prices. This allows us to compete better with imports and
strengthen our currency. In addition, and this is our-primary interest in
opposing accross-the-board repeal, small businesses and farmers need
investment credit so that they can compete with big businesses, which
have easier access to capital. These arguments all have merit, but we
will not take the committees' time to develop them further at this time.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLICATIONS OF INFLATION

In recent years, inflation has increased farm costs more than it
has expanded gross incomes. Inflation is being felt more keenly because
production expenses are a higher proportion of gross income than ever
before. Before the mid 1950's, production expenses typically repre-
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scented 50 to 60 percent of gross farm income. Today, 70 percent or so
is common. In addition, farm families are buying more of their family
living items rather than producing for home consumption.

Farm wage rates have increased some 60 percent in the past decade
and should continue to climb rapidly in the next few years. Increased
Industrial wages and greater organizational activity by farm workers
almost guarantees strong upward pressure on wagers even if general
inflation is slowed markedly.

Prices on family living items for farm families have increased about
20 percent in the past decade and prices on items used for farm produc-
tion are up about 15 percent. However, trends are mixed for specific
items. Prices on farm produced inputs such as feed and feeder livestock
do not, closely follow general price levels. Prices on many, but not all,
nonfarm produced items do follow other prices closely. Prices of farm
machinery increased about. 30 percent, while prices of tractors, trucks
and autos increased about 25 percent in the past decade. Of course it is
often difficult to separate price increases from quality improvement on
these items. Prices on farm supplies, building and'fencing materials
and motor supplies have increased only about 7 percent, while fertilizer
and pesticide prices have been stable.

We submit to this committee that agriculture has been the No. 1
victim of inflation and has contributed the least to the causes.

The June 15, 1969, report from the Crop Reporting Board, USDA,
contained the following regarding agricultural prices:

PRICES RECEIVED INDEX UP 2 POINTS. PARITY INDEX UP 1 POINT, ADJUSTED
PARITY RATIO 82

The Index of Prices Received hy Farmers advanced 2 points (3/t percent)
duringg the month ended in mid-June to 284 percent of its 1910-14 average. ac-
cordijg to the Crop Reporting Board. Contributing most to the Increase were
higher cattle and hog prices. The most important price declines were for com-
mer.ial vegetables, especially tomatoes and lettuce. The index was 24 points (9
percent) above June 1968.

The Index of Prices Paid by Farmers for Commodities and Services, Including
Interest, Taxes and Farim Wage Rates advanced 1 point (14 percent) to 375. This
was the sixth consecutive new high. The index was 20 points (6 percent) above
a year earlier.

With prices of farm products and prices paid by farmers both higher, the
Preliminary Adjusted Parity Ratio remained unchanged at 82, while tile Parity
Ratio advanced 1 point to 76.

In light of this we urge this committee to amend H.R. 12290 by con-
tinuing the 7-percent investment credit for the first $25,000 of -early
cal)ital investment by farmers and all other businesses-such as was
done in 1966 when investment credit was suspended for 6 months. The
reasons, we believe, are plain enough to see.

Let's look at the real cause of inflation:
Increased Government debt., deficit financing, and goading the econ-

omv wit i Government spending push up the money supply.
As more money chases available goods, prices go up. This triggers

economic forces that, push prices even higher. For example, labor
unions strike for higher wages, and usually get them. Wage escalation
clauses automatically hoist, wages as the cost of living rises. Businesses,
bes-et with higher costs, raise their price-and get away with it, due to
inflation fever.
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Inflation fever is a general expectation that prices will go right on
rising. People go out and borrow to buy more than usual. Businesses,
thinking that prices will be higher later on, borrow now to expand
before costs go up. Everyone runs faster just trying to stay even.

While this has been going on, farmers have been combating inflation.
They have remained highly productive. They haven't raised their
prices. And they haven't gone on a buying spree. Here's proof:

1. Since 1950, U.S. population has increased 32 percent-but total
farm output is up 42 percent, easily outstripping population growth.
Production per man-hour on farms is growing two to three times as
fast as production per man-hour in business and industry-thus agri-
culture is leading the pack as an efficient, productive industry.

2. Farmers are putting more food on the market, which hoIds down
food prices and consumer costs.

The average level of farm prices stood at the same figure in 1968
as in 1950, 18 years ago. Where else can you find that kind of price
stability? Farmers got paid $2.79 more in 1968 than in 1950 for the
market basket of farm food which cost the typical city wage earner
family $1,118 last year. They paid $198.16 more than in 1950--partly
because wage rates are 113 percent higher than in 1950, and it cost
$195.37 more to get the market basket to the consumer.

If the rest of the economy had fought inflation and held prices as
farmers did, the 1968 dollar would have been worth a full 1950 dollar
instead of only 69 cents.

3. Farmers haven't gone on a wild buying spree to fuel the inflation
fires. Farmers are spending about a third more for buildings, ma-
chinery, and equipment compared with 1950; industry has tripled out-
lays for new plant and equipment. Farmers increased their debt less
in the wild inflation years of 1967-68 than in 1965-66.

Meantime, they have been victimized brutally by inflation. We are
paying 37 percent higher prices than in 1950. When we can find help,
we're paying twice as much for it as in 1950. Our real estate taxes are
nearly three times higher than in 1950. Interest rates are sky high.

In short, instead of contributing to inflation, we have fought it, and
we are bearing the brunt of it. Farmers-as well as many others-
have already been taxed heavily by an inflation that has backed them
into a corner and is shearing them like sheep.

We urge that, as a minimum, the 7-percent investment credit on
$25,000 be retained.

We call upon this Congress to use its wisdom to help curb inflation
by the immediate extension of the 10-percent surtax and other provi-
sions of H.R. 12290, with the provision that the first $25,000 of capital
investment be exempt from repeal of the 7-percent investment tax
credit.

We appreciate the opportunity to appear before this distinguished
committee charged with tremendous responsibility to our country, to
make known the views of the National Grange. Thank you, Mr. Chair-
man, and members of the committee, for your consideration of our
position.

Senator ANDERSON. Thank you very much.
Mr. John Huffaker.

I ,
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STATEMENT OF JOHN HUFFAKR , CHAIRMAN OF THE COMMITTEE
ON TRANSITION RULES UPON REPEAL OF INVESTMENT CREDIT
OF THE PHILADELPHIA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Mr. HUFFAKE. Thank you. I am John B. Huffuker, a member of
the Federal Tax Committee of the Greater Philadelphia Chamber of
Commerce and chairman of its task force on the investment credit
transition rules. I am appearin to express the committee's objection
to the provision in the House bill that the credit not be available, or be
reduced, unless the property is placed in service before the end of next
year although the taxpayer had made a binding commitment prior
to April 18, 1969. We feel that this limitation is particularly objection-
able insofar as it applies to property of the type that a commitment
of 2 years or more before it can be placed in service is normal.

The House bill has most of the same basic transition rules for the
repeal of the investment credit as were enacted When the credit was
suspended in 1966. To quote from Secretary Kennedy's statement to
this committee on July 8:

The transition rules * * * are generally the same rules adopted in 1966 in
suspension of the Investment credit * * *. The binding contract rule and these
additional rules provide equitable treatment in the most deserving cases and
they represent the most reasonable cut-off point.

We accept the Secretary's point that the 1966 rules are a reasonable
cutoff point and that the House bill generally follows that line. We
respectfully invite the committee's attention to a major departure in
the House bill from the 1966 precedent and submit that the provision
on which we are focusing is inconsistent with the basic policies reflected
in the transition rules.

The general rule of the bill is that if the taxpayer has made a com-
mitment to the expenditure prior to the cutoff date, he gets the credit.
If he has not made an adequate commitment, he doesn't get the credit.
This is the 1966 rule and it is the rule in the House bill. The Greater
Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce Federal Tax Committee is of the
opinion that transition rules which permit the credit whenever the
taxpayer has made a binding commitment before the deadline date
are necessary.

However, the House bill introduces the new concept-referred to as
the "phaseout"-that although the binding commitment is timely, the
credit is lost entirely if the property is not, placed in service by 1974,
and partially if placed in service after December 1970. We feel that
the phaseout is unwise and unfair.

The desirability of this provision requires that we focus upon the
criteria that should be used to judge equitable transition rules. The
Federal tax committee of the chamber was split on the desirability of
repeal, but it was unanimous that a taxpayer with an adequate commit-
ment should get the credit. Now the bill makes the credit dependent on
place-in-service date as well as the commitment date.

Why is there a credit when a binding commitment is made? Why is
there acceptance of the general principle that the credit is available for
property for which there was a commitment on April 18? It appears
that Congress felt that a businessman should be able to make his plans
with maximum reliance on the stability of the tax system. We Cow
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The house WVays and Means Comnmittee, in addition to proposing
the removal of tile credit as an investment incentive, included addi-
tional steps designed to have the inunediate effect of providing addi-
tional federal revenues while reducing the amount of internal funds
available to taxpayers for investment. The 20 percent restriction in
the use of credit carryovers is included in recognition of the fact that
there is an estimated $2 billion of carryovers heretofore accumulated
by tatxpjqers, use of which in 1970 might tend to offset the immediate
eifect of the repead of investment credits.

This dilonia may really put in question the desirability of relying
on changes in investment credit legislation for short-term impact oil
the economy, but our immediate concern is not with such a far-reach-
hig subject. Our concern is that action in pursuance of short-terni
objeWtives may result in depriving certain taxpayers of credits which
accured to them as a result of actions taken in good faith under the
prevailing laws of the land.

An example given on page 22 of the report of the House Commit-
tee on Ways and Means states simply that an amount carried over
from 1962, which could no be used in 1969 as at result of the 20-percent
limitation, would not be avaihddle for use as a carryover in a sul)se-
quent year because the 7-year carryover period would have expired.

Depriving a taxpayer, such as our coin pany, of an investment credit
in this fashion strikes us as being unfair and such a result does
not appear to be intended, as can be demonstrated by reference to two
major areas of the bill.

One is the apparent 1)urpos- of tie 20-percent limitation itself,which' is not to take IIwaIy a portion of a credit accumalatei by I)si-
nessmen in reliance upon the commitment of previous Congresses, but
rather to defer the current cash flow effects of the utilization of this
backlog beyond fiscal year 1970.

Another is the inclusion of special provisions designed to prevent
substantial injury where commitment had been made in reliance on the
laws then in effect. Examples of such provisions are:

1) The binding contract rule;
2 The equipped building rule;
3) The plant facility rule; and
4) The machinery and equipment rule.

We agree with these sections of the proposed legislation and apl)plaud
the transitional relief granted. However, we feel that the 20-percent
I imitation rule is inconsistent with such an approach.

If it is the intent of Congress to provide additional revenue and
economic restraint in 1970, we believe that additional time should be
granted to taxpayers to absorb any credits which might otherwise be
extinguished by the 20-percent limitation.

This could l)e accomplished by providing that any carryover lost
to a taxpayer by the application of the 20-percent linitation could be
taken in successive years, without regard to the year in which the
credits would have expired under tile present carryover rules, subject
to the 50 percent of tax limitation.

Such action would be consistent with the action taken during the
suspension period of the investment credit when 2 years were added to
the carryover period.
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In sumnmary, we are seeking to have corrected an unfair, and, we
surmise, an unintended, result..

Mr. Chairman, as you can see, this is a very brief statement on a
particular section of 1I.I. 12290. We felt it necessary to )resent it to
the committee not only because of its effect on our own company but
also because of the possibility that its impact on others may have been
overlooked.

Senator ANputsoN. Thank you.
The next witness is Mr. George W. James, vice president of eco-

nomics and finance, Air Transport Association.
1 understand you have several people along with you. Will you file

the list of people for the record.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE W. JAMES, VICE PRESIDENT, ECONOMICS
AND FINANCE, AIR TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED
BY R. M. RAWLS, ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT; W. DALE HAY,
VICE PRESIDENT, CORPORATE AFFAIRS, AND ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY, ALLEGHENY AIRLINES, INC.; THOMAS F. QUINN, VICE
PRESIDENT, TAX ADMINISTRATION, AMERICAN AIRLINES, INC.;
STEPHEN PICHLER, DIRECTOR OF TAXES, EASTERN AIR LINES,
INC.; ROBERT G. FERGUSON, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT-FINANCE,
PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAYS, INC.; HARLEY W. MEAD, AS-
SISTANT TO COMPTROLLER, TAX ADMINISTRATION, PAN AMER-
ICAN WORLD AIRWAYS, INC.; MALCOLM T. HOPKINS, VICE PRESI-
DENT AND TREASURER, TRANS WORLD AIRLINES, INC.; AND
JOHN A. TOCKSTON, DIRECTOR, TAX ADMINISTRATION, UNITED
AIR LINES, INC.

Mr. ,INrIES. Mv name is George 1V. James vice president of the
Economics and Piiance Air Transport Association, accompanied by
Mr. Rawls, also representing the airline industry and the financial off-
cers of seven of the carriers of our association.

I' names of these financial officers have been given to your stall
and I believe they have been distributed to you.

The Air Transport Association appreciates the opportunity to
state the view of the airlines on II.R. 12290 and especially on the
reyeal of the investment tax credit.

TU(der the pending legislation, the scheduled air transport industry
would lose approximately $100 million of investment tax credits al-
ready generated from binding contracts because of the operation of
section 49(d) (p. 20, line 3-11 of the bill), which phases out the
credit beginning in 1970. In addition, the industry also will lose
untold millions from the special limitation on the use of carryover
and carryback of the credit.

Both of these provisions constitute retroactive taxation in that
they take credit, away from taxpayers who had valid and binding
contracts or existing credit under the law which was in effect when
the orders were placed or the property delivered.

These unfortunate retroactive provisions strike a particularly seri-
ous blow at the airline industry at a time when airlines are in their

81-701-69- 29
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most severe financial straits in years. Ai-rline expenses continue to
increase faster than revenues, the earnings decline continues and the
return on investment is less than half that deemed reasonable by the
Civil Aeronautics Board.

The unfortunate ramifications of these provisions have not been
fully explored.

TIE PHASEOUT

Under the bill (proposed sec. 49 (d) sul)pt. B, pt. IV, subelh. A, ch. I),
availability of the credit is diminished by one-tenth of I percent per
month for section 38 property placed in service after December 31,
1970, even though such property was acquired pursuant to a binding
contract in effect prior to April 18, 1969.

This provision is unfair and discriminatory against, taxpayers whose
purchases are predominantly long leadtime'items§ The airline indus-
try is the outstanding example of this. The time between order and
delivery of a transport aircraft, l)alticularly the advanced, new
technology., planes, is from 3 to 5 years.

Airlines which placed orders, a year or two airo for aircraft such
as the Boeing 747, the DC-10, and the T-011, did so in full expecta-
tion that they would be able to rely on the investment tax credit which
the law provided. These carriers had a right to expect, that they would
not be stripped of the credit retroactively.

This is precisely the effect of the phaseout, provision. The provision
is inequitable on its face when one piece of transport equipment such
as a truck, bought off the shelf before April 18, 1969, receives full
advantage of the credit, while another, such as a $20 million airplane
ordered at the same time and not delivered for 4 years has the credit
diminished simply by reason of the fact that it takes longer to build
the airplane than the truck.

It must be emphasized that the aircraft and other equipment re-
ferred to were ordered as much as a year before the cutoff date re-
quested by the President. Contracts 'binding on the airlines were
entered into with aircraft manufacturers long before any considera-
tion was given to the repeal of the investment tax credit.

THE SPECIAL LIMITATION

The second provision which is particularly damaging to the airline
indiistrv is the proposed new special limitation on- the carryover of
the credit (see. 4 (b), p. 20, line 12 of the bill.)

This special limitation would magnify the problems, of an industry
which has a continuous requirement for vast amounts of capital in-
vestment while at the same time suffering from a low level of earnings.

The limitations on use of carryovers and carrybacks of investment
credit (see. 4(b) of M.R. 12290) is also retroactive and discriminatory
legislation. It discriminates against those taxpayers who have not vet
been able to make full use of investment credit which has accrued from
purchases of equipment and reduces the amount of their investment
credit carryovers and carrybacks, although purchases of equipment
had been made in reliance on the existing investment credit carryover
and carryback provisions.
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THE AIRLINE SITUATION

One might, ask the question: Why do airlines order aircraft? Air-
lines have ordered equipment both'to provide additional service de-
manded by an increasing volume of passengers and cargo and to
replace older equipment with safer and more modern aircraft. For a,
number of years air transportation has been growing at an average
annual rate'of about 15 percent for passengers and at about 20 percent
for freight. This growth is expected to continue. In an industry as
dynamic and technologically progressive as air transportation, re-
equipment is an economic imperative.

Next, one might ask the question: How do airlines finance their
aircraft? The commercial airline industry has em poyed four major
financing methods in acquiring aircraft and equipment in recent
vears--bank and insurance company senior term loans, convertible
"debentures, a small amount of commi-on stock equity financing and in-
vestment credit leasing. Because of low earnings, leasing has become
0n1 of the most important, methods of acquiring equipment.

'lhus, the magnitude of aircraft leasing has increased dramatically
over the last few years. Both large and small air carriers are l)resently
leasing jet aircraft valued in excess of $1 billion from banks and other
leasing institutions.

S110'h ;easing arralngenlents have enlarged the total pool of capital
availal)le to these air carriers, thereby making it i)o.sil)le to acquire
tli (4uil)ment necessarv to meet their public service obligations.

There is every indication that the debt-burdened and marrginallv
pIrofitalblo airlines will need to rely on leasing transactions to an even
greater extent in the future.

I low does the loss of the $100 million (ue to the phaseout in invest-
fclut, tax credits on binding contracts relate to the financial outlook
of the airlines? The loss of this amount of credit would force the air-
Iiiues to arrange "siul)stitute" financing totaling $1.5 billion.

Thims the $100 million loss of investment tax credits eliminates a
potential leaso financing capability of $1.5 billion. Even if the required
• "sibstiitute" financing could ,1) arranged, and there is much dotlbt
tlat it. could be, it would have to be arranged in an extremely com-
pot itive money market, thus driving interest rates even higher, thereby
defeating the administration's goal of reducing the inflationary pres-
suI rs so evident in our economy today.

Sincei outright repeal of the credit will cause economic hardsip to
lie airline industry and greatly diminish its ability to obtain the
ievessary capital to finance requiired capital programs, the carriers
should iot have imposed on them the further burden of withdrawal
of credit by retroactive repeal.

We believe very strongly that equity requires that the two provisions
referred to-the plaseout and the carryover limitation-be eliminated
for the following reasons:
1. Retroactivity.-These two provisions are retroactive legislation

of the worst sort and would result in penalizing taxpayers as well as
hundreds of thousands of stockholders who relied in good faith on the
investment credit when purchasing equipment before the cutoff date.

2. No effect on retarding investnent.-Since a commitment has al-
ready been made for the new equipment, phaseout and limiting carry-
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over lrovisioiisi, would not accomplish the desired retarding of
investment. Conversely, eliminating the phaseout and the carryover
limitation would not iimpair the purpose of the legislation.

3. Inflationary.-To the extent the airlines with binding contracts
cannot lease, they must finance in otlier ways, thus exerting the very
adverse pressures on capital markets and the economy which the
present administration is attempting to avoid.

4. Financing (both current and future) would be seriou.sli im-
paired.-Use of third party leases utilizing the investment credit has
become the most expedient aircraft financing method. Loss of the
credit through phaseout or loss of carryforward provisions eliminates
or grossly hampers the ability to finance aircraft on binding orders
which would otherwise qualify for the credit.

5. Penalize long leadtime industries., o f which the airlines are a
mao' industry.-These two provisions discriminate among taxpay-
ers on the basis of the leadtime required in different industries for
ordering equipment, -a circumstance entirely beyond the control of the
taxpayer.

6. Disorinination.-Even within a single highly competitive, reg-
ulated industry, there would be discrimination in favor of those corn-
ranies who placed their equipment orders early in the pretermination

period as comparer with those who ordered more recently.
7. Delivery delay.-Equipment, thought to be unaffected by phase-

out, could be penalized if actual delivery date turn out to be later than
scheduled delivery date-this too is'beyond the control of the ':axpayer.

8. No special privilege.-By elimi acting these two provisions, the
airlines will be in no better 'position than any other taxpayer; all that
is requested is equity within the framework of the repeal legislation.

9. Public interest.-Air transportation provided 'by the aircraft
now on order will better serve the public interest. The phaseout provi-
sion and the 20 percent carryover limitation jeopardize the financing
and consequently, the purchase of this required equipment, thus ad-
versely affectin the airlines' ability to meet their responsibilities to
the traveling public.

Financing the needed massive improvements in airline service is
going to -be difficult at best. The investment tax credit has been vitally
important in permitting the airlines to undertake the financing ac-
complished to date, and thus the credit. has contributed to the mainte-
nance of reasonable price levels as well as improved service, 'and in-
creased efficiency. A great need still exists.

The increased taxes resulting from the elimination of the invest-
ment tax credit will cause a further financial drain on the carriers
which can only result in the impairment of progress toward greater
efficiency through modernization. 'Such efficiency is essential if con-
tinuing price increases are to be avoided.

Retroactive repeal of the investment tax credit would be grossly un-
fair to business interests and thousands of stockholders because of
widespread reliance on the credit in formulating investment decisions
which were reached prior to the effective date of the repeal. It would
be especially adverse to an industry whose prices are r egulatd.

The scheduled, certificated airlines of the United States, strongly
urge the committee to strike these two provisions of H.R. 12290 and
thus prevent the enactment of inequitable and harsh legislion.

That concludes our statement, Mr. Chairman.
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(The attachmelt to Mr. James statement follows:)

CHANGES IN INDUSTRY EARNINGS1 1968 vs. 1967

NON REGULATED

LUMBER

TRANSPORTATION EQUIP.

TEXTILE

PAPER

ALL MANUFACTURING IND.

CHEMICALS

PETROLEUM

MACHINERY

FOOD

IRON & STEEL

REGULATED
TRUCKS

INTERCITY BUSES

RAILROADS

ELECTRIC UTILITIES

-36.4
1 ,

-40%

Rillione

-20%

+20% +40%

-+90.7
+34.2

-m + 21,.1

+11.7

+10.6

i +8.1

i +5.4
i +5.3

S+3.7

I +1.6

+44.7

- +9.2

+7.0
0 +3.2

MAJOR U.S. AIRLINES

MAJOR U.S. AIRLINES
REVENUES, EXPENSES, EARNINGS, AND RETURN ON INVESTMENT

Twelve Months Endedof dollars Millions of dollars

1 REVENUES AND EXPENSES

OPERATING EXPENSES

2ndQtr. 4thIItr. lst0tr. 2ndiOtr. 3rdQtr. 4th Qtr. 1 stQtr. 2adQtr. 4th Qtr. IstQtr. 2ndQtr. 3dQtr. 4thQtr. IstQtr.
1966. 1967 1668 1968 1968 1 6 196 7 1968 196 1968 1968 1969

Return on Invetment* * (in Percent)•After taxes

Includes leased aircraft in the investment base on a 1 7 7 6.4 6.1 5.3 4. 7
constructive ownership basis, with appropriate adjust-
ments to the return element
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Senator ANDERSON. Thank you very much.
The next witness is Mr. J. W. Henderson, chairman of the Railway

Progress Institute.

STATEMENT OF J. WILLIAM HENDERSON, JR., PRESIDENT OF
BUCKEYE INTERNATIONAL, CHAIRMAN OF THE RAILWAY
PROGRESS INSTITUTE

Mr. 1-ENDERSON. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am
.T. William Ienderson, Jr., president of Buckeye International of
Columbus, Ohrio, and chairman of the Railway Piogress Institute, the
national trade association of the railway supply industry, based in
Washington.

With me today is Mr. Nils A. Lennartson, president of RPI.
* We appreciate having the opportunity to appear here today on be-

half of the railway supply industry to give our views on proposed
repeal of the investment tax credit, section 4 of II.R. 12290.

I would like to explain that the Railway Progress Institute is made
up of some 200 railway supply companies of all sizes, located through-
out tihe Unitet( States. We provide the railroads with rolling stock,
locomotives, components and other equipment and services of all
kinds. M[y own company, Buckeye International, is a diversified cor-
)oration which manufactures steel castings for railroads, among other

things.
All of us in the railway supply industry are gravely concerned

with the tragic impact that rel;eal of tme 7-percent" investment
tax credit would have on the railroads, on employment and production
in our plants, and on the transportation systein in this country.

As you have heard in previous testimony, the railroad industry
regards the 7-percent investment tax credit as a key factor in the re-
markable modernization progress which they have accomplished in
recent years. New freight cars and locomotives purchased in the 5-
year period-1964-68-were almost double those installed in the
1959-G6:3 period. Many electronic classification yards and sophisticated
computer systems hav e been installed.

The, iml)act of the capitul expendituires was marked:
1. Gross ton-miles per man-hour, an overall indicator of rail-

road productivity, increased by 60 percent in the last 10 years.
. The average charge for carrying a ton of freight is now 8

percent below the 1958 average. Compare that reduction to the
25-percent increase in the Consumer Price Index during the same
period.

Despite the remarkable progress, the point is, much remains to be
done:

1. There still is a freight car shortage during the peak ship-
ping seasons for most commodities.

2. Two of the three primary causes for railroad accidents are
sufficient maintenance of way and antiquated equipment. The
third is human failure.

Far greater amounts of capital are required if the industry is to
make headway -in these areas. For that reason, the exemption' of the
railroad industry, if the repeal of the 7-percent investment tax credit
is enacted, is mandatory in our judgment.
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Our experience, as suppliers, clearly indicates that the railroads
would cut back in expenditures without such a financial inducement.

Look at what happened when the credit was suspended in October
1966.

The effect on railroad buying was immediate and catastrophic. To
find out exactly how bad things were, RPI made a survey of our
industry. We compared orders for the first quarters of 1967-after the
loss of the credit-to orders for the first quarter of 1966-when the
credit was in effect.

The survey showed an alarming drop in railroad purchases of capital
equipment. There are the figures.

PERCENT DE('REASE IN ORDERS, FROM FIRST QUARTER 19 6 6, TO FIRST QUARTER

1967

Locomotives: Eighty-six percent down-475 units in 1966 to about
70 units in 1967.

Freight cars: Sixty-five percent down-about 26,000 to about 8,500.
Components: Sixty percent down.
We do not know of any other major industry which was hit nearly

that hard by the loss of the investment credit.
We have not yet fully recovered from the disastrous effects of that

suspension. Four manufacturers substantially went out of the freight
car making business. Other companies were forced to close down pro-
duction lines and lay off many thousands of workers, in plants all over
the country. Many of these workers are highly skilled craftsmen who
are eagerly Sohl({ht after in other metal-working industries. They found
good jobs outside our plants.

The loss of experienced labor, in itself, tends to create inflationary
pressures. So if controlling inflation is the reason for repealing the
percent tax credit, we shouldn't do it. Let me explain:

1. Typically, we are unable to rehire people that are laid off-they
seek new jobs which offer steady employment. The costs to rehire axe
higl. In my own company's case, we have attempted to rebuild our
hourly work force from 1,000 to 1,600-a net increase of 600. We have
interviewed over 6,000, employed over 2,500 and yet today have less
than the 600 we need. The hiring and turnover cost has to be passed
on to the customer-an inflationary pressure.

2. Even when new-hires stay witi us, inexperienced people are sig-
nifieantlc less efficient, thus our unit costs rise. So the prices we charge
tend to rise, more inflationary pressure on our customer.

3. We accelerate our capital spending for labor saving devices to off-
set the inefficiency, again more inflationary pressures on the economy
in tlhe short run.

4. In addition, tax revenues decline because of lower profits.
Therefore, we in the supply industry take strong exception to a

repeal of the 7-percent investment tax credit without an exemption for
the railroad industry.

We must remember that the railroads in this country are now fight-
ing for their economic lives. They are caught in a vicious spiral of ris-
ing costs.
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The volume of traffic, in billions of ton-miles, is going up. Operating
revenues are going up. But operating costs, especially labor costs, are
going up faster.

As a result, railroad earnings are squeezed razor thin. The rate of
return on investment, after depreciation, for the industry as a whole in
1968 was only 2.44 percent. The year before it was 2.46 percent. Fur-
ther, the net working capital of the industry has declined by about a
half billion dollars, and the equipment debt of the cariers has
increased by about $1% billion in just the last 5 years.

The best hope for survival as privately owned companies is to cut
costs and improve service to the Nation's shippers. To do that, the
railroads must completely modernize their freight cars, locomotives,
roadways, and all other facilities.

We stress that you can't "turn on and off" the railway supply indus-
try. Every time a significant reduction in equipment purchases occurs,
and we are predicting it will again if the 7-percent investment tax
credit is repealed, it takes many months to rebuild the industry at a
frightful cost. Delays and higher prices are inevitable. In some cases,
productive capacity is permanently lost.

In view of the freight car shortages around the Nation, are we going
to encourage further cutbacks in our freight car manufacturing
capabilities?

If railroad safety would be aided by increased maintenance of way
and newer rolling stock, are we going to discourage investment which
could increase safety?

Little has been said of the long-term transportation needs of our
Nation.

By the year 2,000 we'll have over 330 million people in the United
State, and a gross national product of at least half again as large as
noW. -

Our superhighways are crowded, our airways and airports
saturated.

The only mode of transportation whose carrying capacity can be
readily expanded three or four times, is the railroads. It can be done
by running more and better trains over existing right of way.

Billions of new capital will be needed to take advantage of the great
opportunity which the railroads offer.

Can we afford to "shut off" railroad investment at this crucial time?
We certainly hope you will see the wisdom of an exemption from

repeal for the railroad industry, and the long-range benefits that such
a move will produce for all industries, shippers, and consumers.

The railroads are doing a good job now, and under most difficult
circumstances. We are proud to be associated with them in serving
America. They can do an even better job in the future, if they can
obtain enough new capital.

Retention of the 7-percent investment tax credit would contribute a
great deal to that goal. Therefore, we urge you to grant an exemption
to the railroads, if the 7-percent tax credit'is to repealed.

The railroads should be encouraged, not discouraged, to improve
their equipment and plants.

In summary, gentlemen, we say this: Help the railroads now so
they can serve the Nation better in the exciting years ahead.

We thank the committee for the privilege of appearing before you.
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Senator ANDERSON. Thank you very much. The committee is now
adjourned.

iWhereupon, at 3:10 p.m. the committee adjourned, to reconvene
subject to the call of the Chair.)

(By direction of the chairman the following communications are
made a part of the printed record:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HoN. RALPH W. YARBOROUGH A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF TEXAS

Senator Long, members of the Finance Committee: I appreciate this oppor-
tunity to testify with respect to my opposition to the extension of the income
tax surcharge and my support of a viable alternative-the Excess War Profits
Tax.

On May 27, Senator McGovern introduced a separate bill (S. 2277), with
my cosponsorship, to establish an Excess War Profits Tax. Later this week he
advises me that he will formally resubmit the bill as an amendment to H.R.
12290, deleting entirely the language of Section 2 (income tax surcharge) and
substituting the provisions of the Excess War Profits Tax Act. I will be a
cosponsor of this amendment.

I support S. 2277 and Senator McGovern's amendment to H.R. 12290 for the
following cogent reasons:

(1) By substituting the Excess War Profits Tax for the income tax sur-
charge the government will suffer no loss in revenue, since the Excess War
Profits Tax will yield at least as much (approximately $10 billion) as the
income tax surcharge. The amendment which I cosponsor would impose on the
taxable income of every corporation, a special levy equal to 37 percent of
the excess profits taxable income: that part of income which exceeds the
deduction adjustment for tax years 1969 and 1970.

This deduction adjustment, computed according to the 1950 Tax Act formulas,
approximates that amount of income which is not attributable to special war-
time spending levels. The taxpayer may either deduct the average annual in-
take for the 4-year base period, 1961-64, or he may deduct a normal return
on invested capital, as calculated ou the graduated scale of the 1950 act. In
any event, no corporation with excess profits under $25,000 per annum is liable
for the extra tax under this bill.

(2) The Excess War Profits Tax will have an even more salutary effect
in stemming the tide of Inflation than the income tax surcharge. We all know
that the primary purpose of the income tax surcharge was to combat infla.
tion. To date, the tax and our fiscal policy have failed to accomplish any sub-
stantial reduction in inflationary tendencies, largely because military expend-
itures, which constitute the great bulk of federal spending, have continued
to grow. The Income tax surcharge is regressive and serves to enhance the im-
pact of the present inequities of our present federal tax system. As long as
we are going to continue to spend so much money on the undeclared war
in Southeast Asia the best way to effectively cool down the economy Is to
drain off some $10 billion a year of the excess profit yield produced by the
war.

(3) The Excess War Profits Tax is the fairest and most equitable way of
securing $10 billion additional revenue for the federal treasury. This tax Is
not designed to, and will not, draw upon those profits which are a normal yield
on capital and ingenuity. For example, the amendment contains special re-
lief for corporations experiencing abnormal growth during the emergency peri-
od. As provided by section 1906 (a) (3), which empowers the Secretary of
tho Treasury to make rules comparable to provisions of the 1950 act. These
rules would prescribe certain special modifications for nondefense growth in-
dustries, for corporations which installed new product lines or new factories
during the base period, and for corporations which experienced damaging
fires, long-term labor strikes, or other severe abnormalities during the base
period.

The Excess War Profits Tax was the policy of our government for World
I, for World War II, and again during the Korean War. Each year the war
in Vietnam costs the United States over $30 billion-roughly one-sixth of all
federal outlays.
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I think it is time for American industry, which has enjoyed an unprece-
dented 33% rise in net after-taxes profits since the combat escalation of
1965, to assume more of the tax burden generated by the war.

Mr. Chairman, on Tuesday, May 27, 1969, I put into the Congressional Rec-
ord the amount of money spent by the government each year on defense con-
tracts from the year 1960 to 1969. This data, from the U.S. NCw8 & World
Report of April 21, 1969, demonstrates clearly the impact of the war's escala-
tion, as follows:

During 1960, $22.5 billion.
During 1961, $24.3 billion.
During 1962, $27.8 billion.
During 1963, $28.1 billion.
During 1964, $27.5 billion.
During 1965, $26.6 billion.
During 1966, $35.7 billion.
During 1967, $41.8 billion.
During 1968, $41.2 billion.
During 1969, $42.3 billion. (estimated).

I also put into the record on that date the amount of money paid by the
federal government on prime military contracts, awarded to the 25 larg-
est United States firms during the year ending June 30, 1968. This information
was as follows:

General Dynamics Corporation, $2,239 million.
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, $1,870 million.
General Electric Company, $1,489 million.
United Aircraft Corporation, $1,321 million.
McDonnell Douglas Corporation, $1,101 million.
American Telephone & Telegraph Company, $776 million.
Boeing Company, $762 million.
Ling-Temeo-Vought, Inc., $758 million.
North American Rockwell Corporation, $669 million.
General Motors Corporation, $630 million.
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp., $629 million.
AVCO Corporation, $584 million.
Textron, Inc., $501 million.
Litton Industries, Inc., $466 million.
Raytheon Company, $452 million.
Sperry Rand Corporation, $447 million.
Martin Marietta Corporation, $393 million.
Kaiser Industries Corporation, $386 million.
Ford Motor Company, $381 million.
Honeywell, Inc., $352 million.
Olin Mathison Chemical Corporation, $329 million.
Northrup Corporation, $310 million.
Ryan Aeronautical Company, $293 million.
Hughes Aircraft Company, $286 million.
Standard Oil Company (New Jersey), $274 million.

These 25 companies got $17.7 billion, or more than 45 percent of the prime
military contracts awarded to U.S. firms during the year ended June 30. 1968.

Mr. Chairman, I supported such an Excess War Profits Tax in the 90th Con-
gress. Unfortunately, it failed. It is long overdue. It is the fairest and most
honorable way for the American people to pay for the tragic war in Vietnam.
It is fairer to put a reasonable portion of the burden upon those who have
profited excessively f-om the war than to put the greatest portion of it on the
wage-earner and the salaried worker.

Mr. Chairman, if we fail to adopt this amendment, as I said on the floor of
the Senate on May 27, 1969, "... we value the profits of the war profiteer
higher than the blood of the men fighting and dying in Vietnam."

U.S. SENATE.
Washington, D.C., July 17. 1969.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Congress, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: I am pleased to submit, for consideration by your Com-
mittee, a statement on H.R. 12290 prepared for delivery on the Senate floor on
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Friday, July 18. In this statement I urge immediate passage of the House-passed
bill, as evidence for America and the world that our Government is determined
to bring an orderly halt to our ruinous inflation. Immediate passage would
bring new confidence In the dollar and dampen inflationary expectations; delay
would accomplish Just the opposite.

This immediate passage, I submit, should be contemporaneous with a con-
certed drive for meaningful and comprehensive tax reform. It is estimated that
effective tax reform can ultimately produce more revenues than we have gained
through the tax surcharge. We owe tax reform to the millions of patient Ameri-
can taxpayers who have been asked to shoulder the burdens of the inflation-
generating policies of the past Administration and of the inequitable tax struc-
ture written into the Internal Revenue Code. The time for tax reform has come,
and I note with much interest and satisfaction the concrete progress which has
been made on this subject in your Committee. I pledge myself to support the
work of your Committee in formulating meaningful tax reform proposals, and
I have prepared a number of tax reform provisions for your consideration.

I believe tax reforms must come, and promptly, and in this spirit I have offered
in my statement a sense of the Congress rider to H.R. 12290 which would commit
the Congress to enact such reform as soon as possible, and in any event, before
the end of this session. I hope that your Committee will give serious attention
to this rider as a responsible course of action to dampen inflation and assure
American taxpayers that their demand for tax reform will not go unanswered
this year.

Sincerely,
JACOB K. JAVITS.

FROM THE OFFICE OF SENATOR JACOB K. JAVITS OF NTEW YORK

For Immediate Release-Thursday, July 17,1969

The following are remarks by Senator Tavits prepared for delivery
on the Senate floor regarding extension of the income tax surcharge
and the passage of meaningful tax reform, Friday, July 18, 1969.

Mr. President: A decision, expressed as that of the Senate Democratic Policy
Committee, was announced recently by our esteemed colleague,, Senator Mans-
field, that would have critical consequences for this nation, for the Administra-
tion's battle against inflation, for our international balance of payments position
and even for international confidence In the dollar.

I refer to Senator Mansfield's statement that "it will not be possible to bring
up the surtax extension prior to July 31." The distinguished majority leader
further said that "there is no chance to consider and dispose of a tax bill con-
taining extension of the surtax with the attendant amendments prior to July 31
or for that matter to August 13-the last day before the summer rece.qs." His
reason for this is the decision not to bring up the surtax extension until a tax
reform measure is simultaneously reported out of the Finance Committee and
put on the Senate calendar. This in turn probably means waiting for a tax
reform bill to be forwarded to us from the House of Representatives. The con-
sequences of this decision could put off the surtax extension (including such tax
reforms as it contains) until the end of this session in December. The Chairman
of the Finance Committee, Senator Long, this week has publicly stated "that
to act responsibly on tax reform measures would require a wait until at least
December or maybe until some time next year."

Mr. President, I regret this decision of the Democratic Policy Committee and
feel that the indicated delay in the extension of the surtax will worsen the infla-
tionary dangers threatening this nation. Any delay in the extension of the surtax
will be seen-by those whose decisions cause inflationary price and interest rate
increases--as major evidence that the Congress is not willing to continue to take
the steps necessary to halt the inflationary peril. It will also further strain the
faith of Americans in the ability of their national leaders in Washington to
restrain the spiraling cost of living.

Tax reform is an urgent problem and the inequities of our tax system must be
rectified-and in this legislative session. I am as committed to these reforms as
any Senator and have shown it in my votes on bills and amendments and my
introduction of bills over all the years I have been here. And it is my opinion
that tax reform is an idea whose time has finally arrived and that it will be legis-
lated in the very near future-it cannot be stopped now. But, if we delay the
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urgently needed surtax extension, whom are we holding hostage? We would lie
bohlig hostage only ourselves and the nation! Tlit opponents of tax reform will
not be intinildated-but encouraged-if the surtax extension camiot it Iassed
except with tax reform accompanying It. Tihe reason is that those on the plith of
rteslsisiblllty-hiuding the Administration-know they must have the surtax
extension for fear of suffering all even worse penalty than no niJor tax reform---
to wit: more inflation. Those who wish to block tax reform have selfish individual
interests and do not carry the same sense of responsibility. Hence. it is we, rather
than they, who would be tit a disadvantaged% if a protracted delay on tax reform
can really hold up the surtax extension. In short, such a timingg" strategy would
have a reverse and self-defeating effect, exactly the contrary to the Democratic
Policy Comimiittee's view as to its effect.

According to Senator Mansileld, the iemoecate I'olicy Committee based Its
view in part oil the consideration that "tie only impact" which surcharge exten-
sion has on Inflation is the slowdown effected by removing an added 10 j'r cent of
revenue from tile private sector. In this regard, ve are told tit the (onnitttee
felt that temporary extension of the surcharge pending enaetment of a combined
surtax-tax reform package "has the sallle effect Oil tht' eonomy as immediate
passage" of the surcharge.

The key to the situation as outlined by Senator Mausfleld is found In hisll use of
the words "the only impact" and "has the same effectt" In other Words, if the
temporary extension of the surtax is equivalent i the eyes of tie American
people, the American investors and the Internationail community t) Ihmedlate
passage of the surtax, and these people act accordingly, then the Denlocraie
Policy Committee is right. But If this is not so, aml sople are left in doubt by
the proposed timetable and even question whether the surtax will be examined at
all. then It Is wrong and bad policy. I believe the latter to lie tile case and there-
fore urge that the surtax be promptly extended based upou the House-passed bill.

As supporting proof I point out what. has happened in te limnieul and stot-k
markets, which are depressed and demoralized du to what they consider to lie
umertnaity as to our determination to halt: tihe inflationary spiral-one imijor
evitienve ot which is delay in extending tihe surtax. I lomit ilso, to the rliiftil
eff'tetb upoln the eoaoiminy of tlme delay of the ,Johnson Administration in recom-
mending enactment of the surtax until almost a year after the economic Indi-
cators showed that the cost of the war in Vietnam made a tax increase critical
to tile health of the economy. Finally, I ask members wieniselves to ascerta-in
tile views of 1.S. and worhl business and financial leaders and economic
thinkers and I believe they will lind the overwhehning sentiment favors imme-
,diate extension of the surtax as tie principal step we must take now to sustain
world confidence in our determination to restrain inflation and keep the dollar
strong.

I realize fully the frustrations that many of the citizens of this nation are
ftling. These frustrations are reflected iii the Congress. The previous Adinihds-
ti-t ion. after following a guns and butter pollcy since l9tIi, then fed the exlec-
tation that passage of the surtax would cool the inflationary fires which are
so rapidly consuming our Incomes. Almost a year has passed since the passage
of the surtax, but we still have seen little relief front rising inflationary pres-
sures. I can understand that our burdened taxpayer may have the feelhig of
being deceved-a feeling that tlme extra tax lie is paying is not having any effect
on halting the price spiral affecting the cost of fots, meat, gasoline, services and
rent and mortgage interest, just It) mention a few. I can understand tie "tax
revolt" particularly when the income of most Americans Is being chiplpd away
front both ends-for continued high taxation on one hand and by burgeoning
price spiral on the other.

Inflation his forced the fixed Income pensioner to lower Ills standard of living.
It has forced young families in this most productive of nations to forego essential
purchases. It has priced the single-family home--one of the vertibrat' in tit,
baieklolle of our demnolm-racy-ut of ti le 1-alge of nillny fallilles.

however, I would urge the consumer, who encompasses all of time American
l'ople, antd this (C'mgress, to give te surtax a fair deal. For, on eannot reverse
overnight time problems resulting from time policies of the past. Failure to In-
tegrate this nation's filsxeal polliths with the restri'tive monetary policits pres-
ently being followed by the Federal Reserve System will have most undeimhablet
effects. Monetary plolicy alone canot cee('ed i repressing tle severe hli loh411ry
pressures facing the economy.
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This iflait loll, which Is the key problem facing our eoInolny, must be curtailed.
It Is for this rea on tlt the surtax must, be extended now.

So let us get on with this urgent task. And, oce this ,temporary ineasure sIS
been extended--and I eluphawjze the surtax is a temporary measure--let us
move on it once tto (tax reform. We till know now ,tint the mood of this Congress
will brook no slomlown on tax reform once It has cxmunttted ltstqf to Iie tax-
myer with tie surtiax extenslon-bIdetl, that Is 'the very way to speed up tax

reform.
Last year, at my own insistence, a tax-reform provision was Included in the

surtax bill when It pased the congress and bweame law. It read ats follows:
"Not later tlan Dtcem,ber 31, 11HIS, the President shall submit ,to the Congress

proposals for a conlnrehenisive reform of the Internal Itevenue (Iode of 1951."
VPursuant to thit pr vision, the outgoing Johnson Adindnistrition made public

in January, 1969, certain tax reform prolssals, notwithstalndlng that in the first
Instance they were made tider a seal of contldente to t few Congresslonal lead-
ers. M subsequently, the Nixon Adininistratlon Sent. its own confplete ;tax reform
piekalge up to the 11111. The Ways and Mtins Coliunlttee is actively considering
tax reform and smue of its proplotls have been made public and tite Finance
Vonniiiittee Is about to start on ,this subjet-t next Monday. 'rho Denocrat le Policy
Committee is committed to It. It seems clear that we will have 'tax reform, and
soon, id to Insure such action, I ant proposing that there be added to the surtax
extension bill now before us 'the following sense of Coigress resolution :

"It is hereby declared to be the sense of the Congres thtat ; ,Paage of this Act
eoliit-s the Congress ,to insider and enact meaningful tax reform at Its earliest
praeticable oplsn't nity and Ill tiny event before the close of tile lir4t sestoll of
the 91st congress. "

I shall offer this reolution for Inelusiqu in the surtnx exlenslon bill is all
amendment before the Finance (3onnnittee and, if rejec-ts there, theln In the Sen-
ate so (thatlt it will help speeQ enactanent of the surcharge and provide it concrete
('on4liitillont to tle illilonts of American taxpayers, who look vo their rtpreseni-
tatIves ln Congress to establish equity and Justice In our tax structure and to
safeglard tile eOcionly of the natloll.

STATEMENT OV lioN. ALAN BInLE, A U.S. SENATOR FROM TIlE STATE OF NEVAHA,
AND CHAIRMAN, SENATE SMALL BUSINESS CoMMTEE

Mr. Chairman and Members of the ('ommittee,. I am grateful for thethOr-
tulity 'to appear and present the case for retention of a partial inlvtnIelt tax
credit linilted to truly sinall biSInleSS conpa nie., partnerships, lndivlliduil aind
fa ill enterprises.

Oil Maly 20, 1 suibmlitte ! a stat enelit to thit Conmittee oil Ways and Mtnlls
In behalf of inyteltf, as C h1lrninn, aind Senator Javits. as Rankltng Member, of
the Select Conmittee on Salal Business. We alvoattd! continuation of the tax
Credit uI) to $25.0(0 of Investment with a cut-off of these bieftits for corporations
arliltig inlore than $1 lilliol inI Income. With tile Conlmlttee's perlilslon. T

woulh like to file till sttenment for the record. along with a draft alnendllntnt
to 1.R. 1221X). whihlt would effect this result, anl1d go oil to suninarize what I
believe to be the sallent IsIlits iII its favor.

Inmprtant in today's Inflationary environment is the fiet that Jnmll business
accounts for a very inluor share of the tax credit claimed till(] awarded. Ateo'd-
Ing to calculations based union Internal Revenue Service figures set forth In
Appendix I to my statementI tie overw1ihlng lUaJorlty of small firms alto-
gether iic(ounted for only 3.7% of the tax credit In 1965, the latest year for
which full data are available. In the smallest category, there are 480,000 corpo-
rations, and the average tax credit per return was $297 for an aggregate of $64.1
million. Extending the onitlnuatlon upward to a level where the average credit
ahiproxinlates $25,000 in Investnuent would, its nearly as we eau deternIne, acCouit
for at most a bit over 9%.

It contrast, the 377 largest comipaies alone acotunted for more tlmi one-
half of the to4al eredlt--53.6%-with an average credit per firm of over $2.4
million, and 'an aggregate approaehing $1 million ill 19)15.

Front tllis evidence there Is no question in my inlnd that preserving the Invest.
ient tax credit for small firnls would have little or 110 Inflationary consequences.

I Defined for this purpose as earning less than $25,000 and therefore not subject to the
corporate surtax.

2 Classified in Appendix I as earning over $1 million each.
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'his is corroborateL by examination of the picture of commercial leading. Ac-
cording to the Federal Reserve, (See App. II) the pereentage of bank loans ab-
sorbed by the largest loans--over $1 inillion-is r54.tl%, a figure almost identical
to the giant companies' share of the tax credit. Again, the small business activity
as measured by loans under $100,000 accounted for 82% of the number of loans
made, but only 121/2% of the dollars. In this connection it was interesting to note
the press reports of the recent bankers meeting here in Washington whih suig-
gested that it was as few as 50 or 410 of the largest (4rrpora.iis who wel exert-
lng the bulk of the Inflationary pressures on the ecoaoiny by their borrowing and
investing policies.

I think this makes it clear that the great number of small firms across this
country are not the moving force in this inflation, hut its victims. To the extent
that tile investment tax credit is generating Inflationary pressure, my proposal
would relieve more than 90% of it.

On the other hand, the benefits of retaining a small business credit would be
disproportionately large. It is w~'l known that new and small firms are normally
under-capitalized. A small, local, or family firm or any company with it now prod-
uct and without a proven track record is simply not in a position to compete for
credit with large national corporations.

In 1969 their fllancial problems are becoming acute as a result of the credit
squeeze which has been front-page news all year. On one side are the, e.,oitlating
bank Interest rates. With the prime rate at 81/2% and including the requirement
for compensating balances, the best corporate customers are paying an effective
Interest rate of 10.6%. Small firms are sealed up a point or higher.

On July 9 two witnesses testified before the Senate Banking Committee o the
problems of obtaining funds to modernize ineat-packing facility its before tile dead-
line imposed by the Wholesome Meat Act can plit them out of business in De-
cember. One mold-western firm expects to pay 12%. A substantial Atlantal firm
had been unable to find financing at any rate, after trying for about a year. These
are Indications of how stringent conditions are In the private money market
today.

If the small businessman should turn for help to tile SBA-in agency created
by the Congress to be the lender of last resort ini periods siih as tills-l-he 1111ds
that the White House has cut the business loan program by 58. below almlolnilts
al)proved by both Houses of Congress for fiscal year 1969. Ile flids this program
virtually shut down, with applications accepted during less than ten days since
the first of this year. Further details on these points, and the equally dismlial
outlook for next year's SBA lending levels, are contained in my remarks of
June 25, which will be attached as Appendix III for the convenience ofr the
Committee.3 I understand that the Senator from South Dakota (Mr. McGovern)
will review the parallel credit squeeze o1 farmers and ranchers.

With these two forces exerting pressure on the small business community, it
would create a triple hardship to deprive small firms of the Investment tax
credit at this Juncture.

Oil grounds of equity and fair play, It Is puzzling to me that the Treasury
Department is opposing tile credit for small firms while at the salle tiale
expressing no oplosition to the special privilege exemptions for one giant air-
craft firm and one-half dozen pipelines companies. Press reports of these pro-
visions are attached as Appendix IV.

Beyond these immediate and compelling factors are the longer term advan-
tages which continuity of the investment tax credit would bring to small firms,
tile free enterprise system, and our entire economy.

A concise explanation was made by the Machinery and Allied Products lash-
tute, contained in my formal statement:

"In view of the tightness of the domestic labor market antd the pressures of
international competition, we consider It essential to the continuing illiprove-
ment of our industrial capacity that every means be used to facilitate tile intro-
duction of cost-cutting equipment. In recognition of this point, it is of interest
that the Department of Commerce staff . . . recommended . . . (in uid-April.
1969) . . . 'that consideration be given to increasing tile credit, to perhaps 14 per-
cent, for 'trade-sensitive industries or for all Industry.'" Although conceding tih t
sllch a step "would have to be weighed against tile loss of U.S. tax revenue" and
other economic considerations, the report observes that 'increasing the credit

Appendix II. Senator Bible's speech on the Senate Floor (Congressionnl Record, p.
S 71.2. Tune 25. 1969) is made a part of the official flies of the committee.
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wouhi provide a powerful added inentive to modernize mianufacturing plants
and could significantly increase U.S. competitiveness InI international trade boti1
on the import and export sides.'" [Emihasis supplied by tile writer.]

The statistics gathered by McGraw-Hill on the upgrading of machine tools in
this country, as explained further in the statement, demonstrate that our smaller
plants have been the fastest to make use of the investment tax credit and are
therefore best prepared to meet and set the ternis of competition, both In our
home markets and in international trade.

As the Committee knows, two-thirds of all business financing Is from retained
earnings. because of this, any measure which the Government cal take to Ini-
prove internal cash flows for small firms is doubly important. In tills light, the
investiltent. tax cel'dit tikes on a particular signifleance for small bilusitsses, al-
lowing them to retain tile growth capital they vitally need fromn funds which they
have already earned. Preserving the credit for small firms would assist the coin-
panies that need the help most and its effects would faster Increase growth and
competition in every industrial classification.

Mr. Chairman, tile foregoing information has persuaded me and many of my
small bushiess-minded colleagues that the principle of continuing the investment
tax credit for small business is a sound one. As to the level and conditions, I
would feel quite flexible. I atill pleased to Join with Senator Sparkman, Senator
MCovern. and all other Senators who have expressed an interest in this mattel
in recommending that the investment tax credit could be preserved for truly
s111ll WIsinesses. By agreeing upon a common provision, the Congress could, at
little cost, make it po"silll, to assure great benefits for our economy, our system
of free enterprise, and the T.S. polstion in international trade.

(Attacllents to Senator Bible's statenmlt follow:)

AMENDMENT INTENDED To BE INTRODUCED BY SENATOR BULE

To continue the inonmie tax surcharge and tile excise taxes on al1toiloblies
and conunuhietilon services for temporary periods, to terininate the inves ment
credit, to provide it low income allowance for individuals. and for other pur-
lo.es, viz: Page 8, line 15. after "property" insert "and pNperty to which subsec-
tion (e) applies,,.

Page 20, line It. strike out tie closing quotation marks and after line 11 insert
the following:

- eI S1all Busihess Exemltoll.-
"(1) In general.--ll the case of section 38 property (other than pre-

termination 1rol5rty)- ....
"(A) the physical. construction, reconstruction, or erection of which

Is begun sifter April 18. 19619, or
"(B) whieh is acquired by the taxpayer after April 1q. 1969,

and whiil is constructed, re-ontrueted. erected. or acquired for %ise in a
trade or lbushness, the taxpayer 11ay selwt Items to whici this subsection
applies to fthe extent, that tile qualified investment for tile taxable year attrib-
litable to suchi items ( es not exeeIO tile small business exemption limitation
as deternlithlI 1nder iaragrapli (2)). In the case of iny Item s.o selected (to

tle extent of the qualtlied Investnient attributable to sutch item taken Into
countt under the preceding sentence), subsectlons (a), (c), and (d) of this
,etio. and s5tio 46(b) (5), shall not apply.

"(2) inittations.--For Irposes of paragraph (1). a taxpayer's smnill
IlIIIhless exemption liitation for aniy taxablhe year is $25.0(0, reduced by
till sum of-

"(A) the amount of tile taxpayer's qualified investment for the taxalble
year. determined before tie applicntion of tills suh.ectiol, fnd

"(BI) the amount by which the taxpayer's taxable luoine for tile tax-
able year exceeds $975,000.

"(3) Special rules.-
"(A) Married individuals.-In the case of a husband or wife who

flies a separate return, the $25,000 amount specified in l)aragraph (2)
shl1 be $12,500, and the $975,000 amount specified in such paragraph
shall be $487,500. Thuis subparagraph shall not apply if tile spouse of the
taxpayer has no qualified investment for, and no unused credit carry-
back or carryover to, the taxable year of such spouse which ends within
or witl the taxpayer's taxable year.
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"(11) Affiliated groups.-ln the case of an n ilhtiled group, tile $25,0)0
iiaioniiut and the $975,000 amount spweifled Iii lragraph (2) shill tac'h
be reduced for each member of the group by apportioing $25,0M), and
$975,000 among the members of such group in such manner as the Secre-
tary or his delegate shall by regulations prescribe. For purposes of the
preceding sntence, tho term 'affiliated group' has the meaning assigned
to such term by section 1504 (a), except that-

"(I) the phrase 'more than 50 percent' shall be substituted for
the phrase 'at least SO percent' eaci place It appears In Se(tion i(i 
(at, and

"(ii) all corporatiois shall be treated as hticludible corpora-
tions (without any exclusion iiuder setlon 1504(b)).

"(C) Partnorsllps.-I the ('a,5, of a partnership, the $25,000 amount
and the $975,000 amount specified in paragraph (2) shall ea('h apply
with respect to the partnership and with reslct to each partner.

"(I) Other taxpayert-Under regulations prescribed by the Seere-
tary or his delegate, rules similar to the rules provided by setion.s
40(d), 48(e), and 48(f) shall be applied for purposes of this subsetction."

APPENDIX I

CORPORATIONS REPORTING INVESTMENT TAX CREDITS-NUMBER OF RETURNS, AND INVESTMENT TAX CREDITS,
BY SIZE OF INCOME TAX (BEFORE CREDITS), 1965

Investment tax credit

Number of
Income tax classes (before credits) returns total

Total Average per
(Millions) return

Average net
Percent dis- income (firms

tributlon of with invest.
total ITC meant tax credit)

Total .......................... 687,484 $1,716.3

Under $5000 ....................... 486.503 64.1
$5 000 to $10,000 ..................... 85, 844 47.7
$lb,000 to $,000 . .............. 26,465 25.2
$15,000 to $20,000 ..................... 16,389 20.4
$20,000 to $25,000 ..................... 11,077 16.8

$4,693

297
847

1,336
1,655
1, 927

100.0 $188.323

3.7 7,631
2.8 26,198
1.4 1 39,243
1,2 50,706
1.0 63.178

Subtotal ....................... 626,278 174,2 558 10. 1 16,141

$25,000 to $50,000--------------------.. 25.,506 48. 1 2,268 2. 8 90, 095
$50,000 to $100,000 ................... 15,937 46.4 3,315 2.7 165,904
100,000 to $2 00 ................... 10.907 67. 1 6,709 3.9 354.215

$250,000 to $500 000 ................. 4,076 57.3 14,953 3.3 779,827
500,000 to $1,,000 ................ 2,133 62.1 30, 561 3.6 1,575,197

o00000 to $100000 .............. 2,270 340.4 153,610 19.8 6.171,525
Over $0,000,000..................... 377 920.4 2,480,862 53.6 97, 542,857

Subtotal ....................... 61,206 1,542.1 1, 189, 200 9.9 1, 189. 517

Source: "Statistics of Income, Corporation Tax Returns, 1965" (table 12), Internal Revenue Service.

APPENDIX II
DISTRIBUTION OF BUSINESS LOANS, FEBRUARY 1969

Size of loan

$1,000 to $10,000 to $100,000 to $500,000 to $1,000,000
$9,000 $99,000 $499,000 $999,000 and over Total

Amount of loan (millions) .............. $49.3 $421.6 $793.3 $948.2 $2,118.2 $3,880.0
Percentage of dollars .................. 1.27 10.86 20.44 12.83 154.58 ....
Number of loans ................ 12 800 13 600 4.100 800 900 32,200
Percentage of number ............... 3.75 42. 23 12.73 2.48 a 2. 79 ..........

I Percentages may not add due to rounding.
Source: Federal Reserve Bulletin, June 1969 table A 31, "Bank Rates on Short Term Business Loans."
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J'lh following conlnillliCatiofl wVI1S sutbtiiitted to the tolitlli teo by
Hon. J. 11r. Fulbright, it U.S. Senator from the Stato) of Ark[lius:)

MIEMOAN DUM OF TIIE BiIER COIRI'ORIATION, NEW YORK, N. Y., ON ADVERSE
CON SEQU EN ('55 Or PiROOSE) TAX IEG iSLATION A FFEV'I'I N) FAn M ERS

The House Ways 1111d Me1ans o'nimiiitt has ri'tlly issti'uc tdntitlyde dii 'i'-
sions with reSIe't 1o prWopsed changess in the Federal inconi, taxation of fari'm
11li4! raliellh ol5r'itions. If i(lolpte(i, tIise proliosals would mltvQ(q'(ly affect ('rllto'
Corporation (a New York Sts'k Fxchange listed conpalny of which 1 am ('hair-
Iiiaii of the lloard), inflict silstantil losses oin otir mn(11 y stockhlders and
eiianger our very existence. Moreover, they would seriously harni the fariniig
industry generally and cattle brevdiig III articila', causing subslanitial losses

to present Ierd owners. Finally, they would deprive the farming industry of
;ii'e.,s to ols1hh capital and vould result, iii the withdrawal of millions of
dollars now Invested in farming.

While Bler ..q's farm operations aire l)riarilly in the area of quality cattle
bre ling, the devastatIng impact of these proposal would also hit every other
ranch of the farm Industry. It should be noted at the outset that B3erinec's farm
income Is substantially all ordinary incoptec under present law, so iy principal
concern Is not for Berunec's own taxes.

The production of quality breeding cattle req1ulres, aniong other things, careful
selection of breeding stock, accurate record keeping, the application of scientific
methods and sophisticated programs of quality control, all of which are not
economically feasible for the ordinary rancher. The quality breeding cattle
Industry has steppel In with large aniounts of capital to provide these services.

The quality cattle breeding industry provides substantial economic benefits
not only to the consumer who gets better uieat tit lower costs but also to
ranchers who utilize the vastly improved cattle to Inprove their own herds and
to produce nore and( better beef at less cost. For example, American beef
'attl today provile three tines as much beef per animal than the Texas Long
lorn of only 70 years ago.

The (quality cattle breeding Industry could iiot have developed such Improved
'little without massive infusions of investment capital, and the progress of the

Industry cannot continue unless adequate Investment capital remains available.
The use of scientitle inethods and professional nianagemnent techniques and the
ability to iurchaso the highest quality anhials as herd ires require tll amount
of capital which is ulavailable to the ordinary livestock operator.

As an indication of the magnitude of the capital Investment required in
the quality cattle breeding industry, consider Bernec's investments over the
past few years:

1. Bermec Paid over $40 million for Black Watch Farms.
2. The farli has Invested well over $2 million in land, buildings and

Modern equipment and fixtures.
3. The farm has over 85,000 acres of ranch land, either owned or leased

for purposes of maintaining the herds owned by us or herd owners.
4. The farm spends millions of dollars a year in wages and salaries

and millions more for supplies such as feed, fertilizer, etc.
5. The farm spends substantial suims on Its research facilities for the

purpose of continuing to develop better animals, etc.
The quality cattle breeding industry must compete for investment capital

with other industries which are seeking Investment resources. There arte sub-
stantial econolmic risks inherent in an investment in livestock, Including rate
of production, disease, accidents and infertility. But, the present tax proposals
for farming, particularly RDA (Excess Deduction Account) have no counter-
part In other industries and therefore their adoption would be grossly
inlequitlble.

Any .liinge in the tax laws which advers'Iy affects potential Inveqaors In thie
quality cattle breding Industry without COMlM rabl effects on other industries
competing for Investment dollars would be. manifestly unfair.

Thus, an investor In an oil venture can deduct his intangible drilling costs
currently, but Is not required to reduce his depletion allowance in subsequent
years. Sinilarly, an investor In a Subehaptxr S corporation is not required to
offset his corporation's capital gains with his share of corporate losses. Investors
in oil, real estate and other industries would thus have an advantage over
Iniveqtors iln farming.

Before adopting the current farm proposals. I believe the Congress should
pause and consider both the economic effect such proposals would have on farm.
Ing and the unfairness of singling out for adverse t*Ix treatment one of many

81-701-e9-80
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competitors for risk capital. As an alternative, I would suggest that tax reform
could be better accomplished by broadly based changes which would affect all
industries equally.

If you desire, I or a representative of mine, would be pleased to meet with you
or a member of your staff to discuss these matters in detail.

(The following communication was submitted to the committee by
Hon. Hiram L. Fong, a U.S. Senator from the State of Hawaii:)

MAYTAG DOMESTIC AND COIWMERCIAL APPLIANCES,
Honolulu, Hawaii, May 1, 1969.

Hon. HIAM L. FONG,
U.S. Senator, Washington, D.C.

DEAR HIRAM: Pursuant to our past correspondence regarding the repeal of the
Investment Tax Credit.

I should like to testify that, in my view, small business should be exempt
from any repeal. I would hope that my opinions on this matter are worthy of
your passing along to the proper committee. I can cite only as a repeal would
adversely effect my activities.

We are presently engaged in an expansion of building a chain of self service
laundries. Careful marketing research has proven a need for this community
service type business. This is especially true in Hawaii. Here we serve not only
locals but tourist who visit on a limited budget.

We build these laundry stores on speculation. That is we obtain a lease, fin.
prove the property, install the equipment and then sell the business as a package
to an investor.

This investor is normally a highly qualified person who normally could not
start his own business because of limited cash or other reasons. We are able
to arrange financing for people of good character and of good, though limited,
credit standing.

An average laundry is sold to the investor for about a low of $A0 000 to a
high of $80,000. His cash investment ranges from a low of $10,000 to a high of
$25,000.

In the cost of an average laundry store there Is about $30.000 in equipment
and the balance is Improvements, engineering fees and utility deposits.

These stores normally are In locations where we can obtain not less than a
ten year lease. The equipment life runs from eight to ten years, when properly
maintained.

The high gross monthly income to be expected is not over $3,500. The net after
expenses, before taxes, is about $500 per month while his equipment note is
being paid. This is normally over a three year period.

Thus you can readily see-his present Investment Tax Credit plus his depre-
ciation schedule is urgently required. Without these benefits he would find
better areas for investment.

Most of our investors are men employed in other occupations, pilots, attorneys,
doctors, etc. They, therefore, usually employ part-time or even full time attend-
ants and caretakers. A typical laundry will have two or three employees. Em-
ployees who are unskilled for high level employment. People who most likely
are unemployable in other areas.

The tremendous growth of well designed, professionally engineered self
service laundries is proof of their need in cities throughout the nation. The 7%
Investment Tax Credit Is greatly responsible for investors engaging in this
industry. A slow down would stop production of hundreds of thousands of wash-
ers, dryers, air conditioners, dispensers. carpets, water heaters, etc. Building
trades would be effected. Store space would not be rented and so on.

Please give every consideration to exempting small business from the Investors
Tax Credit repeal.

Very sincerely yours, LEE GRAY.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION,
Washington, D.C., July 11, 1969.

lion. RUssErm B. LONG,
('h ,irman, Coru nittee on, Finance,
U.S. Senate, Wlasington, D.C.

DEAR CHAIRMAN LONG: This is in reply to your request for the views of the
Interstate Commerce Commission with respect to the President's proposal to
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extend the present income tax surcharge and to repeal the 7% investment tax
credit. You specifically request our views as to the effect of this proposal on the
domestic surface transportation carriers subject to the Commission's jurisdiction.
These carriers include interstate'railroads, motor carriers, water carriers, feight
forwarders and oil pipeline companies.

Tie Commisiou fully recognizes and appreciates the seriousness of the prob-
lem of inflation and its effects on our Nation's economy which the President's
proposal is designed to alleviate. In this context, it is our understanding that the
committee e desires only an objective statement from us with respect to the effect
that an extension of the tax surcharge and repeal of the 7% investment tax credit
would have on the various segments of the surface transportation industry over
which we administer some degree of regulation.

From the information available to us, it is apparent that enactment of these
two measures will result In a material reduction in carrier income available for
capital expenditures, particularly for the railroads. The representative asso-
ciations of each mode subject to our jurisdiction undoubtedly will furnish the
Committee with their own estimates of the effects of these two proposals as to
their particularly industry along with appropriate supporting data. We, there
fore, will not burden the record before your Committee with substantially the
same information which we receive routinely from Commission-regulated car-
riers or carrier associations. If it would he of help to the Committee, we, of
course, would be happy to review whatever information is given to you by the
carriers or their associations and provide you with our comments on it.

As for exemptions from either of these two proposals for the surface transpor-
tatiou industry, we believe that, if the Committee feels that any exemptions are
appropriate, consideration be given to exemptions only for those few types of
railroad freight cars, such as boxcars, for which the supply does not meet demand.

We appreciate your giving us this opportunity to present our views on this
matter.

Sincerely,
VIRGINIA MAE BROWN, Chairman.

THE DETROIT EDISON CO.,
Detroit, Mich., July 14, 196.9.

eion. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONe: This statement is submitted to call your attention to the
inequity that will result unless the "phaseout" rule of proposed new Code Sub-
section 49(d) contained in Section 4(a) of H1.R. 12290 is not deleted.

Prior to the proposed investment credit repeal date of April 18, 1969 The
Detroit Edison Company made irrevocable commitments for or started construe-
tion on new electric generating plant and equipment needed to serve our cus-
tomers and to enable this Company to comply with air quality and other
environmental laws of this State. Of necessity, orders must be placed and con-
struction must begin on such plant and equipment some 5 years or more in
advance of the service date.

The House of Representatives has recognized In H.R. 12290, as it did during
the suspension period, that taxpayers should not be denied the credit where a
substantial commitment had been made prior to a change in the law. For this
reason the House of Representatives adopted a series of exception rules almost
identical to the suspension period exception rules. If the House had stopped
at this point I believe all would agree that the rules were fair and equitable.
However, the House then added proposed Subsection 49(d), which proceeds to
negate the equity so painstakingly preserved by the rules that preceded it.

Tile "phaseout" provisions of Subsection 49(d) would reduce the credit on
eligible property gradually as plant is placed in service during years 1971-74
and entirely if placed in service after that date. There is neither logic nor fair-
mhess in switching the right to the credit from the commitment date to the com-
pletion (]ate. The potential credit came into being when the taxpayer made his
irrevocable commitnient and it Is the law and the credit provision in existence
pt that time which should control and not some later law enacted when the tax-
iayer could no longer change his business plans.
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I submit that HR 12290 in its present form discriminates against our Company
and those similarly situated. I therefore respectfully urge that proposed new Code
Subsection 49 (d) be deleted from the Bill.

Respectfully,
WALK ER L. CISLER,

Chairman of the Board and Chicf Executive Officer.

INSTITUTE OF SCRAP IRON & STEEL, INC.,
l1ashington, D.C., July 9, 1969.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Committcc on Finance, U.S. Senatc, 111ashington, D.C.

MY DEAR Mn. LONG: The Institute of Scrap Iron & Steel, Inc., is the national
trade association representing In excess of 1,350 shippers, brokers, and processors
of Iron and steel scrap and related commodities, and industry suppliers. Since
we are actively Investing in new equipment to help reduce the solid waste prob-
lems facing this nation, and since the investment credit is making possible much
of this activity, we have a major Interest in the proposal to repeal that provision.

Cordially,
WILLIAM S. STORY, CAE,

Executive Vice President.

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN HOTEL & MOTEL AsSOCIATION, SUBMITTED By ALBERT
L. MCDERMOTT

The American Hotel & Motel Association is a federation of hotel and motel
associations located in the fifty states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico.
and the Virgin Islands, having a membership in excess of 6,800 hotels and
motels containing in excess of 750,000 rentable rooms. The Association maintains
offices at 221 West 57th Street, New York, New York, and at 777-14th Street,
N. W., Washington, D. C.

We would like to comment briefly on two sections of H.R. 12290 which propose
to repeal the 7 percent investment tax credit and extend the 10 percent tax
surcharge.

We have constantly favored sound fiscal policies and have always indicated
a growing concern when existing tax law or tax policy threatens to undermine
or seriously damage basic foundations which are required to assure a healthy
rate of economic growth. We recognize that from time to time certain steps
which might appear adverse to the business community must be taken by respon-
sible legislators to bank the fires of Inflation. We recognize that we are at a time
In history when budget ceilings should be imposed and steps should be taken to
slow the rapid rise of Inflationary tendencies in the marketplace. We do not feel
that the repeal of the 7 percent Investment -tax credit is the proper remedy to
do this or to solve our economic Ills.

The 7 percent investment tax credit has played but a small part when the
whole picture is viewed In proper perspective In creating the financial problems
which now face us. On the contrary, It has served to help small establishments
refurbish their enterprises so that they may more properly and successfully
compete with large giants who are prepared to build or expand regardless of such
a tax Inducement. Repeal of the credit In the tight money market would further
restrict the efforts of small, old-time existing hotel properties to compete with
those larger corporate enterprises who have a substantial amount of funds
available for either new construction or expansion. In addition, the investment
credit has expanded "Job opportunities" to numerous trades whose workers;
construct and rebuild those items of equipment which are so necessary for the
small businessman to purchase In order to update his busine.% property. As a
result, we would deeply regret from an overall national standpoint the repeal
of the credit which, without a doubt, will contribute to additional unemploy-
ment among the members of our work force.

We naturally favor repeal of the 10 percent tax surcharge on corporations
and individuals as soon as Is practicable. We abhor penalty taxes of this kind.
However, we recognize that It might be necessary, in view of financial and
economic conditions, to extend this tax for a further Interim period. We would
recommend that it be reduced to no more than 5 percent for the fiscal year ending
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June 30, 1970, both to corporations and individuals. This would place all overall
7.5 percent surcharge for both corporations and individuals on 1969 calendar
year returns and it would be in keeping with the "penalty tax" imposed on 1968
returns. Depending on budgetary considerations, tax receipts, and the progress
on tax reform legislation, the committee would be in a more favorable position
to properly review the need for any further extension of this tax early in the
next year.

While we abhor the penalty tax in the form of a tax surcharge, we equally dis-
like the repeal of tax laws which would tend to increase unemployment. For this
reason, we would much prefer to see additional workers on private payrolls
employed via provisions such as the 7 percent investment tax credit, who would
as a result of such employment be able to contribute a proper share to tax
receipts, even though such taxes may include a penalty tax in the form of a
,.urcharge for a limited period of time.

[Telegram ]
VISCOUNT CORP.,

Suminit, N.J.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairnian, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SIR: If surcharge is extended without change, interest and depreciation
deductions will be worth 10 percent more than without the surcharge. Such
increase in tax benefits could contribute to further industrial plant expansion
and thereby divert funds from housing and other pressing. needs of the economy.
Any such consequences would be at variance with surcharge's purpose of
damping Inflation.

Therefore I suggest that surcharge legislation be tailored to prevent such
incentives to expansion by disallowing deductions for interest and depreciation
under following circumstances:

(1) Deductions would be disallowed only for purposes of computing the sur-
charge. (2) Disallowances would apply only as to borrowings and investments
made subsequent to an announcement of the proposed provision. (3) Disallow-
•ances would not apply to housing and small businesses.

MARTIN J. OPPEN IE .MER, PrI.T idCft.

STATEMENT OF THE TAX COUNCIL SUBMITTED BY JOHN R. GREENIEE, CHAIRMAN,
TAX POLICY COMMITTEE

POLICY

1. We support extension of the income tax surcharge at ten percent through
1969, and five percent In the first six months of 1970.

2. With respect to repeal of the Investment credit, we recommend that:
a. Repeal be delayed until it can be matched by comparable reduction In

the top corporate rate below 48 percent, or if such a delay in repeal is unac-
ceptable, then alternately

b. Comparable reduction in the top corporate rate be incorporated in H.R.
12290 to become effective at a subsequent date.

3. With respect to amortization of air and water pollution control facilities, we
recommend that the provision in the bill for five-year amortization be liberalized
to permit faster write-offs including deduction of the cost in the year of comple-
tion or acquisition at the option of the taxpayer.

4. We support the low-income allowance provided in the bill.
•5. We urge that the Congress and the Administration become prepared to quickly

inaugurate a program of regular, repetitive steps in reform and reduction of per-
sonal and corporate Income tax rates when inflation has been contained. Such a
program should:

a. Pre-empt a large part of the estimated annual revenue gain of $12
billion;

b. Make substantial cuts in personal tax rates in all brackets with the
greatest cuts through the middle brackets to flatten the curve of graduation;

c. Contemplate a top rate of corporate tax below 40 percent; and
d. Provide for temporary arresting of scheduled reductions by Congress if

and when the public interest requires.
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DISCUSSION
1. The income taz surcharge

The reasons for enactment of the surcharge in the first Instance are compelling
as regards its extension. As stated by the Committee on Ways and Means in its
report on H.R. 12290, "... failure to extend the surcharge in 1969 would be
likely to nullify the effect on prices the 1968 surcharge otherwise would have had."

2. Repeal of investment credit
The Investment credit was recommended to the Congress In 1961 as a tax solu-

tion to a non-tax problem, and this concept has remained to this time. Its Inclu-
sion in the tax law has tended to blur the distinction between tax solutions to
non-tax and to tax problems, to the disadvantage of the latter. This is evidenced
by the increasing attacks on such matters as tax treatment of pensions Including
social security benefits, of transfers of property, and of depletable resources, all
of which are solutions to tax problems. It is hoped that repeal of the Investment
credit will improve the environment for objectivity with respect to the tax-
problem provisions.

Despite its history, however, the investment credit should not be viewed as
though it is a thing apart from the overall level of taxes on business. In the busi-
ness community, there are two complementary views on the nature of the credit.
The first is that it Is in reality a part of the capital consumption allowance which
otherwise would be (and apparently will be) seriously inadequate especially as
regards international competition. The other view in industry is that the credit
has the same value as an equivalent adjustment In tax rates and Its affect on
Investment decisions is simply its rate conversion value.

Whichever view may be preferred, the credit is universally available to busi-
ness for doing what business would do anyway within the limits of profit oppor-
tunities and available capital and hence in essence moderates the impairment by
corporate taxation of both of these factors.

For business as a whole, repeal of the credit will be a tax increase of 7-8 per-
cent. Even with termination of the surcharge next year, loss of the credit will
mean a return to the level of corporate taxation existing before the top rate was
reduced from 52 to 48% In the 19C4 legislation. It should be kept in mind. more-
over, that acceleration In payment swiped out any general benefit from the 1964
reductions.

Business investment financed from retained earnings is not inflationary, and
hence the reduction in tax burdens by the investment credit is not an inflationary
factor. Even as the credit is being repealed, it should be recognized that les.q
Inflation per dollar of economic growth would result from moderating taxes
which limit capital formation. Excessive tax burdens make business investment
more dependent on bank credit. When a growth-oriented economy is deprived by
taxes of adequate capital, it inevitably will demand more of the credit system
that can be delivered without inflation-and in part at least this is what is hap-
pening today. We would have less inflation if corporate taxes were lower instead
of higher.

Because inflation may have subsided before the increase in tax burdens from
repeal of the credit is fully weighted in corporate finances, the safer course would
be to delay the repeal until It can be matched by comparable reduction in the top
corporate rate below 48%. As a minimum safeguard against overkill as regards
corporate investment, H.R. 12290 should provide for comparable reduction in the
top corporate rate to become effective at a subsequent date.

3. Amortization of pollution control facilities
Because facilities for pollution abatement or control are non-productive and

thus do not generate income from which the capital invested can be recovered.
normal tax concepts of capital consumption allowances do not apply in this '
area. The five-year amortization of such facilities provided in H.R. 1220 would
of course be most helpful, but it is an arbitrary and Inherently restrictive ap-
proach to the problem. There is nothing in tax theory or practice which should
inhibit a more flexible policy, down to deduction of the cost In the year of com-
pletion or acquisition at the option of the taxpayer.

4. The low-~ncome allowance
While we heretofore have given our support to an Increase in the minimum:

standard deduction, we believe the low-income allowance Improves on this orig-
inal concept and we are happy to give it our endorsement and support.
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5. Long-range taw rate reform and reduction
Looking back, the present inflation was allowed to come about because it was

never fully anticipated in public policy. Looking ahead, the same thing could
happen as regards deflation with the nagging problems of too little growth and
too much unemployment.

Present and Suggested Rates
(disregarding temporary surcharge)

PERSONAL INCOME TAX RATE STRUCTURE
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An encouraging aspect of the contemporary scene is the tendency of political
leadership to think in terms of greater reliance on the self-motivating forces of
the private economy, but it would be a mistake to believe that the operations of
the government do not exert a major Influence on these forces. Especially, the
maintenance of stable tax rates when inflation has subsided and government
costs are decreasing or have leveled out could quickly contribute to an escalating
deflation. In lesser degree, there would be a deflationary effect even if govern-
ment spending were increasing somewhat but at a slower rate than the annual
growth of revenue now estimated in the range of $12 billion in a full economy.

In planning ahead, the government can maintain flexibility as regards that
part of the estimated revenue growth which is earmarked for tax reduction, but
will lose flexibility as regards the part earmarked for spending.

A program of scheduled tax reductions may readily provide for arresting or
even temporarily reversing any given reduction, but spending programs do not
lend themselves to this kind of procedure. If the Congress judges that the public
interest so requires, revenue dollars earmarked for tax reduction may be quickly
converted into spending dollars, but the reverse Is not so. It is true that ear-
marking revenue growth dollars for tax reduction will create an obstacle to new
spending commitments which has not existed in the past, but it would be a
surmountable obstacle whenever the case for spending is clear and convincing.

If the thinking about greater reliance on the private economy Is to be con-
firmed in policy, the place to start is with the overhang of excessive rates of tax
on personal and corporate incomes. This is the course which would lead to more
growth with less inflation, to ever better jobs as well as more jobs, and especially
to the best opportunities for those Americans who to the present have been
counted among the disadvantaged.

In its program, the Tax Council stresses the point that the sharply ascending
.scale of tax rates through the middle and into the higher brackets is both unfair
and uneconomic. The scale is unfair because it heavily penalizes effort and con-
tribution In contradiction of the principle of compensation that those who work
harder and long and accomplish more should be rewarded. It is uneconomic
be,,-.ue it drastically reduces the amount of new capital in the most dynamic
1 11(1ds.

The reform of personal tax rates suggested by the Council is illustrated in the
attached chart.

C. Conclusion
While we agree that enactment of H.R. 122990 is of critical importance to re-

moving inflation as a threat to the health of our economy, we believe it would be
a mistake to assume that its enactment would alone assure transition to health,
non-inflationary growth. Repeal of the credit could have an overkill effect unless
the legislation provides an offset for its loss. The time to plan for rate reform
and reduction to facilitate achievement of the desired state of growth over the
years ahead is before deflation is a current threat.

STATEMENT OF TIE DON.,oR-TRUSTEE, RAYMOND IRVING BISHOP, ARDIS COAMMERcIAL
HousE TRUST

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am grateful for this oppor-
tunity to testify with amendment on behalf of H.R. 12290 a bill which contains
the anti-inflationary measures proposed by President Nixon, Chief Executive,
United States of America.

As you undoubtedly recall. Mr. Chairman, the Secretary of Treasury, The Hon-
orable David M. Kennedy, Indicated the specifications H.R. 12290 as follows:

1. extend the surtax at 10% to December 31, 1969, and phasing out at 5%
thereafter to Jiune 30, 1970.

2. deferring for 1 yegr the rc'ductlon in t!-,  exc',.e tax on automobile and t-,'1-
phone, and teletypewriter exchange services for 1 year,

3. repeal the investment tax credit.
Also there was proposed as a tax reform measure by the President and in-

corporated Into H.R. 12-90 with minor changes the Low Income Allowance.
Mr. Chairman, I submit that the economic case for speedy action on these

tax proposals appears to be overwhelming. And yet upon examination we see a
healthy exuberance that in our listening watching, and following the course of
om- times we again can see our destiny and our leadership Is still most valid.
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As we listen, Mr. Chairman, we find that the present statement of the sur-
charge tax is just not the meat of the American people, for they remember to
well "taxation without representation" led to a Boston tea party, and "give me
liberty or give me death" of Patrick Henry when a tyrannical power tried to im-
pose its will and tax without representation in finding for its necessity and
formulation and collection. Today, to many Cofigressmen have had this rumb-
ling drummed into their senses and are beginning to realize that there are errors
in the formulation of the surcharge tax. One error lies in the fact that the
surtax should have been in a monetary policy and not In a fiscal sense. In a
fiscal sense the government takes the tax money from the people and pays for
a necessity. While in the monetary policy sense the government shows the neces-
sity of moral obligation to pursue the obtaining of certain goals above and
beyond the present necessity of the government; but it realizes that moral swasion
of good investment of a families or labourers, from a ditch-digger to a chairman
of the board, hard earned money that has not been spent on the necessities, serv-
ices, savings or entertainment.

Thus, then Mr. Chairman, when we accept this fact about the surcharge tax
being improperly formulated, then we can begin watching what is going on around
its immediate area. It was noted at the beginning that the labourers kept right on
spending the same amount by almost completely cutting off the normal bank
savings deposit. Good habits prevailed and back up went savings deposits tvpon
having the attraction of banks paying higher interest rates on savings accounts.
And then we saw higher bank loan rates to substantial corpo-ations as well as in
bank personal loans. But as we watched, Mr. Chairman, we again saw that the
labourer demanded and received wage increases that nullified the amount of
money taken away originally by the surtax. And so "galloping Gerty" continued
to gallop, and "Sir-Tax" tried on his part to rein her in. But the formulation had
been wrong, and little cognizance had beeu taken of history.

Perhaps, Mr. Chairman, as we follow the course of our times we find that moral
swasion has developed from the pouting pigeons, cooks, clerks, debutants and
diplomats, to the peaceful resistance of Gandhi, King, and Meany, and given final
polish by the Hippies and Yippies. Also that our population increase will pr '-
duce an overwhelming greater number of them much easier to listen, watch, .nd
to follow. Certainly the government of the United States of America can find
their ways most useful.

As you may recall, Mr. Chairman, on July 8th, 1969, The Honourable Mr.
Kennedy, Secretary of Treasury, testified that he had no further ideas or tax
bills on the surtax or on reform measures, nor that he had any powers of per-
suasion over the banks or the 50 key corporations that are tying up the money
market by their demand to date.

Perhaps, Mr. Chairman, some of your committee members may recall the long
term spent by Mr. Lyndon Johnson in these halls of legislature, and when as
Vice-President, how his great knowledge of the legislature workings, and great
art of the use of persuasion made him a truly great Vice-President. The force
of law giving a head of agency certain powers is only a small part of leadership.
And if our governments financial leaders were to follow the course of our times
then their force of persuasion would be an awsome thing indeed. If David would
telephone George, and as an ad hoc committee, call upon George and Walter-. I
am sure that good government, as the voice of the people, can call upon the per-
suasive force of the body of the people to draw attention to the necessities of
the times. Yes, the office of Secretary of Treasury does have and can modernize
by immulation the awesome powers of persuasion; and by the silent marching peo-
ple can show the laggard corporations that Individuals free-wheeling such giants
can be brought to task morally, just as well as a driver of an automobile for not
watching or listening to the declaimations of the people when driving through a
dense crowd.

I agree with those In labor and the Honourable Secretary of Treasury who be-
lieves the wait for meaningful tax reform has been "too long", but not in the
legislative sense stated by them.

Possibly you are aware, Mr. Chairman, that the United States government
has adopted as a ruling force the economic theory that Lord John Maynard Key-
n as propounded in 1935. As Dr. John Galbraith, stated it in the New York Times
Book Review, 19, as follows.

Upon examination, Mr. Chairman, we find that Keynes assumed three things
to be true, (1) the labour force was thoroughly trained, (2) the corporations
would spend as much as possible in developing the economy; and (3) the state
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would supplement the estimated amount by raising and receiving 100% of the
face value of government loans from the lending agency or people.

As you undoubtedly know, Mr. Chairman, T.V.A., A.I.D., Appalachia, Marshall I
Plan, and a host of other government sponsored endeavors great and small are
based on the Keynesian Theory. Yet we are still capable of l-f- of Adam Smith,
but when such business and industry affects the whole economy then it is con- r
ducted by basic regulation to the good of but without regimentation of the whole.

And as you have undoubtedly recognized, Mr. Chairman, the H.R. 12290 in- I
vestment credit proviso is also part of the Keynesian Theory of economic growth I
but the way it is constructed and Is operated is bastardly to say the least. The (
investment credit is essentially good and necessary and it would be preposterous I
to permit it to die. It should be rewritten to follow the course and not in hinder- t
ance of our times by its inflationary tendencies. This can be aleviated by having
its function within a given economic range, and its operation set on a sine curve
assignment of investment credits so the present tendency does not reoccur. This t
then will permit the continued use of the Keynesian Theory without the regi-
mentation of the business mass. t

Mr. Chairman, a like critical judgment could be made of the surcharge tax t
to bring its function within a given economic range so that it would have a pre-
ventative effect on inflationary and deflationary trends through good operational I
practices. Under the circumstances as donor-trustee, Arbis Commercial House f
Trust, as the owner of the commercial method, I am not at liberty as a minority t
trust member to go into it at this moment. However, I should like to point out
a commercial offer of the use of this commercial method was made to the British r
Government on September 1st, 1966, and the United States of America Govern-
ment was notified as is required by business practice at that time. since a matter o
of reference by the British to the American, etcetera. a

Undoubtedly, Mr. Chairman, you and your committee, realize that tax reform r
must employ a look at the whole. What, Why, Where, How, and When; and i
properly based upon a major policy acceptance in economics and finance through
the Keynesian Theory. As It now stands in 1969 the Department of Treasury Is t.
in the top "Office" money poor and "think tank" poor. In the first instance to I
many areas of tax return have been removed from the books; and in the second
instance The Honourable Secretary of Treasury does not have the learned a
assistance for conceptual examinations such as the Chief Justice of the United S
States Supreme Court has at his command In his Associate Justices. Probably t
the greatest Secretary of Treasury in modern times is The Honourable Douglas )
Dillon; who could have reached the heights of excellence of his fellow Scotchman, d
with nearly the same antecedents, the magnificent Alexander Hamilton; provided. a
he had not been bogged down by massive detail with finite asssitance in final t
analysis, thus leaving little time for considered policy leadership. Unamuno, s
the great Spanish philosopher, and one of the world's greatest in the early 20th
century, was able to provide the able leadership to a small group of other writers t
and poets of his Country, and lifted their literature from 300 years of mediocrity t
by the use of "group therapy" five days a week for over 30 years. Their conversa- 1.
tions provided the enrichment of the use and expression of language in brilliance,
depth, and integrity, to bring forth the techniques of function and operation of I
their craft, completely satisfying to the mind, the life, the soul, and the spirit of P
their times. ti

As for the forgiveness of taxes from people with Low Income Allowance, I
submit, Mr. Chariman, it is insulting to their face, and the beginning of a caste I
system not justifiable by the precepts as I have known them of my Country. Some f
other means of he!p or compassion can be had-But Not This!! !!

(face: Is the act of preserving the prestige or dignity)
(dignity: Is the quality or state of being worthy and decent) P
(prestige: standing or estimation in the eyes of the people) t
(decent: Is fitting, proper, honour, or appropriate) e

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of your Committee. f

MEMORANDA SUBMITTED BY LIPMAN REDMAN OF MELROD, REDMAN & GARTLAN, (
JULY 15, 1969

This memorandum deals with the lease-back provisions of the proposed new
Section 49(b) (5).
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This section permits the retention of the credit where the party to the binding
contract as of the required date transferred his rights to another party who
retained the credit but who leased the property back to the original party.
The retention of the credit requires that the original party's lease run for a
term of at least one year, but it then provides that the credit is subject to the
recapture rules "at such time as the lessee loses the right to use the property".

This language may well substantially destroy the availability of lease financing
for such equipment as aircraft and presumably other property as well, particu-
larly for lessees who are not prime credit risks and who are in particular need
of lease financing. Unlike present law, the credit would be lost in the event of a
lessor's repossession because of the lessee's default in a typical, bonafide situa-
tion. especially where that default (onsists of lessee's inability to pay the rent.
Moreover, no valid reason exists for this change in prior law. To the extent
any effort has been made to justify this change, it is said to be designed to put
the lessor in the same position as the owner-operator of the aircraft who has
arranged mortgage financing. In the latter instance, if the owner defaults during
the period of the mortgage and the investment credit property is repossessed,
the owner may lose all or part of the credit.

However, the owner-mortgage case is readily distinguishable from the case of
lease financing and there is no reason to change present law which provides
for different tax results. First, in the owner-mortgage case, only one taxpayer,
the owner, is concerned with the availability of the investment credit; the terms
of his financing are not affected by its availability. As a result, the mortgagee's
repossession because of the mortgagor's default affects only the mortgagor.
Where however lease financing is used, the lessor retains the credit and passes
on to the lessee its equivalent through a reduction in rental expense. Accordingly
any risk to the lessor of later loss of the credit because of bonafide financial
problems of the lessee will affect the lessor's willingness to pass this economic
benefit to the lessee.

Secondly, since the owner-mortgagee is the only taxpayer concerned with
the investment credit's availability where he is simply a mortgagee, he need
not concern himself with the problems of the loss of the credit until he defaults.
In the lease financing case, however, the lessor must, at the time of the trans-
action, contemplate the possibility of recapture. At that point the lessor has
several alternatives: first (as already indicated) Increase the rent during
the first four, six, and eight years to build in a factor for the recapture possi-
bility, and then permit a sharp reduction during the balance of the lease term
after that exposure has expired; second, pass the credit through to the lessee
and eliminate the otherwise usual reduction in rent; or third, refuse to do the
transaction in the first instance. Any of these choices may well effectively de-
stroy the aircraft leasing business.

The major advantage of lease financing involves the savings in cash flow to
the lessee. In the normal debt financing case, the owner pays up to 30% of
the ost of the aircraft in pre-delivery payments and borrows and pays the balance
at delivery. His mortgage will extend over periods varying from 6 to 12 years
depending on the type of aircraft and will call for interest ranging from the
prime rate up. In the normal lease, however, the lessee need pay no more than
perhaps 5% of the aircraft's cost and frequently nothing at all other than the
first quarter's rent in advance. Thus, at delivery the lessee receives a refund
of the substantial deposit (up to 30% of cost) he previously made. Rent varies
with the credit of the airline lessee and the aircraft; leases currently in effect
for the Douglas DC-8 and the Boeing 707 type aircraft have interest rates which
range generally between 41/2% and 7%.

These are obviously cash differences of real significance and represent the im-
portant economic value contributed by the leasing companies. Particularly in
the ease of airlines who have been subjected to heavy cash demands for new
equipment at a time when credit availability has sharply contracted, this dif-
ference is significant. This difference is even further aggravated by the fact
that the proposed statutory change affects not only aircraft purchased currently
(and perhaps in anticipation of the repeal) but also aircraft purchased several
years ago when the Investment credit was thought to be an Integial part of the
Code.

Furthermore with regard to the "solution" of the leasing company passing the
credit to the lessee, that would have the effect of putting the leasing companies
in the banking, not the leasing business. This is not their function.
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There may be the feeling that tils whole concept of lease financing has been
abused, for two reasons. One is that It has been the source of considerable tax
avoidance-'a legal ginmick'-by individuals who organize a series of limited
lhartnerships. To the extent that that is true, it Is not a valid considerations in
the case of publicly held corporations engaged In the legitimate leasing business.
Second, it may be felt that some of the major airlines have turned to leasing
only because they have ample credit carryovers. Not only is this not so--maid
were It true, they would be seriously Jeopardized by the 20% cut-back rule con-
tained in the bill-but also the need to conserve cash has caused the turn to
leasing, not any excess investment credit. The large costs of equipment for the
new generation of jumbo jets-approximately $22 million for the 7.17, $18 million
for the DG-10 and the L1011 with many airlines still buying the DG-8-63 air-
craft at close to $12 million-has created a serious cash flow problem.

To the extent therefore that orders have been placed on or before tile effective
date of the repeal, it is not sound to decimate that important financing techmijim.
in this indirect and unrealistic manner.

To accomplish this, it is suggested that the following be added after lin(, 20)
on page 13 of the bill:

"... unless the party to the contract retains the right to u.se the property
under a lease for a term of years not le,s than the period which is to be used
by the lessor in determining the amount of the credit, and lessee loses the right
to use the property pursuant to lessor's repossession of the property in exorcis
of his rights under the lease."

(If this considered too broad, the following could be added: ". . . because
of lessee's inability to pay the rent.")

The explanation in the Senate Finance Committee Report might read as fol-
lows:

"Our addition to the proposed new Section 49(b) (5) (line 20 on page 13) is
designed to avoid an undesirable result of the House bill, namely, recapture (of
the credit In a bona fide situation of a long term lease which represents a sub-
stantial portion of the estimated useful life of the property, where lessee loses
possession by virtue of a repossession by lessor because of lessee's default. Our
addition is intended to make it clear that in that kind of a situation, pr. sent
law continues without change, so that lessor has the same right to retake posses-
slon of the property and place it with another lessee or otherwise put it to use.
without any effect on the continuation of the lessor's Investment tax credit."

II

This memorandum deals vith the proposed effective date of mi(lnite, April Is.
1969.

When the Administration first submitted the proposed legislation to the
Congress. the effective (late for the proposed repeal of the investment tax credit
was fixed at midnite. Sunday. April 20, 1969. This was in ac(,ordance with the,
normal rule which calls for the effectiveness of restrictive tax legislation too
coincide with the public announcement of the proposal, as for example, the time
of submission to the Congress. (There was in fact considerable speculation that
the effective date was and should be mldnite, April 21. the actual dte of sub.
mission of the Administration's proposals, to avoid problems involving legiti-
mate business transactions which might have occurredd on the business day prior
to the hour of submission. In fact, reading of the newspapers would prol)ably
establish that April 21 was frequently the date mentioned.) It was only after
hearings had been completed by the House Ways and Means Committee that tie
Treasury Department recommended that the repeal be made retroactive to
midnite Friday, April 1.1, 1969.

The newsl)apers have since carried a variety of stories to the effect that this
retroactivity was designed to avoid later scandals involving certain few persons
who had advance "secret" information that the Administration's proposals
were to go to the Congress on Monday the 21st and that such persons "beat" tMe
l)ropsed legislation by placing large orders over the weekend of Friday, Satur-
day and Sunday, April 18, 19 and 20. (It is understood also that in fact Treasury's
retroactive proposal was prompted by nevs that one particular company plur-
chased $900 million worth of Section 38 property on Sunday. April 21, but that
further examination (isclosed that only $90 million worth of equipment would
so qualify.)
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III any event, it can be delliolstrated without difficulty that the press had
been giving considerable eaiplmsis to the Administration's likely proposal to
repeal the credit, and that during the entire week of April 14, there was con-
siderable Speculation in the press that repeal would be proposed shortly. The
key disclosure came at the President's press conference at noo0)n on Frilay,
April 18: in response to a speiitclel question regarding speculation concerning
the investment tax credit repeal, he stated that that sutjhet would Ihe covered
in the Treasury's propo-als which were to go forward to the Congress on Monday
or Tuesday, April 21 or April 22.

In these ('ircunlstances, it, Is plain that no one was required to rely upon
inside information. Rather any business man interested in the credit had only to
read the newspapers during April to know that recommendation of the credit's
repeal couhl be expected shortly, andl he knew no later than Friday April 18
dint It would )e on Monday or Tuesday, April 21 or April 22, 1969. It is therefore
indefensible to maintain that these taxpayers acted on tile basis of inside in-
fiornation. There was4 no need for any.

The eviden( which inakes this perfectly clear probably also contains the
real reason for the proposed date. That evidence involves the amount of orders
for Section 38 property which were l)robably placed during the weekend in
question. Obviously the larger that number, the clearer It is that the Impeding
April 21 repeal proposal was indeed widely known and anticipated. At the same
time, however, and by the very same token, Treasury may be concerned about
the number of dollars Involved in the investment tax credit which woull be
lpreserved by these last minute orders. There are two answers to this: it has
always been congressional antd judicial policy to permit business affairs to be
con(hutedl in such a way as to avoid but not evade tax. There Is nothing wrong
4)r imlproler in responding to public information so as to save tax, any more
than there is sonmthing wrong with accelerating or deferring income so as to
have It fall in a "better" tax year, or with deferring sale of capital assets long
4.sough to qualify for capital gains, etc. Absent any Inside information problem,
weekend business Is no different. Second, retroactivity is not normally used to
raise revenue. The bill is troublesome in this regard because of other retroactive
features, namely the one tenth of one percent attrition rule in the proposed
Section 49(d) and the 20% phase-out rule in the proposed Section 46(b) (5).
Still another retroactive feature, for the unusual purpose of raising revenue,
does not aPlwa r sul)portable.

Regardless of the effective date finally used, some clarification appears in-
dicated in the discussion in the House Ways and Means Committee Rerort of
what constitutes a binding contract. For example, references to the applicability
of local law, along with the statement that an oral contract can suffice, do not
account for such matters as local statutes of frauds which vary widely be-
tween states but which il essence frequently require some type of writing signed
by the party to e bound thereby. Technically it can be contended that until that
writing has been prolprly signed and delivered, the party is not bound. Clearly
then, If time marties have agreed orally but do not execute and deliver the re-
quired writing until a later time, there may well be a serious question as to
whether there was a binding contract as of April 18. The question can be illus-
trated by this actual example:

After consultation between the parties, buyer telegraphed the manufacturer
an order for the purchase of four aircraft, setting out the key elements of the
purchase, namely, delivery date, configuration (technical specifications, by refer-
ene to tile same type aircraft already being operated by the buyer), provision
for subsequent documentation to take the form of an amendment to the agree-
ment covering the aircraft presently being operated by the buyer, and acknowl-
edgement of buyer's making on that day a non-refundable deposit of $100,000
per aircraft. The payment was in fact made. On that same day, i.e. April 18,
the manufacturer prepared and signed a letter addressed to the buyer confirm-
ing the key points of the telegram and adding the total price upon which the
parties had agreed prior to the buyer's telegram but which had been omitted
from that telegram. For the sake of good order, the seller's !etter called for the
signature of the buyer. This signature was affixed on Sunday, April 20, 1969.

Counsel has ,advised buyer that subject to -the technicalities of the statute of
frauds (Florida (the prilneipal office of the buyer) or California (the principal
office of -the seller)], -the buyer was bound by (1) the oral agreemnt with the
manufacturer, as confirmed, by (2) his telegram and by (3) his non-refundable
.down payment, all on April 18, 1969, Counsel has also advised, however, that if
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the buyer intends to finance the acquisition of th(,e aircraft through the usual
lease financing technique where ti lessor retains the inves-tment tax credit,
counsel for the lssor might well raise the question involving these technicalities.
In these circumstances, this buyer who relied upon information available to hitti
in the public press and who purchased the four aircraft on tit( assumption that
he wits entitled to the investment tax credit, would indeed be exposed to severe
sanctions.

The following suggestions are advanced for possible inclusion in the Senate
Finance committee e Report :
"We agree with the discussion in the Ways and Means Committee Report re-

garding a binding agreement before the specified (late. By way of clarification.
however, the reference to local law is not Intended to require full adherence to
such technical requirements as a local statute of frauds. As long as the lprtie,,
intended to be legally bound, had in fact reached agreement and can demonstrate
that by some documentary evidence, the requirement is satisfied. In this connec-
tion it may be important to distinguish between the acts which constitute the
making of the contract (for example, oral discussions, telegrams, down payment)
and subsequent memoranda which only confirm the earlier arrangement.

"Also we would add a fourth example to the three set out in the last full para-
graph on page 23 of the Ways and Means Committee Report, namely that a
contract may be considered binding even though it requires subsequent docu-
mentation dealing with significant items, such as certain technical slliciitiation.
as in the ease of aircraft. Thus the requirement is satisfied if the buyer orders
by telegram on April 18 and the manufacturer responds by letter dated aid signed
the same day, even though the buyer formally signs the manufacturer's letter on
a later day (for example April 20) and even though the parties thereafter sign
the usual more formal agreement containing additional provisions.

"Ii connection with the Ways anl Means Committee Report reference to what
constitutes a 'nominal' deposit on an option to purchase, it should be added that
the custom of the trade may be significant. Where that custom indicates that
the amount of cash required varies in part on the buyer's cash position at a par-
ticular time, (as for example where the manufacturer may accept a much smaller
deposit from the same buyer at one time than at another), then a deposit of
$100.000 against a total purchase price of even $12 million would be more than
nominal."

STROOCK & STROOCK & LARVAN.

Wa8hington, D.C., July 15. 1969.
Re Fuel Desulphurization, Inc: Proposed Amendment to 1I.R. 12290, 91st Cong..

1st Sess.
lion. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman. Senate Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate,
Vash ington. D.C.

DEAn 'MR. CHAITMAN: The Secretary of the Interior. in order to ii)!ement
the Air Quality Control Act of 1967, issued an amendment to Oil Import Regula-
tion 1 (Revision 5) to add to Oil Import Regulation 1 a new Section 20. the
purpose of which is to encourage the construction in District I. which in(llu(he
the area from Maine to Virginia. of new facilities capable of producing suffivieit
quaint ities of low sulphur residual fuel oil to supply the East Coast market. The
purpose of the amendment is to further the control of air pollution by pr,)-
viding facilities to remove sulphur at the primary source, to supply low suil-
phur residual oil for such consumers as power plants, Industrial plants, public
buildings, and other consumers of residual oil for heat and power.

The Secretary of the Interior deemed it necessary to provide such faeilities-
to enable the consumers of residual fuel oil on the East Coast to meet federal.
state. and local air pollution regulatios which limit the amount of sulphur
which may be contained in fuel oil.

Pursuant to Section 26 of Oil Import Regulation 1. the Secretary of the In-
terior also Issued an import allocation to our clients, Fuel Desulphurization, In,.
to permit them to desulphurize up to 100,000 barrels per day per calendar year
of imported residual fuel oil from Venezuela and other western hemisphere sources
which naturally contain more sulphur than the Regulations referred to above per-
mit. This allocation was Issued on January 9, 1969. and has been affirmed by the
new Administration. It is estimated that the desulphurization facilities of Fuel
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Desulphurization, Inc., which are now in an advanced stage of design, may re-
quire a total Investment in excess of $80 million.

Because of the exclusionary language in lines 13 through 22 on page 26 of
11.1t. 12290, there is now no provision in the Bill to permit the rapid amortization
of fuel desulphurization facilities such as Fuel Desulphurization, Inc., and the
other holders of Import allocations under Section 26 are planning to construct. The
desulphurization facilities of Fuel Desulphurization, Inc., will be constructed in
the New York-New Jersey metropolitan area, which consumes more titan :10tX0
barrels of residual fuel oil per (lay. Under existing Regulations, all of this fuel oil
must be low sulphur fuel.

There are presently under construction. or planned, fuel (lesulldturization
facilities In Venezuela and in tie Dutch West Indles but it is not anticipated
that these facilities will be able to supply sufficient low sulphur fuel from west-
ern hemisphere sources of oil production to mncet titt full requirenmnts of the
East Coast area embraced within DistrIct 1, which is over 1,0iH),004M barrels tir
day.

Accordingly, it Is respectfully urged that II.R. 12290 be amended to include
among the facilities granted rapid depreciation for pollution control uew pri-
mary facilities designed and constructed to manufacture low sulphur fuel froin
fuel that contains more sulphur than the antipollution Regulations periltit to
be burned.

We suggest for this purpose the aniendment which Is annexed hereto.
Among the reasons why it is necessary to include fuel desulphurizing facilities

within the class of pollution control facilities embraced within ll.R. 12290 are
the following:

1. It Is desirable to advance the purposes of the Air Quality Control Act of
19017 by providing facilities constructed in the united States to abate air pollu-
tion at the source by removing from fuel l)rodnied in the western hemisphere
the sulphur naturally contained in such fuel before it reaches the ultimate coll-
sumer, including coal as well as petroleum.

2. Facilities to remove sulphur from fuel prior to consumi)tion are new and
exlrlmental. In fact, facilities for tite desulphurization of fuel oil of title 4izv
required to treat large quantities of high sulphur fuel at it single plant have
never been constructed in the United States.

3. Recognizing the experimental nature of large scale desulphurizing facilities
to remove sulphur from residual fuel oil, other countries such as Venezuela,
Jahpan, and Kuwait have granted rapid depreciation for such facilities as are
now under construction In those countries.

4. The introduction of atomic power to replace fossil fuels in the United States
is a factor which creates the possibility of rapid obsolescence of fuel desulphuriz-
ing facilities, apart from the obsolescence which naturally occurs with the Intro-
duction of processes which are experimental in nature.

5. The high capital cost of the large sized facilities required to produce low
sulphur fuels In quantity to meet the anti-pollution Regulations involves a high
risk factor for the investment required to build such facilities: therefore, a rapid
return of the investment Is required to compensate for this high risk.

6. The high cost of fuel desulphurization facilities which must of necessity
be built on Industrial shore-front land In areas such as the New York-New Jersey
metropolitan area, Includes the necessity of acquiring large parcels of high
priced land with terminal facilities to handle large tankers. The disproportion.
ately high cost of land in relation to the total investment. therefore, requires
that the machinery and equipment of the facility be depreciated at an accelerated
rate.

7. The size of the investment required to construct primary desulphurization
facilities in the United States faces competition from naturally occurring low
sulphur fuels produced In other parts of the world such as North and West
Africa and, therefore, Involves a high competitive risk which could not le under-
taken by investors without the inducement of rapid depreciation, particularly
in view of the very real possibility that additional deposits of naturally occurring
low sulphur petroleum may be discovered either In those areas of present produc-
tion or in other areas closer to the areas of consumption on the East Coast of the
United States.

For the foregoing reasons, the proposed amendment to H.R. 12290 is respect-
fully urged.

Sincerely yours,
WALTER POZEN.

Resident Partner.
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PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO II.R. 12290 To INCLUDE PRIMARlY Ant Plo.LTrioN CON-
TROL FACILITIES IN TIE CLASS OF FACILITIES GRANTED RAPI I)EPIIECIATON

I. On page 25 after line 2, insert a new paragraph (2) * of subsection (d), to
read as follows:

"(2) PRIMARY AiR POLLUTION CONTROL FACILITY.-The term 'primary a1ir
pollution control facility' means a certified pollution control facility which is
designed and operated to remove sulphur or other major atmospheric pollutants
from combustible fuels before their delivery to the actual users of such fuels."

II. On page 26, line 14, delete the word "The" and insert the following instead
"Except in the case of a primary air pollution control facility, the".

STROOCK & STROOCK & LAVAN,

Washington, D.C., JuIy 16, 1969.
Re Fuel l)esulphurization, Ine: Proposed amendment to 11.1t. 12290, 91st Con-

gress, first session.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washingtono, D.C.

DFAR MR. CHAIRMAN: On Tuesday, July 15, Mr. Vail, Chief Counsel of the
Committee, kindly gave Mr. Scoll of Fuel Desulphurization. Inc. and me the oppor-
tunity to explain more fully our concerns with § 5 of H.R. 12290 in its present
form and the amendments of § 5 which we have proposed In a letter to you of
that date.

At that meeting Mr. Vail asked whether fuel desulphurization facilities such
as our client intends to erect are supplemental to or a substitute for the kind of
"end of the line" pollution control facilities which the House sponsors of § 5
appear to have had in mind. In answer to that question. desulphurization facilities
as such are necessary to remove sulphur from the fuel oil used by Industrial
consumers and power plants on the East Coast which must have low sulphur
fuel oil to meet state and local regulations which are already in effect and are
scheduled for more stringent implementation.

For example, the present allowable sulphur limit for heavy fuel oil in New
York City is 1% by weight. However. it is contemplated that in the near future
Subchapter A of Chapter IV of the Air Pollution Control Act of New York State
will be amended to prohibit the construction, Installation or modification within
the New York City metropolitan area of any conbution installation that is
designed for the use of fuel containing more than .2 lbs. of sulphur per million
B.T.U. gross heat content (.33 lbs. of sulphur by weight). Furthermore, no fuel
that contains more than .2 lbs. of sulphur per million B.T.U. gross heat content
may, under contemplated restrictions, be purchased or used by stationary com-
bustion installations in the New York City metropolitan area. The effective dates
for the.e enactments have had to be postponed because heavy fuel oil meeting
the .333% sulphur limit is presently not available to industrial and power plant
consumers In the New York area.

While there are, of course, other air contaminants Which can be controlled by
so-called "end of the line" facilities, the fact reinains that for the Eastern Sea-
board, and particularly the New York area, sulfide contaminants are, by statute
and regulation both in New York and New .Tersey, already controlled by limiting
the allowable amounts of sulphur in the fuel oil itself. The reason for such regula-
tions is that there apparently is no other demonstrably effective method of
controlling sulphur contained In gases which are released into the atmosphere
from the burning of high sulphur oils. As you may know, Venezuelan and other
Western Hemisphere high sulphur fuel oils have been the main source of energy
and heat and power Installations on the Eastern Seaboard.

In other parts of the country, such as the South and Middle West, high sulphur
reIdual fuel oils are not the problem that they are on the Eastern Seaboard.
Where sulfur limits in such fuel are or may be prescribed in these areas, the
heat and energy requirements for industrial and electric power plants can be
supplied by natural gas, which is cheaper in the South and Middle West than It
is on the East Coast, because of the proximity to the sources of production. In
fact, the consumption of residual fuel oil in the Middle West is negligible com-
pared to that which is consumed on the Eastern Seabord.

*Renumber the present paragraphs (2), (3), and (4) of subsection (d) as (3), (4), and
(5), respectively.
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As pointed out in our July 15 letter to you, processes for the desulphurization
of residual fuel oil are relatively new, and the risk inherent in investing in such
processes is so substantial that it cannot safely be accounted for by normal
depreciation. It Is of importance, therefore, that the accelerated depreciation
provision of the House amendment be expanded to cover fuel oil desulphurization
facilities, to encourage the construction of such facilities In areas where the use
of high sulphur oils by stationary combustion plants is prohibited by State statutes
and regulations.

Sincerely,
JAMES H. HELLER.

AIKRosPACE INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, INC.,
July 16, 1969.

Hon. RussErxJ B. LONG,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MIll CHAIRMAN: This stali. Pmetit witi respect to the current consideration
of the proposed repeal of the investment tax credit is submitted by the Aerospace
Industries Association of America, Ime.. on behalf of its 59 members, who are the
principal manufacturers of aircraft, missiles and spacecraft, their propulsion,
guidance systems and related components.

The investment tax credit was enacted to encourage American industry to
acquire and maintain a modern, efficient productive capacity as the imeains of
(1) protecting American employment against tit( in-roads of foreign goods and
services, many of which bemeit from tim tax assistance in reducing prices.
(2) providing better products and services at lower prices, an(l (3) imnproving
the U.S. bailnce-of-payments by facilitating the t)roduction of goods and services
for export. The credit has been a major factor in achieving those goals and pro-
viding a strong Industrial base. R peal of the credit will necessarily have adverse
effects on each of these important national objectives.

The members of AIAt are particularly aware of the need to maintain an up-to-
date and efficient productive capacity. As principal suppliers of major defense
and space systems, and as producers of the aircraft and ground-based equipment
used by the domestic and foreign air transportation industry, they are in the
forefront of a world wide technological advance. This carries with it continuing
requirements both to utilize the most modern research and production facilities
and to produce capital goods of the most advanced design for use by others.
Because repeal of the investment tax credit will seriously inhibit the ability of
these members to maintain necessary technological progress, they are compelled
to oppose its repeal.

If repeal is intended to reduce inflationary pressures, it is respectfully sub-
mitted that such action may well have a contrary effect. Many of the companies
are committed to long-range production programs and there is no way they can
avoid acquiring the capital goods needed to discharge their obligation. More-
over, many of the industry's customers such as the airlines are committed to
long-range programs to enlarge and improve existing fleets so as to maintain
American leadership in the vital air transport system. Thus, repeal of the
investment credit will not stop the acquisition of hundreds of millions of dollars
worth of equipment. Repeal of the credit, however, will remove a source of cash
which these companies have relied on to help finance these acquisitions and will
force them to pay higher prices and borrow more heavily in an already tight
nmoney market, thereby adding to inflationary pressures.

These problems are intensified by the current Department of Defense policy
which compels its suppliers to provide the facilities required to perform defense
contracts in ever increasing amounts.

Therefore, the members of AIA respectfully urge that an action which would
have such serious adverse impacts on the U.S. economy should not be taken
hastily. As a minimum, the members urge that repeal of the investment tax
credit not be considered as a matter separate and apart from the complete study
and overhaul of the federal income tax laws presently underway in the Congress.
The members of AIA believe it to be in the interest of developing sound legisla-
tion that this matter be considered by the Congress along with all other proposed
changes In tax law so that the composite can be viewed in complete perspective.

Yours very truly,
V. J. ADDUCI.

31-701-69-31
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REPUBLIC STEEL CORP..
Clevcland, Ohio, July 16, 196.

Hen. RUSSELL B. LONG.,
Chairman, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, Washington. D.C.

My DEAR MNR. CHAIRMAN : We are pleased by the opportunity provided by your
Committee for us to submit comments on the legislative prol)osal to repeal the
7% investment tax credit. The investment credit is a matter of vital concern to
Republic Steel Corporation and its repeal will seriously afflct Republic',s (eaital
lprogra m.

Although the investment (re(lit has not been completely adequate to place
Republic and other members of the domestic steel industry on an even footing
with foreign competition, the credit, enacted in 1962 as a permanent incentive to
U.S. industries, has significantly aided the steel industry in meeting the vast
cal)ital demands niade upon it.

The competitive challenge posed by steel imports serves to underscore the
importance to the steel Industry of the 7 /i( investment tax credit. Repeal of tMe
credit would strike a heavy blow at capital intensive industries such as the
sWel industry which must continue to spend huge sunis for new equipment to
compete with foreign steelmakers. Moreover, repeal would seriously penalize
Republic and the rest of the domestic steel industry for their efforts to equip this
basic Industry with the facilities required to serve the nation's economy and vital
defense needs. Nevertheless. should the Congress determine that 'el)eal of tie
tax credit is imperative, we believe some selective exemption should be given an
industry in the position in which steel finds itself-namely, with the necessity
to continue capital expenditures on a large scale to improve Its competitive
position against foreign steel producers. Failing that, we believe repeal of the
credit should be accompanied by a liberalization of depreciation allowances for
federal tax purposes, since, in effect, the original intent behind the passage of the
tax credit was to augment depreciation allowances with a vehicle that would
enable industries to carry out necessary long-term capital improvement programs.

Notwithstanding the possibility of alternative incentive measures, it is of
prime importance that repeal of the investment tax credit be accomplished in an
orderly and equitable manner so that industry will not be penalized for capital
expenditures which have been committed or I)lanned in the expectation that the
incentive was permanent.

Therefore, we respectfully request your Committee to recommend that any
repeal legislation provide exceptions substantially similar to the transition rules
included in the legislation for the 1966 suspension of the investment credit. Among
the exceptions from the proposed repeal of the investment credit should be the
following:

1. Capital projects already committed either by binding contracts or by
partial construction to such extent that they must be completed should con-
tinue to have the benefit of the 7% investment tax credit. The 1966 suspen-
sion legislation recognized numerous situations of economic commitment for
which the investment credit continued to be applicable. If industry is to
continue to respond to incentive measures of the Federal Government. in our
judgment it is essential that similar exceptions must be a part of any repeal
legislation. It should be borne in mind that we are considering here not a
new tax but rather the withdrawal of a tax benefit on which the business
community has in good faith relied in making economic commitments both
short and long-term.

2. Entire projects for which engineering, site preparation or other similar
activities have been commenced or funds have been appropriated should be
recognized as binding commitments in respect of which investment credit
would be available notwithstanding the fact that such projects have not
reached the stage where they would qualify under the 50% tests contained
In the 1966 transition rules.

3. Congress should give special consideration to the significance and im-
portance of preserving the benefits of the investment credit with respect to
air and water pollution control facilities, as was provided in the 1966 sus-
pension legislation. Such facilities do not contribute to productivity nor does
industry recapture any of its expenditure by way of return on investment.
Therefore, since Industry must continue to invest heavily in this important
area of broad government and public Interest, it should continue to be en-
titled to the Investment tax credit incentive.
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If the investment tax credit in its present form is repealed, in addition to the
orderly and equitable transition referred to above we urge your Conunittee and
Congress to consider alternative methods of providing incentive to the steel
industry and other capital intensive industries to continue to invest In capital
equipment, which investment we deem to be in the highest national interest.
Among such possible alternatives would be (1) liberalized and broadened
depreciation tax deductions as previously mentioned, and (2) the continuation
of the investment tax credit but in such manner that the credit would be spread
on a pro rata basis over a period of years.

In summary, Republic Steel Corporation believes that the anticipated
benefits to be derived from repeal of the investment credit are of doubtful
economic value when compared to the harmful effects of repeal upon the com-
jpttitive position of U.S. industry, particularly the steel industry. However. if the
investment tax credit is repealed, serious consideration must be given to in-

centive alternatives such as those outlined above. and to the adoption of transi-
tional rules and legislation to temper the impact of repeal, with fairness and
equity to the industrial community, which, in reliance on the continuing avail-
ability of the investment tax credit, has committed vast sums to capital prog'a ins.

The foregoing points are covered rather broadly and should you or your Com-
mittee be interested in additional analysis, information or prol)osals with respect
to any of the preceding comments, Republic would greatly appreciate the
opportunity to furnish such information to your tafl'.

I wish to express my appreciation for this opportunity to record Republic's
views on this important subject.

Respectfully submitted.
T. 1. PAoN.'".

Chairnan and Chief Exeutivc O1iecr.

[ Telegram]
NEW YomRK, N.Y., July 1',. 1969.

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,
Senate Offlee Building, Washington, D.C.:

Regarding hearing on 1I.R. 12290 we have examined draft statement of Ilerhert
B. Cohn and endorsed his views. On behalf of New York State Electric and Gas
Corp. and Rochester Gas and Electric Corp. we particularly request deletion of
proposed section 49 (d) which (1) is completely inconsistent with the eluitable
purposes of the transition provisions of section 49, (2) disregard commitments
prior to April 19th involving lead times up to seven years, which in many cases
are legthened significantly by potential pollution problems, (3) fails to consider
the essential fact that a power generating station and related transinisgion
lines and substations costing well over a hundred million dollars over a period
of years are placed in service on a specific day at the end of the construction( and
testing period, and (4) would directly materially and adversely affect our
client and many utility companies similarly situated.

NAYLON, HUBER, MAGILL, LAWRENCE, AND FARELI.
By BRADFORD S. MIAGILL.

UNITED BROTHERHOOD OF CARPENTERS AND JOINERS OF AMFRTCA.
Washington, D.C., Jtly 12, 19t9.

Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: I am sure you are well aware of the fact that the AFL-CIO
opposes extension of the surtax unless and until meaningful and comprehelsive
tax reforms are coupled therewith. This is the view of the overwhelming majority
of the 800,000 members who make up the United Brotherhood of Carpenter. and
Joiners of America, if the flood of mail reaching my office can be used as a yard-
stick.

Our objection is not primarily against extension of the surtax, rather it is
against extension without closing the numerous loopholes by which many walthy
individuals and corporations escape carrying a fair share of the tax load.

The carpenter who makes $7,000 a year and has $800 or $900 withheld from
his pay will have no choice about coughing up another $80 or $90. On the other
hand, without reform, the individual making $100,000 from sources amenable 'to
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existing tax loopholes can get off scott free, since ten times nothing is still
nothing.

Some members of Congress argue there is no time to work out meaningful
reforms before extending the surtax. They point out that solemn pledges are
being made to bring about tax reforms this year once the surtax has been
extended. This reasoning we cannot buy. We were promised tax reform last
year when the surtax originally was enacted. None has been forthcoming.

We do not question the sincerity of those who promise prompt and reasonable
tax reform once the surtax hurdle is cleared, but we have no way of lkowing
what they consider reasonable nor what their power to deliver may be. Frankly,
the only leverage we have for effective reform is blocking extension of the
surtax until such time as comprehensive reform is made a part of the package.
Anything less is buying a pig In a poke.

Therefore, we are unalterably opposed to any extension of the surtax without
meaningful and comprehensive reform now.

Sincerely yours,
PETER E. Tnnzxcx,

General Treasurer and Director of Lcgi8lation.

STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN DENTAL TRADE ASSOCIATION IN SUPPORT

OF A LIMITED EXEMPTION FOR DENTAL E QUIPMENT FROM THE PROPOSED REPEAL

OF THE INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT SUBMITTED BY EDMUND WELLINGTON, JR., EX-

ECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

The American Dental Trade Association is a national association of the uanu-
facturers and suppliers of dental equipment and supplies.

In this statement, the American Dental Trade Association shall discuss two
major reasons to support its request that dentists purchasing dental equipment be
allowed to claim the 7% investment credit on annual purchases of $15,000 or
less.

These reasons are:
I. The demand for dental care is growing, while the ratio of dentists to the

civilian population is remaining the same.
II. The increased demand for dental services from the limited number of t

dentists can be met only by the continuing purchase of new, advanced equip-
ment, and the creation of "multiple operatories". The Investment Tax Credit
has been most effective in encouraging this needed increase In patient care e
capacity.

The Association respectfully urges the Committee's attention to the discus-
sion of the above points which follows, supporting the Association's request for
a limited exemption. cIC

Are the number of denti8t8 keeping pace with the demand for dental care?
No. The demand for dental care is growing, while the ratio of dentists to the r

civilian population is remaining the same.
Because of the nature of dental health care, relatively few persons realize

that in recent years, more and more dental services have been rendered by a rela-
tively stable ratio of dentists to the civilian population.

The demand for dental care has increased because of a growing awareness of the Al
value of good dental health. From 1958 to 1964, the number of dental patient
visits per year rose by 14% while the population increased by only 9%.1 This
awareness can be further gauged by the number of private dental insurance
plans, dental service corporations,' union-sponsored dental clinics now in opera-
tion, and the Inclusion of certain dental services in Medicare.

Only a few statistics are required to demonstrate the seriousness of the short-
age of dental services.

According to information from the Department of Health, Education and 19
Welfare, submitted as Appendix "A" to this Statement, the population of the I
United States has increased by 61% since 1930 but the number of dentists has 19
increased by only 29%. if

1 Based on statistics from the Division of Dental Health, U.S. Public Health Service,
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

Dental health plane under which the contributions of the employer are used to reimburse
employees for dental expenses incurred with cooperating dentists in private practice.
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At present only 3,200 dentists are graduated each year from the nation's dental
schools, and with the attrition among previous graduates through death or re-
tirement, a net gain of some 1,100 dentists is realized each year.

II

What, thcn, is a viable solution?
The increased demand for dental services from the limited number of dentists

can be met only by the continuing purchase of new, advanced equipment, and the
creation of multiple operatorles. The investment tax credit has been most effective
in encouraging this needed Increase in patient care capacity.

The ability of the dental profession In recent years to meet the increasing
demand for dental health care has been through the profession's increased pro-
ductivity, by using more advanced equipment and by employing the "multiple
operatories".

An "operatory" is a patient treatment room containing a dental chair, a dental
unit (which holds or carriers and drives the dental drill and other devices), and
other professional equipment used by the dentist in treating the patient.

A study by the American Dental Association in 1962, submitted as Appendix
"B" to this Statement, reveals that a dentist with one dental operatory can in-
crease his workload in terms of patient visits by over 10% if he adds one addi-
tional operatory, and by over 80% If he adds two additional operatories. This
substantial Increase in capacity made possible by multiple operatorles is con-
firmed by a 1964 survey by this Association, submitted as Appendix "C" to this
Statement.

As an incentive to encourage the purchase of capital equipment which is so
essential to the increased efficiency and capacity of the individual dentist, the
Investment Tax Credit is even more effective for dentists than it Is for corporate
businesses.

The great majority of dentists practice alone and pay Income taxes at in-
dividual rates. They do not have the financial resources of a partner to draw
upon for equipment outlays, nor the corporate shelter for accumulating income
for capital expenditures.

A dentist setting up a practice, must pay from $10,541.00 to $17,216.00 a for
the minimum equipment necessary for a single operatory. The same large ex-
penditure is necessary for the dentist who wishes to benefit from the added
capacity of a second, third or fourth operatory in order to gain the substantial
efficiency of "multiple operatory" dentistry.

The cost can be quite large in relation to Income, and without the credit
sources and tax shelters generally available to corporate business, the relief
afforded by the Investment Tax Credit is of substantial importance to the pur-
chasing dentist.

CONCLUSION

For the above reasons, the American Dental Trade Association respectfully
requests that dentists purchasing dental equipment be allowed to claim the 7%
Investment Credit on purchases up to $15,000 annual.

This would be consistent with the disposition made In 1966 when an exemption
of $15,000 was granted during the suspension of the Investment Tax Credit.

APPENDIX A.-U.S. CIVILIAN RESIDENTIAL POPULATION AND NUMBER OF ACTIVE, NON-FEDERAL DENTISTS,
SELECTED YEARS

U.S. civilian Active
residential non-federal

Year population dentists

1930 ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 122, 783,000 71,055
1940 ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 131,680,000 70,417
1950 -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 150,790,000 75,313
1955 ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 162,967,000 76,087
1960 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 178,153,000 82,630
1965 ........................................................................... 191,890,000 86,317
1968 -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 198,571,000 92,013

Sources: Division of Dental Health, Public Health Service, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare; Bureau of

the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce.

a 1969 Dental Students' Purchase Guide, American Dental Association.
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APPENDIX B

MEAN NUMBER OF PATIENTS AND PATIENT-VISITS OF NONSALARIED DENTISTS IN 1961, ACCORDING TO
NUMBER OF DENTAL CHAIRS

Mean number of Mean number of
Number of chairs patients patient-visits

! .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .726 2, 200
3 ------------------------------------------------------------------- 1,24 3,12304 ......................."................................................. . 2085 4,6504-------------------------------------------------------------1,525 4, 035
5----------------------------------------------2, 085 4,650
5 or more ----------------------------------------------------------- (1)All nonsalaried dentists ----------------------------------------------------- 1,164 3,1

I To few replies for reliable statistics.

MEAN NUMBER OF PATIENTS AND PATIENT-VISITS OF NONSALARIED DENTISTS IN 1961, BY NUMBER
OF DENTAL UNITS USED

Mean number of Mean number of
Number of units patients patient-visits

I ................................. 767 2,276
2 3 --------------------------------------------------------------- 1,221 3,159
3 m------------------------------------------------------------------------ 1.588 4,1214 or m ore ------------------------------------------------------------------ 1,739 5,311
All nonsalaried dentists ------------------------------------------------------ 1,164 3,119

Source: The 1962 survey of dental practice, American Dental Association Bureau of Economic Research and Statistics.

APPENDIX C
AVERAGE NUMBER OF COMPLETE DENTURES INSERTED DURING APRIL 1964, BY NUMBER OF CHAIRS IN OFFICE

Number of chairs Upper Lower

2 .............................................................................. 2.2 1.8
3 ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 2.7 2.13 .............................................................................. 2.8 2.2
4 ........................................................... . 3.0 2.3
5 or more --------------------------------------------------------------------- 6.9 5.9All dentists -------------------------------------------------------------------- 2.8 2.2

AVERAGE NUMBER OF RESTORATIONS PLACED, DURING WEEK OF APRIL 26 TO MAY 2, BY NUMBER OF CHAIRS IN
OFFICE

Amalgam Silicate Acrylic
Number of chairs restorations restorations restorations

I -------------------------------------------------------- 31.9 9.5 2.2
2 --------------------------------------------------------- 42.1 12.1 2.53 .......................................................... 49.9 12.8 2.94 ---------------------------------------------------- 52. 13.5 4.2
5 or more .............................................-. 56.6 13.4 4.3All dentists ................................................. 42. 1 11.7 2.7

AVERAGE NUMBER OF GOLD INLAYS PLACED DURING APRIL 1964, BY NUMBER OF CHAIRS IN OFFICE

Gold inlays

Number of chairs:
2 ........................................................................................ 3.0

3 .................................................... '.. ":............................. 4.5
4 ......................................................... ............................ 6.0
5 or more ................................................................................: 5.0
All dentists ............................................................................... 3.2

Source: 1964 Survey of Dental Practice Requirement, American Dental Trade Association.
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(The following was submitted for the record as an attachment to the
sll)plemental statement of Mr. Paul D. Seghers, and is referred to on
page 180 of this hearing.)

[From the 1968 Annual Report of Caterpillar Tractor Co.]

TO TIE SHAREHOLDERS . . .

The business corporation engaged in international trade and investment has,
of necessity, an important involvement in international moetary affairs. These,
in recent times, have been cause and effect in their influence upon the actions of
both government and business. And until such time as they become resolved into
a state of somewhat greater stability, they are bound to create uncertainties and
distortions which will, on the whole, operate to disturb and modify what would
otherwise be a more normal pattern of trade and investment across interna-
tional borders.

The major countries most involved in and, therefore, most affected by cur-
rent world monetary disturbances are France, the United Kingdom and, to a
lesser degree, the United States. The position of these countries and their cur-
rencies in international affairs is, however, such that any significant change
produces repercussions throughout the whole financial world. And It is in France
and the United Kingdom that Caterpillar has two of its most important manufac-
turing investments outside the United States.

The focal point of the current disturbance in the international monetary
affairs of all three of the countries mentioned lies in or is reflected in the deficits
in their balances of payments. These, however, are the effects of other causes, and
the remedy must surely lie at the sources of the problem rather than in its
consequences.

Nevertheless, there is a current danger that money---especlally in international
affairs-is being regarded more as an end than a means. The whole monetary
system is an instrument for the achievement of purposes which have to do with
the welfare of pcoplc-with the creation of "things" which contribute to that
welfare and, therefore, with trade and investment which produce goods, em-
ployment and earnings.

For the ostensible purpose of improving their balance of payments, France,
the United Kingdom and the United States have been taking actions designed to
alter what would otherwise be the patterns of mutual-benefit trade and en-
trepreneurial investment. These, It is said, are to be "temporary"-with some
recognition that they are fundamentally wr ,ng and should be adopted only as
short-term expedients bridging the disrupted path to a better long term. But
temporary expedients which do not produce quick cures have a way of being con-
tinued beyond the term of their hoped-for effectiveness and thereby of bringing
about the consequences of their own Innate deficiencies.

This could be dangerously true at this particular time. Until recent years, the
United States had a substantial surplus in its balance of trade--nn excess of
exports over imports. This provided funds for nontrade di.4bursements abroad--os
for military operations, mutual defense, foreign aid and other forms of federal
government expenditure. Now, however, the prospects for expanding or even
inaintaining a surplus on trade account are declining because (1) U.S. wage rates
and benefits, the principal basis for total costs, are rising faster than gains in
productivity-thereby operating to increase prices, and (2) the need for im-
ports is growing with the expanding requirements of the U.S. economy.

As to the first of these, it should be understood that while wage rates and
benefits in other countries have also been rising-and sometimes in ratios even
faster than in the United States-it is the absolute difference in wage levels which
enters into unit costs, and this has not been shrinking. As -a rough general rule,
it may continue to be assumed that hourly labor rates in those industrialized
(untries which are most competitive are about 40% or less of those in the United
States.

As to the need for imports, It should be appreciated that the United States Is
far from being selfsustaining. It imports more than a third of its metal require-
ments. Imports meet 90% of the need for bauxite and other aluminum ores.
Ninety-seven perent of the manganese that is necessary for the production of
virtually all steel is imported. U.S. industry would simply not be able to obtain
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its basic ingredients at prices competitive to those in other countries if It did
not have the ability and freedom to import. And much of such import needs will
grow is the industrial economy expands further.

IN BRIEF-CONSOLIDATED

[Ali dollar amounts are expressed in millions except those given on a share basis

1968 1967

Sales ........................................................................ $1707. 1 $1 472.5
Profit .......................................................................... $121.6 V106.4
Profit percentage of sales ........................................................ 7.1 7.2
Profit per share of common stock ................................................. $2.14 $1.87
Cash dividends paid per share of common stock .................................... $1.20 $1.20
Expenditures for land, buildings, machinery and equipment .......................... $183.3 $219.9
Depreciation ........................ ........................................ . 2 4.0
U.S. and foreign income taxes .................................................... $61.0
Average number of employees .................................................... 59,848 56,635
Number of shareholders at end of year ............................................ 48,126 48,910

Beyond mere need, there are, furthermore, those imported contmodities or
goods which halve become staples lit the life of a nation which h]as successfully
achieved that state where it is able to buy what it desires-coffee, tea, sugar,
tropical fruits, and a whole host of goods which have become a part of everyday
American life. Their importation will inevitably grow with cotntiatlhig poptilh-
tion increase and with ,the expandug desire of free people to have what they want
when they want It-whether it be goods or services or freedom of movement,
inehding foreign travel.

If the foregoing opinion be trte regarding imports, then it sx'ems to follow
that the couinterbahtlncing need for more exports will be greater than ever. For
nearly thirty-ilve years, the major countries of the free world have ben moving
forward on the basis of an increasing interchange of goods and services. This was
facilitated very largely by the process of multilateral reciprocal reductions of
tariffs negotlated froml time to time under the terms of the iInternational General
Agreement ol Tariffs and Trade (GATT). Now, when a continuaminve of that
pro,ss is more than ever needed for tile betterment of U.S. commerce, it is
leling Jeopardized by the claims of certain domestic Industries for the imposition
of qluotas which would restrict imports of competitive foreign products. Coming
at this particular time, the adoption of any such ptectionist device would surely
operate to Incite retaliation by customer cotutries also involved in the wealth-
crea,fing interdependence of international trade.

The retaliatory reprisals by other countries would be taken against products
other than those involved in the U.S. quotas. Thus, for example, a limitation of
imports of steel into the United States might well be expected to produce counter-
measlres which would restrict exports of machine-ry from the United States.
This type of ,retaliation would most likely come from other Otel-produclng coun-
tries; and it is these countries which, I general, provide the best markets, for
machinery.

It also seems worth noting that, for the most sart, machinery is made of
steel and that machinery constitutes a major proportion of U.S. exports of
manufactured goods.

*I I * * *t *

Furthermore, if the United States is to be confronted with a narrowing hl-
amice on trade account, then it becomes more xnportmnt than ever that attention
be turned (in addition to export exiamision) to means for Improvement of the
income to be derived from direct foreign investment. vvery company crngJged
in international business seeks to better its own balance of payments, and, to
the extent it succeeds, it also serves the appropriate national interest. But tim,
Is running against the long-term effectiveness of the short-term expedient adopted
in the current U.S. foreign direct investment controls. Their continuance beyond
the short duration of very limited necessity would be dangerous interference
with and distortion of long-term private investment policy which in the years
ahead may well become the source of the greatest net contribution to a favorable
balance of payments. Among their unfavorable effects upon U.S. enterprise are
(1) loss of the Initial opportunity for foreign investment as the vacuum created

l)y U.S. prohibition is filled by unrestrained foreign Initiative, (2) greater later
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difficulty in penetrating markets in which others will have become entrenched,
ittd (3) deferment of the day when the repatriation of overseas earnings would
contribute to a more favorable U.S. balance of payments.

Having undertaken most of its overseas investment before the controls were
Instituted, and also having ability to borrow outside the United States, Cater-
pillar has not yet been seriously affected by the present controls. As in the past,
its contribution to the U.S. balance of payments rests very substantially upon
exports of the American product. For 1968, this contribution reached a new
record at $583 million-being the net excess of (a) Inflow of dollars to the
United States from exports, dividends, license fees, etc. over (b) outflow of dol-
lars for imports, foreign investment, etc.

* * , * * * *l

At this time the basic objective of U.S. government policy should be to Improve
the U.S. balance of payments by exlmnding international trade and Investment,
not by contracting them. Related policies on trade and investment should be inte-
grated much more closely than they have been in the past, and these in turn
should be coordinated more closely with fiscal and monetary action. The ultimate
test should lie in social consequences.

The end purpose of the monetary system is not and should not be made money
itself or the preservation of historical parities which can become outmoded in
the changing times. Rather, it should be the preservatlon of real values; and
these involve people and their needs or desires for employment, for goods and
services which contribute to their welfare, and for a sense of security which at
times seems to be more threatened than strengthened by efforts to overcome
international monetary Instability. It would, accordingly, seem titnely to suggest
an authoritative reconsideration of the modern workings of the international
monetary system-reflecting contemplation of the possibility that appropriate
readjustments of exchange rates might better serve the purposes of trade, invest-
meat, and the general public welfare.

In the meantime, it is our judgment that progressive business must continue
to take such measures as may be considered necessary to protect and, If possible,
to improve its competitive posture. This Is particularly true for those companies
which, like Caterpillar, seek to maxintze their opportunities wherever markets
are to be found or developed throughout the world. And it should be recognized
also that solidly established business takes the long view-one which willingly
sacrifices limited short-term advantage for greater long-term gain, This some-
times requires a capacity to make progress despite the political or financial
expediencies of transitory governments. And it recognizes that the on-going Inter-
nationalization of production Is the natural concomitant of a purpose to be effec-
tively competitive In world markets.

Caterpillar seeks no protection from competition in the United States or in any
of the countries which host Its subsidiaries and affiliates. It subscribes to the
general objective of having all possible obstructions to the Interchange of goods
and services reduced to a minimum. Progress is being made toward this in trade
through declining tariffs; but much needs to be done to eliminate the many types
of devices, other than tariffs, which are employed by many countries to defeat,
at least in part, the purpose and the spirit of the results achieved through tariff
agreements. This should be made the primary objective of further negotiations
under the GATT and should be accompanied by endeavors to have each exporting
country grant to imports the same degree of freedom which It desires to have
for its exports.

The matters referred to above are important in the general terms of a free
world environment for trade and investment. And they are not without direct
impact upon the policies of Caterpillar or the time and place of Its actions.
Nevertheless, they need not be regarded as Insuperable hazards to the pursuit
of successful business.

In the face of such problems and an unduly troubled world, Caterpillar has
gone ahead with most of its plans-particularly as to product and properties.
It has established a strategic deployment of its resources throughout the world,
and it has created manufacturing capacity for a substantially higher volume of
business than is being presently enjoyed.

This should eventually produce its reward when volume begins to Increase
faster than costs. In the meantime, certain costs-and particularly those that,
like depreciation and interest, do not vary directly with volume-have to be



sustaittinll adih'ane of tie o)I11 Jllt for whih they lire hvelig iicurrtied. Tito NO'i
that tihey now operate to depress reported ,ittreWit vitlrnitgs should iot, however,
b, allowed to obseurie th ilh itliderlyilng reason for their being: Irvi i rattloi for
growlh--not growth for the sake of size but for tit detveloinmltl of eXinui d
itenits through which it will be possible to earn additional profits.

PtEPAiR,[ STATEMENT O1' IuTII ll, .:E:M S uTI;. ('OtPOItAtION k4aM.\IITTED 11Y EiMUNDa
11". MARTIN, CHAIRMAN ANOi CIlEF EXtEuUTIVE O'it'wEl

lea r Mr. ('hiI iirn i. ht hleht'n Stteel corporation Nweleoines t Is opport iiti ty to
present to ithle Ctomitte oiel lttiliiatit this .41ao ietei for Ih' record .Xfl ing forlh
our views ott those provisions of 11.11. 12290 which pro'ith' for tilte (,Xt ('tiiion or
the 10% income tax surcharge id cer'tiiiii excise tax ratAs, the repeal of lhe lit-
vestiient tax credit, aud am ortiation of pollution cont rol facilities.

SUM MARY OF STATEMENT

1. We oppose the repeal of the investitent tax credit bhea use we lellve it Is
basically nnti-Iitflatt oio ry al |1-4 as es selhil today amq it was vhell villtv( ill

19(12. Tie repeal of the credit will not reduce Infl:tt iottary pressures eil ltr in thp,
short range or the long range.

2. Eli tilntion of the lInvestiti tax credit would not ll'iKlirly reflt t the nta-
tlonal priorities. The Investineat tax creditt Is serving the iarlios s for whicth it
was I'tted ats a porma talent p ,rf of oulr itx law: i Itely. to as'dst Ainte'ri'.t a
industry in the modernizatiou of Its phifts a id (lllt 111td ill coititil ng ill
dotestie id foreign ntlrkets, and to Improve ouir ,lo ilte of plynints.

3. Repeal of the eredil will not. tend to stabilize or reduce intertst rates.
4. Bxlswrienec shows the suisp'nsion of the inve'4tnient i\y erdit i 19(41 w:is i

mistake and Its r('peal would he evet a greater in istit ke.
5. The Investiment tax credit Is particularly imlortant to the steel itdw4try

which ittuist Comtipete gaillst thu stvel indust ries of foreign coutitrles that rneiv'
direct. or Indirect assistance frotu their governments lii ii meeting their capital
rquiremeits. Repeal of ithle investiteit tax credit viii devt'etase capittal fmids.
a nd replaiettenit f mds calt oily be geiierated by nn In'rease in steel prIces, lower
dividend paynitts. or additional borrowing.

6. Relil of the credit wouhl be, lneven as hetweeni IaXli'yrs and Is Intot-
sistent wIth Presl(lent Nixoti's anntounced objective of bringitig equity to I l' td
eral tax system.

7. Uepeal of the credit may reduce rather than neri'ase tax revenues.
8. )epreclation allowance should be libertilized but iot 11s it sulbstltnte for the

credit.
9. Broad equitable transltIon ru'ls Including all "i'olloln n iii l i tenttt" ost

should be provided In 11.1 . il0 If flit' congress demhhts tiat there a r absoluttly
io a alternatives to the repeal of the investntit tax eredit.

10. The l shtweout rules for ti' Iinvesttitiit tax credit o',ifi ntid ii 1M.R. 12114)
are hitef1iutale and should be (1nhmted. Thtiy. wIll svirv, to "ieut ulp' ra blhr
thu l "cool off" the iN-onlily because of deimids for early deli very.

11. Air and water polluthon coiitrol facilities should he exeli)t from aIliy ielua1l
of the Investmtent tax credit. ln addition, the provisions of l1.1. 12290 providln
for 5-year amortization of pollution control faellitlis should apply to any faellity
(whether depreclable or non-depreeiable) where the principall puIr'pose" of flit'
fallilty Is to control pollutloit. Amortizat1)1 should be in aldltilon to id uot iii
tilmititution for the credit.

TEXT OF STATEMENT

1. hni-csti, nt ere'dit is atiti-hiflutionstry

We rogttize i' 1 regetit eed to control inflation bill do not ltu'lhtv, rep'a if lth'
in'icsttwnt tax credit will do so. The full 'fTft on Inflationirv forest of r,,frie-
tle titotetary polichs, tWfforts to retiu(o govertmtental exleniditures and flh ii-
coie tax surcharge which hIrs been Ill effect can not as yet bo ieterMhlsd. If fi',-
ther fiscal measures are essential at this tine, we recommend additional ne.i,
tions in governmental expenditures anid, If It, shall be demonstrated that exjp'ifli-
ture reductions alone will not. do the Job, then a conthttuatlon of the IltilOle tax
surcharge and the excise tax rates. Any extension of these taxes should be early
recognized as temporary and limited in duration to the perIod of the Violttiu
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for only 5 months. Whether or not the suspension achieved its announced purpose
can never be ascertained with any degree of certainty. Suffice it to say that certain
segments of the economy were quite adversely affected by the suspension and that
Congress quickly restored the credit upon the recommendation of President John-
son. Most observers believe, as do we, that the suspension of the credit in 1966
by the Congress in an effort to control the overall economy was a mistake. We
submit repeal would be even a greater mistake.

5. Importance of credit to 8teel industry
The Investment tax credit is, of course, important to all industries, large and

small, which must Invest in plant and equipment. Its impact is greatest, however,
on industries in which investment is high relative to revenues. Its contribution to
the economy Is greatest in those capital-intensive industries which are under
heavy competitive pressures from foreign producers which receive direct or
indirect assistance from their governments in meeting their capital requirements.
Steel is an outstanding example of such an industry. If it is to continue to
perform effectively its function in the economy, it must continue to make heavy
investments in plant and equipment. Furthermore, it is competing against other
steel industries which are favored by their governments.

Bethlehem Steel Corporation provides an excellent illustration of what the
investment tax credit means to a steel producer. Bethlehem is in the midst of a
long-range program of essential modernization of Its productive facilities
During the period 1962 through 1968 our capital expenditures were approxi-
mately $2.3 billion but did not increase significantly our steelmaking capacity.
Our investment tax credit for this period of approximately $102 million repre-
sented 10.7% of our net income before dividend payments to shareholders and
25.4% of our net income after such dividend payments. For the next five years
(1969-1973) capital expenditures are estimated at $1.9 billion and investment
tax credits under existing law at $118 million. Repeal of the credit wili certainly
decrease our funds available for our needed modernization program:;. Replace-
ment funds can be generated only through higher prices for steel products,
lower dividend payments to shareholders or additional borrowing.

6. Inequities resulting from the repeal
President Nixon has stated that the primary objective of his proposed tax

program is to bring equity to the Federal tax system. We submit that there
would not be equity as between those taxpayers who have just completed their
capital improvement programs end those taxpayers who, relying on the perma-
nency of the credit, were just about to embark on their capital improvement
programs. Nor would there be equity between those industries where the effect
of the repeal of the credit will be delayed and those Industries where it will not,
Furthermore, there would not be equity as between employees of those industries
which would not be affected by the repeal of the credit and employees who lost
their jobs because of the repeal of the credit.

Additionally, we submit that the repeal of the credit would be particularly
inequitable to corporations relative to other taxpayers. The Congress, in the
Revenue Act of 1964, specifically took Into account the benefits of the investment
tax credit when it voted to reduce the tax rates for corporations by less than 8%
(from 52% to 48% over a two-year period) while voting tax reductions for
individuals of approximately 23% for those in the low and high taxable income
brackets and of approximately 15% for those individuals in the middle taxable
Income bracket. However, Congress considered that the total tax reductions for
corporations were approximately the same as those for individuals, as was Its
intention, when the tax reductions granted to corporations in 1962 by the
investment tax credit and depreciation reform were both taken into account.
See, for example, the Senate Finance Committee Report accompanying the 1964
Act at page 8. Thus, repeal of the Investment tax credit would distort the
allocation of tax burdens between corporations and other taxpayers intended
by the Congress In passing the 1964 Act.

7. Credit repeal may reduce tax revenues
According to the House Ways and Means Committee Report, accompanying

H.R. 12290, page 15, it has been estimated that the revenue gain from the repeal
of the investment tax credit will be $1.35 billion for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1970 and $2.6 billion annually for succeeding fiscal years. President
Nixon stated on April 21, 1969 that the repeal of the investment tax credit
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will begin to be significant during calendar year 1970 and that, accordingly,
he was not renewing his recommendation to Congress of March 26, 1969 for
continuance of the surcharge until June 30, 1970 at a 10% rate but instead
was recommending that the inVestment tax credit repeal be accompanied by
extension of the full surcharge only to January 1, 1970 with a reduction to 5%
on that date. He further stated that the gradual increase in Federal revenues
resulting from repeal of the credit and the growth of the economy will also
facilitate a start during fiscal 1971 in funding revenue sharing with State and
local governments and tax credits to encourage investment in poverty areas
and hiring and training of the hard-core unemployed.

In our opinion, President Nixon expects more in the way of favorable revenue
effects from the repeal of the credit than is justified. We doubt that repeal of
the credit will make revenues available for other purposes. Certainly this will
not be so if repeal, by curtailing future business investment, results in a decline
in the growth of the economy. Tax revenues then would doubtless decrease rather
than increase.

8. Liberalization of depreciation
It has been suggested that repeal of the investment tax credit can be offset

by more liberal depreciation allowances. There should be further depreciation
reform to liberalize depreciation allowances and to attain simplicity, certainty
and flexibility in the depreciation area. But depreciation reform should not be
a substitute for the credit. The long-range interests of American industry and
the nation as a whole lie both in the continuation of the investment tax credit
and in working to achieve further depreciation reform.

9. Nced for "economic commitment" exception to any repeal
The legislative history of the investment tax credit clearly establishes that it

should not be viewed as a contracyclical device and that the business community
has been justified in making its capital investment plans on the basis that
the credit will remain a permanent part of the tax law. If Congress votes repeal
of the credit, then equitable transition rules are essential.

The provisions of H.R. 12290 provide limited exceptions to the repeal of the
credit which are somewhat similar to those contained in the investment credit
suspension Act of 1966 (Public Law 89-800). Some of those exceptions, such
as the equipped building rule, the plant facility rule and the machinery and
equipment rule have been provided in recognition of the various types of
commitments which are made before physical construction has commenced
or a binding contract made. Those exceptions, however, do not provide relief
for all cases where the taxpayer is "economically committed" to proceed with
the completion of a project. We urge the Congress to provide an "economic
commitment" exception to the repeal of the investment credit as to property which
the taxpayer is "economically committed" to acquire on the effective date of
the repeal of the credit, the exception to apply even through construction of the
property has not therefore begun or binding contracts covering the property
made. That economic commitment may be evidenced by, for example, a commit-
ment on the part of the taxpayer to borrow money for a planned facility,
substantial expenditures for engineering or site clearance, or the necessity of
completing a planned facility which is an integral part of another facility already
under construction or subject to a binding construction contract. Congress could
provide that the economic commitment exception would apply only where the
property was acquired pursuant to a plan which was in effect on the date of the
repeal of the credit.

10. Pha8cout rules are inequitable and should be deleted
The exceptions to the repeal of the investment tax credit contained in H.R.

12290 are more restrictive than those contained in the investment credit suspen-
sion Act of 1966 because of the operation of the so-called investment credit
"phaseout" rules. Under the "phaseout" rules, the credit applicable to property
placed in service after December 31, 1970 is 7% less I/jo of one percentage
point for each month after December 1970 before the property is placed in
service. Furthermore, the investment credit will not be available for any
property placed in service after December 1974. This reduction of the credit
applies even though the property qualifies for one of the exceptions to the repeal
of the credit and is particularly inequitable where there is a long lead time
between the (late the contract was entered into, or the construction begins, and
the date the property is placed in service. The "phaseout" rules will also be
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inequitable to a taxpayer whose projects are unavoidably delayed because of
strikes or inability to raise necessary funds. In addition, we believe the "phaseout"
rules will cause demand pressures to build up for early delivery and completion
of construction. These demands will serve to "heat up" rather than "cool off"
the economy. These "phaseout" rules should be eliminated.

11. Air and water pollution control facilities
Another area of critical concern to Bethlehem is that of financing its pro-

gracnined expendit ures for air and water pollution control facilities. Pollution
abatement is one of the nation's highest priority items. Thus, even if repeal of the
investment tax credit for strictly business expenditures could be justified on the
grounds that resources should be use(d for other purposes, it would continue to be
appropriate for investment in pollution abatement facilities. During the past
five years, Bethlehem has spent $104 million for air and water pollution control
facilities, or about 6/,% of its total steel plant investment in that period. In the
next five years it is estimated that about 11% of Bethlehem's total steel plant
investment will be for l)llution control facilities, based on current, air and
water quality standards. Pollution control facilities do not increase earnings,
improve competitive position, expand production or cut costs. They are costly
to maintain and operate and require funds that otherwise vould be available
for investments in productive llant and equipment. For Congress to repeal the
investment tax credit for air and water pollution control facilities would be
particularly unfortunate for our company, and for the many other companies that
are faced with heavy investments for such facilities. Such repeal would be in-
compatible with the action taken by Congress in 1966 in exempting investments
in such facilities from the legislation suspending the investment tax credit. We
urge Congress to continue the investment tax credit with respect to air and
water xollution control facilities.

We approve of the action of the House in HI.R. 12290 in recognizing the neces-
sity of allowing taxpayers to recover their capital investments in pollution cin-
trol facilities at a more rapid rate than under existing law. We do not, however,
view the House provisions as a substitute for the investment credit for pollu-
tion control facilities and we believe these provisions are unnecessarily restric-
tive and complex. The revisionss of the bill providing for amortization over a
five-year period of certain pollution control facilities should be extended to ill-
elude all facilities (whether consisting of depreciable or non-depreciable prop-
erty) where the principal purpose thereof is to abate or control air or water pol-
lution. This principal purpose test should be substituted for the two coniplex
provisions now in the bill which would require a determination as to each pollu-
tion control property of "time extent it appears that (A) by reason of profits de-
rived through the recovery of cost or otherwise in the operation of ,ucl property,
its cost will be recovered over its actual useful life, or (B) such property would
be constructed, reconstructed, erected or acquired without regard to the need to
abate or control water or atmospheric pollution or contamination". That deter-
ruination of the portion of the pollution control facility that would thereby not
qualify for amortization will invite endless controversy between certifying au-
horities and taxpayers.

CONCLUSIONS

We respectively oppose any repeal of the investment tax credit and urge that
Congress address itself at its earliest convenience to further depreciation reform
in the interests of the long-range growth of the economy. However, if the Con-
gress decides to vote the repeal of the investment tax credit, then equitable tram-
sition rules as outlined herein should be provided. In any event, the investment
tax credit should be retained for pollution control facilities and the provisions of
the bill providing for five-year amortization of such facilities should be revised
to permit amortization of any facility, whether depreciable or non-depreciable,
where its principal purpose is to abate or control pollution.

CHAS. PFIZER & Co., INC.,
New York, N.Y., July 11, 1969.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Senate Offce Building,
Wash ington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: Pfizer is engaged, directly and through wholly-owned
subsidiary corporations, in the development, manufacture and sale of ethical and
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proprietary drug products, fine chemicals, cosmetics, toiletries, animal feed sup-
plements., metal oxides, limestone and other mineral products throughout the
United States and various foreign countries in the free world.

The propo.,it fTr extension of file Income tax surtax is presently before the
Semite Finance Committee. As previously enacted the surtax is discriminatory in
that it is levied against a corporation's "gross" tax liability rather than the net
tax liability after allowable tax credits. The tax in this form discriminates
against and penalizes those corporations receiving income from overseas, such
as dividends from subsidiary corporations, inasmuch as it Is levied prior to con-
sideration of the foreign tax credit. The effect of imposing the surtax upon tax
liabilities prior to the consideration of the foreign tax credit (and the investment
tax credit as well) is to increase for many taxpayers their United States Taxes
by more than 10% of that which would have been paid had the surtax not been
adopted.

The present wording of the surtax sections makes it advisable for a corporation
to avoid repatriation of funds from its foreign affiliates. Thus, at the same time
that the Department of Commerce is attempting to Increase the repatriation of
funds for balance of payments purposes, the surtax tends to discourage such
repatriation.

We urge that, if It becomes essential to extend the surtax, the present law be
amended to provide that the maximum amount of surtax cannot exceed 10% of
the tax which would have been paid had the surtax not been enacted.

Very trvly yours,
M. P. LANDERS, Treasurer.

STATEMENT oF RrEVES E. RITCHIE. PRESIDENT, ARKANSAS POWER & LIGHT CO.

I am president of the Arkansas Power & Light Company. an investor-owned
Arkansas corporation serving over 370,000 electric custoniers located in 61 of
time State's 75 countie-.

My statement is directed to Section 4(a) of IIR 12290, which repeals the in-
vestment tax credit anl, more specifically, to the proposal contained therein to
add the so-called phas-out provision, Section 49(d), to the Internal Revenue
Code. This provision would progressively take away the benefits of the investment
credit for Industries which, by their very natures, have long lead times-ecin
where property was under a binding contract on or before April 18, 1969.

First, I would like to point out that we have not opposed the elimination of
the investment tax credit. We have not opposed It because we have relied upon
the judgment of the Congress and of the Administration that its repeal was in
the nation's best Interest. Furthermore, we have relied upon the representations
made by members of both the Congress and the Administration that there was
every Intention of honoring firm and binding contracts made in good faith prior
to April 18. 1969.

I point out to this Commitee that the inclusion of Section 49(d) In HR
12290 is not In keeping with what we had been led to believe would be the action
of Congress. It severely penalize, industries who may have made major financial
commitments long prior to April 18, 1969, and who, through no fault of their
own. cannot possibly have the facility In service in less than three, four or five
yea rs from now.

My own Company is a case in point. I would like to present the case to you as
an example, and it Is by no means unique: there are many other industries which
are similarly situated and which will be as seriously injured. The Arkansas
Power & Light Company made a decision in 1967 to build an 800,000-kilowatt nu-
clear generating station in Arkansa.% The decision was made after long and
serious consideration of all possible economic and technical factors-including
the effect of the three-percent (for utilities only) investment tax credit. In 1967,
a Certificate of Convenience and Necessity was granted by the Arkansas Public
Service Commission ; and In that same yoar. binding contracts were entered into
for the design, manufacture and delivery of the reactor, turbine-generator and
other major components of the plant. In De'emnber of 108, a Construction Li-
cense was granted by the Atomic Energy Commission; and actual construction
of the plant got underway.

The original schedule called for completion l)y late 1972. It now appears that
some delay may be experienced in delivery of equipment, thus delaying the
completion date. This long lead time does nt come from choice, nor is It a
controllable factor by us; rather it results from tile complexity and scope of
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the construction and from the size and variety of equipment which must be
ordered, designed, manufactured and installed at such a project. In our case,
you can readily see that mid-1973 would be 30 months past the beginning of
the proposed phase-out period, December 31, 1970. Thirty months at the rate
of one-tenth of one percent per month would equal three percent, which all of
the investment tax credit allowed to utilities. Since the plant Is expected to cost
over $140 million, the effect of Section 49(d) would be to increase our cost by
over $4.2 million.

I do not believe it was the intent of the House Ways and Means Committee in
proposing Section 49(d) to penalize taxpayers who had acted in good faith and,
in the usual and normal course of their businesses, to place orders and make
binding contracts for essential industrial facilities well prior to the cut-off date
of April 18, 1969. As a matter of fact the proposed Sections 49(a), 49(b) and
49(c) provide that the credit will continue to be available for property under
binding contract on April 18, 1969. These transitional provision are similar to
those included in the 1966 legislation suspending the tax credit.

But after including such transition provisions in Sections 49 (a), (b), and (c)
to eliminate such inequities, there was then added in the bill the brand new
provision, Section 49(d), which, in many cases, will completely nullify the
transition provisions and create the precise inequities the transition provisions
were Intended to eliminate.

In my opinion, the House Ways and Means Committee's rationale for this
phase-out procedure is based on a false premise. They have taken the position
that companies which have long lead times have an undue advantage since they
were able to order equipment before the cut-off date. This argument might have
some validity if lead time were a controllable factor. I can assure you that in
most cases with which I am familiar, it is not a controllable factor. It is far
more a liability than an asset because of the very high costs of interest during
construction and of inflation in the cost of materials and labor during the
construction period.

I strongly urge this Committee to eliminate Section 49(d) from H.R. 12290
because it unduly and unfairly penalizes those segments of American industry
which, by the nature of their businesses, have inherently long lead times between
inception and completion of their industrial plant facilities.

STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY DR. MONROE M. BIRD, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF BUSI-
NESS ADMINISTRATION AND CHAIRMAN OF MARKETING, VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC
INSTITUTE

THE INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT AND INFLATION

(By Dr. Monroe M. Bird)

Numerous arguments have been brought to the attention of this Committee as
to why the 7 per cent investment tax credit should not be repealed. Some of the
more widely stated and accepted reasons appear to be these:

(1) The investment tax credit was originally enacted as a part of deprecia-
tIon reform, since existing depreciation was inadequate in light of inflation
and in light of allowable depreciation abroad.

(2) The investment credit has always been Intended as a permanent
feature of the tax law, and businessmen have planned their capital expendi-
tures accordingly.

(3) Retention of the investment credit is essential If our industries are
to remain competitive with foreign industries and if we are to avoid further
deterioration In our balance of payments.

(4) A high level of capital formation will be particularly vital during
the 1970's, and continuation of the investment credit would contribute mate-
rially to such capital formation.

(5) The direct economic impact of the repeal might very well come at
Just the wrong time.

I agree with each of these reasons and urge you to give them careful considera-
tion. However, this paper will not discuss the preceding reasons but will concen-
trate solely on still another reason-one which involves the economic relationship
between the investment tax credit and inflation. By so doing, I hope to demon-
strate the very real dangers involved if the investment tax credit should be
repealed.
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INFLATION: THE PROBLEM

Inflation-not deflation, recession, or stagnation-has been our nation's most
persistent economic problem. The long run trend of price levels in the U.S. has
been ever rising; hence, inflation is a long run problem. However, inflation is
a very real short run problem as well. In fact, the long run price trend for the
U.S. consists of a series of short run inflations joined by periods of relatively
stable prices. Since inflation is both a long run and a short run problem, it seems
logical that the economic weapons used to fight inflation should be carefully
scrutinized for both their long run and short run possible effects on our nation.

SHORT-RUN ANALYSIS

The question before this committee is whether or not the 7 per cent investment
tax credit should be repealed in an effort to help curb the present inflation.
There is good reason to believe that such action might not be effective In fighting
inflation, and that the repeal of the 7 per cent investment tax credit could actually
cause an increase in the rate of inflation In the short run.

Assume first that our economy were at the full employment position (approxi-
mately 3 per cent unemployment) with less than perfect competition existing in
the product market and the labor market. In such a situation (the present state
of the U.S. economy), short-run, cost-push inflation would likely exist.1 Under
these conditions if the investment creditwere removed, there would be an im-
mediate lessening of profits and the prospects of future profits in the business
sector. Atlhough this would mean a decline in the volume of new projects under-
taken, there would probably only be a very minor impact on the current level of
spending because of the time lage of a year or sobetween authorization and
completion of most projects. Also assume that our government spent the addi-
tional tax revenue for any purpose within our economy except to purchase pro-
ductive capital goods. Temporary continuation of a high level of investment
spending, coupled with an increase in consumption of goods and services, would
actually compound the cost-push inflation with a demand-pull inflation.

In the above situation, an increase in the price level would tend to take place
in the short run. It seems clear that as consumption increased while investment
spending held at about its present level, only a short period of time would elapse
before goods would become even more scarce. After a year or so, investment
spending could be expected to be dampened. If this situation were allowed to
exist, production of goods and productivity (output per unit of input) in the
economy would fall, or at least the rate of increase in production and productiv-
ity would decrease. This situation could result only in a lower standard of living
for our nation than otherwise would have been expected had the investment tax
credit not been repealed. Therefore, under these conditions any reduction in in-
vestment due to a decrease in profits and profit expectations would diminish the
expected rate of production and productivity of our nation, and could also stimu-
late inflation through the channel of demand-pull.

In a demand-pull situation, the repeal of the tax credit could actually aggra-
vate inflation through increased scarcity. Therefore, repeal of the investment
tax credit might not be the proper economic weapon to fight this short run
problem.

LONG-RUN ANALYSIS

The first part of this paper pointed out that inflation is long run ns well as short
run in nature. Now consider the long run economic consequences of the repeal of
the 7 per cent investment tax credit.

Assume our economy were at full employment and experiencing both cost-push
and demand-pull inflation. If Congress removed the investment tax credit and
thus reduced current and expected profits. investment in new projects could be
expected to decrease. The decrease in investment would reduce the rate of capital
formation as well as reduce the total Income of the economy. Granted, the lessen-
ing of income might reduce the demand-pull portion of the inflation, given suffi-
cient time for adjustments to take place; but a cutback In investment and capital
formation would also reduce production in the long run. It could be argued that
these effects of the removal of the investment tax credit would stem the tide of
inflation. That would be true except for the lack of mobility of labor and the down-

' . M. Clark, "Economic Stability," Problems of U.S. Economic Development (New York:

Committee for Economic Development, 1958), 1). 49.
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ward rigidity of fihe price of labor, coupled with imperfect product markets
(caused by imperfect competition between sellers of goods). It short, the probable
long run effect of a cut in the investment tax credit would not be a reduction in
prices but would be unemployment and a total reduction In supply, the one factor
that could offset excess demand.

If widespread unemployment occurred, the full Employment Act of 1946 would
bind the government to reduce it through either monetary or fiscal action. If the
government chose to reduce unemployment by increasing the money supply, and
thereby reducing interest rates enough to again stimulate investment, there is
some doubt whether interest rates could be reduced enough to offset the loss to
business caused by the removal of the investment credit. Even if interest rates
could be pushed low enough to again stimulate investment, this question arises:
ho"w long would this method take to stimulate investment and production?

In the long run the suspension of the tax credit resulting in the above chain of
events would be harmful to the economy for three reasons. First, there would be
unemployment in the interim between the removal of the tax credit and the
reestablishment of investment resulting from an increase in the money supply.
Second. because of the downward rigidity of wages and prices and the immobility
of labor, there would not be a reduction in inflated prices. Third, there would be a
loss of capital formation and production in the interim which, once lost, would
take time to recover, if indeed -uch a loss could ever be recovered.

The long run effect of the repeal of the investment tax credit would be to
reduce the rate of capital formation. This reduced rate of capital formation would
lower the productive base for the U.S. far into the future. At best, all that a
repeal could do would be to ease that part of inflation that was demand-pull in
nature. But it will be recalled that in an earlier section it was shown that in the
short run a repeal could actually cause an increase In inflation!

There is one logical long run solution that would curb domestic inflation
without creating unemployment or necessitating direct controls. That solution
is to achieve greater production through a higher rate of productivity per unit
of input. The higher rate can be achieved only through increasing capital
formation. Therefore, to achieve the long run objective of offsetting rising wages
and preventing inflationary price rises, we need to encourage increased capital
formation. Since reducing any incentive to invest could and probably would
reduce capital formation, the repeal of the investment tax credit would be a
step in the wrong direction.

ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS

If. however, in spite of all of the above reasons it is decided that the investment
credit must be changed, then I would strongly urge that thorough consideration
be given to the various alternatives to outright repeal. For example: Continue
the investment credit but require that it be written off over five or more years,
along the lines of the rapid amortization of emergency facilities. The enactment
of this alternative would provide the government with increased tax revenue
initially as compared with outright repeal, but would still provide business an
incentive to invest in new productive capital equipment. Another example:
Permit the taxpayer to recognize the decline In the value of the dollar, e.g., by
recovering depreciation in excess of historical cost. A third example: Continue
the investment credit but require that the credit be deducted from the depreciable
base so that a taxpayer could only write off 93% of original cost in the form of
depreciation. This approach has historical precedence in the form of the so-called
"Long amendment." Still another example: Reduce the credit from 7% to 5%
or 4%; this would tend to reduce capital spending but not by as much as woula
outright repeal.

Undoubtedly there are a number of other alternatives which would be prefer-
able to outright repeal of the credit, and for the continuing good of our economy.
I would sincerely hope that Congress adopts one of these alternatives to outright
repeal of the investment credit. However, I continue to urge strongly that the
present investment credit not be repealed or changed.

(The following was submitted as a slj)plement to the statement of
the Chamber of Commerce of the United States which appears at page
313 of these hearings:)
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CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES,
Washington, D.C., July 17, 1969.

lion. RUSSELL B. LONG,
'it a irnian, Committee on Finance,'

U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
JEA1 SENATOR LONG: In oral testimony before the Committee on Finance on

july 1 1, 1969, Mr. Roscoe L. Egger, representing the Chamber of Commerce of the
U'niied States, indicated that the Chamber would submit a supplemental written
stiteent in regard to its recommendations concerning the tax treatment of pollu-
tion control facilities.

Section 5 of H.R. 12290 provides a five-year amortization for certified pollution
cont rol facilities. Inclusion of this section in the bill is consistent with previous
Congressional action recognizing that benefits of pollution abatement are essen-
tially public benefits. For example, when the Congress suspended the 7% invest-
ineit tax credit in 1966, it specifically exempted pollution control facilities. The
need for a pollution abatement program persists. Such a program merits con-
tiued Congressional encouragement. The Committee is urged to give favorable
consideration to the concept of the amortization of pollution facilities as proposed
in Section 5 of H.R. 12290.

The Chamber would support a more liberal tax policy in this regard. The iext
of a statement of Iosition on the taxation of industrial pollution control and
abatement facilities adopted by the National Chamber's Board of Directors In
February 1968 is attached.

We wish to take this opportunity to reemphasize the need for attention to
pIossible administrative difficulties in the dual certification process proposed in
Section 5 of II.R. 12290 which could negate the significance of this Section.

As pr1nsetly written. Section 5 would require both Federal and State certifica-
tion of a facility prior to its being eligible for five-year amortization. Under this
lroces. a company might not qualify for the amortization deduction even if its
treatment of waste complied with State or interstate standards. Differences be-
tw,n Fderal and State agencies in certification requirements for pollution
alnatement facilities during the 1966 suspension of the credit and the impogsibility
of satisfying both were a reason that industry did not utilize the tax credit for
pollution abatement facilities available at that time.

The proposed dual certification process would also appear to be in conflict
with the previously expressed Congressional intent of both the Water Quality
Aet and the Clean Air Act of allowing State rather than Federal control and
on forcenlent.

I.R. 12290 should be amended so as to provide for certification only by the
state or regional regulatory agency concerned in instances where a State or
region has established quality standards in conformance with State and Federal
laws. In instances where the State or regional agency has failed to set quality
standards, or where such agencies lack jurisdiction, the necessary certification
would be obtained from the appropriate Federal agency.

In summary, the National Chamber urges that favorable consideration be
given to the amortization of pollution control facilities as is proposed in II.R.
12290. We recommend, however, that Section 5 of the bill be amended to pro-
vide for certification by the State or regional regulatory agency concerned.

It is requested that this letter and the attached statement be made a part of
the hearings record with other written statements on H.R. 12290.

Cordially.
DON A. GOODALI.

General Manager, Legislaive Action.

S'TATEMENT OF POSITION ON THE TAXATION OF INDUSTRIAL POLLUTION CONTROL

AND ABATEMENT INVESTMENTS

Adopted by the National Chamber's Board of Directors in February 1968

The Congress and State governments have determined, as a matter of public
policy, that an accelerated pollution abatement and control program Is to be
carried out. Achieving these objectives will result in substantially increased
costs to industry. This Is causing many diseconomies and it therefore challenges
the government, industry, and the public to find the solution which can be adopted
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at the lowest total cost with least disturbance to the economy. It is the conclu-
sions of the National Chamber that this can best be accomplished by:

1. Extending the existing investment tax credit applicable to pollution
abatement facilities to include land and structures;

2. Amortizing pollution abatement facilities within 1-3 years at the option
of the taxpayer, with land included but subject to a provision for the recap-
ture of the land amortization in the event that this land is subsequently
used for any purpose other than pollution control. This program of rapid
amortization should not eliminate the investment tax credit.

3. Providing for certification for credits and amortization by the State,
or regional regulatory agency concerned. This certification would identify
that the facility is constructed to meet requirements imposed by that agency
and that its purpose is primarily pollution control. In effect, any expen-
diture initiated by abatement needs should qualify for the investment tax
credit (including land and structures) and accelerated amortization.

STATEMENT OF TILE AMERICAN TRANSIT ASSOCIATION ON REPEAL OF THE INVESTMENT
TAX CREDIT AS CONTAINED IN H.R. 12290, SUBMITTED BY ROBERT SLOAN, EXECU-
TIVE VICE PRESIDENT

The American Transit Association hereby respectfully urges of this Committee
that H.R. 12290 be amended to provide that the seven percent investment tax
credit continue to apply to local transit companies (as defined in section 172 (j) (1)
of the Internal Revenue Code).

By way of background, the A.T.A. is a voluntary trade association which
represents urban transit systems, both public and private, which provide trams-
portation for 85 percent of urban transit passengers in the United States.

The pending legislation which would repeal the seven percent investment tax
credit is of grave concern to the members of the American Transit Association,
ninety percent of whose members are privately-owned companies, which primarily
serve medium and small cities and the suburbs.

These private transit companies have been hard pressed to maintain their
operations in view of constantly rising costs coupled with the decline in number
of passengers that occurs when fares are increased. The industry is in a most
difficult position for while it faces ever increasing costs, it cannot meet these
costs by fare box increases.

Congress has recognized the magnitude of the problem urban transit systems
face by its enactment of the Urban Mass Transportation Act, which provides
Federal grants for urban transit systems. The enormity of the problem and the
crisis urban transit faces has led to the realization that the Federal government
must do a great deal more. That is why there is ever-mounting support for an
urban transit trust fund, similar in concept and design to the highway trust fund.

It is incongruous that at a time when there is a recognition that much larger
Federal support must be given urban transit, that Congress would impose an
added tax burden on the private transit companies of the Nation. Yet, that is
Just what Congress will be doing if it repeals the investment tax credit and fails
to grant an exemption to the urlyan transit Industry.

Failure to grant such an exemption will not serve the best interest of our coun-
try as it will only make it more difficult for private transit systems to continue
to serve their communities.

The latest available figures for the year 1967 show that private urban transit
companies operating revenues were $626 million, net income after taxes was only
$22 million, investment in now equipment was $41 million, Federal taxes were $38
million, and state and local taxes were $28 million.

These figures demonstrate the need for a continuance of the investment tax
credit if private transit systems are to have a chance to survive.

AMNiERICAN G.S ASSOcrATToN. lNc..
New 1ork, N. Y., July 8, 1.919.

Re H.R. 12290, Repeal of Investment Credit.

lion. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Cliairman. ,,cnate linanee Comimittee,
New# Senate Oflc Btuilding, Wasliingqton, D.C.
(,Attention of Torn Vail, Chief Counsel).

DEAIt CIIAIR.MAN LONG: The kieric.an Gas Association (.A.G.A.) is conilo setl of
369 member companies and 5,600 individual members. The member companies
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provide natural gas service to 40,000,000 customers in all 50 states and in virtu-
ally every major city and town in the country. On behalf of its member com-
panies, AG.A. desires to submit the following comments for your consideration
regarding the proposed repealof the investment credit:

1. Since the gas industry is closely regulated by the Federal Power Com-
mission and the several state commissions and a number of its member com-
panies "flow through" the benefits of investment credit to their customers
through the media of reduced gas rates, and since many corporations in all
industries have made investment decisions which are now irrevocable,
A.G.A. feels that the effective date of the repeal of investment credit should
be the date of the enactment of the legislation, rather than any retroactive
date. This will enable all industry and the regulatory authorities to give con-
sideration to the problems of possible customer price or rate modifications,
as retroactive adjustment of rates or commodity prices is not possible.

2. The effect of the 20 percent limitation would be to retroactively deprive
many taxpayers of part, if not all, of their earned investment credit not yet
utilized. But for the limitation, these carryovers and carrybacks more than
likely would be used within the carryover period. If a taxpayer has only four
years of the carryover period left to him, under many situations the most he
could use under the limitation is 80 percent. Even worse, if the particular
carryover period expires in 1970 he could lose 80 percent of the carryover.
Obviously. this would be a punitive result.

Throughout the Committee Report (No. 91-321) it is made abundantly
clear that the repeal has two principal objectives: to continue the fight
against inflation and to obtain a revenue gain in the year 1970. Permanently
depriving taxpayers of a credit they are presently entitled to under the law
is not necessary to realize the goals of repeal of investment credit. The
carryovers involved result from capital expenditures already made and a per-
muanent deprivation will not increase 1970 revenues.

It is submitted that the undesirable result of the 20 percent limitation
can be avoided without nullifying the purposes of repeal. We strongly urge
that the 7-year carryover limitation of See. 46(b) (1) (B) of the Code be
eliminated as to any carryover governed by the application of the 20 percent
limitation.

Respectfully submitted,
ROBERT E. BAKER,

Chairman, Subcommittee to Study Proposed Tax Legislation.

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL MACHINE TOOL BUILDERS AssocIATION, IN OPPOSI-
TION TO THE PROPOSED REPEAL OF THE SEVEN PERCENT INVESTMENT CREDIT,
SUBMITTED BY DONALD H. MOIVER, PRESIDENT

The National Machine Tool Builders Association (NMTBA) is a trade asso-
ciation representing approximately 250 American machine -tool manufacturing
companies. These companies account for approximately 80% of U.S. machine
tool production. We are submitting this statement to protest the proposed repeal
of the 7% investment credit.

in the absence of a modern and realistic system of capital equipment write-off,
the investment credit is of vital importance in encouraging American industry to
keep pace with today's continuing technological revolution and to exploit, as
other induvtrial nations of the world are doing, the innovative industrial tech-
niques thereby made possible.

Accordingly, we urge that the Committee, at the very least, take no action to-
wards repealing the credit without first satisfying both itself and 'the American
business community that the deficencies in our tax system thus exposed will be
promptly remedied by either the legislative or administrative adoption of appro-
priate reforms in current tax treatment of capital equipment depreciation.

We do not petition the Committee for special treatment for our Indu.try or our
products, except to the extent that Congress might otherwise be disposed to
consider ad hoc exceptions to general legislation in this area. Should Congress
ultimately determine to repeal the credit other than on an across-the-board
basis, however, we believe no products or equipment have a stronger claim to
selective retention of the credit than machine tools.
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Machine tools are the master tools of industry and the foundation of a modern
industrial economy. As the essential machines which cut and bend and form
metal, they are indispensable to the production of virtually every tYlj- of metal
product. Truly, the nation's industrial plant is only as modern as the machine
tools that make It go, and accordingly, whatever arguments justify the credit
in general apply with obviously unique force to machine tools.

As the Committee well knows, those arguments are many and persuasive, and
this is so regardless of whether, in our present preoccupation with Vietnam and
the ghettos, we open or close our ears to them.

1. 'ic uiwed to ichich the 7% intnvc'lnct credit i'as addressed in 1962 is no
less in, 1969.

In 1962 Congress enacted the 7% investment credit, in resp)oi-se to the Admii-
istration's urgings and its own recognition that industrial obsolescence was (,on-
tributing significantly to the cost of goods at home and was seriously threatening
our continuing ability to compete with other, industrial nations in the wor'ld
marketplace. Our experience with the credit since 1962, including our experience
during the 1966-67 suspension period, has more than confirmed the wisdom of
Congress's original action. The credit has contributed importantly to industrial
modernize tion in the last seven years. which in turn has improved our ad!lity
to compete in worhl markets and created new employment opportunities at hom,.

But industrial modernization, once reached or approached, is not a permamnt
condition. The technological revolution continues apace, and other industri:ait
nations, vith their far more liberal systems of capital recovery allowances (which
provide more ash flow for research an(I development and at the sammeime permit
continuing plant modernization) are keeping up.

As a nation whose vulnerability in world markets is being constantly denon-
strated ane1w. we must also keep up. Ve will not, however, if Congress should
now decide that what in 1962 it gaveth, in 196t) it will taketh aw\ay-at least
unless it provides or paves the way for compensatory reforms relating to the
tax treatment of investment in necessary productive facilities.

The United States, even with the investment credit, has a far more antiqu~tted
and less generous system of capital recovery allowances than other leading in-
dustrial nations. This was true in 1962, and it is still true. It is a major (.of-
tributing factor to our excess labor costs and our overall high costs of produ,-
tIon, problems which are likewise as troublesome today as they were seven
years ago.

Because the problems generated by relative industrial obsolescence includingg
high consumer prices at home and unfavorable trade balances abroad) are as
serious in 1969 as in 1962, we believe that repeal of the credit, absent appropriate
legislative or administrative substitutes. could seriously and perhaps irrepamraldy
damage the nation, just as failure to take the steps Congress did in 1962 wild
have exposed us to such dangers then.

2. The asserted reasons for elimination of the credit are not persuasive.
What Is especially distressing about the current proposal to end the invest-

ment credit Is that the arguments advanced In support of repeal are neither
consistent nor convincing. One is left with the conviction that if the credit is
killed, it will have died the victim of a political trade having little or no relevance
to the economic issues Involved.

Originally critics of the credit argued that It was inflationary, and of course that
rationale underlay the unfortunate experiment with suspension in 1966. The
alleged inflationary effect of the credit Is also argued by the House Ways and
Means Committee in Its report accompanying H.R. 12290. But that argument Is
shortsighted. For while the credit may have limited, short-term warming effects
on the economy, it is in the long run essentially anti-inflationary, because it makes
possible lower production costs through expansion and modernization. Moreover.
the long, divers and unpredictable lead times that characterize the purchase o.
various types of capital equipment, both at the planning and production endA,
make the investment credit a peculiarly Inappropriate economic fine-tuning device.
This is true whether the proposed adjustment be in the form of enactm-nt,
suspension, restoration or. as here, outright repeal of the credit.

Nor can repeal of the credit be justified as a revenue measure, which i'4 the
argument on which the Administration apparently places primary reliance. We do
not minimize the overall needs of the Treasury nor dismiss the budgetary
significance of $3 billion, which is the Treasury's approximate estimate of the
potential annual tax revenues involved. But there are other ways to collect such
suns-on, (blit only one) of which would be to postpone the proposed downward
adjustmnent of the present surtax.
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In any event, in view of the revenue-collecting and revenue-saving alternatives
available, we believe that immediate revenue needs should not lead the Govern-
nient to forsake its policy of granting to industry reasonable capital recovery
allowances as a means of preventing industrial obsolescence and thereby advanc-
ing such obviously related national goals as improving our balance of trade, inain-
raining a stable dollar and discouraging continuing expatriation of our vital and
inligenous industrial base.

3. If the eretdit is repealed, depreciation rcorm maist follo w.
We have suggested reasons why it is imperative that industry in this country

be accorded by its Government tax treatment comparable to that which obtains
in other leading industrial nations. We live in one world. and we compete in one
worll. If we are to compete successfully, we must not add to our handicaps
through our tax system by penalizing re)lacement of capital, where other nations
encourage it. We must. in short. adopt permanent and realistic rules for the

Sii te-off of capital equipment.
Should Congress yield to the pressure for repeal of the credit, it is vital that

it should promptly address itself, through its tax-writing committees, to overall
depreciation reform.

Specifically, it should, in the interest of making realistic depreciation prac-
tically available, give prompt attention to elimination of the "reserve ratio" test,
to authorizing larger initial allowances and to enactment of direct statutory au-
thority for the use by taxpayers of depreciable lives realistically reflecting
obsolescene.

4. If the credit is repealed, liberal transition rules should be adopted.
If the Committee decides to recommend repeal of the investment credit, either

to pave the way for a basic overhaul and modernization of our depreciation sys-
teni or otherwise, we would urge that any such legislation provide for liberal
transitional rules. When the investment credit was originally enacted, American
business was assured that It would be a permanent aspect of our capital recovery
system. This assurance was also made in connection with 1966--67 suspension.

In these circumstances it is not surprising that many taxpayers have made
important business planning decisions () the assuamptioln that time cre(lit would
apply to the expansion or rel)lacement programs contemplated. Fundamental
fairness would require that possible repealing legislation not deny the credit to
investments made in pursuance of such programs .

For example, we would urge that the narrow "binding contract" test be re.
jected in favor of a test that would grant th, credit in the case of any Invesment
that could be shown to be "firm" In a practical business sense, if not in a strict
legfl sense, or which was made pursuant to any expansion or modernization
program to which the taxpayer had made financial commitments prior to the
effective date of repeal.

5. Should Coiigress repeal the credit on a selective basis, there could be no
jurisdiction for failing to retain the credit with respect to machine tools.

We do not file this statement to lead our own special cause, for we believe the
issues involved are national issues, requiring solution by the Committee with
reference to its overall views of national policy. But we would be remiss in our
responsibility to the Committee. as well as to ourselves, if we did not emphasize
the special importance of machine tools to our national in(lustrial plant.

As we have already suggested, machine tools are the master tools of industry-
a metalworking Industrial facility is only as modern as the machine tools within
it. So if the purpose of the investment credit be to envourage inves4tent In
modern industrial facilities, and as to that there cannot be debate. no investment
could be wore consistent with that legislative purpose than investment it modern
machine tools.

Accordingly, we urge, not alone in our interest, hut in time interest of accom-
plishing the central purposes which the credit was designed to achieve, that any
selective retention of the credit inclu(le retention with respect to machine tools.

TA'rMENT OF WIILIA.M VERITY. PRESIDENT AND CIIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER. AR.MCO'
STEEl. ('ORP., MIDDLETON. 01io, ON THE INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT

My na me is William Verity. I am president anad chief executive offer of Arno
St(el Corporation. We are one of the nation's led (1 ing o'odu'ers 4)f carbon,. specialty
• adl stainless steels. We are also engaged it -leilized inanufa'tu ring opera
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tions and the production of materials such as titailuxm, stainless steel pipe and
tubing, plastc sewer pipe and pre-engineered steel buildings, as well as in heavy
equipment leasing and financial services.

The 445,000 men and women who comprise our organization are employed in
forty-five plants In the United States and thirty-nine fabricating establishments
in twenty-two foreign countries. The latter product for foreign markets.

We submit ,this statement for the record because we believe that repeal of tie
Investment Tax Credit would be a serious error--overly strong medicine, for a
short-term malady. It could badly undermine the corporate and economic health
of this nation. Its side effect could sap the competitive strength of American
industry in world markets. Its direct effect cx)uld be more, rather than less,
Inflation.

We agree wholeheartedly that inflation is one of the most serious problems
facing the United States today. From any point of view, however, It is most diffi-
cult for us to see how the investment tax credit contributes to that inflation or
how its repeal will lessen the inflationary pressures.

"he United States economy Is plagued with labor shortages, as is clearly evident
In accelerating wage demands. Conservatively, hourly wages will rise 10%
in 1969. To whatever degree the Investment tax credit encourages Industry to
modernize its facilities -o as to use labor more efficiently, it is reducing inflationary
pressures from that source.

The classic answer to rising prices for goods and services has Weil to Inerease
the supply sufficiently to bring prices down. Rel)eal of the Investment Tax
Credit will decrease the ability of industry to add to the supply. Restricting the
growv~th of capacity practically assur(s continued inflation.

Moreover, the United States was lagging badly ili the worldwide struggle
for markets through capital expansion even before rel)(tl of the Investment Tax
Credit was proposed. With no "real" growth in 1967 and 1968 and perhaps 6%
('after inflation) in 199, the United States is averaging about a 2% annual
improvement in its industrial capacity. Other industrial countries are expantdig
fourth six ties faster. It will require considerably more than minr adjustment
of depreciation schedules to prevent large deficits in the Uniteil States nierchan-
dise trade l)alance in the next few years.

During the past decade, which has been a modernization period for the steel
industry, our position in worhlt markets has been decing. In 1957 foreign
producers old one million tons of steel )ro(lucts in this country. Last year they
sold 18 million tons herc-they took 16.7 per-cent of the U.S. market for steel
products.

In terms of the effect on the Nation's balance of payments, our foreign trade in
steel has moved from a surplus of $41 million In 1961 to a deficit of $1.5 billion
last year. This trend hardly supports the conclusion that incentives for modern-
Ization of the domestic steel Industry are no longer necessary.

The large, modern, deep water steel plants that have been built since World
War II have changed the nature of world steel trade.

Low labor costs, low cost transportation of raw materials and finished products,
and modern steel production facilities have made it possible for foreign pro-
ducers to sell high quality steel products in our home markets at prices below
our production costs. Many industrialized nations offer their steel producers far
more incentive than our 7% Investment Tax Credit to encourage them to Invest
In new, modern steel producing facilities. This is the climate in which we
must compete today.

Our ability to generate funds to build the best, most modern steel-making
equipment Is the very least we can do to mept this competitive challenge front
overseas producers. It certainly is not in tile National interest for our Govern-
mient to put our industry at any further competitive disadvantage by deprhiing it
of tax assistance that. it now has on capital investment.

Repeal of the tax credit can have little impact on overall capital spending
until late 1970. Based upon the 1966 experience when the credit was temporarily
suspended, it is quite likely that by late 1970 a slowdown in capital investment
would be exactly the wrong kind of economic remedy. By its very nature, the 7%
Investment Tax Credit must be a long-range incentive to business lMvestmncat. 'ro
expect it to have a sigidilleant short-range impact on investment decisions is not
realistic.

Arnco's participation In the U., steel Industry's modernization has been
substantial. Shortly after the investment tax crelit was enacted in 1962. our
management translated our loanss for ihe last half of tills decade Into specifle
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modernization programs, including air and water pollution abatement facitl4ies.
We planned the facilities we knew we would need to serve our customers and tMe
best interests of the public in the late 19W0's and 1970's. We identified the tech-
nological Improvements we would need to match and exceed foreign woderniza-
tion programs and reverse the trend in steel Imports.

We accepted at face value offl(ial statements that the investment tax creslit
and accelerated depreciation wore to be permanent parts of our tax structure.
The Honorable Douglas Dillon, then Secretary of the Treasury, made a very
strong statement on this subject at the time the investment tax (redit was enacted.
lle said:

"I consider our program of lepreciation reform-including the investment
credit-a central part of our economic policy ... It is my conviction that depre-
ciation reform, including both the administrative revision of depreciation guide-
lines and the Investment credit, Is not only the best way to bring about a higher in-
vestment level, but is absolutely necessary if we are to grow at a more raiid
rate and maintain a widespread international confidence in our currency."

Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Stanley S. Surrey made a similar coanuz'-lit
which stated the intentions of the Government in uiinistakalble terms. In a
speech before the Socioty of Business Advisory l'rofessions, Ilin-. on March 12,
1962, Ite said:

"I gather that some might say that the credit is. of course, effective, but
why use it now wheli there is still sliack in til e(cooiny? The fact that the
inivestilkent credit was suggested at it time when we were in a reession peri(ol
and the filet that it is being adopted in a period of recovery does not incii that
it iq to be regarded a (ounter-cy-liceal tool. Ratler, it is intended to be a permanent
pa rt of our Iasic tax law."

Our financial planning was based on suich responsible assilralices that the
tax creditt was to Ie a lernanent part of the tax structure.

After more than a year of planning-planiing that included travel throughout
the worl to study the newest post-war steel mills in Germany. Japan. anI( other
(,oitries--we es.tablished a coordinatId capital improvements prograin. It called
originally for ati investmneitt of more tian .$(Ut) million during the six-year
period t from 1 9411 through 191). Tile program llh 11:1 since grown into an investmeitit
of more than $S00 million that will n ot Ib completed inutil late 1970. This pro-
grain is the first phase of an expected long period of coutiued and subsllzltial
investment in new and improved llaint and equipment. New projects will be
plalnle(d. eilgilleer(l. ail)( put into place Just as rapidly as the economics of our
business permit.
This modernization program is not 01w which.Ia w started ldely Ieeallse of

the investment tax credit. Neither anii it be stopped if the tax credit is repealed,
Iceaullse lmoderllIzatiol is vital to oilr slVic(Iss a.S 11 eonia Ily in the lost col|-
petitive thne in our history. Tiw tax reil it Is. however, a vital tool which hel s
or (om)lpaniy Invest in tlWI-needed modern equipment at a rate which otherwise
Would not be possible.

From a very short-term point of view. repeal of the invetiniont tax credit will
add to rather than relieve inflationary pressures. Where capital programs must
continue regardless of the tax credit and where market conditions are favorable,
prices will have to lbe raised to offset tax credit losses.

The investment tax credit is also an extremely implrtant factor in our on-
going and very costly efforts to provide the best available air and water olliln-
tion control facilities. Pollution abatement equipment not only has a high initial
cost Nit also a very high operation lost llat goes on and on for the life of the
equipment. This equipment does not add to pr(l(tion.--. it only adds to the -(,,:t of
operation.

Proposed solutions to today's pressures atind problems seeni to converge on a
set of national policies to curl) inflation by concentrating almost exclusively oii
tile l)u1siness sector. Rmghly proportion(i, the economy is split up two-thirds
consumers, one-sixth Government al(l one-sixth business. Del)site their disparate
sizes, each sector must function in harmony with the others in the system or the
entire system operates like a badly tuned engine that sputters and balks at the
most critical time.

We believe that any attempt to curb Inflation which has 1,'rmeatefl all s,,-tors
of the economy by concentrating restraint on just one .. . the business com-
munity . . . entails a dangerouly high degree of risk.

I would respectfully suggest that It would be far better for the Congr(s to
consider til investment tax crtdit in the overall context of reform tlt would
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-give this Nation an improved and realistic depreciation tax structure. It is
urgently important to the continuing industrial health and proggress ihat we
stop once and for all the ill-advised practice of changing the rules whenever ia
.variation is detected in our national economy.

SrATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL MILK PRODUCERS FEDERATION, SUBMITTED BY
PATRICK B3. HEALY, SECRETARY

The National Milk Producers Federation is a national commodity organiza-
tion. It represents dairy farmers and the dairy cooperative associations which
they own and operate. Through these associations, farmers act together to process
and market for themselves, on a cost basis, the milk produced on their farms.

The investment credit is available to dairy farmers, and it is important to
them at the present time.

Very substantial changes are taking place in dairy farming and in the dairy
industry.

The change from the use of milk cans to refrigerated bulk milk holding tllnis
on the farm is almost complete. Milk now flows through improved pipe-line milk-
ing equipment directly to refrigerated farm tanks where it is immediately cooled.
Bulk tank trucks keep it cooled during transportation, and high quality sanitary
equipment processes it in the dairy plants.

Thi is resulting in milk supplies which are greatly improved in quality.
sanitation.,and keeping ability. We are justly proud of the steady and substan-
tial progress being ilnade in this direction by the Nation's dairy farmers.

Coupled with the changes above mentioned, there is a strong trend at the
preseent time toward fewer, larger. and more efficient dairy farns.

Because of the changes taking place, and which will continue to take place for
several years, there is a pressing need for new equipnmnt.

Total milk production is decreasing, production costs are high. prices have
been too low. and there is a deep-seated feeling of dissatisfaction among dairy
fi rmers with their economic lot.

The tax incentive provided by the investment credit is needed by dairy farm-
ers to help them make the necessary adjustments required by the period of
chaii'e takini-l plie and also to recentt an increase in taxes which would further
aggravate the cost-price squeeze in which they find themselves.

Figures published by the U.S. Department of Agriculture indicate hourly
returns to dairy farmers for their labor ranging from 91 cents to $1.08 per hour.

l)airy processing plants operated by dairy farmers through their cooperative
ass-ociatils do not have net income, since all savings made through the opera-
toi of these plants must be returned to the farmers in the form of increased
returns on their produce. The investment credit does not benefit the plants.

The retention of the investment credit for dairy farmers can be justified on
the grounds that (1) they need the tax incentive to help lhmm buy equipment
to meet the needs of modernized and enlarged farms (2) the production of high
quality milk with modernized equipment benefits the Nation as a whole: (3) the
cost-price squeeze of dairy farmers should not be further aggravated by increased
taxes, and (4) declining milk production must be stabilized soon if adequate sup-
plies of this important and essential food are to be assured.

In view of the foregoing, we urge retention of the investment credit for dairy
fmi rulers.

INDEPENDENT NATURAL GAS AsSOCIATION Or AMERICA,
Houston, Tex., Jtly 15, 196.9.

11')n. RUSSELL B. Lox,
chairman . Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate,
Wash ington, D.C.
(Attention of Tom Vail, Chief Counsel).

ID)AR MR. CAIRMAS : The Indepenent Natural Gas Association of Amarica
(INGAA) is a non-protit trade organization composedd of virtually all of the
interstate natural gas pipeline companies in the United States, as well as pro-
(hlcers mid distriliutors of natural gas. This letter sets forth the lpositioli of
INGAA with reference to the prol)osed repeal of the investment Iax credit. It is
res1ectfully requested that the letter be included as a part of the record of the
hearings of the Finance Committee on the subject matter.
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ING.AA opit.se. til(, releal of the investnient tax credit for tile following

1. .atural ga.v pipeline sri'(' is essential to the Nation.-Natural gas pro-
vides one-third of the energy requirements of this Nation for residential, ('o-
nicial and industrial use, to approxiniately 38,369,000 customers. Denrlid for
imta l ga has increased at an average rate of 6.3% a year. resent projections
iN(iW'te (ontilined increases i demand. The continued health growth of the
Nation depends upon uninterrupted natural gas service.

". P'resvflt aind fItor', v(,nivand.s rc'quire constant exrpansion of failities.--The
II'Suilt and future deinands for natural gas require constant expianilon of pipe-
line facilities. The )rojeee(d demands for this low-cost. clean fuel indicate that
ixpieinditures for new fa.iliies will increase in the future if the urgent public
needs are to lie inet. Tie industry, however, is characterized by a high debt
.,im'tire and in this day of lgh interest costs, the needed capital is extremely
costly to obtain. Retention of the investnmnt tax credit is highly important. if
hot :tlsotely e..ei tial. for th( n:i rati gas pipelime industry to hae aailal)le
sliffi.(et capital to m(et tihi' liresen t demands and increased deinands of the
future Repeal of the investment tax credit would deprive the industry of a vital
SOIi', of callital upon Nv ich it has delended for its future plrograinining to
provide al i indislx'nslle fuel supply to ieet market demands.

3. Repeal of investment taw credit would loose infl(itioary /forcc. -- 'l' lo:s of
capitall avalatllle through the investment tax credit, would force the gas pipe
line industry into the already inflated money markets. The fcuiisition of needed
fa11(Ik through horrowing, at the presently high interest rates would further
ncreul y the illedded debt ('ost of the industry and require additional rate in-

c.lia ,es vWhich would fall ti the gas customers. The (llition'al requirement, of
ill' ,a ) pipe, lines for suich additional Iborrowing in the conlptitive money

wnarki't wouhl also tend to create inv'reases in interest rates which vould affect
thi viire eeonomny. and ii'(ease rather than lessen inflationiry trends.
'i'll're is no danger that tile it''stilte pipe li nes will conitrilbite' to inflation by

('41il triction of ilni'ov Olliii' ie' illoecssa i'y facilities. The NatluralI (as Act pro-
hiu-,u tilt, construction (f interstate gas pill(- line fac'iliti's unless and uitil the
Federal Power Comnmission has deternih'd that they are required by the present

rii' tat ii'i pubIi' ('ollv,'iiiue anl nd''esity. III fact. further expansion of tile gas
pipe m'lnes vold tend to ari'est inflatioim'y forces by inaking uivailaulde on a
wider rnng. lower cost tN'i' with whi 'hl 10 net enei'gy relirlimnlellts and to coim-
bat air pollution prollenis in the letrol(ii aln and industrial areas.
-1. S vrtas' reduv'tion will not off.sct rpclu of hPi''stilnt t' 'rv'dit. -The argol-

nient that a reduction in the Il'ii t len lw''ellt sarta x would ld rtially offset
1W. nIlii'l of the investino't tax credit is fallaciious. Natural ga- pili' lines are
i'(e.llait i'd by t liFed,'erul I i'or 1'i liL mission. That ('olilissioln ruqlilres tile pipe
line-4 to pass on to its i'ustoners ini the form of redacd rates, any reduction ill
the sulrtax. Hence, Ilh(, regulated coilpallies (io not rec(',ive th' saiie heletit from a
'Ie'!i i n ii the sui'tax a'q is n\'avai hi to ioAIi-ri'Ml ted iopnliaiiit's. It also follows
tIhl iany t'aiid' generated Iy tit( redaction ill the so rtax are not a'ailalde to tile
i'v'uahit'id ('Olli e.i" ( gas pilpe lilies) for ('lipiiisio i lillilpos'es. Fiid.s generated
Iy lii' inveshllntf lIax 'ie-d it a 'e. by virt of lieliiw ittlelf Iaw a ihbh for ill-
v'stllot 101 i'1 ises iil ii'u.orda iiv'e with the lii'ioses and la'sQ l fon ' Iflr(' ilvest-
nurt talX eIlit.

IN TEI EVENT iI'E.\ , 1"OF INVt:STMI.'NT TAX 'iDIT," CANNOT T BIl. AVOIDED

II ik th' pIo-ition of ING.AA that in tlip eviit tlii' ( 'oignss should rielveal the
invi",till'nt tax credit d,-vt i the t'oi'egoilug argu ulinits, a tra'nsitiona I lp'oce'dulre
ite ldopthd to lii 'i'5Il,, lihsic right of tI' taxpayer and to lessen tIn, shock
of' the ieollon li' ilnlipa'.

1. Effcctirc' d(itc of r'jcvl1.--lRelival sholh lvi (iu a gradual sea"Ii'. 1referablly
over a three-year period. if a1 violent e'vi.onni h -lovk is to le av'oidd.

It ik the iosilion of IENIA.A that in tih( event g'adua Ip'elveI ca1lllot lie ac-
vi'iphisled, the effective dnt of iea l should be tht' daIte of enlactmelnt of the
hlegislatiol : that :ainy otlh'r date would, in a legal sense lie retro(tlive and in
\v'ihul ion of I lie ('onstit it ion. al inll ii 'onoillic sels(,, highly Inlt ive.

IfIiv'v'er, should Ilt' I'onuillee choo v a date prior to the date of enactln('nt
it would seent only fail that th end of the Federal liscal year to wit: June 30,
19WV. wold Ih alppl'Oiriate.
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2. Qualified property.-It is the position of INGAA that should the investment
tax credit be repealed, provision be made to include as eligible and qualified prop-
erty-any property which would be a part of a pipe line project which the Fed-
eral Power Commission has found or finds to be required by the present or future
public convenience and necessity pursuant to certificate applications filed with the
Commission on or before the effective date of the repeal. Such applications and
commitments have been made upon an economic basis, assuming the availability
of the investment tax credit. Hence, it would appear that fairness requires a con-
tinuation of the investment tax credit for pipe line projects covered by pending
applications which are found to be in the public interest by the Federal Power
Commission. In no event should repeal destroy the eligibility of property Included
under an existing application whether fully contracted or not.

A repeal without at least the same transitional rules as were enacted at the
time credit was suspended (Section 48(h) 1954 IRC) would be punitive.

AVAILABILITY TO THE TAXPAYER OF UNUSED INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT CARRYOVERS

It is the position of the INGAA that fairness requires provision for the tax-
payer to be able to utilize unused investment tax credit carryovers. Although these
credits were accumulated in good faith, the Treasury Department's proposal
threatens to eliminate large portions thereof through offset against "simulated"
computations, commonly referred to as "phantom" credits. To follow the sugges-
tion of the Treasury in this regard would be to p-nalize those taxpayers who
responded to the incentive objective during the very period in which national
policy was deemed by Congress to require construction or acquisition of new plant
and equipment.

INGAA respectfully submits that all accumulated investment tax credits
should be available to the taxpayer. If necessary, the seven-year cut-off period
provided under the present law should be extended.

IN CONCLUSION

INGAA respectfully submtts the foregoing views and is fully prepared to.
substantiate the conclusions stated, should your Committee desire further advice
thereon.

Sincerely yours,
INDEPENDENT NATURAL GAS AsSOCIATION

OF AMERICA,
WALTER E. ROGERS, President.

AMERICAN IRON ANO STEEL INSTITUTE,
New York, X.Y., July 16, 1969.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The domestic steel company members of the Anerican
Iron and Steel Institute are concerned with the provision of H.R. 12290 currently
being considered by the Committee on Finance, which provides for the repeal of
the Investment tax credit. A1e recognize the urgent need to control inflation but
do not believe that repeal of the investment tax credit is the solution. We oppose
the repeal of the credit btccause it is absolutely essential to tlhf steel industry,
which must continue to make very heavy capital expenditures to meet both do-
mestic and foreign competition.

We believe the credit is basically anti-inflatiov:ary and as essential today as It
was when enacted in 1962. The best long-term anti-inflationary climate exists
where there are amI)le. adequate and modern productive facilities turning out
an abundance of products at a rapid rate and at a low cost to meet demand. Capi-
tal spending for more efficient productive facilities is a powerful force for sta-
bilizing prices. The investment credit encourages the operation of this anti-
inflationary force. The effect of repeal would therefore be inflationary rather
than deflationary.

Moreover, the enactment of the Investment credit in 1962 was a part of the
overall depreciation reform at that time. This reform was intended to enable
American industry to better maintain and modei.-nize Its productive plant and
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equipment, thereby helping to alleviate its competitive disadvantage with pro-
ducers of other nations. That objective is more important than ever at this time'
in view of our nation's current balance of payments and related balance of trade
problem of which the deficit balance in steel trade is a significant elemnt, as evi-
denced by a drop from a $41 million surplus position in 1961 to a deficit over
$1.5 billion in 1908. Furthermore, the investment credit was intended to be a
permanent part of our basic tax law, and was not intended as a counte,-cycical
tool. Official statements were made by Treasury Secretary Dillon and Assistant
Secretary of Treasury Surrey at the time of the enactment of the investment
credit in 1962 which clearly established these purposes. (Pertinent extracts from
those statements are attached hereto.)

If, however, the Committee considers suspension or repeal of the investment
credit necessary, we urge that you give most serious consideration to suspension
rather than repeal. Reinstatement of the credit, if it were suspended rather than
repealed, would be far simpler than the passage of entirely new legislation when
concern over immediate measures to curb inflation is less acute than it is now.
Additionally, air and water pollution control facilities should be exempt from
any proposed repeal of the Investment credit, and the provisions of H. R. 12290
providing for five-year amortization of such facilities should be revised to permit
amortization of any facilities, whether depreciable or non-depreciable when its
principal purpose is to abate or control l)ollution.

The steel industry is one of those most adversely affected by competition from
foreign producers which enjoy more liberal depreciation and other special gov-
ernment benefits. Such foreign producers have increased their participation in
the United States domestic steel market from 3.2 million tons or 4.7% in 1961,
to 18 million tons or 16.7% in 1968. Depreciation allowances of American indus-
try should be liberalized to strengthen their ability to compete more effectively,
but not as a substitute for the loss of the credit.

Sincerely,
GEORGE A. STINSON, Chairman.Attachments.

MAY 2, 1969.

EXTRACT-STATMENT OF HIoN. DOUGLAS DILLON, SECRETARY OF TME TREASURY,
BEFORE TIE JOINT COMMITTEE ON INTERNAL REVENUE TAXATION, JANUARY 18,
1962

• . . As you know, the first step of this reform was completed last fall with
the announcement of new depreciation guidelines for a major part of the textile
industry.

... This administrative revision of depreciation-if complemented by the
investment credit now before the Congress-will place American industry on a
substantially equal footing with its foreign competitors.

DEPRECIATION ABROAD

. . . In today's highly competitive world we find widespread use of initial al-
lowances and incentive allowances supplementing depreciation charges. Thus
for the major industrialized nations of the free world-Belgium, Canada, France,
West Germany, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Sweden, and the United King.
dom-we have assembled reliable information with respect not only to deprecia-
tion practices, but also regarding initial and Incentive allowances.

. . . Moreover, in addition to ordinary depreciation, Belgium, the Netherlands.
the United Kingdom. and under certain conditions, Sweden, permit the deduc-
tion from income of incentive allowances. Initial allowances, which add very
appreciably to the deduction that may be taken in the year of acquisition of a de-
preeiable asset, are permitted in Canada, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Sweden,
and the United Kingdom.

The impact of ordinary depreciation plus initial and incentive allowances on
the amounts that may be deducted in the year in which a new asset is acquired
is shown in the second column of the table. Here it may be Seen that the per-
centage of the cost of an asset that may be deducted in the first year ranges from
2) percent in West Germany to 43.4 to Japan, compared with as low as 10.5 percent
In the United States.
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* Columns 3 and 4 of Table 1 show the percentage of the ('rd.t of ihe :s.(41
that may be deducted during the first two and first five ye:rs of its life. hr'.
again, it may be seen that the deductions permitted in each of the nine indurs-
trialized foreign countries comprise a far higher proportion of the. cost of indris-
trial machinery and equipment than is permitted under current l w :nd lravti'e
in the United States.

* . . This picture changes draniati.ally. however, when the liroposed invest-
mont credit enters. In terms of its effect on current liability, the 8 percent irrvet-
mient tax cre(lit is equivalent to an incentive allowanee of iri)i)roximately Pi; p r-
cent. for corporations subject to the 52 percent corporate ineoni tax rate mrid
about 27 pier(ent for corporations subj(et only to tile normal tax rate of 30
percent. . . . Ili combination with a somewhat shorter life of 15 years, we find
that the first yetir's eqilivalent dedn'tions ill the United States would he eq iraI
to 29.3 percent of tl(, co'4 of new (helreci ilde assets. This proportion is I glirr
than that which obtains in Belgium. Franec. Wist Gerinany. Italy aId tie
Netherlands. First-year deductions or their equivalents would remain suirstanl-
tially higher tharn those permitted in the United States only in Japan and the
United Kin.rd(lm.

* . . The data presented in the bottom portion of Table I demonstrate cle rly
that. especially within the first two years of the life of an asset, even a revision
to provide realistic tax lives will not. by itself. place the IUnii(4 Stat, h) a posi-
tion comparable to that of its most immediate foreign coinlptitors. The aehieve-
went of this objietive, rather, requires both the investment tax 'eriit ald the
faster write-offs that would l)e permitted under depreciation policies, whioh. ini
broader recognition of the increasing importance of obsolescence in the postwar
world, Would perrnit American firms to assume shorter tax lives for (eprecialle
property.

Reviewing tils lnsuriniary and analysis, three important conclusions ernerge;
(1) Shorter tax lives alone will not do the .Job of bringing Anrericain industry
abreast of its foreign competitors with respecr't to tax allowarres fir investment.

(2) Ti investment credit will make a major contribution toward achieving that
goal. (3) The combination of the credit and the forthcoming i'evi4don of deprre-
ciation guidelines will 1)laee the United States on substantially equal footing
with other major industrial nations. These conclusions underscore the npeessity
for the Treaqury's two-pronged program of revised, realistic (iepreciatlion and tire
investment credit.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

I consider our pr'ograin of lelreciatim reformi--including the investment
er'ed it-a nitr:iI p:irt of oir economic policy. Our two) mi)ot important ]on,-
range (b(,oninii problems today are to stimulate growth in the dornestic economy
and to eliminate the deficit in our balance of payment.

* It is my Conviction that deln'eciation reform tiat'ilding ioth tae a(hni iris-
trative reevikion of depreeiition guidelines all tire investment credit. is not 1nly
tie best way to bring about a higher investment level, but is absoltely neevsa mry
if we are to grow at a more rapid rate ann maintain widespread international eon-
fidence in our currency."

MAv 2, 1969.

EXTrI ~"~Irir.Rr\I,\~ins -v S'rANILEY S. SURREY. Assis 'AxT ',mir'E'I '.Ir- OP, 'r 1m lIE TEs-

ivty. ROFEiS ISo'r. oF Brx'axn's AirVIsorY PrIoF.ssIOxs, INC., NEi.W
Yoi0K UxiVrlSi''Y C'Lr~i, NEW YoiK CIrY, MONDAY, MAiICH 12, 19012

rAX POLICY ANn ECONOMIC GROWTIl

. . . The Treas rry will coriplete its adriistr'ative revision of guideliies this
sjlmr i . Wiry Iltirf ll dear i rion r'et, i'imi l-hi',I 'lie , iirll *l. lies, i r :In ili i'rr'st -
ili table sbliblit(ted my Seretary I)ilioli to tile ,. ilf I' liliiittee on lil.,'i:ril
R evelle I'lla tion-: tale lii'li lls threo conipa ism is. It first gives for the
Wes fcri ern ell'oeall countries. and Canada and Jipin, the pereenrage of tire
cost of industrial eqripnielit which can be r'ecovered over the first five ya'arm' orf
lih investnient. It then slows the pereelitirge for the 'ited i items. startliit
with tli Bulletin F1 weighted average of 19 years for deprecialir lives and
giir. dwn wilthroullgh live, of 15 year's oin to 10 vear's At 1o m ie of tlese levels
voullld d(preeiltioli earges in tire llriited States lie eoiiipar'able to those allowed

abroad. In short realistic lives alone will not achieve for tire United States the
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tax treatment structures which is characteristic of European tax systems. The
reason lies ill the simlple fact that the Europeans have built into their (epreciation
for investment a variety of incentive features which go beyond realistic deprecia-
tion. If we are to achieve comparable tax treatment for productive equipment-ia
comiarability that will be very meaningful in a world of increased international
competition and freer trade--and if we are to move oil under iour tax system to
the noderniizing and deepening of our own capital equipment, we must provide an
(?)er-all treatment that includes some allowance or incentive in addition to
realistic depreciation.

The Administration and the Iouse Ways and Means Committee propose to
do this through an investment credit.

* Comparability will Wcstern Europe.--The investment credit, coupled
with realistic depreciable lives, will make the tax treatment of investment In
the United States comparable with that offered by our major competitors in
Western Europe, Canada and Japan. The Investment credit thus takes its place
along with the variety of Western European devices-such as the incentive
allowances afforded in addition to depreciation in the United Kingdom. Belgium
and the Netherlands, or the first-year additional depreciation allowances per-
mitted in the United Kingdom, France, Italy and the Netherlands.

* . . I gather that some might say that the credit is, of course, effective, but
why use it now when there is still slack in the economy? The fact that the in-
vestment credit was suggested at a time when we were in a recession period
and the fact that it is being adopted in a perid of recovery does not mean
that it is to be regarded as a counter-cyclical tool. Rather. it is intended to be
a permanent l)art of our basic tax law.
. . . In brief, the credit is far more powerful as a stimulus or incentive than

m.1ost of the depreciation deduction incentives that have been suggested.
- . . Ierm'cn' cot.-When we look at the comparable revenue costs of various

devices, we find that the incentive effectiveness of the credit is obtained at far
smaller revenue cost to the Government than incentive depreciation deduction
devices.

' . . This set of comparisons indicates that the investment credit out-performis
on all counts commonly advocated incentive depreciation devices. Of course,
there are some things neither vastly sleeded-up depreciation nor the credit will
do. It seldom has been realized, however, that criticisms aimed at the investment
credit equally apply to the other suggested incentives. Thus. it is said that since
the credit covers only acquisitions in this year or hereafter, it does not ap)ly
to the taxpayer who undertook an investment program a year or so ago. But
the suggested depreciation deduction incentives also apply only to future ac-
quisitions, as did the 1954 Code accelerated depreciation methods. It is also said
that the investment credit will not immediately increase investments. Time is
required for management decisions and planning, so that the year 1962 will not
reflect the full effect of the credit. Again, this is equally true of any deprecia-
tion incentive. In short, these and similar observations apply to any Incentive to
investment, and are not peculiar to the investment credit.

STATEMENT OF THE BOEING CO. SUBMITTED BY J. 0. MITCHELL,
PUBLIC AFFAIRS MANAGER

Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman. Senate Finance Committee,
Xcw cnate Office Building,
Wrash ington, D.C.
I(copies to selected Senators).

As a part of the record in connection with the hearings on H.R. 12290, the
following is submitted to bring to your attention certain considerations as they
relate to the Boeing Co. and the air transportation industry.

The Boeing Co. has supported an extension of the surtax as proposed by the
administration. It is believed such an extension is a necessary step at this time
to further the overall program to Improve national economic conditions.

The prol)osil for the outright an(l permanent repeal of the 7-percent investment
tax credit w\-ill have the effect of not only relatingg a permanent increase of tile
taxes borne by business hut in adflitin. during tile time of tim extension of tie
surtax, will create a d(u)le tax burden beyond that which had been forecasted:
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First, the "temporary" surtax would be extended beyond the original pro-
posed period.

Secondly, during the same period of surtax extension, the 7-percent Invest.
meant investment tax credit which was promised as a permanent part of the
tax structure would be lost.

In connection with specific problems related to the repeal of the Investment
tax credit, we believe the suggested repeal date for the investment tax credit
of midnight of April 18, 1969, places an unfair penalty on certain types of busi-
nessee that must operate from long-range plans, often involving a span covering
a number of years. A more reasonable date would be related to the actual enact-
ment of leigslation. This would give some opportunity for businesses to make a
reasonable adjustment to such a far-reaching change.

At a minimum ,the effective date should not be established before midnight of
April 21, 1969 ,the date of the presidential announcement. The suggested date
of April 18 establishes an unprecedented retroactivity for a major change in tax
legislation which is grossly unfair.

Two other features of the proposed legislation repealing the investment tax
credit should be eliminated:

1. The one-tenth of 1 percentage point per month phaseout provision,
starting January 1971.

2. The 20-percent carryover limitation on the investment tax credit.
The reasons we find these proposals objectionable are:

They will have a retroactive effect, penalizing taxpayers who relied on
good faith on the availability of the credit when purchasing ,the equipment
before the cutoff date.

The proposals are unfair to customers of a long leadtime industry, or a
particular customer in a highy competitive industry who just hapened.
for any of a number of reasons. to have placed a timely order for a later
del i very.

The prospect of the credit plaseout will make it difficult to secure
financing through third-party leases, which in turn will put additional pres-
sures on capital markets to meet the established obligations. This is the
very type of pressure the legislation is designed to avoid.

It should be pointed out elimination of these two features of the proposed
legislation will not lessen the intended effect of retarding investments since
the new equipment involved has already been ordered.

Your consideration and support of these proposals to insure that any tax
legislation on these issues is fair and reflects proper consideration to problems
of the transportation Industry is earnestly requested.

Respectfully.
BoEn'o Co.
T. A. WILSON, President.

THE CHESAPEAKE AND Onio RAILWAY 0o.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Mr. FRANCIS 0. McDERMOTT.
Tax Commel, Avssociatioa of Am ierican Railroad.,
Waahington, D.O.

DEAR FRANK: In accordance with your telephone conversation with 'Mr. R. S.
Garnett on July 15. 1969. we are enclosing a draft of Bill and supporting state-
ment to amend H.R. 12290, Section 168, by providing a special rule relating to
termination of amortization of emergency facilities.

Very truly yours,
JoUN W. TIssuE.

SPECIAL RULE RELATING TO TERMINATION OF DEDUCTIONS FOR AMORTIZATION OF
E)MERFENCY FACILITIES

This amendment to H.R. 12290 is designed to preserve emergency facilities
amortization deductions for taxpayers who were still engaged on I)ecemler 31,
136. in amortizing existing facilities or portions thereof previously certified to be
necessary in the interest of national defense.
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It will allow taxpayers that were "mid-stream" in recovering the, adjusted
basis (usually cost) of such facilities to complete a pre-planned financial program
of capital expenditures associated and coordinated with national defense. It will
not permit anything other than. an opportunity for taxpayers to complete the (u0-
imonth write-off anticipated in the planning, construction, and financing of such

facilities, with respect to which certificates were obtained and elections were
nllaile.

In the event a taxpayer desires at any time prior to the expiration of the
60-month period to discontinue taking the amortization deductions, the provision
in the present law whereby a termination is absolute, is retained.

This provision merely eliminates the hardship imposed under H.R. 12290 which
completely terminates the emergency facilities amortization deduction without
making any provision for taxpayers that have completed all of the necessary
statutory and regulatory prerequisites and are engaged in taking the deduction
in reliance upon present law.

$'r1cIAL RULE RELATING TO TERMINATION OF DEDUCTIONS FOR AMORTIZATION OF
EMERGENCY FACILITIES UNDER PImiou LAW

If a taxl)ayer elected under Sec. 168(b) of C. 7,36, Public Law 591 (August 16,
1954), as amended, to take the emergency facilities amortization deduction al-
lowed in subsection (a) of such law based on a period of 60 months, and the
taxpayer on the effective (late of this section has not completed amortization of
such facilities, the taxpayer shall be allowed such further amortization deduc-
tions with respect thereto as are necessary to complete the elected period, except
that nothing herein shall prohibit the taxpayer from discontinuing the amortiza-
tion deduction as provided in See. 168(c) of C. 736, Public Law 591 (August 16,
D--54), as amended.

TIE CHIESAPEAKE AND Oiiio RAILWAY Co.,
THE BALTIMORE AND OnIio RAILROAD CO.,

Cleveland, Ohio, July 8, 1969.
F'ZANCIS O. 'MCDERMOTT, Esq.
Tax Counsel, Association of American Railroads,
American Railroads Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR FRANK: This letter provides remaining amounts of basis and other
background information with respect to emergency facilities of The Chesapeake
and Ohio Railway Company subject to amortization deductions under Section 168
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

Certificate No. TA-NC-26641 was issued for the construction of a Centralized
Tr, ttic Control facility from Limeville, Kentucky, to Parsons, Ohio. C&O elected
to begin claiming amortization deductions on August 1, 1967, with respect to
$375,000.00 (estimated) expended upon such facility, based on project completions
during July, 1967. The estimated amount of $280,000.00 remained unamortized
as of December 31, 1968, and the statutory deduction period with respect thereto
will expire on July 1, 1972.

Certificate No. TA-NC-28861 was issued for improvements to a viaduct facility
In Richmond, Virginia. C&O elected to begin claiming amortization deductions
on January 1, 1965, with respect to $62,000.00 expended upon such facility, based
u1)n project completions during 1964. The amount of $12,400.00 remained un-
amortized as of December 31, 1968, and the statutory deduction period with
respect thereto will expire on December 1, 1969.

We feel that House Bill 12290, which provides in effect that deductions with
respect to the amortization of emergency facilities will no longer be available after
December 31, 1968. should be amended to provide that although amortization
d(e(luctions for such facilities may not he commenced after December 31. 196S. a
taxpayer who has previously elected to amortize certified facilities, and, who is in
fact entitled to claim deductions with respect thereto under present law for a 60-
month period for facilities completed before such date, will be entitled to continue
to do so until (1) the expiration of the statutory 60-month period elected by him,
or. (2) earlier termination by such taxpayer of his election to tak, -tw.h
deductions.

:;, 71 -
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We did not complete any certified projects during 1968 (with Intent to elect
amortization to commence January 1, 1969), nor did we have any such projects
to progress on December 31, 1968. Thus, while we do not have those factual cir-
cumstances, they are mentioned since statutory language drafted in accordance
with the foregoing probably would not resolve problems Incident to such facts If
they are presented by any other taxpayer.

Very truly yours,
ROBERT S. GARNETT.

STATEMENT Op REASONS FOR ALLOWINO INVESTMENT CREDIT ON LEASEBACic TRANS-
ACTIONS INVOLVING PROPERTY QUALIFIED UNDER MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT
RULE

The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company (C&O) acquires a large part of
its freight car requirements by having the cars built by its wholly owned nanu-
facturing subsidiary, Chessle Corporation.

Also, In recent years, C&O has begun to finance a susbtantial part of its
freight car requirements through sale and leaseback. That is, a car which C&O
has ordered from Chessle or from an outside builder will actually be purchased
by a third party and leased to C&O.

In planning Its freight car acquisitions for 1969. C&O ordered Chessie. among
other things, to build a certain 1,500 cars at a cost somewhat above $16 million.
Chesle ordered and acquired all of the necessary parts and.components early
In 1969. but did not begin construction until after April 18. Meanwhile. C&O was
looking for a lessor to buy and lease back the cars. but did not enter Into a binding
lease until 'after April 18.

If either Chessle or ('&O had had a binding contract for these cars in early
1946, it could have assigned the contract to a lessor and the lessor would have
been entiled to investment credit for them; see proposed section 4)() (5). This
is tri,( even if no ,on4rtietton and no lease had occurred before April 18.

'Unler the actual facts. ('hes-e and ('&O were just as committed to the a(.qulil-
tion of the cars as if they had had a binding contract, because all of the neces-
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sary parts and components had been acquired before April 18. The proposed legis-
lation recognizes that acquisition of parts qualifies a taxpayer for the credit
just as much as a binding contract; compare paragraph (4) of proposed section
49(b) with paragraph (1). Yet the benefit of a binding contract can be assigned
to a lessor under paragraph (5), while the benefit of acquisition of parts cannot.

It is proposed to cure this unfounded discrimination by amending paragraph
(5), relating to certain lease-back transactions. The amendments would niake it
possible to assign the benefit of acquisition of parts under paragraph '(4) in addi-
tion to the benefit of a binding contract under paragraph (1) as the bill now
provides, where a party to the assignment retains a right to use the property
under lease. Also, a corporation affiliated with the assignor would be treated as
being the same taxpayer as the assignor for purposes of this rule, In line with
the rationale of the affiliated company rules of proposed section 49(b) (8). A
technical amendment of paragraph (8) Is also required In order to define the
term "affiliated group" for purposes of the lease-back rule.

"(5) CERTAIN LEASE-BACK TRANSACTIONS, ETc.-Where a person who is a party
to a binding contract described In paragraph (1), or who holds property which
is pre-termination property by reason of the rules of paragraph (4), transfers
rights in such contract or property (op in the property to which such contract
relates) to another person but a party to such contract or transfer retains a
right to use the property under a lease with such other person, then to the extent
of the transferred rights such other person shall, for purposes of paragraphs
(1) and (4), succeM to the position of the transferor with respect to such bind-
ing contract and such property. a m k is a member of the same
affiliated group as the tran or, and which siuult isl with the transfer
acquires a right to useproperty under a lease with th_ ransferee, shall be
treated for purposes o his paragraph as the transferor an( s a party to the
transfer. In any ca in which the lessop-4oes not make anl cletion under
section 48(d)- (

"(A) the receding senteipas> hall pply oniS f a party to ie contract
or transfer/etalns the rl ht to ise th property under a lease )r a term
of at least A year ; and |.

"(B) if such use ip retained, t e less sh~a be deeamd for the purposes
of section 47 as havingangade a. ohsfl of the pr perty at such line as
the lesser loses the right to use t po ty. /

For purp ses of subparagraph , ,ithe lisee transfe-s the leas in a
transfer de cribed in paragraph 701 the lessee s al be considered as I lving
the right to use of the l ) ae tran e has sch use.

pro~i Arn on theh useenZ.t
property ol the dabe on W suh t e red into a c tract
for the c nstructon, recoflstructi , efetlo , o a cqulsit1a of such pr perty,
and

"(C) s i11 corporation shall bpt!f!eted as having c nmenced he con-struction, construction, or ectlon of elucl p~opertyin the date on which
such other nmber comme#ed such construction r nstruction, r erection.

For purposes o this subsection-.t d subsection ( , a contract etween two
members of an affi iated group shall hot- e" treated as a bindi contract as
between such membe % For purposes of this section, the term ifliated group'
has the meaning assign to it by section 1504(a), except t all corporations
shall be treated as lncludiBcorporations (without any usion under section
1504(b)).

STATEMENT OF WALTER R. MODONALD, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE or RAILROADS.
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION oF REGULATORY UTILITY COMMISSIONERS

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: My name is Waiter R. 05c-
Donald. I am the Chairman of the Conimittee on Railroads of-the National As-
sociation of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC). I am also a Coin-
missioner of the Georgia Public Service Commission which office I have hefd
since January 1, 1923.

The NARUC Is a quasi-governmental nonprofit organization founded in 1889.
Within its membership are the governmental bodies of the fifty States engaged
in the regulation of carriers and public utilities. Our chief objective If to serve
the public Interest through the improvement of government regulation,
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We very iluch ajq'(e('iat this Oppoltunity to express our views on II.R.
12290. a bill. which among other things, proposes the repeal of the investment
tax credit.

We of State regulation have long been vigorously engaged in an effort to
strengthen and improve our national rail transportation system so that it may
better serve the American people. Historically, the States were the first to de-
velop public utility type regulation to protect the Imblic interest in siueli fields
as railroad transportation, grain storage and others. It was not until 1887 that
the Congress created the fir,, Federal regulatory agency-the Interstate Com-
nierce Commission.

We believe that the national interest demands that the investment tax credit
be retained for the railroad industry.

The solution of the Nation's growing transportation crisis is largely dependent
upon improved rail passenger service, elimination of chronic freight car short-
age,. and imlprovement of roadway facilities. Obviously, any shortage of trans-
portation, by disrupting flows of production, would he inherently Inflationary
and would weaken the national defense.

The railroad Industry Is of course characterized by large annual requirements
for roinvestment in both rolling stock and fixed plant. However. the railroad
industry falls far short of generating internally enough funds to finance re-
quired capital improvement programs because of extremely low earnings.

Accordingly, the Investment tax credit provides vital support for improvement
prno-ranm-cash for railroads with taxable income, and favorable lease terms for
other.Q.

The adverse effect of removing the stimulation of the investment tax credit
from the railroad industry is illustrated by the industry's experience with the
temporary suspension of the credit in 196-67. During this period orders for
freight ears drastically fell off and. Just prior to the end of the suspens ion.
orders for new cars were minuscule.

The Nation simply cannot afford a worsening of the serious freight car shortage
which has long weakened our economy. Nor can the Nation tolerate any further
deterioration In the character of its passenger train service.

Tn view of these consideration, we strongly urge the members of the Coin-
mitee to exert every effort to preserve the investment tax credit for the railroad
Industry so that it may better serve the American people.

Attached is a copy of the resolution of the Executive Committee of the Associa.
tion supporting this statement. The res olution was adopted on July 17. 1969.

RESOlTION ITRrTIO TIE CONTINUTATION OF THE INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT PE
RAILROAD RorNxo STOCK AND ROADWAY FACILITIES

Whereas there Is now pending before the Congress of the United States H.R.
12290 .a bill to repeal the present seven percent investment tax credit: and

Whereas the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioner. has
been concerned with the regulation of railroads since being founded In 18R9: and

Whereas the Association is vitally Interested in the improvement and modern-
ization of rail transportation and railroad facilities: and

Whereas the Association has for many years directed substantial energies
toward finding means to reduce and eliminate chronic freight car shortage- and
toward the Improvement of railroad passenger train, freight car and roadway
faeili ties: and

Whereas the Executive Committee of the Association is of the opinion that
elimination of chronic freight ear shortages and improvement of passenger
train and roadway facilities is in the national Interest and. in fact, should be
regarded as a national priority: and

Whereas the financial condition of the railroad industry is not as propitious
as comparable industries and therefore capital investments are more difficult to
make a: fnd

Whereas the ability of the railroads to eliminate freight ear shortages and
improve passenger train and roadway facilities will be greatly curtailed if
investment in same is not exempted from the proposed repeal of the seven percent
investment tax credit law: Now. therefore, be it

Re.qolred, That the Executive Committee of the National Association of
Regulatory Utility Commissioners hereby urges the Congress of the United
States to amend H.R. 12290, or any similar bills, proposing the repeal of the invest-
nient tax credit. so as to continue the application of such tax credit to investments
made in railroad rolling stock and roadway facilities; and be it further
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Rcsolucd, That representatives of this Association are hereby authorized
and directed to take such measures as are necessary to advise the Congress of the
position of the Association on-such legislation; and be it further

Resolved, That copies of this resolution be furnished by the General Counsel
of the Association to the members of the Committee on Finance of the Senate
and of the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives of
the United States Congress.

AMERICAN TRUCKING ASSOCIATIONS, INc.,
Wa.ihington, D.C., July 18, 1969

S'ubjtt: Repeal of Investment Credit-H.R. 12290.
lion. RUSSELL. B. IoC.,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee, New Senate Officc Building,

rashingtoii, D.C.
DLAn M1. CHAIRMAN : The 7% investment credit provision now In our tax law

has been of material benefit to the nation's regulated trucking Industry. It has
held in preserving a reasonable rate structure and maintaining the necessary
equipment for a safe and adequate public transportation system on which the
commerce of the country and its economy depend.

We hope that if any changes .are to be made in H.R. 12290 In the way of
preserving this credit, consideration will be given to Its continuation for the
transportation industry. We believe that would be In the public Interest.

However, any such action should not be limited to any single mode of trans-
portatilon but should apply to all of the carriers. Otherwise, In the highly com-
petitive transportation area someone could be hurt.

Respectfully submitted.
JAMES F. PINKNEY.

LAW OFFicrs, EDWARD L."MERRIGAN,
Washington, D.C., July 18, 1969.

J1011. RUSSELL 1,. LO.NG,
Chairnian, ,cn nte Finance Committee, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

l)EAR Mn. CHAIRMAN: We are writing to you on behalf of Central Gulf Steam-
ship Corporation an unsubsidized carrier of the American Merchant Marine, to
urge that your Committee correct the gross inequity which Inadvertently de-
veiol)opd as a result of a last minute amendment added to H.R. 12290, the Surtax
and Investment Credit Suspension Bill, whereby anl exception to the repeal of
the investment ere(lit was made in favor of subsidized U.S. flag carriers only.

The particular section to which we refer Is in Section 4b) of the bill under the
heading 'Barges for Ocean Going Vessels." Under the Hoilse bill, investments
in barges to be carried on ocean-going vessels (LASII-type vessels), are exempt
from the investment credit repeal if they are to be constructed pursuant to a
contract with the Maritime Administration of the Department of Commerce, and
if they are specified in the same contract pursuant to which the so-i'alled "mother
vessels" are being constructed with U.S. subsidy contributions.

Imiasinuch as these provisions require the existence of a contract with the Marl-
time Administration, they cover only those American carriers who are subsidized
by the Maritime Admini'Aration and they completely exclude unsubsidized car-
riers, such as Central Gulf. Moreover, the said provisions unfairly make it neces-
sary for barges to be covered by the same subsidy contract pursuant to which
the mother vessels are constructed with subsidy payments by the Government, and
thus they exclude the case where an unsubsidized carrier, like Central Gulf,
has contracted for the separate construction of its barges in an American ship-
yard-in this case, the Equitable-Higgins Shipyard in New Orleans, Louisiana.

Accordingly, we urge your Committee not to report the pending bill until this
gross inequity is corrected by modifying language.

In order for you completely to understand the thrust of this request, please
permit me to set forth hereinbelow the facts surrounding Central Gulf's barge
construction contracts, which clearly should be covered under the exception from
the investment credit real granted by the House as aforesaid.

On December 15, 1967, Central Gulf Steamship Corporation of New Orleans,
an unsubsidized U.S. flag carrier, entered into a contract to build a LASH-type
vessel to carry barges In foreign commerce between the Gulf Coast and Europe.
In that contract, Central Gulf reserved an option for the construction of a second
LASH-type vessel, and that option was exercised on February 19, 1969. Both
of these shipbuilding contracts were assigned by Central Gulf to another closely
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related cOmipilly whih thereulpol entered Into conltraet wil Central Gulf In
February, 1914, whereby the two vessels were chartered to Central Gulf for a
period of 10 yen rs. 'Phe 'ost of construetio of the two "motlier vessels" will be
alpppoximately $20,000,000.

On January 8, 11168, shortly after ('utral Gulf entered Into the aforesaid
eont ratct for eonsrltictioll of file ''iollther vessels", ('ezitralI Gulf entered Into a
54e(Otl,. .mt'oIr(lt(' eo'itril't with ]4quihtlle-lIiggiiis 8hilpyard (ompaniy of New
)rlt'lls. I .oiill ll. wlerelby Cetral (llit' ordered it total oa ' 3S3 bart :es to lt
4 'llt'et t il tit' New ( 'hlea ns sllpya rd for lins (oil tlie "1iiot he(r vv',;sevt " when
tile In t Iei'ro finally ',olistri'lted an d i'eady for operation, tie 11:t "toot her
It'.ssel" to lie ready filid a available In hith, 19(1. 1 1tler tI' teis, of thi.o barge (o'n-
traet, _2133 Iarge s were ordered for Innediate irodulion and Cen .,ral Gulf
re.s~rel'' i II olti~p o r h- 11or collsilitioh of 0tI'rtm lling 1.50 - {Ventrall ("tilf's

ti'r,, p- bliig it4 dfhirlire list wi'tlnher the sllpiya rd III New ()I'h'ans woli
s.-t kIft'torily 'onstrtit, alld deliver ont e ie the first 233 Ihi'fore It Ieenme i'-
revol.:11dy liabhie for f liv, 'ollti'1(le oll orfle ll m qllill ilig 1,50bIll-ge,..

(W Il eiembor 31, 196S, whe, It i':1111 i r ti llt itohid-I l ias w's slitis-
faeforily 1iro'eiling Nvitli t'olll uciol i i th' i illit.l In1-ges, ('otntrill (tilt' exe'vi ed
Its oqptiii it wri Itt for cotistrnt loll of fthe Ilh in n.e of 1,1) biiir',s i'iuired to
opr te this two Im1ot her vesse'ls' iiitttlld a hove.

)i l'tihrllry 2.1, 1119, a1 lmost two inllti It ifter tit' 1'st iietiled option ha(
beil 'xt'rised. Central Gulf wrote to tii it lt.il-t ilti Shiliplyrhl I'einiildilig
th I it l III y; Ird thIIa t It. ha1d I Iof yet r-4Vt v IV(1110 1 n dI i 4111 IIIn II11 , l fe InttryI O 'll r Vt

i'vittlt'ld to v'oliirln the terlls alld Collditiolls oll wl'lil tie inst 1510 lIarges would
lie delIvere'd to (en tra (]lilt. 1ior varlous I'reinsoln. ile tiegi| intions %%il r'trelee
to filn,.e hlsi. t i~ntllflove~d terilllm fi!1d conditionss v'o11illuled Ibe 'tv ll 0 ,11, 11 (' l 1111'

and Ei lt t:ille-lIggins during flie iriod from l'bruttllry, 11169, Ilhrtgh en rly
April. 111.t.

At oto oi t during the iegoflit hIi, It a itr I' thlie tinr4 i It'ilgl not lie able
ito gil tog'thl er oll tli(,st' tell lili coniltio s 11(li1I C'tlit'll I 1tit' :I('l ittl wliildr
fromi Ni'thetr negotiations. H iowi'ever, tiis will I Iti\ill wi ii'as etltem'ray ittly, \wil i
ti ri'slit lint on May 26f, 11111) Cent1ral (ilt' and iEtii li'-lliggitls te(d'tl itlto
11 f'orilltl agreell'lt whereby tlh in i h,,a's revoll'cilted tlh'ir 1itlior ('ofitt110 tit I
41m44itI ttvilt s a itd 1h ltitable-llgghts proeeded i itlh lit' onstrltin (of t he il-
an.e of' tIii 150 lirglem rtlitred by Ceiti-l l tilt' 144 ol'iel t ile two mother vessels
ref-tred to hreinabove. I

As militolloned love, tie cost of 'otis trutc tiot (if tie two iii tolir vessels Is
$:Of.to. )1). 'In', 213 1irgi's vonst r et ! ut tl or ith fir. t i nsth l int' t ii' tlt ,fit n1 u-
11. y 1911 lviliti cnt rai't vfen Ventral Gulf nmd Equitalble-Ifiggins will v.o.s $6.200.-

(419 . Thie h Inhio of lt) ha rges, wh1h. o' toure. itre the i us teet ot Contrnl Cilf's
(,lv~lInsofar its, tilt- Isspen~sion of tite Inivestmet creditl Is Inivolvedi, will be

$5,:00. 10.

I'l, el l',rilnit iie to reiterate thai- these 150 barges, like the 233 mtntioned
nibove. Irt, albsolutely and vitlly re(tirt'd to oilH'rnte tit two another vessels
litreial ti'e referred to. lit other words, without ti baerges, the another vessels
ordered almost two years ago will 14, useless to centrall Gulf.

Tlhe provisions of the House bill are totally objeto ablh to Central Gulf be-
('aelse they are limited to subsidized vessels only, and they are made totally con.
fI ingeit otl the b ages belig speelfhod in 1 11(ttid the ame contract for cotistruetion
of t I' iiother v'essels. Ill this Case. ('entral luilt ontractetd for the ilnot lier vessels
ti('der one contract and contracted for the liiirges under i si'tond, se rate (-oil.
trtvt- -the re tsoi being thiiit the either vessels were 'onstruted by one shipyard,
while the barges were constructed by a second shipyard.

Patently, If the Congress is to grant tn exception from tie Investment credit
repeal to any segment of fit'% American Merchitnt Martie, It Should posftively
Ilnlude those carriers who tire otherwise unsulis sized by the United States Goy-
ernment. The unsubsidized carrier, who hns to finanee Its entire vessel construe-
tiln with Its own funds, certainly must be treated on at least an equal footing
asth,0iti tnrlrt's of the nevrehant ninritie who construct their vessels with n 55%
constrilion differential suhidy payment of ill cost. by the United States Gov-
ernnitm't. Please uinderst und that we do not oppose relief whfch hits been granted
to these other American carrlers-we simply submit that stieli relief must be
iadt a vtilable oi equal terms to unsubsidlzed carriers such as Central Gulf.

If you or you staff require additional information for fle correction of this
gross Inequity, please feel free to call u)on uime, and with kildest regards, I alu,

Sincerely, E, DWAinD L*. M[EnRwN.
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'PTA N 5P01TATII IN AssocITiION OF' A a MI1CA,
la hlinoi/t~, 1). V., ,J iy 17, 1969.

Scla or lHussEia. I, oNO, chairmanjn, Scn'fat(- (ommittiv' opt P'imieC, Nctv Senai~te
(0f/1( 1?itildilly, IV:8.41 inglf/OP, D.('.:

of tI'l I- isisrt idhla shxlKis an oa t her itseIs, In vest ors, antd for-hire ii ntes.
Pi-elgli t'orwa rdcr-s, highwayv carrier's, oil p1id lit's, ril roads and water v'it
114'l", 11i'ges von tiat nait l of investment tax c'redlit for pIml i ly regulated t ra is-

''iax ced'lit I uteenti e ha ls v11 ill'il e n 'l to 1ifl111' we lsi ye tet'hnologlen 1
mad tI livt'S whichit have e'xptandedi public st'rvives whil h cloldinDg dIown riites anad

fljII the eb res I'l illt4 '( tIt' I iiiIll Vi' '(1l et1111 i th itl'r1).Ie Ilttt11'tl~lei

hlit- '1 raiisi II I'I atill licks iI'l'llI)Ili 14o ali.t1st rI-l' a tl fitle levelIs. It lilts I)(--
(')1(' 14- Iet low in l rail tiigs I itllisti'y Ilitd 1l'l'ds tax c tred it to(1 e l p'(l c 11('with

V11,4.T ttrt 1'.11i 11ved roIO.lItIv4 Prc.'ihle

C/iAAi'u nkoi Comitteet ofl )'listIn('c, l o reltrla gleal siprii
All'm- -"I'iit dofes not .ld1i 0y t ll'ui sl fl tit oil J).C.r.leIl-eS~lit ililv

Coit ot 114W111('1111' to ilt' or 4t('ttt ex't20nsonet ior arms 19f1 pubclytg 1973.Thise
rt1's],' -ttl l tttIt'i t vl wi t 11111t IllisT'ltle Iof ( lvi aS tit hv)1 (If he itpt of~itl(
the or3'(vtrii ca('l) of 7 yvers irv elb I's't aw reil eus .o

fairy m Committee oitwlt rinancel tsiic o xs hn ~llttlil o
Nqtir Nlllft if'ere 111. '14igln DC

Wt'oarle onleye to w hae this o~xttlt to present yvr191 th oug 1tat 73. Tohes
Commizwte unfi dineprivactinto ii w is onu sideration of th llt ejAl
(Ifrythe ivemtax of7'rs roWe dedybylpresent151 lela.Uetly rerueof reson-
foi ri lopp osin repeal tion an HouggWast tat mited Co tiltte.ion fteac follwin
Nwtittl'llI('f)t. the e retned ar Putrhaes and equ~ipment Inelight ofndore present

I"i-thy itr bsilml onesl(tima tt thi t bsusinessl's hof 1111111 hether cpitl

tosting vaofe daiiaton. etroactive dringthe hfeargs ed po thes Ines-

firlyt' ta h'(remoe t "WeNrasonabSily~ adopted and haist wroen effecte as afor
eqipent trctral fmate. o u a sse



Mi I1EPI1EVIATION IiEF()IIM

Thle realsonl underly'ing ft( Ie ndiiedlt period ne of the credit I, that Iit has
always Ibei'I ('oidteretI part of dIeprec'iationi reform. Th'roughiout t he (vledt
following the end1( of the Koreani War, there wvas mutchi discussion and1( convi(erii
about the fact that depreciation dotes not. recovery' dot).liars having purchasing potwer
e.quival~ent to I hlose originally expended inanIy years, ago for plant and e(illaiieit.
Blecatuse oif tll s. there %%Its lilt IneqitabLle tax biurdeii oil Ilhost' vonlipa ies -111(d
their owners w~ho tire more heavily Invested III long-lived pliant and eI illijatint.
Thue invest meant credit, was designed tol eliminate part of this Inequity.

II iidti1 1)1, it waIs genierlly3 reco)gized (tifhat laigging ('1111111 forat'it 1) and1(
rising facility oboe' ec wereI't''itt ai.' irgely' alttribtbl e to lahigg tig tlt'i ieciation
a i Iowa 1144s--liiggliig III rt'if 14)1 to Iiililii 1)1 of' facial 'ty ) v ts and1( In i'elaf 14(1 to
liberal dej ireelai loll1 policies' a broad. It Nvils Iso4 4I4Ii geneall recotgiz~ed thaiit I ndtiis-
f iti I phi fit ret'II eliteiiitf Noliliti colit i1it f4 lt4111v4'ee il t'~lsq cai pift I ii(411I4' of 14V

it. ceit l ilts lilped)'( to) preven'it ii In g ill (.21 jil141t expvietin 1P'sIti for rpaeli'14' t .111it

A4s flit' thlen Secrtairy' 0of fte T'emily D3o1utiglais 11 D io slated4 Ie'r 4tI'Itflit1 ) Jont
Comiiiittee o)il 1Iternal lReveiiie 'laxattio i 41 .jiiiuitr3 I.S. 1962: "1 cmilsi4I4'1 4iiii'

(if 4)11 P ('4'tiiet jil v.'' rilt nlet' fotr filie Inviet'ment Cri't isfill 11 intIegral I 111rt
of tlepree'il ititil Is JIut its4 gret'i todayi3 its It waIllii 19612.

Repeal'i of)1 tile Inve'stmnti 4'redtli Nvolud be4 tanltiilioun 4 a1ellit to it11 iiilfll I'd-

('lilt itui is 1'i't'a rel st't't corii whichl pertiis iliisf r3 to kt'tp1 e'xisftlug planlt iiitiilet
a114 lt'eril. If Is stillietihut's overilookethat all extesio 1 11ottt f5t tif'flie surtax wouldIt
lit ii taix oil co)'lrpora t loll"; jusmt as If voilld lit a1 ftax on) lilt] IN-'ltliia 1-. An 113't'Iibck
Illitflit Invi'tstiiit'iit eret or. Its eiifiiiiiiii 1111Iollid Illeffect.fhettll lit' an i i dl114111.
tiix til thioste taixpayetrs piresetly qua iin 3-lg f'tr the4 Iii vtst imt'i edttit. TI I is tli
Iiieuty44I3 by3 Iftself bult (lilt' wichl would Inivolve it fill itlit'i Ililtiy i t Ill x
Systemii ltt'tilist, i11 prtv l1l iild Ite I l ilta Ill fll I ioiii i-y pieriottlIhost' 44 111-
piinit wviieh are iiiort' heavily' Inivestedt Ill long-livetd t't1liiliit wtiiht 1pa4y

Thuiis, ft'e Ced'tit Wi114) )11( wiIs Ihot it sillisly.

c. i N'rritNA'i'It)NAI, COtPEI~rriVEN ES

Antheitr coiljkllilng reason for lltoptioii of thet investmietnt Cretdit Inl 11)112 Was to
bell) impiirove' the I ntet'iiIional coin siIt ivenless of Aliaerit'ii initilst lit'. D;1 to

birouight the Airmy ve~toniolm to niew~ levels of prodt lIvity an el 'ti4'lenIey3. af rt'4tlt ly
completedd irvey3 by3 Mc~raw-llil1, lfie. iniicitattes that1, tlt UIiitt'( S ltes toda1fy

hlas thle highest pe'rcenitage of1 ovei--age, olisolescent lprodu ctio fa11 c'iilit ies tf an11y
leading Industrial n1at1ion. Th~sis I.,; 'tt t of' f114' fac-ts filii I flit' IT. S. 444111 in ut's
to have Vt'ile lowt'st rio1( of ca11pitalI inv~estmet't to G1ross Nathinal lrodluct. (if ally3
of ft'e iiajor Indl istiltiii b 11. antI tbtm an 1111'tf 4)1W fori'gl 'omp1 etitor4Ks t'ona-

bienicialI than our owni. 'Fht' ratit) tf' lnvt'l tient to (GNP 1'was fully' tliolemetetj
Ii lit h KN

4taisticai Yer'ibook for the' Unfitcl A'itions' ( 19617), li1l41[I the foreign taix
144)1It'Its vei-e folly sutinia il'ietd inI Uiflf'c. I 1llt t i i l ii4, "t'li-iiii- 7. I 9f69
Issiit').

suggest Ithat ft'e it't'l. to Improve-tllt(ir intlenatio4nal compe14(tIl 'itinss Is e'4ual4ly3
its great ttitii3' -If not1 greatt'r-t li aIt, was lit 11N;2. Impro)'tve'd prlotitii iy Is
o1 u It iii's best iii(':ils o~f Ilit'tfIilig foreign ('4)1lK't it lollI. andtl implroved'4l ja'it 14-
tivity3 stems; largely front muoret c'apitalI spe~ntll g. Th'lus, rejial of the Inivtestmenit'i
('1-t'tit, wVouldt wtakt'n this iiii on's c'ompei(tfivte streilgth whic w ~lit tur iin wtouldt
further aggravate our problems r-elating to blalunce of1 paiymen'its.

D. INFLATION

De'spdfit' h impor4tanciie of capital sipendinigi li irtiviiig liIodiu-tivlls, it lhis
re'en1tly been challeingedi by Nomie as "exc(essdve' a11nd hiene'liln inflationiary stliiiu-
)its to demnantd. Although we shar-e the t'ont'ern about reducing inflation, we believe
all exitaniiation of tile following fits wvill shiow that tile current level of capiital
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slwinling Is nlot "exces.sive" anti. furmher, thai tile Investment, credit is n~ot ill-

liat lonary.
As to tile level of capital spending. even if It were to raise by tile 121,.%0' cited

in a June 11)6!) survey by tile Dellartient of Collmert'. it wollhl still only bring
tihe 5)l'seding percelltage of GNI' ilack ito 16l1otl 8 lt'i'tcent - sh solle level as il
11)6 whien otir ec(*Oniomiiy l't'ii itaie fully 'tiloydt . Iii 1dditiol, liet( percentage gain
ill such si'tliJilug sllct' IN11 oul; WOlhi be Slighfv hlss 011th tilt' llIroJel't'd gill il
UNP and the proJect'd ga In li personal conisumtlitioi exliltulit tires ; it wold
lag flr behil t lilt- perevnltilg' iiit'i'eiise iii government purlhises of goods anad
services. Furlierinore, It should ie 1101tat I tlii I2 -'. lienl't guinl I plant anl
'qlllipmeit'nt smRtillig tills year wvoutld o1y involve a(l1itionni olitys of aboi $8
billion, while it lri'jected 7 percent gain lit personal conti mpllon tX ilinitures
Would involve additional outlhtys of $361 billion. So lt, big Iilationiry pressure
is l sing registered not by t 'luts-netiisman but by the consmnner and the govern-
illent.

As to t li, relitloslilli between lhe lprolosed repeal of the Investment credit aid
inflation, anmy such repeal would do little If anything to curtail etllitil spending
iii the short. run bt, citise businesses will ii till probability complete projects
which are n1ow underway. If It is asslldlti li ht liet l"edet'al (loverillikent would
slelild tile resulitlug 1(|dihnllill fax I'VVellte for other thal i'olitill goods, it lilt'
short ruin tills WiOld tend to siillillht dti m1id-pull Iniflat tion si('e our 1'ollolny
Is already at full enployient; this stimulation would be otil top of tilt' cost-plsh
ilait on hlillucedl by labor seltlemnents and1(! (ont inunng ulioI hlelillitdis faiI txcV(s'
of gaiis li1 output per miia n-hour which our e'olomiy has ieen ex ierle'iuiig. lit
terms of the long run, history clearly delonsrates tha lnothing has done llre
to hold downt prices of things which l5'oIlO bumy than has the Illroveld produc-
tivity and additional potential output refill| Ilg from capital spending.

F. CAPITAL FORMATION

This b ig-terlit letssily of it high level of eaplital splendhllg was re'oglliztd by
Preshlet Nixoni's slttenemit of April 21 : . a vigorous piaie of capital folnio-
thtit will c'rtil11y ('olitiltli to lie linedt'd . . ." Just its exlerlence with t lilivest-
illtiit. credit has Iien to lit, iniiili good during liet lost sevei yeiil's, so too till
lite credit li'll to insure figure capital formnition vital to ahievlng till' goals of
inprovitig Iillustil productivity, nul ItilIling econolmc growth, combattlng Ill-
hlt loll, 'illloyiuig li exlpllling labor force, mettlng intensiftid international con-
pett Ion srengtlhenitg our national security, and 'wagihg tiit' war tgain.st IpoV-
erty. 'Tlere is every r'etison to lillive hut hle'llit'Vthl'lit of these goals will be-
(OllVt' tVtl llt't' imll i'itl e duiniig lin 1970's 1han11 was the case during thill 960's
all1111ti . ct lltillthlollo of til'e lnvle(sltntit. credit could play it key role In I0his effort.

F. TIMING

Ill addition t ti th long-riun h1n1p111t which repeal of O1w1, credit woulli havt' Oil
ca 111111 fo'litiill. 1, t here aire ilso shorter-run imllh'a ltis. since. as lit' 'l't't easily
Deptmenl'hlllt ha~s plIilt(! ou~t hht their estimates off rev\'timt, It wvill iu, it Nill ytel-

if litnt lonlger- before tIlllh of lit' direct ipoe t if this rtpea1 tullll )iw, fill, t
till,, Impahct nllight V' verywel 'omlt it tIime wvhen It will complound nlreaidy weaqk

or Aveilwiitg e'olltill' colitltllis and this ieid to it sulisiill "o'rti'kill" of thit
ioolli.

Gi. ATE.INATIS ViS

If. Ill slil' of till of t li et' l'li oli f'otl ' re lil l he ilellvestniii l credit if is be-
lh'ed Ilii1 Sliieiltiiig iilisut ie 1hllie, it sevillS to iis thit aliiy of tile liree alth'r-
iilili\ves metilonetd bly 1iilit, l" llglli Io tlls Comiilttee oil 31uy 15, 19it11i. w\ould
mlore efl'etllel,\ aiccompllish tlhe, iiidhil~i ol)letvhe. (of tlet priOllost~l repeail hli.s-
hltholn wlilhvh lilt, e illie time ovoidli pnlart tihe dlilill\'e and flamiinln effeeftq

w\hhili rllt'iil woilih liiivI'. '1Teset liree 11 lliil ivI's o outright relell were
Stilted tIs follows : () The susiiothl of flite credit for il lhnt11 d poerlod of tiie.
(2) Tie reduce iti ifl he rate of' ti' linv' stili'lt credit Io -t or ViO. (This alfe'iio-
Iiv' coul conicehi'ily take several foriis--for eXaill liii ndiltllito rtdict1oi
lin ratle, ii graiduail reduictioli overq it period of tiiie. or it rte hisltiemeit of tilt,
foriii,..r .o-ciilhlh "Lonig Ilnitmndnienit" which reqire'td a rtediietiho of tilt-- deplre-
cliile hoslle by tile 1lillint of credit aillowetd.) (3) The continuaitioni of the credit.

its it. ilow stlliids wih ilitiortizationi of ill'- Mo1ill aiiount over the life of tilt, asset.
A vrtitiloln of Ftiiher llogaii's third alternilve would be it further derveitioni
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allowance of 1l,1 , to be spread over the life of the facility ; this variation, provid-
ing for depreciation in excess of historical cost, would be a partial recognition of
the fact that present depreciation laws Il an Inflationary era do not permit the re-
covery of dollars having purchasing power equivalent to those originally ex-
pemhnd. A small step hi the direction of these alternatives was taken by the
House of Representatives in Its bill, which permits amortization of expenditures
for air and water pollution equipment over five years.

It seems to us that, short of full retention of the credit, eaeh of these three
alternatives would be far preferable to outright repeal on several grounds:

-During the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1969, the Federal Government would
realize more tax revenue if the credit were amortized over it period of years
instead of deducted currently for facilities comlleted during the year but quali-
fying for the credit under existing law, would realize the same revenue if the
re(lit were suspended instead of re)ealte, and vould receive less revemie if
lhe investment credit rate were reduced rather th-an eliminated. Ii tihe long
run, however, tax revenues wvouhl be favorably affected because the additional
ilivestmllenlt flowing from oltinuation of the investment cre(dit (hut ill sllie
Modified form) woult tend to result ti more I)roduction and emphlylient 1m

lilvie llore tax revenue.
---Any of the three alternatives woild run less risk of "overkill" and l'ecessioln.

Fllurther, if ile investment cre(lit were maitlined a1s p1rt of tilt' limw but il
soiie nlodiiled form, the present credit couid Ili till probability be reinstlited
mitore easily and more quickly than if the credit were repealed outright at this
tille.

--- Evonailie growth would he less retarded because il the lIig run such growth
is lrlatedt o tilt' rate t' bushiess invest enl t in plalit illd ( lii ilt.

- l'roductivity and eilichlncy giins would bV less Inllibited, sill' lodel'll tools
.111d technology go hai(d ill hand with rising lrodticlivity anl high ceiciency.

- 1ml'ipnloylllt and1( job treatloll wouhl tb' less lhrealtlled lIeca lse illuere \vomid
Ie greater incitive to ilivest ill job-creatliig tools of prod(itnm, :s well its
a greater lIancIitl ability to so invest.

.--. 'ihis 1i3 lto 's iltiernatioun l ('oll1 ii tiveivess a1d 1 1 iil('e of payllilts w hlid
be less adversely affected because Allericani husin1sses cotll cotillle to re-
cover their investment in plant and equipment 1 t 3 rate wihch woul iiore
t'losely approach those ilermlitted by many foreign nations who are our very
powerful competitors.

- -Nittiolal defense capabllithtes would Ie less Jeopardized, silly r'eduted
incelltive to Invest not only has a stagnating effect oil our wimaietlne ecOll1ny
but would also lhnit our ability to produce goods of all types needed during a
natioiiil eme(rgenty a1(1 lin prelration forsuch all eiIergelty.

---Finally. Improving our nation's standard of living and mileeting our social
lrioritics would be less difficult, since more production and taxable illcoie
wouhl result front the additional Investment associable to each of the threeallternat ives.

1. EQUIVALENT DEPRECIATION

If, despite all of these reasons for retaining the investment credit--even if only
il modified form-It is decided to repeal it, then we would strongly urge that
additional equivalent depreciation reform he simultaneously substituted for It.
If such lleaningful reform Ito not ('fleeted simultaneously, there Is a grave danger
that it will he forgotten about-and the whole nation woul Ie the loser if this
happened.

Toward this end, the Treasury Department has recently Initiated a study of
more liberalized depreciation which would, In part at least, offset the repeal
of the investment credit. Until the results of this study become available, it would
appear prudent to defer action on3 tile investment credit which, as previously
pointed out, was and Is considered an Integral part of depreciation reform.
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If lieu of tile investment relief , various types of e(Iuivalent depreciation
reforni have been proposed recently. These include the previously mentioned
additional depreciation allowance of 14 percent; elimination of the reserve ratio
te-st. and thus makig the guideline lives a matter of right; shorter write-off
periods: triple declining lance depreciation ; and additional first-year deprecia-
tion. Although any of these wouid be a step in the right direction, all of them
still fall short of fully dealing with the fundamental facility replacement problem
arising from past intlation-let alone currently accelerating inflation-since
except for the first of these proposals total depreciation over the lives of facilities
would .till be linuiicd to original cost. Realistic depreciation recognizing changes
in pu r('asing power in our Inflationary age has yet to come.

In s uinary, we strongly urge ((ntinuation of the investment credit IIn its
liresent form. If this is not possible. then we would urge either its continuation
in m diifled forini or meaningful depreciattok reform.

(Tie following communication was submitted to the committee by
]])iou. Iohn Shernian Cooper, it U.S. Senator from the 6tate of
Kenitteky :)

RYIIER rTuuc'('I, IENrAI, I N(.,Lou~isv'ille, ICY., J 11m: J, 19J69.

1io..ll,'1N 8mm .liIMAN (oormPIt.
71Iwc 1'.N. .'matc, Wa.shington, D.C.

I I; u.n 14.: AS you khiow, the Administration has proposed that the Investment
'Ia'x Credit be repealed as of April 21, 19(;). In this connection, we wish to bring
to y,,lor Itteitioli aid ask your coisideration of a proposal for the modification
of ihe "'"credit recalit tire" provisions of Section -17 of tihe Internal Reveniue Code
and 1i revision of the effective date in the event the Investment Credit is repealed.

(wi i(-l's of collllercial trucks and tractor-trailers set iiji the In ve.siieat, Tax
i'ldit vii the iasis of the normal depreciable lives of the equipment. Frequently,

hiw m,-vcr. we m-phlce existing equipmment earlier Ihlan ifs normal depreciabtle II ife
bi'aost of oisolesceunce, fail ing cimpoitnts, collision damage or ofher casualty.
A ., lie j;iw foW stands, if we do take such equipment out of service before its
c(1 lift-, all or a pa r of tie livestnelit Tax Credit is payable as addilioma l
taxes iii the year the elIuipient Is removed from service; but the investment
credit oPn the replacement equipment to some extent offsets the credit lost duo
to (.,Il*ly rtirelliciit.

We propose that if the Investnmont Tax Credit law Is repealed, that the recap-
ture proiiions which would otherwise apply to the early retireiieiit of equip-
ln-mill l llledt iiiopvl'Iat iv-e were tie equilinmelit is reiuioved before its imorimial (e-
lireiable lift, ben ause of collision or other casualty, failing comlponents, obsoles-
c(mce or similar reasons. amd the equipment taken out of service Is replaced by
equiiinmt of like kind. We believe such suggested modification of Section 47 ill
the event (if relmal of the Investiient Tax Credit would be fair to all industry
and would relieve one of the harsher consequences of the repeal.

As regards the Administration's proposed repeal date of April 21, 196). we
request your consideration to advance such effective (late to May 1, 11)69. A repeal
(late which coln(eides with a month enfd date we believe vould facilitate the transi-
tion 1nd( avoid the tylw of problems that were experienced by industry and the
Treasury Department when the Investment Tax Credit was slsl)elded iii 19(16
oil a ilid-mon01th dalte.

Sinmcrely,

RYDEa TRUCK RENTAl, INC.,
JAiMS Ml. SMITH,

district Mianlager.
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MID-WVEST ADVISORY BOARD,
Chicago, IMi., July 15, 191.9.

Ion. RLSsEj, B. LONG,
Chairman, U.S. Scmate ('onnittcc on Finance,
Sc'nate Oflee Building,
Wash inyton, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: The contemplated repeal of the 7 per cent Investment tax
credit is a subject of vital interest to the many shippers and receivers of the
Mid-West Advisory Board.

We vigorously oppose its appeal.
The Mid-West Advisory Board is one of a National group of Shipper Advisory

Boards, whose primary objective Is to ensure an adequate supply of rail cars and
motive power for our shipping requirements. To that end we have a cooperative
effort for Improved efficiency in the use of the present equipment.

The repeal of this tax credit Is designed to curb Industrial expansion, .anl
Inflation. As proven In the past, the absence of the tax credit abruptly curtailed
the purchase of railway rolling stock.

The demand for transporation services is a deprived demand, based on the
present need of industries for railway cars to transport their products to con-
sumers. To artiflcially restrict the supply of railway cars would impose severe
operating difficulties on Industry, superimpose inefficiency in physical distribu-
tion of their products, and force the use of higher cost modes of transportation.

The purchase (replenishment) of railroad cars cannot Ile considered an in-
duqtrial expansion, and we believe this item should be given the Incentive of the
7 per cent investment tax credit. Car supply daily becomes more critical, with
retirements exceeding replacements, and the National car shortage is the sub-
ject of an investigation by the Semite Surface Transportation Subcommittee.

The Senate Commerce Committee also has taken a strong position toward the
Interstate Commree Commission for not taking action to solve this chronic
car shortage. Note that the Interstate Commerce Commission has drastically
increased penalty demurrage for industries guilty of excessive car dotiention.

May we also add to the record that the maintenance of a strong railway sys-
tem is a vital part of National Defense.

The ,Senate has knowledge of the car shortage through its Investigations, and
we res)ectfully suggest combining that knowledge with your consideration of
the 7 per cent investment tax credit.

Ti Mid-West Advisory Board respectfully submits this appeal--lhetain tho in-
vestment tax credit insofar as It applies to transportation equipment, particularly
freight cars.

Very truly .vanes,
HAROLD S. I)AIZE.L, Chairman Lc!islatlive Commifec.

GRAIN & FErD DEAR.Fs NATIONAL ASSFcIATrON.
Washington, D.C., Jul!1 15, I969.

ion. RUSSELL B. LONG.
Chairman. Committee on Finance,
U.,. Senate, Washington, D.C.

)EAR SENATOR ,ONO: The Grain and Feed Dealers National Assoclatimi ha.
1500 direct numbers which range in size from the snallcst country elevalotr- to
the largest grain, feed and processing complexes. In addition, we hav 51 state
and regional associations as affiliate members. Those associations have toea-
bershlps in excess of 15,000 business firms.

The Grain and Feed1 Dealers National Association endorsed the original (. )it-
cept of investment tax credit wid testified for its enactment, opposed it, sus-
pension an supported its reinstatement.

Our members arc acutely concerned with the i'oblenis brought on by I hw in-
flationary forces which are prol)ably our most serious domestic problem. The
causes are many fold and the solution lies In not (ble priliosa I but t ho Inte:ic-
tion of many factors o whhici your coninittee has the duty ot resi iag-u . 4 )ne
of these factors is the increase(d costs of goods andl services vithut a 'or-
responding increase of productivity. We have always believed that the invest-
ment tax credit which encourages modernization of facilities and in turn in-
creases pro(uctivity has an anti-inflationary effect. The repeal of this advantage
can have an Inflationary effect and we would hole that your committee would
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iialyze this carefully before you recommend the repeal of the investment tax
.redit.

If in lhe wisdomi of your (omiittee Its repeal is reluired to halt Inflation which
all of our ntenbers desire, it is recomaniended that several exemptions be con-
sideired. 'lhese exenijtions ahd the reasons therefor are as follows:

I. 'ransportation cqluipnrfnt.-A nmodern. elicient transportation systeta is
essential to tile continued growth of our economy by improved efllciencles and
lower distribution costs. We are currently enduring one of the most serious short-
ages of freight cars. To encourage additional transportation equipment to case
this shortage and facilitate trade is in the public Interest and should be
eileou! rage(l.

2. WaItr and air polition control cquppnun t.-Envlronmental pollution is a
mnost serious doluestie problem facing our Nation. Legislation at all levels of
go vernent )lace requirements oil the business connunity to reduce the emnis-
sio0)s of imllutants. lew, if any, iustries are exempt from the financial lmpl-
''ations oif the varied laws and ordinances and the costs involved in pollution
control does not add to the productivity or efliiency of the plant. involved. In
(1rdir to encourage the installation of ths control (qliplent some financial relief
is d s.,&i ral e.

3. Nniall bnsincs.--The small businessman is hard pressed it an inflationary
ucolloiny to make investments which would take a(lvantage of technological ad-
van evs to increase ihis (lhiciency and Iroductlivity which in itself is anti-inflation-
ary. The retAntion of the investment tax credit could well he the factor which
w'ol d encourage such modernization.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, if It is decided that the investment tax cre(lit should
lhe re isahd 1nt( further If no exceptions are to be permitted, equity dictates
hat there be some provisions enacted which would pinse out ti tax credit.
losee fins which had started lInprovementts, expansion or modernization or
had eonimitted themselves to sane should have some relief from ani arbitrary
and drastic selection of an effective date.

Iit summary we reconimnend the following alternatives ti order of preference -
1. Retain the investment tax credit.
2. Retain the credit for: (a) Transportataon equipment; (b) water and

air lllution control equipmentt ; () Small businessmen.
3. Phase out the tax credit over a period of tie.

I Ilelo your ('omnittee will consider these recomnmendations. It is requested
that this letter be made a part of the hearing record.

Sincerely yours,
ALVIN E. OLIvER, Executive Vice Prcsidt t.

STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA,
EXECUTIVE OFFICE:.

IUiy. JIussniL B. LONvG, Bismarck, July 16, 1969.

S,'natc Fin ance Cominmittee,
.Scinale O( lic Building,
11 athingion, D.C.

)EAR SENATOR LoN: The farming industry has had to face up to 'ommodity
and livestock prices which have changed very little in the last 25 years. In many
ca.zes, what change (lid take place saw livestock and commodity prices lower
instead of rise. The farming industry has been able to hold on, even while losing
hundreds of thousands of farm families from the land, by becoming more efficient
a nd intcreaslng its productivity year by year.

i'resIdent Kennedy's administration proposed the income tax credit for capital
investments as a spur to the nation's economy. There is no question that It did
spur the nation's economy. But even more important to the farming ln(l sti.,
it was a device by which farmers could continue to buy equipment that would
make them more efficient and would increase their productivity, at a thne when
failure to be able to do so meant failure in farming.

'The public has benefited greatly by the tax credit for equipment purchase
because it has enabled food and fiber production to continue, year after year lit
ibis country, at depressed prices which favor the consumer.

We, as a nation, find ourselves facing the ravages of Inflation and high inter-
(est rates, which came about because our economic system did not respond rapidly
enough to ward then off.
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I 1(1ow of no industry which is hit 11airder by inflation ai d high interest rates
than farming. Perhaps this would not be so serious if the unique elarachristi's
of farming would permit farmers to pass off the higher cost of money and the
inflated (osts of operating farms in higher prices to consumers. Farmers can-
not pass off higher costs to consumers as can many other Industries.

I, therefore, appeal to you that when the tax credit Investment is retpehaled
Ii order to help dampen down our runaway inflation, the Congress iia ki mte
of the unique conditions of the farming industry and continue the investment
tax credit at a reasonable level for normal-sized farm operating units.

I fear that th leavy burden of inflation and high interest rates heing fmo',ed
upon farming at the present time will not only adversely affect the econiomily of
North Dakota and other farm states, but will drastically and aidversely alter
social patterns of rural living as well.

Sincerely yours,
WILLIAM L. Guy, Go,#rn'w.

S'iArEENT' 01' 'HEre AMERICAN INSTITV'TE O1" ECHIANT .811 IPMN IN v
JAMES .J. IEYNOLDS, PRESIDENT

The American Institute of MIereniut Shipldng greatly appreciates this (op1 '-
ortunlty to present its views fill(] abiding concerni regarding the peniniiig revilii-
niendatlon of President Nixon to repeal the 7% Investiiient tax credit.

In his message to the Congress on April 21. 1969. lhe President indlieat il th:,t in
the "early 60's. America's productive capacity needed prompt mo'deri .iza tion to
enable It to compete with Industry abroad. Accordingly, Oovernment glv. high
priority to providing tax incentives for this nmlodernizatlon.

",Since that tlime, American business has invested close to $4(X) billion in inw
plant and equipment, bringing the American economy to new levels of i,)-
duetivity and efficiency. While a vigorous pare of capital formation will c'er-
tainly continue to be needed, national priorities now require that w, give at-
tention to the need for general tax relief."

While we of course cannot disagree with most of the president's preImises, we
would like to point out to the Committee the crucial factor that the ooean-
going marine industry differs from other American in(lustries inl the al.-ater
degree to which it is continually operating In ddrect competition on tho oce(n ts
of the worll with the foreign flag fleets which operate at one-fourth the labor
costs of U.S. flag operators and which can procure its capital equipment at half
the cost. One of the key factors In making It Increasingly more difficult for a
U.S. shipowner to operate at a profit has been the tremendous cost increases in the
areas of labor. repairs and Insurance. Even taking into account operating subsidy
paid to the owner and construction subsidy paid to the shipyards in behalf
of tile subsidized operators which number approximately one-third of American-
flag operations, it is readily apparent that repeal of the investment credit would
have a repressive effect on the ability of the U.S. Merchant fleet to compete
with the already flourishing foreign-flag fleets of the world. The foreigners
not only have lower labor and capital costs liut they also are the beneficiaries of
governmental aid and lcentives while iare nlot being repealed. For exltiile,
ships built anywhere in the world by British owners for U'K registry are eligible
for an investment grant at the rate of 20 percent of costs incurred,* In Norway
the government lrovildes that all industries with an annual in(ome (after depre-
Clation) of $2,794 may deposit 20 percent thereof in a tax deferred fund. The
money would be blocked for 4 years and after that it must be spent for investilietit
in depreciable property, in which case that property would have to be written
down by 85 ler('ent of the amount taken from the account, leaving 15 lre'n-t tax
free.

From the standpoint of the present status of the U.S. merchant marine,
the timing of the proposed repeal of the investment tax credit Is extremely
poor. I say this because tihe American-flag fleet Is undergoing vast technological
changes both through tIe container revolution and innovative new vessels.

American shiip operators are investing In the LASTI (Lighter Altoard Ship) ii1d
Sea Barge Ships which cost aproximately $28 million and $33 million, respec-
tively. These huge vessels are a whole new concept in ocean transportation

and it has.1 Ieen estimated that three Sea Barges will provide the capacity of

15 existing freighters. As to containers, a full containershl)ip capable of carrying
1,000 loaded container costs approximately $20 million and by 1977 an estimated

1)4 contalnerships will engage in the U.S. foreign commerce. By 1970. approx-

imately 165,000 containers should he in us( and tie investment in containers,
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31 lout by that (late 1 will be ill excess of $3(R) million. Tihe point is. itia altihoigi
the ("overnllelit lax itc'entivr for nloh'1nizaIit 1011 lllly 1have served its lrlpse.
as 41lggested Iy ti*. l'rehent. for American industry. this is erta illi not
Ile (ase with reslii't to (eel ovean shipping. This iitrti'llr Ilndstry is just
now in the throes of the almost extensive and far-reachig linoderlizatiiiii ini its
history. To with raw the beIletils of the ilvestinent tax credit front our industry
at this (ruc('ill tille Wolll 11tdoltedly Ilunit two of Ilhe na ist signiticallt de-
Nlhoplalleiits iIl the history of the I.S. jirehant 33:'ilne al hae e a adverse
ila't on alt a I ',:(ly (l-idvlntaged industry olperaing oil a smitall profit Inargill.

Ill this coll ne. lion. it is noteld that the rolits (of lnlost I.'. flag shipping oper-
0t11's are a niong tibe lowest ilI U.S. iflust r aid thus tn., tax credit t is rein I jely
ll1)0l' imlporalt to this I ilustry thant to others. While tie ii i4ii11 1usiry-vwid
vall rn igs iIre not a vailalle, (111llyi stellishi v'oillplllits ll't- plrivaliely illhl
ill l not relia se Prolit a11(d Lhoss Statei'iii ts . tihl llstitllit doeis lliV <li ta
mn tit -I ll r 331 (huh lanies iolhlilg oIiratiig sulbsily con(ia its with the gov-
el'311ielt. These I.1 i0onllpllnies have .I stoclkholdr 113l('stte'nt of a3bhut $99li0)
iiiillion liut 1i3 4 of the past It) years their cobinh3d earnings after taxes hlav'e
lbeeen less than $30 llllioll. Their return ou inuivest lelit during tilt, past decatet
has averaged .1.7 pereelit a ye'r tterP ti Xes.

One of the reasons given by the Treasury Departnient for its recommendation
to relwsal the Investment tax credit, was that its continuance would contribute to
Inflation. We believe that repeal would increase transportation costs ( and would
effect Inflationary rather than counter-inflationaly pressures which iit turn would
lead to it scarcity of transportation facilities necessary to the commerce and the
military strength of the nation. Il this coil et'tion, it is noted. Mr. (hah'lan, that
in the early 60's offlclals of the Defense departmentt pushed the theory on Cali-
ltol 1111 and everywhere else, that future military transport would be by air
and not by water. The realities of Vietnam have proved then Incorrect. Approxi-
niately 08 percent of the materiel and 07 percent of the personnel have gone to
Vietnan it ocean-going vessels. The national reserve fleet ot' old Worhl War iI
ships is lt the end of Its useful life and over 80 pKrt'ent of our comnuiercial fleet
viil soon be 25 years old. In sobering contrast. over so percent of the Russiani
iner(hant fleet is under 10 years old and it has moved from 21st place to fifth in
the world's merchant fleets in less than 20 years. In addition, they are out-
building us at the rate of 10 ships to 1 per year.

It Is fairly obvious, I think, that our merchant fleet is In a critical state an3(1
that it needs immediate help. As is well known, the appropriate coniiittees of
Congress have worked on and the Administration is working on a program to
revitalize the American-flag fleet. I submit that the repeal of the investment
tax credit at this time would be inimical to these efforts and to the U.S. mer-
chant marine.

With respect to the 14 subsidized lines mentioned above, since 1962 these
companies have invested about $600 million in new ship construction in U.S.
yards. The 7% tax credit on this investment was worth about $42 million to
these lines. This cogent factor considered together with these companies' siall
profit margin, make it evident that the investment tax credit Is a most ilortant
factor in their decision as to the economic feasibility of proceeding with new ship
construction. In addition, the 7 percent tax credit is Just as great an inducement
for the tnon-subsidized lines to enter into new ship eonstruitiou sInce their lrpfitit
margin ias also generally been low. Since 1962. when the investment ercidit
went into effect, private owners have ordered ocean-going vessels costing ap)proxi-
inately $1,900,000.000 from U.S. shipyards. About $600 million of this total was
paid to the shipyards by the government as construction subsidies. Thus, the 7
percent tax credit has meant about $84,000.000 to our industry in the past seven
years. Without this tax credit benefit many of the new ship construction orders
would almost certainly have not materialized in this risky low-profit business.

In closing, I would like to Just briefly discuss several more pertinent argu-
ments which contra-indicate the repeal of the tax credit with respect to our
Industry. A recent study by Harbridge House, "Tile Balance of Payments+ and
the U.S. Merchant Marine disclosed that the dwindling and Inadequate existing
fleet contributed about $914 million to our balance-of-payments account in 196
and a total of $7.3 billion during the 10 years between 1957 and 1966.

Moreover, I would like to comment on the many recent reports that the Gov-
ernment was considering amendments to the tax laws and other devices to
encourage U.S. exports. The export of services contributes Just as much to our
favorable balance of payments as the export of goods. It would, thus, seem
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only logical to continue the tax credit as a means of increasing the export of
U. 5.-flag shipping services.

On the basis of the reasons set out above, the American Institute of Mer-
chant Shipping requests that the Committee retain the 7 percent investment tax
credit. In the event that the Committee in its wisdom should decide that it is in
the national interest to repeal the investment tax credit, we earnestly request
that the Committee consider an exemption so that the investment tax credit may
be retained for the vital but moribund maritime Indusry.

This concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman, and I would like to thank you
for this opportunity afforded us to present our position on this critical matter.

MANUFACTI'lI.iNG ('JrE.Mms's AssociAvroN',
lVa.N.higtoii, D.C., July 15, 1969.

ion. RUSSELL B. Lo.NtL
Cliairmait, Committee on Finance,
U.,,.Scnia tc, lVashington, D.C.

DEAR MC. CHAIRMAN: On July 2. 1969, you announced that the Senate Com-
mittee on Finance would begin hearings on July 8, 1969. on HI.R. 12290, a bill to
extend the income tax surcharge and to repeal the 7 percent investment tax
(,redit. Your announcement stated that the Committee would he pleased to
receive written reports from interested persons regarding provisions contained
iii the House passed bill. In addition, in your announcement of July 12, concern-
ing Senate consideration of the surtax, you stated that "the Senate Finance
Committee should correct such inequities as witnesses before the Committee
and members of the Committee staff have uncovered to assure tax uniformity
i mid fairness in the repeal of the tax credit".

The Manufacturing Chemists Association wishes to present for your Coin-
mittee's consideration its views on the provisions of H.R. 12290 which would
repe'l the investment tax credit. The Manufacturing Chemists Association is
a non-profit trade association of 172 United States company members repre-
senting more than 90 percent of the production capacity of basic industrial
chemtmicals in this country.

When the investment tax credit was adopted in 1962, it was specifically
designed to (1) renew and expand U.S. domestic productive facilities and capac-
ity and (2) provide relief to industry in replacing obsolete manufacturing
facilities whi(h entailed a cost substantially in excess of depreciation reserves.
It was anticipated that the foregoing would result in a new, efficient industrial
base in the U.S. which would enable industry to compete effectively in world
markets in addition to meeting successfully foreign competition in U.S. markets.
In turn this was expected to contribute to the solution of the nation's balance
of payments difficulties. The investment tax credit is accomplishing these
objectives and should be retained.

The investment credit was adopted as a permanent structural feature of our
tax system. In testifying before your Committee in 1962, Secretary of the
Treasury Dillon pointed out that capital allowances in the United States at that
time were not comparable to those permitted by the governments of our foreign
competitors. lie emphasized that a combination of both modernization of depre-
ciation guidelines and a special incentive such as the investment credit would be
required if United States firms were to be placed on a substantially equal footing
with their foreign competitors in this respect. We believe that Secretary Dillon's
comments are just as valid today as in 1962. The elimination of this credit,
which has contributed so much to the economic gains of our country during the
past years, would be damaging to American industries and workers who are
feeling increasingly the effects of foreign competition at home and abroad.

Furthermore, we believe that the repeal of the investment credit would hurt
rather than help the anti-inflation effort. Capital investment is not only essential
to holding down prices; it is indispensable to the maintenance of our living
standard. Continuing gains in productivity and constant modernization of our
factories are vital to the economic strength of America. The most effective way
to halt inflation is to increase the supply of available goods and services over and
above demand. to modernize and automate, and thus cut the unit costs of produc-
tion with lower selling prices ensuing as a natural result of competition.

The House Ways and Means Committee report on H.R. 12290 state that "the
credit has fulfilled its purpose of increasing investment during a period of slack
demand and has 'outlived its usefulness' as a longrun stimulant to investment".
We take issue with this comment insofar as it applies to the chemical industry.
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The wholesale price index of the chemical industry has dropped 0.2 percent in
the last year, thus putting additional pressure on chemical manufacturers for
further modernization of plants in order to cut the unit cost of production. The
chemical industry is presently operating at about 90 percent of plant capacity,
which represents very close, to normal plant utilization. Thus, in view of the
predicted Increase in demand for chemical products, there is a need for new
plant capacity in the chemical industry.

The investment credit is needed now more than ever to enable American in-
dustry to compete in the international market place. Foreign producers have
historically had the competitive advantage of cheap labor which we managed
to counterbalance through more efficient machines and equipment. But foreign
producers now have modern machines also, as well as low-wage labor, and their
governments grant tax credits to encourage the most up-to-date, efficient produc-
tion facilities. Removal of the investment credit would, we believe, seriously
weaken the competitive position of American industry with unfortunate conse-
quences to our balance of trade and payments.

Without presuming to modify our strong opposition to the repeal of the invest-
ment tax credit, we wish to offer the following comments with regard to certain
provisions of HR. 12290.

One of the very disturbing factors in H.R. 12290 is the establishment of the
cut-off date at midnight, April 18, 1969. Inasmuch as industry had been led to
believe that it could make plans for modernization of equipment and expansion
in reliance on the availability of the credit, the fixing of the April 18 date is
unduly severe. If the investment tax credit is to be repealed, industry should be
given sufficient notice to preserve the credit on all projects planned in reliance
on its availability.

We recommend, therefore, that your Committee change the effective date to
the date on which the Committee reports out the bill. This extension of the effec-
tive date is consistent with your action in the case of the suspension of the credit
in 1966.

Section 4(a) of the bill contains a number of transition rules that are gen-
erally the same as the rules provided by Congress in 1966 in connection with
the suspension of the investment credit. These transition rules would mitigate
in some measure the adverse effect,; of repeal of the tax credit on taxpayers
who have become committed to projects relying on assurances from the Execu-
tive and Legislative Brnches of Government that the Investment credit was
to be a permanent part of the tax structure. Accordingly, we commend for your
favorable consideration those provisions of section 4(a) which would provide
for a binding contract rule, an equipped building rule, a plant facility rule and
a machinery and equipment rule. As you will recall, the chemical industry is
vitally interested in the plant facility rule, which your committee was respon-
sible for including in the legislation which suspended the Investment credit
in 1966.

We believe, however, that the relief provisions contained in H.R. 12290 do
not go far enough in providing equitable relief to industry in the many cases
where projects were committed to implementation prior to the effective date of
repeal in reliance on the availability of the credit.

Investments in new plant and machinery in a complex economy such as ours
are not made on the spur of the moment. A company must commit itself to a
given program well in advance of its execution so that Its plans can unfold in an
orderly fashion: for example, a site must be selected, engineering and design
work done, specifications drawn, financing arranged, materials ordered (often
many months in advance of the availability date), contractors selected, product
sales negotiated, etc. At the time of this commitment the company looks at its
potential market, its estimated producing costs and the other pertinent factors
to determine whether or not the project can be expected to yield a sufficient
return, after taxes, to justify the expenditure.

The business community has been making such commitments relying on the
current state of the law and on flat statements by government leaders in the
Legislative and Executive Branches that the investment tax credit was to be a
permanent part of the tax structure. In all fairness they should not have this
tax provision taken away without adequate notice. The taxpayer should not be
put into the position of having to choose between either a loss from ;abandoning
a project he is already committed to, or a loss from going forward with a project
which is no longer expected to yield the return required by the investment.

In order to alleviate this economic hardship we urge that one additional
transition rule be added to those presently provided in H.R. 12290. This pro-

31-701-69-34
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It is a fallacy in reasoning to suggest that the "long leadtime" taxpayer
should be singled out and penalized by retroactive adverse tax treatment merely
because repeal of investment credit eligibility as of April 18, 1969, precludes a
"short leadtime" taxpayer from generating investment credits after that date.
The basic repeal provision has the identical effect on a "long leadtime" taxpayer
who, in the same manner and to the same extent, is also precluded from gen-
crating investment credits after April 18, 1969. All taxpayers would be treated
alike under the basic repeal provision. The adoption of any phaseout rule, com-
paratively speaking, would adversely affect only "long leadtime" taxpayers and
would be grossly inequitable and discriminatory to such taxpayers.

For these reasons, It Is strongly urged that the proposed phaseout rule be de-
leted from the Bill.

Binding contract rule
On page 8. lines 18 through 23, of H.R. 12290 the following provision is found:

"(1) BINDING CONTRACrS.-Any property shall be treated as pre-
termination property to the extent that such property is constructed, recon-
structed, erected, or acquired pursuant to a contract which was, on April 18,
1969, and at all times thereafter, binding on the taxpayer."

We urge that this provision be revised to read as follows:
"(v) ORDERS.--Any property shall be treated as pretermination proi)-

erty to the extent that such property Is constructed, reconstructed, erected,
or acquired pursuant to an order placed lrior to April 19, 1969."

Jse of the word "order" instead of the termn "binding contract" has precedent
in Public Law 89-00, which suspended the Investment cre(lit in 1966. The 1966
House Committee Report (No. 2087) stated that "any directive, written or oral,
to another person reasonably designed to effect the acquisition of property at it
later date, constitutes an order".

The reason for the above-suggested revision is that taxpayers make irre-
vocable commitinonts to construct, reconstruct, erect or acquire property without
entering Into "binding contracts" as (leflned on parges 23 through 25 in the House
Committee Report (No. 91-321) which accompanied II.R. 12290. The House Com-
mittee Report indicates that in a number of circumstances, legally effective
contracts are not "binding contracts". The result is that many taxpayers who are
fully committed to the construction of property and who have made commit-
ments in contemplation of availability of the investment credit would be deprived
of that credit.

A specific example of this Is the case of Duke Power Company's $269 million
Belews Creek Generating Plant, the construction of which began after April 18,
1969. Some steps taken by Duke Power by April 1S were as follows:

(1) Initial engineering design work was completed.
(2) Approximately $4,500,000 worth of land for the plant site was pur-

chased or brought under option.
(3) Turbo-generators with an approximate cost of $45.000,000 and boilers

with an approximate cost of $40,000,000 were ordered in December, 1968.
(4) The required application to the State utilities commission for a cer-

tificate of convenience and necessity was prepared.
In substantial accordance with a time schedule set up in January and February
of 1969, l)lans for the plant were announced to public officials on April 25, the
application for a certificate of convenience and necessity was filed May 1, the
plant was announced to the public on May 3 and preliminary work on borings
commenced on May 5.

The orders issued in December, 1968, resulted In legally effective contracts but
not in "binding contracts" as defined in the House Committee Report. This is
because the orders could have been canceled after April 18 without payment of
damages, since manufacture had not started and damages from cancellation
would be based on manufacturing costs Incurred.

The foregoing details are set forth to establish the fact that on April 18, 1969.
Duke Power was definitely committed to the project. The commitment predated
President Nixon's recommendation that the investment credit be terminated. It
was made at a time when the taxpayer relied on the fact that the credit would
be available with respect to the facility.

It is urged that the word "order" be substituted for the term "binding contract"
wherever it appears in H.R. 12290 In order to prevent an unfair result to tax-
payers who were fully committed to construction prior to April 19, 1969. Espe-
cially does this seem a valid suggestion in light of the fact that the same pro-
vision was made in Public Law 89-800 which suspended the investment tax credit
In 1966.

JOiiN D. HIrcKs,
Secretary and Assistant General Counsct.
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PUGET SOUND PowER & LIGHT CO.
Bellevue, Wa8h., July 16,1969.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Ch airman, Scnate Finance Committee,
New Secnate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Since passage of H. R. 12290 by the House of Representatives on June 30,
1969, representatives of the Edison Electric Institute have made a careful study
of the Bill and the related Report (No. 91-321) of the Committee on Ways and
Means of the House of Representatives. This study has revealed the need for
corrective action by the Senate in regard to certain aspects of the Bill pertaining
to particular provisions associated with the repeal of the investment credit.

The specific provisions involved, and the E.E.I. recommendations concerning
them, we understand were presented orally to the Committee on June 15, 1969
by Mr. H. B. Cohn of American Electric Power Service Corporation.

One area of H.R. 12290 with which we are especially concerned is the 20%
limitation on use of investment credit carryovers and carrybacks and our recom-
miendations concerning this matter are set forth herein for your information
and further study.

We strongly urge your careful and serious consideration of this matter as it
is of major importance in the common objective of fair and equitable treatment
of all taxpayers who will be affected, either directly or indirectly, by the re-
peal of the investment credit. In making this presentation to you, and through
you to the other members of the Senate Finance Committee and to the members
of the Senate as a whole, we do so not only on behalf of Puget Sound Power &
Light Cimpany but also in view of the impact of this legislation on our 330,000
customers.
1'roriyion. in section 11(b) of H.R. 12290 adding new paragraph (5) to code

actionn 46(b)
Section 4(b) of II. R. 12290 provides as follows:
'Limitations on ue of carryovers land car|'ylacks.
"Section 46(b) (relating to carryback and carryover of umused credits) Is

amen(led by adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:
"(5) TAXABLE YEARS BEGINNING AFTER DECEMBER 31, 1908,

ANI) ENDING AFTER APRIL 18, 1969. The amount which may be added
under this subsection for any taxable year beginning after December 11,
196S, and ending after April 18, 1969, shall not exceed 20 percent of the
higher of-

"(A) the aggregate of the investment credit carrybacks and invest-
meat credit carryovers to the taxable year, or

"(B) the highest amount computed under subparagraph (A) for any
preceding taxable year which began after December 31, 1968, and ended
after April 18, 1969."

We believe that the drastic cut-back of ensuing years' allowances of invest-
nient credit carryover (as provided for in proposed new paragraph (5) to be
added to Code Section 46(b), should be accompanied by suitable statutory amend-
inents which would preclude the ultimate disallowance of credit carryover

which, due solely to the restrictive effect of the insertion of the "20% limitation"
provision, could not be utilized by the end of the 7-year carryover period referred
to in Code Section 46(b) (1) (B).

The effect of the above "20% limitation" provision would be to retroactively
deprive many taxpayers of part. if not all, of their earned investment credit not
yet utilized. But for the limitation, these carryovers and carrybacks more than
likely would be used within the carryover period. If a taxpayer has only four
years of the carryover period left to him, under niany situations the most he

ouhil use under the limitation would be 80%. Even worse, if the particular carry-
over period expires in 1970 he could lose 80% of the carryover. Obviously, this
would be a punitive result.

Throughout the House Committee Report (No. 91-321) it Is made abundantly
clear that the repeal has two principal objectives: to continue the fight against
inflation and to obtain a revenue gain in the year 1970. Permanently depriving
taxpayers of credits they are presently entitled to under the law is not neces-
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sary to realize the goals of repeal of investment credit. The carryovers involved
result from capital expenditures already made and the limitation on their use
Is not properly related to an increase in 1970 revenues.

It is submitted that the undesirable result of the 20% limitation can be avoided
without nullifying the purposes of repeal. We strongly urge that the 7-year carry-
over limitation of Section 46(b) (1) (B) of the Code be eliminated as to any
carryover governed by the application of the 20% limitation. This could be ac-
complished by the following statutory changes:

Amend Code Section 46(b) (1) (B) to read as follows:
"except as provided in paragraph (5), an investment credit carryover to
each of the 7 taxable years following the unused credit ear",

Amend proposed new Code Section 46(b) (5) by substituting a comma for the
period at the end of paragraph (B), and inserting the following wording after
the language presently appearing in subpa.ragraphs (A) and (B) :

"provided that the carryover period referred to in paragraph (1) (B) shall
not be limited to 7 years in the case of carryovers, the allowable amount of
which, for any taxable year, is restricted under this paragraph (5)."

Very truly yours,
PUGET SOUND POWER & LIoHT CO.,

By J. H. KING, Treasurer.

C1HANDLER LEASING CORP.,
Waltham, Mass., July 16, 1969.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: I write on behalf of the Association of Equipment Les-
sors, Inc., a trade association whose members are engaged In the business of
leasing personal property and equipment to commercial and industrial users, to
request that a specific provision of H.R. 12290, dealing with the investment credit,
be eliminated from the bill.

The specific provision to which we refer is proposed Section 49(b) (5) (B) of
the Internal Revenue Code, which is contained in Section 4(a) of the bill. Pro-
posed Section 49(b) (5) of the Code would provide (at page 13) that when a
person who is a party to a "binding contract," as that term is described in Sec-
tion 4(a) of the bill and proposed Section 49(b) (1) of the Code, transfers his
rights in the contract (or the property covered by the contract) to another per-
son and a party to the contract retains a right to use the property under a lease,
the property is to be eligible for the investment credit, and, to the extent of the
transferred rights, the other person is to succeed to the position of the trans-
feror with respect to the binding contract and the property. The section also
would provide that, if the le.sor does not make an election under Section 48(d)
and permit the lessee to claim the investment credit, the lease must be for a term
of at least one year in order for the investment credit to be available to the lessor.
These provisions, which are comparable to existing Section 48(h) (7) of the
Code, are fully supported by the members of our Association.

However, the bill then provides in proposed Subsection 49(b) (5) (B) that, in
a case where the lessor does not make a Section 48(d) election, the lessor shall be
deemed, for purposes of Section 47 of the Code, to have made a disposition of
the property at any time that the lessee loses the right to use the property. This
Subsection (B) thus would create a special rule which would cause a recapture
of the investment credit previously allowed to the lessor where the lessee loses
the right to use the property.

This special recapture rule of Subsection (B) should, we submit, be eliminated
from H.R. 12290 in the event that your Committee decides to report legislation
terminating the Investment credit. It is contrary to the present provisions of
the Code relating to recapture where Section 38 property is disposed of before
the end of the estimated useful life used in computing the amount of the quali-
fied Investment In the property. Under Section 47 of the Code and Regulations
§ 1.47-2(b), a lessor who did not make a Section 48(d) election is not deemed
to have made a disposition of the property at such time as the lessee "loses his
right" to use the property. Moreover. as indicated above, the Investment Credit
and Accelerated Depreciation Suspension Act of 1966 also contained a "lease-back"
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provision (Section 48(h) (7) of the Code) comparable to proposed Section
49(b) (5), but Section 48(h) (7) did not require a recapture of the Investment
credit taken by the lessor where the lessee lost the right to use the property prior
to the end of the estimated useful life of the leased property.

Subsection (B) would apply only where the lessor does not make an election
under Section 48(d). This frequently has occurred in situations where the lessee
is a small business concern which could not obtain financing to purchase property
or equipment necessary for the conduct of its business and the maintenance of its
competitive position, and which could not use the investment credit if the lessor
had made a Section 48(d) election. In such cases, the lessee nevertheless often
received the benefit of the investment credit because the lessor, in effect, passd
it on to the lessee in the form of reduced periodic rental payments. Leasing
thereby served the vital economic function of assisting such small business
concerns to acquire the use of needed property, and at a cost comparable to that
paid by their larger competitors. Leasing helped to ensure that the credit would
benefit the small business enterprises which most needed it.

Subsection (B), however, either could penalize lessors who attempted so to
assist small businesses, or would, In effect, completely deprive, during this
tight-money period, such companies of the benefit of the credit available to their
competitors. Under Subsection (B), if a lessor claimed the credit and then passed
it on to the lessee in the form of reduced rentals, the credit would be recaptured
from the lessor If the lessee lost the right to use the property because of a default
in making rental payments or the lessee's need to terminate the lease and return
the property to the lessor because of a change In circumstances. The dangers of
repossession and early termination are present in transactions with such small
business concerns. The result would be that the lessor would be unfairly penalized
because he did not receive any benefit from claiming the credit, and he would
suffer a loss on the lease because he had already passed the credit on In the
form of reduced rental payments. For example, if the lessor and the lessee
entered into a six-year lease and the lessor claimed the investment credit and
reduced the rentals otherwise due under the lease, and if the lessee thereafter
defaulted under the lease after the first three years, the entire credit would be
recaptured from the lessor, even though the lessor would continue to use the
leased property in his business by leasing it to another lessee, and even though
the lessor had passed the credit on to the lessee by reducing rentals for three
years.

For this reason, lessors would probably be extremely reluctant in the circum-
stances to enter into lease-back arrangements with such small business concerns.
Accordingly, even though a small business concern had a "binding contract" in
effect on April 18, 1969, It may not be able to receive any benefit from the
availability of the credit. For, as previously noted, it may not be able to purchase
the property because it cannot obtain adequate financing, and it may not be
able to use the credit if the lessor were to make a Section 48(d) election. On the
other hand, larger companies which are In competition with such small business
concerns may not be affected by Subsection (B). They may have the options
of purchasing the property, or leasing it and having the lessor make a Section
48(d) election, or, because their financial position is more secure, of leasing it
and having the lessor claim the credit and pass it on in the form of reduced
rentals. In any event, they will receive the financial assistance of the investment
credit.

The opportunity of making this statement for your consideration and for the
record is very much appreciated.

Very truly yours,
E. R. HuMMAN, President.

CF&I STEEL COUP.,Denver, 0o10., July 16, 1969.
Re Investment Tax Credit

Hon. RussELL B. LONO,
Chairan, Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: I am advised that the Senate Finance Committee cur-
rently has before It a proposal to repeal the 7% investment tax credit. It is my
belief that the repeal of this credit would be 'very harmful not only to CF&I
Steel Corporation, of which I am President, but to the steel industry in general.
I would respectfully urge the following points fo'ryour consideration:
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1. Foreign oompetition.-In order for the domestic steel Industry to compete
with the increasing imports of foreign steel, we must constantly modernize and
update our plants and facilities. We here at CF&I are now in the process of
replacing our bar mill built in 1902 and we have niade plans for numerous other
replacements and improvements involving many millions of dollars. We niu st
do this to compete with foreign steel produced in plants constructed after
World War Ir. In many cases with United States financial assistance. Retention of
the investment credit is necessary to enable us to update our plants so as to

lete effectively with the relatively newer foreign facilitie,.
2. Unit cost reduction.-The investment credit incentive is necessary in the

stool industry to encourage the construction and installation of new and more
efficient plants and machinery to reduce unit costs. As wages and other expenses
of doing business increase, the industry ust expend huge amounts of capital
in order to continue to pro(lue steel at a price competitive with Imported steel.
These expenditures are not inflationary in their fluial effect. since they ultimately
result in lower unit costs to the consumer.

3. R'giona, producer.-CF&I Is a regional producer and not one of the largest
in the industry. This company has just embarked on a massive capital mprove-
inent program that will keep us competitive in the industry. Projeeted over a
period of 10 years. it is estimated that the loss of the investment tax credit, even
after allowing for the simultaneous repeal of the temporary 10% surcharge,
will cost CF&I millions of dollars. This would be a serious blow to our efforts
to remain a strong regional producer. However. CF&I must go ahead with a
major part of its program to which it is now committed.

-1. Offset rising wages.-CF&I must find ways to offset ever increasing wages
in order to remain competitive not only with foreign steel and larger domestic
steel producers. but also with competing products such as cement and lumber.
The investment tax credit creates the necessary Incentive for a company such
as our.s to search for better and more efficient ways to make our product.

5. Imev'stcnit credit vot intended to he ternporar/.-Tt Is our understanding
that, when the Investment tax credit was adopted in 1962. it was Intended to be a
lpei'riiIuienlt part of ouir tax structure and not at temporary expedient to mheet some
particular problem. It has been with this aslluni)tion in mind that we and other
co'bll :u io'- ha v p hllnd plant modernization progranis. As I have suggested
earlier ill this letter, the investment tax credit Is not intltlonary in effect. Fur-
thor m11or'. it is significant that when the credit was removed in 1966, the effect
was so undesirable that it was quickly reinstated.

i. l ii" and water pollution control facilftie.i.-As I ai sure you know, the
steel ldustry is presently enugagedl i a costly progrllam of air and water pollution
control. This prograill for CF&I and niost other (omlanies involve's the installa-
tion of very expensive facilities wheh have primarily a social purpose and do
nor produce any return onl investment. We are glad to undertake this program
in the public interest, but It does seen that not only should the investment tax
credit be retained. but it should be Increased with respect to air and water pol-
lition control facilities.

We urge most strongly the retention of the investment tax credit, which is so
vital to our domestic steel industry.

Sincerely yours,
F. A. FIELDER.

NATIONAL PLANT Fool) INSTITUTE,
Washington, D.C., July 8, 196.9.

Ilon. RVSsELL B. LONo,
Chairman. Senate Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate,
Wro.ht ington, D.C..

I)EAR SENAToR LONG: As your Senate Committee takes tip tile extension of the
Surtax and the repeal of the 7% Investment Credit Provision, we, as a matter of
record, want to urge your Committee to give careful consideration to the credit

Our association is the representative of the fertilizer industry. Of tie 38 ml-
lion tons of fertilizer used in this country last year, nearly 29 million tons moved
by rail. Excel)t for barge transportation, we are captive traffic. Like all Industry,
the critical freight car shortage penalized us severely this year. We are particu-
li rly vulnerable because of peak short season demand.

What the House forgot was the harmful effect on the shipper, not on just the
railroads. We know they are earning less than 3% on Investment, and to deprive
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then of these additional funds means a severe cutback in their ability to provide
uts with the equipment when needed.

A little research show, that the last time the Investment Credit was cut. the
railroads virtually stop d buying cars; however, when It was restored, orders
went up1) t11%.

All of us favor reasonable freight rates-but we can't have both ears and low
rates unless the Investment Credit Provision is continued. While I know of tihe
reluctance of "opening the door" to any one group, the fact remains that tle
entire nation is heavily dependent on the common carrier system, and the shipper
Is going to be damaged-not the carrier.

On behalf of our members, I reslctfully request your favorable consideration
in leaving the 7% Investment Credit as is, in so far as it applies to the purchase
of trucks, railroad cars and locomotives.

We would appreciate your making this letter a part of your Committee's
official proceedings.

Sincerely yours,
1E)W'N M. WHVirEan, President.

CONst)II1 TID EDISON COMPANY or NEW YORK, INC.,
New York, N.Y., JuOY 17, 1969.

Ite II.R. 12290
Ilon. Russrt.. It. .oN.(;.
('ihirnian, Scnat' Finae'( Coininittce,

cnatec Ofilce Building,
Ii'aosington, D.('.

DEAl Sia: This letter sets forth the views of Consolidated Edison Company
of New York, Inc. on certain portions of II.R. 12290, nanly-

(1) the investment credit phaseout provision (Code section 49(d)
(2) the "performance standards" to be promulgated in connection with

certifl(ation of pollution control facilities (Code section 168(e) (1)).

lnrcstnent credit plaicout
The bill would add to the invwstaient credit sub-part of the Internal Revenme

C(rh it new provision, section t)(d), which would reduce the basie 7% invest-
meit credit by one-tenth of 1% for each full calendar month between November
30, 1970 and the date the property Is placed in service, except that no credit
will be allowed for property placed in service after l)ecember 31, 1974.

It is submitted that tis last minute limiting change coies too late, that the
rules which have been relied upon should not be changed, that changing horses
in midstream is unfair. One cut-off date (April 18, 1069) is necessary to estab-
lish termination :a second cut-off date is onoro'1s.

The Ways and Means Committee Ieiort Justifles the phaseout as reducing
the Inequity between taxpayers with different lead times, reasoning that it is
the need to have equipment it service at a given date which should goWern
and not the date the order is placed or construction is begun. This is inconsistent
with the original purpose of the Investment tax credit lprovisions which was to
sti mu late orders for capital facilities.

The phaseout ignores the fact that plans were made, construction begun and
binding contracts entered into prior to the cutoff date tn good faith and In reliance
on availability of the credit for projhets initiated under the existing rules and
procedures. As the Committee Report stated (p. 13) in discussing the relative
merits of suspension versus termination: "Investment plans are made on the
basis of the availability of the investment credit and various commitments are
then made on this basis."

The Committee also explains the phaseout as assuring that eligibility for the
credit will not last indefinitely. It would not last indefinitely of course-the April
1 S. 1969 c.t-off date insures that.

The Inequity of denying or reducing credit at this late date because the equip-
ment or facility requires a relatively lengthy construction time is apparent and
requlres no further comment.

Pollution. Control FacilitieR
The bill would add to the Internal Revenue Code a new provision, section 168,

which would allow certain capital expenditures for certified pollution control
facilities to be amortized over a 60-month period instead of over useful life.

The provision defines a "certified pollution control facility" so as to require
two celtiflcates
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(1) The State authority certifies that the facility is in conformity with the
State program or requirements, and

(2) The Federal authority certifies that the facility meets certain federal
minimum performance standards.

The apparent requirement that national performance standards be established
is contrary to the procedures previously established in both the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act and the Clean Air Act. Under both control laws, an individ-
ual state proposes pollution control standards. If these are approved by the federal
agency, the state's standards become legally applicable in that state and are
enforceable by the state agency, and not by the federal agency. If a state fails to
submit standards which receive federal approval, then the federal government
establishes the legally applicable standards. Accordingly, there are either state
or federal standards applicable to a specific state, but never both.

The new section 168 should require a state certificate where state standards
are applicable or a federal certificate where the federal standards apply.

The requirement of a federal compliance certificate where state stndards are
legally applicable imposes new pollution control requirements. At the very least,
this can result in wasteful duplication of pollution control review because both
federal and state agencies will have to nmke determinations. The outcome could
be conflicts between federal and state agencies.

Further, where favorable tax treatment under section 168 is desired, the re-
quirement of federal certification could make the state requirement a nullity be-
cause it would create pressures to conform the state requirements to the federal,
to the neglect of local needs.

A requirement In section 168 that federal minimum performance standards be
established would overturn a decision of the Congress made when the Clean
Air Act and the Federal Water Pollution Control Act were adopted: Both of
those statutes rejected the requirement of national standards. The situation
has not changed: Pollution control is too complex and contains too many vari-
ables to tolerate a national standard. A suitable minimum for one part of the
country is completely unacceptable for another. Congress has decided that water
)ollution control standards imustt le established separately for each wator vay.
and that air pollution control standards must be established separately for each
air region. This decision, reached only after extensive investigation and con-
sideration. should not be inadvertently reversed by an Internal Revenue Code
requirement that federal minimum performance standards be established.

It is respectfully submitted:
1. Any tax incentive for pollution control should incorporate certification

procedures consistent with existing pollution and air control statutes:
2. Additional air and water pollution control requirements, as deemed

necessary, should be by way of amendment to the existing pollution control
legislation, not by amendment of the Internal Revenue Code;

3. The Congressional determination that national minimum performance
standards are unworkable and undesirable should not lightly be reversed;
and

4. The requirement of dual standards and dual certification would make
qualification for the tax incentive needlessly complex and difficult and should
be deleted.

Respectfully submitted.
JOHN V. CLEARY.

AMERICAN AIRLINES,New 'or-k, N.Y., July 16, 1969o.
Hon. RusSELL B. LONG,
U.S. Senator from Louisiana,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LoxG: This is to comment, In specific terms, on the retroactive
effects of the transition rules of the Investment tax credit repeal legislation
(H.R. 12290) presently being considered by the Finance Committee.

For reasons set forth in detail in the attached statement, we strongly urge
that the transition rules of the investment tax credit repeal provision be modified
by omitting the 0.1% per month reduction in credit and the 20% limitation on
us(- of credit carryovrs. The prop0 d rules are retroactive and, therefore, un-

* ju.tiflel,' as'apl4e4 t0 contracts binding on April 18, 1969.
Adptlon 4 tie proposed transition rules would constitute an unfortunate

prec.dent tivholl va \t rance wlth .Finance Committee policy which has been to
afvold retroactive tax ieglntton.
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The limitations on use of credit embodied in existing law will amply provide
an orderly and equitable transition to repeal status.

Respectfully submitted.
T. F. QUINN, Jr.,

Vice Pre8ident, Taxe8 and In8urance.

STATEMENT CONCERNING RETROACTIVE EFFECTS OF INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT

REPEAL

At the outset, it is noted that we are not requesting an exemption from
the legislation. While we do not agree that the investment tax credit should
be repealed, we accept the fact that. in all probability, it will be repealed.

Two aspects of the transition rules of the repeal legislation are particularly
troublesome. First, the 0.1% per month reduction in thi investment tax credit
commencing 1/7/71 and second, the 20% limitation on tie use of carryover (red-
its. Both of these rules are retroactive because they erect barriers to the use
of credits attributable to contracts binding on April 18, 1969 (the effective
date of the legislation).

The transition rules are avowe(lly designed to Introduce equity ito the repeal
provision and to retard the stimulus afforded by the linvestin(nt tax credit to
capital Investments. It is respectfully submitted that, In fact, the transaction rules
create inequities and, with respect to property deliverk(d li)rsuant to contracts
binding on April 18, 1969, will in no way retard capital investment.

Specifically, H.R. 12290 provides for the 0.1% per month reduction in the
7% investment tax credit during the period 1/1/71 through 12/31/74. Thus,
the credit for property placed in service in Jamary. 11,171 will be 6.9 . in
February, 1971, the credit will be 6.8%, etc., down to 2.2%2 in )ecember. 1974.
Equipment which is subject to long lead time, such as the new large capacity
jets (the Boeing 747, the Douglas DC-10, and the Lockheed L-1011), will
be subject to a progressive reduction In tax credits depending on the (late of
delivery.

American Airlines has contracted for the delivery of approximately $500
million of Boeing 747's and Douglas DC-10's in 1971 and 1972. Three facts
should be noted: 1) this equipment was subject to binding contract prior
to April 18, 1969, 2) it is not possible to accelerate delivery, and 3) it is
not possible or desirable to cancel the contracts. This equipment was ordered
in reliance upon existing law, that i, on the reasonable expectation that
the full investment tax credit would be available. To change the rules at
this time with respect to these contracts clearly constitutes retroactive leg-
islation. The impact of this retroactive change on American Airlines is ap-
proximately $7 million, an amount equivalent to the Investment tax credit on
$100 million of aircraft.

The adverse effects could be aggravated by delays in deliveries which are
completely beyond the control of the airlines, such as strikes at tile manufac-
turer's facilities or Federal Aviation Administration certification problems,

In recognition of the importance of investment tax credit leasing. H.R. 12290
properly preserves the feature of existing law which permits transfer of the
credit to lessors of equipment. such as banks. The benefits of tie investment tax
credit are shared with the airlines in the form of a lower interest equivalent
cost than would be available through other forms of financing. While it is
economically most desirable to retain the investment tax credit, airlines,. be-
cause of depressed earnings and a consequent inability to otherwise use the
credit, have made extensive mise of the investment tax credit lease. Slch leases
have been the principal source of outside financing for large carriers In recent
years. The 0.1% per montf reduction in the credit will seriously inl)a it the
usefulness of the investment tax Credit lease at a time when, because of tile
,llirlios' nussive capitall requirements. every source of fimaming must be avail-
able. Moreover, ais previously noted. commitments to purchase the equipment
were made on the reasonable expectation that full Ilnvestmen tax credit would
be available.

Another transition rule which may have serious retroactive effects is the 20%
limitation on the use of carryover credits. This rule generally limits to 20%
the amount of carryover credit that may be u.ed In any taxable year after 1968.
The 20% rule Is superlmposed on the normal 7-year limitation on time use of
carryovers. While at present, American does not expect to lose credits by reason
of the 20% rule, any substantial reduction in forecast earnings for the years
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1969 and later could produce losses of credit. The loss would result from the
fact that the 20% limitation defers the use of credit and the 7-year limitation
causes credits to expire. We understand that several airlines expect substantial
adverse effects from the 20% rule.

It is submitted that the principles on which the above-described transition
rules are based are fundamentally unsound in disturbing the tax consequences of
binding contracts. For this reason, the rules should be omitted from the Senate
version of H.R. 12290. The only way to d- equity in repealing the investment tax
credit is allow existing rules to function with respect to contracts binding on
April 18, 1969. The limitations of existing law obviously applied when the con-
tracts were signed and such limitations will amply provide an orderly and equit-
able transition to repeal status.


